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ABSTRACT 
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Hamburg 

STRATEGIC HYDRO POWER OPERATIC" 
AT FREEZE-UP REDUCES ICE JAHMI~ 

Swedish State Power Board Alvkarleby 
Alvkarleby Laboratory Sweden 

In order to facilitate ice cover formation and thereby reduce ice jamming 
at freeze-up on the river reach downstream of VHtjarv hydro power 
station in northern Sweden, exstensive excavations have been undertaken 
In spite of the .ork carried out, ice jamming still occured resulting 
in head-losses and inundations. 

As a measure against the ice jamming it was suggested to decrease the 
discharge when ice fonmation starts and keep it low until the river is 
satisfactorily ice covered. However, the problem is to reduce the flow 
~n the lower part of the river and still be able to gen~rate electricity 
at high capacity in stations along the upper parts of the river. This 
requirement can partly be met by prelowering of a Mmid-river" reservoir . 

Considering the plarning needed for the operation of the whole r iver 
system it is extremely important that the right time for the low discharqe 
period is correctly predicted . The method worked out to cope with this 
problem 1ncludes moni toring of water temperatures ~nd water levels, 
weather fore-casti ng, ice surveys etc. 

To speed up ice cover formation a specially des1gned ice boom has been 

tested . Also ice breaking and ice-sawing on reaches with rapid shore 
ice formation have been used . The caper present~ details of the indicated 
method together w1th twc vears of pract1cal field experi~nce . 



INTRODUCTION 

Vittjarv hydro power plant is located in the lower part of Lule River, i n 
the north of Sweden . See Figure 1. The station has a head of 6 m and a 
capacity of 690 •J/s and it was taken in operation during the winter 
19/4/75 . Already the first year of operation serious ice jaiTIIIing occurred 
during freeze-up . Downstream of the station ice jams caused a head-loss 

of more than 2 meters. 

Figure l . Overall map of Lute River . 

• 

0 so 100 ... ------

To facilitate ice cover formation and thereby reducing frazil production 
and ice jaiTIIIi ng, extensive excavations have been undertaken in the river. 
These works were terminated 1978. The details regarding these works ·as 
well as experienced ice problems are reported by Jensen (1981) . A sketch 
of the river between Vittjarv and Boden powerstations is shown of Figure 2. 

ln spite of the work carried out in the river, ice jamming still occurred 
after 1978. These ice jams resulted not only in head-losses in Vittjarv 
power station but also in 1nunoations and inflow of water to pump stations 
and houses located on the banks of the river . Figure 3 shows water profiles 

between Vittjarv and Soden measured after the excavations were finished . 
The profiles refer to somewhat different discharges but clearly show that 

some years were much worse than others. For example, due to incomplete 
ice cover fonnatian--+n--th~ly .,;ntff-8tt8-2-;-f·ruH- ws-produeed along 

the ice free reaches upstream the Trlngfors bridge. ~~- ice de~osited . into : i..• ; , -~ 
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Ftgure 2. Sketch of the r iver 
reach between Vittjarv and Boden 
power stations . Excavations under 
taken during 1976 to 1978 are 
indicated. 

hanging dams and it was necessary to temporarily decrease the flow from 

600 m'/s to 400 m'/s in order to stop further rise of the water level. 
The water profile dated 811218 on Figure 3 shows the effect of the hanging 
da• created downstrea• of Trlngfors . The flow reduction lasted for 6 days 
and the extra cost for alternative power production was estimated to 

4 million Swedish Crowns (about 0.5 million dollars). 

The experienced ice problems cause economic losses . More important, 
though, are the plans for winter-time peak power generation. Ice problems 
•ight increase if strong peak power regulation is introduced (Billfalk, 
1982). It i s therefor most important to find methods whereby also peak 

power operat1on can be handled without causing serious ice troubles. To 
~et this requirement further excavations as well as an increase or the 
-aximum penaissi~le reservoir level at Boden power station are considered. 

To imp~ve the situation before such measures could be undertaken a . 
procedure for strategic operation of the river during freeze-up has been 
worked out . This procedure will probably be required even as a complement 
to further excavations etc 
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Figure 3. Measured water surface profiles for winters after 1978. 

PROPOSED METMOO 

After the difficulties experienced 1981/82, an investigation about the 
causes of the problems was undertaken . This investigat ion clearly 

indicated the role of the discharge rate. Low discharge at freeze-up 
results in rapid ice cover fonmation and negligable 1ce jamming while 
high discharges result in incomplete ice cover fonmation and ice jamming . 
As a measure against ice jamming it was therefor suggested to decr~ase 
the discharge when ice fonmation starts and keep it low until the river 
is satisfactorily ice covered. However, this simple principle can be hard 
to accomplish from a power production point of view. 

Upstream of Vittjarv a number of the ~st important hydro power stations 
in the country are s i tuated; see Figure 1 The problem is to reduce the 
flow .in the lower part of the river and stilI be able to generate 
electricity at high capacity in stations along the upper part of the 
river . This requirement can be met by pre-lowering one or two major 
reservo i rs, where the surplus of water from the upper part of the river 

can be stored, while low discharge is maintained along the lower part . 
For example, running Letsi power station in the southern branch of th• 

river adds 20<T ii•/Stotne ma1n river. Requiring a ffow rate of 300 ra'/s 

.: 



at Vittjarv means that most of the water comi ng from the sta t ions in the 

upper part of the main river must be stored in the Messaure reservoir . 

By lowering the Messaure reservoir prior to such an operation the 
required discharge rate at Vfttjarv can be kept for a couple of days . 

More extended periods with restricted flow m~y requir~ reduced production 

even in the stations upstream of Messaure . This might be possible without 

economic losses if hydro power installations in other rivers are not 
fully utilized. 

Considering the planning needed for the management of the whole river 

systea, it is extremely important that the appropriate time for the l ow 

discharge period is determined with highest possible certainty. A second 
attempt with repeated lowering of the Messaure reservoir etc., may probably 

not be possible. The method worked out to cope with this problem i ncludes 
monitoring of water temperatures and water levels, weather fore-cast i ng, 

ice surveys etc . Information gathered during the cri t ical time period was 

discussed within a small management group . This group suggests when and 

how to decrease the flow and what extra measures should be taken . Before 

discussing practical field experience, these extra measures as well as the 
data acquisition methods will be briefly presented. 

The most important parameter for the predict ion of the time when ice 

formation starts, is the water temperature . Water temperatures are 
measured every morning at most power stations along the river with 

mercury thermometers, accurate to whitin + 0,01 °C. In addi tion a quartz . -
thermometer has been installed in one of the i nlet sumps at Vittjarv 
power station. Data from this instrument is transmitted to the . operati on 

center for Lule River, s i tuated in Vuollerim. 

Upstream and downstream water levels are measur~d continuously a both 
Vittjarv and Boden power stations. Just upstream of the Tr!ngfors bridge 

an extra water level gauge has been i nstalled . Data from this gauge is 
also transmi tted to Vuoller im . The purpose of these measurements i s to 

detect the beginning and evolution of ice jamming downstream of Tr!ngfors . 

Observations of the evolution of shore ice and later on the formati on 
of fragmented ice covers are made by the local hydrologic departement, 

·- ·------~poM.\b-~~f-ie-W-WRey-s--i-n-the area . During the crHical t i me 



period this department produces maps showing the extens ion of surface ice 
al ong the actual river reach . 

Before and during freeze-up, long term weather fore-casts (5 days} are 
ordered daily. These weather fore-casts, together with infonmation about 
water temperatures and the actual surface ice situation, form the basis 
for a discussion within the management group responsible for the 

descission to reduce the flow-rate . This group consists of representatives 
from the local and the central operational departments, the local 
hydrologic survey department and from the Laboratory in Xlvk~rleby . Up-to

datf information is transmitted to the members of the group by means of 
Telefax . Discussions can be held daily through telephone meetings, which 

has proved very useful . 

The narrow section at the Trlngfors bridge (Tr&ngfors means "Narrow 
Rapids" in Swedish)is one of the key points to the experienced difficulties . 
Even at low discharges the progression of the ice cover, starting from 
Boden ~wer station. is halted downstream of Trlngfors . In order to 

secure rapid ice cover formation upstream of Trlngfors an ice boom has 
earlier been tested upstream of the bridge . The boom proved effective 
in initiating an ice cover upstream of its location . Downstream thereof, 
however, a long reach of the river maintained open water until late in 

.the winter. Ice production on this reach caused underhanging dams further 
downstream and the boom was therefor removed after a one year test 
(Jensen, 1981). 

Trying to avoid the drawbacks with the old ice boom a new concept 
has been tested . The new boom is located at the previous location. 
See figure 1. The new idea is to keep a 100m long section in the cen .ral 
part of the boom open at the beginning of freeze-up, permitting drifting 
ice to pass so as to contribute to the build-up of an ice cover from 

downstream. When the ice cover has reached close to the bridge the 
opening in the boom should be closed and an ice cover could start 
progressing from the boom leaving just a short reach with open water 
downstream of the bridge. At the left bank the boom wire is equipped 
with a force meter permitting continuous registration of the load. 
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Figure 4 . Ice boom at Trlngfors with a central gap tha t can be closed . 

The t ime period with low discharge at freeze-up must for economical 
reasons be made as short as possible . It is therefor important that 
cold weather, promoting rapid ice fonmation, prevails once the flow 
has been reduced . If natural production of drifting i ce is low. 
ice-breaking from areas where shore ice has formed could attribute 
to the growth of the fragmented ice cover . This technique as well as 
ice-sawi ng has been tested . Experience from these works wi ll be 
discussed in the following section . 

FIELD EXPERIENCE 

The described measures for achieving more complete ice cover fonmation 
were first tested duri ng the winter 19S2/ 83 (Bil lfa lk , 1983) . Early 
that winter the discharge at Vittjarv was reduced to 300 m1/ s when 
condit ions for ice format ion seemed favourab le . Ice covers then rap idl y 

developed from Boden power station to sect ion 32 .5 (km) and also from the 
ice boom at Tr&ngfors to Mannbergshol men . in spi te of the open ing in 
the boom {see Fig 2) . Bridging obv iously occurred at about sect ion 35 at 

the low discharge and the boom opening never had to be closed tha t winter . 
The load on the boom did hardly increase during freeze-up compared to 
open water conditions . 

1 



In order to speed up the ice cover formation from section 32 .5 towards 
Tr!ngfors, breaking of shore ice from the wide sections between sect ion 
34 .0 and 34 .4 was started . The boat used for that purpose was a steel boat 
about 5 m long. which previously had been used in connection with timber 
floating . By running the boat towards the shore ice, long cracks could 
be created, thereby loosening floes sometimes on the order of 1000 m1

. 

If cracks did not appear the boat could be run back and forth creating 
a track whereby a big floe could be loosened, provided the ice thickness 
was less than about 0 . 1 m. Although the boat "as somewhat small for the 
job, about 70 .000 m2 surface ice could be broken in less than 2 days . 
The ice front was thereby artificially moved about 500 m upstream. 

Af ter initial ice cover formation the discharge was kept at 300 m1/ s 
for about 1 week . The flow was then gradually increased to about 600 m1/s . 
The avarage flow during the rest of the winter was on the order of 

450 m1/s . 

The autumn in 1983 was extremely rainy and all reservoirs were almost 
completely full at the beginning of the winter . It was therefor important 
not to reduce the flow until it was absolutely necessary . Due to a very 
sudden cold spell, some trouble with frazil fonmation, which temporarily 
clogged the intakes at Vittjarv, occurred before the flow was reduced to 
300 m'/s this winter. At the beginning of freeze-up drifting hce passed 
the opening in the ice boom and the ice cover progressed to section 33.0 
in a couple of days . However, even this year ice cover formation occurred 
f~ irly early upstream of the ice boom in spite of the open gap . The load 
on the ice boom wire this year raised to abo•1t 70 kN during the ice 
formation process . 

Due to the high ~egree of reservoir fillin~ the discharge was kept at 
300 m1 /s ~~t more than 3 days . The f low was then gradually increased 
to about 550 m1/s in 4 days . 

Even 1983 ice-breaki ng was used to reduce the open water area downstream 
of Tr&ngfors . Due to cold weather this work had to be stopped after 
a few days. The ice front had at that time reached section 33 .5, leav1ng 
about 1 kilometer o~ open water downstream of Tr&ngfors. Downstream of 
Vittjarv power station it was open water down to Hannbergsholmen . Due to 

I 



cold weather ice production on the open reaches was high and hanging dams 
started to develop downstream of these open reaches . In order to further 

reduce the open water area a specially designed ice saw was used (ice 
breaking with the toat w·as no longer possible) . The ice saw is mounted 
on a sled and is driven by a 30 HP engine. By this machine the ice front 
downstrea• of Trlngfors was fed with large floes of shore ice . The front 

thereby moved to section 34.0 and the remaining 500-600 I'll open reach 

was considered acceptable . 

One experience of ~e two years of •contro,lled" ice cover formation is 
that the discharge might be kept somewhat higher than 300 m'/s at freeze

up . Bridging might thereby be avoideG upstream of the ice boom and the 
ice cover front may reach closer to the Trlngfors bridge without ice 
breaking or sawing. Once the ice front has reached there the gap in the 

boom should be closed. 

The open water area at Trlngfors after initial ice cover fonmation and 

complementary ice breaking and ice sawing is shown on Figure 5. 
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Figure S. Open water area .at Trlngfors after initia 1 ice cover 
fonnation as well as after breaking and sawing of shore ice . 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Two years of experience of the method with reduced flow and supervision 
of the early ice cover fo~tion are now available for the river reach 
between Vittjarv and Boden power stations . This short ti~ period does 
of course not permit any general conclusions . The following preliminary 
conclusions have been drawn, however: 

- Reduction of the flow at freeze-up permits rapid ice cover formation 
and the development of significant hanging dams is avoided . Considering 
head-losses caused by ice jamming the two latest years were as good 
as the best year experienced before; see Figure 3 (note that the 
profiles refer to di f ferent discharge rates). 

- Having a management group for desc ~ ssons of how to handle various 

problems that arize at freeze-up ' s of major importance. More or 
less daily contacts within this group during the critical time per iod 
have shown to be very useful . 

- People involved in the local operation of the river have shown great 
interest for the tested procedure. These people now have been able 
to get a theoretical background to their practical experience . This 
"educational effect• will probably be very favourable in the future . 

- The specially designed ice boom has so far bee~ of minor use. 
However, the boom will probably be of vital importance ~hen trying 
to achieve rapid ice cover formation at higher discharges than 300 mJ/ s. 

- Both breaking and sawing of shore ice have proved to be useful 
methods for build ing up fragmented ice covers . A boat may be used for 
ice breaking at the early freeze-up. When the shore ice has grown 
thicker only ice sawing is poss ible . lt must be pointed out, though, 
' hat both ~ ! thods are quite t i me consumi ng and that the applicabil i ty 
depends on local conditions . 
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ABSTRACT 

Dionne, J.~ .• 1984. An es&imate of ice-drifted ,edimea&a bued on the mud content of 
the iee cove at Montmapy, Middle St. Lawrence Eatuary. Mar. Geol., 57 : 149-166. 

Reeent meuurementa made at Montmacny, a locality on the aouth shore of the Middle 
St. Lawrence Eawary, 70 kmnortheut of Quebec: City (47"N),Iive an idea of the volume 
of fine-crained sedimen&a incorporated in the iee cover and allow an estimation of the 
annual load drifted by iee. At this locality, a mean th.ickneu oC 10 c:m oC mud wu enc:oun· 
tered in the ice cover over an area oC approximately 20 km 1• Thus, the total load oC fines 
may be u muc:h u 4 X 10" &annes (t ). It ia eatimated that upon meltinl at break·up, 
about 15~ or thia load retuma to the Montmacny tidal nat while the remaininc volume is 
carried to the offshore zone. Conaiderin1 breakup characteristics, it ia estimated that 
about 1.5-2 x 10" t of fines retum to the turbidity zone while the remaininc load il 
ice·drifted outside that zone. Since the sbore area oC the Middle St. Lawrence Estuary 
covered by ice durinc the winter ia approximately 60 lun1 , it ia calculated that a load oC 
5-6 x 10• t of sediment incorporated in the ice cover could escape from the turbidity 
~one annually. To thia load should be added another 4 x 10• tor suspended matter which 
com~ from the freezinc in situ of the turbid water in the offshore zone. An annual out· 
put by ice driftin1 of 10 x 10" t of lldiment ia thua likely and ia in creat contrast to the 
output durin1 the ice·Cree ltUOD of approximately 1 x 10" t . In the Middle St. Lawrence 
Estuary, the annual output almost equals the input. CoDMquently the ~ediment bud1et is 
virtually in a state of equilibrium, which helps to explain why there is very little per· 
manent mud deposition in the shore and offshore zones today. It is concluded that ice 
procesaes l~r~ely control the Mdimentary budcet oC the turbidity zone oC the Middle 
St. Lawrence Estuary, a particular environment within a mid-latitude inner continental 
shelf which ia partly dominated by ice. 

INTRODUCTION 

Although the St. Lawrence is one of the major estuaries in the world, rela· 
tively little is known about the sedimentology of this large water body (Nota 
and Loring, 1964; Loring and Nota, 1973; Khalil and Amac, 1975; Cremer, 
1979). A better knowledge of the sedimentary budget and of the processes 
in action in the Middle St. Lawrence Estuary, i.e. the area between Quebec 
City and the Saguenay River (an area 180 km long and 2-24 km wide; Figs.l 
and 2) is needed both to understand correctly the complexity of this dynamic 
environment and to provide a useful tool for planning the development and 

0025·3227 /84/$03.00 ~ 1984 Elsevier Science Publishers B. V. 
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Jo"ic.l. Location map of the study area ahowinc the relationshi~ with thP. eaatern Canadian 
continental shelf and Atlantic Ocean. 

the preservation of the shore zones presently subjected to erosional processes 
(Dionne, 1979) and to pollution (Serodes, 1980). 

Recent studies related to sedimentation in the St. Lawrence Estuary deal 
both with the offshore zones (D'Anglejan et al., 1973, 1974, 1981; Brisebois, 
1975; CENTREAU, 1975; Soucy et al., 1976; D'Anglejan et Brisebois, 1974, 
1978; Kranck, 1979; Silverberg and Sundby, 1979; D 'Anglejan, 1981a; 
Couillard, 1982), and the shore zones (Serodes, 1980; Allard, 1981 ; 
D'Anglejan, 1981b; Drapeau and Morin, 1981; Troude et al., 1981; Dube, 
1982; Serodes et al., 1982). Even though particular attention has been given 
to ice action in the t idal zones (Dionne, 1968a, b, c, 1969a, b, 197la, b, 
1972a, b, 1973, 1974a, b, 1980;Allard and Champagne, 1980), until recently 
only gross estimates have been made of the volume of sediment incorporated 
annually i . the ice (Dionne, 1981a. b). However, Nota and Loring (1964, 
p .233) recognized sometime ago that ice should be considered as a prominent 
factor of erosion, transportation and deposition in the St. Lawrence Estuary 
and Gulf. 

i 
\ ! 
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Fic.2. Map or the Middle St. Lawrence Eacu.ry ahowinc thrft major units: (a) maximum 
turbidity zone; (b) medium turbidity zone; aad (c) turbidity·frH or ftr)' low turbidity 
zone, accordinc to D'Anclejan eta!. (1981 ). Theatudy ana is located within the maximum 
turbidity zone. 

It is the purpose of this paper to report preliminary data on the volume of 
fine sediment incorporated annually in the ice cover, particularly at Mont
magny, to discuss briefly the significance of ice rafting in the sedimentary 
budget of the Middle St. Lawrence Estuary, and to point out its importan•:e 
to the evolution of some high-latitude continental shelves. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MONTMAGNY TIDAL FLAT 

The Montmagny tidal flat is located on the south shore of the Middle 
St. Lawrence Estuary, approximately 70 km northeast of Quebec City (lat. 
47°N). F rom a sedimentological point o,f view, this area can be considered as 
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a particular environment within the North Atlantic inner continental shelf 
(Fig.1). The tidal flat ex~nds from Point St. Thomas to the west, to Cape 
St. Ignace in the east, a distance of approximately 15 km. The mean width 
of the flat is 1500 m, but locally it extends up to 3 km at lower low tide for 
an avera,e area of 20 km2 (Fig.3). It is set in a large open embayment facing 
the Montmagny Archipelago. The depression which is cut into Cambro
Ordovician folded slate and sandstone formationa of the Appalachian Prov
ince, is fUled with fine-grained Quaternary deposita. Pleistocene marine clays 
(Goldthwait Sea) several meters in thickness underlie Holocene and Recent 
stratitl ed silts and fine sands a few centimeters to a few decimeters in thick
ness, and locally up to one meter or more, along the major channels of the 
tidal flat. 

The Montmagny tidal flat ia composed of two major units: a relatively 
wide marsh up to 500 m wide set at the higher level, and a broad muddy and 
sandy tidal flat extending from the marsh down to the lowest low tide level. 
Mean tides range from 4 to 5 m and large spring tides are up to 6 m. The area 
is considered as a macrotidal environment characterized by a broad tidal 
platform which slopes gently seaward with a gradient ranging from 1 to 5 m 
km"1

• This tidal flat is entirely ice~overed for several months each winter. 
Freeze-up usually occurs in December and break-up in April. The ice cover is 
commonly 6Q-100 em thick, but locally thicknesses up to 125-150 em 
have been measured. The ice cover extends seaward as f:u as the -5 m iso
batn for about 2-3 months. Throughout the winter in the offshore zone, 
floes of various size move upstream and downstream according to wind direc
tion and tidal currents. 

The Montmagny tidal flat is located in the upper section of the Middle 
St. Lawrence Estuary, an area comprising a high turbidity zone extending from 
Quebec City to Cap au.x Oies on the north shore and to La Pocatiere on the 
south shore (Fig.2). In this turbidity zone, the suspended matter values vary 
considerably from place to place. Generally, turbidity decreases downstream, 
shoreward and from the bottom to the surface. According to D'Anglejan et 
al. (1973), Silverberg and Sundby (1979) and D'Anglejan (1981a), the sus
pended matter values in the turbidity zone vary from 10 to 450 mg 1"1 during 
the summer. No data are available on the turbidity during the ice season. The 
suspended particulate matter is mainly composed of silt and clay, with a vary
ing proportion of organic debri' (Kranck, 197E;; Pocklington and Leonard, 
1979). Dlite and chlorite are the two main components (up to 94%) of the 
clay minerals of the suspended matter (D'Anglejan et al., 1973). 

MODERN DAY SEDIMENTATION 

Like most other flats of the Middle St. ~awrence Estuary, deposition 
occurs year round on the Montmagny tidal flat. However, two main periods 
of mud and fine sand deposition do exist, one during the summer and the 
other during the winter. It is well known that deposition today is not perma
nent in the turbidity maximum zone. On the contrary, it is cyclic and 
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dynamic, and subject to several periods of erosion during the year (Serodes, 
1980; Troude et al., 1981 ; Dube, 1982). 

During the summer, mud deposition is largely concentrated in the lower 
ma.rsh zone, the vegetation cover favoring the deposition of suspended matter 
from July to September. Although a few scattered patches of mud up to 
45-50 em thick do occur in the marsh, most commonly the average thick
ness of the mud layer deposited in summer is 20 em and rarely exceeds 25-
30 em. Deposition on the bare tidal flat is less than in the marsh: 5-15 em 
only. Generally at the end of September or the beginning of October, waves 
and tidal currents extensively rework the freshly deposited mud and return it 
to the offshore turbidity zone (5erodes, 1980). Consequently, it is difficult 
to determine how much sediment deposited during the ice-free season is left 
over each year. Preliminary measurements at Cape Tounnente on the north 
shore of the St. Lawrence (the site which has the highest rate of summer 
deposition), indicate a mean increase of 5-8 mm per year over the last 30 
years (Troude et al., 1981). These values compare well with the mean rate 
of sedimentation at Lee Bay, North Sea (Reineck, 1980). However, if one 
considers that at Montmagny, the Holocene and Recent stratified silts and 
fine sands unit overlying the Pleistocene marine clay is particularly thin 
(commonly only a few decimeters only), the annual permanent deposition 
in the tidal flat is very small today. 

The other period of deposition is the winter. Although the tidal flat is 
entirely ice-covered during that period, sedimentary processes are still active 
under the ice cover, particularly in the bare mud flat. As the ice cover is not 
bound to the bottom, the fluctuating level of the water related to the tidal 
cycles allows a daily rise and fall of the ice cover. Turbid water introduced 
under the ice cover at high tide allows mud and fine sand to sediment in this 
environment. Consequently, at the end of the winter, a soft and liquid mud 
layer, 1Q-25 em thick, covers large areas of the bare tidal flat (Dionne, 1980, 
1981a, b). The situation differs considerably in the tidal marsh, because in 
that zone the ice cover which is usually adfrozen to the bottom does not 
allow penetration of turbid water, so that little or no deposition of mud 
occurs during the winter. Of the winter deposition, little remains over long 
periods throughout the tidal flat. Commonly after a few storms, most of the 
liquid and fresh mud is swept away. 

INCORPORATION OF SEDIMENT INTO 'niE ICE COVER 

The deposition of fine-grained sediments under the ice cover is not the 
only noteworthy aspect of Montmagny tidal flat sedimentation during the 
winter. On the contrary, a large quantity of sediment is caught up within the 
ice co,er in various ways. Three major processes of incorporating sediment 
into the ice are commonly observed in the Middle St. Lawrence Estuary: 

(a) Freezing at the base of the ic~ cover, ~t low tide, when the.: ice rests 
directly on the bottom. In this way, thin laminae of mud are progressively 
incorporated into the ice sheet to form a sequence 1Q-25 em thick. This 
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sequence can be observed easily, at break-up, directly in the ice cover itself 
and in t he several ice floes which may have been left on tl:t: ttdol flat at low 
tide (Figs.4 and 5). 

(b) Incorporation of fine-grained sediments can also be deposited on the 
surface of the ice cover when it is occasionally submerged during the highest 
spring tides (Fig.6). Sediments are also introduced through the numerous 
tidal cracks and other openings in the ice cover. At high tide, hydrostatic 
pressure under the ice cover is such that turbid water flushes through the 
cracks leaving large volumes of mud at the surface of the ice sheet (Fig. 7). 

(c) Freezing in situ of turbid water (Fig.8). This is a common process in 
the Middle St. Lawrence Estuary and occurs throughout the cold season 
both in the shore and offshore zones. Preliminary observations indicate that 
a few million tonnes of suspended matter may drift seaward in this way 
annually. · 

These three major proce.sses and possibly also other minor mechanisms 
incorporate a large volume of fine-grained sediment into the ice cover 
annually. The storage of sediment in the ice probably reduces significantly 
the turbidity values of the Middle St. Lawrence Estuary during the winter. 

OBSERVATIONS ON SEDIMENT CONTENT IN 1981 

The favorable conditions that prevailf:d in 1981 permitted the tneasure
ment and an estimate of the sediment content of the ice cover at Montmagny 

Fig.4. F ine·grained ~diments incorporated into the ice cove.r at Montmagny; sediments are 
frozen to the ba.se and also interstratified with ice ( 4. 7. 7 3 ). 
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Fi(.S. A view of an ie~ Ooe at Montmarny ahowinr a •~qu~n~ about 40 em in thickn~u 
of thin lay~rs of mud int.erstrat ili~d with ic~ and squ~u~d between two Ia t en of clean ic~ 
(4 .8 .69 ). 

(Fig.9). During that winter, the ice sheet over the bare mud nat was only 60 
to 75 em thick. However, in March most floes examined showed an average 
10 em-thick sequence of layered fine sediments incorporated into the ice. In 
addition, natural windows in the ice cover, explained by the removal of ice 
fragments by hydrostatic pressure, revealed the presence of several thin 
laminae of mud having a mean thickness of 10 em within the ice cover iU.el! 
(Figs.10 and 11). 

Assuming that the sediment content of the ice cover at Montmagny in 
1981, as determined from several measurements, was on average 10 em thick, 
the 20 kml of the area could contain approximately 4 X 106 t of sediment 
(wet weight). 

This quantity of fine sediment in the ice cover may appear surprisingly 
high to those who are not familiar with cold region tidal flats. However, it 
compares well with recent observations made in the Bay of Fundy (Gordon 
and Desplanque, 1981), and also with some arctic environments (Campbell 
and Collin, 1958; Barnes et al ., 1982). It is not known yet if 1981 was an 
average or an exceptional year for mud content of the ice cover at Mont
magny. Should it be an average year, the sedimentological signifk JJlce of 
that process would have major consequences.; it implies that a large propor
tion of this load can escape the turbidity zvne- by ice drifting. The numerous 
field observations made at breakup, each year since 1967. at many localities 
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Fia.6. The ice sheet at L'lllet ia cove~d by a layer of fresh mud, a l'el)' em thick, due to 
aubmeraence at hiah sprina tide (4.7 .74). 

F ia. 7 . A tidal crack in the ice cover at Montmaany throuah which mud ia introduced at 
the surface (.t. l5.72). 
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Fie.8 . A clo•·up view of an ice floe made up of dirty ice cobbles, at Montmaeny (12.4. 71 }. 

--
~-· -· ___.,:;:. . 

Fie.9. A eeneral view of the ice cover at Montmaeny durine the 1981 winter ; note that 
the surface is ~reely covered by mud (2.22.81 }. 
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Fii(S.10 and 11. Mud content or the ice co•er a:t Montmaeny in 1981; numeroua laminae 
or mud and ice are intentratified ; the ice cover ia about 60 em thick (3.8.81) 
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in the Middle St. Lawrence Estuary, suggest that 1981 was not an exceptional 
year as far as sediment concentration within the ice cover is concerned. Con
sequently, these preliminary data lead to the following discussion. 

DISCUSSION 

A major question to be answered is, "what happens to the sediment incor
porated into the ice cover?'' Do the 4 X 106 t calculated for the Montmagny 
tidal flat drift away at break-up? U so, where exactly do they go? 

As far as is known from observation. made durlnf t.Jje last 15 years, only a 
portion of the fine-grained sediment incorporated into the ice cover drifts out
side the area of the high turbidity zone of the Middle St. Lawrence Estuary. 
It was estimated (Dionne, 1981d) that upon melting and washing by waves 
about 15~ of the ice-bound sediment returns directly to the tidal flat during 
breakup, about 45% returns to the turbidity zone, while the remaining 40% 
drifts seaward. In other words, 1-1.5 X 106 t of flne-grained sediment from 
the ice cover of the Montmagny area could escape the high turb1dity zone 
annually. 

The Montmagny tidal flat is only one of the several tidal flats within the 
Middle St. Lawrence Estuary affected by the process of ice drifting. There 
are other large ice covers at La Pocatiere, l 'lslet, Ile-aux-Oies, Petite-Riviere
St-Fran~ois, Baie..St-Paul, Cape Tourmente and along the North Channel near 
lle d'Orleans. A gross estimate gives a shore zone area of approximately 
60 km2• Consequently, several million tonnes of sediment will also be caught 
up by this large ice cover, from which about 40% will drift seaward at break
up. Thus, an average sediment load of 5-6 X 106 t of fine-grained sediment 
is available from the ice cover of shore zones in the Middle St. Lawrence 
Estuary. To this load should be added the few million tonnes of sediment 
which come from the freezing in situ of the turbid waters in the offshore 
zone. This load possibly adds up to 4 X 10' t annually (wet weight). In sum
mary, it is likely that an average of 10 X 106 t of fme sediment would drift 
outside the turbidity zone armually in the way which has been described. 

The tediment budget 

The large volume of sediment involved in ice processes is of great impor
tance for understanding the sediment budget of the Middle St. Lawrence 
Estuary. The problem can be briefly summarized as follows. According to 
most authors the annual input for the high turbidity zone greatly exceeds 
the output. Consequently, there should be a positive balance reflected by 
deposition of fines. Surprisingly, there is little permanent sedimentation 
today in the Middle St. Lawrence Estuary both in the offshore and shore 
zones. D'Anglejan and Brisebois (1978) have clearly shown that very little 
deposition of 'mes occurs presently in the basins and channels of the middle 
estuary with bottom erosion occurring almost everywhere (Fig.12). This state
ment is als~ valid for the shore zone; on a long-term basis, almost everywhere I 
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very little sedimentation is observed on both shores of the St. Lawrence 
Estuary (Dionne, 1979; Allard, 1981; D'Anglejan et al., 1981 ; Dube, 1982). 
although a relatively important deposition of a temporary nature (summPr 
and winter) occurs at some localities: Cape Tourmente, lie aux Oies and 
Montmagny for example (Dionne, 1980, 1981b, Serodes, 1980; Troude 
e!. al., 1981 ). The deposition occurring in the navigation channel ts mainly 
related to bedload and current action (Boucher, 1961). Consequently, it 
does not reduce significantly the volume of the suspended load. 

Data are still inadequate to determine precisely the sedimentary budget of 
the middle estuary. The output of suspended matter has been evaluated from 
measurementa made in summer only. D'Anglejan et al. (1973, 1974) calcu
lated that about 1 X 10' t of flnes escape the turbidity zone during the ice
free season. The output is largely controlled by the complex water circulation 
resulting from hydrodynamic processes, mainly tidal action. These authors 
underlined the possible action of ice but did not discuss it nor did they 
suggest any estimates of the volume of fines possibly involved in ice drifting. 
Although B. D'Anglejan (pers. commun., 1982) agreed that this preliminary 
estimate is much too low, no other figure for the output of t he suspended 
load from the turbidity zone has been suggested yet. 

The input is also poorly documented. Four estimates are commonly 
referred to: (a) 5 X 106 t yr·• (Frenette and Larinier, 1973; Loring and Nota, 
1973; CENTREAU, 1975); (b) 8-10 X 106 t, from which 70% is introduced 
during April and May (Serodes, 1980); (c) 11 X 106 t (Cataliotti-Valdina and 
Long, 1982); and (d) 20 X 106 t (Cremer, 1979). It is difficult to determine 
which one of these estimates is the most realistic. 

Considering the estimated output related to ice drifting, an input of only 
5 X 106 t is much too low. This would give a sediment balance of only 4 X 
1 0" t of fmes for deposition in the various zones of the estuary and for ice 
drifting. In this case, severe erosion would certainly result. Although erosion 
does occur on the bottom and along shorelines, it is not considered nearly as 
important as that which would result from a very negative sediment budget 
(i.e . approximately 5-6 X 106 t yr-1

) . The largest figure for the input load 
(at Quebec City) suggests 20 X 106 t yr-• (Cremer, 1979). If this figure is 
correct, it would mean that the sediment budget is significantly positive, 
since the summer and the winter output together are possibly less than 12 X 
10' t. In this case, relatively important long-term deposition should occur at 
least at some localities. However, there is no evtdence of this. Another possi
bility is that output explained by ice-drifting is indeed mo!e important than 
has been suggested. 

The 8-10 and the 11 X 106 t figures for the annual input suggested re
spectively by Serodes (1980), and Cataliotti-Valdina and Long (1982) fit 
better with the preliminary value:t obtained when ice drifting processes are 
taken into account. In this case, the annual output almost equals the input. 
Consequently the sediment budget is in near equilibrium, although it may be 
slightly positive or negative from ye'ar to year. This would explain why there 
is little or no fine sedimentation over long-term periods in the offshore and 
shore zones of the Middle St. Lawrence Estuary. 
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Accordine to 5erodes (1980), most of the 3 X 10" t of fines deposited on 
tidal flats during the summer return to the turbidity zone in the autumn. 
Consequently most tidal flats are not really prograding tl')day : on tht! contrary, 
many are suffering erosion. 

Whatever the 'iuspended matter values for the annual input are. if the ice
free season output does not exceed 1 X 10' t (D'Anglej:m et al., 1973). there 
should be a positive sediment budget in the Middle St. Lawrence Estuary. 
Since this positive balance has not been observed in the nearshore and off
shore zones, it is sugested that ice drifting is the process by which several 
million tonnes of fine-grained sediments are evacuated annually from the 
turbidity zone. Thus, ice processes are playing a significant role in the evolu
tion of some ice-dominated shelf environment&. Considering that the concen
tration of particulate matter in the Gulf of St. Lawrence is low (D'Anglejan, 
1969; Couillard, 1982), only a small percentage of the ice-drifting sediments 
from the Middle St. Lawrence Estuary reaches the deep ocean (Sundby, 
1974). 

CONCLUSIONS 

The role of ice in evacuating fine-grained sediments from the high turbidity 
zone of the St. Lawrence Estuary would appear to be of great significance. It 
offers a valid explanation for the very limited deposit ion which characterizes 
most offshore and shores zones. Because of ice action, the sediment budget 
in the Middle St. Lawrenct> Estuary is presently more or less in equilibrium 
(or perhaps with a slightly negative balance) over long term periods. Judging 
from the thickness of the recent deposits overlying the postglacial marine 
clays, this situation has existed for at least several centuries. Consequently, 
some shore zones are prograding very slowly, others are in equilibrium and 
some are degrading. Serious damage to the environment may result from 
such local degradations if adequate solutions are not proposed in the near 
future. High-latitude inner continental shelves are commonly ice-dominated 
environments. For various reasons, ice processes are often poorly documented 
although they are of great importance in areas such as the St. Lawrence 
Estuary. 
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PREFACE 

The Habitat Suitability Index (HSI) models presented in this publication 
aid in identifying important habitat variables. Facts, ideas, and concepts 
obtained from the research literature and expert reviews are synthes i zed and 
presented in a format that can be used for impact assessment. The models are 
hypotheses of species-habitat relationships, and model users should recognize 
that the degree of veracity of the HSI model, SI graphs, and assumptions will 
vary according to geographi ca 1 area and the extent of the data base for 
individual variables. After clear study objectives have been set, the HSI 
model building techniques presented in U.S: Fish and Wildlife Service (1981) 1 

and the general guidelines for modifying HSI models and estimating model 
variables presented in Te'rrell et al. (1982) 1 may be useful for simplifying 
and applying the models to specific impact assessment problems . Simplified 
models should be tested with independent data sets if possible . 

A brief discussion of the appropriateness of using selected Sui~ability 
Index (SI) curves f rom HSI models as a component of the Instream Flow 
Incremental Methodology (IFIM) is provided. Addit ional SI curves, developed 
specifically for analysis of rainbow trout hab i tat with IFIM, also are 
presented. 

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service encourages model users to 
-:omments, suggestions, and test results that may help us increase the 
ar.d effectiveness of this habitat-based approach to impact assessment. 
send comments to: 

Habitat Evaluation Procedures Group or 
Instream Flow and Aquatic Systems Group 
Western Energy and Land Use Team 
U.S . Fish and Wildlife Service 
2627 Redwing Road 
Ft . Collins, CO 80526-2E99 

provide 
ut i1 ity 
Please 

1U.S. Fish .1nd Wildlife Service. 
habitat suitability index models. 
Eco 1 . Serv . n. p. 

1981. Standards for the deve 1 opment of 
103 ESM. U.S. Fish Wildl. Serv., Div . 

2 Terrell, J . W. , T. E. McMahon, o. D. Insk.ip, R. F. Raleigh, and K. L. 
Williamson. 1982 . Habitat suitability index models: Appendix A. Guidelines 
for riverine and lacustrine applications of fish HSI models with the Hab i tat 
Evaluation Procedures . U.S. Fish Wildl . Serv . FWS/ OBS-82/ 10.A. 54 pp. 
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RAINBOW TROUI (Salmo gairdneri) 

HABITAT USE INFORMATION 

Genera 1 

Because of variations in their life history pattern and the habitat in 
which they spend the majority of their adult lives, rainbow trout (Salmo 
gairdneri) can be subdivided into three basic ecological forms : (1) anadromous 
steelhead trout; (2) resident stream rainbow trout; and (3) lake or reservoir 
dwelling rainbow trout. It is import~nt to recognize that there is a genetic 
or hereditary basis for each ecological form. For example, a "lake or 
reservoir" rainbow may react very differently to environmental st imuli 
associated with survival, feeding, and growth if it belongs to a population 
that has been evolving and adapting to the particular l ake for hundreds or 
thousands of years, when compared to hatchery rainbow trout that have just 
been released in the lake . 

Nonanadromous rainbow trout are native to the Pacific Coast drainages 
inland as far as the Rockies and from the Rio del Presidio River in Mexico to 
the Kuskokwim River in Southwestern Alaska (Behnke 1979) . They are also 
native to the Peace River drainage of British Columbia and the headwaters of 
the Athabaska River (of the McKenzie River basin) in Alberta (MacCrimmon 
1971). Their present range extends from the Arctic Circle to 55° S latitude . 
They are perhaps the most widely introduced fish species; the only continent 
lacking rainbow trout is Antarctica (McAfee 1966; MacCrimmon 1971) . Rainbow 
trout occur from 0 to 4,500 m above sea level (MacCrimmon 1971) . 

Anadromous steelhead trout are distributed along the Pacif i c coast from 
the Santa Ynez Mounta i ns, California, to the Alaska Peninsula (Jordan and 
Evermann 1902; Withler 1966) . Large rainbow trout on and north of the Al as ka 
Peninsula appear to be nonanadromous . 

Age, Growth, and Food 

Female rainbow trout typically become sexually mature during their th i rd 
year; males become sexually mature during their second or third year (Holton 
1953; Lagler 1956; McAfee 1966) . Life expectancy averages 3 ~o 5 years in 
most southern lake populations, but life expectancy of steelheaa and northern 
lake populations appears to be 4 to 8 years . Maximum s i ze also varies with 
population , area, and habitat . Steelhead may grow to 122 em long and we i gh 
16 kg . The average angler 1 s catch is 3 . 6 to 4 kg . Great Lakes rainbow gr ow 
to 244 em, but seldom exceed 9 kg (Scott and Cro s sman 1973 ). Si ze in wild 
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rainbow trout appears to be a function of longevity. delayed age at maturity, ~ 
and length of ocean residence for steelhead . t~ 

Adult and juvenile rainbow trout are basically o~~ortuni stic &eeders and 
con sume a wide var iety of foods . Ava i lability of di fferent foods depends on 
many factors, including water type, season, and size of t he trout (McAfee 
1966) . The diet of rainbow trout consists mainly of aqua ti c insects (Allen 
1969; Carlander 1969; Baxter and Simon 1970; Scott and Crossman 1973), al though 
foods, such as zooplankton (McAfee 1966). terrestrial insects, and fish 
(Carlander 1969), are• locally or seasonally important . The relative importance 
of aquatic and terrestrial insects to resident stream rainbow trout varies 
greatly among different environments. seasonally and dielly, and with the age 
of the trout (Bisson 1978) . Forty to fifty percent or more of the summer food 
of trout in headwater streams may be composed of terrestrfa 1 insects (Hunt 
1971). Adult stream rainbow trout occasionally consume significant quantities 
of vegetation. mostly algae (McAfee 1966). Stream trout have no mechanism to 
break down ce 11 wa 11 s in vegetation and cannot obtain nutrients from it. 
therefore. vegetation is thought to be consumed because of the invertebrates 
attached to it (Behnke pers . comm . ) . Bottom fauna may comprise 83 to 94% of 
the winter diet of adult and juvenile lake rainbow trout (Crossman and Larkin 
1959) . Lake trout usually reach 30 em in length before they actively prey on 
other fish species (Crossman 1959; Crossman and Larkin 1959; Johannes and 
Larkin 1961). 

Reproduct i on 

Rainbow trout spawn almost exclusively in streams . Some rainbow and 
rainbow-cutthroat trout hybrids have successfully reproduced in lakes without 
tributary streams (Behnke, pers . comm . ) . Spawning in certain river systems 
may occur in intermittent tributary streams (Everest 1973; Pri ce and Geary 
1979) . In one case, up to 47% of the stream ra i nbow trout population spawned 
in intermittent tributaries that dried up in midsummer and fall {Erman and 
Leidy 1975; Erman and Hawthorne 1976). Spawning normally occurs from January 
to July, depending on location . Hatchery selection has resulted in fall 
spawning strains, and spawning of hatchery fish may occur in almost any month 
of the year, depending on the strain (Behnke 1979) . A few populations outside 
of the native range have modified the i r spawning times to avoid adverse 
environmental conditions (Van Velson 1974; Kaya 1977). Viable eggs have 
resulted from December and January spawning at water temperatures of 0.3 to 
2.0° C in a tributary of Lake Huron (Dodge and MacCrimmon 1970) . However, 
eggs exposed to long periods of 0 to 4° C temperatures suffered high mortality 
and abnormalities . 

The female generally selects a redd site in gravel substrate at the head 
of a riffle or downstream edge of a pool (Greeley 1932; Orcutt et al . 1968) . 
The redd pit, constructed primarily by the female, is typically longer than 
the female and deeper than her greatest body depth (Greeley 1932) . Avt ;·age 
depth of egg deposition is 15 em (Hooper 1973) . 

Rainbow trout residing in lakes and reservoirs have a simi lar life his tory 
pattern to the steelhead trout, but generally lack a physio log ical smelt 
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stage. Juveniles m-igrate from natal streams to a freshwater lake rearing 
are~. instead of to the ocean . Lake rainbow trout most commonly spend two 
summers in a stream and two summers in a lake before maturing (Greeley 1933) . 
Spawning takes place during the growing season in an inlet or an outlet stream, 
with more than 90% of the trout returning to the stream of natal origin 
(Greeley 1933 ; Lindsey et al. 1959). Lakes with no inlet or outl et streams 
generally do not possess a reproduci ng populatio'n of rainbow trout. Whether 
spawning adu 1 ts enter through an in 1 et or an out 1 et , they and their progeny 
will return to the lake (Lindsey et al. 1959) . These movements from natal 
sites to lake rearing areas appear to be directed by genetic/ environmental 
interactions (Raleigh 1971) . 

Spawning usually begins one month earlier in the outlet than in the inlet 
(Lindsey et al. 1959; Hartman et al . 1962); the difference in time is 
apparently related to temperature differences (Lindsey et al. 1959). In 
Bothwell Creek, a tributary of Lake Huron, 65% of the spawning run were repeat 
spawners (Dodge and MacCrimmon 1970) . The typical survival rate of repeat 
spawners is 10-30%, with extremes from 1% to more than 65%. 

Average fecundity of rainbow trout is related to length, but is highly 
variable, ranging from 500 to 3,161 eggs per stream resident female (Carlander 
1969) . Fecundity of lake resident females ranges from 935 to 4,578 eggs per 
female, with an average of 2,028 eggs per female (Mann 1969). 

Anadromy 

Anadromous steelhead spawn in freshwater streams . Steelhead smolt and 
migrate in late spring (Wagner 1968; Chrisp ar.d Bjornn 1978). Photoperiod 
appears to be the dominant triggering mechanism for parr-smolt transformation, 
with temperature affecting the rate of trar.sformation (Wagner 1974). Smolts 
that have not migrated by approximately the s.1mmer solstice revert to parr and 
attempt to migrate the following season (Zaugg and Wagner 1973). Juveniles 
reside in freshwater for 1 to 4 years before mi grating to the sea as smolts . 
They mature after 1 to 4 years of ocean residence and return to freshwater 
rivers to spawn (Chapman 1958; Withler 1966). A large number of the steelhead 
adults die after spawning, but some (3 to 53%) return to the ocean and spawn 
again (Bjornn 1960; Withler 1966; Fulton 1970) . Steelhead spawners tend to be 
larger and older in the northern portion of their range (Withler 1966). 

There are both winter and summer-run steelhead. Summer-run adults enter 
freshwater rivers in the spring and early summer . Winter-run steelhead er.ter 
freshwater rivers in the fall and winter . As many as 98 .8% of the trout 
return to their natal stream (McAfee 1966). Both groups typically spawn in 
the spring and early summer months, March through early July (Withler 1966; 
Orcutt et a 1. 1968), although spawn i ng at other times of the year has been 
reported~ Summer-run and winter-run steelhead are distinguished by differences 
in behavior prior to spawning and, to a limited extent, by appearance (Withler 
1966) . 
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When fish migrate from freshwater to sa 1 twater, they are moving from a 
hypotonic medium to a hypertonic medium . Gill Na-K ATPase activity appears to 
be related to saltwater tolerance and smolting (Conte and Wagner 1965 ; Zaugg 
and Wagner 1973 ; Adams et al . 1975) . Water temperature affects Na-K-related 
ATPase activ ity . Juvenile steelhead kept in water warmer t han 13° C from 
March to June exper i enced reduced levels of smoltificati on and very low levels 
of ATPase activity (Zaugg and Mcla i n 1972 ; Zaugg and Wagner 1973; Wagner 
1974) . Water temperaturE>~ of 10 . 5 to 13° C resulted in a moderate ATPase 
response, and temperatures of 6.5 to 10° C resulted in the highest activity 
levels for the longe:.t perioc1 of time (Adams et al . 1975) . The effect of 
temperature on ATPase activity is reversible within a season (Zaugg and Mclain 
1972) . 

Coefficient of c~ndition is another indicator of parr-smolt transforma
tion. Juvenile steelhead not undergoing a smolt transformation do not loc;e 
weight; whereas, steelhead undergoing transformation lose enough weight to 
result in a great l y reduced ..:oefficient· of condition (Adams et al. 1973; 
Wagner 1974) . 

A fork length (i .e., anterior most extremity to the notch in the tail fin 
of fork-tailed fish or to the center of the tail fin when the tail is not 
forked) of 160 mm is the average length juvenile parr must reach before they 
undergo the physiological and morphological changes of smelti ng (Fess l er and 
Wagner 1969; Chrisp and Bjornn 1978) . Hatchery-reared steelhead typically 
reach critical size in one growing season, but nat i ve stream stee1head usually 
require two or more growing seasons (Chrisp and Bjornn 1978). Mi grating 
smolts at the lower end of the minimum length requirement stay in the ocean 
longer than smolts that are larger in size when they migrate (Chapman 1958). 

The freshwater habitat requirements of adult and juvenile steelhead are 
assumed to be essentially the same as those for other rainbow trout. Excep
tions for steelhead are: (1) low temperature (< 13° C) requirements during 
the spring months for smoltification of juveni l es; and (2) the presence of 
moderate temperatures (pre ferab l y ~ 20° C) and freshets (peri odic high flows) 
during the upstream migration of &dults. 

Specific Habitat Requi rements 

Optimal rainbow trout r i verine ha bi tat is characterized by clear , co l d 
water; a si l t-free rocky substrate in r i ffle-run areas ; an approximate l y 1: 1 
pool-to-riffle ratio, ~ith areas of slow, deep water; well-vegetated stream 
banks; abundant instream cover; and relat i vely stable water flow, temperature 
regimes, and stream banks (Raleigh and Duff 1980) . 

Optimal lacustrine habitat is characterized by clear, cold, deep lakes 
that are typ ically oligotrophic, but may vary in size and chemical quality, 
particularly in reservoir habitats . Ra i nbow trout are primarily stream 
spawners and generally require tributary streams with gravel substrate in 
riffle a rea s for rep.roduct ion to occur . 
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Trout production is typically greatest in streams with a pool-to-riffle 
ratio of approximately 1:1 (Fortune and Thompson 1969; Thompson and Fortune 
1970) . Pool s are inhabited throughout the year by adult and j uvenile stream 
rainbow trout. Pools are important t o trout as a refuge from adverse cond i 
tions during the win t er . Because pools differ in the i r ab il ity to provide 
resting areas and cover, this model subdivides pools i nto three c l asses . 
Lewis (1969) found that streams with deep, low velocity pools containing 
extensive cover had the most stable trout populat i ons. 

Available trout literature does not often clearly distinguish between 
feeding stations, escape cover, and winter cover requirements. Prime 
requisites for optimal feeding stations appear to be low water velocity and 
access to a plentiful food supply ; i . e . , energy accretion at a low energy 
cost. Water depth is not clearly defined as a selection factor, and overhead 
cover is pref~rred but not essential. Escape cover, however, must be nearby . 
The feeding stations of dominant adult trout include overhead cover when 
available . The feeding stations of subdominant adults and juveniles, however, 
do not always include overhead cover. Antagonistic behavior occurs at feeding 
stations and hierarchies are established, but escape cover is often shared . 

Cover is recognized as one of the essential components of trout streams . 
Boussu (1954) was able to ir.crease the number and weight of trout in stream 
sections by addi ng artificial brush cover and to decrease numbers and weight 
of trout by removing brush cover and undercut banks . Lewis (1969) reported 
that the amount of cover was im~ortant in determining the number of trout in 
sections of a Montana stream . Stewart (1970) found that mean depth and under
water, overhanging bank cover were the most important variables in determining 
the density of brook and rainbow trout 1 onger than 18 em in a northcentra 1 
Colorado stream. Cover for adult trout consists of areas of obscured stream 
bottom in water ~ 15 em deep with a velocity of s 15 em/ sec (Wesche 1980) . 
Wesche (1980) reported that, in larger streams, the abundance of trout ~ 15 em 
in length increased with water depth; most trout were at depths of at least 
15 em. Cover is provided by overhanging vegetation; s ubmerged veqetation ; 
undercut banks; instream objects, such as debris piles, logs, and large rocks; 
pool depth; and surface turbulence (Giger 1973). A cover area of~ 25% of the 
total stream area provides adequate cover for adult trout; a cover area of 
~ 15% is adequate for juveniles . The main uses of summer cover are probably 
predator avoidance and resting. 

In some streams, the major factor l imiting salmonid dens iti es may be t he 
amount of adequate overwintering habitat, rather than the amount of summer 
rearing habitat (Bustard and Narver 1975a) . Winter hi di ng behavior i n 
salmonids i s triggered by low temperatures (Chapman and Bj orn ~ 1969 ; Everest 
1969; Bustard and Narver 1975a,b) . Cutthroat trout were found under boulders, 
log jams, upturned roots, and debris when temperatures neared 4 to 8° C, 
depending on the water velocity (Bustard and Narver 1975a) . Everest (1969) 
found juvenile rainbow trout 15 to 30 em deep :n the substrate , which was 
often covered by S to 10 em of anchor ice. Lewis (1969) reported that, during 
winter, adult rainbow trout tended to move in t o deeper water (first class 
pools). Bjornn (1971) indicated that downstream movement during or preceding 
winter did not occur if suff i cient wi nter cover was ava i lable locally. Trout 
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move to winter cover to avoid physical damage from ice scouring (Hartman 1965 ; 
Chapman and Bjornn 1969) and to conserve energy (Chapman and Bjornn 1969; 
Everest 1969) . 

Headwater trout streams are relatively unproductive. Most energy inputs 
to the stream are in the form of allochthonous materials, such as terrestrial 
vegetation and terrestrial insects (Idyll 1942; Chapman 1966; Hunt 1971). 
Aquatic invertebrates are most abundant and diverse in riffle areas with 
rubble substrate and on sucr.erged aquatic vegetation (Hynes 1970) . However, 
optimal substrate for maintenance of a diverse invertebrate population consists 
of a mosaic of mud, gravel, rubble, and boulders, with rubble dominant . A 
pool-to-riffle ratio of about 1:1 (approximately a 40 to 60% pool area) appears 
to provide an optimal mix of food producing and rearing areas for trout 
(Needham 1940) . In riffle areas, the presence of fines(> 10%) reduces the 
production of invertebrate fauna (based on Cordone and Kelly 1961; Crouse et 
a 1. 1981). 

Canopy cover is important in maintaining shade for stream temperature 
control and in providing allochthonous materials to the stream. Too much 
shade, however, can restrict primary productivity in a stream. Stream temper·· 
atures can be increased or decreased by contra 11 i ng the amount of shar!e . 
About 50 to 75% midday shade appears optimal for most small trout streams 
(adapted from Oregon/ Wash i ngton Interagency Wi ldlife Conference 1979) . Shading 
becomes less important as stream gradient and size increase. In addition, a 
well vegetated riparian area helps control watershed erosion. In most cases, 
a buffer strip about 30m wide, 80% of which is eithe~ well vegetated or has 
stable rocky stream banks, provides adequate erosion control and maintains 
undercut stream banks characteristic of good trout habitat. The presence of 
fines in riffle-run areas can adversely affect embryo survival, food produc
tion, and cover for juveniles . 

There is a definite relationship between the annual flow regime and the 
quality of trout habitat . The most critical period is typically during base 
flow (lowest flows of late summer to winter) . A base flow~ 50% of the average 
annual daily flow is considered excellent for maintaining quality trout 
habitat, a base flow of 25 to 50% is considered fair, and a base flow of< 25% 
is considered poor (adapted from Binns and Eiserman 1979; Wesche 1980). 

Adult. Dissolved oxygen requ irements vary with species, age, prior 
acclimation temperature , water velocity, activity level, and concentration of 
substan~es in the water (McKee and Wolf 1963). As temperature increases, the 
dissolved oxygen saturation level in the water decreases, while the dissolved 
oxygen requirement for the fish increases. As a result, an increase in 
temperature resulting in a decrease in dissolved oxygen can be detrimental to 
the fish. Optima 1 oxygen 1 eve ls for rainbow trout are not we 11 documented, 
but appear to be ~ 7 mg/1 at temperatures s 15° C and ~ 9 mg/1 at temperatures 
> 15° C. Doudoroff and Shumway (1970) demonstrated th e.· ~ swi mming speed and 
growth rates for salmonids declined with decreasing dissolved oxygen levels. 
In the summer (~ 10° C), cutthroat trout generally avoid water with dissolved 
oxygen levels of less than S mg/ 1 (Trojnar 1972; Sekulich 1974) . 
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The incipient l ethal level of dissolved oxygen for adult and juvenile 
rainbow trout is approximately 3 mg/ 1 or less, depending on environmental 
conditions, espec ially temperature (Gutsell 1929; Burdick. et al. 1954; 
Alabaster et al. 1957; Downing and Merken 1957; Ooudoroff and Warren 1962) . 
Although fish can survive at concentrations just above this level, they must 
make various phys iological adaptations to low levels of di ssolved oxygen that 
may jeopardize their health (Randall and Smith 1967 ; Kutty 1968; Hughes and 
Saunders 1970; Cameron 1971; Holeton 1971). For example, low levels of 
dissolved oxygen can result in reduced fecundity and even prevent spawning. 
Large fluctuations in dissolved oxygen may cause a reduction in food consump
tion and impaired growth (Ooudoroff and Shumway 1970). 

The upper and lower incipient lethal temperatures for adult rainbow are 
25° and 0° C, respectively (Black 1953; Lagler 1956; McAfe~ 1966; Bidgood and 
Berst 1969; Hokanson et al. 1977). Zero ;rowth rate occurred at 23° C for 
rainbow trout in the laboratory (Hokanson et al . 1977). Changes in the natural 
growth rate of rainbow trout are detrimental to their development and survival. 
Therefore, 25° C should ·be considered the upper limit suitable for rainbow 
trout and then only for short periods of time. Adult lake rainbow trout 
select waters with temperatures between 7 to 18° C (Fast 1973; May 1973) and 
avoid permanent residence where temperatures are above 18° C (May 1973). 
Adult stream rainbow trout select temperatures between 12.0 and 19.3° C 
(Garside and Tait 1958; Bell 1973; Cherry et al. 1977; McCauley et al. 1977). 
Dickson and Kramer (1971) reported that the greatest scope of rainbow trout 
activity occurred at 15 and 20° C when tested at 5° C temperature intervals . 
Stream rainbow trout select temperatures between 12 and 19° C; lake resident 
trout avoid temperatures > 18° C. Therefore, the optimal temperature range 
for rainbow trout is assumed to be 12 to 18° C. 

The depth distribution of adult lake rainbow trout is usually a function 
of dissolved oxygen, temperature, and food . Adult lake rainbow trout remain 
at depths s the 18° C isotherm and at dissolved oxygen levels> 3 mg/1 (May 
1973; Hess 1974) . 

Focal point velocities for adult cutthroat trout at territorial stations 
in Idaho streams were primarily between 10 and 14 em/sec, with a maximum of 
22 em/sec (Griffith 1972). The focal point velocities for adult ra inbow trout 
are assumed to be similar. 

Precise pH tolerance and optimal ranges are not well documented for 
rainbow trout. Most trout population~ can probably tolerate a pH range'of 5.5 
to 9.0, with an optimal range of 6. 5 to 8.0 (Hartman and Gill 1968; Behnke and 
Zarn 1976) . 

Withler (1966) suggested that the correlation between the winter steelhead 
run and increased water volume indicates that a freshet condition is required 
to initiate up~tream ' movement of spawners. Everest (1973) stated that speed 
of migration of summer-run steelhead in the Rogue River was inversely related 
to temperature and directly related to streamflows. Hanel (1971) observed 
that steelhead migration into the Iron Gate fish hatchery ceased when the 
water temperature dropped to 4° C and did not resume for several weeks until 
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the temperature increa sed . This suggests that water temperatures should be 
> 4° C buts 18° C, and ~ .. reamfl ow conditions should be above normal seasonal 
f lows duri ng upstream migrations of steelhead adults . 

Embryo. I ncubation t ime va r ies i nversely with temperature . Eggs usually 
ha t ch wi thin 28 to 40 days (Cope 1957) , but may take as l ong as 49 days (Scott 
and Crossman 1973). The optimal temperature for embryo i ncubation is about 7 
to 12° C. Ca l houn (1966) reported increased mortal i t i es of rainbow embryos at 
t emperatures < 7° C and norma 1 deve 1 opment at temperatures ~ 7 but s 12° C. 
The optimal water velocity above ra i nbow trout redds is between 30 and 
70 em/ sec. Velocities l ess t han 10 em/sec or greater than 90 em/ sec are 
unsuitable (De l isle and Eliason 1961; Thompson 1972; Hooper 1973) . 

The combined effects of temperature, dissolved oxygen, water velocity , 
and gravel permeabi 1 ity are important for successful incubation (Coble 1961). 
In a 30% sand and 70% gravel mixture, only 28% of implanted steelhead embryos 
hatched ; of the 28% that hatched, only 74% emerged (Bjornn 1969 ; Phillips et 
al . 1975). Optimal spawning gravel conditions are assumed to include s 5% 
f i nes; 2: 30% fines are assumed to result in low survival of embryos and 
emerging yolk-sac fry . Suitable incubation substrate is gravel that is 0 . 3 to 
10.0 em i n di ameter (De li sle and El iason 1961; Orcutt et al. 1968; Hooper 
1973 ; Duff 1980) . Opti mal substrate size depends on the size of t he spawners , 
but i s assumed to average 1 . 5 to 6.0 em in diameter for rainbows< 50 em· long 
and 1.5 to 10.0 em in diameter for spawners~ SO em long (Orcutt et al . 1968). 
Ooudoroff and Shumway (1970) reported that salmonids that incubated at low 
dissolved oxygen levels were weak and small with slower development and more 
abnormalities . Dissolved oxygen requirements for rainbow trout embryos are 
not well documented, but are assumed to be similar to the requirements for 
adul t s . 

Fry. Rainbow trout remain in the gravel for about 2 weeks after hatching 
(Scott and Crossman 1973) and emer; e 45 to 75 days after egg fertilization, 
depending on water temperature (Calhoun 1944; Lea 1968) . When mov i ng from 
natal gravels to rea r ing areas, ra i nbow trout fry exhibit what appears to be 
three di st i net genetically contra 11 ed movement patterns : ( 1) movement down
stream to a larger river, lake , or to the ocean; ( 2) movement upstream from an 
outlet river to a lake ; or (3) local dispers i on with i n a common spawni ng and 
reari ng area to areas of low ve locity and cover (Rale i gh and Chapman 1971) . 
Fry of lake res ident fi sh may e i ther move into the lake from natal streams 
during the first growing season or overwinter in the spawning stream and move 
into the lake dur i ng subsequent growing seasons . 

Fry residing in streams prefer shal l ower water and slower velocit i es than 
do other life stages of stream trout (Miller 1957; Horner and Bjornn 1976). 
Fry utilize velocities less than 30 em/ sec, but velocities less than 8 em/ sec 
are preferred (Griffith 1972 ; Horner and Bjornn 1976) . Fry survival decreases 
wi th increased veloci .y after the opti mal velocity has been reached (Bul kley 
and Benson 1962 ; Drummond and McKinney 1965) . A. pool area of 40% to 60% of 
the total stream area is assumed to provide optimal fry habitat . Cover i n the 
form of aquatic vegetat ion, debri s pi les , and the interstices between rocks is 
cri t i cal . Gr i ff i th (1972) states that younger trout live in shall ower water 
and stay closer to escape cover than do older trout. Few fry are found 
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more than 1 m from cover. As the young trout grow, they move to deeper, 
faster water. Everest (1969) suggested that one reason for this movement was 
the need for cover, which is provided by increased water depth, surface turbu
lence , and substrate that consists of large material. 

Stream resident trout fry usually overwinter in shallow areas of low 
velocity near the stream margin, with rubble being the principal cover (Bustard 
and Narver 1975a) . Optimal size of substrate used as winter cover by rainbow 
fry and small juveniles ranges from 10 to 40 em in diameter (Hartman 1965; 
Everest 1969) . An area of substrate of this size class that is ~ 10% of the 
total habitat probably provides adequate cover for rainbow fry and small 
juveniles . The use of small diameter rock.s (gravel) for winter cover may 
result in increased mortality due to greater shifting of the substrate (Bustard 
and Narver 1975a) . The presence of fines (~ 10%) in the riffle-run areas 
reduces the value of the area as cover for fry and small juveniles. Mantelman 
(1958) reported a preferred temperature range of 13 to 19° C for fry . Because 
fry occupy habitats contiguous with adults, their temperature and oxygen 
requirements are assumed to be similar to those of adults . 

Juvenile. Griffith (1972) reported focal point velocities for juvenile 
cutthroat in Idaho of between 10 and 12 em/ sec, with a maximum ve l ocity of 
22 em/sec . Metabolic rates are highest between 11 and 21° C, with an apparent 
optimal temperature of between 15 and 20° C (Dick.son and Kramer 1971). In 
steelhead streams, temperatures should be < 13 but ' 4° C (optimal 7 to 10° C) 
from March until June for normal smoltification to occur (Wagner 1974; Adams 
et al. 1975) . 

Common types of cover for juvenile trout are upturned roots, logs, debris 
piles, overhanging bank.s, riffles, and small boulders (Bustard and Narver 
1975a). Young salmonids occupy different habitats in winter than in summer, 
with log jams and rubble important as winter cover . Wesche (1980) observed 
that larger cutthroat trout (> 15 em long) and juveniles (s 15 em) tended to 
use fnstream substrate cover more often than they used streamside cover 
(undercut bank.s and overhanging vegetation) . However, juvenile brown trout 
preferred streamside cover . An area of cover ~ 15% of the total habitat area 
appears to provide adequate cover for juvenile trout . 

Because juvenile rainbow trout occupy hab itats contiguous with adults, 
their temperature and oxygen requirements are assumed to be similar. 

HABITAT SUITABILITY INDEX (HSI) MODELS 

Figure 1 illustrates the assumed relationships among model variables, 
components, and the HSI for the rainbow trout model . 
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Habi tat va r iab l es Model comoonents 

Ave . t na lweg dep t~h (V. ,) 

r. inst ream cover (V, A) Adu l t 

~ poo 1 s ( V, , ) -

Pool cl ass ra t ing (V,, ) 

% i nstream cover ( V, J) ====-=-==-=---
~ poo l s ( V , ,)--------~--~---------------=~ 

Pool c lass rat ing (V 1,) 

: substrate s i ze 

!1: riffle f i nes 

Ave . max . temp . (V2 ) 

Ave . mi n . D.O. (V,) 

Ave . water vel ocity 

Ave . gravel s i ze in 
spawni ng areas ( V,) 

!I; r i ff l e f i nes (V,,A) 

Max . temperature (V 1 ) 

Ave . mi n. D.O. ( V,) 

pH (V.,) ----~ 

Ave. base f low (V,.) 

Predomi nant substrate 

!1: streamside vegetation 

!1: riffie f i ne s (V 119) ----------' 

: streamside vegetat i on 

:midday shade (V,)b _____________ --' 

~ Ave . daily flow (V
11

)c ______ ..-

aV<riables that affect all life stages . 

bOptional variables. 

cSteelhead variable . 

HSI 

Figure 1. Diagram il lustrat ing the relationship among model variables, 
components , and HSI. 
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Model Applicability 

Geographi c area. The following models are appl i cable over the ent i re 
North Amer i can r ange of the rainbow trout . 

Season. The mode l rates the year-round freshwater habitat of ra i nbow 
trout . 

Cover types . The model is applicable to freshwater riverine or l acustri ne 
habitats . 

Minimum habitat area . Minimum habitat area is the minimum area of contin
uous habitat that is required for a species to live and reproduce . Because 
trout can move considerable distances to spawn or locate suitable summer or 
winter reari ng habitat, no attempt has been made to defi ne a minimum amount of 
habitat for the species . 

Veri fi cation 1 eve 1. An acceptab 1 e 1 eve 1 of performance for th i s rainbow 
t rout model i s for i t to produce an index between 0 and 1 that the authors and 
other biologists familiar with rainbow trout ecology beli eve is posit ively 
correlated with long term carrying capacity of the habitat. Model verification 
consisted of testing the model outputs from sample data sets devel oped by the 
authors to simulate rainbow trout habitat of high, medium, and low qua lity and 
model review by rainbow trout experts . 

Model Description 

The HSI model consists of five components : Adult (CA); Juvenile (CJ); 

Fry (CF); Embryo (CE); and Other (C0) . Each life stage component contains 
variables specifically related to that component . The component c0 contains 

variables related to water quality and food supply that affect all life stages 
of rainbow trout . 

The model utilizes a modified limiting factor procedure . This procedure 
assumes that model variables and components wi th suitability indices in the 
average to good range, > 0. 4 but < 1.0, can be compensated for by higher 
suitabili ty indices of other related model variables and components. However , 
variables and components with suitabilities s 0.4 cannot be compensated for 
and, thus, become limiting factors for the habitat suitability . 

Adult component. Variable V1 , percent instream cover, is included because 

standi ng crops of adult trout are assumed to be related to the amount of cover 
available based on studies of brook and cutthroat trout . Percent pools (V 11 ) 

is i ncluded because pools provide cover and resting areac; for adult trout. 
Variable V11 also quantifies the amount of pool habital. that is needed . 

Variable V15 , pool class rating , is included because pools differ in the 
amount and quality of escape cover, winter cover, and resting areas that they 
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provide . Average thal weg depth (V,.) is i ncluded because average water depth 

af fects t he amoun t and qual ity of pools and i nstr eam cover avail able t o adul t 
trout and the mi gra tory acce ss to spawni ng and rear ing areas . 

J uvenile component. Var i ables V, , percent inst ream cover; V10 , percent 

poo l s; and V1 5 , pool class rat i ng are incl uded i n t he juvenil e componen t for 

the same reasons l ist ed above for the adul t component . Juveni l e ra inbow trout 
use these essential stream features for escape cover, win t er cover, and rest ing 
areas. 

Fry component . Variable V,, percent substrate size class, is included 

because trol•t f ry utilize substrate as escape cover and winter cover . Vari able 
V,,, percent pool s , is included because fry use the shall ow, slow water areas 

of pools and b~ckwaters as resting and feeding stat ions . Variable V1,, percent 

r i ffle fines, is included ·because the percent f i nes affects the ability of the 
fry to utilize the rubble substrate for cover . 

Embryo component . It is assumed that habitat sui tabi l i ty for trout 
embryos depends pr imarily on average max imum wa t er tempera t ure, V2 ; average 

minimum dissolved oxygen, V,; average water vel oc ity, V, ; grave l s i ze in 

spawning areas , V7 ; and percent r iff le f i nes, V15 • Wa t er velocity (V,), 

gravel si ze (V 7 ), and percent f i nes (V 1 ,) are i nter rel ated facto r s t ha t effect 

the transport of di ssolved oxygen to the embryo and the removal of metabol ic t 
waste products f r om the embryo. In addi tion , the presence of too many fi nes 
in the redds blocks movement of t he fry from t he incubat i ng gravels to t he 
stream. 

Other component . Th i s component contains model variables for two subcom
ponents, water ouality and food supply, that affect all life stages . The 
subcomponent water qudlity conta i ns four variables : maximum temperature (V 1 ) ; 

average mi nimum di ssolved oxygen (V,) ; pH (V 1 ,); and average base f low (V 1 ,.) . 

The waterflow of all streams fluctuates on a seasonal cycle, and a correl ation 
exists between the average annual daily streamflow and the annual low base 
f low period . Average base flow (V 1 ,. ) is included to quantify t he relationsh ip 

between annual wat.er flow fluctuations and trout habitat suitability . These 
four variables affect the growth and survival of all 1 ife stages except 
embryos, whose water quality requirements are i ncluded wi th the embryo 
component. The subcomponent food supply contains three variables: dominant 
substrate type (V,) ; percent streamstde vegetation (V 11 ); and percent ri f fle 

f i nes (V 1 ,) . Predominant substrate type (V,) is i ncluded because th; abundance 

of aquatic insects, an important food item for rainbow trout, is correlated 
with substrate type . Vari able V15 , percent fines in riffle-run and spawni ng 

areas, is included because the presence of excessive fines i n riffle-run areas 
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reduces the production of aquatic insects . Variable V11 i s included because 

allochthonous materials are an important source of nu tri ents i n cold, un
productive trout streams. 

Variables V12 , V1 7 , and V11 are opt ional variables to be used only when 

n e~ded and appropri ate. Streams ide vegetation, V12 , is an important means of 

controlling soil erosion, a major source of fines in streams, and for i nput of 
terrestrial i nsects . Variable V17 , percent midday shade , is i ncluded because 

the amount of shade can affect water temperature and photosynthesis in streams. 
Average daily flows, V11 , are associated wi th rapid upstream migration of 

steelhead adults. Variables V12 and V17 are used primarily for streams s 50 m 

wide where temperature, photosynthesis , or erosion problems occur or when 
changes in the riparian vegetation are part of a potential project plan . 
Variable V11 is used only for h'abitat eva l uation for spawning migration of 

steelhead trout . 

Su itab il ity Index (SI) Graphs for Model Variables 

This section contains suitability index graphs for the 18 model variables . 
Equations and instructions for combining groups of variable SI scores into 
component scores and component scores i nto rainbow trout HSI scores are 
i ncluded. 

The graphs were constructed by quantifying information on the effect of 
each habitat variable on the growth, survival, or bi omass of ra i nbow trout . 
The curves were built on the assumption that increments of growth , survival, 
or biomass plotted on they-ax i s of the graph could be directly converted into 
an index of suitability from 0 .0 to 1.0 for the species, wi th 0.0 indicating 
unsuitable conditions and 1.0 indicating optimal conditions . Graph trend 
lines represent the authors' best estimate of suitability for the various 
levels of each variable . The graphs have been reviewed by biologists familiar 
with the ecology of the species, but some degree of SI variability exists . 
The user is encouraged to modify the shape of the graphs when existing regional 
information indicates that the variable suitabil i ty relat ionship is di fferent 
from that illustrated. 

The habitat measurements and the SI graph construction are based on the 
premise that extreme, rather than average, values of a variable most often 
limit the carrying capacity of a habitat . Thus, extreme conditions, such as 
maxiraum temperatures and minimum dissolved oxygen levels, are often used in 
the graphs to derive the SI values for the model . The letters Rand Lin the 
habi tat column identify v~riables used to evaluate riverine (R) or lacustrine 
( L) habitats . 
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:;: 0.4 
~ 
10 ... 
·; 0. 2 
Vl 

0.0 

. 

A B c 
Pool class rating 

First-class pool : Large and deep . Pool depth and s ize are suffi
c i ent to provide a low velocity resting area for several adult 
trout. More than 30% of the pool bottom is obscured due to depth, 
surface turbulence, or the presence of structures, such as logs, 
debris piles, boulders, or overhanging banks and vegetation . Or, 
the greatest pool depth is ~ 1.5 m i n streams s 5 m wide or ~ 2 m 
deep in streams > 5 m wide . 

• Second-class pool : Moderate size and depth . Pool depth and size 
are sufficient to provide a low velocity rest i ng a.rea for a few 
adult trout. From 5 to 30% of the bottom is obscured due to surface 
turbulence, depth, or the presence of structures . Typical second
class pools are large eddies behind boulders and low velocity, 
moderately deep areas beneath overhanging banks and vegetati on. 

• Third-class pool: Small or sha l low or bo.th. Pool depth and size 
are suffic ient to provide a low velocity resting area for one to a 
very few adult trout . Cover , if present, is in the form of shade, 
surface turbulence, or very limited structures. Typi cal third-class 
pools are wide, shallow pool areas of streams or small eddies behind 
boulders. The entire bottom area of the pool is visible . 
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An HSI based on the concept of a limiting factor can be obtained for a 
particular life stage of rainbow trout, or all life stages combined, by •. ; 1 

selecting the lowest suitabi li ty index (SI) for the approp~iate listed habitat 
variables as is done in Table 1 . 

Alternate models and mathematical methods of aggregat ing SI' s into life 
stage and species HSI's are presented in the following pages. 

Table 1. Matrix table for displaying suitability indices (SI's) for 
rainbow trout habitat variables. 

Var1ab 1 es 

V1 Maximum temper~ture 
V1 Maximum temperature (embryo) 

V, Minimum dissolved 02 

V1 Average thalweg depth 

V, Average velocity (spawning) 

V, ~ cover 
V7 Substrate size (spawning) 

V, ~ substrate class 

V, Substrate type (food) 

Vu ~ pools 
vll ~ riparian vegetation 

vll ~ ground cover (erosion)a 

V1 , Maximum-minimum pH 

V1 • Average annual base flow 

V 11 Poo 1 c 1 ass 

Vu % fines 

V 17 ~ shade a 

V u % average da fly flow a 

aOptional variables . 

Adult 

X 

X 

X 

X 
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Embryo 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

SI's 

Fry 

X 

X 

X 

Juvenile 

X 

X 

X 

Other 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

( · 
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Data sources and the assumptions used to construct the suitability index 
graphs for rainbow trout HSI models are presented in Table 2. 

Riverine Model 

This model uses a life stage approach with five componen~s : adult; 
juvenile; fry; embryo; and other . 

Case 2: 1/2 Where v. is s (Vlo X vl,) , 

Case 3: Steelhead {CAS) 

If v, or (Vl, X v1,)112 iss 0.4 in either equation, then CA = the lowest 

factor score . 

Juveni le (C J) . CJ vari ables: V6 ; VlO; VIS ; and v2A 

Case 1: 

v, • vlO + Vu c -J - 3 

Or, if any variable is s 0. 4, CJ = the lowest variable score . 
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Table 2. Li t erature sources and assumptions for rainbow trout 
suitability i ndices. 

Var i able and 

Black 1953 
Garside and Tait 1958 
Dickson and Kramer 1971 
Hanel 1971 
May 1973 
Cherry et al . 1977 

Snyder and Tanner 1960 
Calhoun 1966 
Zaugg and Mclain 1972 
Zaugg and Wagner 1973 
Wagner 1974 

a source 

Randall and Smith 1967 
Doudoroff and Shumway 1970 
Trojnar 1972 
Sekulich 1974 

Delisle and Eliason 1961 
Estimated by authors. 

Delisle and Eliason 1961 
Thompson 1972 
Hooper 1973 
Silver et al . 1963 

Assumpt ions 

Average maximal daily water tempera
tures have a greater effect o~ trout 
growth and survival than minimal 
temperatures . The temperature that 
supports the greatest scope of 
activity is optimal . In addition, 
the temperature range associated with 
rapid migration rates for adult steel
head is optimal. 

The average maximal daily water temper
ature during the embryo and smoltifica
tion development periods that is rel ated 
to the highest survival of embryos and 
normal development of smelts is optimal. 
Temperatures that reduce survival or 
development of smelts are suboptimal. 

The average mi nimal daily dissolved 
oxygen level during embryo development 
and the late growing season that is 
related to the greatest growth and 
survival of rainbow trout and trout 
embryos is optimal . Dissolved oxygen 
concentrations that reduce survival 
and growth are suboptimal . 

Average thalweg depths that provide 
the best combination of pools , 
instream cover, and instream movement 
of adult trout are optimal. 

The average velocities over spawning 
areas affect habitat suitability 
because dissolved oxygen is carried 
to , and waste products are carried 
away from , the developing embryos . 
Average velocities that result in 
the highest survival of embryos are 
optimal. Velocities that result in 
reduced survival are suboptimal. 
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Variab l e and sourcea 

Boussu 1954 
Elser 1968 
Lewis 1969 
Wesche 1980 

Orcutt et al . 1968 
Bjornn 1969 
Phillips et al . 1975 
Duff 1980 

Table 2. (continued) 

Assumptions 

Trout standi ng crops ar e correlated 
with the amount of usable cover. 
Usab le cover i s associated with 
water ~ 15 em deep and veloc i ties 
s 15 em/sec . These conditions are 
associated more with pool than wi th 
riffle conditions . The best ratio 
of habi tat conditions is approx imate ly 
SO% pool area to SO% riffle area . Not 
all of the area of a pool provides 
usable cover . Thus, i t is assumed 
that opt imal conditions exist when 
usable cover comprises< SO% of the 
total stream area . 

The average size of spawning gravel 
that is cor related with the best water 
exchange rates , proper redd construct
ion, and highest f ry survival is ass umed 
to be optimal . The percent total spawn
ing area needed to support a good non
anadromous trout population 
was calculated from the following 
assumptions : 

1. Excellent riverine trout hab i tat 
supports about 500 kg/ ha . 

2. Spawners comprise abollt 80% of 
the weight of the popLlat ion. 
500 kg x 80% = 400 kg of 
spawners . 

3. Rainbow adults average about 
0 . 2 kg each. 

400 kg 
0 .2 kg 

= 2, 000 adult spawners 
per hectare 

4. There are two adults per redd. 

2 ·000 = 1 000 pairs 2 • 
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Table 2. (conti nued) 

Var i able and sourcea Assumptions 

v. Hartman 1965 
Everest 1969 
Bustard and Narver 1975a 

V, Pennak and Van Gerpen 1947 
Hynes 1970 
Binns and Eiserman 1979 

V10 Elser 1968 
Fortune and Thompson 1969 
Hunt 1971 

V11 Idyll 194Z 
Delisle and Eliason 1961 
Chapman 1966 
Hunt 1971 

V12 Oregon/Washi ngton Interagency 
Wildlife Conference 1979 

Raleigh and Duff 1980 

V1 , Hartman and Gill 1968 
Behnke and Zarn 1976 

5. Each redd covers~ 0. 5 m2. 

1,000 x 0.5 ~ 500 m2 / ha 

6. There are 10,000 m2 per hectare. 

500 -
10 000 - 5% of total area , 

The substrate size range selected 
for escape and winter cover by trout 
fry and small juveniles is assumed to 
be optimal . 

The predominant substrate type contain
ing the greatest numbers of aquatic 
insects i s assumed to be optimal for 
insect production. 

The percent pools during late summer 
low flows that is assoc i ated with the 
greatest trout abundance is optimal . 

The average percent vegetation along 
the streambank is related to the 
amount of allochthonous materials 
deposited annually in the stream. 
Shrubs are the best source of 
allochthonous materials, followed by 
grasses and forbs , and then trees. 
The vegetational index is a reasonable 
approximation of optimal and suboptimal 
conditions for most trout stream 
habitats. 

The average percent rooted vegetation 
and rocky ground cover that provides 
adequate erosion control to the stream 
is optimal. 

The average annual maximal or minimal 
pH levels related to high survival of 
trout are optimal. 
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Variable and sourcea 

V 1 ~ Duff and Cooper 1976 
Binns 1979 

V1s Lewis 1969 

V1 , Cordone and Kelly 1961 
Bjornn 1969 
Phillips et al. 1975 
Crouse et al. 1981 

V1 7 Sabean 1976, 1977 
Anonymous 1979 

V11 Withler 1966 
Everest 1973 

-------------------------~- -·--

Table 2. (concluded) 

Assumptions 

Flow variations af fect the amount and 
quality of pools, instream cover , and 
water quality. Average annual base 
flows associated with the highest 
standing crops are optimal. 

Pool classes associated with the 
highest standing crops of trout are 
optimal. 

The percent fines associated with the 
highest standing crops of food organisms, 
embryos, and fry in each designated area 
are optimal . 

The pe~cent of shaded stream area 
during midday that is assoc iated wi th 
optimal water temperatures and photo-
synthesis rates is optimal.b 

The above average daily flows (freshets) 
associated with rapid upstream migration! 
of steelhead adults are optimal . Low 
flows associated with migration delays 
are suboptimal . 

aThe above references include data from studies on related salmonid species. 
This information has been selectively used to supplement; verify, or fill 
data gaps on the habitat requirements of rainbow trout . 

bShading is highly variable from site to site . Low elevations with warmer 
climates require abundant shad i ng to ma i ntain cool waters . At higher 
elevations with cooler climates, the absence of shading is beneficial because 
it results in higher photosynthetic rates and warming of water to a more 
optimal temperature . 
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Case 2: Steelhead (CJS) 

C (c V )1/ 2 
JS = J X 2A 

Or, if vlO or (V, X v1,)112 iss 0.4, CF = the lowest fact or score . 

Steps in calculating CE: 

A. A potential spawning s i te is a ~ 0.5 m1 area of gravel, with an 
average di ame ter of 0 . 3 to 8 .0 c~. covered by flowing water ~ 15 em 
deep . For steelhead, increase the spawning site area from 0.5 to 
2.0 m and the gravel size to 0.3 to 10 .0 em. At each spawning site 
sampled, record : 

1. The average water veloc ity over the site; 
2. The average size of all gravel 0 .3 to 8 . 0 em; 
3. The percentage of fines< 0 .3 em in the gravel; and 
4. The total area. 

B. Derive a spawning site suitability index (Vs) for each site by combining 
V,, V7 , and V1 , values for each site as follows. 

C. Derive a weighted average (Vs) for all sites included in the sample. 

Select the best Vs scores until all sites are included or until 
a total spawning area equal to, but not exceeding, 5% of the total 
trout habitat has been included, whichever comes first . 

n 
! A. Vsi 

i=l 1 

Vs =total habitat area /0. 05 (output cannot exceed 1. 0) 
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where A; =the area of each spawning site in m2
, but! A. cannot 

exceed 5% of the total habitat 
1 

v . 
Sl 

=the individual SI 1 s from the best spawni ng areas 
unt il all spawning sites have been included or until 
the sr•s from an area equal to 5% of the total habitat 
being evaluated have been inc luded, whichever occurs 
first. 

Disregard area restrictions for steelhead . Because advanced juvenile 
and adult steelhead mature in the ocean, they can theoretically 
utilize a much greater spawning area than nonanadromous rainbows. 

D. Derive CE 

CE = the lowest score of V2 , V,, or Vs 

where 

(V, x V1,)112 
+ V11 

2 

N = the number of variables within the brackets. Note that 
variables · V12 G~d V17 are optional and , therefore, can 

be omitted (see page 13). 

HSI determination. HSI scores can be derived for a single life stage, a 
combination of two or more life stages, or all life stages combined. In all 
cases, except for the embryo component (CE), an HSI is obtained by combining 

one or more life stage component scores with the c0 component score. 

1. Equal Component Vi~ue ~s~~o~ .ne equal component value method assumes 
that each co~ponent exerts equal influence in determining the HSI . This 
method shoul j be used to determine the HSI unless information exists that 
suggests tha : individual components should be weighted differently. 
Components : CA; CJ; CF; CE; and c0 
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where N = the number of components in the equation 

Or , i f any component i s~ 0 .4, the HSI = the lowest component value . 

Solve the equation for the number of components included i n the 
evaluation . There will be a minimum of two ; one or more life stage 
components and the component (C0), un l ess only the embryo l ife stage 

(CE) is being evaluated, in which case, the HSI = CE . 

Unequal Component Value Method . Th i s method also uses a life stage 
approach with five components : adult (CA) ; juvenile (CJ) ; fry (CF) ; 

embryo (CE) ; and other (C0). However , the c0 component is divided into 

two subcomponents, food (C0F) and water quality (C0Q) . It i s assumed that 

the c0F subcomponent can either increase or decrease the suitabil i ty of 

the habitat by its effect on growth at each life stage, except embryo . 
The c0Q subcomponent is assumed to exert an influence equal to the combined 

influence of all other model components in determining habitat suitability. 
This method also assumes that water quality is excellent ; i . e . , c0Q = 1. 

When c0Q is < 1, the HSI i s decreased . In additi on , when a basis for 

weighting the i ndividual components exists, model component and subcompo
nent weights can be increased by multiplying each index value by multiples 
> 1. Model weighting procedures must be documented . 

Components and subcomponents: CA ; CJ; CF; CE ; c0F; and c0Q 

Steps : 

A. Calculate the subcomponents c0F and c0Q of c0 

(V, x V1,>112 
+ V11 

COF = 2 

Or, if any variable is s 0. 4, COQ = the value of the lowest variable . 
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B. Calculate the HSI by either the noncompensatory or the com~ensatory 
option. 

Noncompensatory option. This option assumes that degraded water 
quality conditions cannot be compensated for by good physical 
habitat conditions . This assumpt i on is most like l y to be true 
for small streams (s 5 m wide) ar.d for persistently degraded water 
quality conditions. 

Or, if any eomponent iss 0.4, the HSI = the lowest component value. 

where N = the number of components and subcomponents inside the 
parentheses or , if the model components or subcomponents 
are weighted, N = the summation of weights selected 

For steelhead, substitute CAS and CJS for CA and CJ. 

If only the embryo component is beins evaluated, then HSI = CE x c0Q. 

Compensatory option. This method assumes that moderately degraded 
water quality conditions can be partially compensated for by good 
physical habitat conditions. This assumption is most useful for 
large ri vers(~ SO m wide) and for temporary poor water quality 
conditions. 

1) HSI' = (CA x cJ x cF x cE x c0F) 11N 

Or, if any component iss 0.4, the HSI' = the lowest component value. 

where N = the number of components and subcomponents i n the 
equation or, if the model components or subcomponents 
are weighted, N = the s~~mation of the weights 
selected 

f or steelhead, substitute CAS ~nd CJS for CA and CJ . 

2) If COQ ~ s < HS I I , then HSI = HSI' X (1 - (HSI' - COQ)]; 

if COQ is ~ HSI , then HSI = HSI'. 
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3) If only the embryo component is being evaluated, substi tute 
CE for HSI' and follow the procedure in Step 2. 

Lacustrine Models 

The following models are designed to evaluate rainbow trout l acustrine 
habitat. The lacustrine model contains two components, water quality (CWQ) 

and reproduct ion (CR). 

Water Quality (Cwq> · 

Or, if the SI scores for V1 or V, are s 0 .4, CWQ = the lowest SI 
score for vl or v,. 
Note: Lacustrine rainbows require a tributary stream for spawning and 
embryo development. If the embryo life stage habitat is included in 
the evaluation, use the embryo component steps and equations in the 
riverine model above, except that the area of spawning gravel needed 
is only about 1% of the total surface area of the lacustrine habitat. 

ij = s 

HSI 

n 
I Ai 

i=1 
total 

V si 
habitat area / 0.01 (output cannot be > 1.0) 

If only the lacustrine habitat is evaluated, the HSI = Cwq · 
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Interpreting Model Outputs 

Model HSI scores for individual life stages, composite life stages, or for 
the species as a whole are a relative indicator of habitat suitability. The 
HSI models, in their present form, are not intended to predict standing crops 
of fishes throughout the United States . Stand i ng crop li mi ting factors, such 
as interspecific competition, predation, disease, water nutrient levels, and 
length of growing season, are not included in the aquat i c HSI models. The 
models contain physical habitat variables important in maintaining viable 
populations of rainbow trout. If the model is correctly structured, a high 
HSI score for a habitat would indicate near optimal regional conditions for 
rainbow trout for those factors included in the model, intermediate HSI scores 
would indicate average habitat conditions, and low HSI scores would indicate 
poor habitat conditions. An HSI of 0 <1oes not necessarily mean that the 
species is not present; it does mean that the habitat is very poor and that 
the species is likely to be scarce or absent. 

Rainbow trout tend to occupy riverine habitats where few other fish 
species are present. 7hus~ factors such as disease, interspecific competition, 
and predation may have little affect on the model. When the rainbow trout 
model is applied to rainbow trout streams containing few other species and 
similar water quality and length of growing season conditions, it should be 
possible to calibrate the model output to reflect the size of standing crops 
within some reasonable confidence limits. This possibility, however, has not 
been tested with the present model. 

Sample data sets selected by the authors to represent high, intermediate, 
and low habitat suitabilities are in Table 3, along· with the Sl 1 s and HSI 1 s 
generated by the rainbow trout nonanadromous riverine model . The model outputs 
calculated from the sample data sets (Tables 4 and 5) reflect what the authors 
believe carrying capacity trends would be in riverine habitats with the listed 
characteristic~; ~hus, the model meets the specified acceptance level. 

ADDITIONAL HABITAT MODELS 

Mode 1 1 

Optimal riverine rainbow trout habitat is characterized by : 

1. Clear, cold water with an average ~aximum summer temperature of < 22° C; 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Approximately a 1: 1 pool-to-riffle ratio; 

Well vegetated, stable stream banks; 

Cover~ 25% of the stream area; 

Relatively stable water flow regime with < SO% of the annual 
fluctuation from the average annual daily flow; 
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Table 3. Sample data sets us i ng the nonanadromous riveri ne ra inbow trout 
HSI model . 

( /) ! 

Data 1 Data 2 Dat a 3 ' set set set ' 

Va ri able Data SI Data SI Data Sl 

Max. tempera t ure 
(OC) vl 14 1.0 15 1.0 16 1. 0 

Max. temperature 
( OC) Vz 12 1.0 15 0. 66 17 0.4 

Mi n. dissolved 02 
( mg/1) VJ 9 1.0 7 0. 73 6 0.42 

Ave . depth (em) v,. 25 0.9 18 0.6 18 0.6 

Ave . velocity 
(cm/s) v. 30 1.0 25 0.7 20 0. 57 

% cover v, 20 A 0.95 10 A 0.65 10 A 0.65 
J 1.0 J 0.92 J 0. 92 

Ave. gravel size 
(em) v, 4 1.0 3 1.0 2. 5 1. 0 

Predom. substrate t} ' S·i ze (em) v, 15 1.0 7 0.7 7 0. 7 

Predom. substrate 
type v, Class A 1.0 Class B 0.6 Class B 0.6 

% pools Vu 55 1.0 15 0.65 10 0.46 

% streamside 
vegetation vll 225 1.0 175 1.0 200 1. 0 

% bank vegetation Vu 95 1.0 40 0.6 35 0.5 

Max . pH Vu 7.1 1.0 7. 2 1. 0 7. 2 1. 0 

% average base 
flow Va 37 0.8 30 0.6 25 0.5 

Pool class rati ng Vu Class A 1.0 Class B 0.6 Class C 0.3 

% fines (A) Vu 5 1.0 20 0.5 20 0. 5 

% fines (B) Vu 20 0.9 30 0.6 30 0.6 

% midday shade vl7 60 1.0 60 1. 0 60 1. 0 

t ·· 
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Var i ab le 

Component 

CA 

CJ 

CF 

CE 

co 
Species HSI 

Variabl e 

Component 

CA 

CJ 

CF 

CE 

COF 

COQ 

Spec ies HSI 

Noncompensatory 
Compensatory 

Tabl e 4. Average value method. 

Suitability index 

Data set 1 Data set 2 Data set 3 

0. 95 0.62 0.37 

1.00 0. 72 0.30 

1.00 0. 65 0.55 

1.00 0. 66 0.40 

0. 96 0.79 0.73 

0.98 0. 68 0.30 

Table 5. Average value, probability method. 

Suitabilit~ index 

Data set 1 Data set 2 Data set 3 

0. 95 0.62 0.37 

1. 00 0.72 0.30 

l. 00 0. 65 0.55 

1. 00 0. 66 0.40 

0. 97 0.80 0.80 

0. 95 0.81 0.68 

0 .94 0. 56 0.30 
0.95 0. 70 0.30 
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6. Relatively stable summer temperature regime, averaging about 
13° C ± 4° C; and 

7. A relatively silt free rocky substrate in riffle-run areas . 

Model 2 

HSI = n ~mber of attr i butes prese~t 
7 

A riverine trout habi~ ' model has been developed by Binns and Eiserman 
(1979) and Binns (1979) . Tran~pose the model output of pounds per acre to an 
index as follows: 

Model 3 

HSI = model output of pounds per acre 
regional maximum pounds per acre 

Optimal lacustrine rainbow trout habitat is characterized by: 

1. Clear, cold water with an average summer midepilimnion temperature 
of < 22° C; 

2. Dissolved oxygen content of epilimnion of~ 8 mg/1; 

3. Access to riverine spawning tributaries; 

4. A midepilimnion pH of 6. 5-8.0; and 

5. Abundance of aquatic invertebrates. 

HSI = number of attributes present 
5 

However, a high elevation lake with optimal habitat will have only a 
fraction of the trout production of a more eutrophic lake at a lower elevation, 
if no other fish species are present in either lake . 

Model 4 

A low effort system for predicting habitat suitability of planned cool 
water and cold water reservoirs as habitat for individual fish species is also 
available (McConnell et al. 1982) . 
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INSTREAM FLOW INCREMENTAL METHODO~OGY (IFIM) 

The U.S. Fish and Wild li fe Service•s Instream Flow Incrementa l Methodology 
(IFIM), as outl i ned by Bovee 1982, is a set of ideas used to assess instream 
fl ow problems. The Physica l Hab i tat Simu lat ion System ( PHABSIM) , described by 
Milhous et al . 1981, is one component of IFIM that can be used by invest igators 
i nterested in determining the amount of available instream habitat for a fish 
species as a function of streamflow. The output generated by PHABSIM can be 
used for several IFIM habitat display and interpretation techniques, including: 

1. Optimi zation. Determination of monthly flows that minimize habitat 
reductions for species and 1 ife stages of interest; 

2. Habitat Time Series . Determination of the .impact of a project on 
habitat by imposing project operation curves over historical flow 
records and integrating the difference between the curves; and 

3. Effective Habitat Time Series . Calculation of the habitat require
ments of each 11fe stage of a fish species at a given time by using 
habitat ratios (relative spatial requirements of various life 
stages). 

Suitability Index Graphs as Used in IFIM 

PHABSIM utilizes Suitability Index graphs (SI curves) that describe the 
instream suitability of the habitat variables most closely related to stream 
hydraulics and channel structure (velocity, depth, substrate, temperature, and 
cover) for each major life stage of a given fish species (spawning, egg incuba
tion, fry, juvenile, and adu l t). The specific curves required for a PHABSIM 
analysis represent the hydraulic-related parameters for which a species or 
life stage demonstrates a strong preference (i.e., a pelagic species that only 
shows preferences for velocity and temperature will have very broad curves for 
depth, substrate, and cover). Instream Flow Information Papers 11 (Milhous 
et al. 1981) and 12 (Bovee 1982) should be reviewed carefully before using any 
curves for a PHABSIM analysis. SI curves used with the IFIM are quite similar 
to the SI curves developed in many HSI models. These two types of SI curves 
may be interchangeable after conversion to the same units of measurement 
(English, metric, or codes). SI curve validity is dependent on the quality 
and quantity of information used to generate the curve. The curves used need 
to accurately reflect the conditions and assumptions inherent to the model(s) 
used to aggregate the curve-generated SI va 1 ues into a measure of habitat 
suitability. If the necessary curves are unavailable or if available curves 
are inadequate (i.e., built on different assumptions), a new set of curves 
should be generated . 
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There are several ways to deve lop SI curves . The method se l ~cted depends 
on the habitat model that will be used and the available database for the 
species. The transferabil ity of the curve is not obvi ous and , therefore, the 
method by wh ich the curve is gen~rated and the extent of the dat abase are very 
important . Care also must be tak.en to choose the habitat model mo st appro
priate for the spec ifi c study or evaluation; the choice of models wi l l deter
mine the type of SI curves that wil l be used. 

A system with standard terminology has been developed for c l assifying SI 
curve sets and describing the database used to construct the curves in IFIM 
applications . There are four categories in the classification . A category 
one curve has a generalized description or summary of habitat preferences as 
its database. This type of curve is based on information concerni ng the upper 
and lower limits of a variable for a species (e.g . , juveniles are usually 
found at water depths of 0.3 to 1.0 m). Expert opinion can also be used to 
define the optimal or preferred condition within the limits of tolerance 
(e . g. , juveniles are found at water depths of 0.3 to 1.0 m, but are most 
common at depths from 0. 4 to 0.6 m). 

Utilization curves (category two) are based on frequency analyses of fish 
observations in the stream environment with the habitat variables measured at 
each sighting [see Instream Flow Information Paper 3 (Bovee and Cochnauer 
1977) and Instream Flow Information Paper 12 (Bovee 1982:173-196)]. These 
curves are designated as util i zation curves because they depict the habitat 
condi tions a fish has been observed to use within a speci fic range of available 
conditions . If the data are correctly collected for utilization curves, the 
resulting function represents the probabi 1 i ty of occurrence of a particular 
environmental condition, given the presence of a fish of a particular species, 
P( E I F). However, due to samp 1 i ng prob 1 ems, a uti 1 i zat ion curve cannot be 
assumed to reflect fish preference or optimal conditions . Also, utilization 
curves may not be transferable to streams that differ substantially in size or 
complexity from the streams where the data were obtained . 

A preference curve (category three) is a utilization curve that has been 
corrected for environmental bias. For example, if 50% of the fish are found 
in pools over 1.0 m deep, but only 10% of the stream has such pools, the fish 
are actively selecting that type of habitat. Preference curves approximate 
the function of the probabi 1 i ty of occurrence of a fish in a given set of 
environmental condit ion s : 

P(F IE) - P(E I F) 
- P(E) 
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Only a limited number of exper i ~ental data sets have been comp i led i nto 
IFIM preference curves . The deve lopment of these curves should be t he goa l of 
all new curve deve lopment efforts for use in IFIM. 

An addi tional set of curves i s st i ll large ly conceptual. One type of 
curve under considerat ion is a cover-conditioned , or season-conditioned, 
preference curve set . Such a ctJ rve set would consist of diffe rent depth
velocity preference curves as a funct i on or condition of t he type of cover 
present or the time of year. No fourth category curves have been developed at 
this time. 

The advantage of these last two sets of curves is the significant improve
ment in precision and confidence in the curves when applied to streams similar 
to the streams where the original data were obtained. The degree of increased 
accuracy and transferability obtainable when applying these curves to dis
similar streams is unknown. In theory, the curves should be widely transfer
able to any stream in which the range of environmental conditions 1s wi thin 
the range of conditions found in the streams from which the curves were devel
oped. 

Availability of Graphs for Use in IFIM 

Numerous c~rves are available for the IFIM analysis of ra i nbow trout 
habitat {Table 6). Investigators are asked to review the curves (Figs . 2-5) 
and modify them, if necessary, before using them . 

Spawning . For IFIM analyses of ra i nbow trout spawning habitat, use 
c~rves for the time period during which spawning occurs (which is dependent on 
locale) . Spawning curves are broad and, if more accuracy is des i red, inves
tigators are encouraged to develop their own curves which will specifically 
reflect habitat utilization at the selected site . 

Spawning veloc i ty . Hartman and Galbraith (1970) measured water velocities 
0. 66 feet above 550 redds during Apri 1 through June, 1966 and 1967, in the 
lardeau River , British Columbia, and found few redds constructed in areas 
where velocities were le~s than 1.0 feet per second (fps) ; most redds were 
associated with velocities rang i ng 1.6 to 3 . 0 fps (velocities from zero to 
greater than 4.0 fps were available) . Smith (1973) determined that 95% of the 
redds (n = 51) observed in the Deschutes Ri ver, Oregon, fllere in velocities 
ranging from 1.6 to 3 . 0 fps; Hooper {1973) measured velocities over redds 
(n = 10) which ranged from 1.4 to 2. 7 fps in the South Fork. of the Feather 
River, California; and Orcutt et al. (1968) found that average velocities 
0 . 4 feet above redds (n = 54 to 68) ranged from 2 . 3 to 2 . 5 fps in Idaho 
streams. The SI curve for spawning velocity {Fig. 2) assumes that velocities 
less than 1.0 or greater than 3. 0 fps are unsuitable for rainbow trout 
spawning . 
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Table 6. Availability of curves for IFIM analysis of rainbow trout habitat. 

V@locitl Depth a Substratea,b 

Spawning Use SI curve, Use SI curve, Use SI curve, 
Fig . 2. Fig. 2. Fig. 2. 

Egg incubation Use SI curve, Use Sl curve, Use SI curve 
Fig. 2. Fig. 2. for v78' 

Fry Use Sl cur ve, Use S I curve, Use SI curve, 
Fig. 3. Fig. 3. Fig . 3. 

Juvenile Use SI curve, Use SI curve, Use SI curve, 
Fig. 4. Fig. 4. Fig. 4. 

Adult Use SI curve, Use SI curve, Use S I curve, 
Fig. 5. Fig. 5. Fig. 5. 

aWhen use of SI curves is prescribed, refer to the appropriate curve in the HSI 

bTh~ following categories must be used for IFIM analyses (see Bovee 1982): 

1 = plant detritus/organic material 
2 = mud/soft clay 
3 2 silt (particle size < 0.062 mm) 
4 2 sand (particle size 0.062-2.000 mm) 
5 = gravel (particle size 2.0-64.0 mm) 
6 a cobble/rubble (particle size 64.0-250.0 mm) 
7 a boulder (particle size 250.0-4000.0 mm) 
8 = bedrock (solid rock) 

~ 

Temperature a Cov@ra 

Use Sl curve, No rurve 
Fig. 2. necessary . 

Use Sl curve No curve 
for V28 . necessary. 

Use SI curve, No curve 
Fig. 3. available. 

Use Sl curve, Use Sl curve 
Fig. 4. for v6. 

Use SI curve, Use Sl curve 
Fig. 5. for v6. 

or IFIM section. 
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Figure 2. SI curves for rainbow trout spawning velocity , 
depth, substrate, and t emperature . 
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Spawning Depth . Smith (1973) found 95% of ra inbow trout redds in depths 
greater than 0 .6 feet; Hooper (1973) found depths of redds ranged from 0 . 7 to 
1.1 feet; Orcutt et al. found redds in depths from 0.7 to greater than 
5.0 feet; Hartman and Galbraith (1970 ) found the majority of redds (n = 550) 
i n depths rang ing from 1.6 to 8 . 2 feet, and the most intensive nest digging 
occurred in depths of 5 . 7 to 6 . 6 feet (maximum depths available ranged f rom 13 
to 16 feet) . Therefore, depths less than 0 . 6 and greater than 8.2 feet are 
assumed to be unsuitable for spawning (a l though 8 . 2 feet may not be the upper 
l i mit; Fi g . 2). 

Spawning substrate . Hartman and Galbraith (1970) found that gravel 
composed of particle sizes ranging from 0 . 04 to 4.0 inches in diameter were 
utilized for spawning, two-thirds of which were from 0 . 5 to 3.0 inches in 
diameter (particle sizes to 18 inches fn diameter were available). Hooper 
(1973) found that preferred spawning substrate consisted of particles f rom 0.5 
to 1.5 inches in diameter, although particles from 0.25 to 3.0 inches were 
utilized; Orcutt et al. (1968) found t hat steelhead favored gravels from 0.5 
to 4.0 inches in diameter; Coble (1961) stated that salmonids dug redds in 
substrates ranging from silt to 3-inch diameter cobble (particles up to 
4 inches in diameter were available) in Lincoln County, Oregon . Therefore, 
substrates cons i sting of particle sizes ranging from silt (< 0 . 002 inches) to 
cobble (4 . 0 inches) are considered suitable for spawning (though not neces
sarily suitable for egg incubation; Fig . 2) . The particle size range of 
spawning substrate selected may be dependent on the size of the spawner . 

Sp·awning cover. No information was found in the literature concerning 
cover requireme~ts for rainbow trout spawning. The author assumes that cover 
is not important, and it may be omitted from the FISHFIL (Milhous et al. 
1981) . 

Spawning temperature . Scott and Crossman (1973) stated that rainbow 
trout usually spawn at 50 to 60° F; Carlander (1969) stated that peak spawning 
near Finger Lakes, New York, occurred at 42 to 55° F; Hooper (1973) stated 
that temperatures ranging from 37 to 55° F are desirable for spawning; and 
Orcutt et a 1. (1981) found that spawning occurred at 36 to 47° F in Idaho 
streams . The author assumes that temperatures ranging from 36 to 60° F are 
suitable for spawning (Fig. 2), depending on locale . 

Egg incubation. For IFIM analyses of rainbow trout egg incubation 
habitat, curves should be used for the time period from the beginning of 
spawning to 30 to 100 days beyond the end of spawning, depending on locale and 
water temperatures (Carlander 1969). The recommended analysis of incubation 
with IFIM is the effective spawning program, which computes suitability of 
each stream c~ll based on both spawning and incubation criteria over a range 
of flows. This program is explained in a ~·orking paper available from IFG 
(Mil hous 1982). 

Egg incubation velocity. Evidence suggests that water velocity may not 
be i "TTportant for embryo hatching success if dissolved oxygen concentrations 
around embryos are greater than 2.6 ppm (Coble 1961; Silver et al. 1963; 
Reiser and White 1981, 1983). At low concentrations of disso l ved oxygen, 
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however, apparent velocities must be sufficient to deliver oxygen t~ embryos, 
remove metabo 1 i c waste products, a nd keep the substrate free from s i 1 t . 
Si lver et al. (1963) found t hat rates of development and lengths of fry upo n 
hatchi ng were greater at higher velocities and d i ssolved oxygen concentrati on s . 
T~ere fore, given su i table spawn i ng velocitie s (Fig . 2),it may be assumed that 
egg incubat i on vel ocit ies above redds whi ch range from 1 . 0 to 3 . 0 fp s (at 
adequate leve l s of dissolvea oxygen and suitable substrate) will yie l d suitable 
apparent velocities among embryos . Another t y pe of incubation velocity 
cr iteria is based on the shear velocities needed to prevent sediment of various 
s i zes from settling out on the redds . This approach is docume nted in the 
eff ec tive spawning working paper mentioned above. 

Egg incubation depth. Depth may not be an important variable for egg 
incubation in many cas,es (Reiser and White 1981, 1983) as long as eggs are 
kept moist during incubation and redds are submerged when fry begin to hatch 
and emerge. Therefore, the author assumes that the SI cur ve f or spawning 
depth (Fig . 2) may also be used for egg incubation depth . 

Egg incubation substrate . Although rainbow trout utilize a wide range of 
substrate types for spawning (Coble 1961), the author assumes that particles 
must be at least 0 . 5 inches in diameter to permit adequate percolat i on for 
successful embryonic development, and the Sl curve for v78 (page 1!6) may be 

used. 

Egg incubation cover . The author assumes that cover is not i1111porrtant, 
and cover may, therefore, be omitted from FISHFIL. The egg imcubation 
substrate curve should satisfy embryo cover requirements . 

Egg incubati on temperature . Kwain (1975) found the highest survival rate 
for rainbow trout embryos at temperatues of 45 and 50° F; low survival (15 to 
40%) at 59° F; and moderate survival at 37 and 41° F. According to HoG>per 
(1973) , the desirable temperature range for egg incubation of trout is 42 to 
54° F, and the extremes are 35 and 61° F. Therefore, the Sl curve for v28 
(page 14) may be used . 

Fry. Rainbow trout fry lose the·ir yol k4 sacs at lengths of 1.4 to , 
1.6 inches, approximately 3-4 months after hatching qcarlander 1969). The 
author assumes that fry habitat is required from the end of the spawning 
period to 4 months beyond the end of the egg incuba tion period (from the time 
that fry emerge from the spawning g~avel to whe~ they become juveniles) . 

Fry v•elocity. Moyle et al. (1983) observed fry (s 2 inches in length) in 
Cherry and Eleanor Creeks ( n=404), Putah Creek .( n=134) , and Deer Creek ( n=81), 
California . Maximum velocities available were 2 fps t m Putah Creek and 
> 3.44 fps in Cherry, Eleal'lor, and Deer CT'Ieeks . Weighted mean frequencies 
were calculated for each veloc:ity af!d then normalized, with the highest 
frequency being set to Sl = 1.0 (Fig. 3). 
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Fry depth . The SI curve for fry depth was deve loped in the same manner 
as the veloc i ty curve, usi ng data from Deer Creek (n=103), Cherry and E l~a no r 
Creeks (n=404) , and Putah Creek (n=135) (Moyle et al . 1983) . Depths to 1.7 f t 
were availab l e in Putah Creek ; to 6 .6 ft in Deer Cree k. ; and to grea te r t han 
9 .0 f t i n Cherry and Eleanor Creeks . The f i na l curve ( Fi g . 3) was mod i f ied 
ba sed on the assumption t ha t SI = 1.0 at depths rangi ng from 0 .82 f t (as i n 
Putah and Deer Creeks) to 1. 64 f t (as in Cherry and Eleanor Creeks); and that 
SI = 0.0 at a depth of 0.0 ft and SI = 0. 11 at a depth of 0. 1 ft . For dept hs 
greater than 1.7 ft, Putah Creek. was excluded, and for depths greater than 
6 .6 ft, Deer Creek. was excluded from the analysis. 

Fry substrate . The SI curve for fry substrate was generated in the same 
way as the curves for depth and velocity. Substrate available in Putah Creek. 
{n=123) ranged from mud to bedrock.; and in Deer Creek (n=70), Cherry Creek., 
and Eleanor Creek. (n=404) it ranged from silt to bedrock.. The curve (Fig . 3) 
was modified based on the assumption that SI = 1.0 for cobbles (as in Deer and 
Putah Creeks) and for boulders (as in Cherry and Eleanor Creeks). Bustard and 
Narver (1975) also found that age 0 steelhead associated wi th substrate 
consisting primarily of particles from 4 to 10 inches in diam~ter (cobble) in 
Carnation Creek., British Columbia, during the winter . 

Fry cover . Cover requ i rements of rainbow trout fry are tt :l l<.nown by IFASG 
at this time. The author assumes that substrate is use1 for cover, and thus 
cover may be omitted from FISHFIL; or a cover curve may be developed by the 
investigator. 

Fry temperature. Peterson et al. (1979}, in lab experiments, found that 
temperatures preferred by rainbow trout fry {between 1.1 and 1.8 inches in 
length) ranged from 56.8 to 58.6° F (n=30). Kwain and McCauley (1978) found 
that age was a factor in temperatures preferred (selected) by rainbow trout, 
and fry at 1 month selected 66.2° F; at 2 months, 65 .3° F; at 3 months, 
64.4° F; and at 5 months, 59.7 to 63.7° F. Kwain (1975) found that the growth 
rate of fry at 50 F was ten times greater than at 37.4° F. Based on the 
information available for fry up to 1.8 inches in length and up to 4 months 
after hatching, the SI curve for temperature (Fig. 3) is assumed to be reason
ably accurate . It will be modified as new information becomes available . 

Juvenile . Juvenile rainbow trout range in length from approximately 1.8 
to 7.9 inches, or from 4 months of age to sexual maturity (usually age II or 
III; Carlander 1969). Juveniles are probably the most difficult life stage 
for which to develop criteria, because of the variability in size . 

Juveni le velocity. Factors which may affect velocity preferences of 
rainbow trout include water temperatu~e. size and activity of the individual 
trout, stream flow, season, habitat availability, species interactions, and 
stream location (Logan 1963; Chapman and Bjornn 1969; Bjornn 1971; Everest and 
Chapman 1972; Bustard and Narver 1975; Moyle et al. 1983) . Moyle et al. 
(1983) observed juvenile rainbow trout (from 2.0 to 4. 7 inches in length) in 
Putah Creek. (n=35), Deer Creek (n=108), Martis Creek. (n=58), Cherry Creek., and 
Eleanor Creek. (n=300), and in the Tuolumne River (n=45). The maximum veloc i ty 
available in Putah Creek was 2.0 fps; in the Tuolumne River it was 2.5 fps; in 
Martis Creek. it was 4.2 fps; and in Deer, Cherry, and Eleanor Creeks it was 
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greate r than 3.4 fp s. Data from al l streams we re used to genera t e the vel oc i ty 
curve (Fi g. 4) . Wei ght ed means we r e cal culated for each ve loci ty and t hen 
normalized , wi t h t he hi ghest SI be i ng set to 1.0. The f i nal curve i s very 
simil ar to t he resul ts of Bustard and Narver (1975) who coll ected Ag e 0 ( n=78) 
and Ag e 1~ (n=122) j uven il e stee lhead trout i n Carnati on Creek, British 
Co l umbi a , du ri ng t he win ter . They found that j uven il es preferred veloci t i es 
l e ss than 0 .5 fp s , and al mos t no indivi duals were found i n vel oc it i es greater 
t han 1 fps at 45° F. Gosse (1982), however, found that vel oc i ties preferred 
by j uven il e rainbow trout (< 9 i nches in length) were partial ly dependent upon 
act ivi ty ( r andom or st at i onary swimming), season , and flow . Gosse found that 
the average mean column ve locit i es occupied by juveniles in low to high f l ows 
during random swimming ranged from 0 .40 to 0.56 fps in the wi nter and from 
0.43 to 0.75 f ps i n the summer . During stationary swimmi ng , velocities ranged 
from 0 .66 to 1. 18 fps in the winter and from 1.05 to 2.00 fps in the summer. 
Differences may be due in part to differences in the si zes of the juveniles 
observed (Chapman and Bjornn 1969) . 

Juven i le depth . Factors which may affect depth preferences of juven i le 
rainbow trout are the same as those whi ch affect velocity preferences . Obser
vations of Moyle et al. (1983) in Putah Creek (n=36 , maximum depths of 1. 7 ft), 
Ma r t i s Creek (n=58, depths to 4ft). Deer Creek (n=126, depths to 6 .6 ft). 
Tuloumne Ri ver (n=44, depths to greater than 9 ft), and Cherry and El eanor 
Creeks (n=301, depths to g~eater than 9ft), of juvenil es (2 . 0 to 4.7 i nches 
in length) i ndicated subs t antial variability in depth preferences from stream 
to stream , with most fish located in depths of 1 to 4 ft. Bustard and Narver 
(1975), however, found that Age 0 steelhead in Carnation Creek, Briti sh 
Columbia, preferred depths to 1. 5 ft , while Age I+ steelhead preferred depths 
greater than 3ft . Also, Gosse (1982) found that the average water depths 
occupied by juven i le rainbow trout (< 9 to 10 inches in length) in t he Green 
Ri ver below Flaming Gorge Dam, Colorado, ranged between 10 and 14ft i n the 
summer and between 18 and 20 ft in the wi nter (n=111 to 291). Therefore, it 
i s easy to see that juvenile ra i nbow trout may occupy a wi de variety of depths, 
and it is recommended that investigators develop their own depth curve s , or 
assume that SI = 1. 0 for all depths~ 2.0 feet (Fi g. 4) . 

Juvenile substrate . Moyl e et al. (1983) found most juven i le rainbow 
trout (2 .0 to 4. 7 inches in length) over gravel and cobble in Mart is Creek 
(n=53), over cobble and boulders i n Deer Creek (n=l03) , and over boulders i n 
Cher ry and El eanor Creeks ( n=301) . The composite wei ghted substrate curve 
( Fi g. 4) shows a preference for boulder substra t e . In the Green River , Gosse 
( 1982) found most juveniles (< 9 to 10 inches in length) over cobble and 
boulders during stationary swimming, but over silt and sand during random 
swi mming . Bj ornn (1971) found a correlation between the movement (out 
migration) of juveni le trout and the lack of large cobbl e substrate in Idaho 
streams . Therefore, i t may be assumed that cobble and boulders are suitable 
juvenile substrate, or curves may be developed that are specific to the area 
of i ntere st . 

Juvenile cover. Cover requirements or preferences of juveniles are 
unknown . It may be assumed that substrate curve reflects cover requirements ; 
cover curves may be deve loped by t he invest i gator; cover may be omitted from 
FI SHFI L; or, the curve for v6 may be used t o represent j uven i le rainbow trout 

cover requirements ( page 16) . 
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Juvenile temperature . There has been a great deal of variability among 
results of studi es undertaKen to determine temperature preferences of juvenile 
rainbow trout . Cherry et al. (1975) found that temperatures selected and 
avoided were a function of acc l imation temperature; that rainbow juveniles 
selected temperatures ranging from 53 to 72° F when acclimated to 43 to 58° F; 
and t hat the lowest avoidance temperature was 41° F and the highest avo idance 
temperature was 77° Fat the gi ven acclimation temperatures. Coutant (1977) 
listed preferred temperatures of 64 to 66° F and 72° F, and avoidance tempera
tures of 57 and 72° F. Lee and Rinne (1980) found the critical thermal maxima 
for juveniles to be 84° F. McCauley et al. (1977) stated that acclimation 
temperatures had no significant effect upon preferred temperatures of 
juven i les, which ranged from 50 to 55° F. Kwain and McCauley (1978) found 
that temperature preferences were a function of age, and that juvenile rainbow 
trout 12 months after hatching preferred a temperature of 55° F. No studies 
were found which addressed maximum growth rate/low mortality temperatures. A 
final curve was drawn based on the limited information available and profes
sional judgment (Fig. 4). 

Adult. For the purposes of this model, rainbow trout are considered to 
be adult when they are greater than 7. 9 inches in length at age II or III, and 
sexually mature (Carlander 1969). 

Adult velocity. Moyle et al. (1983) collected rainbow trout adults 
(which they defi ned to be > 4.7 inches in length) from Deer Creek (n=104; 
maximum velocity> 3. 4 fps), Cherry and Eleanor Creeks (n=360; maximum velocity 
> 3 .4 fps), and the Tuolumne River (n=93; maximum velocity= 2. 4 fps) . The 
resulting weighted normalized curve suggests that preferred mean column veloc
ities are near 0.5 fps. Lewis (1969), however, found a positive correlation 
between rainbow trout density and water velocity of 1.65 fps . Gosse (1982) 
found that rainbow trout generally tended to reposition themselves in the 
water column as streamflow changed, and that fish nose velocity varied less 
than mean column velocity with changes in streamflow. Average fish nose 
velocities for stationary swimming during the winter ranged from 0.7 to 1.0 fps 
(n=640); during the summer they ranged from 0. 9 to 1.1 fps (r.=224); for random 
swimming during the winter they ranged from 0.5 to 0.7 fps (n=308); and during 
the summer they ranged from 0. 4 to 0 . 6 fps . Average mean co 1 umn ve 1 oc it i es 
for stationary swimming during the winter ranged from 1.1 to 1. 7 fps (n=606); 
during the summer they ranged from 1.5 to 2.0 fps (n=219); for random swimming 
during the winter they ranged from 0. 6 to 0. 8 fps ( n=308); and during the 
summer they ranged from 0. 6 to 0.7 fps (n=171) . Therefore, the final curve 
(Fig . 5) reflects the range of mean water column velocities preferred by adult 
(> 5 to 9 inch lengths) rainbow trout, although preferred fish nose velocities 
ranged from 0. 5 to 1.1 fps. An investigator may choose to develop new curves 
specific to the area of interest. 
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substrate, and temperature . 
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Adult depth . Depths most utilized {n=361) in Cherry and Eleanor Creeks 
ranged between 1.5 and 2. 5 ft, whereas depths most util i zed in the Tuolumne 
River ranged between 2.5 and 4. 1 ft (Moyle et al. 1983) . Adults in the Green 
River, however, primarily utilized depths rang i ng from 12 to 17ft (Gosse 
1982) . Therefore, it may be assumed that the SI = 1.0 for al I depths greater 
than 1. 5 ft (Fi g. 5), or curves may be deve l oped that are speci fic to t he area 
of i nvestigation . 

Adult substrate. Adults (> 4.7 inches) in Deer Creek. (n=96) pr imarily 
utilized cobble; in Cherry Creek. and Eleanor Creek., and the Tuolumne River 
(n=448) they primarily utilized boulders (Moyle et al. 1983). In the Green 
River, adults (> 9 to 10 inches in length) utilized cobble and boulders during 
stationary swimming; and silt, sand, and boulders during random swimming 
(Gosse 1982). The final curve (Fig. 5) is based on professional estimation. 

Adult cover. Sufficient information was not located for the development 
of a curve for adult trout cover requireme~s. Lewis (1969) found a positive 
correlation between the amount of cover and adult density. Butler and 
Hawthorne (1968) found that rainbow trout had less affinity for cover than 
brook or brown trout. The invest i gator has several options when considering 
cover . Cover may be omitted as a model variable; cover curves may be developed 
independently; it may be assumed that cover is adequately addressed by 
substrate and depth; or the curve for v6 (page 16) may be used to represent 

adult cover requirements. 

Adult temperature . Preferred temperatures of rainbow trout adults have 
been found to be 55 .4, 59.0, 61.7, 64.4, and 66 .0 to 70 .0° F (Coutant 1977; 
Spigarelli and Thommes 1979). Temperature selection may be a function of 
acclimation temperature, size of fish, and time of year. Lee and Rinne (1980) 
determined the critical thermal maxima at 84.2° F. The final curve (Fig . 5) 
is based on this information. 
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PREFACE 

The habitat use information and Habitat Suitability Index (HSI) models 
presented in this document are intended for use in impact assessment and habi
tat management activities . Literature concerning a species, habi tat require
ments and preferences is reviewed and then synthesized into subjective HSI 
models, which are scaled to produce an index between 0 (unsuitable habitat) 
and 1 (optimal habitat) . Assumptions used to transform habitat use informa
tion into these mathematical models are noted and guidelines for model applica
tion are described. Any models found in the l i terature which may also be used 
to calculate an HSI are cited . A section presenting Instream Flow Incremental 
Methodology (IFIM) will be included in this series in the near future. The 
IFIM section will include a discussion of Suitability Index (SI) curves, as 
are used in IFIM and a discussion of SI curves available for the IFIM analysis 
of coho sai1non habitat . 

Use of habitat information presented in this publication for impact 
assessment requires the setting of clear study objectives . Methods for modify
ing HSI models and recommended measurement techniques for model variables are 
presentert in Terrell et al. (1982). 1 A discussion of HSI model building 
~echniques is presented in U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (1981). 2 

The HSI model presented herein is the combination of hypotheses of 
species-habitat relationships, not statements of proven cause and effect 
relationships . Results of model performance tests, when available, are 
referenced; however, models that have demonstrated reliability in specific 
situations may prove unreliable in others. For this reason, the U.S . Fish and 
Wildlife Service encourages model users to send comments and suggestions to 
help increase the utility and effectiveness of this habitat-based approach to 
incorporate the coho salmon in fish and wildlife planning . Please send 
comments to : 

Habitat Evaluation Procedures Group 
Western Energy and Land Use Team 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
2627 Redwing Road 
Fort Collins, CO 80526 

1Terre11, J. W., T. E. McMahon, P. D. Insk.ip, R. F. Raleigh, and K. L. 
Williamson. 1982. Habitat sui~abil1ty index models : Appendix A. Guidelines 
for riverine and lacustrine applications of fish HSI models with the Habitat 
Evaluation Procedures . U.S. Dept. Int. , Fish W11dl. Serv . FWS/OBS-82/10 .A. 
54 pp . 

2 U. S. Fish and Wil d11fe Service . 
habitat suitability index models. 
Serv., Div . Ecol. Serv. n.p. 

1981. Standards for the deve 1 opment of 
103 ESM . U.S. Dept . Int ., Fish Wildl . 
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COHO SALMON (Oncorhynchus kisutch) 

HABITAT USE INFORMATION 

Genera 1 

The coho salmon (Oncorhynchus kisutch) is native to the northern Pacific 
Ocean, spawning and rearing in streams from Monterey Bay, California, to Point 
Hope, Alaska, and southward along the Asiatic coast to Japan . Its center of 
abundance in North America is from Oregon to Alaska ~ Briggs 1953; Godfrey 
1965; Hart 1973; Scott and Crossman 1973). Coho salmon have been successfully 
introauced into the Great Lakes and reservoirs and lakes throughout the United 
States to provide put-and-grow sport fishing (Scott and Crossman 1973; 
Wigglesworth and Rawson 1974). No subspecies of coho sal mon have been 
dP.scribed (Godfrey 1965). 

Age, Growth, and Food 

Coho salmon typically return to spawn in freshwater at ages III or IV at 
lengths and weights ranging from 45 to 60 em and 3. 5 to 5.5 kg, respectively 
{Shapovalov and Taft 1954; Godfrey 1965; Scott and Crossman 1973). Coho from 
Alaska tend to be older and larger at spawning than those further south due to 
a long~r period of freshwater residence (Drucker 1972; Crone and Bond 1976). 
A sig~ificant percentage of spawning runs, particularly in the southern portion 
of the coho's range, may consist of precocious males (jacks) that mature and 
return to spawn after only 6 to 9 months in the ocean (Shapovalov and Taft 
1954). 

Growth rate of coho during freshwater rearing is variable both between 
and within streams (Drucker 1972; Crone and Bond 1976) and is probably deter
mined, to a large extent, by food availability and temperature. Size, as a 
function of growth, may play an important role in escapement and survival rate 
in coho populations; larger seaward migrant coho (smelts) have a higher prob
ability of returning as adults and are larger and more fecund than smaller 
individuals of a cohort (Crone and Bond 1976; Bilton 1978) . 

Young coho feed mainly on drifting aquatic and terrestrial insects (Demory 
1961; Mundie 1969; Scott and Crossman 1973). As they grow, coho become 
increasingly piscivorous, preying primarily on salmonid fry (Scott and Crossman 
1973). In the ocean or in lakes and reservoirs, coho feed on fish and 
crustaceans (Grfnols and Gill 1968; Hart 1973; Scott and Crossman 1973; Healey 
1978). Coho do not feed during spawning migrations. 
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Reproduction 

Coho salmon return to nata l streams to spawn from midsummer to wi nter, 
depending on latitude. In the southern part of the range, spawn i ng occurs in 
December and January (Briggs 1953; Shapovalov and Taft 1954). In Al a ska, 
spawning occurs in October ( Drucker 1972 ; Crone and Bond 1976) and, in the 
Great Lakes, i n early Sep tember- October (Scott and Crossman 1973). Coho in 
North America migrate upstream during a single fall run, unlike other sa lmon, 
which may migrate upstream in multiple runs throughout the year (Scott and 
Crossman 1973). Entry into freshwater often coincides with rises ir stream
flow, particularly in streams with low summer flows (Shapova· ov and Taft 
1954) . 

Spawning behavior of coho has been summari zed by Morrow (1980). Spawning 
occurs primarily in moderate-sized coasta 1 streams and tributaries of 1 arger 
rivers . Coho do not utilize main channels of large rivers for spawning as 
heavily as do chinook (Q . tshawytscha) or intertidal reaches as heavily as do 
chum (Q . keta) and pink (Q . gorbuscha) salmon (Scott and Crossman 1973) . 
Supplementation of declining runs of wild spawning stocks with hatchery fish 
is increasing in the Northwest (Fulton 1970; Korn 1977) . 

Incubation period varies i nversely with temperature and usually lasts 35 
to 50 days (Shapovalov and Taft 1954). Fry eme rge 20 to 25 days after hatching 
(Mason 1976a) . 

Freshwater Residence 

Coho fry emerge from the gravel from early March to mid-May . Newly 
emerged fry aggregate along stream margins, in shallow pools, and in backwaters 
and eddies (Lister and Genoe 1970; Stein et al. 1972) . Fry gradually move 
into deeper pools, where they become aggressive and territorial . Fry unable 
to hold a territory emigrate downstream into the ocean (Hartman et al. 1982) 
or elsewhere in the stream system (Shapovalov and Taft 1954) because of intra
specific competition f or food and space (Chapman 1966a). Coho that emigrate 
in their first spring or summer of life as age 0 fish [usually < 40 mm fork. 
1 ength (FL.)] often constitute a major port 1 on of the seaward migrants, but 
their probability of returning as adults is extremely low (Crone and Bond 
1976; Hartman et al . 1982). Otto (1971) demonstrated that age 0 coho are 
poorly equipped physiologically to survive and grow in the high salin i t i es 
encountered in the ocean . 

Scales from returning adults indicate that the vast majority of coho 
reside in freshwater for at least 1 year prior to seaward migration . In t he 
southern pari; of the range, coho commonly remain in freshwater for 1 to 2 
years (Shapovalov and Taft 1954; Godfrey 1965). In Alaska, freshwater 
residence lasts from 2 to 4 years (Drucker 1972 ; Crone and Bond 1976). 

Smoltification 

Myriad p'rocesses and factors initiate, control, and affect parr-smolt 
transformation (smoltification) in coho and other anadromous salmoni ds. An 
important requirement of hatchery or naturally produced coho juveniles is that 
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0 the resulting smolts be fully able, behaviorally and physiolog ically, to 
migrate to the sea, grow, deve lop normally, and return to their native stream 
and successfully spawn. Among the envi ronmen t al factors that in f luence 
smoltification, photoperiod, temperature, and flow are especia l ly crit ica l 
(Parry 1960; Hoar 1965; Cl arke et al . 1978; Clarke and Shelbourn 1980; 
Wedemeyer et al . 1980). 

Smoltification and seaward migration in coho occurs in the spring 
(Shapovalov and Taft 1954; Drucker 1972; Crone and Bond 1976), with some 
exceptions (Chapman 1962) . Migration often follows periods of rapid tem
perature warming (Shapovalov and Taft 1954). Coho smolts in California are 
reported to migrate to sea in April -May (Shapovalov and Taft 1954); in 
southeast Alaska, migration peaked in mid-June (Crone and Bond 1976) . 

Parr-smolt transformation is primarily a function of size, rather than of 
age . Minimum size for successful smoltification in coho is near 100 mm FL 
(Shapovalov and Taft 1954; Drucker 1972 ; Crone and Bond 1976) . This size 
corresponds closely to the 90 mm threshold size of coho for maximum salinity 
tolerance (Conte et al . 1966) . Smaller coho may show signs of transformation 
to smolts (e . g. , silvery color, increased buoyancy, and salinity tolerance), 
but other critical aspects of the process are usually lacking (e .g., migratory 
behavior) , and they do not develop fully until the threshold size is attained 
(Wedemeyer et al. 1980) . 

Due to the reduction in spawning habi tat and spawning runs, natura 1 
reproduction of coho salmon is increasingly supplemented by release of 
hatchery-reared smolts. However, a perennial problem in the use of hatchery
produced juvenile salmonids is that ocean survival is often below estimated 
survival of naturally produced smolts. The failure to produce good quality 
smelts centers on the release of fish at a size, age, and time unsuitable for 
their ocean survival and on their exposure to environmental conditions that 
adversely affect growth and survival. Wedemeyer et al . (1980) have reviewed 
this problem in depth and propose guidelines for rearing and release of 
hatchery smolts to maximize the number returning as adults. 

Specific Habitat Requirements 

Coho salmon utilize a variety of freshwater habitats and tolerances and 
requirements change with season and age. Although most developmental changes 
and movements to different habitats are gradual, it is useful to delineate the 
freshwater life cycle into four distinct life stages and to specify factors 
assumed to affect habitat quality for each life stage. These life stages are 
defined as follows: 

1. Adult . Sexually mature coho migrating from the ocean to natal 
stream to spawn. 

2. Spawning/embryo/alevin . From period of egg deposition to hatching 
and emergence of fry from redds (Alevins =yolk-sac fry) . 
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3. Parr. Fry (age 0) and juvenile (age I+) coho residing in rearing 
streams. 

4. Smolt . Seaward migrant juveniles undergoing parr-smolt transforma
tion . 

Adult . Accessibility of the spawning stream and water quality appear to 
be the major factors affecting coho during upstream migration . Dams may 
completely bl ock. upstream passage, and other physical features may become 
i r:1possible to cross at low (e . g . , debris jams or waterfalls) or high (e.g., 
excessive velocities) flows (Reiser and Bjornn 1979). Thompson (1972) 
recommended a minimum depth of 0.18 m and a maximum velocity of 244 em/ sec as 
criteria for successful upstream migration of adult coho. 

Water quality can affect upstrea~ migration of coho through direct 
n•ortality, increasing the susceptibility of the coho to diseases, or adversely 
altering the timing of the migration and rate of maturation (Holt et al. 
1975). Ter.:p~ratures ~ 25.5° are lethal to migrating adults (Bell 1973). 
SubleH: l .. . ' 1tures may s sult in major prespawning mortalities through 
activation of latent infections (Wedemeyer 1970) . Disease infection rates in 
coho increase markedly at temperatures above 12 . 7° C (Fryer and Pilcher 1974; 
Holt et al. 1975; Groberg et al. 1978) . Temperatures ~ 13° C have been 
recommended to minimize prespawning mortality of coho during upstream migration 
(Wedemeyer, pers. comm . ) . 

Di ssolved oxygen (D . O. ) levels > 6.3 mg/1 are recommended for successful 
upstream migration of anadromous salmonids (Davis 1975). lower D.O . concentra
tions adv.ersely affect upstream migration by reducing the swim;ning ability of 
migrants and by eliciting avoidance responses. Maximum sustained swimming 
speed of coho is sharply reduced at D.O. levels< 6.5 rug/1 at all temperatures 
(Davis et al . 1963). It is assumed that adult coho respond to low D.O . levels 
in a fashion similar to juveniles and avoid waters with D.O. concentrations 
< 4. 5 mg/1 (Whitmore etal . 1960) . 

Spawning/embryo/alevin. Coho salmon construct redds i r swift, shallow 
areas at the head of riffles (Burner 1951; Briggs 1953; Shapovalov and Taft 
1954). Preferred redd construction sites in rfffle areas have velocities of 
21 to 70 em/sec and minimum depths ~ 15 em (Smith 1973). Gravel and small 
rubble substrate with low amounts of f i ne sediments is optimum for survival, 
growth, and development of embryos and alevins and for later emergence of fry 
(Platts et al. 1979). Percent composition of various size classes of substrate 
resulting in high survival of embryos and alevins has not been established. 
Reiser and Bjornn (1979) estimated that redds with 1.3 to 10 . 2 em diameter 
substrate sizes and a low percentage of fines result in high survival of 
embryos. An inverse relationship between percent fines < 3.3 mm and emergence 
of fry has been well established in field (Koski 1966; Hall and Lantz 1969; 
Cloern 1976) ami laboratory (Phillips et al. 1975) experiments. In all 
studies, emergence of coho fry was high at < S~ fines but dropped sharply at 
~ 15% fines . 
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Survival and emergence of embryos and alevins is greatly i nfluenced by 
D.O. supply wi thin the redd ("1ason 1976a). D.O. concentrat ions ~ 8 mg/1 are 
requ ired fo r high survival and emergence of fry. Embryo survi val drops signif
icant ly at levels s 6 .5 mg/ 1; concentrat ions< 3 mg/ 1 are lethal (Coble 1961; 
Shumway ~tal . 1964; Davis 1975). D. O. supply ava il able to coho i n r edds i s 
determi ned pri marily by the interrelati onsh i p of gravel permeabili ty, wa ter 
veloc i ty, and D.O. concentration . When any of these factors, acting alone or 
in combination, reduces the intragravel 01 supply below saturation, hypoxial 

stress occurs, resulting in delayed hatching and emergence, smaller s i ze of 
emerging fry, and increased incidence of developmen t al abnormalities (Alderice 
et al. 1958; Coble 1961; Silver ~t al . 1963 ; Shumway et al. 1964; Mason 1976a) . 
D.O. concentrations at or near saturation, with temporary reductions no lower 
than 5 mg/1, are recommended as criteria necessary for successful reproduction 
of anadromous salmonids (Reiser and Bjornn 1979). 

Burner (1951) observed coho spawning in Oregon at temperatures of 2.5 to 
12.0° C. Temperatures of 4.4 to 9.4° C are considered suitable for spawning 
(Bell 1973) . Temperatures in the 4.4 to 13 .3° C range are considered optimum 
for embryo incubation; survival decreases if these thresholds are exceeded 
(Bell 1973; Reiser and Bjornn 1979). 

Parr. Coho parr require an abundance of food and cover to sustain fast 
growth rates, avoid predation, and avoid premature displacement downstream to 
the ocean in order to successfully rear in freshwater and migrate to the sea 
as smolts (Mundie 1969). Mason and Chapman (1965) found that the number of 
coho parr remaining in stream channels is dependent on the amount of food and 
cover available; if food or cover is decreased, emigration from the area 
subsequently is increased . Mason (197Gb) substantially increased summer 
carrying capacity of a coho stream by supp 1 ementa 1 feeding; however, these 
gains were largely lost because numbers exceeded winter carrying capacity. 
0111 et al. (1981) found that territory size in coho is inversely related to 
the amount of available food. low levels of food result in larger and fewer 
territories per unit area, increased emigration of resident fry, and slower 
growth rate of remai ning fish. Small, slow growing parr may remain in fresh
water for longer periods (with an attendant high mortality rate) until 
threshold size for smelting is reached or may migrate to the sea at a time 
when chances for survival are slim (Chapman 1966a). 

Substrate composition , riffles, and riparian vegetation appear to be the 
most important factors influencing production of aquatic and terrestrial 
insects as food for coho (Mundie 1969; Giger 1973; Reiser and Bjornn 1979). 
Highest production of aquatic invertebrates is found in stream substrates 
comprised of gravel and rubble (Giger 1973: Reiser and Bjornn 1979) . Pennak 
and Van Gerpen (1947) reported that the production of benthic invertebrates i s 
greater in rubble > bedrock > gravel > sand . Because substrate size is a 
function of water veh·r. ity, larger substrate sizE!s are associated with faster 
currents . Thus, food production is also high in riffles (Ruggles 1966; Waters 
1969) . Pearson et al . (1970) found that coho production per unit area in 
Oregon streams is higher in pools with larger riffles upstream. However, 
increased fines in riffles can reduce production of benthic food organisms 
(Phillips 1971) . Crouse et al. (1981) reported that coho production is lowest 
in laboratory stream channels when embeddedness of the rubble substrate i s 
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high (80 to 100%) and t ha percent (by volume) of fines (s 2. 0 mm) exceeds 26%. 
Lastly, r i parian vegetation along coho streams acts as habi tat fo r terres t r i al 
i nsects, as well as a ;ource of leaf litter utilized by stream i nvertebrate s 
as food (Chapman 1966b; Mundie 1969) . 

Coho parr are most abundant in l arge, deep [generally > 0. 30 m ( N i c~elso n, 
pers . comm . )] pools, where they congregate near instream and ban~ ( overhead) 
cover of logs, root s , debris, undercut banks, and overhanging vegetation 
(Rugg l es 1966; Li ster and Genoe 1970; Mason 1976b) . Nickelson and 
Reisenbichler (1977) and Nickelson et al . (1979) found positive correlations 
between standing crop of age 0+ coho and pool volume. Studies in Oregon by 
Ni ckelson (pers . comm . ) suggest that pools of 10 to 80 m' or 50 to 250 m2 in 
size with sufficient riparian canopy for shading are optimum for coho produc
tion . A pool to riffle ratio of 1:1 provides optimum food and cover conditions 
for coho parr. Ruggles (1966) found that the greatest number of coho fry 
remained in stream channels consisting of 5~ pools and 50% riffles; numbers 
of fry remaining in channels of either 10~ pools or 100% riffles could be 39% 
and 20% lower, respectively . 

As water temperatures decrease below 9° C, coho fry become less act ive 
and seek. deep (~ 45 em), slow (< 15 em/ sec) water in or very near (<1m) 
dense cover of roots, logs, and flooded brus~ (Hartman 1965; Bustard and 
Narver 1975a) . Beaver ponds and quiet backwater areas, often some distance 
from the main stream channel and dry dur ing summer low flow periods, are also 
utilized as wi nter habitat (Narver 1978) . Severa·l studies i ndicate that the 
amount of suitable winter habitat may be a major factnr iimiting coho produc
tion (Chapman 1966a; Mason 1976b; Chapman and Knudsen 1980) . Swimming ability 
of coho is decreased as the water temperature drops ; th~refo re, winter cover 
is critical for protection from predat ion, freezing , and, especially, displace
ment by winter freshets (Bustard and Narver 1975b; Mason 1976b; Hartman et al . 
1982) . Chapman and Knudsen (1980) found a very low winter biomass of coho in 
channelized and grazed sections of streams in Washington, which they attributed 
to the reduced pool volumes and amount of l nitream and bank. cover present in 
those areas . 

Several studies have shown a positive relationship between streum carrying 
capacity for coho and streamflow (McKernan et al . 1950; Mathews and Olson 
1980; Scarnecchia 1981). Strong positive correilt i ons have also been found 
between total stream area and measures of coho biomass (Pearson et al. 1970 ; 
Burns 1971) . Lowest returns of adult coho coincide with low summer flows 
coupled with high winter floods (McKernan et al . 1950) . Bur ns (1971) found 
that highest mortality of coho and other salmonids in the summer occurred 
during periods of lowest flows . Higher streamflows duri ng rearing appear to 
provide more suitable habitat for growth and survival through increased produc
tion of stream invertebrates and availability of cover (Chapman 1966a; Giger 
1973; Scarnecchia 1981). Stabilization of wi nter flows and increases in 
summer flows have led to increased production of coho (Lister and Walker 1966 ; 
11undie 1969) . Narver (1978) suggested that stream enhancement techniques 
aimed at reducing displacement downstream during winter floods and at providing 
deep pools durir.g summer low flows could substantially increase stream rearing 
capacity for coho . 
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0 Growth rate and food conversion efficiency of. coho fry is optimum at D.O. 
concentrations above 5 mg/ 1. Below 4.5 mg/1, growth and food conversion 
rapidly decreases to the point where growth ceases or is negati ve (below 
3 mg/ 1) ( Herrmann et a 1. 196Z; Brett and Blackburn 1981). Swimming speed 
decreases below the saturation level, especially below 6 mg/1 (Dahlberg et al . 
1968). D.O. concentrations < 4. 5 mg/ 1 are avo ided (Whitmore et al. 1960). 
Upper incipient lethal tamperatures for coho fry range from ZZ.9 to 25.0° C 
(acclimation temperatures of 5 to 23° C) (Brett 195Z). Significant decreases 
in swimming speed occur at temperatures > zoo C (Griffiths and Alderice 197Z), 
and growth ceases at temperatures above Z0.3° C (Bell 1973). Stein et al . 
( 1972) found that the growth rate of coho fry was high in the 9 to 13° C 
temperature range, but slowed considerably at temperatures near 18° C. Brungs 
and Jones (1977) reported that growth of coho occurred from 5 to 17° C. 

Streamside vegetation plays an important role in regulating the tempera
ture in rearing streams . Cooler winter water temperatures may occur if the 
stream canopy is absent or reduced, adversely affecting egg incubation (Chapman 
196Z) . Where streamside vegetation is intact but the surrounding watershed 
has been logged, warmer winter water temperatures may result, shifting the 
peri0d of emergence of fry and downstream movement of smolts to earlier, and 
less favorable, periods (Hartman et al . 198Z) . In areas where the stream 
canopy has been reduced, the resultant warmer summer temperatures may make the 
habitat unsuitable if the temperature exceeds zoo C (Stein et al. 1972) or may 
increase the mortality of fry from disease (Hall and Lantz 1969). However, 
too much stream canopy can also reduce habitat suitability for coho fry . For 
example, Chapman and Knudsen (1980) found reduced coho biomass in stream 
sections where the canopy was very dense. Pearson et al. (1970) reported that 
coho fry appear to avoid areas of dense shade; they suggested that stream 
canopy enclosing> 90% of the sky may exceed the optimum level. 

In summary, optimum rearing habitat for coho parr consists of a mixture 
of pools and riffles, abundant instream and bank cover, water temperatures 
that average between 10 to 15° C in the summer, D.O. near the saturation 
level, and riffles with low amounts of fine sediment (Reiser and Bjornn 1979) . 
Streamside vegetation is an important component of coho habitat because it 
provides food, cover, temperature control, and bank stabilization (Nar•1er 
1978). 

Smolt. The radical physiological and behavioral changes that occur 
during smoltification make this stage particularly sensitive to environmental 
stress factors. Blockage and delay of migration by dams, unfavorable stream 
flows and temperatures, fluctuations in food supplies, predation, gas super
saturation below dams, activation of latent infections due to environmental 
stress, interference with saltwater adaptation in estuaries because of gill 
infestations, and handling stress and descaling durin~ transportation around 
dams are major sources of marta 1 i ty ana reduced ocean survivability of coho 
smolts (Wedemeyer et al. 1980) . 

Elevated water temperatures can accelerate the onset of smoltification 
and shorten the smolting period and may result in seaward migration of smolts 
at a time when conditions are unfavorable (Wedemeyer et al . 1980). Zaugg and 
Mclain (1976) reported that the period of high gill ATPase activity (indicative 
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of high salinity tolerance and other adaptations necessary for parr-smolt 
transformation) in coho smolts held at 20° C occurred from mid-March to early 
April; at 15° C, it occurred from mid-March to early May; and, at 10° C, a 
normal pattern resulted with a peak in ATPase activity from mid-Ma~ch to early 
Ju ly . By shorten i ng the durat i on of smolting and accelerat ing desmolt ifica
tion, sublethal temperatures can lead to parr-reversion of cohc smol ts in 
estuaries where exposure to predation and risk of infection is high, thereby 
dimi nishing the number of coho smolts entering the ocean (Wedemeyer et al . 
1980) . Wedemeyer et al . (1980) recommend that temperatures follow a natural 
seasonal cycle as closely as possible to those present in the coho's native 
range to ensure optimum conditions for smoltification and timing of seaward 
migration. Speci fically, temperatures should not exceed 10° C i n l ate winter 
to prevent accelerated smolting; temperatures should not exceed 12° C during 
smolting and seaward migration in the spring to prevent shortened duration of 
smolting and premature onset of desmolt1fication and to reduce the risk of 
infection from pathogens (see Adult section). 

Exposure to pollutants can have a major deleterious impact on smoltifica
tion and early marine survival of anadromous salmonids (see review by Wedemeyer 
et al. 1980) . For example, Lorz and McPherson (1976) found that, at very low 
levels of copper (20 to 30 ~g/1), migratory behavior and gill ATPase activity 
i n coho smolts was greatly suppressed and high mortalities resulted from 
exposure to saltwater. Low concentrations of herbicides have also been found 
to inhibit smolt function and migratory behavior (Lorz et al. 1978). 

The lethal threshold for gas supersaturation in coho smolts is 114. 5%. 
No deaths were reported at 11~ supersaturation, but the majority of fish 
exhibited symptoms of gas-bubble disease (Rucker and Kangas 1974; Nebeker and 
Brett 1976). 

Specific D.O. requirements for coho smolts are unknown, but are probably 
similar to those for parr. 

HABITAT SUITABILITY INDEX (HSI) MODEL 

Model Applicability 

Geographic area . -,he model Wils developed from information gathered on 
habitat requirements of coho salmon throughout its native and introduced 
range. This general model is designed to be applicable to all the above areas 
but is limited to the freshwater stage of the life cycle : upstream migrant; 
embryo; parr; and smolt. 

Season. The model is structured to account for changes in seasonal as 
well as life stage requirements of coho salmon during those parts of the life 
cycle when they inhabit freshwater. Because rearing strean·i are utilized 
year-round, the model 1s developed to measure the suitability of a given 
habitat to support parr for the entire year and to support embryos during the 
spawning and incubation period . 
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Cover types . The mode 1 is oriented primarily to sma 11 coasta 1 streams 
and tributaries of larger rivers, which are the major spawning and rearing 
areas of coho sal mon . Habitat requirements of coho in l arge rivers, where 
some spawn i ng and rearing occurs and wh i ch serve as 11 highways to t he sea 11 fo r 
upstream and downstream migrant wi ld and hatchery-reared coho, are l ess we ll 
known and are not adequate ly addr essed i n t hi s model . Water qual i ty vari abl es 
ar e t he only vari ables i n th i s model that may be app l icabl e when coho inhab i t 
large rivers. Variables that measure habitat su i tabili ty for adult coho in 
la kes, reservoirs, estuaries, or the ocean are not includ~d i n this model . 

Water qua l ity. The model has limited utility in areas where water quality 
variables (e . g. , toxic substances and gas supersaturation) are major factors 
limiting coho populations. If toxic substances are being discharged into a 
river , Wedemeyer et al . (1980) should be consulted for information on the 
types of substances that can adversely affect survival of smolts . 

Verification level. The model represents the author's interpretation of 
how specific environmental factors combine to determine overall habitat suit
ability for coho salmon . The model has not been field tested . 

Model Description 

The HSI model that follows is an attempt to condense inforrr.at i on on 
habitat requirements for coho into a set of habitat evaluation criteria, 
structured to produce an index of overall habitat quality . A positive rela
tionship between HSI and carrying capacity of the habitat is assumed (U . S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service 1981), but this relationship has not been tested. 

As a consequence of their homing to nata 1 streams to spawn , coho and 
other anadromous salmonids commonly form local races and stocks, exhibiting 
adaptations to the particular set of environmental conditions present in the 
spawning streams (Larkin 1981; Maclean and Evans 1981). The generalized HSI 
model presented does not take into account the different stocks or subpopula
tions. The model was developed, and should be applied, with the following 
statement by Banks (1969:131) in mind: 11 

• • • the consequences of man-made 
changes (on anadromous salmonids) .. . can be predicted in general terms from 
the existing literature, but (due to the formation of local stocks) each 
situation is unique ... and requires studies of the special needs of each 
river system as well as the flexible applicaticn of general principles 11

• 

The model consists of those habitat variables that affect the growth, 
survival, abundance, distribution, behavior, or other measure of well-being of 
coho, and therefore can be expected to have an impact on the carrying capacity 
of a habitat . Coho salmon habitat quality, in this model, is based on para
meter s assumed to affect habitat suitability for each of four life stages of 
::oho salmon during residence in freshwater (Fig . 1). Variables affecting 
habitat suitability for parr are further delineated into the lice requisite 
components of: water quality; food; and cover. It was assumed that the most 
limiting factor (i.e., lowest SI score) defines the carrying capacity for coho 
salmon; thus, 

HSI =minimum value for suitability indices V1 to V1 ,. 
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Habitat variables 

Temperature during up
stream migration 

D.O. during upstream 
migration 

Temperature-incubation 

0.0.-incubation 

Substrate composition 

Temperature during rearing 

D.O . during rearing 

Percent canopy 

Vegetation composition of 
riparian zone 

Percent pools 

Substrate composition 

Percent pools 

Proportion of pools 

Percent cover 

Winter cover 

Temperature during parr
smelt transformation 
and seaward migration 

Suitability 
indices Life stages 

v,~ 
V7 ~Water Quality--.., Parr------4HSI 

v. 

v,/ Food 
Vu 

v. 

Smolt 

D.O . during seaward migration 
Vu=========-
Vu 

Figure 1. Diagram showing habitat variables included fn the HSI model for 
coho salmon and the aggregatfen of the corresponding suitability indices 
(SI's) into an HSI. HSI = the lowest of th~ fifteen suitability index 
ratings. 
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Adult component. V1 was included in th ~ s component because t emperature 

can r esult i n di rect mort al i ty , can increase coho susceptibility to i nfectious 
diseases, or can al ter t he ti mi ng of mi grat ion and rate of mat uration of coho 
sa lmon dur i ng mi gration from t he ocean to the spawn i ng stream. Because D.O. 
levels below saturation can e licit avoidance behavior and recuce the swimming 
abili t y in coho, D.O. (V 2 ) also wa s incl uded as a var iab l e that affects habitat 

su i tabili ty for upstr eam migrants . 

No specific variables were i nc l uded in this component as measures of the 
accessibil i ty of the spawning stream. Nevertheless, phys ical features encoun
tered by coho while migrating upstream should be considered when evaluating 
habi tat suitability. Features that impede or de l ay migrants from moving 
upstream (see Adult sect i on) wou l d mak.e suitable habitat, as def i ned by the 
model, less useable. 

Spawn i ng/ embryo/ alevin component. V3 was included in this component 

because embryo surv iva 1 decreases when temperatures during incubation exceed 
the optimum temperature boundary of 13.3° C. V,. was included because D.O. 

levels below t he saturation level induce hypoxial stress in embryos and alevins 
and l ead to decreased quantity and quality of emerg i ng f ry. V5 was i ncluded 

because percent emergence of f ry is re l ated to substrate compos i ti on of 
spawning redds . 

Parr component . Water qua l ity : V, was included because temperature 

affects swimming· speed , growth, and surv i val of coho parr . V7 was included 

because D.O. concentration affects growth, food conversion, swimming speed , 
and avoidance behavior of parr . V1 was included because coho numbers (or 

biomass) are related to the quantity of stream canopy cover . 

Food : V, was included because it was assumed that the direct (terrestrial 

insects) and i nd i rect (leaf l i tter as food for aquatic insects ) production of 
food util i zed by coho parr vari es wi th the amount and type of r i parian vegeta
tion present. V10 was included because the production of aquatic insects , as 

well as coho parr, has been related to the amount of r iff le areas present i n a 
stream. V5 was included because the production potential of aquatic insects 

is related to the substrate composit i on . 

Cover: V 10 and V 11 were i nc 1 uded because the abundance of coho parr 

varies with the amount (V 1 , ) and type (V 11 ) of pools present in a stream. V12 

was included because coho parr are commonly assoc i ated wi th instream and bank. 
cover. V13 was included beca~se the amount of suitable wi nter cover may be a 

major factor affecting coho production . 
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Smolt component . Vp. was i ncluded because temperature greatly affects 

the timing and duration of parr-sme lt t r an sformation, can alter the timing of 
seaward migra tion, and can affect the suscept ibility of smel ts to infection. 
Although spec ific dat a are lacking, V1 5 was incl uded because D.O. concentration 

could potent ially impact smolt migrati on t hrough its effects on swimming 
abi lity , by e liciting avo i dance behavior, or by resu l ting in t he direct 
mo rta li ty of smel ts . 

Suitability Index (SI ) Graphs for Model Variables 

All variables perta i n to riveri ne (R) habitat. Table 1 li sts the informa
tion sources and assumptions used in constructing each SI graph. 

Habitat Variable Suitability graph 

Maxi mum temperature 
during upstream 
migration . 

1. 0~--t-'---'---..__-+ 

R Minimum dissolved 
oxygen concentration 
during upstream 
migration. 
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Table 1. Sources of information and assumptioni used in construction 
of the suitability index graphs are listed below. "Excellent" habitat 
for coho salmon was assumed to correspond to an SI of 0.8 to 1.0, "good" 
habitat to an SI of 0.5 to 0.7, "fair" habitat to an SI of 0.2 to 0.4, 
and "poor" habitat to an SI of 0.0 to 0.1. 

Variable Assumptions and sources 

v, 

Temperatures that are lethal or that correspond to high mortality 
rates in infected coho are poor (Bell 1973; Fryer and Pilcher 1974; 
Holt et al. 1975). Temperatures where mortality of infected coho 
is moderate or where activation of latent infections begins to 
increase are fair (Fryer and Pilcher 1974; Groberg et al. 1978) . 
Temperatures that correspond to low disease mortality (Fryer and 
Pilcher 1974; Holt et al. 1975) and that are recommended for 
minimizing prespawning mortality are excellent (Wedemeyer pers . 
comm.). 

D.O . levels that correspond to undiminished swimming ability 
(Davis et al. 1963) and that are recommended for successful 
upstream migration (Davis 1975) are excellent . levels where 
swimming speed is greatly reduced (Davis et al . 1963) and 
avoidance is high (Whitmore et al. 1960) are poor . 

Temperature ranges corresponding to those recommended as optimum 
for spawning and for incubation of embryos (Bell 1973) are 
excellent. Temperatures outside of this range are less suitable . 

D.O. levels at or near the saturation level corresponded to the 
highest survival and emergence of fry and, therefore, are 
excellent . levels that correspond to reduced emergence, delays 
in hatching or emergence, smaller size of fry, or increased 
incidences of developmental abnormalities (Alderice et al. 1958; 
Cobel 1961; Silver et al. 1963; Shumway et al. 1964; Mason 1976a) 
are fair. D.O. levels below 5 mg/l (Reiser and Bjornn 1979) or 
that approach lethal conditions (3 mg/1) (Coble 1961; Shumway 
et al. 1964; Davis 1975) are poor. 
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Table 1. (continued). 

Assumptions and sources 

(Embryo) Substrate composition that corresponds to high embryo 
survival and high emergence of fry is excellent . Compositions 
that contribute to reduced emergence (high percentage of fines, 
high embeddedness) are good-poor depending on the severity of 
the impact on survival and emergence (Koski 1966; Hall and Lantz 
1969; Phillips et al. 1975; Cloern 1976; Platts et al. 1979; 
Reiser and Bjornn 1979). 

(Parr-Food) Gravel-rubble substrate composition corresponds to a 
high production of aquatic invertebrates (Giger 1973; Reiser and 
Bjornn 1979) and, therefore, is excellent in providing food for 
coho. Other substrates produce decreasing amounts of inver
tebrates in this order: rubble > bedrock> gravel > sand (Pennak 
and Van P~rpen 1947). It is assumed that the higher the percent
age fines or percent embeddedness, the lower the production of 
aquatic invertebrates (Phillips 1971; Crouse et al. 1981). 

Temperatures that correspond to high growth (9 to 13° C) (Stein 
et al . 197Z) are excellent. Temperatures that correspond to 
reduced growth (Stein et al . 197Z) are fair. Temperatures that 
are lethal or where growth of parr ceases are poor. 

D.O. levels that correspond to the highest growth and food 
conversion rates (Herrmann P.t al. 196Z; Brett and Blackburn 
1981) are excellent. levels that correspond to greatly reduced 
swimming speed (Dahlberg et al. 1968), avoidance behavior 
(Whitmore et al. 1960), and cessation of growth are poor. 

It is assumed that SO to 75~ canopy enclosure is excellent . 
Other percentages are less suitable because cooler winter and 
warmer summer temperatures, associated with low canopy cover, 
result in decreased survival of embryos and fry (Chapman 1962; 
Hall and Lantz 1969; Stein et al . 1972) . Lower biomass of coho 
corresponds to a high percent (> 9~) of canopy closure (Pearson 
et al. 1970; Chapman and Knudson 1980), so percentages~ 90% are 
fair. 

Based on the work of Chapman (1966b), deciduous trees and shrubs 
1re excelle~t as habitat for terrestrial insects and in providing 
high amounts of leaf litter used as food for aquatic invertebrates . 
Grasses/forbs and conifers are less suitable. The equation was 
formulated so that no riparian vegetation rates poor and so that 
~ 75~ deciduous trees and shrubs rates excellent. It was based on 
the assumption that deciduous trees and shrubs provide twice the 
amount of terrestrial insects and leaf litter per unit area as do 
grasses/forbs and conifers. 
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Table 1. (continued) 

Assumptions and sources 

(Food-Cover) A pool to riffle ratio of 1:1 in streams is ex
cellent in providing both food and cover for coho parr because: 
(1) food production is highest in riffles (Ruggles 1966; Waters 
1969); (2) coho fry are most abundant in pools (Ruggles 1966; 
Lister and Genoe 1970; Mason 1976b); and (3) the highest number 
of coho fry remained in stream channels with a 1:1 ratio (Ruggles 
1966). Higher or lower percentages of pools are less suitable 
because fewer coho fry remain in the stream channels (Ruggles 
1966). This variable should be measured during summer low flow 
because this is the critical summer period for parr (Burns 1971). 

The graph is based on studies on Oregon streams by Nickelson and 
colleagues where : (1) positive correlations were found between 
standing crop of age 0+ coho and pool volume (Nickelson and 
Reisenbichler 1977; Nickelson et al. 1979); and (2) coho fry 
biomass was highest in pools 10 to 80m2 or 50 to 250 m2 in size 
(Nickelson pers. comm . ). It is assumed that a positive relation
ship exists between proportion of pools 10 to 80 m, or 50 to 
250m2 in size and habitat suitability (=carrying capacity) for 
coho fry. If such pools are absent from the reach, it is assumed 
that some other pool habitat would exist but would be poor, 
capable of supporting parr in relatively small numbers (there
fore, SI = 0.2 at 0%). 

Because there is a positive relationship between number of coho 
parr remaining in an area and amount of instream cover (Mason and 
Chapman 1965) and, because parr are most abundant near instream 
and bank cover (Ruggles 1966; Lister and Genoe 1970; Mason 
1976b), it is assumed that habitat suitability is proportional to 
the amount of instream or bank cover present in a reach. Zero 
percent cover is assigned an SI of 0.2 because the stream may 
still be able to support coho parr, although at a greatly reduced 
level. 

It is assumed that quiet backwaters and deep pools with dense 
cover are excellent winter habitat for coho parr because parr are 
most abundant in these areas during the winter (Hartman 1965; 
Bustard and Narver 197Sa). Because several studies infer that the 
amount of suitable winter habitat may be a major factor limiting 
rearing capacity and smelt production (Chapman 1966a; Mason 1976b; 
Chapman and Knudsen 1980), it is assumed that habitat sui tability 
1s proportional to the amount of suitable winter hab~ tat available. 
Zero percent winter cover has an SI rating of 0.2 because it is 
assumed that other potential sites can still support some over
wintering parr. Thirty percent and above has an SI of 1.0, 
because it is assumed that optimum values of this variable are 
obtainable in conjunction with optimum riffle-pool ratios (V 10 ). 
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Table 1. (concluded) . 

Assumptions and sources 

Temperatures that correspond to a long and normal pattern of gi l I 
ATPase activity during smoltificat ion (Zaugg and Mclain 1976) ar~ 
excel lent, as are temperatures recommended for optimum smol t ifi
cation and timing of seaward migration; i.e . , s 10° C during wi nter 
and s 12° C during spring (Wedemeyer et al. 1980; Wedemeyer per~. 
comm . ). It is assumed that the shorter the duration of gill ATf'ase 
activity, the less suitable the temperature . Also, temperature!; 
> 12° C are considered fair-poor because the risk of infections 
from pathogens is assumed to be hi gher than at lower temperatur!s 
(Fryer and Pilcher 1974; Holt et al. 1975). 

It is assumed that D.O. requirements for smolts are similar to 
those of parr, thus the same assumptions and sources used in 
developing the D.O . graph for parr (V7 ) were used in constructing 

the SI graph for V1s· 
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Interpreting Model Outputs 

The model described above is a generalized description of habitat requi re
ments for coho salmon and, as such, the output is not expected to discriminate 
among different hab i tats with a high resolution at this stage of development 
(see discussion in Terrell et al. 1982). Each model variable is considered to 
have some effect on habitat quality for coho, and the suitability index graphs 
depict what the measurable response is assumed to be . However, the graphs are 
derived from a series of untested assumptions, and it is unknown how accurately 
they depict habitat suitability for coho salmon . The model assumes that each 
model variable alone can limit coho production, but this has not been tested. 
A major potential weakness in the model is that, while the model variables may 
be necessary in determining suitability of habitat for coho, they may not be 
sufficient. Species interactions and other factors not included in this model 
may determine carrying capacity to a greater degree than the variables included 
in this model. Data describing me~surable responses for additional factors 
are, however, scarce or nonexistent and, therefore, the variables do not meet 
the standards for consideration as variables in HSI model development (U .S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service 1981) . 

I recommend interpreting model outputs as indicators (or predictors) of 
excellent (0.8 to 1.0), good (0.5 to 0.7), fair (0 .2 to 0.4), or poor (0 . 0 to 
0.1) habitat for coho salmon. The output of the generalized model provided 
should be most useful as a tool in comparing di fferent habitats. If two study 
areas have different HSI's, the one with the higher HSI is expected to have 
the potential to support more coho salmon. The model also shou d be useful as 
a basic framework for formulating revised models that incorporate site specific 
factors affecting habitat suitability for coho salmon and more detailed 
variable measurement techniques on a site-by-site basis. 

ADDITIONAL ~ABITAT MODELS 

No other habitat models that could be utilized in habitat evaluation for 
coho salmon were located in the literature . The user is referred to Terrell 
et al. (1982) and U. S. Fish a.nd Wildlife Service (1981) for techniques to 
modify this model to meet proj ect needs. 
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PREFACE 

The habitat use information and Habitat Suitability Index (HSI) models 
present9d in this document are an aid for impact assessment and habitat manage
ment activities. Literature concerning a species' habitat requirements and 
preferences is reviewed and then synthesized into HSI models. which are scaled 
to produce an index between 0 (unsuitable habitat) and 1 (optimal habitat). 
Assumptions used to transform habitat use information into these mathematical 
models are noted, and guidelines for model application are described . Any 
models found in the literature which may also be used to calculate an HSI are 
cited. and simplified HSI models. based on what the authors believe to be the 
most important habitat characteristics for this species, are presented . 

Use of the models presented in this publication for impact assessment 
requires the setting of clear study objectives and may require modification of 
the mode 1 s to meet those objectives . Methods for reducing mode 1 comp 1 ex i ty 
and recommended measurement techniques for model variables are presented in 
Terrell et al. (in press)' . A discussion of HSI model building techniques, 
including the component approach, is presented in U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service (1981). 1 

The HSI models presented herein are complex hypotheses of species-habitat 
relationships, not statements of proven cause and effect relationships. 
Results of moder-performance tests. when available, are referenced; however, 
models that have demonstrated reliability in specific situations may prove 

1Te!"re11, J . W. , T. E. McMahon, P. D. Insk.ip, R. F. Rale igh, and K. W. 
Williamson (in press). Habitat suitability index models : Appendix A. Guide
lines for riverine and iat. ~lstrine applications of fish HSI models with the 
Habitat Evaluation i>roced..:res . U.S . Dept . Int., Fish Wildl. Serv. 
FWS/OBS-82/:0.A. 

1 U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 
Habitat Suitability Index models . 
Serv. , Di v. Eco 1 . Serv. n. p. 

1981. Standards for the development of 
103 ESM. U.S . Dept . Int., Fish Wildl. 
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unreliable i n others. For this reason, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
encourages mode 1 users to send comments and suggestions that might he 1 p us 
i ncrease the ut i lity and effectiveness of th i s habitat-based approach to fi sh 
and wil dlife planning . Please send comments to : 

Habitat Evaluation Procedures 
Western Energy and Land Use Team 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Serv ice 
2625 Redwi~g Road 
Ft. Collins. CO 80526 
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BROOK TROUT (Salvelinus fontinalis) 

HABITAT USE INFORMATION 

General 

The nat 1ve range of brook. trout (Salve 11 nus font ina lis Mi tchill) ori g
inally covered the eastern two-fifths of Canada northward to the Arctic Circle, 
the New England States, and southward through Pennsylvania, along the crest of 
the Appalachian Mountains to northeastern Georgia . Western limits included 
Manitoba southward through the Great Lake States. Reductions in the original 
range have resulted from environmental changes, such as pollution, siltation, 
and stream warming due to deforestation (MacCrimmon and Campbell 1969). 

Since the late 19th century, brook trout have been introduced into 20 
additional States and have sustaining populations in 14 States (MacCrimmon and 
Campbell 1969). Introductions have not teen attempted in most of the central 
plains and the southern States. 

Brook trout can be separated into two basic ecological forms: a short
lived (3-4 years), small (200-250 mm) form, typical of small, cold stream and 
lake habitats and a long-lived (8-10 years), large (4-6 k.g), predaceous form 
associated with large lakes, rivers, and estuaries. The smaller, short-lived 
form is typically found south of the Great Lakes region and south of northern 
New England, while the larger form is located in the northern portion of its 
native range (Behnke 1980). Although no subspecies designation has been 
recognized for these two forms, they respond as two different species t o 
environmental interactions influencing life history (Flick. and Webster 1976; 
Flick 1977). 

Brook trout can be hybridized artificially with lake trout (to produce a 
fertile hybrid called splake trout) and with rainbow trout (Buss and Wright 
1957). In rare cases, natural hybrids occur between brook trout and brown 
trout (Salmo trutta); the hybrid is termed tiger trout (Behnke 1980) . Behnke 
(1980) also collected brook. trout and bull trout (Salvelinus confluentis) 
hybrids in the upper Klamath Lake basin, Oregon. Brook trout appear to be 
sensitive to introductions of br own and rainbow trout and are usually displaced 
by them. However, brook trout have displaced cutthroat trout and grayling in 
headwaters and tributaries of western streams (WP.bster 1975). 
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Age, Growth , and Food 

Brook trout appear to be opportun i st i c sight feeders, ut iliz ing both 
bottom-dwe ll ing and dr i fting aquat ic macro i nvertebrates and t errestr ial i nsects 
(Needham 1930; Di neen 1951; Wiseman 1951; Benson 1953; Reed and Bear 1966) . 
Such feeding habi ts make them particularly susceptible to even moderate tur
bidity levels, which can reduce their ability to locate food (Bachman 1958; 
Herbert et al . 196la, 1961b; Tebo 1975) . Drifting forms may be selected over 
benthic forms when they are available (Hunt 1966) . The choice of particular 
drift organisms is apparently either a function of seasonal availability 
and/or the overall availabi l ity of terrestrial forms in a part icular situation . 
Between age groups, there may be a tendency for selection of food items based 
on size . In Idaho, age group 0 trout selected smaller dr ifting organisms 
(Diptera and Ephemeroptera) with less variation than did older trout, while 
age group I trout seemed to prefer larger Trichoptera larvae (Griffith 1974). 
Fish are an important food i tem in lake populations (Webster 1975) . 

Reproduction 

Age at sexual maturi ty varies among populations, wi th males usually 
maturing before females (Mullen 1958) . Male brook t rout may mature as early 
as age 0+ (Buss and McCreary 1960 ; Hunt 1966) . In Wisconsin (Lawrence Creek), 
the smallest mature male was approx imately 8 .9 em (3 . 5 inches) long (McFadden 
1961) . 

Spawning typically occurs in the fall and has been described by several 
authors (Greeley 1932; Hazzard 1932; Smi th 1941; Brasch et al . 1958, Needham 
1961). Spawning may begin as early as late summer in the northern part of the 
range and early winter in the southern part of the range (Sigler and Miller 
1963) . The spawning behavior of brook trout is very similar to that of rainbow 
and cutthroat trout (Smith 1941) . In streams and ponds, areas of ground water 
upwelling appear to be highly preferred (Webster and Eiriksdottier 1976; 
Carline and Brynildson 1977) and to override substrate size as a site selection 
factor (Mullen 1958; Everhart 1966) . Brook trout can be highly successful 
spawners in lentic environments in upwelling areas of springs (Webster 1975) . 
Spawning occurs at temperatures ranging from 4.5-10° C (Whi te 1930 ; Hazzard 
1932; McAfee 1966) . The fertilized ova are deposited in redds excavated by 
the female in the stream gravels (Smith 1947) . Spawni ng success is reduced as 
the amount of fine sediments is increased and the intergravel oxygen concgntra
tion is diminished (McFadden 1961; Peters 1965; Harshbarger 1975) . 

Migration and Anadromy 

Wi th the exception of the sea-run New England populations, brook trout 
migrations are generally limited to move; .. ents into headwater streams or trib
utaries for spawning (Brasch et al . 1958) or relatively short seasonal migra
t i ons to avoid temperature ext remes (Powers 1929 ; Scott and Crossman 1973) . 
Some brook trout may spend their entire lives, inc l uding spawning periods , 
with i n a restrict ed stream area, as opoosed T.O more mi gratory sa lmonids 
(~cFadden et al . 1967) . However. some movement upstream or down stream may 
occur due to space-related aggress i ve behavior fol lowi ng emergence from the 
redd (Hunt 1965) . 
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Some coasta 1 populations of brook. trout may move in t o sa 1 t water from 
coastal streams of eastern Canada and northeastern Un i ted States . Sea-run 
i ndividuals caught in salt water may differ in appearance, fo rm, and colorat ion 
from trout that have never or nave not recently been in salt water (Smi th and 
Saunders 1958) . Not all brook trout in the same stream wi ll necessarily move 
to sea . In a study by White (1940), 79: of the brook. trout going to sea were 
age Z, and the rest were age 3. Smith and Saunders (1958) stated that age 1 
brook. trout also migrated to the sea. 

Smith and Saunders (1958) reported brook trout going to sea on Pri nee 
Edward Island during spring and early summer and during fall and early winter . 
Movement was observed in every month of the year, although very few fish were 
observed migrating during midwinter and midsummer . Smith and Saunders (1958) 
observed that approximately half of the brook trout mi grating to salt water 
returned to freshwater within a month . As temperatures decline in freshwater, 
brook trout tend to spend more time in saltwater, and some may overwinter in 
saltwater (Smith and Saunders 1958). 

Specific Habitat Requirements 

Brook trout are the most generalized and adaptable of all Salvel i nus 
species. They inhabit small headwater streams, large rivers, ponds, and large 
lakes in i nland and coastal areas. Typical brook. trout habi tat condi t ions are 
those associated with a cold temperate climate, cool spring-fed ground water , 
and moderate precipitation (MacCrimmon and Campbell 1969) . Warm water temper
atures appear to be the single most important factor limiting brook. trout 
distribution and production (Creuer 1930; Mullen 1958; McCormick. et al . 
1972). In a comparative distribution study between brook. and brown trout from 
headwater tributaries of the South Platte Ri ver, Colorado, Vincent and Miller 
(1969) found that, as the elevation increased and the streams became smal ler 
and colder, brook. trout became more abundant. 

Optimal brook. trout. riverine habitat is characterized by clear, cold 
spring-fed water; a silt-free rocky substrate in riffle-run areas; an approx
imate 1:1 pool-riffle ratio with areas of slow, deep water; well vegetated 
stream banks; abundant instream cover; and relatively stable water flow, 
temperature regimes, and stream banks . Brook. trout south of Canada tend to 
occupy headwater stream areas, especially when ra i nbow and brown t rout are 
present in the same river system (Webster 1975) . They tend to i nhabit large 
rivers in the northern portion of their native range (Behnke 1980) . 

Optimal lacustrine habitat 1s characterized as clear, cold lakes and 
ponds that are typically oligotrophic . Brook trout are typically stream 
spawners, but spawning commonly occur~. in gravels surrounding spring upwe l ling 
areas of lakes and ponds. 

Cover is recognized as one of the basic and essential components of trout 
streams. Boussu (1954) was able to increase the number and weight of trout i n 
stream sections by adding artifi cial brush cover and to decrease numbers and 
weight by removing brush cover and undercut banks . Lewi s (1969) found that 
the amount of cover present was important i n determining the number of t rout 
in sections of a Montana stream. Cover for trout consists of areas of low 
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stream bottom vi s ibility , suitable water depths (> 15 em) , and low current 
ve locity (< 15 cm/ s) (Wesche 1980) . Cover can be prov ided by ove rhangi ng 
vege ta ti on, submerged vegetation, undercut banks, instream obj ec t s ( st umps, 
1 ogs , roots, and 1 arge rocks) , rock.y substrate, depth, and water surface 
t urbu lence (Gi ger 1973) . In a study to determine the amount of shade ut ilized 
by brook., ra i nbow, and brown trout, Butler and Hawthorne (1968) reported t hat 
ra i nbow trout showed the l owest preference for shade produced by artificial 
surface cover. Brown trout showed the hi ghest use of shade while brook. trout 
were intermediate between brown and rainbow trout . Brook trout in two Michigan 
streams showed a strong preference for overhead cover along the stream margin 
( Enk 1977) . The major 1 imi t i ng factor for brook trout in these streams was 
bank. cover . 

Canopy cover is important in maintaining shade for stream temperature 
control and in providing allochthonuus mater ials to the stream. Too much 
shade, however, can restrict primary productivity in a stream. Stream temper
atures can be increased or decreased by controlling the amount of shade . 
About S0-75% midday shade appears opt i mal for most small trout streams 
(Anonymous 1979) . Shading becomes less important as stream gradient and size 
increases. In addition, a well vegetated ripari .an area helps to control 
watershed erosion . In most cases, a buffer strip about 30 m deep, 80% of 
which is ei t her well vegetated or has stable rocky stream banks, will provide 
adequate erosion control and maintain undercut stream banks characterist i c of 
good trout habi tat . The presence of f i nes in r i ffle-run areas can adversely 
affect embryo. survival, food production, and cover for juveniles . 

There is a definite relationship between the annual flow reg ime and the 
quality of trout habitat. The most critical period is typically the base flow 
(lowest flows of late summer to winter) . A base flow ~ SS% of the average 
annual daily flow is considered excellent, a base flow of 25 to SO% i s consid
ered fair, and a base flow of< 25~ is considered poor for ma i ntaining qual i ty 
trout habitat (adapted from Wesche 1974; Binns ahd Eiserman 1979 ; Wesche 
1980) . 

Hunt (1976) listed average depth, water volume, average depth of pools, 
amount of pool area, and amount of overhanging bank. cover as the most i mportant 
parameters relating to brook. trout carrying capacity in Lawrence Cree~ . 
Wi sconsin. The main use of summer cover is probably for predator avoidance 
and resting . Salmonids occupy different habitat areas i n the winter t nan in 
the summer (Hartman 1965 ; Everest 1969; Bustard and Narver 197Sa) . 

In some streams, the major factor limiting salmonid densities may be the 
amount of adequate overwintering habitat rather than summer rearing habitat 
(Bustard and Narver 197Sa). Everest (1969) suggested that some salmonid 
populat · ~n levels were regulated by the availability of suitable overwintering 
areas . Winter hiding behavior i n salmonids is tri ggered by low temperatures 
(Chapman and Bjornn 1969 ; Everest 1969; Bustard and Narver 197Sa,b) . Bustard 
and Narver (1975a) indicated that, as water temperatures dropped to 4-8° C, 
feeding was reduced in young sa lmonids and most were found within or near 
cover; few were more than 1 m from potentia 1 cover . Everest (1969) found 
juven il e ra i nbows 15- 30 em deep in t he substrate, wh i ch was often covered by 
5-10 em of anchor ice . Lewis (1969) reported that adult ra i nbow trout t ended 
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to move into deeper water during winter. The major advantages in seeking 
winter cover are prevention of physical damage from ice scouring (Hartman 
1965 ; Chapman and Bjornn 1969) and conservation of energy (Chapman and Bj ornn 
1969; Everest 1969) . A cover area~ 25~ for adults and~ 15~ for juveniles of 
the entire stream habitat appears adequate for most brook trout populations . 

Optimum turbidity values for brook t"'out growth are approximately 0-30 
JTU's, with a range of 0-130 JTU's (adap t ec from Sykora et al. 1972). An 
acce l erated rate of sediment deposition in str~ams may reduce local brook. 
trout production because of the adverse efffcts on production of food organ
; sms, smothering of eggs and embryos in thE: redd, and 1 oss of escape and 
overwintering habitat. 

Brook trout appear to be more tolerant than other trout species to low pH 
(Dunson and Martin 1973; Webster 1975). Laboratory studies indicate that 
br~ok trout are tolerant of pH values of 3 . 5-9.8 (Daye and Garside 1975) . 
Brook trout fingerlings in Pennsylvania inhabited a bog stream with a pH less 
than 4 . 75 and occassionally dropping to 4 .0-4 . 2 (Dunson and Martin 1973) . 
Parsons (1968) reported brook trout inhabiting a stream in Missouri with a pH 
·of 4 . 1-4.2. Creaser (1930) believed that brook trout tolerated pH ranges 
greater than the range of most natural waters (4.1-9.5) . Menendez (1976) 
demonstrated that continued exposure to a pH below 6.5 resulted in decreased 
hatching and growth in brook trout. The selection of spawning sites may be 
associated with the pH of upwelling water ; neutral or alkaline waters (pH 6 . 7 
and 8) were selected by brook trout held at pH levels of 4 .0, 4.5, and 5.0 
(Menendez 1976) . The optimal pH range for brook trout appears to be 6 . 5-8 . 0, 
with a tolerance range of 4 .0-9.5 . 

Brook trout occur in waters with a wide range of alkalinity and specific 
conductance, although high alkalinity and high specific conductance usually 
increase brook trout production (Cooper and Scherer 1967). Brook trout popu
lations in the Smoky Mountains , North Carolina, are becoming increasingly 
restricted to low alkalinity headwater streams, apparently due to cumpetition 
from introduced rainbow trout (Salmo gairdneri), and are frequently in poor 
condition (Lennon 1967). The small size of the trout in the headwater areas 
has been attributed to the infertility of the water, which has been linked to 
low total alkalinities (10 ppm or less) and TDS values less than 20 ppm . TDS 
values in the Smoky Mountains are lower than values from similar streams in 
Shenandoah National Park., Virginia, and the White Mountains National Forest , 
New Hampshire, where trout populations appear to be more robust . 

Headwater trout streams are relatively unproductive. Most energy inputs 
to the stream are in the form of allochthonous materials, such as terrestrial 
vegetation and terrestrial insects (Idyll 1942~ Chapman 1971; Hu~t 1975). 
Aquatic invertebrates are most abundant and diverse in riffle areas with 
rubble substrate and on submerged aquatic vegetation (Hynes 1970). However, 
optimal substrate for maintenance of a diverse invertebrate population consists 
of a mosaic of gravel, rubble, and boulders with rubble being dom i nant . The 
invertebrate fauna is much more abunaant and diverse in riffles than in pools 
(Hynes 1970), but a ratio of about 1: 1 of pool to r iffl e area (about 40-60% 
pool area) appears to provide an optimum mix of trou t food producing and 
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rearing areas (Needham 1940). In riffle areas, the presence of f ines (> 10~) 
reduces the production of invertebrate fauna (based on Coraone and Ke ll y i961; 
Platts 1974). 

Adult. The reported upper and low~r temperature limits for adu l t brook 
tro~t vary; this may reflect local and regional popu lat ion acclimat i on di ffer
ences . Bean ( 1909) reported that brook trout will not l i ve and thr i ve i n 
temperatures warmer than zoo C. McAfee (1966) indicated tha t brook trout 
usually do poorly in streams where water temperature exceeds zoo C for extended 
periods. Brasch et. al (1958) reported that brook trout exposed to tempera
tures of ZS° C for more than a few hours did not S;Jrvive . Embody (1921) 
observed brook trout 1 i vi ng in temperatures of 24-27° C for short durations 
and recommended 23 .8° Cas the maximum tolerabl e limit . Kendall (1924) agreed 
that 23 .9° C represented the 1 imi t of even temporary endurance, but stated 
that the optimum temperature should not exceed 15 .6° C. Hynes (1970) stated 
that brook trout can withstand temperatures from 0-25.3° C, but acc limati on is 
necessary. Th~ upper tolerable limit i s raised by approx imately 1° for every 
7° rise in acclimation temperature up to 18° C, where it levels off at the 
absolute limit of 25.3° C. Fish kept at 24° C and above cannot tolerate 
temperatures as low as 0° C. Seasonal tempP.rature cycles from summer hi ghs to 
winter lows prov ide the necessary acc limat ion period needed to tolerate annual 
temperature extremes . The overa ll t emperature range of 0-24° C was observed 
by MacCrimmon and Campbell (1969. 

The above upper and lower tolerance limi ts probably do not reflect the 
range of temperatures that is most conducive to good growth. Baldwin (1951) 
cites an optimum growth rate at 14° C. He f urther contends that 11-16° C is 
best suited for overall we lfare, while trout exis t at a relative disadvantage 
in terms of activity and growth at higher and lower, albeit tolerable, tempera
tures . Mullen (1958) gav~ the optimum tempera ture range for activity and 
feeding for brook trout as be t ween 12 .8° C and 19° C. We assume t hat the tem
perature range for brook trout is 0-24° C, with an optima 1 range for growth 
and survival of 11-16° C. 

Brook trout normally requ i re high oxygen concentrat ions with optimum 
conditions at dissolved oxygen concentrations near saturation and temperatures 
above lS° C. Local or temporal variat ions should not decrease to less than 
5 mg/1 (Mills 1971) . Dissolved oxygen requirements vary with age of fish, 
water temperature, water velocity, activity level, and concentration of sub
stances in the water (McKee and Wolf 1963) . As temperatu res increase, the 
dissolved oxygen saturation level in the water decreases, while the di ssolved 
oxygen requirements of the fish increases. As a result , an increase in 
temp~rature resulting 1n a decrease in dissolved oxygen can be detrimental to 
the fish. Optimum oxygen levels for brook trout are not well documented but 
appear to be ~ 7 mg/1 at temperatures < lS° C and ~ 9 mg/ 1 at temperatures 
~ 15° C. Doudoroff and Shumway ( 1970) demonstrated that swimming speed and 
growth rates for salmonids declined with decreasing dissolved oxygen levels . 
In the summer (temperatures~ 10° C) , c~;tthroat trout generally avo id water 
with dissolved oxygen levels of les s than 5 mg/ 1 {Trojnar 1972; Sekuli ch 
1974). Fry (1951) stated that the lowe st di ssolved oxygen concentrati on s 
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where brook trout can exist is 0. 9 ppm at 10° C and 1.6-1.8 ppm at 20° C. 
Embody (1927) contends that the dissolved oxygen concentration should not be 
less than 3 cc per l i ter (4 . 3 ppm) . 

Elson (1939) reported that brook trout prefer moderate flows . Griffith 
(1972) reported that focal point velocities for adult brook. trout in Idaho 
ranged from 7-11 em/ sec, with a maximum of 25 em/ sec. In a Wyoming study, 95% 
of all brook. trout observed were associated with point velocities of less than 
15 em/sec (Wesche 1974). 

The carrying capacity of adult brook. trout in streams is dependent, at 
least in part, on cover provided by pools, undercut banks, submerged brush and 
logs, large rocks, and overhanging vegetation (Saunders and Smith 1955, 1962; 
Elwood and Waters 1969; O'Connor and Power 1976). Enk. (1977) reported that 
the biomass and number of brook. trout 2! 150 mm in size were significantly 
correlated with bank. cover in two Michigan streams. Wesche (1980) reported 
that cover for adult trout should be located in stream areas wfth water depths 
2! 15 em and velocit i es of < 15 em/ sec. We assume that an area ~ 25% of the 
total stream area occupied by brook. trout will provide adequate cover. 

Embryo . Temperatures i n the range of 4. 5-11 . 5° C have been reported as 
optimum for egg incubat i on (MacCrimmon and Campbell 1969). Length of egg 
i ncubat i on is about 45 days at 10° C, 165 days at 2.8° C (Brasch et al. 1958), 
and 28 days at 14 .8° C (Embody 1934). Brook. trout eggs develop slightly 
faster than brown trout eggs at 2° C or colder, but the reverse is true at 
3° C or above (Smith 1947) . We assume that the range of acceptable tempera
tures for brook. trout embryos is similar to that for cutthroat trout (Salmo 
clarki) . --

Dissolved oxygen concentrations should not fall below 50: saturation in 
the redd for embryo development (Harshbarger 1975). We assume that oxygen 
requirements for embryos are similar to those of adults. Peters (1965) observ
ed high mortality rates when water velocity in the redd was reduced. Water 
velocity is important in flushing out fines in the redds. Because brook trout 
can successfully spawn in spawning areas of lakes, velocity is not necessary 
for successful spawn i ng as long as oxygen levels are high and the redd is free 
of silt. Spawning ve loc i ties for brook. trout range from 1 em/ sec (Smith 1973) 
to 92 em/ sec (Thomp son 1972; Hooper 1973). Spawni ng velocities measured for 
brook trout in Wyoming ranged from 3-34 em/ sec (Reiser and Wesche 1977). 

Reiser a 'ld Wesche (1977) stated that opt i mum suostrate size for brook. 
trout embryos ranges from 0. 34-5 . OS em . Duff ( 1980) reported a range of 
suitable spawning gravel size of 3-8 em in diameter for trout. Most workers 
agree that both water velocity and dissolved oxygen in the intergravel environ
ment determine the adequacy of the sub: trate for the hatching and survival of 
salmonid embryos and fry . Increases in sediment that alter gravel permeabil
ity reduces velocities and intergravel dissolved oxygen ava i labil i ty to the 
embryo a~d results in smothering of eggs (Tebo 1975). In a California study, 
brook. trout survival was lower as the vo lum~ of materials less than 2. 5 mm i n 
diameter increased (Surns 1970). In a 30% .;and and 70~~ gravel mixture, only 
28% of implanted steelhead embryos natched ; of t hose that ha tched, only 74~; 
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emerged (Bjornn 1971; Ph i lli ps e t al. 1975) . 
gravel conditi ons i nc lude gra ve ls 3- 8 em 
spawners) with~ 5% f i nes . 

We a 5sume that su i tab l e ~pawni ng 
in si ze (depe nding on s i ze of 

Fry . McCormick. et al. (1972) c ited tern~ ·ature as an i mportant l im i t i ng 
factor of growth and d i str i bution of young brook. t r out . Fry emerge from 
gravel redds from January to April, depend i ng on the local temperature regime 
(Brasch et al . 1958) . Temperatures from 9 . 8-15 . 4° C were considered s~itable , 
with 12.4-15.4° C optimum; temperatures gr eater than 18° C were considered 
detrimental. The optimum temperature for crook. trout fry, in a laboratory 
study, was between 8-12°C (Peterson et al . 1979) . Upper lethal temperatures 
are between 21 and 25.8° C (Brett 1940), possibly a reflection of different 
acclimatization temperatures. Latta (1969) reported that upwelling ground 
water was an important consideration for the well-being of fry in streams; 
Carline and Brynildson (1977) reported the same situation for fry in spring 
ponds. Menendez (1976) found that fry survival increased as pH increased from 
5 to 6 . 5 . Griffith (1972) reported that focal point velocities for brook. 
trout fry in Idaho ranged from 8-10 em/ sec, with a maximum of 16 em/ sec. 
Because brook. trout fry occupy the same stream reaches as adults, we assume 
that temperature and di sso 1 ved oxygen requirements for brook. trout fry are 
s i milar to those for adults . 

Trout fry usually overwinter in shallow areas of low velocity, with 
rubble being the principal cover (Everest 1969; Bustard and Narver 1975a). 
Optimum size of substrate used as winter cover by steelhead fry and small 
juveniles ranges from 10-40 em in diameter (Hartman 1965; Everest 1969). A 
relatively silt-free area of substrate of this size class (10-40 em) , ~ 10% of 
the total habitat, will probably provide adequate cover for brook. trout fry 
and small juveniles. The use of smaller diameter rocks for winter cover may 
result in increased mortality due to shifting of the substrate (Bustard and 
Narver 1975a). 

Juvenile . Davis (1961) stated that temperatures of 11-14° C are optimum 
for fingerling growth . Griffith (1972) reported focal point velocities for 
juvenile brook. trout that ranged from 8 . 0-9 . 0 em/ sec, with a ma ximum of 
24 em/ sec. We assume that temperature and dissolved oxygen requirements f or 
juvenile brook. trou: are similar to those for adu l ts . 

Wesche (1980) reported that brook. trout fry and small juveniles < 15 em 
long were associated more with instream cover obj ects (rubble substrate) than 
overhead stream bank. cover . An area of cover ~ 15% of the total stream area 
appears adequate for juvenile brook. trout. 

HABITAT SUITABILITY INDEX (HSI) MODELS 

Figure 1 depicts the ~!'leoretical relationships among model variables, 
components, and HSI for the brook. trout model . 
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Habitat variables ~de 1 components 

Average thalweg depth 

% i n stream cover ~(~V~'~A~) ~===::::::::;:::::::::::'_. Adu 1 t 

% poo 1 s ( V 11) 

Pool class (V 1 ,) 

% instream cover 

% substrate .size (V,) ~ 

%pools (V 1 ,) -Fry ----------~HSI 

% riffle fines (V 1 , 8) 

Ave. max. temp. (V2 ) 

Ave . min . DO (V,) 

Ave . water velocity 

Ave . substrate size 

% riffle fines 

Ave . max. temperature (V 1 ) 

Ave. min. DO (V,) 

pH ( V u) -----...... 

Ave. annual 

Dominate substrate type 

Ave . % vegetation (V11 ) 

% streamside vegetation 

%riffle fines (V 118)---

% midday shade (V 
17

) ___ __, 

*Variables that affect all 11fe stages . 

Figure 1. Diagram illustrating the relationships among model 
variables, components, and HSI. 
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Model Applicabili ty 

Geoaraphic area . The fo l lowing model is app li cab le over the entire range 
of brooK trout distribution . Where differences i n habitat requ irements have 
been identified for different races of brooK trout, suitability index graphs 
have been constructed to reflect th2se differences . For th i s reason, c.1re 
must be excerc i sed in use of the individual graphs and equations . 

Season . The model rates the freshwater habitat of brook. trout for all 
seasons of the year. 

Cover types. The model is applicable to freshwater riverine or lacustrine 
habitats. 

Minimum habitat area . Minimum habitat area is the minimum area of contig
uous habitat that is required for a species to 1 i ve and reproduce. Because 
brook. trout can move considerable distances to spawn or locate suitable summer 
or winter rearing habitat, no attempt has been made to define a min imum habitat 
size for the species . 

Verification level . An acceptable level of performance for th i s brooK 
trout model is for it to produce an index between 0 and 1 that the authors and 
other biologists familiar with brook. trout ecology believe is positively 
correlated with the carry i ng capacity of the habitat. Model verification 
consisted of testing the model outputs from sample data sets developed by the 
author to simulate high, medium, and low quality brook. trout habitat and model 
review by biologists familiar with brooK trout ecology . 

Model Description - Riverine 

The riverine HSI model consists of five components : Adult (CA); Juvenile 
(CJ); Fry (CF); Embryo (CE); and Other (C0). Each life stage component con
tains variables specifically related to that component. The component c0 
contains var i ables related to water quality and food supply that affect all 
l i fe stages of brook. trout. 

The model utilizes a modified limiting factor procedure . This procedure 
assumes that model variables and components wi th suitability indices in the 
average to good range, > 0.4 to < 1.0, can be compensated for by higher suit
ability indices of other, related model variables and components. However, 
variables and components with suitabilities s 0. 4 cannot be compensated for 
and, thus, become limiting factors on habitat suitability. 

Adult comp~nent. Variable V,, percent instream cover, is included because 

st~nding crops of adult trout have been shown to be correlated with the amount 
of cover available . Percent pools (V 10 ) is included because pools provide 

cover and resting areas for adult trout . Variable V11 also quantifies the 
amount of pool habitat that is needed. Var i ab l e V1 , , pool class, i s inc luded 
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because pools d i ffer in t he amoun t a nd qua lity o f escape cover , wi nter c over, 
and rest ing a r eas t hat t ney provide . Average t ha l weg depth (V~) is i ncl uded 

because average water dep t h af"ects t he amount and qua li ty o f pools and 
in stream c over ava ilao l e to adult trout and miqrato r y access t o s pawn i ng and 
r ea ring areas. 

Juven il e component . Variables V,, percen t instream cover; V10 , percent 

poo l s; and V15 , pool c la ss are included in the juvenile component for the same 

reasons listed above fo r the adult component. Juvenile brook trout use these 
essential stream features for e scape cover, winter cover, and resting areas . 

Fry component. Variab le V, , perce nt substrate s ize c l ass, is included 

bec ause trout fry utilize substrate a s escape c over and winter cover. Var i able 
V10 , percent poo l s, is included becau se fry use the shallow, s low wat er areas 

of pool s and backwate r s as rest ing and f eed i ng stations. Variable V1 ,, percent 

f i nes, i s i ncluded because t he pe r cent f i nes a ffec ts the abi l ity of the fry to 
uti l i ze t he r ubble substrate f or c ove r . 

Embryo c ompone nt . It is a ssumed that habitat suitability fo r trout 
embryos de pends pr imari l y on water temperature, V2 ; disso lved oxygen cont ent, 

V1 ; water ve loc i t y , V5 ; spawn ii'g grave l s i ze , V7 ; and percen t fines , V15 • 

Water ve l oc ity, V5 ; gravel size. V7 ; and percent f 'nes , V1 ,, are in terrelated 

f actors that a ff ect the transpo r t of di s so lved oxygen to the embryo and t he 
removal of the waste products of metabolism from the embryo. These functions 
have been shown t o be vital to tt>e survival of trou t embryos. In add iti on , 
the pre sence of t oo ma ny fino s in t he redds wi ll b lock movement of the fry 
from the i ncubatirg gra ve l s to the stream . 

Ot~er component . Th is componen t contains model var iab l es for two subcom
ponents , wa ter quallty and food s upp l y , t hat af&ect al l life stages . The 
subc omponent water qua lity conta ins fou r vari able s : max ; mum tempe~~ture (V 1 ); 

mi ni mum d i ssol ved oxygen (V 1 ) ; pH (V 1 )) ; and ba s e flow (V 1 .,). All four vari

ables affect the growth and -;urv · val of all life s~ages e xcept er:1bryo , who se 
wate r qua li ty requ aemen t s a r e irc l uded with ~.he embryo component. The sub
component food s:.Jpp ly conta ifl s three var i ab l es : s u=>strate type ( V,) ; percent 

vegetation (V 11 ) ; and percen t f :nes ( VH) . Dominant substrate type (\',) is 

included because the abundanc e of aquat ic insects , an importan t food item f or 
broo k trout, is co rre l ated wi t h substrate type. Variable V16 , percent fines 

in r iffle-run and spawni ng a reas. is i nc l udf d u e cause the presence of excessive 
f i nes in riffle- run a rea~ reduces the production o f a qua tic insects . Variable 
V1 1 i s included oecause a llochthonous ma t e r i a ls a r e an import a nt source of 

nutrients t o cold , unproductive t rou t streams . The waterflow o f all streams 
flu:::tuate o n an a nnua l seasonal cyc l e . A ::orrel a~ ion ex i sts between the 
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average annual daily streamflow and the annual low base flow peri od i n main
taining desirable stream habitat features for all life stages. Variaole V 1 ~ 

i s inc 1 uded t o quantify the r e 1 at i onshi p between annua 1 water fl ow f l uctua 
t ions and trout habitat suitability. 

Var i abl es VII• vl2• and v l 7 are optional variables to be used on ly when 

needed and approp ria te . Average percent vegetation for nutrient supply, V11 , 

should be used only on small (< SO m wide) streams wi th summer temperatures 
> 10° C. Per.cent streamside vegetation, V11 , is included because streamside 

vegetation is an important means of controlling soil erosion, a major source 
of fines in streams. Variable V17 , percent mi dday shade, is inc luded because 

the amount of shade can affect water temperature and photosynthesis in streams. 
Variables V11 , V11 , and V17 are used primarily for streams s 50 m wide with 

temperature, photosynthesis, or erosion problems or when changes in the 
riparian vegetation is part of a potential project plan . 

Suitability I ndex (SI) Graphs for Model Variables 

This sect ion contains suitability index graphs for 17 model variables . 
Equations and. instructions for combining groups of variable SI scores i nto 
component scores and component scores into brook trout HSI scores are included . 

The graphs were constructed by quantifying information on the effect of 
each habitat variable on the growth, survival, or biomass of brook trout . The 
curves were built on the assumption that increments of growth, survival, or 
biomass originally plotted on they-axis of the graph could be directly con
verted into an index of suitabi lity from 0 . 0 to 1.0 for the species; 0. 0 indi
cates unsuitable conditions and 1.0 indicates optimum conditions . Graph trend 
lines represent the author's best estimate of suitability for the various 
levels of each variable presented. The graphs have been reviewed by biolog i sts 
familiar with the ecology of the species, but obviously some degree of SI 
variabi li ty ex ists. The user is encouraged to vary the shape of the graphs 
when e xisting regional i nformat ion indicates a different variable suitability 
rela tionship. 

The habitat mea s urements and SI graph .:onstruction ara based on the 
premise that extreme, rather than average, values of a Vir i able most often 
limit the carrying capacity of a habitat . Thus, measurement of e xtreme cond i 
t i ons, e . g., max imum temperatures and minimum dissolved oxygen leve l s, are 
often the data used with the graphs to derive the SI values for the model. 
The letters R and L in the habitat column identify variables used to evaluate 
riverine (R) or l acustrine ( L) habitats. 
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Habitat Var i able 

R,L 

R 

R,L 

Average maximum water 
temperature (°C) dur i ng 
the warmest period of 
the year (adult, 
juvenile, and fry) . 

For lacustrine habitats, 
use temperature strata 
nearest optimum in 
dissolved oxygen zones 
of > 3 mg/1. 

Average maximum water 
temperature (°C) during 
embryo devel opment . 

Average m1n1mum d i ssolved 
oxygen (mg/ 1) during the 
late growing season low 
water period and during 
embryo development 
(adult, juvenile, fry, 
and embryo) . 

For lacustr i ne hab i tats, 
use the disso l ved oxygen 
readings in temperatur~ 
zones nearest to opti~um 
where d i ssolvec oxygen 
is > 3 mg/ 1 . 

A = ~ 15° C 
B = > 15° C 
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R v .. 

R Vs 

R 

Average thalweg depth 
(em) dur ing the l ate 
growi ng season low 
water period. 

A = stream width ~ 5 m 
B = stream width > 5 m 

Aver age velocity 
(em/ sec) over spawning 
areas during embryo 
development . 

Percent instream 
cov<?r dur i ng the 
late grow ing season 
low water period 
at depths ~ 15 em 
and ve loci ties 
< 15 em/ sec. 
A= Juveni l es 
B =Adults 
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I taining the best spawn i ng 
substrate sampled until 
all potential spawning 5 10 

I s1tes are included or 
the sample contains an em 
area equal to 5% of the 

I 
total broo~ trout 
habitat being evaluated . 

I 
R v. Percent substrate size 

1.0 

' class (10-40 em) used )( 

for winter and escape 
<1.1 

0.8 "0 

cover by fry and smal l 
c 

I juveniles. >, ..... 0.6 

-~ 0.4 

I 
, 
..... 
::s 

11'1 0.2 

I 
5 10 15 20 

I % 

I 
I 
I 

) 

I 
15 

I 



R v, 

R 

Domi nan \: (2: S(r.~ ) 
substrate type in 
riffle-run areas for 
food production. 

A) Rubb 1 e or sma 11 
boulders or aquatic 
vegetation in spring 
areas dominant, with 
l i mited amounts of 
gravel, large 
boulders, or bedrock . 

B)'- Rubble, gravel, 
boulders, and fines 
occur in approximately 
equal amounts or gravel 
is dominant . Aquatic 
vegetation may or may 
not be present. 

C) Fines, bedrock, or 
large boulders are 
dominant. Rubble 
and gravel are 
i ns ignificant (s 25~). 

Percent pools during 
the late growing 
season low water 
period . 
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~-·- .. _ ....... .........,_,_ ·•~ ... . ~..-..-or.;:,-.. .. -

I 
I_ 1.0 R vll Average percent vege-

.. ' Optional tation (trees, shrubs, )( ..., 
and grasses-forbs) IV 0.8 

I "'0 

along the streambank c: 

during the summer for >. 0 .6 allochthonous input . .... 

I Vegetation Index = ..... 
2 (~ shrubs) + 1. 5 .a 0.4 

"' (% grasses) + ( ~ trees) .... 

I + 0 (~ bareground). ~ 0.2 Vl 

(For streams ~ 50 m wide) 

I 100 200 300 

% 

I 
1.0 R Vi z Average percent rooted 

I Optional vegetation and stable )( 

rocky ground cover along IV 0.8 "'0 
the streambank during the ~ 

I 
summer (erosion control) . 

?l 0.6 
..... 
.a 0 .4 "' It .... 
;::, 
Vl 0.2 

I 25 50 75 100 

I 
% 

I R,L vl) Annual ma xima l or 1.0 
minimal pH . Use the 
measurement with the )( 

IV 0.8 lowest SI va lue . ~ 

I c:: 

Fo r lacustrine habitats, ?l 0.6 
measure pH in the zone 

I with the best combina-
.J:j 0.4 tion of dissolved "' .... 

oxygen and tempera ture . 
;::, 

I 
Vl 0.2 

I 
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

pH 

10 

I 
17 
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R · Vu 

Average annual base 
flow regime duri ng the 
late summer or winter 
low flow period as a 
percent of the ave~age 
annual daily flow. 

Pool class rating during 
the late growing season 

~ 0.8 
"0 
c 

?;>0.6 

.0 0.4 , 
~ 

~ 0.2 

1.0 
)( 

low flow period (Aug-Oct) .~ 0.8 
The rating is based on c 
the percent of the area 
containing pools of 
the three classes 
described below . 

A) ~ 30~ of the area 
is comprised of 
first-class pools . 

B) ~ 1~; but < 30% 
first-class pools 
or ~ 5~ second
class pools . 

C) < 1~; firs -class 
pools and< 50% 
second-class pools . 

(See pool class des
cri ptions below) 

>. 
~ 0.6 

.0 0 .4 , 
~ 

:1 
V) 0 . 2 

25 

-

A 

50 

% 

B 

75 

c 

A) First-class pool : Large and deep. Pool depth and s i ze are suffi
cient to providQ a low velocity resting area for several adult 
trout . More than 30% of the pool bottom is obscured due to depth, 
surface turbulence, or the presence of structures, e .g . , logs, 
debris piles, boulders, or overhanging banks and vegetation . Or, 
the greatest pool depth is ~ 1. 5 m in streams ~ 5 m wide or ~ 2 m 
deep in str~ams > 5 m wide . 
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B) Second-cl ass pool: Moderate si ze and depth . Pool depth and size 
are suffici ent t o provide a low velocity resting area for a few 
adul t t rout. From 5 to 30% of the bottom is obscured due to surface 
turbulence, depth , or the presence of structures . Typical second
class poo l s are large eddies behind boulders and low veloc i ty, 
mode rately deep areas beneath overhang i ng ban ks and vegetat ion . 

C) Third-cl ass pool: Small or shallow or both. Pool depth and si ze 
are sufficient to provide a l ow velocity resting area for one to 
very few adult trout. Cover, if present, is in the form of shade, 
surface turbulence, or very limi ted structures . Typical third-class 
pools are wide, shallow pool areas of streams or small eddies behind 
boulders . 

Vu Percent fines (< 3 mm) 
i n riffle-run and in 
spawning areas duri ng 
average summer flows . 

A = Spawning 
B = Riffle-r~n 

v 17 Percent of stream area 

Optional shaded between 1000 and 
1400 hr s ( fo r streams 
S 50 m wide ) . Do not 
use on cold (< 16° c 
max. temp.), unp roduc-
t i ve streams . 
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Referenc~ s to sources of data and the assumptions used to construct the 
above sui tab i 1 i ty i r.dex gr aphs for brook. trout HSI mode 1 s are presented in 
Tao 1 e 1 . 

v .. 

Table 1. Data sources for brook. trout su i tabi li ty indi ces. 

Variable and source 

Bean 1909 
Embody 1921 
Kendall 1924 
Baldwin 1951 
Brasch et al . 1958 
Mullen 1958 
Dav is 1961 
McAfee 1966 
MacCrimmon & Campbell 1969 
Hynes 1970 

Embody 1934 
Smith 1947 
Brasch et al . 1958 
MacCrimmon & Campbell 1969 

Embody 1927 
Fry 1951 
Doudoroff & Shumway 1970 
Mi 11 s 1971 
Trojnav 1972 
Sek.ulich 1974 
Harshbarger 1975 

Delisle and El i ason 1961 
Estimated by author~ 

Thompson 1972 
Hooper 1973 
Hunter 1973 
Reiser and Wesche 1977 

Assumption 

Average max i mum daily temperatures 
have a greater effect un trout growth 
and survival than minimum temperature . 

The average maximum daily water 
temperature during embryo deve lopment 
related to the highest survival of 
embryos and normal development is 
opt imum . 

The average m1n1mum daily disso l ved 
oxygen level during embryo development 
and the late growing season t hat is 
related to the greatest growth and 
survival of brook. trout and trout 
embryos is optimum . Levels that 
reduce survival and growth are 
suboptimum. 

The average thalweg depths thJt 
prov ide the best comb i nation of 
pools , instream cover, and instream 
movement of adult trout is optimum. 

20 

The average velocity over the 
spawning areas af fec ts the dissolved 
oxygen concentration and the mannt
in wh ich waste products are removed 
from the developing embryos . Average 
velocities that result in the highest 
survival of embryos are op t i mum. 
Vel oci t ·es that resu l t in reduced 
surviva l are subopt imum. 

( 
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Table 1 (cont i nued) . 

Var i ab1e and source As sumpti on 

v. 

v, 

Hartman 1965 
Everest 1969 
Bustard and Narver 1975a 

Pennak and Van Gerpen 1947 
Hynes 1970 

Needham 1940 
Elser 1968 
Hunt 1971 

Idyll 1942 
Delisle and Eliason 1961 
Chapman 1971 
Hunt 1975 

V12 Anonymous 1979 
Raleigh and Duff 1981 

V1 , Creaser 1930 
Parsons 1968 
Dunson & Martin 1973 
Daye & Garside 1975 
Webster 1975 
Menendt.z 1976 

6. There are 10,000 m2 per hectare 
soo - s~ f 1 

10 000 - ~ o tota area 
' 

The substrate size range selected 
for escape and winter cover by brook 
trout fry ana small juvenil es i s 
assumed to be opt imum . 

The dominant substrate type contai ning 
the greatest numbers of aquat ic i nsects 
is assumed to be optimum for insect 
product i on . 

The percent pools duri ng l at e summer 
low flows that i s assoc iated wi t h the 
greatest t rout abundance is optimum . 

The average percent vegetation al ong 
the streambank is related to the 
amount of allochthanous materials 
deposited annually in the stream. 
Shrubs are the best source of 
allochthanous materials , fol lowed by 
grasses and forbs, and then trees. 
The vegetatiOnal index i s a reasonable 
approximation of optimum and suboptimum 
conditi ons for most trout stream 
habitats. 

The average percent root ed veget ation 
and rocky ground cover that provides 
adequate erosion control to the stream 
is optimum. 

The average annual maximum or mi ni mum 
pH levels related to high survival of 
trout are opti mum. 
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Variable and source 

V1 • Binns 1979 
Adapted from Duff and 

Cooper 1976 

V11 Needham 1940 
Lewis 1969 
Hunt 1976 

V11 Cordone & Kelly 1961 
Bjornn 1969 
Sykora et al . 1972 
Platts 1974 
Phillips et al. 1975 

V1 , Sabean 1976, 1977 
Anonymous 1979 

Table 1 (conc l uded). 

Assumption 

Flow variations affect the amount and 
quality of pools, instream cover, and 
water quality . Average annual base 
flows associated with the highest 
standing crops are optimum. 

Pool classes associated with the 
highest standing crops of trout are 
optimum. 

The percent fines associated with the 
highest standing crops of food organisms, 
embryos, and fry in each designated area 
is optimum. 

The percent of stream area that is 
shaded that is associated with optimum 
water temperatures and photosynthesis 
rates is optimum. 

The above references include data from studies on related salmonid species. 
This information has been selectively used to supplement, verify, or complete 
data gaps on the habitat requirements of brook trout. 

The suitability curves are a compilation of published and unpublished 
information on brook trout. Information from other life stages or species or 
expert opinion was used to formulate curves when data for a particular habitat 
parameter or life stage were insufficient. Data are not sufficient at this 
time to refine the habitat suitability curves that accompany this ~arrative to 
reflect subspecific or regional differences. Local lc.nowledge should be used 
to regionalize the suitability curves if that information will yield a more 
precise suitability index score . Additional information on this species that 
<:an be used to improve and regionalize the suitability curves should be 
forwarded to the Habitat Evaluation Group, U.S.D.I. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
2625 Redwing Road, Fort Collins, CO 80526. 
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Riverine Model 

This model uses a life stage approach with f i ve components : adult; 
juvenile; fry ; embryo; and other. 

- 1/2 1/3 CA - rv. X v. (V,, X v,,) ] 

Case 2: 

If V, or (V,, x V11 )
112 fs s 0.4 in either equation, then CA = the lowest 

score . 

Juvenile (C J) . CJ variables : V1 ; V,,; and V1 , 

V, + Vu + Yu 
CJ = 3 

Or, ff any variable is s 0.4, CJ = the lowest variable score. 

CF variables : V, ; V1 , ; and V11 

cF = rv,, cv, x v,,)1/ZJ1/2 

112 ~r. if V,, or (V, x V11 ) fs s 0. 4, CF = the lowest factor score . 
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Steps: 

A. A potential spawning site is an~ 0.5 m1 area of gravel, 0.3-8 .0 em 
in size, covered by flowing water ~ 15 em deep. At each spawning 
site sampled, record : 

1. The average water velocity over the site; 
z. The average size of all gravel between 0.3-8.0 em; 
3. The percent fines< 0.3 em in the gravel; and 
4. The total area in m2 of each site . 

B. Derive a spawning site suitability index (Vs) for each site by combining 
V,, V,, and V11 values follows: 

C. Derive a weighted average (Vs) for all sites included in the sample. 

Select the best Vs scores until all sites are included, or until 
brook trout habitat has been included, whichever comes first. 

v = s 

where 

n 
I A; vsi 

i=l 
total habitat area /0.05 (output cannot > 1.0) 

A1 = the area of each spawning site in m2 (I A1 cannot exceed 
s~ of the total brook trout habitat) . 

= the individual SI scores from the best spawning areas 
until all spawn ~ ng sites have been included or until 
SI's from an area equal to Sf. of the total brook trout 
habitat being evaluated has been included, whichever 
occurs first. 

D. Derive CE 

CE = the lowest score of V2 , V,, or Vs 

zs 
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Other <co>. 

co = 

where 

c0 variables : V,; V,; V,; Vn; Vu; v.,; v,_,; V16 ; and V11 

Vu)l/ 2 + Vu [ (V, x r/2 1/ N 
2 x (V 1 x V, x Vu x Vu X Vu X v.,) 

N = the number of variables within the parentheses . Note 
that variables V11 , Y11 andY,, art optional and, 
therefore, can bt o.ftttd. 

HSI determination. HSI scores can bt derived for a single 11ft stage, a 
combination of two or .art 11ft stages, or all lift stages combined. In all 
cases , except for the embryo ca.pontnt (CE), an HSI ts obtained by combini ng 
one or more l i fe stage component scores wtth the other co•ponent (C0) score . 

1. Equal Component Value Method. The equal con:ponent value method assumes 
that each component exerts equal influence tn determining the HSI. This 
method should be used to determine the HSI unless information exists that 
individual components should be weighted differently. Components: CA; 

2. 

CJ ; CF; CE; and c0. 

Or , if any component fs ~ 0.4, the HSI ~the lowest component value; 
if CA is< the equation value, the HSI =CA. 

where N = the number of components tn the equation . 

Solve the equation for the number of components included in the evalua
tion. There will be a minimum of two, one or •ore life stage components 
and the component (C0). unl•ss only the embryo 11ft stage (CE) is being 
evaluated, in which case the HSI = CE. 

Unequal Component Value Method . Thts •ethod also uses a life stage 
approach wi th five components : adult (CA); juvenile (CJ); fry (CF); 
embryo (CE) ; and other (C0) . However, the c0 ca.ponent ts dtvtded into 
two subcomponents, food (C0F) and water qualtty (COQ). It 1s assumed 
that the c0F subcomponent can either increase or decrease the suitability 
of the habitat by its effect on growth at each ltfe stage except embryo . 
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The c00 subcomponent is assumed to exert an influence equal to the combin

ed influence of all other model components in determining habitat suit
ab i lity . The method also assumes that water quality is excellent, c00 = 
1. When c00 is< 1, the HSI is decreased . In addition, when a basis 

for weighting ex 'rsts, model component and subcomponent weights can be 
increased by multiplying each index value by multipliers > 1. Model 
we ighting procedures must be documented. 

Components and subcomponents : CA; CJ; CF; CE; c0F; and c00 

Steps: 

A. Calculate the subcomponents (COF and c00) of c0 

- 1/4 c00 - (Va x V, x V1 , x V 1 ~) 

Or. if any variable is s 0.4, c00 = the value of the lowest variable . 

B. Calculate the HSI by either the noncompensatory or the compensatory 
option. 

Noncompensatory option . This option assumes that degraded water 
quality conditions cannot be compensated for by good physical habitat 
conditions. This assumption is most 1 ike ly true for sma 11 streams 
(s 5 m wide) and for persistent degraqed water quality conditions . 

where N = the number of components and subcomponents inside the 
parentheses or, if the model components or subcomponents 
have unequal weights, N = I of weights selected. 

Or. if any component iss 0.4, HSI = the lowest component value x 
coo· 
If only the embryo component is being evaluated, HSI = CE x c00 . 
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Compensatory opt i on . Th i s method assume ~ that moderately degraded 
water q~oality condi tions can be partia11 y compensated for by good 
physical habitat condi t ions . This assumpt ion i s useful for large 
rivers (~ SO m wide) and for temporary, or short term , poor water 
quality conditions . 

1) 

where N = the number of components and subcomponents in the 
equation or, if the model components or subcompo
nents have unequal weights, N = I of weights 
selected . 

Or, if CA is$ 0.4, the HSI' = CA 

2) If COQ is< HSI', HSI = the HSI' x [1 - (HSI' - c00)]; if COQ 
~ HSI', the HSI = HSI'. 

3) If only the embryo component is being evaluated, follow the 
procedure in step 2, substituting CE for HSI' . 

Lacustrine Model 

The following model can be used to evaluate brook. trout lacustrine 
habitat . The lacustrine model consists of two components: water quality and 
reproduction. 

Water Quality (Cwg>· CWQ variables: V1 ; V, ; and V11 

Or, if the SI scores for V1 or V, are $ 0.4, CWQ = the lowest SI score 
for V1 or V1 • 

Note: Lacustrine brook. trout can spawn in spring upwelling areas of 
lacustrine habitats but will utilize tributary streams for spawning and 
embryo development when available and suitable. If the embryo life stage 
riverine habitat is included in the evaluation, use the embryo component 
steps and equations in the riverine model above, except that the area of 
spawning gravel needed is only about 1~ of the total surface area of the 
lacustrine habitat . 
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I Ai V s i 

i=1 
Vs = total habitat area /0.01 (output cannot > 1.0) 

HSI determination. 

If only the lacustrine habitat is evaluated, the HSI = CwQ· 

Interpreting Model Outputs 

Model HSI scores for individual life stages , composite life stages, or for 
the species are a relative indicator of hab-itat suitability. The HSI models, 
in their present form, are not intended to reliably predict standing crops of 
fishes throughout the United States. Standing crop limiting factors, such as 
interspecific competition, predation, disease, water nutrient levels, and 
1 ength of growing season, are not inc 1 uded in the aquatic HSI mode 1 s . The 
models contain physical habitat variables important in maintaining viable 
populations of brook trout. If the model is correctly structured, a high HSI 
score for a habitat indicates near optimum regional conditions for brook trout 
for those factors included in the model, intermediate HSI scores indicate 
average habitat conditions, and low HSI scores indicate poor habitat condi
tions. An HSI of 0 does not necessarily mean that the species is not present; 
it does indicate that the habitat is very poor and that the species is likely 
to be scarce or absent . 

Brook trout tend to occupy riverine habitats where very few other fish 
species are present . They are usually competitively excluded by other salmonid 
species, except cutthroat. Thus, disease, interspecific competition, and 
predation usually have little affect on the model. When the brook trout model 
is applied to brook trout streams with similar water quality and lengths of 
growing season, it should be possible to calibrate the model output to reflect 
size of standing crops within some reasonable confidence limits . This possi
bility, however, has not been tested with the present model. 

Sample data sets sele~ted by the author to represent high, intermtdiate, 
and low habitat suitabilities ue in Table 2, along with the SI's and HSI's 
generated by the brook trout riverine model. The model outputs calculated 
from the sample data sets (Tables 3 and 4) reflect what I believe carrying 
capacity tr~nds would be in riverine habitats with the listed characteristics . 
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The models also have been reviewed by biologists farr.1liar with brook trout 
ecology; therefore, the model meets the previously specified acceptance level. 

ADDITIONAL HABITAT MODELS 

Model 1 

Optimum riverine brook trout habitat is characterized by: 

1. Clear, cold water with an average maximu11 summer temperature of < 
22° C; 

2. Approximately a 1:1 pool-riffle ratio; 

3. Well vegetated, stable stream banks; 

4. ~ 25~ of stream area providing cover; 

5. Relatively stable water flow regime, < 50% annual fluctuation from 
average annual daily flow; 

6. Relatively stable summer temperature regime, averaging about 
13° C ± 4° C; 

7. A relatively silt-free rocky substrate in riffle-run areas; and 

8. Relatively good water quality (e.g . , DO and pH) . 

.:..:.n=um.::.:b:.;:e:.:.r~o.;..f ...;:a~t:.;:t:.;.r~i =-bu:..t:.;:e:.;:s~.2.;..re:..s::..:e:.:.n~t HSI = -8 
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•o Table 2. Sample data sets using the rtverfnt brook trout HSI model. 

I 
Data set 1 Data set 2 Data set 3 

I Variable Data SI Data SI Data SI 

I Max . temperature 
(OC) v. 14 1.0 15 1.0 16 1.0 

I 
Max. temperature 

(OC) v. 12 1.0 15 0.6 16 0.4 

Min . dissolved 01 

I (mg/1) v, g 1.0 5 0.7 6 0.4 

Ave. depth (c•) v. 25 0.9 17 0.6 17 0.6 

I Ave. velocity 
(c11/s) v, 30 1.0 20 0.7 20 0.7 

I ~ cover v. 20 A 0.9 10 A 0.7 10 A 0.7 
J 1.0 J 0.9 J 0.9 

It Ave. gravel size 
(em) v, 4 1.0 3 1.0 2. 5 1.0 

I 
' substrat• 

10-40 c• in 
diaMter v. 15 1.0 6 0.7 6 0.7 

I Oom. substrate 
clus v. A 1.0 B 0.6 8 0.6 

I I pools v .. 55 1.0 15 0.7 10 0.6 

~ Alloch. 

I 
vegetation v .. 225 1.0 175 1.0 200 1.0 

~ bank vegetation Vu 95 1.0 40 0.6 35 0.5 

I Max. pH v .. 7.1 1.0 7.2 1.0 7.2 1.0 

~ ann. base flow v .. 39 0.8 30 0.6 25 0.5 

I 
I 
I 

0 
31 
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Table 2. (cone 1 uded). 

Data set 1 Data 
Variable Data SI Data 

Pool class Vu A 1.0 8 

% fines (A) Vu 5 1.0 20 

' fines (B) Vu 20 0.9 35 

~ shade Vu 60 1.0 60 

32 

set 2 Data 
SI Data 

0.6 c 
0.4 20 

0.6 35 

1.0 60 

set 3 

Sl 

0.3 

0.4 

0.6 

1.0 

i)) 

3) 1 
I 
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Variable 

Component 

CA 

CJ 

CF 

CE 

co 
Species HSI 

Variable 

Component 

CA 

CJ 

CF 

CE 

COF 

COQ 

Species HSI 

Noncompensatory 
Compensatory 

Table 3. Equal component value method . 

Data set 1 Data set 2 
Data SI Data SI 

0.95 0.65 

1.00 0.73 

0.97 0.67 

1.00 0.60 

0.97 0.79 

0.98 0.68 

Table 4. Unequal component value method. 

Data set 1 

Data Sl 

0.95 

1.0 

0.97 

1.00 

0.97 

1.00 

0.98 
0.98 
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Data set 2 

Data Sl 

0.65 

0.73 

0.67 

0.60 

0.80 

0 .81 

0.56 
0.69 

Data set 3 

Data SI 

0. 56 

0. 3Q 

o. 6c: 

0. 4(1 

0.1·~ 

0.51) 

Data set 3 

Data Sl 

o.5f; 

0.3( 

0.62 

0.40 

0.80 

0. 40 

0. 12 
0.51 



Model 2 

A riverine trout habitat model has been developed by Binns and Eiserman 
(1979) iranspose the model output of pounds per acre to an index of 0-1 : 

Model 3 

HSI = mod~l output_of pounds per acre 
reg1onal opt1mum pounds per acre 

Optimum lacustrine brook trout habitat is characterized by: 

1. Clear, cold water with an average summer midepilimnion temperature 
of< 22° C; 

2. A midepflimnion pH of 6.5 to 8. 5; 

3. Dissolved oxygen content of epilimnion of~ 8 mg/1; and 

4. Presence of spring upwelling areas or access to riverine spawning 
tributaries. 

REFERENCES 

HSI = number of attributes present 
4 

Anonymous . 1979. Managing riparian ecosystems (zones) for fish and wildlife 
in eastern Oregon and eastern Washington. Prep. by the Riparian Habitat 
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.§ 363. Standards of classification or fresh waters 

The board shall have 4 standards for the classificauon of fresh surface waters. 

1972, c.. 618. 
Oasa A shill be the highest cla.ssification and shall be of such qu:ility that it c:m be used for 

recreational purposes, including bathing, and for public water supplies after disinfection. The 
dissolved oxygen content of such waters shall not be less than 7S% saturation or as nat urally 
occurs, and contain not more than 20 fecal coliform bacteria per 100 milliliters. 

1977. c.. 373, § 1. 
These waters shall be free from sludge deposits, solid refuse and floating solids such as oils, 

grease or scum. There shall be no disposal of any matter or substance in these waters which 
would impart color. turbidity. taste or odor other than that which naturaUy occurs in said 
waters, nor shall such matter or substance alter the temperature or hydrogen-ion concentration 
of these waters or contain chemical constituents n hich would be harmful or offensive to 
humans or which would be harmful to animal or aquatic life. No radioactive matter or sub· 
stance shall be permitted in these waters other than t 1at occurring from natural phenomena. 

There shall be no discharge of sewage or other poUutants into water of this classification and 
no deposits of such material on the banks of these waters in any manner that transfer of sewage 
other other poUutants into the waters is likely. except that existing licensed discharges into 
waters of this classification will be allowed to continue until practical alternatives exist. New 
discharges will be permitted only if. in addition to satisfying all the requirements of this chap
ter. the discharged effluent will be equal to or better than the existing water qualuy of the 
receiving waters. Prior to issuing a discharge license. the board shall requue the applicant to 
objectively demonstrate to the board's satisfaction that the discharge is necessary and th~t there 
are no other reasonable alternatives av:tibble. 

1971. c. 461. §2: 1977. c. 373, §2: 1979. c. 5~9. 

Ou.s B. the 2nd hi~hest classification. shall b~ divoded lRtO 2 dcsap:n:ued itfOUps as B·l and 
8·2. 

B-1. Waten of th11 class shall be considered the hicher quahty of the CliiSS D j:roup and 
shall be acceptabl~ iN recreational purposr1. m;-ludm.: water contact recreation. for use as 
potable water suppl)' after adequate treatment an..! I N a fish and "'' tldhfe habnat. The dtssolved 
oxygen of such waters shall be not les1 th~n 75 · of s.:uurauon. and not less than 5 parts per 
million at any ume. The tee:~ I coliform bacterll sh31l not e1tceed 60 per I 00 milliliters. 

1977. c. 373, §3. 
These waters shall be free from llud~e depoSit>. sohd refuse and floating solids such as 

oils. 117ease or scum. There shall be no d1spoul of anr matter or substance in these waters 
which imparts color. turbidny . taste or odor ,.,·hich would impair the usages ascribed to this 
classification nor shall such matter or substance alter the temperature or hydrogen-ion concen
tration of these waters so as to render such waters harmful to fish or other aquatic life. There 
sllaU be no ducharj:e to these waters which will cause the hydrogen-ion concentration or 
"pH" of these waters to f~ol oumde of the 6.0 to 8 .5 range. There shaU be no disposal of 
any matter or substlncc thll contain< chem1cal constituents which ate harmful to humans. 
arumals or squauc hi t o r \\hach adversely affect any other water use in this class. No radioactive 
matter or substances shall be daschlr~ed to these waters which will raise the radio-nuclide con· 
centrations above the standard\ a< estJblished by the United States Public Health Servace as 
being accept:tble for dnnkan~ w:tter. These waters shall be free of any matter or substance 
which alters the composition of bottom fauna . which adversely affectS the phys•c:ll or chemical 
nature of bottom materi.:a.l. or whach inttrferes with the propagation of fish. 

Th~ shall be no disposal of sewage, industrial wastes or other wastes ir1 such waten, 
except those which h2ve received tre:l!ment for the adequate removal of waste constituents 
including. but not limited to, solids, color. turbidity. taste, odor or toxic material, such that 
these treated wastes will not lower the standards or alter the uasges of this classification, nor 
shall such disposal of sewage or waste be injurious to aquatic life or render such dangerous 
for human consumptior.. 



B·l. WJters of this cbss shall be acceptable for recru tio.n:li purposes including water 
contact recre:~uon. for indusui:li and potable water supplies after adequate ueatment. and for l 
tis:t ;md wildlife habitat. The dissolved oxyaen of such '''aters sh:ill not be less than 60% of 
saturauon, J.nd not less than 5 pans per million at any time. The fec:li coliform bacteria is not 
to exceed 200 per I 00 millilieters. 

1977, c. 373, §4. 
These watcts sbaD be fJee from slu4p deposits, solid refuse and Ooatin1 solids such as 

oils. grase and ICIIID. There shall be no disposal of any matter or substance in th•:se waters 
which impans color, tarbidity, taste or odor which 1101&14 impm tht \llafll U<:ri!led to tJUs 
classification, nor sbl1l such matter or substance alter the temperature or t.ydroprl-ion 
concentration of the waterS so as to rerlder sucb waters harmful to f1sh or other aquatic life. 
There sbl1l be no dilpcal of UIY matter or subltUice that eontlins chemical CODitituents 
which are llaniiN to hiUIIIIII, am-I or equadc life, or wbidl IIMinely affect any other 
water use in tbil c:IMa. There sbaD be no dildaup to tt.e '.ftten wbicb will cause the 
hydroaen-ioa ~tradoll of "pH" ol tt.e •un to faD outside of the 6.0 to 8.5 AIIF· 
No ra4ioactM 1111tter or nbstiDCe sbaD be dildwpd to U.. waten whidt will nile tbe 
ndio-t~udid cc.cetDdolls abcwe tbe IWidarcll as eltablbbed by tbe United States Pub!ic 
Health Semc. as beia1 acceptable for driJIIdJia water. Tbele waters sbl1l be Cree of any 
matter or subltuce wbic:b alters the compolition of bottom fauna, wbicb ldvenely affects 
the physic:al or chemical narure of bottom mataial, or which interfera with the propaption 
of fish. 

There sbaD be no dilpoa1 of sewaae, industrial wastes or other wastes in such waters 
except those which h&Ye recei¥ed treatment for the adequate removal of waste constituents 
incllldi.n& but not limited to, solids, color, turbidity, taste, odor or toxic matertll, such that 
these treated wastes will not lower the standards or alter the usqes of this claslification, nor 
shall such disposal of sewap or waste be injurious to aquatic life or render such danprous 
for human consumption. 

a- C. waters, The 3rd hiabest c:lasliftcation. shall be of such quality as to be 
satisfactory for reereatioaal boatina and rubin,, for a fiSh and wildlife habitat and for other 
uses except potable water supplies and water contact recreation, unless such waters are 
adequately treated. 

The dissohed oxyaen content of such waters shall not be leu than 5 pans per million, 
except in those cases where the board finds that the natural dissolved oxyaen of any such body 
of water falls below 5 pam per million, iD which ease the board may grant a variance to this 
requirement. In no eft11t sbl1l the dissolved oxypn content of such waters be leu than 4 parts 
per million. The fecal coliform bacteria is not to exceed 1,000 per 100 milliliters. 

1973, c:. 423, § 5; 1977, c:. 373, § S. 

These waterS sbaD be free ftom sludp deposits, solid ref1lse and Ooatin1 solids such as 
oils, crease or ICIIID. lbere shaD be no disposal of any 1111tter or substance in these waters 
which impans color, turbidity, taste, or odor which 1101114 impair the uaap asaibed to this 
cbssification, nor shall such matter or substance alter the temperature or hydrop-ion 
content of the waters so as to render such waters harmful to fish or other aquatic life. There 
shll.l be no diseharp to these waters which will cause the hydropn-ion concentration or 
" pH" of these waters to fall outside of the 6.0 to 8.5 range. There shaD be no disposal of 
any matter or substance that contains chemical constituents which are harmful to humans, 
Ulima! or aquatic life or which adversely affect any other water use in this cbss. No 
radioactive material or substance shall be diseharpd to these waten which will raise the 
radio-nuclide concentration a~.>ve the Standards as established by the United States Public 
Hellth Senice as bein1 acceptable for drinkina water. 

There shall be no disposal of sewap, indllltrlal wasteS or other wastes in such waters, 
except those which have received ueatment for the adequate removal of waste cor.stituents 
includina. but not limited to, solids, color, tu:bidit) taste, odor or toxic materi:li, such tbat 
these treated wastes will not lower the standards or alter the usqes of this classification. 
nor shaD such disposal of sewaae or waste be iJijllrious to aquatic life or render such 
IUD,erous for human consumption. 

Class D waters shaD be assiped only where a higller water classification cannot be 
atwned :after utilizina the best practicable ueaunent or conuol of sewaae or other wutes. 
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Waters of this class may be used for power generation. navigation and industrial process 
waters after adequate treatment. 

Dissolved oxygen of these waters shall not be less than 2.0 parts per million. The 
numbers of coliform bacteria allo~d in these waters shall be only those amounts whiCh will 
not, in the determination of the Commission, indicate a condition harmful to the public 
health or impair any usages ascribed to this classification. 

These waters shaD be free from sludge deposits, solid refUJe and floating solids such as 
oils, srease or scum. There shall be no disposal of any matter or substance in these waters 
which imparts color, turbidity. wte or odor which would impair the usages ascribea to this 
classification. nor shall such matter or substance alter the temperature or hydrogen-ion 
concenuation of the waters to impair the usages of this dauification. lbere shall be no 
dilpoul of any matter or substance that contain~ chemical c:oasdtuenu which are harmful to 
hWIIUII or wbidl adversely affect any other water UJe in this ella. No radioactne matter or 
substance lhall be permitted in these waters which would be harmful to humans, animal or 
aqua1ic life and there shall be no disposal of any matter or subltaDce which would result in 
radi011udide concenuations in edible fish or other aquatic life thereby rendeana them 
danaerous for human consumption. 

There shaD be no disposal of sewaae. iDdustrial wastes or other wastes in such waters, 
except those which have receiwd treatment for the adequate removal of waste constituents 
including. but not limited to, solids, color, turbidity, taste, ocl ;.>t or toxic material, sw:h that 
these treated -tes will not lower the standards or alter the usages of this classification. 
Treated -tes discharging to these waters shall not create a public nuisance as defmed in 
Title 17, Section 2802, by the creation of odor producina sludge banks and deposits or 
other nuisance conditions. 

With respect to aU classifications hereinbefore set forth. t he board may take such actions as 
may be appropriate for the best interests of the public, when it fmds that any such classifica· 
tion is temporarily lowered due to abnormal conditions of temperature or stream flow. 

R.S. 1954. c. 79. §2; 195S, c. 42S , §S; 19S9, c. 29S , §2; 1961 , c. 30S, §3; 1963, c. 214, 
§1 ; 1967, c. 47S, §4; 1969. c. 431 , §§ 1. 2 ; 1972, c. 618; 1979, c. S29. 
§ 363·A. Standards of classification of peat ponds 

The board sh~ll have 2 st:~ndards for the classification of great ponds. 
Ous GP·A sh~ll be the hi~thest classific~tion and shall be of such quality that it can be used 

for recreauon:1l purposes. mcludin~t b:1thing, fiSh and wildlife habitat and for public water sup
plies after disinfecuon. Such waters shall have a Secchi disk transparency of not less than 2.0 
meters or as naturally occurs. 0111d contain not more than 20 fecal coliform bacteria per 100 
milliliters. Total phosphorus concentuuon shaU not exceed IS parts per billion. and chloro
phyU A conceutration sh:~ll not exceed 8 f'UIS per billion as measured in samples taken at or 
near the surface of the water 

These waters shall be irce from slud~e depoSits, solid refuse. floatinl( solids, oils,I(Tease and 
scum. l'o radio:1cuve m~tter or subst:~nce shall be permitt~d in these waters other than that 
occurring from natural phenomen:1. 

There shaU be no duect or mduect dtschar~e oi ~cwa~e. pollutants or other substances harm
ful to water qualitr or ~qult tc li:c tnto WJtCrs of th" classiitc:~uon e)(cept as provided in sec
lion 371·A and -'13. !'o mJtert .. tl sh .. ll b~ oiJccJ on the ~bore~ or banks thereof m such a man· 
ner that the SJme may iall or b~ "J'h~J antu th<' Wlters or ID such 3 manner that the drainage 
therefrom may flow or le3ch tn t" those WJ!~r, 

1979. c. 495. 
Ous GP·B . the 2nd hi~hes t cl,1ssific:~uon . shill be acceptable for recre:ltional purposes, 

including water cont~ct recre:~uon. for usc as potable water supply after adequate treatment, 
and for a fish and wildlife habn~t. The fec~l coliform bacteria count is not to e)(ceed 60 per 
100 milliliters. The total phosphorus concentration shall not exceed SO parts per billion as 
measured in samples taken at or neu the surface of the water. 

lbese waters shall be free from slud,e deposits, solid refuse and floating solids, such as oUs, 
greue or scum. There shall be no disposal of OUIY matter or substance in these waters which 
imparts color, turbidity. taste or odor which would impair the usages ascribed to this dassifica· 
tion nor shall such matter or substance alter the temperature or hydro,en-ion concentration of 
these waters so as to render such waters harmful to fish or other aquatic life. There shall be no 
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disch3r!!e to these w:uers which will cause the " pH" of these waters to fall outside of the 5.5 to 
8.5 r:ll1gc There shall be no disposal of :ll1Y substance that contains chemical constituents 
which are h:umful to hum:lJIS. animals or aquatic life or which adversely affect :ll1Y other water 
usc in this class. :-.=o radioactive matter or subst:ll1Ces slull be discharged to these waters which 
will ruse the radio-nuclide concentrations above the standards established by the United States 
Public Health Service as being acceptable fo r drinking water. These waters shall be free of :ll1Y 
matter or ~ubsunce wluch alters the composiuon of bottom fauna, which adversely affects the 
physical or chemical natwe of bottom material. or which interferes with the propag;llion of 
fiSh. 

There shall be no disposal of sewage. industrial wastes or other wastes in such waters, except 
those which have recetved treatment for the adequate removal of waste constituents. including, 
but not limited to, solids. color. turbidity, taste, odor and toxic material. such that these 
treated wastes will not cause any violation of water quality standards or alter the usages of this 
cb.;.j'ication. nor shall such disposal of sewage or waste be injurious to squatic life or cause it 
to be dana;lous for human consumption. There shall be no additional discharge of phosphorus 
to waters of t'hi; s,!usification, which discharge don not employ the best available technology 
fnr phosphorus removal, 

1977, c. 373, §6; 1979, 0 '1 , §§ 1, 2. 

§363-1. Staacludl of cu.ificatioo. • eoullll WUir 

The board shall have 2 standards for tl\.. ' 'llificat.ion of ground water. 

a- GW-A shall be the hilbest classificat.ion~d shall be of such quality that it can be used 
for public water supplies. These waters shall be free of radioact.ive matter or any matter :hat 
imparts color, turbidity, taste or odor which would impair usage of these waters. other than 
that occurring from natural phenomena. 

0111 GW·B. the 2nd highest classification, shall be suitable for aU usa~s other than public 
water supplies. 

1979. c. 4 72, §10. 

§ 364. Tidal or Maline Waten 

The board sbaJl have 5 sWidards for classification of tidal waters. 

1971, c. 470, § 2; 1972. c. 618. 

a.. SA. shall be suitable for all clean water usqes. including water contact recreation. and 
fishin&. Such watm shall be suitable for the harvesting and propagation of shellf'ISh and for a 
fiSh and wildlife habitat. These watm shall contain not less than 6.0 parts per million of 
dissolved oxygen at all times. The median numbers of coliform bacteria in any series of samples 
representative Of WltCIS in the shellfish ewin& 33l Or .!).OD.shr!Jfisb lfOWina area Sh:ill not be 
in excess of 70 per 100 milliliters, nor sliaU more than 10% of the sampteSei u:eed 230 coliform 
bacteria per 100 milliliters. The median numbers of fecal coliform bacteria in any series of 
samples representative of waters in the shellfish crowing area or non-shellfiSh arowing area shall 
not be in excess of 14 per 100 milliliters. nor shall more than 10% of the samples exceed 43 
fecal coliform bacteria per 100 millilitm. 

1977, c. 373, § 7. 
There shall be no Ooating solids, settleable solids, oil or sludge deposits attributable to 

sewage. industrial wastes or other wastes and no deposit garbage, cinders. ashes. oils. sludge 
or other refuse. There shall be no discharge of sewage or other wastes, except those which 
h:lve received Ueatment for the adequate removal of waste constituents including, but not 
!muted to, solids, color, twbidity, taste, odor or toxic material. such that these treated 
v.-:utes will not lower the Standards or alter the usages of this classification. nor sh:ill such 
disposal of sewage or waste be inJurious to :aquatic life or render such dangerous for hui'!Wl 
consumption. 

There sh:ill be no toxic wastes, deleterious substanCes, colored or other waste or heated 
liquids discharged to waten of this classiflcation either sinJiy or in combinations with other 
substances or wastes in such amounts or at such temperatures as to be injurious to edible 
fish or shellfish or to the culture or propaption thereof. or which in any manner sh:ill 
advmely affect the Oavor, color, odor or sanitarY condition thereof; and otherwise none in 
sufficient amounts to make the waten unsafe or unsuitable for bathing or impair the waters 
for any other best usage as detennined for the specific waters assiped to this class. There 
lhall be no discharge whl.ch will cause the hydrogen-ion concentration or " pff' of these 
... -:uers to fall outside of the 6. 7 to 8.5 range. 
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There stull be no dispos:ll of any !ll.ltttr or subst.:ances that contains ch~mic::tl 
constituents which arc h:l.rmiul to hu!ll.lns. :mt!ll.ll or aqu.:a tic life or which adversely affect 
any other water use i.'l tlus cbss. No radioactive matte r or subst:mce sh:lll be permitted in 
t hese waters would be h.:armful to hui1W'IS . .:arunuJ or aqu.:atic life :md there shall be no 
dis?OUJ of any matter or subst:mce which would result m radio-nuclide concentrations in 
edible ftsh or o ther aqu.:at ic life thereby rendering them d:m~rous for human cortsumption. 
These v.-aters sh.:all be free of any matter or subst:mce whtch alters the composiuon of 
bot tom fawtl. which adversely afiects t he phystcal or chemic::!l n:lt ure of botto m rn:lteri:ll. or 
which interferes with the propaption of fJSh or shellfJSh if indigenous to the area. 

Oass SB-1 shall be suitable for :ill cle3JI water usages including water contact recre
ation. and fishing. Such v.-aters shall be suitable for the harvesting and propagation of 
shellfish, and for a fish and wildlife habitat. These waters shall contain not less than 
6.0 puts per million of dissolved oxygen at all times. The median. numbers of coliform 
bacteria in any series of samples representative of waters in the sh.eUftSh srowing area 
sbal1 not be in exceu of 70 per 100 milliliters, nor shall more than 10% of the 
samples exceed 230 coliform bacteria per 100 milliliters. The median numbers of fecal 
coliform bacteria in any series of samples representative of waters in the shellfiSh 
arowin& area shall not be in excess of 14 per 100 milliliters, nor shall more thm 10% of the 
samples exceed 43 fecal coliform bacteria per 100 milliliters. In a non-shellfish srowing area the 
median numbers of coliform bacreria in a series of s.:amples representative of the waters shall not 
exceed 240 pes 100 milliliters, nor shall more than 10~ of the samples exceed SO coliform 
blcteria per 100 milliliters. In a non41eUfish growing :uea the median numbers of fec::!l coli· 
form bac:teria in a series of samples representative of the waters shall not exceed SO per 100 
miUiliten. nor shall more than 10 % of the samples e:"tceed ISO fec.:al coliform bacteria per 100 
miDiliters. 

1977. c. 373, § 8. 
There shall be no Ooatinr solids, settleable solids. oil or sludge deposits attributable to 

sewage, industrial wastes or o ther wastes and no deposit of prbage, cinders, ashes. oils, 
sludge or other refuse. There sh:ill be no disch:u~ ·of sewage or other wastes, except those 
which have received treatment for the adequ.:ate removal of waste constituents including but 
not limited to, solids, color. turbidity, taste. odor or toxic materi:ll. such th:lt these treated 
wastel will not lower the standards or alter the usaees of this classifica tion. nor shall such 
disposal of sewage or waste be injurious to aqu.:atic iife or render such d:mgerous for human 
consumption. 

There shall be no toxic wastes, deleterious substances, colored or other wastes or heated 
liquids discharged to waters of this cl:lssification. either singly or in combination with other 
substances or wastes in such amounts or at such temperatures as to be injurious to edible 
fish or shellfish or to the culture or propagation thereof, or which in any manner shall 
adversely affect the Oavor, color, odor or s.:anitary conclition thereof; and otherwise none in 
suffiCient amounts to make the waters unsafe or unsuitable for bathing or impair the waters 
for any other best usage as determined for the specific waters which are assigned to this 
class. There shall be no waste discharge which will cause the hydrogen-ion concentration or 
"pH" of these waters to fall outside the 6. 7 to 8.S range. There shall be no disposal of 
matter or substance that contains chemical cortstituents which are harmful to humans, 
animal or aquatic life or which adversely affects any other water use in this class. No 
radioactive matt er or substance sh:lll be permitted in these waters which would be h:umful 
to humans, animal or aquatic life and the.re shall be no disposal of any matter or substance 
which would result in radio-nuclide concentrations in edible fish or other aquatic life thereby 
rendering them cbngerous for human consumption. These waters shall be free of any matter 
or substance which alters the composition of bottom faun:1 . which adversely :affects t he 
phystcal or chemical n:lture of bottom !ll.lteri:ll or which interferes with the propaf!auon of 
ftsh or sbeUfuh if indigenous to the area. 

Oass SB-2 shall be suitable for recre:ational usages. including water contact, and fiShing. 
Such waters shall be suitable for the: harv::sting and propagation of shellfish. for a fiSh and 
wildlife habttat, and suitable for industrial cooling and process uses. These waters sh:lll 
contain not less than 6.0 parts per million of dtssolved oxy~en at all times. The median 
numbers of coli form bactena in any series of samples representative or w:aters in the sheUftsh 
tEJOwing area sh:IU not be in excess of 70 per 100 miUilJtcrs. nor shall more than 1 O'iO of the 
samples exceed 230 coliform bacteria per 100 milliliters. The median numbers of fecal 
coliform bacteria an any senes of samples represenuove of waters in the sheUfish srowing 
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:~~ea sh:ill not be in excess of 14 per 100 milliliters, nor shill more thln 10'0 of the SJmples 
c~ceed 43 fec:U coliform bacteria per 100 milliliters. In · non-shellfish growmg :uea the medslll 
numbers of coliform bacteria in a series of samples representauve oi the waters shall not ext":ed 
500 per I 00 milliliters. nor shill more than I 0'.0 of the sampl.es exceed 1.000 coliform bacteria 
per I 00 milliliters. In a non-shellfiSh growing :uea the mediln numbers of fecal coliform 
bacteria in a series of samples represenUtiYe of the waters slWI not exceed 100 per 100 
milliliters. nor slu1l more than 1050 of the samples exceed 200 fecal coliform bacteria per 100 
milliliters. There shall be no floatinJ solids. settleable solids, oil or slu4ge deposiu ataibutable 
to -•· industrial wastes or other wastes and no deposit of prbage, cinders, ashes, oils. 
sludge ot other refuse. There shall be no disc:harp of sewaae or other wastes. except those 
haYinl receiYed treatment for the adequate removal of waste constituenu inc:lu4ina but not 
limited to, solids, color. turbidity. tute, odor or toxic material, such that these treated wastes 
will aot lower the sundardl or alter tbe usaps of this classification. n shall such dispolal of 
JeWifll ot WBte be injurious to aquatic life or render such danprous for human consumption. 

1977,c. 373, §9. 

1llere shall be no toxic wasteS, deleterious substances, colored or other wastes or hated 
liquids dilclwFd to waters of this classiflcation either singly or in combination with other 
substancea or wastes in such amounu ot at such temperatura as to be injurious to edible 
fish or shellfish or to the culture or propaption thereof. or which in any manner shall 
advenely affect the flavor. color, odor 01 sanitary condition thereof; and otherwise none in 
sufficient amounu to make the waters unsafe or unsuiuble for bathina or impair the waters 
for any other best usage as determined for the specific waters assigned to this class. There 
shall be no waste discharge which will C:JUSC the hydrogen-ion concenuation or "pH" of the 
receiving waters to fill ouuide of the 6. 7 to 8.5 rlnge. There shall be no disposal of lilY 
matter or substance that conuins chemical constituenu which are harmful to humans. 
animal or aquatic life or which adversely affecu any other water usc in this class. No 
radioactive maner or subsunce shall be permitted in these waters which would be harmful 
to humans.. animal or aquatic life and there shall be no disposal of any matter or subsunce 
which would result in radio-nuc:lide concentrations in edible fish or other aquatic life thereby 
rendering them dangerous for human consumption. These waters shall be free of any matter 
or substance which alters the composition of bottom fauna, whicll advenely affecu the 
physical or chemical nature of bottom material. or which interferes with the propaption of 
fish or sbcllfish if indigenous to this area. 

Class SC. the 4th highest classification, shall be of such quality as to be satisfactory for 
recreatioml boatina. fishing and other similar uses except primary water contact. Such 
waters may be used for the propaption of indipous shellfish to be harvested for depura· 
tion purposes. for a flsh and wildlife habiut, and for industrial cooling and proceas uses. The 
dissolved oxyp content of such waters shall not be less than 5 partS per million at any 
time. The median numbers of coliform bacteria in any series of samples represenutive of 
ll.':lters in the shellfish growing area shall not be in excess of 700 per 100 milliliters. nor shall 
more than 10% of the samples exceed 2.300 coliform bacteria per 100 milliliters. The 
median numbers of fecal coliform bacteria in any series of samples represenutive of waters 
m the shellfish growing area shall not be in excess of ISO per 100 milliliters. nor shall more 
than I 0% of the samples exceed 500 fecal coliform bacteria per I 00 milliliters. In a 
non-shellfash growing area the median number of coliform bacteria in a series of samples 
r~presenutive of the waters shall not exceed 1.500 per 100 milliliters nor shill more than 
10:0 of the samples exceed 5.000 coliform bacteria per 100 milliliters. 

In a non-shellfish growing ~ca the median numbers of fecal coliform bacteria in a series 
of samples represenutive of the waters shall not exceed 300 per 100 milliliters. nor shall 
more than 10% of the samples exceed 1.000 fec:U coliform bacteria per 1C.O milliliters. 

There shall be no floating solids. settleable solids, oil or sludge deposiu attribuuble to 
sewa£'C. industrial waste or other wastes, and no deposit of prbage, cinders. ashes, oils, 
slud~ or other refuse. There shall be no discharge of sewage or other wastes. except those 
1o;hich have received ueatment for the adequate removal of waste coMtituenu including, but 
nc-t limned to, solids. color. turbidity. wte. odor or toxic materials, such that these treated 
"-:utes ~~oill not lower the standards or alter the UJa@e5 of this classification. nor shall such 
dap05;1l of sewa~ or w:ute be injurious to aquatic life or render such dangerous for human 
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consumption . 

Tnere siull be no toXIc wastes. deleten ous substances. colored or other "'-astes or heated 
liquids discharged to waters of this cbssification either smgly or in combinations with other 
substances or wastes m such amounts or at such temperatures as to be UIJUrious to ~dible 
fish or shellfish or to the culture or pro pag:ation thereof. or which in any manner sh:ill 
adversely l ffect the flavor. color. or odor thereof or impili the waters foa any other 
dischu~ ascribed to waters of this cll5Sification. There sball be no waste discharge which 
will caUle the hydrc~n·10n concentr:ation or "pH" of the receiving waters to fall outside the 
6. 7 to 8.5 range. There sb.:lll be no disposal of any tn:atter or substance that conuins 
chemical constituents which ue harmful to hum:ans, animal or aquatic life or which 
adversely affects any other w:ater use in this class. No radioactive m:atter or substance sball 
be permitted in these waters which would be lwmful to humans. animals or aquatic life and 
there sball be no disposal of any matter or substance which would result in radio-nuclide 
concentrations in edible fiSh or other aquatic life thereby rendering :hem dangerous for 
human consumption. 

Ous SD waters sball be assiped only where a higher water classification cannot be 
attained after utilizing the best practicable tre:atmcnt or control of sewage or other wastes. 
Waters of this class may be used for power generation. naviption, industrial process waters 
or cooling waters. and for migration of fish. Dissolved oxyaen of these waters shall not be 
leu than 3.0 parts per million at any time. The numbers of coliform bacteria allowed in 
these waters sball be only those amounts which will not, in tbe determination of the board. 
indicate a condition harmful to the public health or impili :any usages ascribed to this 
classification. 

1972. c. 618. 

These waters shall be free from sludge deposits. solid refuse and flo:uing solids such as 
oils. grease or scum. There shall be no disposal of any matter or substance in these waters 
which imparts color, t urbiGity. taste or odor which would impair the usages ascribed to this 
classification, nor sball such matter or subsunce alter the temperature or hydro~n·ion 
concentration of the waters so as to impair the us:a~s of this classification. There sb:lll be no 
disposal of any matter or substance that contains chemical constituents which are harmful to 
humans or which adversely affect :any other w:ater use in this class. No radioactive matter or 
substance sball be permitted in these waters which would be harmful to humans. animal or 
aquatic life :and there sball be no dispos:ll of any matter or substance which would result in 
radio-nuclide concentrations in edible fish o r other aquatic life thereby rendering them 
d:Lngerous for human consumption. 

There sball be no disposal of sewage, industrial wastes or other wastes in such waters, 
except those which have received treatment for the adequate removal of waste constituents 
including, but not limited to. solids. color. turbidity. taSte, odor or toxic material, such that 
these treated wastes will not lower the standards or altar the usages of this classification. 
Treated wastes discharged to these waters shall not create a public nuisance as defined in 
Title 17, Section 2802. by the creation of odor-producing sludge banlts and deposits or other 
nuisance conditions. 

With respect to all cbssific:ations hereinbefore set forth. the Board may uke such actions 
as may be appropriate f'lr the best interests of the public, when it fmds that any such 
cl.assitic:ation is temporarily lowered due to abnorm:ll conditions of temperature or stream 
flow. 

1963. c. 274. § 2; 1967. c. 475 . § 5; 1969. c. 431. § 3; 1970. c. 581. § 2; 1971. c. 
4 76. §§ 2. 3 ; 1972. c. 618 . 

§ 368. Inland waters 

Androscogin River Basin 

1957, c. 322. § 1 

Little Andi'IICOgin River Drainaae 

1. All segments of the Little Androscogjn River drainace system not otherwtse speci· 
ficd- Oa.ss ll-1 . 

1967. c. 451 , § 1. 

2. Andrews Brook fWoodstock and P:uis) - Qw B-2. 
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3. Bard Brook 1 Norw:~y 1 - O ass C. 
~ Uos: .Brook. tn Hebron. Mechanic Falls m d ~tinot :1nd tributaries n.:>t othcr\\1se 

' p..:cuicd .: Oass B-2 . 

- · Davu Brook IPol:~ndJ - O lSS C. 
6. Hodgkms Brook (Auburn) tribut:uy of Taylor Pond - OlSS B-2. 
7. lndl:m Brook IMino!)- OlSS B-2. 
8. 1..1plum Brook (Auburn) t ribowy of Taylor Brook - Oass B-2. 
9. Little Androscoggin River, main stem. from a point 0.25 miles above the bridle at 

West !':Iris to the conOuenc:e with Andrews Brook - Oass C. 

10. Little And.roscogin River. main stem, from the Andrews Brook coaOucnc:e to the 
Route 26 Bridge in South Paris - Oass B-2. 

11. Little Androscogill River, main stem. from the Route 26 Bridp iD South Paris to 
the confluence with the outlet of Thompson Ulte iD Oxford- Oasa D. 

12. Little And.roscogin River, main stem. from the confluence o( the Tho.'1lpson Lake 
Outlet (Oxford) to the con1luenc:e with the And.roscogin River in Auburn- Oasa C. 

1967, c. 451, § 1. 
13. Meadow Brook (Oxford and Poland)- Oasa B-2. 

14. Minister Brook (Oxford) - Oass B-2. 

IS. Moose Pond Outlet at Otisfield (does not include Greeley Brook)- Oass B-2. 
16. Morgan Brook (Minot)- Oass B-2. 
17. Outlet of Little l'eMesseewassee Lake (Norway)- Oasa B-2. 
18. Outlet of Thompson Lake (Oxford) - Oass C. 

19. PeMesseewassee l...ake Outlet (Norway)- Oass C. 

1967. c. 304. § 9. 
20. Range Brook and iu tributaries. Mechanic F:ills and Poland - Class B-1. 

21. Taylor Brook (Auburn) - Class B-2. 

1969. c. 88. 
2::!.. t.:nnamed Stream entering Bryant Pond. rising in the vicinity of Bucks Lodge and 

rlowmr; through Bryant Pond Vtllage - Oass B-2. 
23. Unnamed Brook (Minot) the fmt sueam entering the Little And.roscogin River on 

upsuearn of and on the same side of the river as Morgan Brook - Cast 8-2. 

24. Unnamed Brook in Auburn which enters the Little And.roscogill Riwer from the 
north about 1.3 miles east of Minot VtDage - Oass C. 

25. West Branch of unnamed stream which enten north and Permessewassee Lake from 
vicinity of Nobles Comer - Oass B-2. 

26. West Branch of Bog Brook and tributaries, Gardiner Brook and tributaries, and 
Bnckwell Brook and tributaries. all in the Bog Brook drainage in the Mechanic Falls, Minot 
and Hebron - Oass B-1. 

~lain Stem. And.roscouin River. that pOrtion located below the mosl J ownstream 
cromnl! of the Maine-New Hampshire boundary to a line formed by the extension of the 
Urun.<-.1Ck·V.est B.lth town line across Mmymeeting Bay in a northwesterly direction - Oass 
c 

1967. c. 4 51, §2. 

Manor tributaries, AndrOICogin River, th~>se tributaries located below the most down· 
mo:am crossing of the Maine-New Hampshire boundary a line formed by the extension of 
rhc bruns-.ick-West &th town line across Merrymeetinc Bay in a nonhwesterly direction. 
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I . All tributaries, direct and mdirect of the Androscoggin River, lying whoUy '41thirt the 
State o f ~bme. not otherwiSe specified or classified - Class B-1. 

A. No Name Brook (LewiSton ) - 03Ss C 

1969. c. 120. 

B. Logan Brook (Auburn) - Class C. 

1969. c. 120. 

C Penley Brook (Auburn) - Class C. 
1969. c. 120. 

2. All tributaries, direct and indir~t. of the Androscogin Ri~r between the New 
Hampshile boundary and the bridge at West Pnu not othawise specified or classified -Class 
IH. 

3. Alder Ri~r. Bethel, main stem, from the confluence of Kendall Brook to the Andro
scogin River- Ow B-2. 

1977, c. 373, § 10. 

4. Alder River, main stem. from the outlet of South Pond at Loelces Mills Vllla,e to the 
COilfluence with Kendall Brook - Oass B-2. 

S. Austin Brook (or Abbon Brook), in Mexico, from Fourth Street to the Androscoggin 
River - Ow C 

6. Bean Brook (or Swain Brook), Rumford. from its confluence with the Androscogin 
River to the dam at the rendering company - Class C. 

7. Cllapman Brook and its tribuuries above the bridge at the highway leading from 
Bethel to Gilead on the north side of the Androscogpn River - Class A. 

8. Oillds Brook (Canton) :and its tributaries - Class 8-2. 

9 . Ellis River from its confluence with the Androscoggin River to the sawmill d3m at 
East Andover including West Branch of the Ellis River to the sawmill dam at 
Andover - Oass B-2. 

10. Keith Brook (l.ivennore) - Class B-2. 

11. Lake Auburn Outflow (Auburn) - CJ»s B-2. 

12. Mill Brook. Bethel. from its confluence with the Androscoggin River to the Route S 
Brid,e near the Bethel Inn Golf Course- Class B-2. 

1971, c. 373, § 10. 

13. Ne:zinscot River, main stem, &om its junction with the outlet of South Pond to its 
confluence with the Androscogin River- Oass B-2. 

14. Sabattus River (from Sabattus Lake to limits of Lisbon wban area)- Class C. 

15. Sevenmile Stream (Jay) - Class B-2. 

1977, c. 373, § 10. 

16. Spear Sueam, Peru, from the sawmill dam to the Androscoggin River - Class C. 

17. Swift River from point at which Mexico-Rumford town boundary leaves the river at 
Osgood Avenue to the Androscoggin River - Class C. 

18. Unnamed Stream (one mile below livermore Falls Bridge) - Class B-2. 

19. Webb River. Dixfield, from the White Bridge to the Androscoggm Rlver - Class C. 

20. Whitney Brook (Canton) and its tributaries - Class C. 
21. All tributaries. direct and indirect, of the Androscogin Ri~r which ate intersute in 

nature by virtue of having portions of their drainage ateas in New Hampshire and portions in 
Maine ate classified as foUows: 

A. Drainage systems of W"ud River in the Township of Gilead - Class B-1. 

1965. c. 82, § 1. 

B. Drainage systems of Lary B! ook and lnpl1s Brook in the Townships of Gilead and 
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Riley - Class .IH. 

1965, c. 83, § 1. 
Upper Androscogin Drainage, that portion lying above the most llpstrcam crossing of the 

Maine· New Hampshire bo~~ndary. 

1. All waters and segments thereof of the Androsc:oain River Drainage System lying 
above the most llpstream CTossinl of the Maine-New Hampshire bo~audary and whoUy within 
the State of Maine, not otherwise spec:itied or c:1assified -Qua IH. 

2. Cllpauptic Stream :uld its triblltaries above its conJllleJICe with Cllpsllptic Ute - Oass 
A. 

1954, c. 79, § 15. 

3. Kennebago Stream and iu triblltaries above its con1lllence with Moosclookmeg~~~~tic 
Lalte - Oass A. 

1954, c. 79, § 15. 
4. The MapUoway River and iu triblltari• above the fim crouiDa of the Maine-New 

Hampshire state line - Class A. 

1954, c. 79, § 15. 
5. Mill Stream, Rangeley - Class 8-2. 

1977, c. 373, § 11. 

6. All waters and segments thereof of the Androscoggin River Watershed whic:h aze 
interstate in nat~~re by Yirtllre of haYing portions of their drainage :uea in New Hampshire 
and portions in Maine are c:lassified as foUows: 

A. Waters triblltary to the Steams Brook (Milan & Success, New Hampshire) drainage in 
the Township of Riley - Class B-1. 

B. Waters tribuwy to the Chickwolnepy Stream (Milan, New Hampshire) drainage in 
the Township of Grafton- Qa.ss 8-1. 

C. Waters tributary to the MoWc:lgewock Stream, ( Enol, New Hampshire, ) drainage 
in the Township of Upton- Oass 8-1. 

D. Waters, not otherwise c:lassified, tributary to the Umbago& I..Ue drainage in the 
Townships of Upton, Grafton, Andover, North S~~rplus, C·SilrPlllS, Township C and 
MagaUoway Plantation- Oass B-1 . 

E. Waters not otherwise classified tributary to the MapUoway River drainage in the 
Townships of Maga.lloway Plantation, Lincoln Plantation. Parkertown. Lynchtown, 
Pumachenee and Bowmantown- Oass B-1. 

1965. c. 83, § 2. 
Aroostook River Basin 

1951. c. 322, § 4 

Aroostook River, Main Stem 

1 Aroostook River above the jllnction 'Aith St. Croix Stream - Oass A. 

1954. c. 79. § 15. 

2. Aroostook River from Jllnction with St. Croix Stream to inj~~nction wi:h Machias 
River - Q;us B-1. 

3. Aroostook River from Macluas River conflllencc to the Castle HiU·Ashland Town line -
~sB·2. 

1967. c. 19, §I; 1977, c. 373, § 12. 

4. Aroostook River from the Ashbnd·CasUe Hill town line to the Wade-Washburn town 
line - CWs 8-2. 

S. Aroostook River from the Wade-Washbwn town line to the CTossing of the Aroostook 
Villey 1Ullro:1d about 6 miles below W3Shbum - Class B-2. 

1967, c. 19. § 1; 1977. c. 373. § 12. 
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6. :\roostool; River from the crossmg or the Aroostoo k V~ey R.:ulro:~d about 6 miles 
below W:uhburn to the JUnction ll.'lth Presque Isle Stre:~m - Class 8-2. 

1977. c. 373. § 13. 

7 . Aroostook River from the entr:mce of Presque Isle Suc;am to the mternauonal 
boundary. except for that portion begmning at a point 100 yards below the mt:~ke of the 
Caribou wattr supply and extending upstream a distance of 3 miles - Class C. 

1967. c. 19. § 1. 

8. Aroostook River from a point 100 yards downstream of the Caribou water supply 
intake to a point 3 miles upstream from this starting point - Oas.s 8-1. 

T ribu taria 

1. All tributaries, direct and indirect, of the Aroostook River above the junction ~~oith 
St. Croix Stream - Cass A. 

1954, c. 79, § 15. 

2. A!1 tributaries. direct and indirect. of the Aroostook River from iu junction with St. 
Croix Stream to iu junction with the Machias River, unless otherwise specif"aed or cl.assi· 
fied - Cass B-1. 

3. All watcn of the Aroonook River Basin not otherwise specified or classified which 
are wholly within the State of Maine - Oass B-2. 

4. Amsden Brook below the swch factory dam (Fort Fairfield) - Class 8-1. 

1967, c. 19. § 2. 

5. Bryant Brook, Fort Faufield, from Fisher Street to the Aroostook River confluence -
Class B-2. 

1967, c. 304, § 10: 1977, c. 373, § 14. 

6. Butterfield Brook, limestone, from the northern fence of Loring Air Force S:JSe to its 
Junction with limestone Stream- 03.ss B-1. 

7. Butterfield Brook above Loring Air Force Base -Class B-1. 

8. Caribou Stream fro m Colby Siding Road Bridge to its confluence with the Aroostook 
River - Chss 8-2. 

1977. c. 373, § 1 s. 
9 . Dudley Brook, C:utle Hill, above confluence With North Br.~nch of Presque Isle 

Stream - Class B·l. 

10. Four Cornen Brook (l.Jmestonc) - Class 8-1. 

11. Goodrich Brook lal.so kno~~o-n as Colony Brook), Fort Fairfield, below the dam at 
the starch fac tory - O:lss B-1. 

1967, c. 19, § 2. 

12. Hud..,ood Brook CC.uibou & Presq :.~e l~e1 - Class B-1. 

13. libby Brook :~bove the Mapleton-Washburn Road- Oass B-1. 

14. limestone Stream. from the Route 165 llrid~e m limestone Village to the Loni! Road 
Bridge - Class B·2. 

1967. c . 19, § 2: 1977. c . 373. ; 16. 

14-A. limestone Strelm irom th~ Lon;: koJJ Bndge to the Canadtan border - Class C. 
1977. c. 373, § 17. 

15. little Ml}chi...s Rlvet and Its tnbutanes - Oass A. 

1954 , c. 79, § 15. 

16. little Madawaska River and tributaries tncluding Madawaska Lake tributaries above 
the Route 161 Highway Bridge in Stockholm - Oas.s A. 

1954, c. 79, § 15. 

• 7. Machias River and iu tributari~s above the Garfield Plantation-Ashland town 
line - Class A. 

1954, c. 79, § IS. 

IS 



18. ~uchias Rlver. Ashbnd. from lmmedl:llel~· upstream o f the st.uch f~ctory outf:ill to 
the Ashland·G:ufield Pl~nt:~uon boundary - Qass B· l. 

19. Machias River. Ashland. from a point immedi:ltely ~bove the starch factory outfall 
to 1ts JUncuon with the Aroostook River - Class B-1. 

1967, c. 19, § 2. 

20. Otter Brook (Caribou)- Class B-1. 

21. Pattee Brook at Fort Fairfield and its tributaries above the dam just upsueam of the 
hi~way bridge on Route 167 - Oass A. 

1954. c. 79, § 15. 

22. Pattee Brook. Fort Fairfield. from dam at starch factory to confluence with 
Aroostook River- Qass B-1. 

1967, c. 19, § 2. 

23. Presque Isle Sueam and its tributaries above its confluence with, but not including. 
the North Branch of Presque Isle Sueam - Class A. 

1954, c. 79, § 15. 

24. Presque Isle Stream, from its confluence with the Aroostook River to the Bangor 3nd 
Aroostook Railroad Bridge nearest Ol:~pman and High Sueeu in Presque Isle- Q.us B-2. 

1967, c. 19. § 2: 1977, c. 373. § 16. 

25. Prestile Brook (Caribou) - (].us B-1. 

26. Rand Pond Outlet (Presque Isle)- (].us B-1. 

21. St. Croix Sueam and its tributanes above Its confluence with the Aroostook 
River - Qass A. 

28. Salmon Brook and tributaries upstream of the dam immediately upsueam of 
Washburn Village - Cass B-1. 

29. Salmon Brook, Washburn, from the dam immedi:ltely above the village to its 
junction with the Aroostook River - Qass C. 

1967, c. 304, § 10. 

30. Silver Springs Brook- Class B-1. 

31. Small stream (unnamed) in Presque Isle near vining station on Washburn 
Road- Class C. 

32. Spring Brook, Mapleton, above confluence with North Branch of Presque Isle 
Stzeam- 0ass B-1. 

33. Squapan Sueam and tributaries above the B. cl A. Railioad Bridge - Qass A. 

Kennebec River Basin 

1957, c. 322, § 2 

Caaabassett River 

l. Canabasset River, :ill portions. tributaries and portions of tributaries not ot herwise 
specific:illy described and otherwise classified - Qass B-D. 

2. Carrabasset River and its tributaries above a point immediately downstteam of its 
j unction v.ith the West Branch of the Carra basset Raver in Kinsfid d - Class A. 

1954, c. 79, § 15. 

3. Carrabasset River. main stem. from junction with West Branch at Kiolgfield to a point 
I mile above the railroad bridge in North Anson- Class B-2. 

4. Carrabasset River, main stem. from point 1 mile above railroad bridge al! North -'nson 
to iu Junction with the Kennebec River - Class C. 

S. Gilman Sueam. main stem. from bridge at New Portl.anill to confluence with the 
Carrabasse 1 River - Class C. 
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6 . H:lrris Brook. New Portland. below Route 16 in Vtllaee of Nonh New Portbnd to its 
confluence ~1th Gilman Stream - Q.us C. • 

7. Lemon StreJm. m:lln stem. from outlet of Mill Pond in New Vineyard to liS 
contluence ~1th C:mabasset River - Oass B·~. 

8. Mill Stream. Anson . from the r:Wroad bridge in North Anson Village to the con
fluence with the Carr.tbasset River - Oass C. 

9. Stanley Stream, Kingfield - Class C. 

Cobbosseecontee Strum Drainage System 

1. All water and portions of the Cobbosseecontee Drainage System not otherwise 
specified or classified - Oass B-1. 

2. Carleton Pond Outlet and its tributaries fr,om Carleton Pond to Upper Narrows Pond -
Qass B-2. 

1977, c. 373, § 18. 

2-A. Cobbosseccontee Stream. m:11n stem, from its confluence with the Kennebec River to 
the Dam at latitude 441L13.3',lon!ritude 69"-47.2' (approximately)- Oass C. 

1967, c. 304, § 1. 

3. Miniwah (Jock) Stream, Wales, and its tributmes - Class B-2. 

1977, c. 373, § 18. 

4. Outlet Lake Mannacook between lake Mar:1.0acook and Lake Annabessacook - Class 
B-2. 

1977. c. 373, § 18. 

5. Tributaries of Lake Annabessacook with the exception of Wilson Stream and othe'rS 
specific:tlly defined - Oass B-2. 

6. Tributaries of T:u:oma ukes. direct and inducct. and the outlet of Tacoma ukes to 
Cobbosseecontee Stream - Qass B·l. 

1977, c. 373, § 18. 

7. U1U13med stream entering Cobbosseecontee u ke through golf course from inlmediately 
south of Manchester Village - O:iss C. 

8. U1U13med stream and its tributaries flowm:; from Loon Pond in Litchfield and the 
tributaries of Loon Pond - Chss B-2. 

9. Magotta Meadow Brook and its tributaries entenng the southerly extremity of Pleasant 
Pond from the south - Oass B-1 . 

1977. c. 373, § 18. 
10. Unnamed stream and its tributaries entermg the cove at the southwest extremity of 

Pleasant Pond- Oass B-2. 

11. Unnamed brook and its tributaries entenng northerly cove of Lake Maranacook at 
Readfield across Route 17 - Qass C. 

12. Wilson Stream (Mud Mills Stream). southerly branch. and tributaries above its junction 
with the branch from Wilson Pond. includmg the outlet ot Cochnewagan Pond -Class B-1. 

1977. c. 373, § 18. 

13. Wilson Stream (Monmouth). main stem. from outlet of Wilson Pond to the junction 
with the branch of Wilson Stream (Mud Mills Stre:mu. entermg from the vicinity of Monmouth 
Village below the tracks of the M.a.inc Centr:ll RailroJd - Cbss B-2. 

1967, c. 304, § 2: 1977, c. 373, § 19. 

14. Wilson Stream (Monmouth). ITl:lln stem. from the junction with the branch of Wilson 
Stream (Mud Mills Stream), entering from the viCUl.ity of Monmouth Village below the tracks of 
the Maine Central Railroad to its enuJnce to Annabessacook Lake - Class B-2. 

1977. c. 373, § 18. 

Kennebec River. Main Stem, and those poruons of tributaries affected by the rise and fall of 
the tide from Wyman Dam at Moscow to a line drawn between the most easterly point of land 
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J t the southerly end of Pooh:1m Be:~ch tn Pluppsburj: md the south::rnmost extension of Bl~' 
Po tnt tn Georgetown. not tncluding the Androscoggm River and m butmes northwest oi 3 line 
iormed b)• the extenSion o f the Brunswick-West 83th town I.J.ne across Merrymeeting Bay in a 
northwesterly direction. 

I. From Wyman 0:1m in Moscow to F:ill Brook. Solon - Oass B-1. 

1977. c. 373, § 20. 

1-A. From Fall Brook. Solon, to the he:~d of the ISland immediately below Great Eddy in 
Skowhegan - Oass C. 

1977. c. 373, § 21. 

2. From the head of the island immediately below Great Eddy to the power company 
dam in Fairfield - Oass B-2. 

1961. c. 300. 

3. From the power company dam in Fairfield to a point O.S miles above the southerly 
boundary of the Towns of Fairfield and Benton - Oass C. 

1961. c. 332. 

4. From a point 0.5 miles above the southerly boundary of Fairfield and Benton to a 
line across the Kennebec River TicW Estu:uy dnwn due west from the southerly extension 
of Green Point on the easterly shore of the Kennebec River across the channel east of Swan 
Island to the isl:lnd. along the eJSterly sho re of Swm lsbnd to southernmost point of the 
island. thence due west to the westerly shore oi the nver - Class C. 

1967, c. 304. § 3. 

S. From a line drawn due west :~cross the Kennebec River TicW Estuary from the 
southerly extension of Green Point on the easterly shore of the Kennebec River, across the 
channel east of Swan Island to the island. a1ong the eJSterly shore of Swan Island to the 
southernmost point of the island. thence due west to the westerly shore of the river. to a 
line drawn across the Tidal Estuary of the Kennebec River. due east, from Abagadasset 
Point. and including tidal ponions o f tributaries not otherwise classified - Oass C. 

6. From a line dnwn across the tidal estuary of the Kennebec River. due east from 
Abapdasset Point. and bounded by a line across the southwesterly arm of Merrymeeting Bay 
formed by :an extension of the Brunswick-West Bath town line across the bay in a 
northwesterly direction to the westerly shore of Merrymeeting Bay and to a line drawn from 
Clop Point in Woolwich to West Otop Point in Bath and including tidal ponions of 
tributaries not otherwise classified - Oass B-2. 

1963, c. 274, § 4. 

7. From a line drawn from Otop Point to Woolwich to West Chop Point in Bath to a 
line :~cross the Kennebec River bearing due west from Bluff Head in the Town of Arrowsic 
:~nd 1ncluding ticW portions of tributaries not otherwise classified - Oass SB-2. 

1963. c. 274. § 4 . 

8 From a hne extending due west from Bluff He:~d in the Town of Arrowsic to a line 
drJwn b~tw(en the most cJSterly pomt o f l:lnd :1t the southerly end of Popham 'Be:~ch in 
P'rupJHburl! :~nJ the southernmost extensio n of Bay Point IJI Georgetown and including tidal 
poruons of UlbUtllles not othcrWJ.sc clJSs1fied - Cws SB-1. 

1963. c. 274, § 4 . 

9. With respect to subsecuons 1 to 8. 3 municipality, sewer district, person. fll11l, 
corporation, the St:1te or :my subdivu1on thereof. or other legal entity shall not be deemed 
to be in violation of secuon 4S 1 at any time or umes prior to October 1. 1976 with respect 
to any of said classifications if by such time or times he or it, with reg:~td to a projeet 
designed to achieve compLiance with the :~pplic:able cl3Ssific::ation. shall have completed all of 
the steps requited to be then completed by the foUowing schedule: 

A. Preliminary plans and engineers' estimates shall be completed and submitted to the 
Bo:~rd of Environmenta1 Protection on or before October 1. 1964. 
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B. Arrangements for admimsuation and fin.:ancing shall be completed on or before 
October 1. 1968. Tnis penod. m the case of municipalities, shall encompass all financang 
mcluding obtlining oi state and federal grants. 

C. Deui.led engineenng and tina! plan formubtion shall be completed on or beiore 
October I . 1969. 

D. Review of final plans ~~<1th the Board of Environment:a.l Protccuon shaiJ be completed 
and construction commenced on o r before October I. 1970. 

E. Construction sh3.ll be completed on or before October I, 1976. 
1961, c. 330. 

Messalonskee Strum Drainap System 

1. All waters and segments of the Messalonskee Drainage System not otherwise specified 
or classified - Oass B-1. 

2. Oear Brook. between East Pond and North Pond - Oass 8-2. 

3. Messalonskee Stream. main stem from outlet of Messalonskee Lake to Rice's Rips 
Dam- Oass c 

1967, c. 304, § 4. 

4 . Messalonskee Stream. main stem. from Rice's Rips Dam to Union Dam in 
Waterville- Oass C 

5. Messalonskee Stream. main stem, from Union Dam to junction with Kennebec 
River - Oass C 

1967, c. 304, § 4. 

6 . Tributaries of Mesulonskee Stream entering between the outlet of Messalonskee L:lke 
and its junction with the Kennebec River - 03Ss C. 

Minor Tributaries below Wyman Dam in Moscow 

1. All tributaries. direct and mdirect. or portions thereof. not otherwise cl3Ssified or 
specified. entering the Kennebec River between Wyman Dam and Olop Point in Bath. (This 
is in no way intended to include the Androscoggin River)- Oass B·l. 

2. All waters of the Urr.lbasset Stream System not specifiC3lly mentioned or otherwise 
classified - Oass 8-2. 

3 . Austin Stream and its tributaries above the highway bridge on Route 201 in the 
Town of Bingham - Oass A. 

1954, c. 79, § 15. 

4. Bog Brook, West Athens Vicinity, above confluence with Bradbury Stream - Oass 
8-2. 

5. Bond Brook and its tributaries below the crossing of Route 11 prior to reconsuuction 
of this route in 195 S - Oass C. 

1967,c.304, §5. 
6. Cold Brook and iu tributaries (Wesserunsett Drainage) - Oass 8-2. 

7. Currier Brook. Skowhegan. from Fairview Avenue to its confluence -..ith the 
Kennebec River - 03Ss C. 

8. Fall Brook, Solon, from the dam upsueam of Route 201 in Solon ViUage to its 
confluence with the Kennebec River - Oass C. 

9 . Greeley Pond Brook. below the outfall of the V.A. Hospatal sewage tteatment plant 
to the confluence with Togus Stream - Oass 8-2. 

10. Kennedy Brook. Augusta- Oass B-2. 

11. Mill Stream, in the village of Norridgewock. below the upstream bridge in the 
villa j:e - Class C. 
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12. ~!ill Stream, and tributaries, Nomdgewock, above upstream bridge in Norridgewock 
Village - Class B-2. 

13. Sevennule Stream from the entrance o f Webber Pond Outlet to the Kennebec 
River - Oa.ss B-2. 

14. Togus Stream, from Greeley Pond Brook junction to the Kennebec River- Class 
B-2. 

IS . Twomlle Brook, Augusta, from the entrance of the Cushnoc HousinJ Development 
sewer to the Kennebec River - Class C 

16. Unnamed sueam. in the village of Aluon. below its upstream bridp to its con
fluence with the Kennebec Rim - Class ~2. 

17. Unnamed stream and tributaries croaiJI& Banaor Street in Augusta near Coca Cola 
bottling plant - Class C. 

18. Unnamed tributary of Cathance River in Bowdoinham which enters the ticW portion 
of the West Branch of the Cathance River approxirnatdy 0.7 miles above the bridge in 
Bowdoinham from a northwesterly direction - Class C. 

1967, c. 304. § s. 
19. Webber Pond Outlet. Vassalboro, from Webber Pond to the confluence with 

Sevenmile Stream - Class 8·2. 

20. West Branch of Wesserunsett Stream. bewteen Wesscrunsett Lake and Smith Pond; 
mcludmg Pam Brook. Kinca.id Stream, Haley Stream 3fld Longley Brook - Class B-2. 

Sandy Rivu 

1. All tributaries, or portions thereof. of Sandy River not otherwise classified or 
recommended for classifications - Oa.ss B-1. 

2. Bean Brook, Strong. between its junction with Doctor Brook and with Valley 
Brook - Class C. 

3. Cascade Brook, Fa.tmington, between the Route 2 Bridge and Sandy River - Class B-2. 

1977, c. 373. § 22. 

4 . Lemon Stream, Stuks, from darn in Starks Vdlap to its confluence with the 
Sandy River - Class C 

S. Little Norridgewock Stream and trib~wics above confluence with W'"Jlson 
Stream - Class B-2. 

6. Meadow Brook, W'"Llt .>n, from Depot Street to its confluence with W'"Llson 
Stream - Class C. 

7. Sandy River and its tributaries above Phillips at the highway bridge on Route 
142 - Qass A. 

1954 . c. 79. ~ 15. 

8. Sandy River. m.:1in stem. from the Route 142 Bridge in Phillips to Route 4 Bridge in 
Farnun~on - Class B-2. 

9. Sanc>y River. ma.in stem, from Rou!e 4 Bridge in Farmington to the entrance of 
Beales Brook - Class C. 

1967. c. 304. § 6. 

10. Sandy River, main stem. from the entrance of Beales Brook to its confluence with 
the Kennebec River - Class C. 

11. Temple Stream. between the bridge in the Vd1ap of Temple and Sandy 
River - Oa.ss C. 

12. Unnamed stream. Farmington, urban area vicinity of Middle Sueat - Oa.ss C. 

13. Unnamed stream. below c.mning factory in New Sh:uon Village - Class C. 

1967. c. 304, § 6. 
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14. V:illry Brook. Suong. betwttn thr Route 145 Bridge and thr m:un strm of the 
Sandy River - Class C. 

IS . \~ilson Strram. main stem. from o utlet of \\o-tlson Pond to thr Route 133 
crossmg - Oass C. 

1967. c. 304. § 6. 
16. W'tlson Sueam, mam stem, from Route 133 crossing to junct.1on with Sandy 

River - Oass C. 

Sebasticook River, Main Stem. includina East Uld West Branches. 

1. All portions and segmcnu of the main stem of the Sebasticoolt River not otherwise 
specified or classified above the dam of the Cenual Maine Power Company at 
W'UISiow- Class 8--2. 

2. Ease Branch from outlet of Lalte Wassoolteq to confluence of tributary entering from 
Puffers Pond - Class C. 

1965, c. 336. 

3. East Branch from the junction of Puffers Pond tributary to the outlet of Corundel 
Lalte - Class C. 

4 . Ease Branch from outlet of Corundel ulte to Sebasticoolt Lalte - Oass C. 
1965, c. 336. 

S. East Branch from outlet of Sebasticoolt ulte to Eelweir Bridge - Oass C. 

1967. c. 304, § 7. 
6. West Branch from outlet of Great Moose Lalte to Route 43 Bridge in 

Hartland - Class c. 
7. West Branch from Route 43 Bridge in Hartbnd to its junction with the E.ut 

Branch - Oass C. 

1967, c. 304. § 7. 

8. Main Stem from Eel weir Bridge to Pittsfield · Burnham town line - Class C. 
1967, c. 304, § 7. 

9. Main Stem from a point 0.5 mile above the highway bridge. at Ointon to a point 1.0 
mile above the highway bridge at Benton Falls - Oass C. 

10. Main Stem below dam of the CenU:U Maine Power Company at Winslow- Class C. 

1967. c. 304, § 7. 

Tributaries or the Sebasticook River Drainage System 

1. All portions and segmenu of waterways of the Sebasticoolt River Drainage not 
otherwise specified or classified - Class B-2. 

1967, c. 304, § 8. 

2. All tributaries on the west side of the main stem of the Sebasticoolt River below the 
dam of the Cenual Maine Power Company at W'Uislow - Class B-2. 

3. Brackett Brook (Palmyra and Newport) - Class C. 

1967. c. 304, § 8. 

4. Culton Stream and tributaries - Class C. 

S. China Lake Outlet. main stem, from crossing of E.uc Vassalboro to North VJ.Ss...lboro 
road to junction with main stem Sebasticoolt River - Oass C. 

1967. c. 304, § 8. 

6. China Lake Outlet, main stem, from crossing of highway between E.ut Vassalboro 
and North Vassalboro to the Outlet of Olina Lake - Oass C. 

7. Farnham Brook below Route 100- Class C. 

1967, c. 304, § 8. 
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8. Fifteenmile Sue:~m and tnb•ltaries below m JUncu on ~ith Mill StrQm ne:u 
Alb1on - O:w C. 

9. Hig!!ins Brook. main stem. ftom croSSing of Route 154 above H:mnony to 1ts outlet 
t o Great ~loose Lake - Class C. 

10. Joaquin Brook and its tributaries - O:w S.l. 

11. Mdoon Brook and iu direct and indirect tribuuries - Class B-1. 

12. Mill Sueam from immediately above crossing of Albion-Benton R03d to junction 
with Fifteenmile Sueam - Class C. 

1967, c. 304, § 8. 

13. Pratt Sue:un and iu tribuuries above iu junction with Fifteenmile Stre:~m - Qass 
S.l. 

14. Puffers Pond tributary and :ill brmches thereof- Oass S.l. 

15. Sandy Stream, main stem, from iu junction with Bacon Brook to a point Y. mile from 
the entDDce of Mussey Brook - Oass C 

1967, c:. 304, § 8. 

16. Sandy Stream. main stem. from outlet of Sandy Pond to iu junction with Halfmoon 
Sueam - Oass c. 

1967, c:. 304, § 8. 

17. Small sueams and tributaries. direct or indirect, not otherwise specified or classified, 
entering the Sebasticl)()k River from the east between Twentyfivemile Sueam and 
Fifteenmile Sueam - Oass C 

18. Small stre:~ms and their tribuuries not otherwise specified entering the Sebasticook 
River from the east between the outlet of Fifteenmile Stre:un and the point of discharge of 
01ina l...alte Outlet - Qass C 

Upper Kennebec River Bwn, 

that portion lyina abo¥e Wyman Dam in Moscow. 

1. All waters tributary to the fiowage of Long Falls Dam on the Dead River with the 
exception of the North Branch of Dead River. the South Branch of Dead River :and Suatton 
Brook - Oass IH. 

1965, c. 426. § 2. 

2. All waters tributary to the Dead River between Long Falls Dam and iu junction with 
the Kennebec River at the Forks- Class S.l. 

1955, c:. 426, § 2. 
3. Dead River, South Branch, segmenu and uibuuries thereof, not otherwise defined 

above the norlft31 highwater mark of the reservoir created by the Long Falls Dam - Class 
S.l. 

1955, c. 426, § 2. 
4 . KeMebec River and tributaries below Moosehead take (including East and West 

Outlets). the sections of Dead River (m3in stem) below Long F:ills Dam, to Wyman Dam in 
Moscow - Class S.l. 

5. ~loose River and iu tribu~;~ries above the outlet of Big Wood Pond in 
Jackm:~n - O:lss A. 

1954. c. 79, § 15. 

6. Moose River. :ill tributaries, main stem excluded. entering between the outlet of 
Wood Pond at Jackman and the mouth of Moose River at Moosehead Lake in 
Rockwood- Class S.l. 

1. Moose River, Jackman Plantation, between Big Wood Pond and Long Pond - Class C. 

8. Moose River. from enuance to Long Pond to enuance to Moosehead Lake - Class 
S.l. 
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9. Moosehnd i...;lke. all tributaries above normal highwater with the exception of Roach 
River below First Roach Pond Dam and the uMamed streams enterin~ East and West Coves 
of ~loosehead l...:lke respectively through the Village of Greenville - a:Us B-1. 

1955. c. 426. § 2. 
10. North Branch of Dead River and its tributaries above iu confluence with Flagstaff 

Ulce - Class A. 

1955, c. 426, § 2. 

11. Roach Riw:r. main stem, Fust Roach Pond Dam to outlet- CWs B-2. 

1955, c. 426, § 2. 
12. Suanon Brook and its tributaries abow: the Suauon-KinJfield ~UPway - Oass B-1. 

1955, c. 426, § 2. 

13. Unnamed stream and its tributaries entering Moosehead Ulce at East Cove through 
Greenville VJJ.bae - Oass B·2. 

1955, c. 426, § 2; 1977, c. 373, § 23. 

14. Unnamed sueam and iu tributaries entering Moosehead Lake at West Cove through 
Greenville Junction - Class 8-2. 

1955, c. 426, § 2; 1977. c;. 373, § 14. 

Meduxnekeag Riwr Basin 

1955. c. 426. § 4 

1. All segments and branches of the Meduxnekeag Riwr, not otherwise defined above 
the international boundary- Oass B-1 . 

2. All segments and tributaries of Prestile Stream, not otherwise defined, above the mter· 
national boundary -Class C 

1965, c. 42, § 1: 1967, c. 18. § 1. 

3. Big Brook tributary, main stem, from the bridge at the B:mgor &. Aroostook Railroad to 
the outlet of the sueam at the Meduxnekeag River - CLass B-2. 

1977, c;. 373, § 24. 

4. Meduxnekeag River, main stem, from outlet of pond at New Limerick downstream to a 
bridge at the road just upstream of Houlton's compact area leading to gravel pits - Class B-2. 

5. Meduxnekeag River, main stem, from bridge at gravel pit entrance just upstream of the 
compact area in Houlton to the inte.mational boundary - Oass 8·2. 

1977, c;. 373, § 24. 

6. North Branch of the Meduxnekeag River and its tributaries above the Monticello·TCR2 
boundary - CLass A. 

1954, c. 79, § 15. 

1. North Branch of the Meduxnekeag River, main stem, from the bridge at U.S. Highway 
No. 1 to the international boundary - Class B-2. 

1957. c. 322, § 2:1977. c. 373, § 25. 

8. Pearce Brook tributary in Houlton - Oass 8·2. 

1967. c;. 304, § 11: 1977. c. 373. § 26. 

9. Prestile Stream, main stem, from the bridge at Westfield to the mtemational boundary 
in the Town of Bridgewater - CLass C. 

1965, c. 42, § 1; 1967, c. 18, § 1. 

10. South Branch of the Meduxnekeag River, main stem, from the dam at Hodgdon to the 
outlet into the main river - Class B-2. 

1957, c. 322, § 2; 1977. c. 373, § 25. 
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I I. Whitney Brook and its tnbut.:uies above the confluence with Prestile Stream - Class 
B·2. 

1957. c. 322, § 2. 

Mou.wn Rjver Basin 

1957, c. 322, § 8 

I . All portions of Mousam River drainage not otherwise specified or classified - Qass 
&-I. 

2. Hay Brook - Oass C. 

3. MoiiSalll River, main stem, and tributari•. West Braneh from dam at Emery's Mills to 
northerly boundary of compact area of Sanford ~bout 0.5 mile above Mill Street in the 
Springvale sc.:tion - Oass &-2. 

4 . Mousam River, main stem. West Branch, from oortherly boundary of compact :uea of 
Sanford about 0.5 mile above Mill Street in SprinraJe section to iu junction with the East 
Branch - Oass C. 

1971, c. 106, § 1. 

TitM Schedule 

A. A municipality. sewer district, penon. farm, corporation or other lepl entity shall 
not be deemed in violation of this subsection at any time or times prior to October 1. 
1974 with respect to those classifications if by such time or times he or it with respect 
to any project necessary to achieve compli:u~ce with applicable classification shall have 
completed :ill steps reoui.red to then be completed by the following schedule. 

(l) Prduninary plans and engineeu estimates shall be completed and submitted to 
the Board of Envarorunental Protection on ~ before March 1. 1972. 

(2) Azran~menu for administration and financing shall be completed on or before 

March 1. 1972. This period, in the case of municipalities. shall encompass all 
fUWicing including obt~ of state and federal grants. 

(3) Detailed engineering and final plan formulation shall be completed on or before 
October 1. 1972. 

(4) Review of fmal plans with the Board of Environmental Protection shall be 
completed and construction commenced on or before June l, 1973. 

(~) Construction shall be completed and in operation on or before October 1. 1976. 

1971, c. 618. 

nus reclassification shall not be deemed to exempt any municipality, sewer district, 
penon. firm. corporation or other legal entity from complying with the water quality 
standards of the last previous classification, as such st:uldards existed on December 31. 1970, 
and enforcement action may be maintained or noncompliance therewith. 

1971. c. 106, § 2. 

S. Mousam River. main stem and tributaries entering from west from junction of East 
and West Branches to tidewater - Oass &-2. 

6. Mousam River, Middle Bran .. h, from bridge near Yeaton Hill to junction with West 
Branch - Oass &-2. 

1967. c. 180, § 3. 

7. Mousam River, East Branch, main stem, through Watl":boro Village and tributary 
entering at downstream edge o f Waterboro VIllage - <lass C. 

Penoblcot River Basin 

1957. c. 322, § 3 

East Branch Penobscot River Drainage System 
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I. East Br:1nch of the Penobscot River and its tributaries above the outlet of 
Mattag:unon We - Oass A. 

1954. c. 79. § 15. 

l. Penobscot River, East Branch. Sel!lllents and tributaries thereof, between its outlet 
md the darn at Grand Uke Matugamon ::_ Class IH . 

1955, c. 420, § 2. 

Main Stem, that portion of the Penobscot River between the confluence of East md West 
BtiUiches south to a line drawn due east from Fort Point on Cape Jellison. 

1. The main stem of the West Branch of the Penobscot River from the outlets of 
Fersuson iUid Quakish Ukes in Millinocket to the highway bridge just above the junction of 
the East aDd West Branches in Medway which curies Route 116 across the West 
Branch - <lass D. 

l. The main stem of the Penobscot River md the West Branch from the Route 116 
highway bridge in Medway to a line extended in an east-west direction from the outlet of 
R.ee4 Brook in the Village of Hampden Highbnds to the Penobscot River- Oass C. 

Whereas the seplent of the Penobscot River between the junction of the East and West 
Branches thereof and Weldon Dam is now heavily loaded with cumulative deposits of 
bacterial cellular iUid other materials exerting a st~cmt oxygen demand over md above 
that created by the fermenution of current d:illy loads and whereas some time will elapse 
before this source of oxygen demJnd ts stabilized. no abatement action shall be t3ken by 
state regulatory agencies. if at that time current daily upstream loadings have been reduced 
to a value which could reasonable be expected to result in conditions which will not foster 
cumulative deposits and will be compatible with the specifications or the segment classifica· 
tion, with the added md special provisions th3t the dissolved oxygen level shall not f:ill 
below 7.0 p.p.m. at the Old Town-Milford bridge or at the StillWJter bridge. 

3. The tidal estuary of the Penobscot River from a line extended in an east-west 
direction across the estuary from the mouth of Reed Brook in the Vill:ige of Hampden 
Highlands to a line extended in a westerly direction across from the southernmost tip of 

Verona lsland to the westerly bank of the Penobscot Estuary and from the southernmost tip 
of Verona Island to the easterly bmk of the Penobscot Estuazy at the Bucksport-Penobscot 
town boundary - <lass SC. 

1965, c. 179, § 1. 

Mattawamkeag River Drainage System 

19S5, c. 426, § 2 

1. All segments md tributaries of the Mattawamkeag River DrJinage, not otherwise 
defmed, above its outlet to the Penobscot - Class B-1. 

2. Basltahegan Stream. main stem. from its outlet to the Matuwamkeag River to the 
narrows in Crooked Brook Flowage approximJtely one mile above the village of 
Danforth- Oass C. 

3. Cold Brook, a tributary of the Mattawamkeag River. E:lst Br:1nch. entering at ~myrna 
Mills. the main stem thereof from the confluence with Huntley Mill Pond Brook to its outlet 
to the East Branch of the Mattawamkeag River - Class 8·2. 

4 . Ftsh Stream, main stem only, from its conlluence wit1 the West Branch of the 
Mattawamkeag River to the entrance of the Crystal Brook tributary - Oass C. 

5. Fuh Stream. main stem only, from its conlluence with Crystal Streams tributary to a 
point % mile upstream of the Route 11 Bridge in P:ltten - Class C. 

1967, c. 304, § 12. 

6. Huntley Mill Pond in Merrill, the main stem from the outlet of Huntley Mill Pond to 
the confluence with Cold Brook - Class B-2. 

7. Matt3keunk Sueam, main stem, from the outlet of Dwinal Pond to Mattakeunk 
Pond - Oass C. 
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8. Mattaw:unkeag River. nuin stem. outlet to the junction of ·the East and West 
Branches in the Town of Haynesville - 03ss B·2. 

9. Mat tawamkeag River, East Branch, between the junction of the East and West 
Branches in Haynesville and the entrance of the Cold Brook tributary near Smyrna Mills 
Village- Oass 8-2. 

10. Mattawamkeag River, West Branch, main stem, from the junction of the East and 
West Branches of the river to, and including, the thoroughfare between the upper and lower 
Mattawamkeag Lakes- 03ss B-2. 

11. Mattawamkeag River, West Bnnch, main stem. from its outlet to upper 
Mattawamkeag Lake to a point 100 feet upstream of the raihoad bridge at Island 
Falls - Oass C. 

1967, c. 304, § 12. 

12. M.olunkus Stream. main stem, from its outlet to the Mattawamkeag at Kingman to a 
point ~mile above the highway bridge at Sherman Mills- Oass 8-2. 

13. Webb Brook and its tributaries in the Town of Patten - <lass C. 
1967, c. 304, § 12 

PenobKot River, Minor Tributaries. from the confluence of the East and West Branches 
to a line drawn due east from Fort Point in the Town of Stockton Springs, not including the 
Piscataquis and Mattawamkeag Rivers Drainage Systems. 

1. All tributaries, direct and indirect, and segments thereof. of the Penobscot River from 
the confluence of the East and West Br:mches of the Penobscot, with the exception of the 
Pisc:ltaquis and Matuwamkea!! Rivers Drainage Systems. to :md including Pushaw Stream on 
the west shore of the Penobscot River and to and including Blackman Stream on the east 
sho re of the Penobscot River. unless otherwise specified or classified- Class 8-1. 

1971. c. 273. 

2. All minor tributaries on the west shore of the Penobscot River between Pushaw 
Stream and the Hampde~'Winterport line, not otherwise designated- Class C. 

3. All minor tributaries on east shore of the Penobscot River between Blackman Stream 
and the Orrington-Bucksport line, not otherwise designated - Oass C. 

4. All streams, segments and tributaries thereof. not otherwise defined, entering tide
water between the head of tide on MaiSh Stream (Frankfort) and Fort Point (Stockton 
Springs)- Oass C. 

S. All minor tributaries, segments, direct and indirect, not otherwise defmed, enterin& 
tidewater from the head of tide on the Orland River south to a line drawn due east from 
Fort Point (Stockton Springs) - Oass 8-1. 

6. Cambolasee Stream, lincoln, from the Route 2 crossing to the Penobscot 
River - Class C. 

7. Great Works Stream and its tributaries above the highway bridge on Route 178 in the 
Town of Bradley - C1ass A. 

8. Halfmoon Pond (Searsport), and its tributaries above the pond outlet - Class B·l. 

9. Kenduskeag Sueam and its tributaries above the Bullseye Bridge (Bangor) - Qass 8-2. 

10. Kenduskeag ~tream and tributaries below the Bullseye Bridge (Bangor)- Class C. 
1967, c. 304, § 13. 

11. Marsh River (Prospect), segment and tributaries thereof, not otherwise defined, 
above tidewater - C1ass 8-2. 

12. Marsh Stream (Frankfort, etc.), segments and tributaries, not otherwise defined, 
above tidewater - Class 8-2. 

13. Marsh Stream. main stem, from a point 0.4 mile above the bridge at Brooks Village 
to the inlet of Basin Pond - Class 8-2. 

1969, c. 286. 

14. Marsh Stream. nuin stem. from its junction with the North Branch of Marsh Stream 
to the bridge at West Winterport - Class 8-2. 
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12 P1scatJquis R1vcr. mJin stem. irom Abbot-Guilford town line to the Junction wuh 
Pleasant R1vcr - Class C. 

1967, c. 304, § 14 . 1979. c. 495. 

13 Repe:~led . 1979. c. 495 , §4. 
14. PiscJtaquis R1ver. main stem. from junction with Pleasant River to Schoodic Stream 

confluence - Oass B-2 . 

15. Piscataquis River. main stem, from Abbot~uUford town line to mouth of Kingsbury 
Stream - Oass B-2. 

16. Pleasant River. main stem, from its mouth to the end of Maple Street in Brownville 
Junction - Qass C. 

17. Sebec River, main stem, from its mouth to the dam at Main Street in MUo- Class C. 

18 Sebec River and 1ts tributaries above the outlet of Monson Sueam - Oass A. 

1~54 . c. 79, §15. 

19. Repealed. 1979. c. 495, §6. 

1967. c. 304. §15 : 1971. c. 138, §1: 1979, c. 495. §§ 4 to 6. 

West Branch Penobscot Rivet Drainage System 

1955. c. 322, § 2 
I. All w:~ters. tribuunes :~nd segments thereof of the Penobscot River Dr:linage System, 

not otherv.ne specified or cbssified. upsuem~ of the outlets of Ferguson Lake and 
OuJiush I..Jke and North Twin DJm - Class B-1. 

2. Ptnobscot River and its tribut:uies above Seboomook Lake - Oass A. 

1954. c. 79, §IS. 

3. Th:~t portion of the rnJin stem of the Penobscot River (West Branch) between the 
outlet of Ferguson LJke :~nd of ~kish LJke and North Twin Dam at the outlet of N<..rth 
TWUI Lake or Elbow l..lke, which would include the reservoirs known as Quakish Lake and 
Ferguson Lake - Oa.ss B-2. 

4 . Tributaries. direct and indirect, and segments thereof, of the West Branch of the 
Ptnobscot River from the outlet of QuaJdsh and Ferguson Lakes (Millinocket) to its 
confluence with the East Branch; with the exception of the sepnenu of Millinocket Stream 
(Millinocket) between the railroad bridge and the West Branch of the Ptnobscot 
River - Oass B-1. 

5. Segments of Millinocket Stream (Millinocket) between the r:lilroad bridge ne:u the 
Millinocket·lndiJn Purclwe town boundary and the Penobscot River - Class D. 

1965. c. 179. § 2. 

Schedule of Completion Applicable to Certain Waters 
or the Penobscot River Basin 

1965, c. 179, § 2 

1. The classification set forth as follows shall become effective on October l. 1965. 

A. Subsections 1, 2 and 3 under main stem; 

B. Subsection 5 under West Branch Ptnobscot River DrJiriage System. 

2. A municipality, sewer district, penon, fum, corporation or other 1ep.l entity shall not 
be deemed in violation of these sections at anr time or times pnor to October 1. 1976 with 
respect to those classifications if by such time or times he or it with respect to any ptoject 
necessary to achieve compliance with applicable classification shall have completed :~11 steps 
requued to then be completed by tl1e following schedule. 
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A. Preliminary plans and en!!ineers estimates mvolving municipal and o ther publicly 
owned projects s~ be completed on or beiore October 1. 1968 and plans for rcqurred 
:1ba tement steps by others shall be subnutred and approved nor later th:ln October 1. 
1969. 

B. Arrangements for adminisuation and financing shall be completed on or before 
October 1. 1971. ln the case of muniCipal projects this period is to include defuute 
scheduling of grants-in-aid. 

C DeWled plans and specifications shall be appro~ by the Board of Environmental 
Protection and construCtion begun prior to June 1. 1973. 

D. All requirements are to be completed and in operation on or before October 1, 1976. 
196S, c. 179. § 2; 1967, C- 47S. § 7; 1972. c. 618. 

Praumptcoc Rmr Basin (Includes al clraiup ua lbo¥e 
the Preswnpscot Falls Dam) 

1957. c. 322, § 6 

1. All waters, tributaries and segments of the Presurnpscot River Basin, not otherwise 
specified or classified, with the exceptioo of the Presumpscot River, main stem, below the 
upstream compact limits of Westbrook- <lass B-1. 

2. Frank Brook, and Pleasant River above Its confluence with Frank Brook, together 
with tributaries thereof - Class B-2. 

3. Little River, main stem. (Windham) from canrung plant on Route 114 to its con-
fluence with the Presurnpscot River - Cl:w C 

4. Outflow from Panther Pond to Sebago Lake - Chss 8-2. 

S. Outlet of Tuttle Pond. Windham - <lass B-2. 

6. Pleasant River, and tributaries between Fr:mk Brook (Gny) :1nd Its enrr:~nce to Little 
Sebqo Lake- <lass B-2. 

7. Presumpscot River. main stem, below Vlllage of South Windham to ude~~o':lter- <lass 
c 

1967. c. 446. 
7-A. Presurnpscot River. main stem. from the outlet of Sebago L:!ke to the dam at 

Dundee - Class A. 

1972, c. 612. 
II. Second westerly tribuury of the North Branch of Little River ('.\oindham) - <lass B-2 . 
9 . Stevens Brook, Bridgton - Class C. 

1967. c. 304, § 16. 
10. Tannery Brook, and its tributaries, Gorlum - O:ISS 8-2. 

11. Tributaries. direct and indirect, of Songo Pond (Albany viciruty) - Cl:w B-2. 
12. Tributaries of P:lpoose Pond(W:ueriord)- Chss B-2. 

13. Tributaries of Coffee and Dumpling Ponds. Casco. :~bove inlet to Pleasant 
Lollte - <lass 8-2. 

14. Unnamed stream. entering Sebago Lake ;at North Seb:afo Vill.:lge - Class B-2. 

Saco River Basin 

1957. c. 322. § 7 
Main Stem. Saco River 

1. All portions of the main stem, Saco River, above tidew:ater not otherwise specified or 
classified - <lass B-1 . 

2. Saco River, main stem. from Route 5 (Fryeburr-Lovell road) to a point % mile below 
the Fryeburg-Lovdl road - Oass 8-2. 
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3. S:ico River, main stem, from JUnction with Ossi~ River to the enu:m ce of Quaker 
Brook - Oass 8-l. 

1973. c. 401. 

4 . Saco River, main stem, from entrance of Quaker Brook. to tit.: Centr;U Maine Power 
Co. dams at Bu Mills - Class 8-1. 

1967. c. 180. § 1; 1973, c. 401. 

S. Saco River. main stem, from tile Central Maine Power Co. dams at Bar Mills to tile 
Route ~4-A highway bridge at Salmon Falls village- <lass 8-2. 

1967. c. 180, § 1; 1973. c. 40L 

6. Saco Ri¥er, main stem, from Union Falls Dam to Thatcher Brook- Class 8-2. 

1973. c. 401. 

7. Saco Riftf, main stern, from lbatcher Brook to tidewater- <lass C. 
1967. c. 180. § 1; 1973. c. 401. 

Tribuc.rils. Saco River 

l. All tributaries. direct and indirect. and segmenu thereof. of the Saco River Drainage. 
above tidewater. not otherwise specified or classified - Class IH. 

2. Brown Brook, Umerick. nwn stem, from outlet of Holland Pond to Junction with 
Uttle Oss1pec River - <lass C. 

3. GoodwiN Mills Brook. main stem, from 0.5 mile above crossmg of Route 3S at 
Goodwuu Mills to S:ico River - Class 8-2. 

4. Kimb;all Brook. vicinity North Fryeburg. from pomt O.S mile above· Route 113 
crossm, to ChaJles Pond - Qass C. 

S. l..ntlc River. from crossing of Route S approXImately 1.0 mile above Cornish Village 
to ns outlet to the Ossipee River - Class C. 

1967. c. 180. § 2. 

6 Oss1pee River. main stem. from O.S mile upstream of Route 25 bridge at Kezar Falls 
to the entrance of Wadsworth Brook - Oass C. 

1967. c. 180, § 2. 
7. Ossipee Riftf, main stem. from entrance of Wadsworth Brook to junction with Saco 

River - <lass C. 
8. Wuds Brook (Ward Pond to outlet of brook) - Class C 

St. Croix Rift~ Buin 

l. All tributaries of the St. Croix River upsueam from the dam at Cal:W. the drainage 
ueas of which are whoUy within the State of Maine. and including the West Branch of the 
St. Croix River and its tributaries >Ao'hich enter through Grand l..ake Flowage - Class A. 

1954. c. 79, § IS. 

' Waters of the St. Croix River Watershed. within the State of Maine. not otherwise 
clusified. including those of the Main Stem of the St. Croix River and of Monument Brook on 
tne Maine side of the international boundaJy above the Grand f;UJs Dam - <lass B·2. 

1967. c. 156; 1977, c. 373, § 27. 

3. Waters of the St. Croix River Watershed. within the State of Maine. not otherwise 
cl.usilied. including those of the Main Stem of the St. Croix River on tile M:Une side of tile 
tnternauonal bounchry fro,n the Gt.uld F;alls Dam to the head of tide - Oass C. 

1977. c. 373, § 27·A. 

St. John River Basin 

Allapsh River Dninaae Area - Clau A 

19S4, c. 79, § 1S 
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Fish River Dninage Alea 

19SS, c. 322, § S 

l. All waters, segmenu and tribuuries of the Flsh River Drainage not otherwise spe
cified or classified - Oass B-2. 

2. rash River and iu tributaries above the highway bridge O'Jer the Fish River at the 
outlet of St. Froid Ulte on Highway Route 11 - Class A. 

19S4, c. 79, § lS. 

3. Fish River from the bridae at Fort Kent Mills to the Route 11 Bridp near the foot 
of St. Froid Ulte - Qua B-1. 

4. FISh Ri11n main stem. from bridp at Fort Kent Mills to conlluenc:e with St. John 
River - Cass C 

1967, c. 304, § 17. 

Main Stem, St. John Rher 

1969. c. 268. 

1. St. John River. main stem, above the International Bridge Fort Kent - Cbss B-1. 

2. St. John River. main stem. from the International Bridge Fort Kent to the 
Frenchville-Madawaska town line - Class B-2. 

3. St. John River, main stem, from the Frenchville-M:tdawaska town line to the 
Canadian border - Oass C 

Tributaries. St. John Riva 

1969. c. 268 

1. All watm of the St. John J)Wnage Basin not otherwise specif.ed or classif.ed which 
receive drainap from landJ mtirely within the United Sutes - Class B·l. 

2. All tributaries direct and indirect of the St. John Riva not whoUy in the State of 
Maine, on the Maine side of the international border not otherwise specified or 
c:lassifted - Oass B-2. 

3. All Uibutaries of the St. Francis River, the drainage areas of which are wboUy within 
the State of Maine - Oass A. 

4. All tributaries and branches of the St. John River above the outlet of Allagash River, 
the drainap areas of which are wboUy within the Sute of Maine, including that portion of 
the river above the St. John Pond Dam - Oass A. 

S. All streams and tributaries. unless otherwise specified or cL:usified. entering the St. 
John River in Fort Kent. Frenchville. ~bdawaska (includmg the upper poruon of ~brtin 
Brook). Grand Isle. Van Buren. S1. John Plantauon and H:amlm Planution - Ous B-2. 

6. Martin Brook, ~bdawaska. downstrum of th.: bridg.: on the Back Settlement 
Road - Class C 

7. Negro Brook. Allagash Pl:lnuuon. and tiS tribuuncs - Cbss A. 

8. Oquisiquit Brook and :ts tribuuncs. ~brs Hill and Easton. above the Canadian 
border - Cass B-2. 

9. Riviere des Chutes, Easton and M:~~s Hill. above the Canadian border - Class B-1. 
10. Thibodeau Brook. Grand Isle, from Route 1 to the St. John River - Oass C. 

11. Violette Brook Van Buren. below the railroad to confluence with Violette 
Stream - Oass C 

12. Violette Stream, Van Buren. btlow Champlain Street to the junction with the St. 
John River - Oass C. 

13. Prestile Strcilm - Oass B·2. 

1965. c. 42, § 2; 1967. c. 304, § 18; 1969. c. 268; 1977, c. 373. § 27-B. 
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Salmon Falls-Piscataqu:~ R.inr Basin 

I. Waters not pre,iously classified of the nwn stem a.nd direct a.nd induect tnbut:uies of 
the Salmon Falls and Piscauqu:~ Rivers, within the State of Maine. above tide~-:ater - Class 
IH. 

1961. c. 321. § l. 

R.S. 1954, c. 79. § 15; 1955, c. 426, §§ 1, 2, 4; 1957, c. 322. §§ 1·8; c. 412; 1961. c. 
330; 1S63, c. 274 , § 4. 

§ 369. Coastal streams 

1971. c. 470, § s. 
Cumberland Couaty 

1959, c. 133, § 1 
Those waters draini.na directly or iruiirectly into tidal waters of Cumbedand County with 

the uc:eption of the Presumps<:Ot Ri'nlr Dninap Area upstream from the Presumpsc:ot Falls 
Dam and the Anclroscogin Ri'nlr Buin Drainage Area. 

l. AD coastal streams, direct and indirect segmenu thereof. drainin& to tidewater of 
Cumberland County, not otherwise specified or classified - Class C. 

2. BrvMwiclt. Unnamed Stream entering tidewater of New Meadows River at Middle 
Bay-~ A. 

3. Cape Elizabeth. Alewife Brook - Class A. 
4. Falmouth. Mill Creek and tribuuries thereof- Class B-2. 

S. Falmouth and Portland. Unn:amed Stream forming a poruon of the Portl:lnd· 
Falmouth town line and located on the southwesterly shore of the Presumpscot River 
estuary - Class D. 

6. Freeport. 

A. Harvey Brook - CliiSS B·l. 

B. Frost Gully Brook - Class A . 

C. ~terrill Hrook - Class B·2. 

D. ~terrill Brook and tributaries below Marne Cenual Railroad crossing to confluence -
Class B·l. 

E. Collins Brook and tributaries - Oass B·2. 

F. ~fill Stream and tributaries- Class B·l. 

G. Kelsey Brook and tributaries - Class C. 

H. Little River and tributaries - Oass B·2. 

0-H added 1979. c. 495. 

6-A. Gny. 
A CoUier Brook - Oass B·2. 

1965. c. I 53. 

7. Portland. Srroudw:uer River from its o ri!!in to Its conilu~nce with lndtan Camp Brook 
Class B-2. 

7-A Pownal. Chandler Brook - Oass B 2. 

1967. c. 17. 

8. Scarboro. 

A. Finnard Brook - Oass B· 2. 

B. Phillips Brook - Class C 

1967,c. 304, §19. 

C. Stuart Brook - Oass B-2. 

9. South Portland. Red Brook from the Rye Pond outlet dam to its origin and tributaries 
thereof - Oass B·2 
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10. Yarmouth. 

A Pratts Brook - Oass 13-1 . 
B. Royal R1vr r. maan stem. from ns ori11an to the head of tidewater (dam1 above Main 
Street. Yarmouth - Oass B·2 . 

1979. c .. 495. 
Hancock County 

1955, c. 4 26. §§ 1·7 

Those waters dninins directly or indirectly into tidal waters of Hancock County with the 
exception of those tributary to the Penobscot River Estuary north of a line drawn due east 
from Fort Point in Stockton Springs. 

1. All coastal streams, direct and indinct segments thereof, drainins to tidewaters of 
Hancock Collrlly, not otherwise specified o r classified, with the exception of those tributuy 
to the Penobscot RiYCr Estuary north of a line drawn due east from Fort Point in Stockton 
Sprinp - Class IH. 

2. Blue HilL 
A. Carleton Stream, main stem. between Fust Pond and Second Pond - Class C. 

1977, c. 373. § 28. 
B. Carleton Stream. mau1 stem, from the outle t o f Fint Pond to tidewater at Salt Pond -
Class c. 
1977. c. 373, § 28. 
C. Unnamed stream at edge of Blue Hill Village entering tidewater ne:u "Big Rock" -
Class C. 
1967. c. 304, § 20. 
D. Unnamed stream flowing from near "Old Cemetery" to the Town \Vhuf - Q.us C. 

1967, c. 304, § l O. 
E. Mill Brook Stream from a point just above the sewer of the consolidattd school to its 
outlet at tidewater - Oass 8-l. 

1977. c. 373, § 28. 
F. Unnamed Stream about 100 yards east of Mill Brook Stream - Oass C. 

1967, c. 304. § 20. 

3. Brooksville. 
A. Outlet of Walker Pond, from the dam at Lymebumer's Mill to tidewater - Cl.us 8-2. 

B. Shepardson Brook (or Mill Brook). main stem, from Route 176 to its outlet at 
tidewater - Oass C. 
4. Ells worth. 
A. Card Brook. main stem, from the Farm Pond about :!SO yards west of U.S. Hi~W3Y 
No. 1 to t idewater - Class 8-2. 

1963. c. 23. 
B. Gilpatrick Brook. main stem, from bridge at U.S. Highway r-;o. I to Its outlet uuo 
the Union River - Class 8-2. 

C. Union River. main stem. from head of Graham Lake to bridge at U.S. His)lway No. I 
at Ellsworth Falls - Class B-2. 

D. Union River. main stem. from bridge at U.S. High way No. I at Ellsworth Falls to 
tidewater - Class C. 
E. Unnamed Stream south of l.awel Stm:t in Ellsworth - Class C. 

S. Franklin. Unnamed Stream flowing near r lroad station an Franklln Village to Hop 
Bay - Class C. 

6. Gouldsboro. All coastal streams. duect and anduect segmtnts. discharj!ing to tidrwater 
on the easterly mainland of Gouldsboro - Class C. 

7. lamoine. Spnng Brook below washer lt Gnndle"s £1'3VCI pit - aas~ c. 
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8. Penobscot. 

A. Cements Brook. main stem. fro m tidewater to a pomt 100 feet upsue:un of Ro ute 
166 - Oass B-2. 

B. Tributary of ~inslow Stream entering from the south of South Penobscot Village 
from its confluence with Winslow Stream to the crossing of Route 177 - Oass B-2. 

C. Winslow Stream, main stem, from tidewater to dam at the sawmill of S. C. 
Condon - Oass C. 

1967, c. 304, § 21. 

9. Sedpiclt. 
A. Sargent Brook u SarJCntvWe Village. main stem, from tidewater to a point 300 feet 
upstteam of the high ny - Oass C. 

B. Three Unnamed Streams entering tidewater immediately north of Sedgwick 
Vtllage - Oass C. 
C. Unnamed Stream entering tidewater at the head of Salt Pond near North 
Sedgwick- Class B-2. 

10. Trenton. Stony Brook from Route 3 crossing to tidewater - Class C. 

11. Waltham. Webb Brook. main stem, from d.:lm immediately downsueam of bridge on 
Route 179 to its outlet to Graham Lake - Oass B-2. 

12. Winter Harbor. Coastal streams between the southerly point of Schoodic !'::Unsula 
to the Winter Harbor-Gouldsboro town line - Oass C. 

Knox County 

1955. c. 426. § I 

St George River Drainase System 

1. All segments and tributanes direct and indirect of the St. George River Dr:unage 
System. above tidewater. not otherwise defined or classified - Class C. 

2 All segments and tribuuries direct and indirect of the St. George River above the 
outlet of St George Lake in Liberty - Oass B-1. 

3. Castner Brook below Hillcrest Poultry Plant - Oass C. 

4 . Crawford Pond Outlet and Crawford Pond tributaries - Oass B-1. 

5. Fuller Brook and its tributaries- Oass B-1. 

6 . North and South Pond tributaries and outlet to the St. George River - Oass B-1. 

Other Coastal Streams of Knox Counry 

1. umden. 
A. All coastal stream, duect and indirect segments thereof. draining to tidewater in 
the Town of Camden, not otherwise specified or classified- Class B-1. 

B. Megur ticook River, main stem, below a point 300 feet above the dam at the Mount 
BJttie Mill - Class B-2. 

1977. c. 373, § 29. 

2. Cushing. 

A. All coastal stream, direct and indirect segments thereof. draining to tidewater in the 
Town of Cushing- Oass B-1. 

3. Friendship. 

A. All coastal sueams. direct and indirect segments thereof. draining to tidewater in the 
Town of Friendship unless otherwise specified or classified - Oass B-1. 

B. Goose River, main stem. tidewater to dam at the Herbert Tibbetts' sawmill - Class C. 

C. Goose River, main stem, from Tibbetts' sawmill dam tv the outlet of Havener 
Pond - Oass B-2. 
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4 . Owls Head. 

A. All coasul st re:11m. d1rect and mdJrcct ~evnents thereof. drairung to tidewater in the 
Town o f Owls Head - Cl:lss C. 
5. Rockland. 

A. All coastJ.I streams. d1rect and mdirect ~e!!ments thereof. draining to tidewater in the 
City of Rcckl.Lnd - Oass C. 

6. Rockport. 

A. All coastJ.I streams. d irect and indirec t segments thereof. draining to tidewater in the 
Town of Rockport. unless otherw~se described or classified - Qass C 

B. Goose IU'•er and its tributaries below the highway bridge near Simonton 
Comers - Oa-.s B-2. 

C Goose IUver and its tributaries above the highway bridge near Simonton 
Comers - Qass B-1. 

D. Uly Pond outlet - Oass B-2. 

7. St. George. 

A. All coasw streams. direc t and ind.uect segments thereof. draining to tidewater in the 
Town of St. George. unl.ess other,.ise described or classitied - Qass C. 

B. Unnamed Stream and its tributaries above tidewater. entering tidewater at the 
northwesterly corner o f Tenant's Harbor - Oass B· l. 

C Unnamed Stream and its tributaries. above tidewater. entering tidewater at the head 
of Long Cove - Qass B· l. 

8. South Thomasto n. 

A. All coastal streams, direct and tnduec t SC)!ments the reo f. d rainage to tidewater in the 
Town of South Thomas ton - O ass C. 
9. Thomaston. 

A. All CQastal stteams. direct and indirec t segments thereof. dra.irung to tidewa ter in the 
Town of Tho maston. unless otherwise described o r cL1ss1iied - CLlss B-1. 

B. Mill IUver. main stem. from tidewater to a point 'h mile above tidewater - Qass C. 

C. Oyster IUver. main stem. from tidewater to a pom t 200 feet upstream o f P:ickard's 
Mill - CLlss C. 

D. Oyster IUver. main stem, from a point 200 fe: t upstream of Packard 's Mill to the 
junction with the tributary of which is the outlet of Rocky r~nd - Oass B-2. 

E. Tributary of Oyster IUver. main stem, CQrrung from Rocky Pond between the Route 
17 bridge at West Rockpon and the junction with Oyster IUver - Qass 8·2. 

F. Unnamed Stream flowing from Mace's Pond to Chick.awaukee Pond - Oass B-2. 

10. Wanen. 

A. All coasw streams. direct and mdirect se,ments t her.:of. draining to tidewaters of the 
St. George IUver Estuary unless otherwise specified or classified - Oass B· l. 

B. Oyster IUver. See : Thomaston ab ;,ve. 

C. Unnamed Stream and its tributaries to St. Geor~ River udewa ter near Wanen-Cushing 
boundary upstre.am of a point 500 feet above South Warren· North C'uslung Road. Class B-2. 

0 . Unnamed Stream to St. George IUver tidewater near Warren-<:ushing boundary 
between a point 500 feet above t he So uth Warren-North Cushing road to tidewater - Class 
c 
E. Unnamed Stream, an<S its tributaries above tidewater which enters tidewater of the St. 
George IUver 'h mile below the So uth Warren bridge - Oass B-2. 

11. Other coastal streams. All CQasw streams, direct and indirect SeJITimts thereof, 
draining to the tidal waters of Knox County, not otherw~se specified or classified - Oass 
B-1. 

1973. c. 423, § 4. 
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Lmcoln County 

1955. c . .;26. § 1 

Those waters drairung ducctlr or ind11ectly mto tid:l.l waters of Uncoln County. 

D:un:ariscotu River Dr:unage 

All se2ments and tribuuries of the D:amariscotu River. not otherwise defined. above 
tidewater - Cws B-1. 

2. D:amariscotu River. main stem. from the outlet of Damariscotu Lake to tidewater at 
Salt Bay - Oass B-2. 

3. Inlet of Dam:uiscott:l Lake at Jeffenon Village, from the outlet of the mill pond 
above Jeffenon Village to the lake - Class B-2. 

Medomak River Drainaae 
1. All segments and tributaries of the Medomak River Drainage. not otherwise defined 

or classified. above tidewater - Oass 8-2. 

2. Repealed. 1965, c. 425 . § 22. 

3. Tributaries of Uttle Medomak Brook, principally in the Town of Washington - Class 
B-1. 

Sheepscot River Drainase 

I. All segments and tribuuries of the Sheepscot River Dr:unage above tidewater not 
otherwise defined or classified - Class B·l. 

2. Sheepscot River. mam stem, from udewater to JUncuon of E.lst and West 
Branches - Oass B-2. 

3. Sheepscot River. West Branch mam stem. from outlet of Branch Pond to Junction ol 
the East and West Branches - Class B-2 . 

.; Turner Pond outlet 1.n Somerville Pl:uttauon from Tum~r Pond to Long Pond - Class B·2. 

Other CoasUI Streams of lincoln County 

l. AlnL 

A. All coastal streams. direct and indirect segments thereof. draining to tidewater in the 
Town of Alna. not otherWise specified or classified. with the exception of the Sheepscot 
River Drainage above tidewater - Class B-1. 

B. Ben Brook, main stem. downstreo~m of the second road crossing above its 
mouth - Class B-2. 

C. Unn:uned Sueam and its tributaries entering tidewater of the Sheepscot River at a 
point approximately one mile due east of the A1na Cemetery - Oass B-2. 

D Unn:uned Sueam at Head Tide Vtllage entering the Sheepscot River about 0. 1 S mill! 
below the Route 218 cr<>Ming - Class B-2. 

2. Boothbay. 

A. All coastal sueams, direct and •ndirect segments thereof. draining to tidewater in the 
Town of Boothbay. not otherwise specified or classified - Class B-2. 

B. Adams Pond - Class B-1. 

3. Boothbay Harbor. 

A. All coastal sueams. direct and indirect sepnents thereof. draining to tidewater in the 
To wn of Boothbay Harbor. not otherwue specified or classified - Oass B-2. 

B. Meadow Brook and its tributaries entering Lewis Cove -Class B-1. 

C. Unnamed Brook :md its tributanes entering the most easterly cove of Campbell Pond -
OassB-1. 

4 . Bremen. 

A. All coastal sueams, direct and indirect segments thereof, draining to tidewater in the 
Town of Bremen- Oass 8-l. 
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5. Bristol. 
A. All coastal streams enterinl! tidew:~ter between the Bristoi·D~rnmscott3 town line and 
the Bristol-South Brutal to wn line - Oass B-2. 

B. All coastal ~ueams enterin2 tidewater between the Bristol-South Brutal town line and 
the head of tid• on the Pernaqwd River. not otherwise specified or cbssified - Oass B-2. 

C All coastal streams entering tidewater between the head of tide on the Pernaqwd 
River and the Bristol-Bremen town line. not otherwise specified or classified - Oass B-1. 

D. Pemaquid River, segments and tributaries thereof. not otherwise defined. above 
tidewater- Class IH. 
E. Pemaquid River. main stem. enttance to Boyd Pond to tidewater - Class B-2. 

F. Pemaquid River, main stem. from dam upsuum of Brutal V'illaac to the entnnee of 
Boyd Pond - Class C 

G. Unnamed Sueam entering a cove in the tidewater of Pemaquid River immediately 
-n of Pemaquid ViUaac- Class &I. 

H. Unnamed Stteam. above tidewater. entering Buck CQve in the Town of 
Bristol- Oass &2. 

6. Damarilcoua. 

A. All coastal streams entering tidewaten of the Darnariscotu River - Oass B-2. 
7. Dresden. See: Section 368, Kennebec River. 

8. Edgecomb. 

A. All coastal stteams, segments 3nd tn buuries thereof. dr31rung to tidewater in the 
Town of Edgecomb. not otherwise specified or classified - O.Us B-1. 

B. All coastal streams. segments and tributaries thereof. dr:lirung to odewater between 
(not including) the outlet of Uly Pond to the Edgecomb-Boothb3y town line - Class B-2. 

C All coastal streams. segments and tribuuries thereof. drairung to tidewater between 
the Edgecomb-Boothbay line on the Damariscotta River and SeMen Neck - Class B-2. 

9. Newcasde. 

A. All coastal stteams draining to tidewaten of the Dalll3riscott3 River in the Town of 
Newcastle - Class B-1 . 

B. All coastal streams draining to tidewaten of the Sheepscot River Estuary in the 
Town of Newcastle- Oass &I. 

10. Nobleboro. 

A. All coastal streams draining to tidewaten of the Dalll3riscott3 River in the Town of 
Nobleboro - Oass B-2. 
11. South Bristol 

A. All coastal streams and segments thereof dr:lining to tidewaters in the Town of South 
Bristol. unless otherwise specified or cbssified - Oass B-2. 

B. Uruwned Suearn entering t idewaters 3bout ~ mtle :~bove PrentiSS Cove at the 
Bnstoi-South Bruta l boundary - Oass B-1. 

12. SouthporL 

A. All coastal streams and segments thereof dr31rung to tidewaters m the Town of 
Southport - Oass B-1. 

13. Waldoboro. 

A. All coastal suearns and segments thereof dr:lining to tidewaten in t he Town of 
Waldoboro. except as otherwise specified or classified and with the exception of the 
Medomak River and its tributaries above head of tide - Class B-1. 

1963, c. 54, § 2. 

B. Goose River. See: Knox County Coastal SUC3ms. 
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14. Wesrport. 

A. All coasUl streams and segmcnu thereof draining to tidewaters in the town of 
Westport - Oass C 

1967. c. 304. § 22. 

15. WiscaueL 

A. All coastal suums and segments thereof dnininJ to tidewaters in the Town of 
'Wiscasset, not otherwise specified or classified - Oass S.l. 

B. Unnamed Stream and tributaries mterin& tidewater by way of Olewonke 
Creek - Qass S-2. 

C Unnamed Stream and tributaries in W"uc:aaet enterina the tidal estuary which lies 
i.mme4iately west of Bailey Point - Qass S-2. 

D. Ward Brook and tributaries - Claa S-2. 

16. Other coastal sucams. All coutal strams, direc:t and inclirect sqments thereof, 
draining to the tidal waters of UncoiD County, not otherwile specified or classified - Qass 
S-1. 

1973, c. 423, § s. 

Sapclaho<: County 

Those streams above tidewater which drain to tidal waters of Sagadahoc County. directly 
or induectly. not 111clud.ing ~t portion of Merrymeeting Bay north :and west of the Clops 
at Bath or those suearns dr.Uning to the Androscoggin River Estuary - Oass C 

1967. c. 3~. § 23. 

Waldo County 

19S.S. c. 426, §§ 1·7 

'P.!ose streams above tidewater which drain to tidal waters of Waldo County between the 
Waldo-Knox County line to Fort Point in StocKton Springs. 

1. Coastal strums, segme:~ts and tributaries thereof, not otberwise described, above 
tidewattJ. entering tidewater between the Knox-Waldo Co1111ty line and the head of tide on 
the Uttle River at the Northport-Belfast boundary - Class S.l. 

2. Coastal suearns, segments and tributaries thereof, not otherwise defined. above tide
water. entering tidewater between tbe hud of tide on Goose River and Fort Point in 
Stockton ~prings - Class C. 

3. Ducktrap River, segments and tributaries thereof, not otherwise described, above 
tid!water - Oass S-1. 

4 . Goose River (Belfast). mai.n stem, below the upstrum crossing of Route 101 - Oass 
c 

S. Goose River (Belfast). segments and tnbutaries thereof. not otherwise defined. above 
tidewater - Oass B-2. 

6. Uttle Rsver. Northport-Belfast. segments and tributaries thereof. not otherwise 
defined. above tidewater - Class 6-l. 

7. Mill Brook and ns tributaries in Searsport upstream of a bridge site on an abandoned 
ro:ad about I !'1 miles northerly of the village at Searsport which includes McOures Pond and 
Cam Pond - Oass B· l. 

8. Mixer Pond (Morrill and Knox) tributaries- <lass S.l. 
9. P::usagassawaukeag River, segments and tributaries thereof, not otherwise defmed, 

above tidewater - Oass S-2. 

10. Pa.ssagassawaukeag River Drainage above the outlet of Ellis Pond, to include Ellis 
Pond. twfrnoon Pond, Pa.ssagassawaukeag Lake and their respective tributaries- Oass IH. 
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I I. Sanborn Pond Jnd Duuon Pond tnbutmes an ~lorrill and Brooks - Q.:us B-1. 

12. Shaw Brook :md Its tributmes in :-.:orthport - Class B-2. 

13. \.:nn3mcd Stream entenng tidewater :lt l.mcolnville Be:lch - Cl:us B-2. 

14. Unn3mcd Stre:1m and its tnbut:~ries entering tidewater at the northwest comer of 
Long Cove - Cl:us B-1. 

15. Wescott Stream, entering tidewater in Belfast. segments and tributaries thereof not 
otherwise defaned, above tidewater - Oass B-1 . 

16. Other coastal sacams of Willdo County. All coastal sueams. direct and indirect 
segmenu thereof, draining to the ticW '4~ters of Waldo County, not otherwise specified or 
classified - Oass B-1. 

1973, c. 423, § 6. 

WuhinJlon County 

1955. c. 426, § 7 

Those streams above tidewater which drain to tidal waters of Wuhinston County, 
diJectly or indirectly, includins those which drain to the tidal waters of the St. Croix Rivv. 

I. All coutal streams, SCJI!Ients :an:i tribuuries thereof. not otherwise defined, above 
tidewater, entering the tidal waters of Wastun~on County from the Washinston-Hancock 
County line to and including those to the tid:ll w:aters of the St. Croix River - Oa!s B-1. 

2. Boyden Stream. main stem, from the outlet of Boyden Pond to the first road crossinJ 
below Boyden Pllnd- Class B-2. 

3. Chandler :.Uver :md its tributaries :above the Highway Bridge on Route 1 - Class A. 

4. DeMys River md its tribut:~ries :above the Hit:bw:~y Bridge on Route 1 in the Town 
of Dennymlle - Oass A. 

5. DeMys River. main stem, from tidew:uer to the ~ridge at U.S. Highway No. 1 at 
Dennysville - Class B-2. 

6. Dyke Brook. East Branch. main stem in Columbia from tidewater to the crossing of 
the Maine Central Railroad - Oass C. 

7. East Machias River and its tributaries above the Hi[!hway Bridge on Route 
191 - Clus A. 

8. East M:!chiu River. main stem. from head of tide to a point 2.000 feet upstleam of 
the dam of the Bangor Hydr~Electric Co. - Oass C. 

9. M.achiu Ri-wer and its tributaries abo-we the miU pond at Whitneyville - Om A. 
10. Machias River, main stem. from the dam creating the miU pond in Whitneyville to 

the site of the low dam opposite the ends of West Street and Hardwood Street iD 
Machias - Clus B-2. 

11. Machias River. main stem. between the site of the low d:lm approximately opposite 
the ends of West Street and Hardwcod Street in ~l:lcluas to the head of tide - Class C. 

12. Middle River. main stem. between the 2nd upstream crossing of Route 192 and 
tidewater - Class B-2. 

13. N:~rtapugus River. East and West &r:mches and their tributaries, above the con
fiuence of the 2 streams - Oass A. 

14. Narra,uagus Ri-wer, main stem. between tidewater and the bridge of the Maine 
Ccn tral Railroad - Class B-2. 

15. Oranfe River and its tri';)utaries abo~ the highway bridge on Route 1 - Oasa A. 

16. Orange JUver, main stem. between tidewater and the highway bridge at U.S. 
HiP1way No. 1 in Whiting - Clus B-2. 

17. Pemwnaquan River, main stem, between the crossq of the Eastport Branch of the 
Malne Central Railroad and tidewater - Class B-2. 

18. Pleasant Rl-wer, main stem, from tidewater to a point 1,000 feet above tide
.-ater - Oass B-2. 
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19. Tribuwy of Tunk Stream. the outlet of Round Pond, from Rou.nd Pond to the 
confluence with the main stem of Tunic Stream - Oass B-2. 

20. Tunic Stream, main stem. from the bridge at Unionville to tidewater - Cbss B-2. 

21. Unnamed Stream entering northerly end of Brooks Cove in Robbinston -Class C. 

22. Unnamed Stream immediately north of Schoolhouse Lane in Robbinston - Class C. 

23. Unnamed Stream at easterly edge of Columbia Falls Vtllage from tidewater to Maine 
Cenual R.ailroad near Pleasant River Canning Company plant - <lass C. 

24. Umlamed Stream entering tidewater portion of St. Croix River at ':alais crossing 
North Street between Beech and Union Streets - Class C. 

1971, c. 138. § 2. 

2S. Umwned Stream passing through Harrington Vtllage, the segment thereof, betwea 
tidewater and a point immediately upstream of the school sewer- Class C. 

26. Unnamed Stream flowing throulh Dennysville Villap immediately west of school 
buildin&- Class B-2. 

27. Whitten Parrin Stream in T7, S.D. and Steuben- Oass C. 
28. W"agins Brook at South Trescott, main stem. between Route 191 and tide

water - Class C. 

York County 

19S7, c. 322. § 8. 

Those streams above tidewater which dr:ain to tidal w:aten of York County with the 
exception of those streams drlllling to the inland waten of the Pisc3t:aqua-Salmon Falls 
River Dr:ainage. the Ptesumpscot River Drainage, the Mousam River DriWIIge and the Sac:o 
River Dr.Unace. 

l. All coastal streams draining directly or indirectly to the tidal waters 'Jf the Salmon 
Falls·Piscataqua River north of Sisters Point in Kittery - C1ass B-1. 

2. All coastal streams above tidewater between Roaring Rock Point (York.) and the head 
of tide on Branch River (Wells) except as otherwise specified or classified - ~ C. 

3. AD c:oastal streams and their tributaries not otherwise speafied between Walker Point 
(Kennebunkport) and Flctchcn Neck in Biddeford - Class C . 

4. AD coastal streams above head of tide and tributaries thereof not otherwise 
lcsignated or classified entering tidewater from Fletchcn Neck, Biddeford, to the 
Vork·Cumberland County line - C1ass B-2. 

S. Biddeford-Unnamed streams and tributaries, the main stem of which crosses Route 9 
two-tenths of a mile southerly of the intersection of Route 9 and Guinea Road - Class C. 

6. Branch River (Brook), \\'ells - Class 8-1. Goosefare Brook (Sac:o), from its origin ot 

7. Goosefare Brook (Saco). from its origin to head of tide - Class C. 
8. Josias River Tributary and branches thereof, entering from the north approximately 

2'11 miles above tidewater- Oass 8-2. 

~ . KeMebunk River and tributaries not otherwise c:lassified including streams entering 
tidewater portion of Kennebunk River - Class 8-2. 

10. Milliken Brook (Saco) - Class C. 

11. Weblwulet River and tributaries- Class 8-2. 
12. West Brook (Biddeford) and tributaries above head of tide- C1ass C. 

13. Coastal sueams and direct or indirect tributaries thereof above head of tide, not 
otherwise designated or c:lassified, which enter the tidal watcn of York County - Ous B-2. 

1970, c. S38, § 1. 
R.S. 19S4. c. 79, §15: 19SS. c. 426, §§1·3, S. 7: 1957. c. 32:!, §8: 19S9. c. 183, §§I. 2; 

1963. c. 23: c. 54, §1 : c. 410. §2: 1979. c. 495, §§7. 8. 
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§ 370. Tidal waters 

Cumberland County 

1963. c. 274, § 3 

All tidal waters of Cumberland County with the exception of those in or borderi-tg on 
the tidal estuazy of the Androscog:in River and Merrymeeting Bay. 

1. Brunswick. 

A. ndal watm of the Town of Brunswick except thuse in or bordering on the tidal 
estuary of the Androscogi.n - Oass SB-1. 

1. Cape Elizabedl. 

A. All tidal waters or Cape Elizabeth not otherwise specified - Oass SB-1. 

B. From a point where longitude 70"·16'-40" (just north or ligiDs S.:h) c:roua the 
Scarboro mainland to a point where longitude 70'l-16'·14" (about one mile south of the 
mouth of the Spurwinlt Ri~ estuary) crosses the Cape Elizabeth mainland, includina the 
Spurwinlt Ri~ estuary to head of tide and tidal Uibutaries thereof - Oass SC. 

C. Watm SWTOUnding Richmond Island- Class SB-1. 

D. From the southernmost point or land at M:lckeMey Point to the easternmost point 
of land on the Cape Elizabeth mainland - CLass SA. 

E. From a point directly west of Chimney Rock to the Cape Eliz.abeth·South Portland 
line - Class sc. 
3. Cumberland. 

A. From Cumberland·F:almouth town line to Cumberland· Yarmouth town line - Class 
SB-2. 

B. Watm of Great Olebeague Island not specific:illy desi!!llatcd - Class SA. 

C Watm of Great Olebeague Island from the northernmost point of land southeast to 
latitude 43°-45' (approximately Yi mile of shoreline I - Oass SB-1. 

D. Waters of Great Chebeat~ue Island in Coleman Cove east of longitude 
70".07'·37" - Class SB-2. 

E. Watm surrounding islands in the Town of Cumberland not specifically 
delipated - Oass SA. 

4. Falmoudl. 

A. Presumpscot River estuazy from head of tide to Route 9 crossing - Q:us SC. 

1967, c. 447, § 2. 

B. Presumpscot River estuazy from the Route 9 crossing to tho: Route I crossing - Class 
sc. 
C. From the Route 1 cro~sing northeast to a point where lon\!itude 70"·13' -40" (about 
one mile north of Mackworth Point) crosses the Falmouth m:unland - Oass SC. 

D. Watm surrounding M:lckworth Island - CLass SC. 

E. All other waters oi Falmouth not otherwiSe des1~tcd - CLass SB-2. 

S . Freeport. 

A. All waters in the Town of Freeport Ulo.cSS otherwue specified- Oass SB· l. 

B. Harraseeket Harbor upstream from an 1mag111ary easrerly hne drawn from Stockbridge 
Point to Moore Point. including Harraseeket R1ver to the confluence with Frost Gully Brook 
below the Mast Landintz: Road - Class SB·1. 

B added 1979, c. 495. 
6. HupsweU. 

A. AU waters in the Town of Harpswell - Class SB· l. 

7. Portland. 

A. All tidal waters within the City o f Po rtland not otherwise ~pecified - Class SC. 
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B All tidal u·aters e:1st of lonenude 70"-10' not otherwtse specified - Oass SA. 

C. :-.iortherly shorehne of Fore Rtver and Pon.bnd H:ubor from the V:~u~hn Bndg~ cros.mg 
to the most easterly pomt oi land on the Portland mainland - Oass SC. 

196 7. c:. 44 7. § 1. 
D. All waten west of Grand Trunk Bridge which includes Back Cove- Class SC. 

1967, c. 447, § 1. 

E. Presumpscot River estuary from head of tide to Route 9 bridge - Class SC. 

1967, c. 447, § 1. 

F. Waten of Peaks Island from the most northerly point of land on the island to a 
point where latitude 43°-39'·S2" crosses the easterly shoreline (approximately one mile of 
shoreline) - Qass SB-2. 

G. Waten of Pealts Island from a point where latitude 43°·39'-S2" crosses the easterly 
shore line to the southernmost point of land on the Island- Oaa SB-1. 

H. Waters on the easterly shore of little Diamond lllud from the southernmost point 
of land to the northernmost point of land on the island - C1asa SB-2. 

(. From the moat westerly point of land on Long lsland to the most northerly land 
formation on the island - Class SB-2. 

J. From the most northerly land formation on Long Island to the most westerly point 
of land on the island in a southeasterly direction with the exception of Harbor Grace 
north of latitude 43•~n '-21" -Class SB-1. 

K. Waters of Harbor Gnce north of b titude 43°-41 '-21 " on Long Island - Class SB-2. 

L. Waten on the easterly shore line of Cushing Island from the northernmost point of 
land to the southernmost point of bnd on the island - Class SB-2. 

8. Scarboro. 
A. All tidal waten in the Town of Scarboro not otherwise designated - Class SB-2. 
B. Nonesuch River estuary from head of tide to the B. & M. (Dover line) railroad 
crossing - Class SC. 

C. little River estuary from head of tide to its c:onf1uence with the Scarboro River and 
tidal tributaries thereof - Class SC. 
D. Dunstan River estuary from bead of tide to its confluence with the Scarboro River 
and tidal tributaries thereof - Class SB-1. 

196S, c. 84. 

E. libby River estuary from head of tide to a point where 1ongirude 70°·19' (about I V. 
miles below the Route 207 crossing) crosses the estuary, and tidal tributaries 
thereof- Class SB-1. 
F. From a point directly west of the most northerly point of land on Shooting Rock 
Island to a point on the mainland directly north of Cool Rock - Class SA. 
1973, c. 267. 

G. From a point where longitude 70°· 16'-40" crosses the Sc:uboro mainland to a point 
where longitude 70.·16'-14" (a point about a mile south of the confluence of the 
Spurwick River estuary) crosses the Cape Elizabeth mainland including the Spurwinlt 
River estuary to head of tide and tidal tributaries thereof - Class SC. 

8-A. South Portland. 

A. All tidal waten in the Oty of South Portland - Class SC. 
1965, c. 425. § 23. . 

9. Yarmouth. 

A. All tidal waten of the ; ,wn of Yarmouth not otherwise designated - Class SB-2. 

B. Waters of little John Island from the northernmost point of land on the island 
southeast to a point where longitude 70°-()7'-32" intenects the shore line - Class SB-1. 
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I. Bar Harbor. 

Huc:ock County 

l9b3, c:. 320 

A. Tidewater from a point 500 yards south of Be:u Brook to the :>.ta unt Dessert· B:u 
Harbor town line. 11.i th the exception of Otter Cove north of btitude 44"·18. 75'- Qass SA. 
B. Tidewaters v.ithin the To'I!.Tl of Bar Harbor not specifically mentioned or 
described - Oass SB-1. 

1968, c:. 516, § I. 
2. Blue HiD. 

A. ndewater from Sand Point and southerly I distance of 500 yards - Class SB-2. 

B. ndewaters of Salt Pond - Oass SB-1. 

C Tidewater from the most southerly bridge crossing at Salt Pond at the " Nub" 
northerly and easterly inc:ludin& all bays and esnwies to tile Blue Hill·Surry town 
liDe - Cass SB-1. 
D. Tidewater within the Town of Blue Hill not previously mentioned or 
described - Oass SA. 
3. Brooklin. 

A. Tidewaters of Herrick Bay north of a line drawn due east from a point of land at 
latitude 44•-16'·18" - Oass SB-2. 

B. Tidewater from the tidal portion of the Benjamin River and including this river, to 
latitude 44•·15 .5' at Center Harbor - Oass SB-1. 
C Tidewaters o ' Salt Bay - Oass SB-1. 
D. Tidewater within the Town of Brooklin not otherwise mentioned or described - Oass SA. 

4 . Brocksville. 

A. Tide'lloater from Blake Point at longitude 68·~8' to a point of land south of 
Horseshoe Cove at latitude 44°·19.25 ' - Class SB-1. 

1968, c:. 516, § 2. 

B. Tidewaters forming the estuary known u Bapduce River in the Town of Brooksville 
and east of a point of land at approximately N. 44°·24' by W. 68.~6.3 ' (just south of 
Lord's Cove) - Oass SA. 
1963. c. 516, § 2. 
C Orcutt Harbor north of latitude 44•·20.75' - Oass SB-1. 

1968, c. 516, § 2. 

D. Easterly shoreline of Bucks Harbor from latitude 44•·20' ·1 0" south of longitude 
68•44.5'- Class SB-2. 

E. Westerly shoreline of Bucks Harbor south of latitude 44•·20'·10" easterly to longi· 
tude 68•44.5' at Norembep - Oass SB-2. 

F. Tidewater of Bucks Harbor north of latitude 44°·20 '·10"- Clas.s SB-1. 

1968, c. 516, § 2. 

G. Tide·N:uer along the shoreline at Norembep from lonptude 68"44.5' southeast to 
longitude 68.~3.25' - Oass SB-1. 

1968, c. 516. § 2. 

H. Tidewater from longitude 68.~2.25' ne3r Herricks Vllbge to Sedgwic:k·Broolcville 
town line - Class SB-1. 

l. Tidewater within this town along iu southerly shoreline from Blake Point to the 
Sedgwick town line not previously mentioned or described - Qass SA. 

J. Tidal waters from a point of land just south of Lord's Cove at approximately N. 
44°·24' by W. 68°~6.3 ' on the Bapduce Estuary around Cape Rosier to Blake's 
Point - Oass SB-1. 
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5. Casunc. 

1965. c. 179, § 3: 1968. c. 516. § 2. 
A. Tidewaters m the Town of Castine between a point un 01ce Head due sou:h of the 
li~hthouse to the point o f land at appro xamately ~- ~~··24 ". W 6 •...:7· -Class SB-~ . 

1963. c. 274. §3. 
B. Tidewaters of the estuary known as Ba~duce River bordering o n Castine east of a point 
of land at approximatelr N. 4-'0 ·24 ' - Class SA. 

C. Tidal waters of Castine bordering the Penobscot River Estuary between the Penobscot· 
Castine boundary and a point on Dice Head due south of the lighthouse- Class SB· l. 

1965. c. 179, §4. Chapter revised 1979, c. 495. 
6 . Deer Isle. 

A. Tidewater bordering the settled area of Egemoggin between longitude 68°44' and 
latitude 44°·18.25'- Cass SB-1. 

B. Tidewater of Blasuow Cove in little Deer Isle - Cass SB-2. 

1969, c. 121, § 1. 

C Tidewaters on the westerly shoreline south of latitude 44°·14.25' to the Deer 
Isle-Stonington town line, including Northwest Harbor, Pressey Cove and Sheephead 
Island - Cass SIH. 

D. Tidewater from the Stonington-Deer Isle town line at the Holt Pond outlet to the 
northeasterly point of land at latitude 44°-13.25' at Greenlaw Cove and including Stinson 
Neck - Cass SB-1. 
E. Tidewaters of Town of Deer Isle not otherwise mentioned or described- 03SS SA. 

7. Ellsworth. 

A. All tidal waters within the City of Ellsworth - Oa.ss SB·l. 

1968. c. 516. § 3. 

8. Fnnklin. 
A. All tidal waters within the Town of Franklin - Oa.ss SB·l. 

9. Gouldsboro. 
A. All tidewaters within the Town of Gouldsboro - Oass S&-1 . 

1968. c. 516, § 4. 

10. Hancock.. 

A. Tidewaters of Hancock north and westerly of a line drawn due west from Pecks 
Point in waters known as Killcenney Cove, Skillins River and Youngs Bay - Class SB-2. 

1967, c. 153, § 1. 

B. Tidewaters of the Town of Hancock not otherwise specified or described - Qass 
SB-1. 

1967, c. 153, § 1; 1968, c. 516, § s. 
11. Lamoine. 

A. Tidewaters from the Hancock-Lamoine to-Mt line at Kilkenney Cove south to a line 
drawn due west from Pecks Point in the Town of Hancock - Ciass SB-2. 

1967, c. 153, § 2. 

B. Tidewaters wtihln the Town of Lamoine not otherwise specitied or ~lassified- Oass 
SB-1. 

1967, c. 153, § 2. 

12. Mount Delert. 

A. Tidewater from Otter Cove south of latitude 44°·18.75' to Ingraham Point - Cass 
SA. 

B. Tidewaters within the Town of Mt. Desert not otherwise specified or classi
fied - Class SB-1. 
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1968.c.5 16. § 6. 

13. Penobscot. 
A. Tidewaters of the estuary known as Bagaduce River bordering on Penobscot - Class 
SA. 

B. Tidal waters of Penobscot bordering the Penobscot River estuary - Oass S!l-1. 

1965. c. 179, § 5. 
14. Sedgwick. 
A. Tidewaten of the estuary known as Ba~:1duce River bordering on Sedgwick - Oass 
SA. 
B. Remaining tidewaten within the Town of Sedlwic:k not otherwise specified or 
classified- Class SB-1. 

15. Sonento. 

A. All tidewaters within the Town of Sorrento - Oass SB-1. 

16. Southwest Harbor. 
A. All tidewaters within the Town of Southwest Harbor- Class SIH. 

1968, c. 516, § 7. 

17. Stonington. 
A. Tidewater from the Moose Island Bridge to Ames Pond outlet including waters of 
Moose Island - Oass SB-2. 

1969, c. 121, § 2. 
B. Tidewaten withln the Town of Stonington not otherwise specified or 
classified - aass ss-1. 
1969, c. 121, § 2. 

18. Sullinn. 
A. All tidal waten within the Town of SuWvan- Class SB-1. 

19. Suny. 
A. All tidal waten withln the Town of Surry -Class SB-1. 

20. Swans Island. 
A. All tidal waten within the Town of Swans Island- Oass SB-1. 

1968, c. 516, § 8. 

21. Tremont. 
A. All tidal waten withln the Town of Tremont - Oass SB-1. 

1968, c. 516, § 8. 

22. Trenton. 
A. All tidal waten withln the Town of Trenton - Class SB-1 . 

1968. c. 516, § 8. 

23. Winter Harbor. 
A. All tidal waters withln the Town of ~inter H;ubor - Oass SB-1 . 
1 968, c. 516, § 8. 

24. Cranberry Isles. 
A. All tidal waten within the Town of Cr:mberry Isles - Oass SB-1. 

1967, c. 475, § 8; 1968, c. 516, § 9. 

25. l.onJIIland Plantation. 
A. All tidal waten within Long Island Plantation - Class SB-1. 

1968, c. 516, § 9. 
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26. Exceptions. 
A. A muructp:ility, sewer district, person, firm. corporation or other legal enttty shall 
no t be deemed subJect to penalty under this subchapter ~t any time prior to October 1. 
1976 with respect to any of said classification in Hancock County if by such time he or 
it. "ith re~rd to facilities desi!!Jled to aclueve compliance \\ith the applicable cl3ssifica· 
tton shall have completed all the steps required to be then completed by the following 
schedule: 

1) Preliminary plans and engineer's estimates shall be completed and submitted to 
the Board of Environmental Protection on or before October l , 1969. 

2) Anangernenu for administration and financing shall be completed on or before 
October 1. 1971. 

3) Detailed engineering and final plan formulation shall be completed on or before 
January 1. 1972. 
4) Detailed plans and specifications shall be approved by the Board of Environ· 
mental Protection and construction bepD prior to June 1, 1973. 

S) Consuuction shall be completed and iD operallon on or before October 1, 1976. 
1968, c. S16, § 10; 1972, c. 618. 

Knox County 

1963, c. 274, § 3 

General classification - Tidewaten of Knox County not otherwise specifically desig-
nated - Qass SA (includes: Cushing, Warren, Thomaston). 

I. Camden. 

A Tidewater bordering Camden from Northeast Point to Ogier Point except that 
as•agned to Oass "C' - Qass SB-1. 

B. Tidewater bordering Camden from Metcalf Point to E.3ton Point - Qass SC. 
2. Cu.shing. 

A. Tidewaten bordering Cushing - Qass SA. 
3. Friendship. 

A. Tidewaters of Friendship Harbor north of a line drawn from the point of land 
opposite the northerly tip of Garrison Island to Jameson Point - Class SC. 
4. North Haven. 

A. Shoreline of North Haven for >n mile east of the point of land on the eastern side of 
Brown's Cove - Qass SB-2. 

S. Owls Head. 

A. Tidewaten from the point of land immediately southwest of Cresent Beach to the 
Owls Head-Rockland town line- Qass SC. 
6. Rockland. 

A. All tidewaten in the Oty of Rockland - Qass SC. 

7. Rockport. 

A. Rockport Harbor north of a line extended due east from end of Sea Street. ne:u 
Harkness Brook - Class SC. 
B. Tidewater from Rockland Town Une to the next point of land to the north - Oass 
sc. 
C. Clam Cove in Rockport from Brewster Point to Pine Hill - Qass SB-2. 

D. Rockpon Harbor north of a line due west of Beauchamp Point except that portion 
assigned to Qass " C' - Qass SB-1. 

8. st. Georae. 
A. Tidewaters between a point 100 yards south of the cannery at Port Qyde and the 
poant of Land west of Fish Cove - Qass SC. 

8. Tennants Harbor west of a North-South line at the harbor entrance (approximately 
lon!!Jtude 69°·12' W.) - Qass SC. 
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C. Small Cove just northe:ISt of Tenants Harbor. nonh of a line drawn due west from 
point oi land fomung east side o f cove- O :ISs SB-1. 

D. Tidewaters between ~brshaU Point md Hooper Point not assigned to O:lSS 
"C''- Oa.ss SB-1. 

9. South Thomaston. 

A. Northerly cove of Seal H:lrbor ne;u Sprucehead - Oass SB-1. 

B. Shoreline St. George River south of Hospiul Point- Oass SB-1. 

C. Weslteag River north of a line due west from Hayden Point - Qass SB-1. 

10. Thomaston. 

A. All tidal waters bordering Thomaston - Oass SA. 

11. ViDalbaYen. 

A. lidewaten of Carven Harbor and Sand Co¥e from the point on the south side of 
Suul Cove to the brid&e to Lane Island- Class SB-2. 

12. Waren. 

A. Tidewaters of Oyster River- Oass SB-1. 

B. Tidal waten of Warren not otherwise specified - Qass SA. 

1. Alna. 

Lincoln County 

1963, c. 274 , § 3 

A. All tidal waters within the Town of Alna- O:lSS SB-1. 

1963, c.'320. 

2. Boothbay. 

A. All tidewaters within the Town of Boothbay - Oass SB-1. 

3. Boothbay Harbor. 

A. Tidal waten bordering the Town of Boothbay Harbor northerly of a line drawn due 
east from the point of land off Commercia.l Street nearest McFarl.lnd Island - Cl:w SB-2. 

B. Tidal waten not otherwise classified within the Town of Boothbay Harbor - Oass 
SB-1. 

4. Bremen. 

A. All tidewaters within the Town of Bremen- Qass SA. 

s. BristoL 

A. All tidewaters not otherwise described or classified within the Town of 
Bristol- Class SA. 

B. Pt:maquld Harbor and New Harbor. including back cove in Bristol from Fish Point to 
a point 100 yards east of Gilbert's Wharf- Qass SC. 

C. Tidewaters in the Town of Bristol from Fish Point to the point of land east of Johns 
River, except that 5e!D1Cnt assigned to Class SC, and Round Pond Harbor inside the 
closest poinu on nonh and south - Cass SB-2. 

D. Tidewater of Long Cove north of a line drawn due west from the point of land 
extending southward on the east side of the cove - Class SB-1. 

6. Damariscotta. 

A. All tidal waters not otherwise described or classified - Class SB-1. 

D. Tidewaters from Latitude 44•-2. 7' (near present Route # 1 Bridge) south to latitude 
44·· 1.6' (south of Day Cove)- Qass SB-2. 

1967, c. 304, § 24. 

7 Edsecomb. 
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A. All tidal waters of S:lgadahoc County not otherwise classified or described. with the 
e'(cepuon of ~1crrymecting Bay no rth JJld west of the Chops and the Kennebec River. 
tidal estll3ry, from the Chops, so c;illed, southerly to a line drawn between the most 
easterly pont of bod at the southerly end of Popham Beach in Phippsburg and the 
southernmost extension of &y Point in Georgetown - Class SB-1. 

1963, c. 274, § 3. 

2. Other category. 

A. Tidal waters of the Sasanoa Ri-ver bordering the Town of Anowsic, between the 
Kennebec Ri-ver and Upper Hell Gate - Oass SB-2. 

1961, c. 273. 

B. Tidal waters borderinl the Town of Woolwich ~ the junction of the SCKalled 
Sasanoa Ri-ver and the Kennebec Ri'Vel and Upper Hell Gate on the Sasanoa Rivu - Class 
SB-2. 

1961, c. 273. 

I. BelfiSL 

Waldo County 

1963, c. 274, § 3 

A. Tldewaten from the Northport-Belfast town line to "The Battery" in Belfast - Class 
SB-1. 

B. Tidewaters between "The Battery" and a point opposite the swimming pool at the 
city park - Oass SB-2. 

C lidew2ten between a point opposite the swinunins pool at Belfast city park and the 
mouth of Goose River. except for portions otherwise classified or described - Class SC. 

1967, c. 1SS. 

D. The portion of the tidal estuary of the Passagassaw:amlteag River ups~am at the site 
of a bridge about one mile ups~am of the Route # 1 Bridge at Belfast - Class SB-2. 

E. lidewaten between Goose Ri'Vel and the Searsport-Belfast town line -Class SB-1. 

2. FrankforL 

3. l.slesbolo. 

A. lidewaten within the Town of Islesboro not otherwise designated or classi· 
tied - Oass SA. 

B. lidewaten from Marshall Pt. to Coombs Pt.- Class SB-1. 

C Dark Harbor inside the tidal dam- Oass SB-1. 

0 . Scpncnt of coast between Grindle Pt. and the point of bnd to the east of Broad 
Cove- Oass SB-1. 

4 . Uncolnville. 
A. lidewaten witlun the Town of Uncolnville not othe!Wise descnbed or claSSJ
iJcd - Oass SA. 

B. Tidewater creek or estUl.f)' of sm;ill strum which rises neu urver's Comer - Class SC. 

C. Tidewaten between the Islesboro Ferry wharf. l.Jncolnville. and a point 1.000 feet 
north of the tidewater creek at Lincolnville Beach. or estuary of small sueam. which rises 
near Carver's Comer except for the waters of this tidal creek - Class SB-2. 

D. Tidewater of the mouth of Duckuap River from the head of tide to a point 
approllimatdy 1.000 feet southeasterly of Route ' 1 - Class SB-1. 

S. NorlllporL 

''· All tidewaten within the Town of Northport not otherwise described or classi· 
tied - Class SA. 
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B. Tidewaters between Saturday Cove a:'ld the Northport-Belfast town line -Class SB-1. 
6. Searsport. 

A. All tidewaters witlun the Town of Sunport not otherwise described or cl:Lssi· 
fied - Oass SA. 

B. Tidewater from Belfast-Searsport town line and the point of land in Semport Harbor 
which is formed by the bnding or wh;uf at the end of Ste:~.mboat Avenue - Oass SB-1. 

C. From the wharf at the end of Steamboat Avenue in Se:lnport to a point opposite the 
site of the Searsport Railroad Station - Chss SB-2. 

D. Tidewaters between a point opposite the site of the Searsport Railroad Station and a 
point 100 yards east of the wharf at Summers Fertilizer Company - Qass SB-1. 

7. Stockton Sprinp. 

A. Tidewater from Ft. PoiJlt westedy to the Stockton Sprinp-Seanpor: town 
line- Oau SIH. 

B. From a point on the westerly bank of the Pl=nobscot River Eatuary at a point where aline 
drawn ill a westedy direction throup the southernmost point of Verona Island intenects this 
bank southerly to Fort Point on Cape Jellison - Oass SB-1. 

1965 c. 179 § 6. 

8. Effective date. 

A. The classifications set forth in subsection 7 shall become effective on October 1, 
1965, A munic:ipality, sewer district, penon. fum. corporation or other legal entity shall 
not be deemed in violation of these sections at any time or limes prior to October I , 
1976 with respect to those classifications if by such time or umes he or it with respect 
to any project necessary to achieve compiJance with the applicable classification shall 
have completed an steps required to then be completed by the following schedule: 

(1) Preliminary plans and engineers' esumates involving municipal and other pub
lically owned projects shall be completed on or before October 1. 1968 and plans for 
required abatement steps by othen shall be submitted :md approved not later than 
October 1. 1969. 
(2) Arr~D&ftnents for administration and financing shall be completed on or before 
October 1, 1971. In the case of municipal projects this period is to include definite 
schedulin1 of granu1rHicls. 
(3) Detailecl plans and specificatioN shall be approved by the Board of Environ· 
mental Protection and COGStliiCtion bqun prior to June l , 1973. 
(4) All requirements are to be completed and in operation on or before October 1. 1976. 

1965, c. 179, § 8; 1967, c. 475. § 9; 1972, c. 618. 

1. Addilon. 

WubinJ!On County 
1963, c. 274, § 3 

A. All tidewaters of Addison not otherwise described or classified - Oass SA. 

B. Tidewaters between a line extending due east from Whites Pr. to the east side shore 
and the Columbia Falls-Addison town boundary- Qass SB-1. 

C. Tadewaten in Addison north of a line across the estuary of Indian River I 00 yards 
below the Route 187 Bridge at Indian River Village - Qass SB-2. 

2. Beals. 

A. Tidewaters of Beals not otherwise classified - Qass SA. 

B. Tadnratm around the northern end of Beals Island between Indian Pt. :md the point 
of land OD Beals lslan4 ne&relt French HoiiSe Island - Qass SB-2. 
3. CalaiL 

A. Tidewaters from the Calait-Robbinston town line to a point of land immediately 
upstream of Devils Head in Calais- Oass SB-2. 
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II. Tidewaters of the St. Croix River estuary from the point of land Immediately 
upstream of DeVIls Head m C:ll:iis to the head of tide also in C:Uais - Oass SC. 

4 . Chenyfield. 

A. Tidewaters o f l'<aruguagus River estuary - Ous SC. 

5. Columb~ 

A. Tidewaters of West Brook estuary above the Columbia-Addison town bound· 
ary - Oass SB-2. 

6. Columbia Falls. 

A. Tidewater portions of the Pleasant River above the Columbia Falls-Adclison town 
boundary - Oass sc. 
7. Cutler. 

A. Tidewaters within the Town of Cutler not otherwise classified- CIISs SA. 

B. lldewaters of Cutler Harbor inside a line n&IIJiin& nortMast from the point of land 
approxmatdy at N. 44°·39.3' and w. 67°-12.4 ' -Cia SB-2. 

C. llcSewaters of Money Cove inside the tidal falls - Oaa SB-1. 

a. DeuysviiiL 

A. Tidewaters within the Town of Dennysville not otherwise classified - Oaa SB-1. 

B. Tidewaters of Dennys Bay and River west of linckley Pt. - Cia SC. 
9. Eut MadUaa. 
A. All tidewaters within the Town of East Machias - Oass SC. 
10. Eutport. 
A; Tidewaters of Eastport not otherwise classifxd or described - Oass SA. 

'.B. Tidewaters of Bat Harbor in Eastport from the fill between northwesterly point of 
Moose Island and Carlow Island and the old highway bridge from the mainland to Moose 
Island - Oass SB-2. 

C. · Tidewaters of Carryingplace Cove. east of a line dmwn from the point of land at 
approximatdy N. 44•-ss .3', W. 67".01.7' to the point of land at approximatdy N. 
44•-ss .3' , w. 67".01.7' - 0ass sa-1. 
D. Tidewaters of Prince Cove west of a line extending from Estes Head to the most 
southerly extension of the point of land on which Cowttry Road, so called, is 
located - Class SB-2. 

E. Tulal waters not o therwise classified between Shac:kford Head and tbe point of land 

near Dog Island in Eastport - Class SC. 
11. Edmunds. 

A. Tidewaters of Edmwtds not otherwise c:lassified or desc:n'bed- Class SA. 

B. Orange River estuary and Whiting Bay from a liDe drawn ac:toss the bay in a 
northwesterly and southwesterly direction throuatt Wilbur Pl. and the easterly bound· 
ary of Whiting- Class SB-1. 

C. Tidewaters of DeMys River in Edmunds west of a line drawn due south from 
Hinckley Point in DeMysville - Class SC. 

D. Tidewater of DeMys River Estuary and lby e~t of a line drawn due south from 
Hmckley Pt. in DeMysville to a point of land at approJUmately N. 44°·54.5' W. 
67"-11.7'- Oass SB-1. 

1 ~. Harrington. 

A. All tidewa ten of H.arringto.n not otherwise described or c:lassified - Class SA. 

8. Tidewaters of Mill Rive.r and Cole Creel: Estuary northwesterly of Oak Pt. in 
Harnngton- Class SS.l. 

C. Tidewaters bordering Harrington west and south of a line ac:ross the Harrington River 
at a point 1.000 feet down-river of the canning factory in HarriJl&ton- Class SC. 
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D. Tidewaters west and nonh of a line across the Harri.nJton River dtawn due east from 
Oliver lord Pt .• except those west and north of a line across the Hanington River at a 
potnt 1.000 feet downriver of the canning factory at Harrington - Qass SB-2. 

13. Jonesboro. 

A. All tidew:.ters in Jonesboro not otherwise desc:ribed or classified - Oass SA. 

B. Tidewaters of the Cllandler River in Jonesboro upstream of a line dtawn normal to 
the sueam at a potnt 2/10 mile below the Route # 1 Bridp at Jonesboro VWap- Oass 
sc. 
C. 1\dewaters along the Owldler River in Jonesboro between a line normal to the 
stream at a point 2/10 mile below the Route # 1 Bridge at Jonesboro Vlllap and a line 
clnwn from Culton Point to Deep Hole Point- Class SB-1. 

14. JOMtpOrt. 

A. All tidewaters of JoMSpOtt not otberwile delaibed or c:llaifiecl - <laa SA. 

B. Tidewaters ill JoDaport north of a line aczoa the estuary of IDdiaft River 100 yards 
below the Route 187 Bridp at IDdiaD IUwr VDJaae- Class SB-2. 

c. lldewaters ~ Hopldm Pt. Uld IDdiaD Pt. - a.. sc. 
15. Lubec. 

A. All tidewaters of Lubec not otherwite desc:ribed or clasitled - Casa SA. 

B. lldewaters of Bailey's Mistake west of a line drawn due DOrth from Balch Head in 
the Town of Trescott- Oass SB-1. 

C. Tidewaters between a point 1,000 yards westerly of Leadumey Pt. and a point 100 
yards south of the creek entering tidew:lter approximately 2/ 10 mile south of Woodward 
Pt. - Class SB-1. 

D. Tidewaters between Leadumey Pt. and a point 1.000 yards westerly along the 
shore - Class SB-2. 

E. Tidewaters between Leadu.oney Pt. and a point of land approximately N. 44•·.51.2' 
anc1 w. 6r-00.3' - aass sc. 
F. Tidewaters between the site of the North Lubec Ferry land.ing and a point of land at 
approximately 44~51.2' and W. 67•.()().3'- Qass SB-1. 

16. Mac:biaL 
A. All tidewaters within the Town of Machias not otherwise SJ)ec:ified or clasai
fted - Class sc. 
B. All tidewaters of Uttle Kemlebec Bay - Oass SA. 

17. Mriieeport. 

A. All tidewaters not otherwise described or c:lusified - Class SA. 

B. Tidewaters of Machias and East Machias Rivers north of a line clnwn from Ft. 
O'Brien Pt. to Randall Pt. in Machiasport - Casa SC. 
18. Millbridp. 

A. All tidew:.ters of MiDbridge not otherwise described or cbssified - Oass SA. 

B. Tidewaters north and west of a line from Fish Pt. to the point of land approximately 
N. 44•·31.8' by W. 61•·52.5' - Qass SC. 
C. Tidew:lters of W)'TIW'I Cove from Mitchell Pt. to a wharf location approximately 0.4 
mile northerly from Mitc:hell Pt. - Class SB-2. 

D. Tidewaters north and west of a line from Tunmy Pt. to Fickett Pt., except thOle 
deliDed as Class "SC"- Class SB-1. 

E. Tidewaters of the MiD Rner and Cole Creek estuary southwesterly, westerly and 
northerly of Blasket Pt. - Oass SB-1. 

19. Palbroke. 

A. Tidewaters of hmbroke not otherwise described or classified - Class SA. 

B. Tidewater estuaries of Cobsc:ook River and Wilson Sueam in Pembroke lying north 
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and west of a line drawn from the point of land at approximately N. 44°·54.5' W. 
67"·11.7' in Edmunds. due northeasterly to the Pembroke shore except those poruons in 
Denn)'sville described 35 lying west of 3 line drawn due south from Hinckley Pt. - Cbss 
SB-1. 
C Tidewaters of Pennamaquam River and Meadow Brook estuaries in Pembroke north 
:and west of a line dr:awn due east :and west through a point of land at N. 44°·56.5'. W. 
67°·10' - Oass sc 
D. All waters of Hersey Cove and tidewaters of the Pmnamaquam River north and west 
of a line drawn due south from the headland forming the easterly side of the entrance to 
Hersey Cove to Leighton Neck- Class SB-1. 

20. hny. 
A. All tidewaters of Perry DOt otherwise clescribe4 or claaified - Class SA. 

B. Tidewaters of small cove, the ftnt ccwe westerly or Eastport Branch of Maine Cenual 
Railroad, southwest of Pleasut PoiDt school at "-ttt Pt. - Cau SB-1. 

C Tidewaters of tittle River above the Route # 1 Bridge - Cau SB-2. 

21. Robbialton. 
A. Tidewaters from Ubnty Pt. north to Calais-Robbillstoa town line - Class SB-2. 

B. Tidewaters from Uberty Pt. south to Robbimtoa·Peny town line- Class SB-1. 

22. Roque Bluffs • 
A. All tidewaters within the Town of Roque Bluffs - Oass SA. 

23. Steuben. 

A. All tidewaters within the Town of Steuben - Oass SA. 

24. Trescott. 

A. All tidewaters not otherwise described or classified within the Town of 
Trescott - Class SA. 

B. Tidewaters of Bailey's Mistake in the Town of Trescott west of a line drawn due 
DOrth from Balch Head in Trescott- Class SB-1. 

C Tidewaters of Whiting Bay, between a line drawn across the bay northwesterly and 
southeasterly through Wilbur Pt. and the easterly boUDdary of Whiting- Class SB-1. 

25. WJiiliJii, 
A. Tidewaters of Whitina DOt otherwise described or dassi.fted - Class SA. 

B. Tidewaters southwaterly of the -terly bo11r1dary of Whiting - Oass SB-2. 

C Tidewaters of Holmes Bay for a distance of 100 yards around the ClllniJI& 
factory- Class SB-2. 

1. Biddeford. 

York County 

1963, c. 274, § 3 

A. Tidewaters of Biddeford not otherwise defmed or classified - Oass SB-2. 

B. Estuary of Uttle River north of latitude 43°·24 · .()4 " to head of tide. including tidal 
tributaries thereof - Oass SC 
C From the southernmost point of land on the Biddefotd mainland to a point where 
latitude 43°·25 '-07" etosses the mainland - Oass SA. 
D. From a point where 43"·25'-33" crosses the mainland to a point where latitude 
43"-26' -0S" ctoues the mainland - Oass SB-1. 

E. From a point where latitude 43°·26'-0S" crosses the mainbnd to a point directly 
north of the Coast Guard Station at Aetchers Neck - Qass SA. 

F. From the most -terly point of land on the Biddeford mainland to a point directly 
west of the most northerly point of land "n Basket lslancl, including tidewaters of "The 
Pool" - <lass SB-1. 
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1967. c. 154, § 1. 

G. Tidewaters from a point directly west of the most northerly point of land on Basket 
Island to bead of tide on the Saco River estuary - Class SC. 
1967. c. 154. § 1. 

2. Eliot. 

A. Ddewaters within the Town of Eliot- Class SIH. 
3. Knaebunk. 

A. Tidal watm of KeMebllllk not otherwise c:lusified or described- Oass SB-2 . 

B. &tuary of Mousun Riwr from bead of tide to Route 9 bridp crossina and tidal 
tributaries theteof - Class SC 

C Kenaebunlt Rher eltllar)' from bead of tide to tbe Route 9 crOIIiJic and tidal 
tributadel thereof - Oass sc 

··~ A. lldewaten of KamebiUikport not otherwise c:lassifled or described - Class SB-2. 
B. Kennebunk River estuary from had of tide to the Route 9 c:roaiJ1a and tidal 
tributariea thereof - Oass SC 

C. Tidewater from a point when! loqitude 70•·27'·37" croaes the KetUiebunkport 
mainland to a point where longitude 70•·26''"'8" croaes the mainland of 
KeMebiUikport- Class SA. 

D. Ddewater from a point directly west of the most northerly point of Vaupn Island 
to a point directly west of the most northerly point of land on Redin Island - Oass SC 

E. Estuaries of Smith Brook and Batson River north of latitude 43.·23'·22" and tidal 
tributaries thereof - Oass SC. 

F. Tidewater from the mainland of Kenneblllllcport at latitude 43•·23'·22" north to a 
point where longitude 7o--24'·33" crosses the mainland -Class SB-1. 

G. Tidewater from a point where lonpnade 7o--24'-33" crosses the mainland north to a 
point where 10ftlinade 70•·24'~5" crosses the mainland- Class SA. 

IL Estuuy of Uttle River north of latitude 43•·24'~" to head of tide, inc:ludina tidal 
Uibutadel thereof - 0ass SC 

5. Kihery. 

A. Tidewaters of Kittery not otherwise lpecified or c:lusifted- Cass SB-1. 

B. Tidewaters from Sister's Point to Kittery-York town bolllldary, with the exception of 
Bra11e Boat Hubor - Class SA. 
6. Old Ordlud Beach. 

A. All tidewaters of Old Orchard Beach- Oass SB-2. 
7. s.co. 
A. Tidewaters of Saco not otherwise described or classified - Oass SB-2. 

B. Saco River estuary from head of tide to the Camp Ellis breakwater- Class SC. 
1967, c. 154, § 2. 
8. South Berwick. 

A. AU tidewaters of South Berwick- Class SB-1. 
9. Wells. 

A. Tidewaters of Wells not otherwise described or c:1assified - Oass SB-2. 
B. From WeJls..York town line to a point of land at loqitude 70•·35'·35" and latitude 
43--14'..-..·:- Oass sc 
C. Tidewater from a point where latitude 43•-16'-lS" crosses Moody Beach to a point 
where latitude 43•-19'~" crosses Wells Beach- Cass SA. 
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0 EstUOJry of Webh:lnnet River from head of tide to a point .t lonptude 70'l3• '-32", 
l.:lutude 43"-17'-48" - Cl:Lss SC. 

E. Estuary of Webh:lnnet River from the most easterly bridae crossin& at latitude 
·H·· l8'-1S" to iu ocean confluence at latitude 43°·19'·14"- Oass SB-1. 

F. Enuary of Merriland River and tidal tributaries Ulcreof from head of tide to its 
ocean confluence at latitude 43°·20'-10" - Oass SC 

10. York. 

A. Tldewaten of York not otherwiJe described or classifiecl- Qass SB-2. 

B. Tldftaten from JCittery·York town line to poiDt oflaDd mown u ArlO Pt. - Qua SA. 

C nclal eshlllY of York Ri¥er from Route 1 c:rouiDa to he8d of tide, iDc1udiDa 
tidal tributaries tbereof - Qass SB-2. 

1970. c. 531, § 2. 

D. lldewaters from Eut Pt. to the northemmolt poiDt of laDd at Concordville at 
1oaptllde 7o-·36'-11"- Oass SB-1. 

E. ElhlllY of Cape Neddick Ri¥er from bad of tide to point where lonaitude 
7o--36'-46" croaes- Oass SB-2. 

1970, c. S38, § 2. 

F. lldewaten from Weare Pt. to a point where 100Jitude 70•·36'-46" croaes the 
maiDbDd of York - Qass SB-1. 

G. Tidewater from a point where longitude 70°-3S ' crosses the mainland of York to 
York-Wells town line- Cass SA. 

R.S. 19S4. c. 79, §15 ; 19S7. c. 322. §9: 1959. c. 183, §3: 1961. cc. 273, 284; 1963, c. S4, 
§.!:c. 157; c. 274, §3: cc. 316. 320; l979, c. ~95 , §§ 9. 10. 

§ 371. Rapealed. 

l9SS, c. 426, §8: 19S7. c. 322, §§2, 10: 1963, c. 420, §3: 1967, c. 342, §1 ; 1971, c. 33S; 
1973. c. 29; 1977. c. 373, §30. 

§371-A. <lulificarion of pat poncls 

1. Gnat poncb cl-..irled. AU great ponds within the State of Maine shall be classified u 
not less than Class GP-A, except u otherwise provided in this section. The board, upon applica
uon by any interested person, may hold a hearing in accordance with the classification proce
dure and if it shall fmd it is for the best interesu of the public that such waters or any part 
thereof would be otherwise classified, it shall do so in accordance with the classification proce
dure of this subchapter. 

2. ExistinJ cliscllarps. Existing licensed discharges to Class GP·A great ponds will be 
l llowed to continue until practical alternatives exist, but r.'> new discharses will be permitted 
:n Class GP-A great ponds after the efiecuve date of this se::taon. 

J . Exemption. Aquatic chemic:al applicauons approved by the Bo:ud of Environmental 
l'rot"Ction shall be exempt from the "no dischar!!e" provision. 

1979, c. 281 &. 495. 

~. Out GP·B. The following great pond! shall be classified Class GP-B: 

A. Annabessacook uke, Monmouth and Winthrop Townships, Kennebec County; 

B. Repealed. 1979, c. 281 &. 495 . 

C. Cobboueecontee uke, Winthrop, Monmouth, West Gardiner and Litchfield Townships, 
Kennebec County; 

D. Dou~ Pond. Pittsfield Township, Somerset County; 

E. Estes uke, Sanford and Alfr ed Townships, Franklin County; 

F. Repealed. 1979. c. 281 &. 495 . 

G. Little Cobbosseecontee lAke, Winthrop Township, Kennebec County; 
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H. loveJOY Po ne . . -\lb1on Townsh1p. Kennebec County; 

H-1. Monson Po nd. Fort Fairfield lnd Easton Townships. Aroostook Count)•: 

H-1 added 1979. c. 281 & 495. 

I. Nubble Pond. R;~ymond Township. C:~mberland County; 

J. Pattee Pond, Winslow To wnship . Kenne~c County; 

K. Pleasant Pond, litchfield and Gardiner Townships, Kennebec County; 

L. Repealed. 1979. c. 281 .l49S. 

M. Sabattus Pond, Sabattus, Green and Wales Townships, Androscoagin County ; 

N. Salmon Lake, Belpade and Oakland Townships, Kennebec County; 

0 . Sebasticook Lake. Newpon Township, Penobscot County; 

P. Spaulding Pond. Lebanon Township, York County; 

P-1. Togus Pond, Augusta Township, Kennebec County; and 

Q. Webber Pond. Vassalboro Township, KeMebec County. 

P-1 added 1979, c. 281 .l49S. 

1977. c. 373, §31; 1979, c. 281, §2: 1979, c. 495, §§11 to 15. 

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 

BUREAU OF WATER QUALITY CONTROL 

REGULATIONS 

These regulations are current as of the date printed on the cover of this booklet. There may 
have been changes after this booklet w:as printed. The re;~der is urged to cont01ct the Bureau of 
Water Quality Control 201-289-2591 or the Clnzens' Environmenbl Assistance Service 
1-8()()..452-1942 if there are any questions. 

581-1- 581.7WATER QUALITY EVALUATIONS 

EFFECTIVE DATE NOVEMBER 29, 1973; AMENDED DATE MARCH 14, 1977 

581.1 Allimilaeiw Capacity-Riven and Sbaml 

For the purpose of computing whether a dischuae will violate the classification of any river 
or stream, the assimilative capacity of such river or snearn shall be computed usiJia the 
minimum ~even day low flow which cx:cun once in ten yean. Waste disclwJes shall be 
appropriately reduced when flows fall below the seven day ten year low flow if the board 
determines that such reduction is necessary to maintain such applicable classification. 

581.2 Minimum flow-Regulated Riven and Streams 

For regulated rivers and streams, the Department may establish a minim•..m flow necessary 
to maintain 'li'Oiter quality standards. This flow will be based upon achitving the assigned 
classification. cnteria and protection of the uses of the stream. The Department will cooperate 
with appropriate Federal. State and private interesu in the development and maintenance of 
stre:l11l flow requirements. 

581.3 Allimilative Capacity-Great Ponds 

The hydraulic residence time will be used to compute the assimilative capacity of grut 
ponds. Hydraulic residence time will be computed by dividing lake volume by the product of 
watershed area and the precipitation runoff coefficient. 

581.4 Raerved 

581. ~ Zoneofl'ulap 

All dischar~~Cs of poUuunu shall, at a rrurumum, provide for a zone of passage for 
free-swirnminl! and drifting organisms. Such zone of pa.ssap shall not be less than ~ of the 
cro~Hecuonal :uea at any point in the receiving body of water. Such zone of passage may be 
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reduced whenever the applicant for a discharge can demonsuate that (a) because of physical 
pnrnomena in the receiving body of water sw:h minimum zone cannot be maintained and (b) 
such minimum zone of passage is not necessary to protect orpnisms in the re~ct,'ins· body of 
w3tcr from substantial adverse effects. 

58 1.6 Great Ponds Trophic State Index (TSI) 

For the purposes of determining trophic state of peat ponds the foUowing trophic state 
111dex will be used. 

Zero on this scale indicates poor water quality :utd 100 indicates exceUent water quality. 
The TSl is defined as 40 + 33 (log1 0 minimum Secchi disk transparency in meterSl. Average 
chlorophyU 11 and spring total phosphorus may also be related to TSI. 

581.7 Sueam Species Divenity Index 

The &eneric diversity of the bottom fauna of waters classified 8·1 and B-2 shall not be less 
than 2.2 as measured by the Shannon·Weiner diversity index. 

581.1 - 581.8 TEMPERATURE 

EFFECTIVE DATE NOVEMBER 29, 1973 

581.1 Fnllawaer Thermlll>ildwpl 

No discharp of poUutants shall cause the ambient temperature of :any fteshwater body, u 
measured outside a mixing zone, to be raised more than S"F or more than 3"F in the epilimnion 
of any lake or pond. In no event shall any disch:ure cause the temperature of any freshwater 
body to exceed 84-F at any point outside a mixina zone established by the board, nor shall 
such disc:harre cause the temperature of :utY waters which presenUy are designed as trout or 
lllmon waters to exceed 6S•F at any point outside a mixing zone established by the board. 

582.2-4 Rnernd 

582.5 Tidal Waeer Thermal Discharres 
No discharre of poUutants shall cause the monthly mean of the daily ma:<imum ambtent 

temperatures in any tidal body of water, as measured outside the mixing zone. to be raised 
more than 4-F nor more than 1.5-F from June 1 to September 1. ln no event shall any 
disclwp cause the temperature of any tidal waters to exceed 85"F at any point outside a 
mixina zone established by the board. 

~82.6-8 ~eel 

583. 1 - 583.3 NUTRIENT CONCENTRATION 

EFFECI1VE DATE NOVEMBER 29, 1973; AMENDED DATE MARCH 14, 1977 

583.1 

There shall be no adclitional discharge of phosJ:horus to 3ny lake •>r pond or tributary 
thereto which discharge does not employ the best available technology for phosphorus removal. 

583.2 

Existing discharges of phosphorus to any lake, pond or tributary thereto shall. on or before 
October 1, 1976, be treated to remove ;-hosphorus to the maximum extent technically feasible. 

583.3 Pba~phonas Conc:cnttations in Tributaries to Great Ponds 

Notwithstanding Sections 583.1 and 583.2, the ambient concentration for total phosphorus 
ill all tributaries to Great Ponds shall not exc:eecl 50 microlfUilS per liter (50 u,/1). 
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584 - 584. 1 WATER QUALITY CRITERIA 
EFFECTIVE DATE MARCH 14, 1977 

584 Wata Quality Cri11eria 

The criteria listed below will apply only to Seciton 363, standards of classification of fresh 
waten, class B·l and B-2. The numben represent maximum acceptable concenuation limits in 
the Jeeei~ng waten. All numben are expressed in micrograms per liter (ug/1). 

584.1 Metab 
M~tJII 

A. Ouomium 
COflcmtl'lltiOfl 

SO ull'l 

590.1 - VARIANCES FROM VARIOUS REGULATIONS 

EFFECI'IVE DATE NOVEMBER 29, 1973; AMENDED DATE MARCH 14, 1977 

590.1 Variances 

The board may. in any license or Order issued by it, impose on any discharge limitations 
more stringent than those required by Regulations 580. 581, 582. 583 and 584 whenevtt the 
physical or chemical properties or biological phenomena in the recei~ng body of water so 
require in order to maintain the statutory classification. The board may authorize a variance 
from any of the limits established hereby whenever the applicant demonstrates that (a) because 
of physical or natural conditions in the receiving body of water such limits caMot be attained 
and (b) maintenance of such limits are not necessary to protect orpnisms in the receivina water 
from substantial adverse effects and (c) the proposed discharge will usure the prote..:~on and 
propaption of a balanced and indigenous population of fish. shellfish and wildlife in and on the 
receivina body of water . 

591.1 

591.1- EXCEmONS FOR VARIOUS REGULATIONS 

EFFECI'IVE DATE NOVEMBER 29, 1973; AMENDED DATE MARCH 14, 1977 

No provision of Regulations 580, 581. 582, 583, 584 and 590 shall be deemed to change, 
alter, affect or supersede the terms or conditions of any Order or license heretofore issued by 
the Board of Environmental Protection . 
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The German Association for Water Resources and 
Land Improvement (DVWK) Is a technical-scientific or
ganization which promotes water resources develop
ment and agricultural engineering under consideration 
of all &nvlronmental aspects. 

Membership 

• Is open to anyone who Is prepared to support the 
DVWK objectives 

Members 
' • are federal, state and local authorities of the Federal 

Republic of Germany, as well as businesses and ~r
ganizations which apply the results of the Associa
tion's activities. 

DVWKMemben 

• support the overall technical effort by voluntary par
ticipation In the committees and working groups 

• regularly receive the DVWK-Nachrlchten (News
letter) and various Information 

• receive In some Instances extensive rebates for ad· 
vanced training programs and conferences 
sponsored by the Association 

• pay a lower subscription rate for the Association's 
periodicals WASSERWIRTSCHAFT (Water Re
sources) and WASSER UNO BODEN (Water and 
Soil) 

• establish valuable contacts with colleagues and 
technical institutions 

Finances 

The Association's work i!l supported and financed to a 
great extent by the F9deral Government and the State 
Authorities. Their grants enable the transfer of working 
results to the professional public. 
Further funds are derived from membership fees, 
general income and special projects. 

Association's Finances 
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Interdisciplinary exchange of thoughts and ex· 
perlences enables the Integration of experts from unl· 
versltles, authorities, engineering firms and Industry. 
The DVWK considers Itself to be a mediator between 
theory and practice, research and application. Its com
munity of experts Is primarily active In the following 
areas: 
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State of the Art 

The DVWK evaluates the latest research results, com
bines them with the most recent practical experiences 
and provides application oriented suggestions. 

Recommendations 

The Association publishes the "DVWK-Regelwerk" 
(Technical Rules). Its "Regain und MerkblltterzurWas
serwlrtschaft" (Standards and Guidelines for Water 
Management), which contain recommended methods 
and procedures, are developed with the aid of the 
experts Inside and outside the Association. 

Standardization 

The DVWK participates In the developement of stanc ards 
by sending experts to the "Water Practice Stanc ards 
Committee" (NAW) of the German Institute for Staltdar· 
dlzatlon (DIN). This Involves hydrology, hydraulics, tgrl~ 
cultural engineering and landscaping. 

Coliaboratlon 
The DVWK sets Its experts' competence at the dllpo
sal of other technical-scientific working groups and ex· 
pacts the same of these organizations. 

International Actlvttlea 

The DVWK participates In the symposia and worto lng 
groups of international organizations; seeks consulta· 
tion and technical contributions; gives organizational 
and financial support to German participants; sprea1ds 
Information on international technical activities & nd 
their results. 

I 
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The DVWK Initiates research projects resulting from Its 
working groups' activities and establishes contacts 
with research foundations and lnstitut~ons. It has the 
right to recommend reviewers for protects sponsored 
by the German Research Society (DFG). 

·Advanced Education 
The DVWK organizes application oriented seminars 
and short courses. It also offers a four semester ad· 
vanced study in Hydrology and Water Resources Man
agement. 

MHtlngs 
The DVWK supports and organizes technical meetings, 
symposia and workshops. Its biennial experts' meeting 
and its irrigation symposium are particularly renown. 

.. ~§~ ... : 

~ ~ . '!: . -·- · ''-' 

Public. tiona 
The DVWK has six publication series which reflect the 
results of Its working groups. The Association's activl· 
ties are reported bimonthly in the "DVWK-Nach· 
richten" (Newsletter). The Association's periodicals 
are WASSER UNO BODEN (Water and Soil) and WAS. 
SERWIRTSCHAFT (Water Resources). 

Public Relations 
The DVWK presents a podium for public discussion of 
actual water resources problems, organizes press con· 
ferences and publishes press releases. 

Consulting 
The DVWK consults for authorities, members and 
professional colleagues, seeks qualified experts in var· 
ious disciplines and makes relevant informative ma
terial available. 

5 
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WOiting Groups 
The OVWK has establish«' working groups (FA) In 
which appointed experts from administrative agencies, 
universities, associations and Industry work together 
to achieYe the goals set by the Executive Board. Each 
working group Is composed of up to eight voluntary 
members who meet two to three times yearly at different 
locations for one or multiple day meetings. Here they 
discuss their drafts of technical-scientific opinions 
prepared during their free time and produce a final re
port following appropriate consultation and extensive 
evaluation. 
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FA 1.1 FA 2.1 FA 3.1 FAU .._..... .... .......... a.- Lllcetlftg ~=-Hycnullca a.-.... 
,,. 1.2 s-,.c-BMw..,..., I'AU I'A12 

...,._,lie G~oo~Mwater I'A4.7 
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'-- Diacllalve P'lll~l lor Water 
FA 3.3 Aeeource s.,._ 

FA 1.5 FAU ~-..._._ DIIUtioll ...,...,_ FA•.t 
"'- _.._. Water-rces 

FAU Ecollomlc8 w .. .,.___. FA 2.• I'A3.• 
Di-veForacaat GrouiiCIWatet GroulldWater 

Tr..._n 8ioloOY 
FAU "'-,_.._w_ FA 3.5 

I'AU GrouiiCIWater 
FA1.1 ,.,.,_, a-latty 
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Surface~ ~at .. 
Meuur.,..,t 

FA 1.10 
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S.....Arod flaOione 
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Ta:hnical .~:tivitias 

Technical DIWslone 
The working groups are each categorized into one of 
eight technical divisions (FG) representing a basic over
all discipline. These promote the exchange of ideas and 
collaboration In a particular technical field. Each 
OVWK member can declare in writing to the respective 
technical division chairman his membership to one or 
more technical divisions. The responsibilities of the 
Technical Division Board include both the coordination 
of working groups and the planning and undertaking of 
symposia. This board consists of the technical division 
chairman and the leaders of the associated working 
groups. 
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Technical Activities 

Division 
HYDROLOGY 

--. ·- -·--- - ---·- --· - . 
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The understanding of the Interactive procea ... within 
the water cycle Ia a prerequisite for Jf1 effective 
planning and Implementation of water management 
measures. Hydrological Investigations are, therefore, 
Integrally coupled with water management. The Hyd~ 

Tasks: 

• Procedures for analysing precipitation data 
• Determination of rainfall Intensity distribution 
• Determination of runoff from snow covered catch

ment areas 
• Statistical techniques In the anaJysls of low dis

charges 
• Procedures for applying preclpltatiorH'unoff mod

els to small catchment areas 

8 

logy Division Is primarily concerned with precipitation 
- runoff phenomena; parameters and boundary condi
tions which control these processes; short and long 
tenn water le¥els and discharge forecasts; and the 
consequences of anthropogenetic measures. 

• Transport of substances Into forests by rainfall 
• The effects of human intervention on the runoff 

situation 
• Determination of hydrological design data In arid 

regions 

-------------------
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Division 
HYDROMECHANICS 

Hydromechanics provides a multi-sided tool for hy· 
draulic, water resources and agricultural engineering. 
The Hydromechanics Division deals with the applica
tion of theoretical models and experimental data, the 
use of hydraulic and numerical models and practical 
implementation of measurement techniques. The 
basic topics include the improvement and standardiza· 
tion of design criteria for hydraulic structures; the 
theory and simulation of transport processes; and the 
role of hydraulic modelling in engineering applications. 
Questions o• water quality receive rising importance. 

Tasks: 

• Numerical hydrodynamic models 
• Application and limits of hydraulic models 
• Roughness coefficients for natural and artificial 

channels 
• Transport of haats and substances in waters 

Sedimentation In Reservoirs 

9 
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7echnical Activities 

Division 
GROUNDWATER 

• • .-~..,.c .;, ,· • • ..,j, , .. • .. _.,. .. 
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Groundwater quality is influenced by physical, chem
Ical and (micro) biological processes. The Groundwater 
Division is particularly concerned with the anthropo
genetic threat to groundwater quality and the ne
cessary criteria for reasonable groundwater manage
ment. Of primary importance is the development of 
concepts for improving groundwater quality and gui
delines for in part conflicting riparian rights and re
storation. 

Tasks: 

• Groundwater replenishment and availability 
• Reconnaissance of deep lying groundwater tables 
• Hydrochemical groundwater classification 
• Improvement of groundwater management 
• Transport and dilution of contaminants 
• Infiltration of contaminants into groundwater 
• Evaluation and removal of anthropogenetic 

groundwater pollution 

Groundwater Measurement Station 
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Division 
WATER RESOURCES PLANNING 

l 
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The Water Resources Planning Division Is responsible 
for revising the water resources planning and impl• 
mentation concepts developed during the past two d• 
cades, in such a manner, as to extremely simplify their 
application. Regional planning, economics and cy· 
bernetics are essential elements of this effort. 

Tasks: 

• Project evaluation in water resources management 
• Operation research and simulation techniques 
• System's operation and regulation 
• Structure of water resources regional planning 

Water Resources Regional Planning tor the lsar 
(map extract BayliU) 

11 
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Division 
HYDRAUUCS 
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The Hydraulics Division treats questions related to the 
design and construction of hydraulic structures. This 
also Includes questions of structure safety, consider· 
ing as well the choice of appropriate measurement and 
control systems; the goal oriented implementation of 
relevant measures; analysis and evaluation tech· 
niques. 

Tasks: 

• Planning, construction and inspection of river dikes 
• Documentation of reservoirs in the Federal Re

public of Germany 
• Measurement equipment and control structures for 

dams 
• Design of intake and disch3rge structures 
• Safety risks at weirs due to hydrodynamic pheno

mena 
• Modernization of old weirs 

Weir In Gelsllng 

12 
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Present land management measures cause long term 
and in part negative changes in soil quality and its 
water balance. Revision of both land and water re
source management policies are necessary in order to 
restore land fertility and improve the groundwater 

Tasks: 

• Investigation on sitt to determine indicators for soil 
improvement measures 

• Reduction of nutrient washout from farmland 
• Techniques for effective use on irrigation water 
• Recommendations for determining sprinkling rates 
• Influence of heavy rains on soil erosion 
• Guidelines for rural road construction 

Mud Formation Following Heavy Rains 

&r":---..---
~· 

._.__ __ ,. ___ _ 

Division 
WATER AND SOIL 

- ··- -· -- ~ - --- ---T""'__,,....,....._...,.~--..,....- -~----- ---... .. · ·· ·~ 

Dudget. The Water and Soil Division must, therefore, 
not only seek ways to guarantee agricultural productiv· 
ity but also address the problems of erosion and nut· 
rient washout. 
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Rivers and Lakes are one of the most strained and en· 
dangered components of our environment. Man gen· 
erates unsuitable contaminants, impurities and a dis
ruption of the natural ecological cycie. The Waters and 
Environment Division seeks solutions for limiting the 
misuse of surface water, develops criteria for setting 
water quality goals for rivers and lakes; establishes ap
propriate techniques for collecting and evaluating 
water quality data; and defines ecological constraints 
to be considered for the development and maintenance 
of flowing and stagnant surface water. 

Tasks: 

• Impact of land use on the water balance 
• Mapping surface water pollution 
• Statistical analysis of water quality data 
• River training under ecological aspects 
• Improvement and restoration of lakes 
• Decision aids related to data acquisition for water 

quality control 

14 
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Division 
GENERAL TASKS 

The General Tasks Division Is responsible for overall 
organization and coordination. The most Important 
areas are consultation In legal matters; planning of ad
vanced professional training; the preparation of pub
lications; and activities related to International 
cooperation. The Working Group tor Data Processing 
In Water Resources, established In 1983, Is also part of 
this division. Its primary goal Is the transfer of ex
perience and information relating to questions of 
electronic data processing. It provides Interdiscip
linary support In this field for the DVWK Working 
Groups and Federal Government and State Institu
tions. 

11:
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Advanced Education + Tiaining 

The Association off£rs a wide range of possibilities tor 
advanced education and training courses. 

Seminars (1'-2 days) 

A limited number of participants are presented lec
tures and examples of practical problem solutions and 
are exposed to modern water resource and land man
agement techniques. Over 100 seminar topics have 
been offered as a response to requests from ministries, 
water resource agencies, DVWK regional groups and 
other associations. 

Short Courses (3-5 days) 

Short courses on the subjects technical hydraulics, hy
drology, groundwater, river training and irrigation are 
offered in cooperation with universities or federal and 
state authorities. They do not only afford an opportun
Ity for the transfer of knowledge in a particular topic, 
but also serve as a podium for the exchange of ex
periences and information with experts familiar with 
the state of the art. 

Advanced Studies 

Established on October 1, 1982, the 4-semester corres
pondence course Advanced Studies in Hydrology and 
Water Resources is oriented towards professionals 
who are put into the position to evaluate and solve ap
plied problems using the latest scientific information. 

15 
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The DVWK-Aegetn zur wa ... rwlrtachaft (Water Man· 
agement Standards) include technical procedures and 
measures which have been found to be of practical use 
and are considered by experts to be indisputable 
technical solutions. The OVWK recommends their ap
plication as generally accepted technical standards. 

Procedures and construction techniques as well as 
other technical aspects considered to be the state of 
the art are treated in the DVWK·Merttblittem zur Was· 
serwlrtschaft (Water Management Guidelines). In· 
formation found in DVWK guidelines can subsequently 
be issued as DVWK Regeln, if the guidelines have been 
proven in practice and been accepted by renown ex· 
perts in the field. 

The Working Groups' summary reports, background in· 
formation for OVWK standards and guidelines, as well 
as presented papers are published in the DVWK· 
Schriften (Journals). 

The DVWK-Bulletln is a foreign language series in 
which the work of mainly German authors and the re
sults of international conferences involving the DVWK 
are reported in English or French. Some editions are 
published in cooperation with international water re
sources and land management organizations. 

16 
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The annual report, membership lists and t;Onference 
calendars are issued in the DVWK·Mitteilungen (Stan
dard Publications). Additionally, the working groupt 
have a forum for reporting workshop or colloquia re 
suits and publishing working or discussion papen 
which were prepared in a limited edition for a smal 
professiol)al group. 

Seminar notes and, when appropriate, lecture manu 
scripts are published in the DVWK·Fortblldunv (Ad 
vanced Education) series. Advanced study material, at 
well as a course guide and correspondence notes fo 
the study "Hydrology and Water Resources" are alsc 
issued in this series. 

The bimonthly DVWK-Nachrlchten (Newsletter) Is sent 
to members free of charge. Activities of the technical 
divisions and regional groups, as well as information 
on conferences, courses, and the Association's pub
lications are reported here. 

-------------------------------------· 



Regional Groups 

The DVWK members have formed regional gi'O'iiPS (LG) 
In the various states of the Federal Republic of Ger
many with the exception of Baden-WOrttemberg. There, 
the "Water Resources Association of Baden-Worttern
berg" Is acting on behalf of the DVWK for the DVWK 
members. 

The RegloMI Groups' responsibilities Include: 

• Advising and Informing members 
• Conducting conferences, assisting In the exchange 

of information with practicing professionals 
• Visits and excursions, including foreign study trips 
• Aid in solving regional water resource and land 

management problems 

Each regional group usually conducts its membership 
meetings biennially. The regional groups of LG Bayern 
and LG Mltte publish their own membership news
letters. 

---------------------------------------------------R-eg_~ __ •_•_a_rou __ p_•_<M __ em __ be_r_s_ta_t_es_) ______________________ ~tl-
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The DVWK collaborates with numerous water r• 
sources associations and related societies on both the 
national and International levels. The German National 
Committee of the International Commission on Irriga
tion and Drainage Is incorporated organizationally 
within the DVWK; Its secretariat Is located In the As· 
soclation's headquarters. 
Some of the organizations with which collaboration oc· 
curs ~re: 

National 

ATV 

DGEG 

DLG 
DVGW 
FHDGG 

MEG 
VDEW 
VOl 

18 

- German Association on Water Pollution 
Control 

- German National Society for SoU 
Mechanics and Founda'tion Engimeering 

- German ,Agricultural Society 
- German Gas and Water Association 
- Hydrology Division of the tGerman 

Geological Society 
- Max-Eyth-Society 
- Association of German Electric Utilities 
- Association of German Eng'ineers 

International 

owwv 
swv 
CIGR 

IAH 

IAHR 

IAHS 

ICIID 

I COLD 
IWRA 

- Austrian Water Resources Association 
Swiss Association for Water Economy 
International Commission of Agricultural 
Engineering 
International Association of Hydrogeolo
gists 
International Association for Hydraulic 
Research 
International Association of Hydrological 
Sciences 
International Commission on Irrigation 
and Drainage 
International Commission on Large Dams 
International Water Resources Associa· 
tion 

IDNESCO - United Nations Educational, Scientific 
and Cultural Organization 

- .. --· -- ----·- --- ----- --



Chronology 
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DONAUKRAFTWERK .IOCHENSTEIN 
AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT 
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........ .._,<NO ·~21 
Milt~ 
Tel. Cll tl seeM ... !102M 

'II Ill X &eftiiiiiM 
o.or-. t . 0.1-.... 1Z 
Tel. C31113:r:s.71 

/70 LAHMEYER w INTERNATIONAL 

s-.oe......... 
s-.r.ge .,._ 
...... plan .. 

Wai•MIPPIY 
ltJdrUic 
•JOII-'no 

c..ulting EngiMefs tor Energy · Water · Tr.nsport-Systems 
Special tielcl8: Wner aystema and enwlronmentale"9lnHring 

L~ StruM 22 · ~ Frankfurt/Main 71 
Telephone (691 Mn~ · Telex 04 t347811d 

HYDROELECTRIC POWER FINANCES 
THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE MAIN-DANUBE 

WATERWAY 

oan--
Tlle comoany Aheln-Matn-Oonau AG end 111 affiliated companletl 
QCMrate 53 poww ltatlona end 1 pum~faad power alation. The 
proflta fTom 1'- power atatlonl - uled for financing the 
construction of the Main-Danube wat-ay. The Free State of a. 
VIlla end the Federal Republic of Germany have granted loana paid 

beck from the proflta made from ganeJatlng electric poweJ. 

u mRIER 

ev.v.. eo.... 
e ,.,.._.k Altkee e Segment Weirs 
e ca.rtflcation Pl8nts e Conlrol Technique 
You should contact us, if required. You will be advised 
by a team well acquainted with the hydraulic steel 
structure range. OUr company offers the experience 
of more than 50 years, during which many hundreds 
of plants have been designed and supplied on 
tum-key-basis. 

~k B. Maier GmbH & Co. KG 
Postfach 140840 • D-4800 Blelet.ld 14 
Telefon (0521) ·4411-1 • r•xt37319 

IRRIGATION AND DRAINAGE 

,_,,_., ... 32 
0.28010yten 
Tel. (42071 l44tllol5 

Agrlculure • ......., AeMurces Surwys. lrrigllllon. o..lnage. RegioN~ 
PlenNng. A.nl o.w.~ocM•ll ~~Hydraulic 
~ Pr-eing lnclualrin. 

S.S.C Studies. EvaluatiOn ot Resources. P•o,ec:t Ptann.ng. Feaslbotdy 
Sludles. 5upervJ510n Of WOrl<5. Agroc:uttural E•tensJOn 

• ,• •"I""'•"'" '" -4 ~ •....:r1 ~H , ·,'1 ;:'"' • ')' ·• ft'},'~''4fll" 
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Construction 
EnterpriM 

ALFRED KUNZ GmbH & Co. 
Bavariaring 26 
[).8()()() MOnchen 2 

Federal Republic of Germany 

Phone (89) 51 46·0 
Telex 523354 
Telefax (89) 5146216 

Measuring and 
__ Pfocess Control 
for the. Hydro and Energy Economy ... . -....... . .... ,;• 

UFT 

OlTMNHi ZIEGB.lli'D KUNSTSTOFFE GMBH 
wottdwide .....a llnown producer and suppW ol 

-~ ~ douii.PP. ""'c and Pfl 
-~ filtw pipes (cocoout, staplefDe-) 
- units 'lnd complete plants (mobile and stotionory) 

YOUI PAITNII: OlTMANNS MASCHN8'o4 GMBH 
JBXlELOH 1 · D-2905 EDEWECHT · W-GERMANY 

TB..: (49)-4.405-121 · TX: 25 845 oltje d 

Umwelt- und Fluid-Technik 
Of. H. Brombach GmbH 
SteinstraBe 7 
D-6990 Bad Mergentheim 
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Surges from ice jam releases: a case study · 

s. Bf.LT\0\ -\~1) B . G KRt<;tt '-\PP-\'-

f IIIITIIII/IIt' l//111 HHirt~~dll ' So•t 111111. H Hiraulu ' D11·1 \lOll .Vtmmutl \\ mt•r Ht•wttrt It ""'""''' 
Camula Ct' IIITI' for /11 /tmd 1\'mrn . P 0 8111 5050. /Jurlml!ll'll , Om . Ct~~rada L;'R ./-Ill 

Rcccrved Au:u~t II I \IX I 

Rcv1,cd manu cnpt acccp1ed Janu.u;. I~ - 1\ll!~ 

Accounts hy wunessc' o f ~pnng ICC breakup 10 nve~ often mcntron v1ulent ICC run' "uh e"ro.:mc water , peed' Jnd rJpldly 
n srng water level~ Such event~ are believed to folln" the release of maJm ICC Jams To gam prelimmar;. undcr.;tandmg of thiS 
problem. an attempt 1' made to reconstruct a panrally documented icc JJm rclca" rc puncd recently bynthe~ The e4uauons 
of the 1cc-watcr nuw that occurs after the release of an ice jam are formulated. It 1~ ' huwn that the problem may be 
appmx1mately treated as a onc-dimcn~1onal. un~tcady. water-only now of total depth identical tu that of the 1ce-water nuw. 
and average velociry The retarding effect of the frequently encountered mtact1cc cnvcr below the Jam is cons1dcred Implicitly . 
that IS. by adjusung the fnction factor so as to make the predicted and observed downstream stage~ equal. The effects of Jam 
kngth are considered next by assumm!! longer jams of the same maximum water depth. The duration of the ~urgm!! velocities 
mcrea.~s wuh jam length .md so docs the peak stage. Less than 2 h after the Jam release the surge wa.~ arrested and a new 
jam formed. causmg funher stage increases. Present capabilities of model ling the reformation process are dbc us"d and the 
ma,tor unknowns identified. 

Introduction 

Witne,,e, · accounts of spring tcc breakup tn rivers 
often mcntton violent ice run' wtth extreme water 
'peeds and rapidly ri, tng water levels. Gerard I 1979) 
4uoted se\'cral accounts of such events and suggested 
that they can only be explained by the a.ction of surges 
caused by the release. and possibly the rcformauon. of 
major 1ce Jam~ . This is plausible since an ice Jam causes 
a ~igntficant local perturbation on the stage profile of a 
' 'ream with very large grad1ents near its toe or down
stream end Failure of the jam releases a large water 
wave that results in high speeds and rapid stage rises at 
down!>tream locauons. 

There are several practical problems that are related 
to surge' from ice jam release~. such a!> short and long 
term foreca.,ttng of peak water levels ncar a populated 
area lnc:ued downstream of a maJOr jamming ~tte: po'
' •hle hed 'cour and bam.. erosion due to rclattvely brief 
hut mtcn~e 1cc run' : and peak stJge~ during reformation 
,1(' a relea~cd jam. Such dynamic aspect~ of ice jamming 
arc poorly undcr, tood at present. especially in quan
tllatJ ve term~ . The writers are aware of only two perti
nent investigations: an applicauon of an open-water 
un~teady flow model to assess ' urge effect~ on bed 
scour 1 Mercer and Cooper 19771 and a theoretical in
vestigation of !>Urging and new jamming !Henderson 
and Gerard 198 1 ). 

The lack of understanding of ice jam dynamic' is 
\'Cry likely due to the lack of pertinent quantitative data: 
tndeed one can easily imagine the difficulties involved 
tn obtaining ade4uate documentation of jam releases. 
Fir ·t. the longitudinal water level profile along and 
unwn,trcam of an icc jam mu~t be known shortly before 

its release: second. \\Jter level-ttme variations at 
down, tream locat ion" arc needed a~ a means of assess
inc the re!>uh~ of the ' urce: and thtrd. channel !!eometrv 
and flow condition) are-necessary a.~ mput informatton 
prior to application of a mathcmaucal model. Recently. 
a parttally documented release case wa., reported by 
Doyle and Andres I 1979): the 1979 breakup on the 
Athabasca River at Fort McMurrav which was tri!!!!ered 
by the release of a major ice Jam up. tream. Fortu~;tely . 
it was possible to approximately determine the water 
level profile along this jam and to obtain the subsequent 
stage-time variation at a bridge site in Fort McMurray. 
River cross sections were surveyed later under open
water condition!>. Though this information is far from 
complete. it doe~ afford an opportunity for an ex
ploratory case stud~ . principally intended w be a means 
of gaining prelimmary understanding of the jam surge 
problem. 

In the following sect tons. 11 i, attempted to formulate 
the governing di ffcrcntial equation~ of the 1cc- water 
surge phenomenon and utilize them to reconstruct the 
results reported by Doyle and Andre) t I (}79). 

Unsteady ice-water flow 
In this section. the unsteady flow of water and ice 

that results from the release of an ice Jam is considered 
For mathematical simplicity the flow i' as~umcd to be 
two-dimen!>ional. such a~ occurs in a verv wide. rc::tan
gular. pnsmat ic channel. Wnh proper adaptation some 
of the final equation' can be ~hown to hold for flow in 
a channel of arbma~ cros~-secttonal ' hapc and plan 
view 

OJ 15- I.JOX 8~ U~027t>-09 II 1.00 n 
• I Q!!~ . atum~l R.:,c:m:h Cnun.:ll 111 C:mada Con,.:ll nauunal d.: rc.:h.:r.:h.:' du C ~naJ~ 
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FIG . I. Definition sketch. 

With reference to Fig. I . two now layers can be 
dist inguished: (i) the fragmented cover of thickness r. 
including the water contained in its voids: if the poros· 
ity. £ . of the cover remains the same for both the re· 
gions above and below the water surface and if the: ice 
is noating. then the submerged thickness of the cover is 
equal to s,l with s, = specific gravity of ice: ( ii l the layer 
of thickness h that consists of water. between the bot· 
rom of the rover and the channel bed. Figure I shows 
the assumed velocity distribution across the two layers: 
the fragmented cover is assumed to act as a solid due to 
inrerlocking among the fragments and thence to have a 
uniformly distributed velocity. 11, . 

C ominuiry equations 
Assuming that the porosity t of the cover is con

stant. ' the mass conservation for ice results in <thermal 
effects are neglected): 

il l aq, 
[ 1] Cl- tlaT +ax=O 

in which T = time . x = longitudinal distance. and q, = 
ice discharge per unit width . given by: 

[2] q, = (I- t )u, r 

Substituting [2] in [ I] gives: 

[3] 
;, 1 illu, t1 
- + -- =0 
(IT ilx 

Con~ideration of the mass conservation of water gives: 

[4) 
r1h iJ I flq~ 
aT + u , aT + ~ = 0 

in which q~ = water discharge. given by 

(5) q~ = q' + EII,S, 1 

with q' = water l.hscharge in the ~econd lay.:r. 1.e .. 

(6) q' = r 11 d _1 = Vh ,, 
where V = averace velocuv m the laver. Suh~IIIUitn!! 
[5] in PJ and taking [3] mio account.. gtvc~ : ~ 

(7] 
i1 ' ah + ....!!... = 0 aT ilx 

which may be viewed as the continuity equation for the 
second layer. 

To write the overall mass nux equation for the ice 
and water now. multiply [I] by p1 (ice density 1 and [ 4] 
by p,. 1 water density) and add . to find: 

aH ap .. q 
p .. " T + - -- = 0 

u dx 
[8] 

in which H = overall water depth . given by: 

(9] H = h + s, t 

and P~q is the total mass !lux. that is: 

(10] P~q = p,q, + P~q~ 

It is noted that [8) is idenricalto the continuity equation 
for water now of depth H and discharge q. 

Momentum equations 
The momentum equation for the water layer in a 

direction parallel to the channel bed is: 

[II] (.E.!!. + au • ilu) = P oS _ ilp -r iJ; 
P~ a T II ax v iJy ~ " 0 iJx fly 

in which u. v = velocity components in the x and y 
directions respectively: g = magnitude of the acceler
ation due to gravity = 9.8 m/s~: 511 = channel bed 
slope: p = pressure. assumed approximately equal to 
the hydrostatic pressure: and T = shear stress parallel to 
the x-axis. acting on a plane normal to the y-axis. The 
differential equation of continuity reads: 

[ 12] ~~~ +~v=O 
dX dy 

By virtue of [ 12]. the bracketed term on the left-hand 
side of[ II] may also be written as (iJu / iiTI + (iJu1/ iJx ) 
+ ( auv/ ay) . Making this substitution and integrating 
both sides of [II] from y = 0 toy= h. gives: 

{ 
a Jh ah a Jh . , ah } a Jh 

[13] P~ a T u 11 dy + <uhaT + iJx 
0 

u· dy- (tr ,.,ax + lu)hlv),, = P~gS,Jr- iJx " pd.' 

iJh + lp),, iJx - (; , + , ,.) 
' In r.:aliry . t i~ c~pccrcd ro vary. bur only within a narrow range. 
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m ~ hrch T,, = bed ' hear stress and T = ~hear qre~~ on 
the bouom of the cover. con~rdered posillve rf 11 rends 
10 retard the water laver Jnd accelt:r:lle the cover. a\. 
'lctt·hed m Fi!! . I. lt. i noted that tu)" = 11, and p = 
l}. ~ti H - y 1. T~ derermine tul,,. [ l2] rna) be mle:1raced 
trom ·' = 0 to y = h: thi~ give~: 

[ I~ J illr a J" ( U)1, = 11, :;- - :;- II dy 
v X vX 11 

Ul>i ng [6]. [7), [9), and [14]. [13) may be simplified to: 

[ 15) 
iJq' om' 

P~(ar + Tx) = p .. ghS~ - (T, + Tu) 

in which S. = slope of the water surface and 

[16) m' = r u~ dy 
0 

Consider next the momentum equation for an ele
ment of the cover of length dx. For simplicity. the 
equation is wrinen in a direction parallel to the water 
surface so as to cancel the pressure forces: the cosines 
of small aneles that would ordinarily appear in the equa
tion are as; umed equal to unity If dm, is the total (ice 
and water) mass of tile elcmern and a, is its acceleration 
1 note that a , = du./dT = constant across the element!. 
then: 

L 17] (dm,)a, = gldm,)S .. + T, d:r 

Bur 

[I !!) 
du, au, dll, 

a , = d T = iJ T + 11' o:c 

and 

[ 19) dm, = p,(l - E)t dx + P~E.S, t dx = P~S, t dx 

Substituting [ 18) and [ 19) in [ 17) and rearranging. 
gives: 

[20) (
au, il11,) 

p .. J , I -:--T + II, -;-- = p .. C:J , IS,. + T, 
rl rlX ' 

A ~imilar form may be obtained for [ 15) if we make the 
one-dimensional flow apJ:roxrmation m' == V ~h and use 
[7) to show that: 

av ·v 
(21) p .. h ( iJ T + \-·:x) = P~ghS .. - (T, + Tul 

Once the initially stationary cover accelerates to the full 
water speed. the one-dimensional approximation will 
indicate that u, == V. In this case. addition of [20] and 
[21) will give: 

[22) (av av) p .. H -:--T + V -:- = p .. gHS .. 
rl rlX 

- Tu 

whrch i~ the ~arne a~ the momentum e4uation for flow 

FIG. 2. Locauon map of study area (after Doyle and 
Andres ( 1979). with changes). 

of depth H and average velocity V Further. wnh 11, == 
V. it can be shown that q (defined by [ IO]l becomes 
equal to VH and [8] reduces to 

[lJ) iiH + il!VHl = O 
iJ T iJx 

It follows that under the conditions of (i) the one-
mensional flow approximation and (iil full devel

opment of the speed of the cover. the overall equations 
governing the motion of water and ice are identical to 
those of ordinary wa.ter flow with depth H and average 
velocity V. With proper boundary and initial condi
tions. the jam release problem could then be handled by 
means of e'\istinu unstead\' flow models. It is noted that 
a more elaborat~ derivau~n for a channel of arbitrary 
cross-sectional .;hape and plan form gave the l-ame cor
respondence betwt:cn ware r- ice flow and water flow of 
the same over.11l dept'l and average velocity. 

To estimate the time required for full development of 
the ice cover speed. an order-of-magnnude analysis was 
performed assuming a constant water speed and thrck
ness t . It w~~ found that 11, becomes c:qualto 95% of the 
water speed with in a few minutes. Since the acceler
ation time is quite small. it could. as a first approxi
mation. b. neglected and the computation based on the 
open-water equations from the very beginning of the 
process <inst:~nt of re lease). 

Fort McMurray case study 

Figure 2 is a plan of the: Athaba~ca Rr vc:r rn rhe 
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FIG. 3. Initial flow conditions and channel geometry ( T = 0 is taken at 1950 h. April 28. 1979). 

vicinity of the town of Fort McMurray !Alberta). a site 
notorious for troublesome ice jamming. The 1979 
breakup at this site was documented by Doyle and 
Andres (1979) who reponed that breakup at MacEwan 
Bridge was triggered by the release of an ice jam that 
had formed a few kilometres upstream. The longi
tudinal stage profile of this jam was determined shortly 
before its release and can be used to define the initial 
conditions. The passage of the surge was observed at 
MacEwan Bridge and a few stage readings and velocity 
estimates are available. Channel cross sections below 
MacEwan Bridge have been provided by Doyle and 
Andres ( 1979): additional cross sections for the reach 
above the bridge were kindly provided by M. Anderson 
of the Transportation and Surface Water Engineering 
Division of the Alberta Research Council. 

To solve the governing differential equations. a nu
merical algorithm was used that has been developed by 
Krishnappan and Snider ( 1977 I for one-dimensional 
unsteady flow with variable channel width. Though this 
algorithm is capable of dealing with cross sections of 
arbirrdry shape. it was deemed sufficient for the present 
purpose to assume rectangular sections. as follows . 
First. a cross section was approximated by a trapezoid 
of depth equal to the distance of the water surface from 
the average channel bed level. This 1rapezoid was then 
approximated by a rectangle of the same depth and of 
' ' 1dth equal to the average width of the trapezoid. The 

channel width and depth between successive surveyed 
cross sectio ns were determined by linear interpolation. 

Initial conditions for the water surface and bed pro
files as well as for the flow discharge along the study 
reach must be known for the computation. For the 
jammed reach. it is assumed that flow through the voids 
of the jam is negligible. therefore the value of q is equal 
to q' which in tum is equal to the water discharge prior 
to release. Discharge was estimated as 900 m'/ s below 
the mouth of the Clearwater Ri ver ll'ec Fig. 21 and 
700 m·' / s above this site . based on Wate r Survey of 
Canada records. 

In addition to the initial condition~. Knshnappan and 
Snider"s algorithm requires the depth or now rate at the 
upstream and downstream boundanes of tht. study reach 
plus an estimate of the friction factor or of the ratio 
V / V • (V • = shear velocity). which i assumed indepen
dent of x and T . Note that V/ V* = C/V~ with C bemg 
the Chezy resistance coefficient. The boundary condi
tions were specified simply by choosing the boundaries 
sufficiently far upstream of the jam and downstream of 
~.acEwan Bridge to ensure that surge effects do not 
reach these locations during the computat ion period. 
The parameter V/ V. was left free . i.e .. it was selected 
by trial and e rror so as to give opu mum agreement 
between predicted and observed stages at McE'' an 
Bridge. Though this parameter i:- knfl\~n for open-water 
condinon:- 1 \ ·; \'"' == 16 1 and ' hould prohahly .1pply to 
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St~ re~ dun~ new ~'""'flO. 
1

0830. ~ Aon~ J 
• •obServed stage • 1 

T • Time from releaSe lm.n l 

FIG. 4. Computed versus observed stage-time v?riations at MacEwan Bridtze ( i = 0 is taken at 1950 h. April 28. 1979; 
observed stages are approximate). 

unimpeded icc-water flow. the same value may not be 
appropn:ne for the present case study: downstream of 
the ICC jam. the over was not open but covered by J-m 
th1ck sheet ice with occasional open-water sc:ctions. 
What the friction fector should be in this reach is un
known and cenainly it would be expected to change 
with time and distance as the surge moves in and dis
lodges the sheet ice cover. Because this effect is too 
complex. it was considered reasonable to use an 
"average" constant \•alue: clearly. this value should be 
less than the open-water value. 

Figure 3 -;bows the riverbed profile in the study reach 
along with the initial water surface profile as documen
ted by Doyle and Andres I 1979!. The actual data point 
of Doyle and Andres arc also plotted so as to show the 
degree uf smoothing that w.as applied for ccmputational 
purposes. The timeT= 0 is fixed at 1950 h. Apnl :!8. 
111'"'9. 

Fi~urt> ~ show~ stag.:.- - tim~ variations as computed 
for different values of V / V • along with available obser
vations. The best agreement bet•A·een computation and 
ob~rvation seems to be obtaineo when Vf V. = 9.0 
:-.lore that all computed curves have a peak and decline 
slowly afterwards. a might have been expected sin<"e 
the simulated surge resembles. to a degree , the dam 
break problem. However. -the observations show the 
stage to remain fai rly steady after T =50 min. This is 
probably due to 1 r-w jamming that occurred somewhere 
downstream of MacEwan Bridge. Accvrding to Doyle 
and Andres. 1ce movement at the bridge ceased at T = 
165 mm 12235 h. t\ pril 281 and m~jor j am wa., ob
~ervcd in the morning of April 29 with its toe 14 km 
b.:Jm, . and head II km above. Mar E wan Bricl~e . As
'ummg rhat the :1e11. jam wa~ miuatcd at the locallor. 

indicated above.: it was estimated that. with V/ V. = 
9.0. the ttme of mitiation would have been T =- 70 min. 
ForT > 70 min. effects of the new Jamming would be 
experienced at MacEwan Bridge. 

The downstream variation of the peak stage com
puted with Vf V. = 9.0 ts shown tn Fig. 5 . For x 2:: 

24 km. the peak stage exceeds the initial stage. whereas 
for x :s 24 km. the peak stage coincides with the initial 
stage. Clearly. in the latter reach the water level drops 
continuously from the very stan of the surge. 

Figure 6 shows the variation of V with time at Mac
Ewan Bridge as computed for V/ V. = 9.0. At T = 
35 min the computed value of Vis 2.2 m/ s while the 
surface velocity was estimated by site observers to be 
between 2 and 3 m/ s . Considering that surface veloci
ties arc typically 159C- larger than average values. the 
agreement between prediction .md observation appears 
satisfactory. Thts find ing pro\'ides a measure of con
fidence to the present approach since poor velocity esti
mates desp:te the matching of water stages would be a 
strong negative indication. 

Considering again Fig. 3. it may be nottced that the 
stage profile of the ice jam does not include any section 
parallel to t he 11onnal river slope. This implies that the 
jam did not attain equi librium in the sense adoJpted by 
Uzuner and Kennedy I 1976) as a result of its limited 
length. Had the su;rply of ice been larger. an equi
librium section would have formed: this would have 
caused a longer jam than the one that actually formed. 

:This is the f:mhe~t pussiblc location from MacEwan 
Bridge: the j Jm mtght have been iniuated upstream of thi~ ~tte 

and ~ ~~~wly m1wcd Juno~ the night uf .-\pril ~X - l9 by tntcr
mlllcnt , hovcs. 
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FIG. S. Downstream variation of peak surge stage as com
puted with v;v. = 9. 
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fiG. 6. Computed velocity- time variation at MacEwan 
Bridge (V / V • = 9). 

though not necessarily associated with greater overall 
water deplh. H (see also Fig. I). Considering that such 
an occurrence is not inconceivable. it is of interest to 
examine the effects of a hypothetical jam with the same 
maximum H as that of the actual jam but with larger 
length. Figure 7 shows the assumed initial profile of the 
hypothetical jam: a constant water depth. equal to the 
maximum overall depth associated with the actual jam. 
'' assumed to occur in a reach of length L •. and a 
horizontal water surface transition is drawn between 
this reach and the unifonn-Oow. open-water reach up
stream. Figure 8 shows the resulting peak stage at Mac
Ewan Bridge plotted versus L. using V / V • = 9 .0 ; for L. 
= 25 km. this peak would have been 1.3 m higher than 
the one that actually occurred. The main effect of L. on 
V is associated with the duration of surging velocities. 
For L, = 0. Fig. 6 indicates a maximum of 2.3 m/ s for 
V. whereas velocities in excess of 2 m/ s lasted for 
about 45 min. For L. = 25 km. the maximum value of 
V was calculated as 2.35 m/ s but velocities larger than 
2 m/ s persisted for 110 min. 

Discussion 

From the foregoing analysi~. it appears tht a one
dlmen~ional. unsteady. open-water flow model can be 

FIG. 7. Illustration of initial hypothetical jam with an equi· 
librium reach. 

FIG. 8. EffeCt of jam length on peak SUI"Je stage at Mac
Ewan Bridge (computed with V/V• c 9). 

applied to the ice-water now that results from the re
lease of an ice jam using appropriate definitions of the 
mass and momentum fluxes . Realistic predictions can 
be made with this approach provided a suitable value is 
selected for the coefficient V / V * . At this time. it is not 
known how this cocfficient1s to be predicted because of 
complications arising from the frequent existence of 
solid ice sheets below an ice jam. For the present study. 
the best value of V / V • was found equal to 9 . which is 
between the open-water value ( =a 16) and the apparent 
value (5) for flow under a 1-m-thick ice cover. The 
apparent value of V / V • is defined as the ratio of the 
apparent V(equalto q/ H) to the apparent v.cequalto 
(gHS1)

1
'
2
); 51 = energy slope). The apparent V / V • ap

plies when the cover is stationary but has to increase .r 
when the cover is set in motion. Additional case studies 
would help to develop a method for predicting suitable 
values of v;v •. 

The possible effects of the jam length on downstream 
flow conditions were investigated using v;v. = 9. It 
was found that jams of the same maximum H. but 
longer than. the actual jam w.>uld have r:sulted 10 in-



creased peak ~tagcs and durauon~ of surging velocities . 
The: peak \aluc of \ ' at ~la~:E"an Bridge was calcu

lated a' :!.3 mf ,. occuninc at T == :!.' mm. At T = 
.1:' min. the ~:akulatcd \; had dropped ~li g htly 10 

:! . :! m/ s: thi' is in accord \~ollh an e~timatcd ~urtace 
vdocity of 2-3 m/ s. reported hy site obsen•cr.;. IIi~ of 
interest to note here that ~urface velociues of 5-6 m/ s 
occurred at this site during the 1977 breakup !Doyle 
19771: this tmplies corresponding average velocities of 
4 .~-5 .1 m/ s which are about twice those of 1979. The 
difference could be produced by one or more of several 
factors such as a jam located closer to the observation 
site than the 1979 jam: a steeper toe slope: and a higher 
initial discharge. Unfortunately. the origin of the 1977 
surge is unknown but chances are that the released jam 
was located at about the same distance above MacEwan 
Bridge as the 1979 Jam. The 1977 discharge was about 
1300 m 'Is whtch may account for a part but not for all 
of the difference in surging velocities. II can be shown 
that. other things being equal. surge speeds are approx
imately proportional to the square root of the iniual 
water surface slope at the jam toe. Figure 3 indicates an 
initial toe slope of ahout I o·': hence. it is estimated that 
the toe slope of the jam responsible for the 1977 surge 
would be close to but not greater than 4 x 10 ·'. This 
value is not uncommon for ice jams in the vicinity of 
Fort McMurray tsee Doyle 1977: Doyle and Andres 
1978. 1979). 

II has been pointed out that predictions cannot be 
expected to be realistic beyond T = 70 min. due to new 
jamming that occurred at a location no farther than 
14 km below MacEwan Bridge. The toe of the new jam 
was observed at this location about 12 h after the surge: 
it is thus possible that jamming first occurred at a dis
tance less than 14 km from MacEwan Bridge and the 
toe advanced by shoves during the intervening time. 
The probability of this occurrence is enhanced if it is 
considered that in 1977 a much more violent ice run was 
arrested at Poplar Island N km from MacEwan Bridge. 
sec Fie . 2 and Dovle 1977). If this had also been the 
case i~ 1979. it ·~estimated that the predictions would 
only apply until T = .«> min. 
Regardles~ of the actual uming and location of the 

new jam. prediction of subsequent flow conditions 
above the new toe depends on several factors. as indi
cated below: 

Cil surge characteristics: 
Iii 1 unsteady now equations under a stationary frag

mented ice cover I new ice jam); 
Ciiil mechanisms of upmeam propagation and verti

cal growth (thickening) of an ice jam; 
1h·1 the downstream boundary condition. that is. dis

charge or depth variation with time at the jam toe: 
tn stabi lity of tnc jam toe. 
Item I 11 c:m be dealt wnh using the approach 

presented herein and ttcm 1 ii 1 ha~ already heen di~
cus~d 1n an earlier secuun where conunuity and mo
mentum e4uatinn~ were de,·clupcd t-ee also 'lmilar 
e4uations derived 1-~ Uzuncr and Kennedy 1 197f>l for 
flow under a ~lallnnary coven. For a 'nuatinn "here an 
ice jam lengthen~ in the upstream dtrCCiion. IWO flow 
models must be applied simultaneou~ly: a model of 
ice-water now for the region upstream of the jam head 
and a model for flow under a stationary cover for the 
region downstream of the jam head. The location of the 
boundary between these regions depends on time in a 
manner dictated partly by item (iiil and partly by the 
incoming ice discharge which is related to item li 1. Item 
(iii) can be formulated ~o as to be consistent with gen
erally accepted theoretical developments to date 1 see for 
example Kennedy 1958; Pariset eta/. 1966: Uzuner and 
Kennedy 1976). Some attempts to formulate mathe
matically the propagation and thickening of an tee jam 
have already been made 1 Uzuner and Kennedy 1976: 
Mercer and Cooper 19771 but the resulting models have 
not as yet been tested against laboratory or field data. 

Items ( iv) and 1 v) . that is. flow and stability condi· 
tions at the jam toe. arc . to a large degree. unknown. 
For e)(ample. Uzuner and Kennedy ( 19761 did not at· 
tentpl to s; tve their time-dependent c4uations largel. 
because the downstream boundary conditions were un
known. On the other hand. Mercer and Cooper I 19771 
assumed a floating toe with equilibrium thtckness 
which permits one to consider the water surface along 
the jam as an M2 curve. Though floating toes arc ob
served frequently. grounded toes are not rare occur
rences ( Beltaos 19801. Evidence for the latter situation 
can be either direct 1 water surface located fGtrther below 
the top of the jam than one tenth of the available chan
nel depth) or indirect lmode of failure of an tce jam. 
locally very steep slope of water surface) For the sec
ond ice Jam at Fort McMurray in 1979. the results of 
Doyle and f\ndres indicate a toe slope of 0 .005 ' over a 
d istance of 500 m: thi~ is :!6 times the normal channel 
slope at the same lncatton . To withstamd the ~csulung 
forces I stream wise weight component plus bottom 
st"tear stress I an ice Jam would have to be mud1 thtcker 
than the available flow depth. 

When a jam toe is grounded. the downstream 'bound
ary condition may be formulated in terms of a seepage 
type of equation which relates the discharge to the water 
depths upstream and downstream of the grounded por· 
tion. If it is assumed that . at the time of format ion of the 
toe. the now is stopped completely. t.e . . the discharge 
becomes zero momentarily. the upstream depth will 
subsequently increase and the down~trcam depth wi ll 

'Note that ) lmtlar toe , lopes for ac~ Jam' nco~r F1>n 
M~.:Murray have abn hccn reponed r~!!:ardtn!! 1h.: IIJ77 .1rnl 
t97R breakup pcmxb 1 Doyk 1977: Do~ k .1nd r\nJrc, 197!! 1 
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de rease: this will e~tabli~h a hydraulic gradient which. 
in tum. will cau~e the discharge to increase. This con
cept coulcl be formulated mathematically and incorpo
rated in an over.lll model of jam formation : however. 
there i ~ an additional considero~tion that requires in
ve~ugation . As the hydr.tulic head acros~ the jam toe 
inc.:rea:.es. the seepage force also increases. whereas the 
ahility of the jam to resist this force may decrease if 
increased water sta~es cause partial flotation of the 
grounded ice. Therefore there must be a limit of sta
bility beyond which the jam would fail and move down
stream but it is 1101 known how a pertinent criterion 
should be expressed quantitatively. It would thus ap
pear that research on the mechanics of grounded jams is 
necessary before a complete model of ice jam formation 
can be produced. 

Summary and COIICiusions 
The results of a preliminary investigation into the 

mechanics of surges due to ice jam relca.~s have been 
reported in the previous sections. The investigation was 
prompted by a recent r.::port !Doyle and Andres 1979) 
that includes a partially documented case of ice jam 
release. 

The differential equations for the ice-water flow that 
oc.:cun subsequent to the release of an ice jam were 
formulated and it was shown that. with plausible ap
proximations. the problem may be treated as one
dimensional . open-water flow of total depth H identical 
to that of the ice-water flow . and average velocity V. 
This applies to situation~ where the river is free of ice 
downstream of the relca.o;cd ice jam. Though this docs 
occur in nature occasionally. the downstream reach is 
often covered with an undisturbed or deteriorated icc 
~heet. Arrival of the surge lifts. breaks. and sets in 
motion this icc sheet: the phenomenon is too complex 
to model but its main effect is to retard the advance of 
the surge. For practical purposes. it was assumed tha: 
this effect may be handled hy an increased friction 
t actor or a reduced r.ttio V / V • . 

Th,· llata provided by Doyle and Andre~ pertaining to 
the n:l ·.•~e of an ice jam on the Athaba~ca River ahove 
t=urt ~.t..:Mumy were reprocessed to define the mitial 
and boundary conditions necessary for the com
putation. Stream geometry was defined on the basis of 
several surveyed cross sections: each cross section was 
approximated by a rectangle of average width and depth 
for simplicity. The computation was carried out by 
means of an algorithm developed by KrishnaptJan and 
Snider (1977) for unsteady . onc-dimensiono.l. open
water flow. This algorithm uses a constant value of 
V / V • which. in view of previous comments. appears to 
be the weakest assumption of the pre~ent study. The 
\ alue V / V • = 9 was found to adequate!~ reproduce 
available stage and velocity estimates at a downstream 

location. This value is between the corresponding open
water value 1161 and the apparent value 151 for tlo"' 
under a solid ice sheet. 

Usin!! VI V = 9. it was found further that. if the iam 
had hc~n as~~iated with the same max1mum water 
depth but was longer than the one that actually oc
curred. the peak surge stages and durations of surge 
velocities would increase. 

From the data of Doyle and Andres ( 19791 it appears 
that the surge was arrested at a location no more distant 
than 14 km below MacEwan Bridge and the present 
computation cannot be expected to be realistic for T > 
70 min due to changed downstream conditions. Pre
liminary considerations of the mathematical modelling 
of jam reformation indicated that the major unknowns 
are the flow and stability conditions at the toe of an ice 
jam. especially in cases where the toe is grounded. 
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New :;pecies suited to futt•re conditions. 
- Structures to prov1de access l o habitats for migratory species. 
- Extension of the area available to cer4ain species. 
- Promot1on of certain species to the detriment of others. 

Water Oual1ty 

The maJOr parameters defining water quality include temperature, 
turbidity, dissolved oxygen and nitrogen, and nutrients. Aquatic 
life depends on the inter-relationship of all these factors. 
To m1n1m1ze the effects of a hydro-electric project on the physical, 
cr•~m1cal , and biological quality of the environment, the planning 
and design of the structures should take into account: 
- Present and potential uses of the water upstream and down

:.tream. 
- Ellects of water storage on dissolved oxygen and water 

temperature, and repercussions on aquatic life. 
Dowvnstream effec:s on nitrogen saturation. 
Ellects of organic matter and nutrients carried by flood waters 
to the reservoir, where S"'dimentation is accelerated. 

Gruund Water Levels 

AdJacent land where the ground-water level may rise she .. ld be 
studied to determine: 
- Effects of higher ground-water levels. 
- Present and future uses incl,uding potential with regard to 

forestry, agriculture, mining, tourism, wildlife and plant life. 

Reservo1r Clearing 

Reservo1rs can be clear cut, or partially cleared. Decisions on the 
degree of clearing should be consistent with environmental uses 
u l the reservoir within the operating levels. Consider the follow-
•ng: . 
- Wildlife habitat, boating, fishing, swimming, water skiing, as 

well as sightseeing. 
- Prox1m1ty and accessibility of the reservoir to urban, industrial, 

agncultural, and wilderness areas. 
- F1sh and bird reproduction can be enhanced, in some instances, 

1f portiolls of reservo1rs are not cleared. 
- The salvage of as much wood material as is economically 

possible. 
- Waterway habitat improvement, including bank stabilization, 

control of wind and water erosion in the zone of fluctuation 
and replanting of mudflat areas with water adaptable species. 
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Erosion, Sedimentation, and Ice 

A reservoir presents a potential source of erosion and sedimenta
tion. To the degree it is economically and technically possible, 
siting and design should ensure stability of the banks, prevent 
land from sliding or breaking, avoid the silting of the reservoir, 
and achieve erosion proYection in harmony with the natural sur
roundings. Similarly, the design of structures and remedial or pro
tective devices should take into account the behaviour of ice and 
frazil ice. 

Construction 
Construction activities can be carried on in a way which minimizes 
damage to the environment. Before work begins, a plan to protect 
and manage the environment should be developed and conveyed 
to the construction forces. 
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Excavation, Borrow Pits, and Quarry Areas 

Borrow pits, quarries and disposal areas are unsightly. 
• Choose disposal areas for surplus excavation with care so that 

the landscaping of these spoil areas, when abandoned, will be 
compatible with the natural surroundings. 

• Locate pits and quarry sites within the area of the future 
reservoir if possible. Landscape and stabilize exploited areas 
outside the limits of the reservoir on completion, including 
slopes and faces. 

Operation 

Reservoir 

During the filling of the reservoir, protect the water and animal 
and plant life, taking into account the rights of other users of 
the river. 
Permissible reservoir fluctuations should be established by a 
study of the energy production and environmental requirements. 
The best solution that takes these two factors into account 
should be applied. It may be necessary to apply more severe 
operating restrictions during migration or spawning. They should 
be co-ordinated with fish and wildlife management authorities. 
Consider the following elements in the operation of a reservoir: 
- Stability of river or reservoir banks affected by sharp fluctua-

tions in water level. 
-Protection of the rights or property owners by ensuring opera

tion within minimum and maximum operating flows and levels. 
- Monitoring variations in ground-water levels caused by opera-

tion of a reservoir. 
- Appearance of areas affected by variations in levels. 
- Surveillance of water quality and sedimentation. 
- Protection of flora and fauna, taking into account reproductive 

cycles. 
- Recreational activities such as fishing, pleasure boating, 

camping and swimming. 

Rights of Other Users 

The rights of other users upstream and downstream should be 
protected during operation. Clear opera~ing limits should be 
defined for various conditions. Other user rights include: 
- Floating of logs 
- Navigation 
- Drainage, irrigation, industrial and residential water supply, 

and waste water discharges. 

- Appearance of the area 
-Water quality 
- Recreational uses, such as for fishing, swimming and camping 
-Commercial fishing 

De-Commissioning 
De-Commissioning of a hydro-electric plant involves taking it out 
pf service and transferring all rights to the water and land to 
others, and usually occurs when its useful life is completed ::tnn 
rehabilitation or redevelopment is not economically justified. 
The economic analysis should consider the environmental efft>ct 
of de-commissioning, especially on the uses that have developed 
over the plant's lifetime. These may include recreation. irrigat1on. 
flood control, conservation, water supply, and fish farmm~ . 
Returning a site to its original state should be considered . 
although it is seldom practical to restore levels and flows to the~r 
natural state when the ecology and human population have 
adapted to a changed regime. 
• Consider the visual quality of the de-commissioned structures 

and site in the economic analysis. 
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( ttfl ttf ,'\1 ,,..,~"''•t:S 

QUEBEC 

ENVIRONNEMENT 
, 2360. c~- Sl•Foy. 

Ste-Foy. GtV t1H2 
Ren~ts g"!f'ttau• 

SASKATCHEWAN 

DEPARTMENT OF THE 
ENVIRONMENT 
51., " ' 195~ V•c :or•a Ave 
::te<; " <I ~~p 3V5 
Te·o?• ,j;t .2.!55 
T:. l o'J '1: '2'0 
G .. ,.~,~ ' ' O..tir•@S 

, ... ~ 1 1. 

~3-6071 

565·61 13 
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SASKATCHE~/ AN 

Saskatchewan Wat., Corporation 
3to ~'' 2121 Sasllatcne ... ~n ,.. 
Regrna S4P 447 
Mrnrster resoonsrbte 
The "ion Paul SchOe~hats 
PreSident Raymond Rrcnaros 
Yre.-Prtsldent. S.R Blackwell 
Yre•Prtsrdtnl Water Shed Management 
J F Oanyluk . 
Yre•PretrCMnt. Resource Man~ernenr 
OLMacUOC! . 
Yre.flfesoder'tt. Water Supply and Utthty 
Management • 
R S Pen"anc~ . 
Colnotrotr.r Y C FOWkt 

YUKON 
NORTHERN CANADA POWER 
COMMISSION 
Rm 3C1 ~eoer~t Btog 
Wl\olet\Oise Y1A 2C6 

56!j·2~:Jf 
56f-~51 
565·6141 

565-6400 

565·o220 

565·2663 
566·9521 

NORTHWEST TERRITORIES 

Northwest Territories Wat., Board 
? .0 Boa 5000. 
YtiiOWIIntlt. lC1 A 2A3 
Contact Jo Maceu.r.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 92~8191 

Northwest Territories Public: 
Utilities Board 
r 0 B<>a 697 

"-''~"'~ X lA 1N!> 
C..O<•IICI OM ThOmson 

I 

NEWFOUNDLAND 

Ch.,rdtfH F811s (Labrador) 
Corpoqtlon Limited 
PntloO Pl.c. EhllfAI'I Ave 
P 0 loe 11200. St. Jotln a. AlA 2)1.~ 
GenerallftQUitleS 1:1; · ; 4~·11 

Newfoundland Commission of 
Public Utilities 
flfrnc:t Ct· ~· ·..s 8 • 'I 
P 0 a,, , 'f l !~ C.t ,, ..... ' • • A~·· 

QUEBEC 
~"de IM"Iopp1ment de a. 8M James 
cSD8J) 
600 t<IUI eM ._..~. "'· 
I.ContrUI. H2L &t6 
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THALLIUM 

Thall ium is a trace metal with chemical properties 
similar to those of aluminum. Even though thallium has 
two valence states (TI1 

• . TIJ+) in aqueous solution the 
monovalent ion (TI 1 

•) is the most stable. 

Environmental Range 

Thallium is present in only trace amounts in fresh 
water. Typical thallium concentrations in seawater are less 
than 0.000 01 mg/L 110 ng/U. 

Sources 

Thallium is present in pyrite (FeS2 ) and is recovered 
from the roasting of this ore in connection with the 
production of sulphuric acid. It is also obtained from the 
smelting of lead and zinc ores. 

Thallium forms alloys with other metals and readily 
amalgamates with mercury. It also forms a wide variety of 
compounds with varied uses: thallium sulphide is used in 
photocells, thallium bromide· iodide crystals are u"d as 
infrared detectors, thallium with sulphur or selenium and 
arseni~. and thallium oxide are used to produce special 
glasses; other thallium compounds are used as dyes, 
pigments in fireworks, and as depilatories. Since thallium 
sulr· ate is odourless and tasteless, giving no warning of its 
presence, and is an effective cumulative poison. it is used as 
a rodenticide and as an ant killer. 

Water Quality Guidelines 

Thallium is a cumulative poison and has sublethal 
effects such as hair loss and high blood pressure, however, 
no drinking water or livestock water guidelines have been 
set. 

Although t hallium has been shown to inhibit photo
synthesis and plant transpiration by interfering with 
stomatal function, no guidelines have been set for thallium 
levels in irrigation water. 1 

Thallium acts as a neuro-poison in fish and aquatic 
invertebrates. Thallium concentrations of 0.1 mg/L 
constitute a hazard in the marine environment, whereas 
levels less than 0.05 mg/L present a minimal risk of 
deleterious effects (Environmental Studies Board, 1973). 
No freshwater guidelines have been set. 

TIN 

Tin, a minor constituent of the earth's crust, occurs 
only in minute quantities in natural water. Stannous 
hydroxide is soluble in woter but can only be present in 
appreciable concentrations above the pH r.tnge of natural 
water. 

60 

Environmental Range 

Freshwater concentrations of t in are minute and 
seawater contains only 0.0008 mg/ L tin . 

Sources 

Tin is released by the weathering of 1gneous rocks that 
contain the mineral cassiterite (Sn02 ) . It is not usually 
transported in solution but is sorbed to clay minerals or 
remains as a resistate deposit. 

Tin is used principally to coat other metals in order to 
prevent corrosion or other chemical action; for example, 
the tin plating of steel is used in the production of 
contai:'lers (tin cans) for the food processing industry. This 
element is also used in alloys such as pewter. Tin is 
unsurpassed by any other metal in the multiplicity of its 
organic applications. Organotin compounds are used as 
stabilizers for polyvinyl chloride, industrial catalysts, in
dustrial and agricultural biocides, and wood-preserving and 
anti-fouling agents. Thus, a variety c.f industries may 
discharge wastes containing tin into receiving waters. 

Water Quality Guidelines 

Tin itself is not toxic to man, but it has no known 
physiological function in the human body. Tin is not taken 
up by plants. Therefore, no water quality guidelines for t in 
have been established for drinking waters; for agricultural 
uses; or for freshwater or marine aquatic environments. 

TOTAL DISSOLVED SOLIDS 

Total Dissolved Solids ITDSl is an index of the amount 
of dissolved substances in a water. The presence of such 
solutes alters the physical and chemical properties of water . 

The range of dissolved solids is variable (Table 8). 

Table 8. Total Dissolved Solicls - Salinity Rdationships 

Total Dissolved Solids 
m~/L 

0 - I 000 

De~ree of Salinity 

Fresh ; non-saline 
I 001 - 3 000 
3 001 - 10 000 

10 001 - 100 000 
>too 001 

Slightly saline } 
Moderately saline 
Saline 

Brackish 

Brine 

,. 

Soueces 

The base flow of a waterway acquires mineral constit· 
uents in the form of dissolved salts in solution, such as 
sodium, chloride, magnesium, sulphate, etc. In periods of 
high surface runoff, overland flow contributes dissolved 
materials to waters. In addition, significant contributions to 
the TDS load are anthropogenic in the form of municipal 



d industrial effluents, agricultural runoff, and aerosol 
lout. 

Iter Quality Guidelines 

Bas1c gu idel ines on the concentrat ion of TOS which 
1ve been established relate to taste and palatability rather 
an to detrimen tal health effects on man and aquatic 
ota. TDS concentration less than 500 mg/ L has been 
1signated as an objective level for drink ing water (Depart· 

ent of National Health and Welfare, 19691. It has been 
cognized that concentrations of 1000 mg/ L may still be 
:ceptable for drinking providing none of the individual 
ssolved consti tuents exceed their particular guidelines 
)epartment of National Health and Welfare, 1969). If the 
mcentration exceed s 2000 mg/L definite laxative effects 
1ve been observed in man. 

A similar laxative. effect has been shown in livestock. 
or an imals concentrations less than 3000 mg/L have 
roven to be satisfactory in most circumstances (Environ· 
tental Studies Board, 19731. 

Industrial. users of waters usually prescribe TDS con· 
~ntrations to be less than 1000 mg/ L, but this is quite 
Jriable among individual users and their particular require· 
1ents (U.S. Geological Survey, 19701. 

. ffects on Use 

High concentrations of TOS limit the suitability of a 
tater as a drinking source. Industries are sensit ive to boiler 
caling or to accelerated corrosion associated wi th sub· 
tantial amounts of TDS in water. High TDS waters may 
nterfere with the c larity , colour, and taste of manufactured 
trodu :ts. 

TUNGSTEN 

Tungsten is a transition metal, chemically similar to 
.hromium, molybdenum and tantalum. Its physical and 
:hemical propert ies make it suitable for many commercial 
·nd industrial applications. Tungsten occurs naturally in 
everal tungstate minerals and is obtained commercially 
'rom these ores by reducing tungstic oxide to the metal. 

:nvironm~ntal Range 

Most freshwate ·~ contain negligible concentrat ions of 
. ungsten. Seawater typically exh ibits concentrations of 
!).0001 mg/ L tungsten. 

3ources 

Tungsten occurs naturally in the minerals wol fram ite 
[ (Fe,Mn)WO" f, huebnerite (MnWO.& l, ferberi te (FeWO.& l. 
~nd scheelite (CaW04J. Tungsten is very insoluble in water. 

Tungsten and its alloys are used extensively for 
filaments, electric lamps, electron and television tubes 
electrical contact points for automobile d istributors and fo; 
numerous high temperature applications, including space 
missiles. Tungsten carbide (W1 Cl is used in the metal· 
work ing, mining, and petroleum industries. Calcium and 
magnesium tungstates are used in fluorescent lighting; and 
other salts of tungsten are used 1n the chemical and tanning 
industries. 

Water Quality Guidelines 

No water quality guidelines have been formulated for 
tungsten. 

Turbidity
1
is a measure of the suspended particles such 

as silt, clay. organic matter. plankton, and microscopic 
organisms in water which are usually held in suspension by 
turbulent flow and Brownian movement. Turbidity is 
measured by comparing the optical interferences of sus· 
pended particles to the t ransmission of ligh t in water in an 
instrument previously standardized with sam~les of 
standard turbidity units . 

Environmental Range 

It is impractical to assign a range of values to turbid ity. 
however, non-detectable turbidity may be approx imated by 
pure d istilled water (0 Jackson Turbidity Units [JTUJ) . 
Values of 1000 JTU may be encounted in wastewaters; 
waters with very h igh natural turbidity may be in the range 
of several hundred JTU. 

Sources 

The amount of sol id materials in suspension in water 
may result from natural erosion, runoff, and algal blooms, 
although man may contribute to the presence of such 
materials. The concentrat ion and particle size o f these 
suspended materials may cause significant variation of 
turbidity values. Turbidity is high during spring runoff. 

Water Quality Guidelines 

High turbidity reduces photosynthesis of submerged, 
rooted aquatic vegetation and algae; this reduced plan t 
growth may in turn suppress fish productivity. Turbid ity • 
therefore, can affect aquatic biological communit ies. Water 
quality guidelines suggest that d ischarges result ing from 
human activity should not alter ambient turbidity levels. 

Turbidity, unless related to asbest iform minerals, does 
not affect the safety of a drinki ng water. bu t does al ter 1ts 
consumer acceptability. Although water with a turbid ity of 
5 JTU or less is acceptable for drinking, a value of less than 

6 1 
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SURFACE WATER QUALITY OBJECTIVES 

These objectives represent water quality 
suitable for most uses either through direct use or 
prepared for use by an economically practical 
degree of treatment. They apply to surface 
waters except in areas of close proximity to out
falls. 

There are many instances where the na
tural water quality of a lake or river does not 
meet some of the suggested limits. In these 

1 • Bacteriology (Coliform Group) 

(a) In waters to be withdrawn for treat
ment and distribution as a potable supply 
or used for outdoor recreation other than 
direct contact, at least 90 percent of the 
samples (not less than five samples in any 
consecutive 30-day period) should hove a 
total coliform density of less than 5,000 
per 100 ml and a fecal coliform density 
of less than 1,000 per 100 mi. 

(b) In water used for direct contact re
creation or vegetable crop irrigation the 
geometric mean of nat less than five sam
ples taken over not more than a 30-day 
period should not exceed 1 ,000 per 100 
ml total colifonN, nor 200 per 100 ml 
fecal coliforms, nor exceed these numbers 
in more than 20 percent of the tomples 
examined during any month, nor exceed 
2,400 per 100 ml total coliforms on any 
day. 

I 

2. Dissolved Oxygen 

A minimum of five mw'l at any time. 

3. Biochemical Oxygen Demand 

Dependent on the assimilative capacity of 
the receiving water, the BOD must not 
exceed a limit which would create a dis
solved oxygen content of less than five 
mg/1. 

cases, the limits obviously will not apply. It 
should be noted, however, that where the na
tural existing quality is inferior to desirable 
criteria, it would be unwise to permit further 
deterioration by unlimited or uncontrolled in
troduction of pollutants. Naturally occurring 
circurNtances are not taken into account in 
these objectives and due consideration must 
be given where applicable (e.g. spring runoff 
effect on colour, odour, etc.). 

4. Suspended Solids 

Not to be increased by more than 1 0 mw'l 
over background value. 

5. ~ 

To be in the range of 6.5 to 8.5 pH units 
but not altered by more than 0.5 pH units 
from background value. 

6. Temperature 

Not to be increased by more than 3°C 
above ambient water temperature. 

7. Odour 

The cold (200C) threshold odour number 
not to exceed eight. 

8. Colour 

Not to be increased more than 30 colour 
units above natural value. 

Not to exceed more than 25 Jackson units 
over natura I turbidity. 
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There are many instances where the natural water qualn.' ,., a 
lake or river does not meet some of the suggested limits. In these 
cases. the limits obviously will not apply. It should be noted. 
however. that where the natural existing quality is inferior to 
desirable objectives. it would be unwise to permit further 
deterioration by unlimited or uncontrolled introduction of 
pollutants. Naturally occurring circumstances are not taken into 
account in these "Objectives" and due consideration must be 
given where applicable (e.g. spring runoff effect on colour. 
odour. etc.) 

Table I 
SURFACE WATER QUAUTY OBJECilVES 

These objectives have been prepared in co-operation with the 
Provinces of Albena and Manitoba and represent water quality 
suitable for most uses either through direct use or prepared for 
use by an economically practical degree of treatment. 

1.111 ..... 
tC:.....c;..,l 

2. .,_..,... 

o.n-
J. _ ... ':el 

o., ... .,..... 

S. pH 

1.0.. 

a. c.. 
cA,.-1 -

(al In waten to ~ withdrawn for ueat!MIIt and distribution as a 
potable supply or used for outdoor recn!ation other than direct 
COittact. at least 90 per cent of the wampln (not Ins than five 
samples in any COIIHClltive lO·day periodl should have a total 
colifwm clnsity of Ins than 5.000 per tOO ml and a fecal 
coliform density of Ins than 1.000 per 100 mi. !Th~ Masimum 
Permissible Umit of total coliform oraan1sms in a sin11e 
wample shall ~ determined by the Depanment based on the 
type and delft" of pollution and other local conditions 
eaistml within the watenhed.) 

;b) In waten used for direct contaet recreation or veaetable crop 
irriaation the pometnc mean of not less than five wamples 
wn over not ""'"' than a JO.day period should not esceed 
1.000 per 100 ml total coliforms. nor 200 per 100 ml fecal 
colif«as. nor eaceed thne num~n in more than 20 per cent 
of the samples eumilled durina ~ny month. nor eaceed 2.400 
per 100 ml total coliforms on any day. 

A mini-m of five matt at any rime. 

Depndeltt on the assimilative capaaty of the receivin1 wat~r. 

Tile BOD mall not esceed a limit which would create a dissolved 
osyaen COfttellt of less than five m111. 

Nor to ~ increased by more than 10 m111 over badJfOUnd 
value. 

To~ in the ranae of fi.S to 8.5 pH units but not ahered by more 
than O.S pH units from badlfOilnd value. 

Not to be increased by IIIOft than l"C above amb;ent water 
temperalllre. 

Tile cold !lO"Cl dltnhold odour number not to eaceed ei1ht. 

Not to be increased IIIOft than lO colour units above natural 
value. 

Not to ftCftd mOftthan 2.5 turb1dity unita OWt natural turbidity. 

-6-
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TABU 1 

SUU'AC! WAT!il QUALITY OBJECTIVES 

.C•" uplautof7 DOtea for deflo1t1oa of par ... ter.) 

th .. e objective• repreaeat vater quality auitable for .oat 
uea either tbrou&h direct ue or preparecl for uae 11y aa ecoeoalcally 
practical clear .. of trea~at. They apply to aurface vatera except ia 
areaa of cloae proxt.itJ to outfalla. 

there are aany iaataa:es vhere the aatural vater quality of 
a lake or river cloea aot .. et ao.. of the auaaeatecl llmita. ta t hese 
caaea, the limits obviously vlll DOt apply. It ahoulcl be DOted, however, 
that vhera the aatural existiDI quality ia iDferior to desirable 
criteria, it voulcl be uavlae to per.it further cleterloratioa by uallaltecl 
or wcoatrollecl iDtrocluctlon of pollutaats. Haturally occuniD& c1rcU8-
ataaces are DOt takea iDto accouat 1a these objective• aacl clUe coaalclera
cio~a auat 1le fivea vbere applicable <•·I• apdq runoff effect oa colour, 
odour, etc.). ) 

1. lacteriolocr (Colifor. Croup) 

(a) la wtera to 11• vitWrava 
for ueac.eat aacl clucrt-
1Nt1oa aa a potable npply 
or uaecl for outdoor recrea
tioa other thaD direct 
COD tact 1 at leaat 90 per 
ceat of the ...,lea (aot 
leaa thaa five ...,lea 1a 
&Dy coaaecutive lo-daf 
period) abould have a 
total c,lifor. deoaity of 
less th..a 5,000 per 100 a1 
8ncl a fecal colifor. 
density of leaa thaa 1,000 
per 100 al. 

(11) 1D weer uecl for clirect 
coatact recreatioD or ve&e
table crop irriaatioa the 
ae..etric aeaa of DOt leas 
thaD five ~plea takea 
over DOt •r• thaD a 30-cfay 
pedocl should not uceecl 
1,000 per 100 a1 total 
colifor-s, aor .xceocl these 
auabers la aore thaD %0 per 
cent of the aaapl.. exaaiaed 
clurin& aay aoath, aor exceed 
2,400 per 100 a1 total coli
for.. oa aay ~y. 

2. Dia.alved Gxzs!n 

A.Diat.ua of five -a/1 at aDy tt... 

3. 11ocheaic:al 9xyaea Deaancl 

Depaadent oa tha a .. tat.lative capa
cit1 Gf the rccelvlna vater, the 
IOD aust not exceed a 11~ vhich 
vould c~eata a d1aaolvecl oxysca 
content of leu thaa .Uve ••/1. 

- s -

4. 5'2aea4ecl Sollda . 

, llot co be lacreasecl by 
•r• tha 10 aa/1 over 
..Uarouad nlue. 

s. I! 

to •• 1a the raaae of 
6.5 to 1.5 pB uaita but 
oot altered 11y aore thaa 
0.5 pB units froa back
~owd value • 

6. T!!Perature 

Wot ' to 11e iacreased by 
•re thaa ]OC above 
... ieat weer C.-perature. 

7. ~ 

The cold (20°C) tbraaholcl 
odour aUIIber oot to exceacl 
ei&ht. .. ~ 
Wot to be iacreasecl aore 
thaa 30 colour unite above 
aatural value. 

lot to uceed aore than 
25 Jackaoa uaita over 
aatural tur11idity. 

• 
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SURFACE WATER QUALITY OBJECTIVES 

There are many legitimate uses of water within the province. 

Some of these uses have been mentioned briefly earlier. The range of 

acceptable water quality (as measured In tenas of 'slgnlffcant physical, 

chemical and biological parameters) varies depending upon the particular 

requlrement.C6) The ma~y uses aay be rank~ according to the range of 

water quality that c.n be tolerated for the particular application. , 
Involved In the ranking are other factors such as the availability of 

treatment technology, economic and social costs to Individuals, groups, 

Industry and to the province as a whole, relative water demand for a 

specific purpose and t~e susceptibility of fish and wildlife to minor 

or major changes. It has usually been agreed that water for public 

(. water supply, recreation Involving direct water contact, wildlife and 

aquatic life protection require the highest quality of water with the 

minimum allowable variance. 
• 0 

Alberta, In association with Saskatchewan and Manitoba, has 

established minimum water quality guidelines which would allow the most 

sensitive use. By doing so, all other demands Involving lesser quality 

or dem~nds more tolerant to wider varfatlon would also be satisfied. 

Th~ surface water quality objectives for Alberta are presented 

In Table 1. The numerical values established for the various parameters 

listed In Table 1 represent a goal which should be achieved or surpassed. 

In certain regions of the province, natural conditions result In levels 

( 
- 3 -
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0f certain metals, nutrients or other water quality parameters which 

exceed those presented as objectives. This does not mean that the 

objectives should be revised to account for these partlcul~r situations. 

Rather,thesc Individual occurrences wilt be treated as special cases 

and reviewed accordingly. The surface water quality objectives apply 

to all surface waters tn Alberta. 

- ,. -
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S111fAD TAIL! 

PAIAKET!r. UMlTS lA lB lC lD 2A 21 2C lA 

Sulfate (so.,) .. ,1 250. 2:0. 250. 250. 

Sulfide (H2S) .. ,1 0 . 002 0.002 0.002 

Te~~pereture c• \o)0. 5 (0)1 .0 (0)2.0 

ThalUua (Tl) .. ,1 0 . 05 0.05 0 . 05 

Threehold 
Odour Nllllber 4. 4 . 4. 4. 

Total CoUfora CoUDta 
Or aula• /100 Ill NIG. (Y) lOO. (Z) 1000. (1) sooo. (f) 100. (D) .500. (l) 1000. (U) 100. (Z) 

Total Dlaeolved 
SoUde aa/1 500. 500. 1000. .500. 

Todc Ala• 

~'hr~ilfCc'j fat"' • : ~~T;~~ . ·. ~;··~"-: -~~;: .• : ~ ..: .11!~ 
. ... . .,.-~ . 0 

::u~ . ::.u .. ,·. .. ,; ... _ . . :·;.t,i····· .. ., .... ~ ~~ri 
Unepecif1ed Toaic 
Subetancee 

Ureniua (U) .. ,1 (DD) (liD) (liD) 

Yenediua (Y) .. ,1 ... 
Zinc (Zn) •a/1 5. 5. 5. (DD) (DD) (DD) 5. 

• See Notee Appendi x D Annea 4 Pea•• v end vi 

- - - -

31 3C 4A 41 

250. 400. 

3. 5. 

. 
5000. (f) 

700. 1500 . 

: !~-:;-::-;~.-- . ·.:.,..1 ;._1~: I 

0.1 0.1 

2 .0 2. 0 

4C 

500 . 

)000. 

(II) 

(CC) 

0 . 1 

25. 

Appendh n 
Annex 2 
Pea• tv 

5 

0. 02 
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II. 2. Class 2A 

Appendix D 
Page xvi 

'Dle quality of this class of the waters of the province shall be such 
as to pem.it the propagation and aai.ntenance of warm and cold water 
sport or commercial fishes and be suitable for aquatic recreation of 
all kinds, including bathing, for which the waters may be usable . 
Limiting concentrations or ranges of substances or characteristics 
which should not be exceeded in the waters are given below. 

Substance or Characteristic 

~ia (N), unionized 

Cada1ua 

Chlorides (Cl) 

Chlorine (Cl2) 

Chroaiua (as Cr + 6) 

Colour value 

Copper (Cu) 

Cyanides (af) 

Dissolved oxygen 

Faecal Colifora Organisma 

Fluorides (F) 

Lead (Pb) 

Mercury (Hg) 

Nickel (Hi) 

pH value 

, 

Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB) 

Acceptable Limit or Range 

0.02 milligrams per liter 

0.01 ailligr .. per liter for 
waters with hardness greater 
than 100 ailligr... per 
liter (Cao:>3) 

0.004 milligrams per liter for 
waters with hardness lower 
than 100 milligrams per 
liter (CaC03) 

200 milligrams per liter 

0.01 milligram per liter 

0.1 milligram per liter 

30 

0.02 milligrams per liter or 
not greater than 1/10 the 
96-hour LCSO value 

0.005 milligrams per liter 

60% or more saturation at the 
ambient temperature 

The median (50 percen~ile) 
based on not l ess than 5 
samples per month should 
be not greater than 20 
MPN per 100 milliliters. 

1.5 milligram per liter 

0.03 milligrams per liter 

0.0002 milligrams per liter 

0.025 milligrams per liter 

6.5 - 8.5 

0.000002 milligrams per liter 



II. 2. Substance or CbaracteTistic 

Radioactive aaterials 

Seleniua (Se) 

Silver (Aa) 

Sulfides CH1S) 

Te.perature 

Tlial.liUII <n> 
Total Colifona Orgaaia-

UraaiUIII (U) 

Zinc (Zn) 

Class 2B 

Appendix D 
Paie xvii 

Acceptable Limit or lanse 

Hot to exceed the lowest 
concentrations permitted 
to be discharged to an 
uncontrolled environment as 
prescribed by the appropriate 
authority having control over 
their use. 

0.01 of the 96-hour LCSO value 

0.01 of the 96-hour LCSO value 

0.002 ailligraas per liter 

Ho cbanae greater than O.s• 
Celsius beyond natural 
Mini~ and .. xiw•• temperatures , 

O.OS adlligr ... per liter 

The median (SO percentile) 
baaed on not less than S 
samples per month should 
be not greater than 100 
MPH per 100 milliliters. 

I 
0.01 milligram per liter or 

.01 of the 96-hour LCSO value 

.01 of the 96-hour LCSO value 

The quality of thia clus of the waters of the province shall be such 
as to pend.t the propasation and maintenance of cool or warm water 
sport or commercial fishes and be suitable for aquatic recreation of 
all kinds, including bathing, for which the waters may be usable. 
The physical and chemical objectives quoted above for Class 2A shall 
also apply to these waters except as listed below. 

Substance or Characteristic 

Dissolved Oxygen 

Faecal Colifona Organisms 

pH value 

Temperature 

'Acceptable Limit or lange 

47% or more saturation at the 
ambient temperature 

The median (SO Percentile) based 
on not less than S samples per 
month should be not greater 
than 200 MPN per 100 milliliters 

6.5 - 9. 0 

No change greater than 1.0° 
Celsius beyond natural minimum 
and maximum temperatures. 



II. 2. Substance or Characteristic 

Total Colifora Organi ... 

Clue 2C 

Appendix D 
i: age xvij,i 

Acceptable Limit or Range 

The •dian (SO percentile) 
baaed on not less than S 
samples per month should 
be not greater than SOO 
KPN per 100 milliliters. 

The quality of this clus of the waters of the province shall be such 
u to per11it the propaaation ad aaintenace of rough fish or species 
c~y 1Dhui1:1D1 waten of the vicinity uoder natural conditions, 
8Dd be suitule for boatina •d other foru of ~uatic recreation for 
vhich the waten .ay be usule. The physical and cheaical objectives 
quoted aboft for Class 2A shall also apply to these waters except as 
listed belw. 

Substance or Characteristic 

Colour value 

Dissolved Oxygen 

Paecal Colifora Organisms 

pR value 

Te!lperature 

Total Colifora Organia .. 

I 

Acceptable Lt.it or Range 

100 

3S% or .ore saturation at 
the .abient temperature 

The .. dian (SO percentile) 
based on not less than S 
samples per month should 
be not greater than 400 
KPN per 100 milliliters . 

s.o- 9.3 

Ko chanae greater than 2.0• 
Celsius beyond natural 
atni.Jma and aaxillua 
temperatures. 

The .edian (SO percentile) 
based on not less than S 
samples per month should 
be not greater than 1000 
MPH per 100 llilliliters. 

. • '•• • • . .fl 

3. INDUSTRIAL CONSUMPTION 

Class 3A 

The quality of this class of the waters of the province shall be such 
as to permit their use without cheaical treatment, ft)~ most industrial 
purposes, except food processing and related uses, tor which a high 
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HEAVY METALS 

ta tive control location plus 10° C (18° F) or 
the allowed temperature difference, which
ever is the lesser temperature. These maxi
mum temperatures are to be measured on a 
mean daily basis from continuous records. 

(c) Taking and Discharging of Cooling Water 
Users of cooling water shall meet both the 
Objectives for temperature outlined above 
and the "Procedures for the Taking and Dis
charge of Cooling Water" as outlined in the 
Implementation Procedures for Policy 3 (page 
15). 

Dissolved Solids must not be added to increase 
the ambient concentrations by more than l/3 
of the natural concentrations to protect aquat
ic life. The added solids should not signifi
cantly alter the overall ionic balance of the 
receiving waters. 

Suspended matter should not be added to sur
face water in concentrations that will change 
the natural Secchi disc reading by more than 
10 percent. 

The following metal Objectives (except for mercury) are based 
on the total concentration of an unfiltered water sample. It is 
recognized that metals may not be toxic in p.1rticulate or bound 
form. It is quite possible for the total concentration in a given sur
face water to exceed the Objective without damaging any aquatic 
life. However, in the absence of any standard technique to mea
sure the toxic components, it is assumed that all of the metal is in 
a •toxic form unless specific data show otherwise. Further, an asterisk 
is placed before three parameters, namely arsenic, chromium and 
selenium, which have Objectives for aquatic life protection that are 
less stringent than the criteria for other beneficial uses. 

•Arsenic 

Beryllium 

Concentrations of Arsenic in an unfiltered 
sample should not exceed I 00 pg/L .to protect 
aquatic life. · 

For the protection of aquatic life, concentra
tions of beryllium should not exceed II pg/L 

-:;:;;:c ·-- - - - 36 

Cadmium 

•chromium 

Copper 

Iron 

Lead 

Mercury 

Nickel 

•Selenium 

' .. 

in an unfiltered sample of hardness less than 
15 ma/L of CaC03 and not exceed II 00 pg/L 
in an unfiltered sample of hardness greatt>r 
than 75 mg/L of CaC03. 

Concentrations of cadmium in an unfiltered 
sample should not exceed 0.2 ,.,g/L to prott>d 
aquatic life. 

Concentrations of chromium in an unfiltered 
sample should not exceed I 00 ,.,g/L to protect 
aquatic life. 

Concentrations of copper in an unfiltered 
sample should not exceed 5 pg/L to protet:t 
aquatic life. 

Concentration of iron in an unfiltered sampk 
should not exceed 300 ,.,g/L to protect aqua til' 
life. 

The toxicity of lead is highly dependent on 
the alkalinity of the water. The toxicity de· 
clines as the alkalinity increases. The total 
lead concentration should not exceed tht• 
values given below: 

Alkalinity mg/L 
asCaC03 

Up to 20 
20 to 40 
40 to 80 
greater than 80 

Maximum lc:ul 
Concentration 

,.,g/L 

5 
10 
20 
25 

Concentrations of total mercury in filtered 
water should not exceed 0. 2 pg/L nor should 
the concentrations of total mercury in wholt• 
fish exceed 0.5 pg/g (See Table 2). 

Concentrations of nickel in an unfilh.'red 
sample should not exceed 25 ,.,g/L to prolcl'l 
aquatic life. 

Concentrations of Selenium in an unfiltered 
sample should not exceed I 00 ,.,g/L to prolt'l'l 
aquatic life. 

· ~ 
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Table l . CCnnl'd) 

Sources and Object ivts Ca) 

Parameter .. .. Australia 
1974 

U.S. EPA 
1976 

I.J.( ' Great bkc-s 
1974-76 

PIIYSICAL 

pH 
Settleable substances 
Temperature 

Toxic arowths 

unils 7.0-9 .2 
Minimized 

Free of heavy alaal 
arowths 
< Sc;t; incident liJht 
at surface not to be 
tllc:Mded on 1 conseCU· 
live days. 

7.0·9.2 
Minimized 
Avoid chanaes in 
natural freezlna 
pallerns 

< l"'chanae in 
compensation point 

7.0·9.2 

Ia) Canada, 1972 - Guldelinea for Water Quality Objecliftl and Standerda. Dept . of Environment , Inland Walen Directorate, Ottawa, Ontario. Technical Bulletin 6 7 . 
U.S., NA S/NAE, tt7l - Water Quality Criterie 19'71 . Environmental Protection A1ency, W11hin1ton, D.C., Pull. EPA·Rl·7l·ll. 
Australia, 1974 - A Co "'PIIallon of Auatralian Wat., Quality Criteria. Australian Water Rerourc .. Council, Cenherra, Auat ralla, Tech . Bull. No, 1. 
U.S. EPA, 1976 - Quality Criteria for Weter Environmental Protection A1ency , Weshinlton, D.C. Pub. EPA.t40/9·76·0U. • 

frte 

I. J.C. , Great Laltea, 1974·16- Apptndices"A" to Great Ltltea Water Quality Board Reporta 1974, 1915 end 1976to the ltllernatlonal Joint Conuniulon, tOO Oudl~tle 
Avenue, Windaor, Onterio. 

Cb)suhstantlally ahaent - meanin1l111than detection levels as determined hy the htst scientlric methndnlniY aveilehle . 

-
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USE AND AGENCY 

Rta> lfater 
US Water Quality Criteria 

War. vaur 
Cold vater 

Canadien Federal Gutdeltnee 
Objective : 

Hichiaan State Standard 
Hinne•ota State Standard 
Ontario Provtnciel Criteria 

Desirable: 
Perataalble: 

Drinki119 Water 
US Drinkina Water Standard 
Canadian Drinkina Water Objective• 

Objective: 
Acceptable : 

Wisconsin State Standard 
Ontario Provincial Drinktna Vater 
Objecttvea 

Recreatio" 
Can~dian Fea.rel Cuideltnea 

Objective: 

-niiliiii,4L 
0 

~~- ard 
On tar to Provincial Criteria Aaeodated · 
vith veste inpute 

War. vater 
Cold vater 

Lskee: 
Wara vater 
Cold vater or oliaotrophtc 

RaAJ Water 
US Water Qualtiy Criteria 

Desirable: 
Peratutble: 

Canedisn Federal Cuideltnee 
Objective: 0 ! Acceptable: 

6_,. .. , -- ___.., 
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CRITERIA~ STANDARDS~ OBJECTIVES~ AND GUIDELINES I 

I 

I 0 

50 Jackeon untu I I 

10 Jackaon untta : 
0 

I 
; 

5 Jackeon untu 
no quantity to ceuee injury 

5 Jackaon untu 0 

I abeent 
abeent 

! 

Dally aaxi~• • 1 unit I 

<1 Jeckaon unit 0 

I 5 Jackaon unite I 
1 Jack•on uDii: I 
1 Jackeon unit I 

I ' .. 
<S Jack•on unite 0 ' 0 I 

50 Jeckaon unite . 
10 Jeck~on unite 

I 

I 
~t to exceed 50 Jackeon unite I not to ~•ceed 10 Jackaon unite 

I I 
not to exceed 25 Jackeon unite ' ·I not tn exceed 10 Jeckeon unite 

absent I 0 

~ •&11 I 

I I <1,0 .,.,t 
5.0 aa/t 

0 0 ,. 

,, If II ' ·' ·" · , 
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Ice Jas 

s. Belteos• 

Present tee j .. knowled~ Is briefly reviewed thd 1ssessed In con
junction with pr1ctlc11 needs. It Is ' hown th~t only upper -bound estt
Ntes of tee j .... tng seHrl ty Ire possible 1t present . M1jor rese,rch 
needs 1re Identified. 

Introduction 

A .. jor cons~quence of tee for .. tton In rivers fs the j ... tn~ th1t 
occurs during the br .. kup of the tee cover 1nd, leu l11p0rt1nt1y, 
during the freeu up period. Due to their lerge 1ggre .. te thickness 
end hydreu1tc reststence, j1• cen ceuse unusu~olly high weter stlges 
with repercussions to flooding, dl-.ge to structures, chennel erosion 
end Interference wtth nevtgetton. Ice j.-s 1re extre.ely co.plex pht n
D~enl, •ccuretely described es (16) • • •• cheottc disorderly untidy 
effltrs.• To date, reseerch hn concentr1ted on the rehthely st•ph 
probt .. of flo1ttng equtltbrtu. j .. s end 1 stert hes been ~Yde recently 
on j .. dyn .. tcs. However, Nny espects of tee je.s ere either tnsufft
ctently or not et 111 understood, e . g . , tnttlltton, evolution and 
relent ..CIIInls• IS w11 IS design criteria for control •nures . 
This p1per 1tt1111ps to s~rtze the existing knowledge and Identify 
geps which seriously h .. per progress. 

Types of Ice J .. s 

An tee j• hiS been defined (9) IS "1n ICCuaulltton of tee 1t 1 
ghen loc1tton which, In 1 river, restricts the flow of weter.• This 
deftntt ton enco.pnses sever1l j• types of which the beh1vtor 1nd 
effects NY differ, 1s outlined neat. 

freeze u~ and bre1kup ~ .. s: The fo,..r type ts subject to freez
Ing of w•teretween teerag~~ents thus being better able to resist 
the 1ppl ted forces. Bec1use, In •ddttton, ,breakup disch1rges ue usu
elly •uch hrger thin freeze up ones, the brukup ja has a greater 
damage potential and Is thus given emphasis tn thts paper, 

floating end grounded J .. s : A J• NY be grounded, If It extends 
to the river bed, or floating, If It pen~~tts unobstructed flow beneath 
Its lower boundary. Very little Is known about either grounded jMs or 
seep1ge through fr1g.ented Ice ICCuaulattons. The latter ts Invariably 
neglected when dealing wtth floating Ja~s. 

• Rese1rch Scientist, £nvtron.ent1l Hydraullls Section, Hydr1ultcs 
Division, N1ttonal Water Resurch Institute, PO Box 5050, Burlington, 
Ontario, Canada, L7R 4A6. 
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(vohtng lnd sttldY·Slite J .. s : J1111s l f'e essentially unste.tdy 
pheno.en. IS wttneui!d by their tr1ns tent nature, I.e., Initiation, 
fon~~atton, releese. However, under certlln clrclllllsunces, a J• 1111)' 
attain 1 steady-stet• condition. A study, floating j1111 ,..,. be tonq 
enough to cont1tn en "equtltbrt~· re1ch, •long which the j~ thlckn@5S 
1nd flow de·pth ere eppr'OaiNtely untfon~~. It can be shown that the 
flow dept h ts lergest In the equtltbrtua re•ch. 

Behevtor of Ice J .. s 

lntttetton: Ca..only, j .. s •re tnt t tet~ by the ca.btned eff.cts 
of • stat tonery tee sheet end one or •we 1110rphol ogtul or Nn-made 
futures, •·V·; constrictions, bends , sh•llows, slope reductions, 
bridge piers (4 • Two tntttetton •ch1nt..a h1ve been studied so far : 
congestion, t .e., the channel Clpu tty to transport tee frt~J~~~tnls may 
be exceeded depending, on tee noe chencterlstlcs, tee dlsch1rge and 
lout flow velocity end gto~~etry (5, 6, 14) ; 1nd Initiation by • trans
verse floettng obstecle such IS • stlttonary tee sheet or a cover 
fon.ed by congestion. When en tc• floe comes to rest tgllnst • float
Ing obstecle, tt .. Y or NY not su_blllrge depending on Its own charac
teristics end the pressur e dts~rtbutton on Its wetted . boundary . 
Ashton's st•ple theOf'J gives good results under 1110st conditions (sl'e 
Ref. 1 for 1 revtew of pertinent studies): 

t, J t, 
¥,1 ~(1 - s1 )gt1 • 2(1 - '\;' )/l5 - :l( I - -n;;lz (I) 

tn whtch Ye • crUtu1 velocity such th1t a block of thickness tt 
sub~~~erges when the ever•ge upstreilll velocity exceeds Yc; 9 • •cceler
ltton of gravity; st • specific gr1vtty of block Ntert•l; end 1\1 • 

upstre .. flow depth. If the blocks do not submerge, a J• comprising • 
single hyer of blocks wtll be tntthted. If the blocks subtler4)e, • 
•ultt-layered J .. NY fon. depending on the 1btltty of the flow to 
tnnsport the subtlergtng blocks. Using the "no-spill" condition , 
Pertset et 11 (12) predicted the thickness, t, of this type of ja111, 
I.e. : 

t • V2/2(t-s1)g (2) 

tn 11\tch V • 1venge now velocity under the jM. A different theory, 
based on energy constderettons, ws advanced by Tlttnchu• (IS) amt 
genere11y predicts hrger t's then Eq. 2. If the flow depth Is COIIJiar
able to the size of the subtlergtng blocks, grounding .. y occur (10) hut 
little else ts known 1bout this pheno.enon. 

The foregoing •cheniSIIS Ire prtnctpe11y founded on laboratory 
tests 1nd t~Jtcttly ISS\1111 thet tee ts unbre1k1ble. In n1ture, how
ever, one often observes violent tee runs urtv t ng at tee sheet edql's 
where they eventually COlle to • helt efter Intense local breaklnq ~nd 
pll tng up. It ts unlikely thet such events can be successfully des
cribed In teniS of the lbove ..ch•niSIIIs. 

Evolution end egutl tbrh•: Once • stable toe (do~«~stre<~~~ end of 
J~) h•s for.ed, the ]• lengthens upstream and the stre~wl se forces 
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applted on It lncrene. Thtse forces give rise to Internal stresses 
lfhlch likewise lncrene but only to 1 ll•ltlng VAlue, owing to side 
friction . If the tnttrnll stresses beca. luge enough, the jM wl11 
co111pse and thicken so that It h just able to withstand the (adjus
ted) stresses. This phena.non hiS been analyzed by considering the 
j• 1 floating granular .. ss (12, 16) . While this theory has had s~ 
success with study Ja•s (see later discussion), prediction of tran
sient J• pua•ters Is not possible because the toe conditions are 
unknown (16). 

The foregoing suggests two possibilities : (a) 1 ja• for•d by 
floe sub•rgence with 1 thickness given by Eq. 2 or 1 relited theory, 
known as the •narrow-c~annel• ja• (12) ; and (b) a Ja• for•d by 
co111pse, known IS the •wide-channel• Ja•. Under equlllbrl~ condi 
tions, the force balance 111 1 •wide• jM Is ••pressed by (12, 16) : 

o. s1t1 +w11w • c1t+o.s.,s11l-s1)pgt 2 (3) 

In ~lch II • channel width; 'I • flow shear stress on j• undtrsfde; 
w1 • str eMWise c~onent of J•'s own ~lght per unit area • 
SlpgtS; S • channel slope; C1 • J .. cohesion; ., • dl•nslonless 
c~fflclent that depends on the Internal friction of the Ja•; and p • 
water density . C~arfson of Eqs. 2 and J has shoMR that •narrow• ja•s 
should not occur In ·~ but very ~11 stre .. s , at least during breakup 
(2). 

To deter•lne the equlllbrl~ depth , H, of 1 floating J ... hydrau
lfc resistance considerations for the flow under the j• can be CCIII· 
blned with either Eq. 2 o. J. For the ~re co..on, •wide• j .. (Eq. 3), 
this procedure gives 121 : 

" I HillS • f(, 0. f I If 0. II; t I (4) 

In ~lch f0 • c~oslte friction factor of the flow under the ja• • 
O. S(fl + fbi; f1, fb • Ice and bed frlc\lon f,ctors, respec
tively; and t • dl•nslonless dhcharge i (q /gS) 1/ /WS , with q • 
Q/W. Equation 4 neglects Cl Witch should bt 1 fair appro•INtlon for 
breakup Ja• s 112). The •tn Independent variable In Eq. 4 Is (, so 
that field data can be plotted In the for• of " versus t to define the 
function F, as shown In Ftg . 1. It Is seen that the equtllbrlu. j• 
data points provide 1 satisfactory relitlonshtp while the non
equtlfbrl~ ones generally fall below this relltlonshlp, as e•pected. 
This supports t \1e granulir .. ss theory of tee ja• but direct conffr .. -
tlon, based on Eq. J, Is not possible because the thickness of breakup 
ja• Is not llltasurable at present. For a detailed discussion of the 
l~~pltcatlons of Ftg. 1 and an alternative Rthod of field data Inter
pretation, see Ref. 2. 

Release : How, Wly and when ja-s release ts unknoMR but tt Is 
suspeetecrthat toe conditions and ther.,l Ice deterioration plly a 
role. A sudden J• release can result In very high speeds and rapid 
stage rises . These can be roughly predicted by Ignor ing the effects of 
the ~vlng Ice and applying the unsteady, open-water equations of 
~tlon IJ, 8, 11 ) . 
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Fig. 1. Dl•nslonless depth versus dl~~tnslonless dlscharqe for 
floating breakup j .. s. 

Practical Needs and Applications 

-
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At this point, It h of Interest to consider pr ac tical needs and 
how well the available knowledge addresses them. 

Break~ Initiation: This event Is not directly related to j~lng 
but Its st y and forecasting are l•portant because It heralds the Ice 
jam period. Moreover, the factors ~lch govern breakup Initiation • ay 
be relevant to the severity of subsequent jamming Ill). 

Severity of br~aku~: At 1 given site , th i s could be quantlflerl by 
the ~r~aqnltlide and durat on of high Witer levels and speeds. In turn , 
th~se are related to the .. gnltude, 1111111ber and p~rs lstence of n~arby 
jams. Present knowledge can only help to Identify potential jam st t~s ; 
It cannot assist In predicting ~ether, ~ere and ~en ja111s will actu
ally forw~ and release. Sl•ll~rly. only the potential 111agnltude of Ice 
jams can be est l• ated by ass~l119 that, for a given dlscharg~, th~ 
maximum possible stage Is that of an equilibrium floating jam (barring 
occurr~nce of severe grounded j-...s). The latter can be estl111ated using 
rIg. 1 or by a mre ehborate procedure described In Ref. 2. lllether 
this pot~nt lal stag~ 11111 actually be realized during any on~ bret~~up 
Is unknoMR and depends on 111111Y other factors, e.g., proximity of j dms 
tht~t actually forw~ to the sit~ of Interest; degree of th~,..al lcl' 
det~rloratlon; and possibility of overbank spr~adlng of wat~r and tee . 
Examples of applying the equlllbriUIII j ant staqe approach are qtv~n In 
Ref. z. Rough est flutes of high velocities th<~l may occur dudng 
brt>t~kup can be .ad~ by application of a jam r t>l ease ~~el (3 , 8 , II) . 
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Stage-frequency relationships : The annual peak stage often occurs 
during breakup at relatively low discharge, hence flood-frequency estl· 
1111tes II\ISt take Into account the frequency of the IIIUIIIIUIII breakup 
stages. The latter can be deten~~tned fr0111 historical data (7) but such 
tnfol"'llatlon Is often unavathble. In such uses only an upper bound 
for the breakup stage-frequency rei at tons hip can be est I ~~~a ted, usIng 
breakup discharge frequenc tes and the eq11 II tbrt 1111 ja111 theory. llowever, 
this approach might seriously overestt~~~ate the desired frequencies. 

Ice ~am control : There are tw ~~a In categories of control 
111Usures4): (a) Ice 1111dtftcat ton, cmprt sIng tee breakIng; dustIng 
to pronote heat transfer to the tee tover; and artificial Increase of 
water te~~perature to waken or suppress for~~~al ton of tee cover at 
crtttcal areas. And (b) rtver 1110dlflcatton, Nlnly consisting of 
channelization to ell•lnate undesirable geomorphic features and erec
tion of Ice retention or diversion structures. The effectiveness of 
tn~\e ~thods Is uncertain and depends heavily on experience . 

~!ajor Unknowns 

A brl ef revIew of current tee J• know! edge has been presented 
along with a discussion of how W!ll this knowledge can address practi
cal needs. It was found that only upper-bound estl111ates of tee j~lng 
severity are possible at present. Several serious gaps In tee J• 
understanding wrre Identified and these are s~rtzed below. 

Jam thickness measurement: The thickness of breakup ja111s cannot 
be measured at present. Dl rect access Is hazardous and even where It 
can be successfully atte.pted, only a few spot measuranents are 
possible. Development of airborne, remote sensing Instrumentation 
would give a very strong l111petus to tee jam research. 

Brealtabtl It~ of the lte cover: This aspect has been largely 
tgnor~ despltets relevance to breakup Initiation and Ice j .. forma
tion and release. Thenaal tee deterioration just before and during 
breakup Is pertinent In this regard. 

~v .. v .. •v ... u~ ·~~ ,.- toes: These remain largely unknown even 
x .< '- _._u"ty and release and have repercussions to 

Control ~thods : In ~his area, experience Is likely to r~ln our 
best tool for ~~~any years. ln the ~antlme, It wuld be a good practice 
to systematically record this experience by ~nltorlng and docu~ntlng 
the perfonmance of control ~asures that are occaslonaly l111plemented at 
problem sites. 

Conclusions 

Present tee J• knowledge Is less than satisfactory because It can 
only furnish upper-bound esttutes of tee ja111111lng severity and little 
guidance for pertinent control ~thods. Major research needs Include 
develop~nt of Ja• thickness -.asure.ent techniques, study of tee 
breakablllty and ther1111l deterioration effects, Investigation of toe 
conditions and systenatlc recording of Ice jam control e xperience. 

ICE JAMS ! ,, 
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ABSTRACT 

A conceptual moJel of river ice breakup is formulated 

and used to analyze and compare data from four river gauge sites. 

Emphasis is on development of generalized short-term forecasting 

methods Wh i ch to date have been site-specific. The features to be 

forecast are the onset and flooding potential of breakup. These 

are related to the water surface width available for passage of 

1 arge sheets that form by transverse cracking of the i.ce cover. 

Thus it is possible to study the effects of such parameter s as ice 

cover dimensi ons and channel geometry. Owi ng to a lack of 

per tinent data, other parameters such as ice mechanical properties 

and f low characteristics are only considered indirectly. Using 

recent observat ions, a possible mechanism of transverse crack 

format i on is i dentified . Suggestions for future research and 

improvement of observational procedures are made and limitat i ons 

of the model are di scussed . 

KEYWORDS: breakup ; cracks; f i eld data ; forecasting; gauge 

r ecords ; ice ; ice-clearing ; ice sheets ; model ; onset; 

ri ver i ce; rivers . 
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"' "' REStiE 

On elabore ..., modele conceptuel de la debacle qui est 

uti 1i se pour 1' ana 1 yse et 1 a comparaison des donnees proven ant de 

quatre emplacements de jaugeage. On insiste sur la mise au point 

de methodes generalisees de prevision l court terme qui, 

jusqu • ici, ne s • appl iquaient qu 'a des emplacements particul ier:; . 

Les caracteristiques l prevoir sont le moment du declenchement de 

le debacle et les possibil ites de crues. Ces caracteristiques 

sont rel iees l la largeur en gueule disponible pour le pas~age de 

grandes nappes de glace qui se forment par fragment at ion 

transversale de la couverture glacielle. 11 est ainsi possible 

d'etudier des parametres conwne les dimensions de la couverture 

glacielle et la geometrie du chenal. En raison d'un manque de 

donnees pertinentes, d'autres parametres comme les proprietes 

mecaniques de la glace et les _caracteristiques de l'ecoulement ne 

sont considere qu' indirectement. O'apres des observations 

recentes on p~opose un mecanisme possible de formation de fissures 

transversales. On presente des suggestions de recherches futures 

et d'amelioration des methodes d'observation en plus d'etudier les 

limites du modele. 

MOTS CLES: debacle, fissures, donnees de terrain, prevision(s), 

donnees de jaugeage. glaces, degagement des glaces, 

nappes de glace, modele, moment du declenchement, 

glace de r iviere, rivieres . 
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MANAGEMENT PERSPECTIVE 

The onset of river ice breakup in the spring and the 
forces and natural variables controlling it, is a phenomenon, 
often observed but not understood. It is important that the 
controlling factors be understood and recognized because of 
increased management of rivers and the number of settlements close 
to rivers. This paper proposes and illustrates how some sense may 
be made fran chaos. It illustrates the need for collaborations to 
ensure useful analysis from the collection of data. Env i ronmental 
management now demands qualitative relationships rather than 
disruptions. This paper is an important signpost. 

T. Milne Dick, Chief 
Hydraulics Division 
May 30, 1983 

PERSPECTIVE GESTIOIIIIELLE 

Le m~ment du declenchement de la debacle printaniere 
ains i que les forces et les variables naturelles qui la comman
dent, sont un phenomene observe mais encore mal expl ique. 11 est 
important que les facteurs determinants scient compris et reconnus 
en raison de la regulation accrue des cours d'eau et par suite du 
nombre des localites riveraines. L'auteur se propose d'illustrer 

le besoin de collaboration pour assurer l ' execution d'analyses 
utiles ~ partir de la collection de donnees. La gestion du milieu 
exige maintenant des cor·relat ions qualitatives plutot que des 
incoherences . L'etude est un important signe avant-coureur. 

T. Milne 01ck, chef 
Div i sion de l'hydraulique 
Le 30 mai 1983 
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INTRODUCTION 

A major consequence of ice cover format ion in rivers is 

the jamming that occurs during the spring breakup of the cover and 

clearance of the ice from the river. Due to their large thickness 

and hydraulic resistance, jams can cause unusually high water 

stages. This has repercussions in many operational and design 

problems of which spring flooding is the most pressing. However, 

the present capability for engineering predictions related to 

breakup and jamming problems is very limited. Only crude 

estimate~ of jan stage are possible and only where it can be 

assumed that a floating equilibrium jam has formed nearby. 

Clearly, such information is hardly adequate for satisfactory 

consideration of practical questions such as short term 

forecasting of the onset and severity of breakup; assessment of 

flooding frequency; and flood risk mapping. 

A conceptual model of the breakup process is developed 

and discussed herein as a means of addressing short term 

forecasting problems. 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Sllulyakovskii (1963) and Deslauriers (1968) have given 

excellent qualitative descriptions of the breakup process in 
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rivers while the former author proposed the following functional 

relationship for the onset of breakup. 

[1] tq = f(h . , h , t, V, H, H', tq . ) 
1 s 0 1 

in which tq = total heat input per unit outer sur·tace of the ice 

cover that is necessary to initiate breakup; hi and hs .. ice 

thickness and snow depth respectively, prior to the beginning of 

melting; t = (a set of) parameters describing stream morphology; V 

= average flow velocity; Ho = initial water stage; H' .. rise in 

water stage above H0 ; and tqi .. total heat input per unit 

inner surface of the cover. Equation 1 is useful as a compact 

statement of the problem, but involves too many parameters to 

permit empirical assessment. For practical purposes, Eq . 1 is 

simplified by restricting attention to site-specific studies 

(Shulyakovskii 1963). This approach provides useful results but 

can only be applied to sites with good historical records. Si nce 

publication of Shulyakovskii's book (1963), the state of the art 

l-as not advanced appreciably (see, for example, Murakami 1972 and 

Galbraith 1981). The forecasting indices used are empirical and 

often change fran site to site. Clearly, substantial improvement 

can only be achieved by development of a general :onceptual model 

of the breakup process which would lead to the quantitative 

re l ationship envisaged in Eq. 1. 
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A possible starting point is the following quotation 

(Shulyakovskii 1963}: 

"If the ice breakup develops during a rise in 

the water level, the stage "(Hs)" at wr.ich 

the ice push occurs is determined by the 

highest position of the ice cover during the 

winter, i.e., by the maximun winter 

stage"(HF) 

This suggestion will be discussed later and developed further. 

For the present, it is noted that use of Hs as an index of 

breakup initiation in conjunction with HF• not only appeals to 

intuition but has also been found satisfactory by the writer on 

several occasions . 

(Gerard, 1979): 

The following quotation is also pertinent 

" ... the only quantitative indication of the 

circumstances required to cause breakup of a 

reasonably competent ice cover is an increase 

in water level to near that which existed just 

after freeze uP.. the previous fall. Beyond 

this the moment of breakup is difficult to 

anticipate . •. " 

In a later work, Shulyakovskii (1972) presented a 

theoretical model of breakup initiation which sheds more light to 

the significance of H8 , as outlined next. The rna in force 

responsible for stresses in the ice cover is identified as the 
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flow shear stress on the cover's underside1 . The cover is assumed 

to be separated from the river banks by a distance dictated by the 

difference H - tit= (H = prevailing water stage. say gauge height; 

HF = maximum stable stage during the preceeding freeze up - see 

also later discussion). The river is assumed to consist of linear 

segments intersecting at ~nown angles (Fig. 1) . Normal and 

bending stresses develop as illustrated in Fig. 1. Breakup 

initiation is defined as the instant when the strength of the 

cover is exceeded and t1·ansverse cracks form. By a simp 1 e 

structural analysis, confined to a plane parallel to the water 

surface, it is shown that breakup starts when 

in wh i ch a; = representative value of ice strength; H8 = stage 

at breakup initiation; and f1 = a function of which the 

mathematical form depends on channel geometry, flow velocity and 

friction characteristics . If a; and h; do not change 

appreciably from year to year, EQ. 2 reduces to 

This should be increased by the streamwise component of the 

cover's O W~fl weight per unit area . Total driv i ng force per un1t 

c1rea = 'T • 
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which is in agreement with earlier findings of the same auth0r 

( 1963). 

A fillDEL «F RIVER ICE BREAKUP 

A conceptual model of breakup is developed in this 

section based on existing understanding while introducing a few 

new conditions. 

Significance of HF 

The significance of the maximum stable freeze up stage, 

HF, is illustrated in Fig. 2. It is this stage at which the 

width of the cover forms and can thus be approximated by the 

correspond i ng channel width, WF. To eliminate very brief maxima 

for which there is little time for freezing, HF is defined as a 

datly average value. So long asH remains less than Hf, the 

cover is supported by the channel banks. Under this boundary 

c ndition, the driving forces can be sholr«l to produce very small 

stresses, not sufficient to break the cover. When warm weather 

and runoff start, a suff iciently high wave may travel downstream 

so that H>HF upstream of A (Fig. 2c) and H<HF downstream. 

Upstream of A, the cover may be considered a beam cantilevered at 

A. With the passage of time, A moves downstrecm and the stresses 

in the cover increase leading to format ion of transverse cracks. 
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The foregoing suggests that a stage in excess of HF is 

a necessary condition for breakup . This is valid so long as the 

cover remains competent in thickness, width and strength during 

the pre-breakup period. Though this occurs often in nature, there 

are instances of warm weather accompanied with insignificant 

runoff. The cover then deteriorates by tlnennal effects unti 1 it 

can either be broken by the available driv1ng forces or slowly 

disintegrate in place. Deterioration may consist of full or 

partial loss of strength; and reduction in ice th1ckness and 

width . This is the "overmature" breakup type (Oesla~riers, 1968), 

known to have 1 ittl re , if any, damage potential. Another 

complication is the conrnonly observed formation of side cracks, 

usually preceedi•ng ttnat of transverse ones . Side cracks are 

caused by uplift pressures which develop to accommodate the 

increased d1scharge. Side cracking is, to a degree, predictable 

and reQ:I uces the eff fect 'i ve wi dth of the cover. For simplicity, 

this effect wi'll be te!mpor;arily ignored until certain basic 

relationships are demoo~trated. 

Description of the ~reakup process 

Ret urning to the main discussion where it was seen how 

t he f1rst transverse cracks may be expected to form, it is noted 

t Mat n:ew crackc; w11l appear as the flood wave advances. 

Event ual l y , a g?.ven ri ver reach will be covered by large separate 
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i ce sheets. However, general breakup does not follow from this 

phase because the sheets may be too 1 arge to advance for any 

significant distance; they may be simply re-aligned into a "loose" 

but stable arrangement, as shown in Fig . 3 (see also later 

discussion). As the stage continues to increase, the water 

surface width increases until some of the sheets can "cl ,ear" the 

bends or other obstacles and roove for a substantial distance. 

These sheets pick up speed and impact with stationary ones or with 

the channel boundaries which causes fragmentation. Small jams 

begin to form, causing additional stage increases, new 

dislodgements and so on, until the entire reach is cleared of 

ice . Based on this discussion, it is felt reasonable to define 

breakup initiation at a given site as the instant when a sustained 

movement of the cover takes place . This definition has the 

additional advantage of dealing with an easily observed event 

relative to transverse crack formation . 

As breakup progresses, the destruction of the ic e cover 

is accelerated by an increasing number of impacts and by thermal 

effects. The reach of interest will be cleared of i ce ...men the 

sheet that holds the last ice jam is finally dislodged. 

Dimensional analysis 

The foregoing can be quantified as follows. Let ii be 

a length representative of the longitudinal dimensions of the 
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separate ice sheets i 11 ustrated in Fig. 3b. Breakup starts when 

the water surface width, Ws• is such that it "just" permits a 

sufficient number of ice sheets to clear the vJrious 

obstructions. (Clearly, 1i will have a statistical distribution 

in a given reach rather than be a constant. The concept may be 

made more precise by st i pu 1 at i ng that w8 is such that a fixed, 

though unknown, percentage of ice sheets are able to move. Then 

1i will be the length corresponding to this percentage). One 

could now write: 

in which Wi = ice cover width; and LK• en = lengths and 

angles that define river plan geometry. By dimensional reasoning, 

Eq. 4 can be reduced to 

[5] = f 4 ( 1./W . ; ... LK/W . ; ... 6 } 
1 1 1 n 

Figur e 4 shows t~ examples for which Eq. 5 can be quantified. A 

curved sheet of average radius, R, and central angle, e, will 

"c 1 ear" a straight reach when (Fig. 4b) 
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[6] 1 + ( ~ - .!. ) ( 1 - cos !. ) 
wi 2 2 

It is noted that a "'t;fR and Eq . 6 applies for e<w. The length 

ti can be expressed as 

in which T = driving force per unit area. Eq. 7 imp 1i cit 1 y 

assumes that the mechanism of transverse crack formation is as 

shown i n Fig. 1. If another mechanism is assumed (e.g., approach 

of a steep water wave), some additional ice and water properties 

wi 11 be needed on the RHS of Eq . 7, as wi 11 be discussed 1 ater. 

However , this consideration does not alter the essence of what 

follows . Equation 7 can be non-dimensional i zed and substituted in 

Eq. 5 to obtain 

Based on previous discussion, i t can be assumed that Wi "'WF• 

provided the cover has not been subjected to significant si de 

cracking and me 1 t i ng. Because WF varies little from year to 

year {freeze up flows), the parameters LK/Wi could be 
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considered river constants as a first approximation. Moreover, in 

most natural streams, W varies as a power of Y (=average depth} so 

that w81wi can be replaced by the mor~ practical parameter 

v8/YF. With these assumptions, Eq . 8 reduces to 

[9] = f7(h ./WF. a ./t; dimensionless river constants} 
1 1 

From the physical understanding described so far, it is reasonable 

to expect that the function f7 increases with both h;/WF and 

a ;It. The dimens ion 1 ess river constants serve to account for 

the channel plan geometry. For example, the LJ<'s may be used to 

identify such dimensions as meander length and amplitude, radii of 

curvature of bends, lengths and widths of islands, etc .• while the 

en's identify typical bend angles. 

The second major problem associated with breakup is how 

to forecast its severity which can be partly quantified by ~. 

the max imum breakup stage. It was mentioned earlier that a reach 

will be cleared of ice when the ice sheet that is least amenable 

to d1slodgement, is eventually lifted to a level at which it can 

advance. Letting Yc be the average flow depth at this level, 

one could write, as before 

[10] dimensionless river 

constants) 
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The inequality symbol has been used because the last ice sheet to 

move will very likely be subjected to reductions in competence and 

dimensions during the breakup period. The depth, Yc, can be 

expressed in terms of the corresponding discharge intensity, Qc• 

via a resistance formula and substituted in Eq. 10 to obtain 

[11] < 1. 59 --r, 
f 13 c 

h . 
fe(-1' ... ) 

WF 

in which g = acceleration of gravity; S = channel slope; si = 

specific gravity of ice; and fc = composite friction ft~ctor of 

the flow under the ice sheet. Equation 11 implies that there 

exists an ''ice clearing• discharge, of which the upper limit 

depends on HF, hi, oi, -r and on channel geomorphology. In 

all probability, the last ice sheet to move, will be holding back 

an ice jam whose potential stage can be estimated in terms of Qc 

and channel hydraulics (Beltaos 1982a; Pariset et al 1966). This 

places an upper limit on Hm· independent of discharge but 

dictated oy HF• hi• oi• • as well as channel geomorphic 

characteristics. 

To test the foregoing results, data from several sources 

have been used, as described next. 
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DESCRIPTION OF ~TA 

Apart from relutively few data obtained by direct 

observation, the major data sources have been Water Survey of 

Canada records at hydrometric gauge sites (see Table 1). These 

include stage records, discharge measurement notes and local 

observers' reports on ice conditions. Supplementary information 

consists of meteorological data and channel hydraulics obtained by 

hydrometric surveys in the gauged reaches. From these data, 

several parameters have been extracted, as described below. 

Maximum stable freeze up stage, Hf=: A typical, though 

not universal, configuration of the daily average stage hydrograph 

at the start of the ice season is sketched in Fig. 5. While the 

effective stage (= stage that would have occurred had the flow 

been unaffected by ice) decreases continuously, the actual stage 

is seen to first rise, reach a peak and then decrease again. The 

rise is caused by the upstream advance of the ice cover, formed by 

jaiTI!ling of slush pancakes at some point downstream of the gauge. 

Once the ice cover edge arrives at the gauge site, the stage 

begins to drop owing to decreasing discharge and thermal smoothing 

of the underside of the cover. 

"Winter" peaks: occasionally, a brief thaw may occur 

during the winter, resulting in a peak on the stage hydrograph. 

If this peak does not initiate a breakup, it can be considered a 

lower limit for Hs at that time. 
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Stage at inithtion of breakup, Hg: When a thaw does 

lead to breakup, the stage hydrograph shows irregularities that 

cannot be explained by discharge variations, as i 11 ustrated in 

Fig. 6. A probable value for Hg may be fixed at the first 

significant spike or slowdown in the rate of stage rise. (It may 

be recalled here that breakup initiation has been defined as the 

instant -nen a sustained movement of the ic~ cover begins. When a 

stationary ice sheet is set in motion, the stage would tend to 

drop as a result of reduced resistance to flow. This effect may 

be masked, however, by simultaneous rapid increases in discharge.) 

However, this definition is not always objective or meaningful. 

Only a probable range of Hs can then be determined by 

considering (a} the latest time for which it can be confidently 

assumed that there st i 11 was continuous ice cover; and (b) the 

earliest time for which broken ice effects became evident. 

Simultaneous consideration of local observers' reports and 

familiarity with local conditions greatly increase the accuracy of 

Hs determinations. 

Maximum brea :~up stage, ~: 

straight forward (Fig. 6). 

Determination of ~ is 

Discharge, Q: Daily average discharges are estimated by 

Water Survey of Canada, based on interpolations between 

measurements and on such evidence as upstream and tributary flows, 

runoff and weather conditions, etc. Such estimates may involve 

1 arge errors J uring breakup, except where discharge measurements 
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have been performed, as is the case for most of the years of 

record at the Thames R. gauge. For the other gauges in Table 1, 

discharge values used herein must be viewed as, at best, crude . 

Ice thickness, hi: ice thickne!.S can be approximately 

determined from discharge measurement notes, subject to certain 

limitations (Beltaos and Lane 1982). For years without measure-

ments, hi can be estimated from site-specific correlations 

between measured values and time since the date of Hf· Such 

values of hi are designated herein as •estimated" and involve 

errors of up to ± 30%. 

MODEL TESTING - BASIC VARIABLES 

Ir. this section, the dimensionless relationships derived 

earlier are tested in a preliminary manner, i.e. by ignoring the 

effects of a i, T and side cracking which wi 11 be discussed in 

the next section . Figure 7 shows a trend for Hs to increase 

The effect of hi is considered in Fig. 8 where a 

trend increase with h· , is exhibited. Also 

shown in Fig. 8 are data for the Smoky and Peace Rivers, plotted 

as ranges due to limited variability. The latter do not fit the 

Thames River relationship. Figure 9 shows the same data sets 

plotted in the dimensionless form suggested by Eq . 9. Despite the 

scatter·, the anticipated trend is confirmed. More importantly, 
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the Smoky and Peace River data are now much roore consistent with 

the Thames !liver data than they were in Fig. 8 . The scatter in 

Fig . 9 can be partly attributed to variations of aih which, 

however, are unknown because neither a i nor 't va 1 ues are 

available. It is also noted that the the .>resent t;ndings can 

explain the empirical results of Murakami (1972) (Bel taos l982b). 

A similar analysis for two rivers in the United States resulted in 

a set of data points consistent with those shown in Fig. 9 

(0. Calkins, personal communication); the range of 100 hi/WF 

for this set was from 0.4 to 2.0. 

To test the predicted existence of the "ice clearing" 

discharge, the maximum discharge ~. attained during the breakup 

period has been used. To determine the corresponding discharge 

intensity, ~· the water surface width downstream of the last 

ice jam just prior to its release is needed. This is unknown for 

the present data but setting 1n 2 Om/We is considered a fair 

approximation. For the Thames, Peace and Smoky Rivers, hi is 

sma 11 re 1 at i ve to Y c, hence the second term on the LHS of Eq. 11 

has been neglected . With these assumptions, data for these three 

rivers are plotted in Fig. 10, in the form suggested by Eq. 11. 

The data points define an upper envelope that exhibits the 

anticipated dependency on hi/WF. From earlier discuss i on, it 

is reasonable to expect that the function fa in Eq. 10 takes a 

value of 1.0 when h;/WF vanishes. Inspection of Eq. 11 and 

Fig. 10 suggests further that the intercept (:4.0} at 
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hi/WF -· 0 should be equal to 1.59/fc113. This gives 

fc = 0.063 which is a plausible friction factor value for a 

channel covered with sheet ice at the time of breakup 

(corresponding Manning coefficient s0.032). Additional support 

for the ice-clearing discharge concept is provided by Figs. 11 and 

12 where Hm is seen to be influenced by both HF and h; in 

the expected manner. The scatter is thought to be due to (a) 

whether or not the ice clearing discharge is realized in any one 

breakup event; and (b) as yet unknown effects of thermal and 

mechanical deterioration . At a given site, a graph such as Fig. 

10 could be utilized as follows: Let qp = peak discharge 

intensity, forecast for a runoff event expected to cause breakup; 

and qc = value obtained from the upper envelope in Fig . 10 . If 

q~qc, then Hm should not exceed the potential jam stage for 

q = qp·· However , if qp>qc, Hm should not exceed the jam 

stage for q = Qc . 

MODEl TESTING-OTHER EFFECTS 

fl. preliminary comparison of data with the present model 

has produced encouraging results. However, there remain several 

questions th,\t need addressing. For example, what is the effect 

of side cracks? Is the pre-breakup pattern postulated in Fig. 3 

reel istic? What are the effects of a; and T? Is the model a 
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general one or just one of several different break-up processes? 

These quest ~ ons are considered in th i s section. 

Effects of side cracks 

A floating cover attached to the channel banks and 

subjected to uplift pressures may be considered a beam on an 

elastic foundation (Billfalk 1981). Using the appropriate 

str uctural t heory (Hetenyi 1946) it i s possible to predict the 

uplift pressure head (L\H) r equired to cause side cracking' and the 

locati ons of t he side cracks . Billfalk (1981) performed this 

c al culat ion for infi nite ty wide channels and showed good agreement 

wi th measurement s ~ The type of support assumed fo r the i ce edges 

has a l a•·ge effect on ts(=distar.c e of s ide cracks from 

respective edges). For fixed ends , 1 5 = 0. For hi nged ends, it 

was found that 

[12] Ais = ~/4 (i nfini tel y wide channel) 

in Ytttich A i s defined as 

[13] 4/yf4E.I 
1 

with y = unit we i ght of water ; Ei = elasti c modulus of ice; and 

= moment of inert i a per unit cover width = h; 3f12. 
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Billfalk's analysis has been extended to the fin ite wid th case 

( Beltaos and Wong, unpublished data) and the results are shown in 

Figs. 13 and 14. For hinged ends, the two side cracks merge into 

a single central crack for ).W~3, while Eq . 13 applies for ).W>6. 

Figure 13 affords a means of applying a correction to WF in 

order to determine Wi • To match observed with predicted ts' s 

f or the Thames River, a value of Ei a 1.4 GPa was found 

appropriate. This is considerably less than 6.8 GPa, representing 

good-qual i ty, freshwater ice (Gold 1971) . The difference could be 

due to t hermal deterioration and creep effects; it is much less 

pronounced when comparing pred icted (with 6.8 GPa) and observed 

is's because is varies as the fourth-root of Ei . As an 

illustration, let hi = 0. 5 m. Then ). = 0.113 m-1 and Fig. 13 

s hows that, for W~26. 5 m, there will only be one hinge crack . For 

W~53 m, t~ hinge cracks wil l form, e.:!ch located 7 .0 m frcm the 

respective ice edge (Eq . 13}. For the latter case , Fig . 14 shows 

that y6H/oi().hi) 2 = 1.03; with oi = 600 kPa, this gives 

6H = 0 . 2 m. [Note: oi is now the flexural i ce str ength .] 

To ill ustrate the effect of the side crack correction, 

Ws/ WF and Ws/Wi (Wi = corrected width ) are res pectively 

plotted versus hi/WF and h · / W· 1 1 in Fig. 15 (see Eq. 8} • A 

r eduction in scatter seems to be effected by this corr ection. 

Figure 16, comprising the Nas hwaak River dat~ (see Tab l e 1) 

provides a more striki ng 1llustration. Whereas the uncorrected 

w1dth plot shows no trend ( Fig. 16a ) , the width correc t1on effect s 
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a clear increasi ng trend ( Fig . 16b), similar to that found i n 

Fi g. 15. At the same time, it may be observed that the Nashwaak 

River data exh i bit more scatter and a smaller rate of increase 

with hi / Wi than the Thames River data. These differences will 

be discussed later. 

Observed transverse crack patterns 

Because the possible significance of transverse cracks 

was on l y recently understood, only one documentat1on of their 

spacing and location can be furnished herein, as sho~ 1n Fig. 

17. The centre of the reach shown in this figure is located some 

25 km .jownstrecm of the Thamesville gauge site. Crack l ocations 

are approx i mate because they were viewed from a height of 400 m 

and drawn on a 1:50 , 000 map. Nevertheless, Fig. 17 shows a f airl y 

consistent crack spac i ng, reminiscent of the conditions postulated 

in Fig . 3b . 

For the reach shown in Fi g. 17, i t i s est imated that 

W; = 55 m and h1 = 0 . 35 m. Therefore, 100 hi / Wi = 0 .64 

wh i ch, f rorn Fig. 15 , gives Ws/ W; ~ 1.46. The photos of Fig. 

17 1nd1cate t hat t he water surface to ice cover - width rat io was 

less th an 1. 46 whi ch agrees with t he fact that breakup had not yet 

bee n i nitiated. 

2 

A frequency analysi s2 indicated that the average ice 

Af ter transferr1ng the observed crack l orati ons t o t wo-fold 

enlar gements of 1 : 10 , 000 vertic al ai r pho t os. 
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sheet leng th in F1 g . 17 was 300 m wh il e the 16- t o 84-percentile 

values were 225m and 415 m, respectively . Corresponding values 

of .t i I Wi are 5. 5; and 4 . 1 to 7. 5 . These can be shown to be 

comparable to what i s implied by earl i er findings, as fellows. 

Us ing Eq. 6 as .a rough guide and putting Ws/Wi = 1.46, one can 

solve for 1; / Wi, provided R/Wi is known. For the sheets of 

Fig. 17, it was found that R/Wi "' 6.2 (average); and 3.2 to 15 .6 

( 16- to 84 -percentiles). Wi th these values, Eq . 6 gives 

.ti/Wi = 5 .0 ( av~rage ); and 3.8 to 7.7 (16- to 84 

-percent iles) . 

Mechanism of transverse crack fon.ation 

Shulyakovskii 's (1972) postulated mechanism has been 

i l lustrated 1n Fig. 1 where it was assumed that the r iver 

compr i ses linear segments of unifonn width . A slight improvement 

t hat av o1ds this "linearization" resulted in (see Fig. 18) 

1n wh1c h M = bendi ng rooment at C; and ~ = ar ea of segment ABC. 

A transvet·se crack will form at C when 6M/ h ·W·2 becomes equal 1 1 

to o 1( =flexural ice strength} . 

cond1tion leads to 

[ 15] = o . h W / 12T 1 1 1 

By vit t ue of Eq. 14 , this 
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Equat1 ons 14 and 15 1nvolve the following assumptions: (a) 1ce 

cover curvature effects on the stress distr1but1on at C are 

negl1g1ble wh1ch i s a good approx1mation for mild curvature 

( Flugge 1962); (b) the elementary force tW;ds (Fig . 18) acts on 

the centreline of the cover which, too, is a good approximation 

for mild curvature; (c) contribut ions to the stresses at C by 

normal forces are negligible which is estimated to apply in mos t 

1nstances; and (d) moments caused by forces that may be 

transmitted between adjacent sheets, (e.g 1 at A in Fig . 18) are 

1gnored (see also l ater discuss ion). 

Equat ion 15 shows th at dM and thence i; must vary 

along a given reach owing to changing planform geometry and 

ever-present variations in a 1 , h; , W; and t . For the ice 

sheets shown in Fig.17, the followi ng average values have been 

es t1mated : W; = 55 m, h;= 0 . 35 m, t = 5.0 Pa and aM = 

6400 rrf. Substituting these in Eq. 15 gives a; = 20 kPa wh ich 

is ver·y low relative to 600 kPa, a COfTITIOn flexural strength va lue 

for good - quality ice as measured by the wel l-kno\ltfl can t1l ever or 

s impl y supported beam test s (Frankenstein 1961; Korzhavin 1971; 

Butyag in 1972) . This large discrepancy is moderated by the 

following cons iderat1 ons: 

(a) The value of a; has been found to decrease with 

spec 1men s1ze. Using empirical results ( Butyagin 1972) , 

a reduc t1on factor of at l east three was estimated for 

the f1 exura 1 strength of the ent 1 r e 1ce cover 
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cross-secti on, relative to that obtained from beam 

tests. This would bring o i up to at least 60 kPa 

which is still low but close to the lower limit or the 

range o! o; 's measured near the time of break•Jp (:xlQO 

kPa- Frankenstein 1961}. 

(b) Equation 15 ignores stresses caused by forces that may 

be transferred at existing cracks. It is difficult to 

assess this effect because it depends on the (unknown) 

configuration of lateral restraints imposed by the 

channel boundaries on upstream i ce sheets. It is 

estimated that, in the absence of restraints, th is 

effect could cause a two- to three-fold increase of the 

calculated a;. 

(c ) Creep effects that reduce the apparent ice strength have 

been i gnored . The writer is not aware of c r eep data 

pertai ni ng t o the loading configuration at hand. For 

vertical loadings of the ice cover, creep reduces the 

apparent ice str ength by 50% with i n a few hours of 

load ing time ( Assur 1961; Panfilov 1972). 

It thus appears that Shulyakovskii 's mechanism of 

t ransverse crack formation may apply but more data are needed for 

a definite conclusi on on its val i dity . Another mechanism that 

c an produce transverse cracks is the passage of water waves under 

the cover . Such waves can be caused by sudden re 1 eases of ice 

j ams or rap id di scharge i ncreases . A f irst attempt to analyze 
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this problem was made by Billfalk (1982) who assumed a linear 

water surface profile and ignored dynamic effects based on an 

order -of -magnitude compari son with stat ic ones. This theory 

pred icts crack spacings that are far too small relative to 

observations (Fig. 17) but the wave breaking theory needs further 

development before deciding on its applicability. For the 

present, it is noted that wave breaking would produce !.i's that 

are largely independent of Wi and t but dependent on such 

additional parameters as in it ial water surface configuration. wave 

celerity , Ei andy. 

Effects of ice deterioration and driving forces 

Inspection of Figs . 15 and 16 suggests the following 

empirical equat ion 

[16] = 1 + C(100h . /W . ) 
1 1 

According to Eq. 8, C shot,~d depend on a;!T and dimensionless 

r iver constants. The former par ameter was introduced v1a 

Shulyakovski1's (1972) mechanism of transverse crack formation. 

However, it was shown in the previous section that this mechanism 

cannot as yet be confidently accepted. Hence , a i/-r may be roore 

appropr1ately replaced by several other dimen sionless factor s 
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reflecting ice and f low properties. In general, C would be expected 

to decrease with 1ncreasing degree of thermal ice deterioration and 

poss i bly with increasing t
3

• 

Few data on the mechanical properties of ice at the time of 

breakup are available and the process of thermal deterioration is not 

well understood at present (Frankenstein 1961; Korzhavin 1971; 

Butyagin 1972). Bulatov (1972) outl1ned a method for computing ice 

strength based on theoretical and experimental correlations with 

rad1ation effects; however, this paper is too general to permit 

applicati on of the proposed method by others . Thus, thermal 

effects can only be studied at present by introducing empirical 

i ndices 1ntended to describe weather conditions. For the Nashwaak 

River data, preliminary analysis indicated that both accumulated 

degree - days of thaw and hours of sunshine influenced the onset 

of breakup. To reduce the number of thermal ind i ces as well as 

1ntroduce the incom1ng solar rad i at ion, a single i ndex . rq, was 

also tried and showed equal effectiveness as that of the 

combinat i on of degree-days and sunshine. rq is a calculated heat 

1nput per un1t 1ce cover area. accumulated to the time of breakup 

1n it1at1on ( see Shu lyakovskii 1963 and Beltaos and Lane 1982 for 

computational deta1 l s ). For the Nashwaak R:ver data, it was 

3 The wave breaking mechanism , for example, should be largely 

1 ndependent of t. At the same time, it is di fficult to conceive 

1nstances where C woul d increase with increasing t . 
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subsequently found that C decreases with Increasing rq, in 

accordance with expectation. Perti nent meteorological data were 

obtained from published records (Atmospheric Env1ronment 

"Monthly Records") for a nearby station and are thus considered 

representative of local weather conditions . "PrematureN events 

had a value of 0.45 for c0 (s C for tq + 0) . Analysis of the 

Thames River data indicated a similar but not as well defined 

variation of C w1th tq. However, there are no nearby sunshine 

record i ng stations so that tq values are uncertain in this case. 

The va 1 ue of C0 was 0.85. For the Smoky and Peace R1 ver data, 

C0 cannot be determined because no premature events have been 

observed; all t hat can be stated about C0 i s that it should not 

be less than 0.45 and 0. 52 respectively. Ins pection of Table 1 

s uggests a trend for C0 to decr ease with 1ncreas1ng river 

slope. This may be a hint for a similar dependency on -r but the 

1 at ter also depends on other factors that are generally unknown 

for the present data. 

In conclusion, 1t may be s tated t hat the present results 

show the expected stratif ication with thermal ice deter1oration 

v i a empirical meteorological Indices. While use of any such index 

can be criticised on the g.·ounds of not adequately representing 

the physical processes invol ved, the C0 values quoted earl i er 

are not dependent on the type of i ndex used . For the four r1 ver 

sites cons 1dered herein, C0 IS between 0.45 and 0. 85 . Thi s 1s 

remar kabl y cons i s t ent, considering the assoc1ated large vanat1 on 
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1n magn1tude, hydraulics and latitude of the respective streams. 

The effects of driving forces and channel plan geometry remain 

unclear. Progress in this regat j requires additional case studies 

and conclusive identification of the mechanism of transverse crack 

format ion. 

liMitations 

The forego1ng d1scussion suggests several cond1t1on s 

under which the present model may not apply, ie: 

( 1 ) "Over mature" breakup events during which the ice cover 

largely di 31 ntegrates by thermal effects rather than 

break 1 ng by mecham cal act 1 on . 

(1i) Reaches where the water level is strongly influenced by 

nearby controls. An example is the Thames Ri ver near 

the mouth where the stage is controlled by that of 

Lake St. Cla 1r. In this reach, the stage hardly nses 

prior to breakup initiation so that the transverse crack 

and loose ice sheet pattern may not occur. Breakup is 

usually 1nitiated by t hermal deter i oration and 

mechan ic al destruction effected by advancing ice jams. 

(ii1) Channel types that are significantly different from the 

single, meandering channels considered herein, e.g . , 

braided; multi ple i slands; straight channels, etc . 
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DISCUSSION 

A conceptual model of river ice breakup has been 

developed and used as a framework for analyzing pertinent data 

from four gauge sites. The analysis resulted in some encouraging 

find i ngs but at the same time identified several gaps in existing 

observational information . Improved knowledge is needed for the 

following aspects of breakup: Ice cover thickness; discharge 

hydrograph; mechanism of thermal ice deterioration; ice cracking 

patterns pnor to breakup i nitiation; and accumulation of 

add i tional c ase stud1es over representative ranges of r i ver 

morphol ogy and cl i mate. 

The present analys1s focused on forecasting the on set 

and flooding potential of the breakup. Other things bei ng eoual, 

the breakup initiat ion stage 1ncreases with increasing freeze up 

stage , 1ce th ickness and strength; and with decreasing channel 

width and slope. The flooding potent i al of breakup is lar·gel y 

governed by d ischarge which d ictates the potential stage of any 

ice jams that might occur. The present model suggests that there 

should be dn "ice-clearing" discharge such that larger d ischarges 

will be assoc iated with unstable, 1f any, jams. This pl aces an 

additional limitation on thP flooding potential of breakup 

depend ing on freeze up stage, ice thickness and channel wid th and 

slope. 
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A major factor facilit ating the onset and progress of 

breakup has been 1dentified as the available water surface "Nldth 

i n relat1 on to the size of separate ice sheets that form by 

transverse cracking. In turn, this can suggest possible means of 

breakup flood control in addition to conrnonly used methods, e.g .• 

keeping freeze up levels low or placing dykes some distance off 

the channel banks. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The breakup model developed herein provides a framework 

for 1nterpret1ng and generaliz1ng data pert ai ning to breakup 

forecasting which to date has been site-specific. The main factor 

facilit e~ ing the onset and progress of breakup has been identified 

as the ava1lable water surface width relat i ve to the size of 

separate ice sheets formed by transverse cracking. Thus, it has 

been pvssible to quantify the effects of such factors as ice cover 

dimensions and ( partly) channel geometry. Owing to lack of data, 

other parameters (e.g., mec.hanical properties of ice and driving 

forces) have on ly been considered i ndirectly to elucidate trends. 

The mechanism of transverse cracking was examined in the light of 

recent observations. Bending on planes parallel to the water 

surface, caused by stream curvature • could account for ~he 

observed crack spaci ng but more ev i dence is needed for posit1ve 

concl us1ons. The pre se~t model does not app ly in cases of 
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"overmature" breakup events, proximity of stage contro 1 s and river 

planforms significantly different from the single meandering 

channel type. 
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Table 1. S~ary of gauge site characteristics 

Long-Term 
Mean Conditions(!) 

Site 
Description 

Type 
of 

Data Latitude 
Slope Width Depth Dischar9e 
{m/km) (m\ (m) (m!/s) 

Thames R at Gauge records, 42.32'42"N 0.23 31 
Thamesville 1960-79; 

Observations, 
1980-82 

Nashwaak R at Gauge records, 46.07'33"N 0.73 58 
Durham Bridge 1965-1981 

Peace R at Observations, 56.14'4l"N 0.35 470 
Peace River 1974-76, 1979 

Smoky R at Observations, 55.42'56"N 0.52 225 
Watino 1976-79 

2.0 49 

1.2 36 

3.5 1800 

1.9 370 

Notes: (1) Width and depth values are for open-water conditions at the 
long-tenn mean discharge. For Peace and Smoky Rivers, data 
were obtained from Kellerhals et al (1972). 
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Fig. 3. "Loose" arrangement of large 
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Fig. 4. Illustration of ice sheet movement 
threshold. 
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- - .. .. - - - - - - - - ----RIVER ICE jAMS: THEORY, CASE 
STUDIES, AND APPLICATIONS 

By Spyridon Beltao•' 

-
ANliiAC:T: 11\e theory ol river ~ jilms, aa developed by St'veral investigaton 
over the pall two decades, II reviewed and two methods for analyzing cue 
studies are developed. The filii method II bolsed on a dimensionless equation 
that relates meuurable ~Jam charKteristks. The second method compensate• 
for the lack ol measured thlcknna values for breakup jams by introdudng a 
rel.ltlonahlp between the hydraulic roughneuand the thickness of a jilm, bolted 
on data by othen with respect to fl"ftze up jams. These two methods ol anal· 
ysis are sublequenUy applied to several case studies performed in recent years 
by the writer and othen. 11\e mults support the theory .and at the same time 
show satiatactory consistency In the respective values of various coefficients 
obtained by the two methods. Procedures for practical application ol the pres
ent mulls are outlined and allt'Sit'd by means of eumples. 

INTRODUCTION 

-

A major consequence of ice cover formation on northern rivers Is the 
jamming that occurs during the spring breakup of the cover and, to a 
lesser degree, during the freeze-up period. Due to their large aggregate 
thickness and hydraulic resistance relative to those of sheet ice, jams 
lend to cause unusually high water stages. This has repercussions in 
many operational and design problems such as overturning moment on 
river structures due to moving ice, forces on ice booms, spring flooding 
and associated stage-frequency relationships, river bed scour due to surges 
from released jams, to mention but a few. 

At present, complete mathematical simulation of water stages during 
breakup is only a hope for the future. There are simply too many un
knowns: It is not known whether, where, and when a jam will form. 
Even if it is assumed that a jam has been initiated at a specified location, 
it is not known exactly what occurs at the toe (downstream end) and 
thus it is not possible to formulate an appropriate boundary condition 
for the jam's subsequent evolution; and even if the configuration of an 
ice jam at a specified time is given or assumed, it is not known how, 
why, and when the jam will release. 

Faced with such difficulties, research has concentrated on the rela
tively simple problem of equilibrium jams, i.e., jams that no longer evolve. 
This approach has considerable practical merit since it can be argued 
that, under certain circumstances, the highest water stag«>s occur when 
a jam has attained equilibrium. Theoretical work has resulted in a model 
for flOQting jams in equilibrium that has been tested with some success 
versus experime!'tal results. Virtually nothing is known, however, about 

'Research Scientist, Environmental Hydr. Section, Hydr. Div., National Water 
Research lnst., Canada Centre for Inland Waters, Burlington, Ontario; formerly 
Research Officer, Alberta Research Coundl, Edmonton, Canada. 

Note.- Discussion open until March 1, 1984. To extend the closing date one 
month, a written request must be filed with the ASCE Manager of Technical and 
Professional Publications. The manuscript for this paper was submitted for re
view and possible publication on February 26, 1982. This paper is part of the 
Joumtll of Hydrt~ulic E,.g;,.,,;,.g, Vol. 109, No. 10, October, t983. CASCE, JSSN 
0733-9429/83/0010-1338/$01.00. Paper No. 18308. 
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growrrfcd (otherwise known as "dry") Jams. Fig. 1 gives a schematic il
lustration o f an equilibrium jam. In Fig. 1 it has been assumed that the 
jam was initiated at the edge of an undisturbed ice sheet and attained 
a steady-stale condition. Typically, there are three regions within the 
length or such a jam: 

1. Upstream transition: For a certain distance below the head of the 
jam, the thickness increases and approaches an asymptotic value. The 
flow under the jam is of the gradually varied type. As will be analyzed 
later, this s hould be the case for jams of the "wide channel" kind which 
represent a very common occurrence (see also pertinent measurements 
in Ref. 4). "Narrow channel" jams may not exhibit an upstream tran
sition; from theore tical considerations it could be shown that for a pris
matic channel the thickne!'" of a narrow jam should not change in the 
downstream direction. 

2. Equilibrium thickness reach: The thickness of the jam is relatively 
uniform and approximately equal to the asymptotic value mentioned 
earlier. This value has been termed the equilibrium thickness (21 ,22). 
The flow under the jam is uniform and the water surface is equal to the 
channel bed slope, S. This concept applies to prismatic channels but may 
be extrapolated to natural streams by replacing S with the open-water 
surface slope, provided: (1) The reach under consideration is long enough 
to permit meaningful averaging of channel characteristics; and (2) the 
flow is free to assume a uniform condition, i.e. , there are no significant 
control effects in the reach of interest. 

3. Downstream transition: Below the equilibrium reach, the water sur
face profile steepens progressively to meet the relatively low water stage 
that prevails at the toe of the jam (e.g ., see Refs. 6-8). The jam and flow 
configurations in this region are difficult to assess and could vary de
pending on local conditions and mode of jam Initiation. 

It should be recognized that the type of jam depicted in Fig. 1 occurs 
often but is by no means universal. If the jam is too short, the equilib
rium thickness region may not exist, while In reaches that are strongly 
influenced by controls (e.g., river mouths) uniform flow may not occur 
under the jam. 

In the following sections, II will be attempted to review and assess the 
available theory and data on ice jams, present Illustrative case studies 

_M=;=-t- r·-
FIG. 1.-Schemetlc llluatnltlon of Equilibrium Jem 
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- --------and tesnhe theory, andOiilline methods forpractical application of the 
results. 

THI!OMTICAL BACKGROUND 

Hydraulics of Flow under an Ice Jam.- A river cross section located 
in a reach where a floating jam has formed is sketched in Fig. 2. In the 
following, flow through the voids of the jam will be neglected and the 
jam assumed to have an equilibrium thickness reach with uniform flow 
underneath. The longitudinal water surface slope is then equal to the 
river slope under open-water conditions. The velocity distribution in any 
one vertical will be as sketched in Fig. 2 where the dashed line repre
sents the locus of the maximum velocity points; for a very wide channel, 
relative to its depth, the shear stress along this line is nearly zero. As a 
first approximation, the flows in the two subsections defined by the 
maximum velocity line are, respectively, controlled by the average shear 
stresses on the jam undersjde, T,, and on the river bed, T• . 

Let Q;, A1, V, , and R1 be the discharge, area, average velocity, and 
hydraulic radius for the ice-controlled subsection, respectively. Then V, 
• Q./ A, and R, • AdW (Fig. 2); the Manning roughness coefficient, n, , 
and friction factor, f1 , for the jam underside are defined as n, • v,-• R~fl 
5 112 (metric units), andf, • &r;/pVf with T1 = pgR,S and p = water den
sity, and g = acceleration of gravity. Similar relationships apply to quan
tities pertaining to the bed-controlled flow subsection; in the following, 
such quantities will be designated using the same symbols as in the pre
ceding, but with the suffix "II' in place of "i." 

For the overall, composite roughness flow under the jam (designated 
with the suffix "o"), the well-known Sabaneev equations may be used: 

n. = ( ,~n ; n~12) 2/l . •. . . • .. •. •• • ..• .• .......... .. .. .. . .. . •• • ... (Ia) 

/. = /. ; I• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (1 b) 

R ( ) 312 _.! - n, 
R•- ~ .... .... .. ........ .. • • • • • • • • • • • 0 ••••• • •••• 0 • ••• • 0 •• (2a) 

R, f, .. . ... ... .... ... . ... (2b) R• =f. ... .. .. ...... ... ... .... ... ........ . . 

FIG. 2.-Rlver Crou Section wllhln ~ Thlcknea1 Region of Flo8tlng J8m 
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in which equivalent relationships in terms o f the friction factors instead 
of the Manning coefficients are numbered as Eq. 1b, Eq. 2b, etc. More· 
ovt>r, fo r wide channels: 

R, + Rb "" 2 R • .... . ..... . .. . . .. . ... . ........................ . .. (3) 

It can be shown that Eqs. 1- 2 are exact when V1 = v •. For two-dimen 
sional flow, this condition will be nearly satisfied if the shear velocities 
associated with the bed and jam, respectively, are either small compared 
to V, and v. or not very different from each other ~2) . This expectation 
is supported by laboratory and theoretical data (12,18). For wide chan· 
nels of arbitrary cross-sectional shape, the condition V1 = v. can only be 
tested empirically. Examination of field d ata by the writer (unpublished) 
showed V, and v. to be within 10% of each other. However, the data 
used were fo r the relatively smooth sheet ice covers that occur in mid
winter, thus this finding may not apply to the very rough flows under 
ice jams . To a la rge degree then, use of Eqs. 1-2 is justified by a lack of 
more reliable information . 

Hydraulic resistance characteristics of the river bed, "• and t~, can be 
obtained from hydrometric surveys in the reach of interest during ope n
water conditions. Though jam stages are generally high, a large portion 
of the water depth is occupied by the jam itself and the flow part con
trolled by the jam underside (Fig. 2); thus, usual values of R• may rep· 
resent low open-water s tages at which "• (or f•> Is stage-dependent. The 
dependence of "• on open-water depth Is assumed to apply to flow un
der an ice jam by using R• in place of the open-water depth. For a given 
reach, one may thus write 

"• (or f•> = a function of R • . .. ... .. . ... .. ..... ... ....... ........ .. (4) 

Resistance characteristics of the underside of an ice jam have not been 
documented widely lo date . The few pertinent data known to the writer 
·are analyzed briefly in the following. 

Kennedy (11) investigated the characteristics of log jams; the bottom 
roughness of a jam was found to increase with Increasing jam thickness, 
based on field and laboratory measurements. The absolute roughness
thickness relationship suggested by Kennedy is shown In Fig. 3. Intui
tively, one would expect that the curve of Fig. 3 should have a horizontal 
asymptote, I.e., the roughness should not increase Indefinitely but attain 
a constant value beyond a limiting value of thickness. The limiting thick
ness and the maximum roughness would probably depend on the di· 

i 
>< ~ ~- }. 

l me., 

l'tnl 
~3 

F10. 3.-kennecty'a Roughneaa-Thlck
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search Council; F. Sampson, B. Tutt, M. Vanderkraan o( B. C. Hydro; 
and W. Moody of Environment Canada. Review comments by T . M. 
Dick and Y. L. Lau are greatly appreciated. 
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--------theory was tested with satisfactory outcome by plotting H/WS versus~ 
using the available field data. 

Because the thickness of spring jams cannot be measured at present, 
the data do not permit direct estimates of the applicable roughness and 
internal friction characteristics. A method ha~ been outlined for arriving 
at such estimates indirectly, based on existing hydraulic resistance data 
for winter jams (15) of whic:- the thickness can be measured once freez
ing in place has occurred to allow safe access. This method was applied 
to 13 case studies with the following results: 

1. The coefficient, 11· which depends on the internal friction of the jam 
was between 0.6 and 3.5. The lower limit of this range was obtained 
under conditions of considerable uncertainty with regard to both jam 
stage and applicable discharge. The upper limit was found for a rela
tively thin jam (jam thickness =- 2x sheet ice thickness) and thus might 
have been influenced by ice-bank friction. In the remaining 11 cases, 11 
was between 0.8 and 1.3, which was considered encouraging in view of 
the crudeness of both the data and the analytical procedure. An average 
value of 1.2 was suggested for applications. 

2. The composite friction factor, f, , varied between 0.09 and 0.67 and 
exhibited a tendency to decrease with increasing dimensionless dis
charge, t . The same tendency was suggested earlier when comparing 
the conventional theory with data on the relationship between H/WS 
and E-

3. The ratio f,/f, ranged between 0.6 and 1.6 but showed no tendency 
to vary with E-

Two methods of applying the present results were outlined: (1) A de
tailed method that makes use of the ice jam theory in conjunction with 
hydraulic resi!:!ance considerations; and (2) a simplified method that uses 
the "average" lJ v~rsus E relationship as defined by the data. Examples 
indicated that the detailed method gives better results than the simpli
fied method. 

The major limitations of applying the theory to practical questions de
rive from the assumption of an equilibrium jam affecting fully the site 
of interest. This may or may not be the case in any given year; thus the 
theory can only provide an upper bound of anticipated water level as a 
function of discharge. To account for special constraints that may be 
present at a given site (low flood pl'!ins, by-pass channels, etc.) careful 
field inspections are necessary. 
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- --------mensaons and geometry OfThe fragments il\itcompose the jam. 
Field data on ice jams in the Soviet Union have been reanalyzed by 

Nezhikhovskiy (15) for the period of freeze up. He fuund that the jam 
roughness, defined as the average deviation from the mean of numerous 
thickness measurements, increased with the average jam thickness, t, 
and thus proceeded to establish empirical relationships between n, and 
t. Three types of accumulations were identified, respectively, comprising 
loose slush, dense slush, and ice floes. The latter type is thought to be 
the most relevant to spring jams. The writer (2) noted that, for the very 
rough boundaries of ice jams, n1 should depend on R, as well as t, and 
attributed Nezhikhovskiy's findings to a restricted range of R, values 
(approximately 1.0 m-1.5 m). With this interpretation, it was possible to 
account for the effects of R, and derive the following empirical equation 
(2): 

"· = 0.072 R ;O.l.J,O.C ••••• • •••••• • ••••••• •••.•••.• • •..• • ..••••.••• (Sa) 

- ( t )O.I f, - 0.4 R; .... ... ...... .. . 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 •••••• 0 •••• 0 ••• • •• •• •• (5/1) 

in which 0.5 s t/R1 s 3.0; and t s 3 m. Eqs. Sa- 5b are based on Ne
zhikhovskiy's suggestion that the jam roughness increases linearly with t . 

An alternative interpretation of Nezhikhovskiy's data can be obtained 
by assuming that the well-known logarithmic dependence of the friction 
factor on relative roughness (fully rough flow regime) applies to ice jams. 
Then, R, may be taken as constant (=-1.25 m) for Nezhikhovskiy' s data, 
and the jam roughness can be calculated as a function of thickness. For 
the variation of {I, an equation proposed by Limerinos (13) has been 
used, derived from natural stream data: 

f, = [ 1.16 + 2log (d~J ]-z .. ................ ............... ..... (6) 

in which d,.14 = (by analogy with stream beds) the roughness value that 
exceeds 64% of the values in a representative set of individual roughness 
measurements. The writer (2) has found Limerinos' equation to apply 
in the range 0.4 s R/d14 s 150, using data of several other investigators. 
Using the identity n/R116 = 0.113Vj, values of d,.14 were computed to fit 
Nezhikhovskiy's n1-t relationship for ice floes and are shown plotted ver
sus t in Fig. 4. The graph in Fig. 4 is adequately represented by the 
empirical equation (metric units) 

d,.14 = 1.43(1 - exp l- 0.734(t - 0.15))} . . . ...... . .. . . .. .. ..... . ... . (7) 

It is .1oteworthy that the curve of Fig. 4 is similar to that of Fig. 3 that 
applies to log jams. 

Eqs. Sa (or Sb) and 6 (with 7) give two different interpretations of Ne
zhikhovskiy' s results, both designed to account for the effects of R,; at 
present, it is difficult to state which is more realistic, though the latte.r 
is more appealing to intuition. Finally, it is noted that laboratory data 
by Tatinclaux and Cheng (20) and Calkins and Muller (5) also showed 
f, and n, to increast: with t. 

Ice Jam Theories.- The earliest quantitative treatment of jams known 
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to the writer has been reported by Kennedy (11) and deals with the 
forces exerted by log jams. For shores that develop friction, Kennedy 
based his analysis on "the analogy between pulpwood in a river and 
granular material contained between two parallel walls" and noted that 
··. . . !~ ~"'"I ~ubsequently discovered that Janssen had developed the 
same relation in connection watn tnt: ..;_,,;&;• v: r;;;:!~ ::!::·:~~':'~~ . " 

Letting T = force per unit width with which the jam upstream is press
ing against the jam downstream in the direction of the current; T, = the 
drag of the current on the undersurface of the jam per unit area (assumed 
constant along the stream); k. = the coefficient of lateral thrust; and X 
= the sliding coefficient of wood against wood, the force equilibrium for 
the jam is 

dT 
- w dx + WT, - 2k. x T = o ......... ............ .... ... ... .. ..... (8) 

in which W = streamwidth (assumed constant); and x = streamwise dis
tance measured from the head (upstream end) of the jam. Integrating 
Eq. 8 gives 

T = 2::~[ 1 - exp ( -
2k;x)] ... ..... ....... ... ..... .. .. ........ (9) 

in which it has been assumed that T = 0 at x = 0. According to Eq. 9, 
T ""' T .. = constant for x/W > 3/2k.x, with 

WT, 
T.=- ..... ....... . . .. .. . ... . . ... ... . . . . .. ................ (10) 

2k.x 

Kennedy (II) reported that Eq. 9 was adequate only when the log length 
was less than one-thirtieth of W. Otherwise, the percentage of force 
transmitted directly to the shore increased with the ratio of log length 
to stream width. From laboratory tests, the coefficient 2k.x was evalu
ated as 0.4. 

There are two shortcomings in this analysis, as has been pointed out 
in Ref. 21: The streamwise component of the aggregate weight of the 
jam has been neglected, and it has been lmplidtly assumed that t is 
Independent of x and that the now depth under the jam Is constant. 
Another debatable point is the assumed boundary condition, e.g ., T = 
0 at x = 0, as will be analyzed later. 

An analysis similar to Kennedy's was presented later for Ice jams by 
Berdennikov (3) who found an equivalent expression for T. From force 
measurements on ice booms, Berdennikov reported that T /T. was ad
equately described by Eq. 9 with 2k.A = 1.0, and the predicted values 
of T .. ranged from 75% to 137% of respective measured values. 

Pariset and others (16,17) developed a more comprehensive theory: 
The streamwlse component of the jam weight was accounted for but the 
jam thickness was again assumed to be independent of x. The upstream 
boundary condition was generalized by putting T = r. Y' 0 at x = 0. The 
resistance to shear at the sides of the jam was assumed to consist of a 
cohesive term as well as a frictional term. It should be noted here that 
cohesion is not likely to develop under spring breakup conditions but 
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the jam released, either due to local blashng that was uhderw'ly at that 
time or due to natural causes. Later, a new jam, some 10 km long, formed 
further downstream. Thl· head of this ja.n was about IS km below the 
gage and the latter experienced a secondary peak about I m le~<~ ~~::::-. 
that plotted in Fig. 9. It is estimated th.-t. !-~:! ::,t: jam formed at the 
~"~~. !~ ·:::;~:.:: : .... " causea a stage of about 322 m which is fairly close 
to the prediction of the detailed method-alternative 2. (In reality, such 
a stage is improbable for the gage site where the crest of local nood 
protection dykes has an elevation of only 319.4 m.) The 1975 and 1976 
breakups were mild with only minor and brief jamming. The 1979 breakup 
was caused by the surge of a jam that released a few kilometers .p
stream of the gage site and resulted in a maximum rate of water level 
rise of 4.5 m/h. The peak stage was caused by brief downstream jam
ming during which the stage kept rising (I m/h on release); thus, equi
librium was not attained. 

The 1976 peak at Watino (Fig. 10) was estimated from a post-breakup 
survey of Ice shear walls left on the river banks and is 0.6 m higher than 
the predicted value. A jam believed to have reached equilibrium is thought 
responsible for the 1977 peak which is 1 m less than the corresponding 
prediction. The 1979 peak was caused by a surge from a jam that re
leased some 14 km upstream of Watino. 

Fig. 11 shows the best agreement between data and theory (detailed 
method). It is perhaps significant that gage malfunction due to ice dam
age, which Is frequent at Peace River and Watino, is rare at ThamesviUe 
owing to relatively deep1 tranquil now and thin ice cover. 

Figs. 9- 11 suggest that alternative 2 of the detailed method gives the 
best results; at the same time, an increasing overprediction as the dis
charge increases is evident. This is plausible since the larger the dis
charge the lesser the probability that ice jams will form and attain 
equilibrium. 

Finally, it is noted that the freeze up peaks shown in Fig. 11 appear 
to fit the general trend exhibited by the breakup peaks. The main dif
ference lies in the fact that freeze up nows are generally much less than 
breakup ones so that the free7.e up points occupy the lower left side of 
the graph. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The existing theory of noating ice jams in rivers has been examined 
in the light of field data accumulated in recent years. The theory de
veloped gradually since the late 1950s (11,16,17,3,21,22,19) and predicts 
the jam thickness so that the jam, considered a granular mass, can with
stand the applied forces. These forces are caused by the now shear stress 
and by the streamwise component of the jam's own weight. Two types 
of jams have been Identified: " wide" and " narrow" channel jams. It was 
shown herein that the former type should be far more common in nature 
since the latter type can only exist at very small aspect ratios. The theory 
was shown to give the dimensionless jam thickness, tfWS, and overall 
depth, H/WS, as increasing functions of the dimensionless discharge E 
(= (q1/gS)113/WS). The internal friction of the jam along with the river 
bed and jam friction factors appear as parameters of these functions. The 
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... - -----'f~ta pomts in Figs. 9-10 are peak stages during breakup as de-
termined from the following sources: Wcter Survey of Ca•l ada gage rec
ords; Alberta Envrionment; British £olumbi~ Hydro; and writer's own 
observat ions. The open-water rating curves are also shown for conven
ience in assessing the ice effe~t. The aischargl! values associated with 
the data points are generally mE.re estimates since the gage rating curves 
do not a pply during periods of ice effects. These estimates are provided 
by Water Survey of Canada based on such evidence as upstream in
flows, runoff conditions, and interpo!ations between times of discharge 
measurements. The applicable error limits are not known and would 
pr-obably vary from site to site; the percent error should also depend on 
discharge and, at a given site, should decrease with increasing discharge. 

Fig. 11 is based on a comprehensive analysis of gage records for 
Thamesville during the period 1959- 79 (Beltaos and Poyser, unpub
lished data). The points a~~ xiated with breakup are of three kinds: (1) 
Maximum ice-influenced stage; (2) stage at maximum ice effect or "back-
water"; and (3) points applicable to discharge measurements that have 
been carried out during brecrkup. Items 1 and 2 do no t generally coincide 
at this site because breakup usually occurs during a relatively steep rise 
in flow. The peak stage may be associated with unstable jams due to 
relatively high flow which results in relative ly low backwaters. More sta
ble jams may form at lower flows and thus produce larger backwaters. 
Item 3 provides the most accurate information but the associated data 
points may or rr-ay not represent peak stages or backwaters. Significant 
heezeup peaks are also shown in Fig. 11. 

In general, ice conditions associated with the data points of Figs. 9-
11 are unknown. i.e., it is unknown whether a plotted peak was caused 
by an ice jam affecting fully or partly the gage site or by surges from 
re leased upstream jams. Where simultaneous visual observations are 
available, pe rtinent notes are made in Figs. 9- 11. 

Reach-average hydraulic parameters under open-water conditions were 
obtained from Kellerhals, et al. (10) for the Peace and Smoky Rivers, 
and from a hydrometric survey near Thames ville that was carried out in 
June 1980. For the Peace and Smoky Rivers, constant widths were as
sumed. For the Thames, however, it was necessary to account for the 
(signi£icant) variation of W with stage in applying the detailed method. 
The ranges of the dimensionless discharge. E. for the breakup peaks of 
Figs. 9- 11 are 34- 115 (Peace River), 35-84 (Smoky River) and 900- 2,900 
(Thames River). 

Considering that, ideally, the theory should provide upper envelopes 
of the observed peaks, the largest discrepancy between theory and data 
occurs fo r Peace River (Fig. 9). It is likely that significant equilibrium 
jams do not occur at or near this site and this coincides with the writer's 
experience during observations carried out in 1974, 1975, 1976, and 1979. 
The 1971 peak was caused by a 4.8 km long jam of which the head was 
4.5 km below the gage. Allowing for the channel slope, it i~ estimated 
that a 1.6 m high stage would have been experienced had the jam head 
been located at the gage. Fig. 9 shows that even this higher stage is low 
com1 ared to the theoretical prediction. This may be attributed to the fact 
that the jam did not reach equilibrium: During the " life" of this jam the 
water level kept rising at the gage. The rate of rise was 0.2 m/h when 
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- --------may occur brieflYduringlreeze up when the water is supercooled. lim-
iting the present analysis to brt>akup jams, cohesion may be neglected , 
and Pariset, et al.'s (17) prediction ofT reads 

{[
W(T, + w,)] }[ ( 2k.Ax) ] . T = T. + 

2
k. k - T. 1 - exp --w ......... .... . (11) 

in which A = tan cjl; and ell = angle of internal friction of the jam. The 
asymptotic value of T is 

W(T, + W;) 
T~= . .... . ......... . ... . . ....... . .................. (12) 

2k.A 

with w, = streamwise component of the weight of the jam per unit area: 

w, = p,gSt . ... .. .. .. ..... . ... .. . . ..... : ....................... (13) 

in which p; = density of ice. 
Pariset, et al. (17) distinguished between " narrow" and "wide" chan

nels depending on the sign of T. - T. : 

1. "Narraw" chllnntls: T- - r. < 0. The stress. r. will decrease with X 
and its maximum value is r. ; the thickness of the jam is governed by 
the "no spill" condition at the head, which leads to: 

v. = V2g(1 - S;)t .. .... ... . .. .. .. . . ..... .. . .. . ............. . .. (14) 

in which V. = average flow velocity under the jam; and s, = specific 
gravity of ice. The thickness of "narrow" channel jams has been inves
tigated recently by Tatindaux (19) who presented a new theoretical for
mulation and laboratory data. 

2. "Wide" clumnels: T- - r. > 0. The stress. T, increases with X and 
the jam thickness is governed by structural considerations. The asymp
totic value of T is equal to the compressive strength of the jam. The latter 
is equal to k1p,(l - s;) gt1/2 in which k1 varies from 1.0 to the more 
probable value of tan1 (1f /4 + cjl/2), if it is assumed that the full passive 
resistance of the jam is mobilized. This requirement leads to 

11P.(1 - s,) gt1 = W(T; + p,gSt) ................. ...... .. .... ..... (15) 

with 11 = k. H 1 = k.>. tan1 (~ + ~) . ....... . .... . . ... ........... (16) 

Eq. 15 provides a means for predicting t if T , can be estimated. From 
data on the Beauhamois Canal, Pariset, et al., reported 11 = 1.28. Using 
this value and putting k0 A = 0.5 as suggested by Berdennikov, Eq. 16 
can be solved for ell to give ell = 26°. Then A = tan 26° = 0.49 which 
implies k. =- 1.0; this is the upper limit of the range suggested for k. by 
Pariset, et al. (17). 

A decade later, Uzuner and Kennedy (21,22) formulated the time-de
pendent differential equations describing the force equilibrium within, 
and the flow hydraulics beneath, the jam. These equations are too com
plex to permit general solution. It was shown, however, that after an 
evolutionary period the jam attains a quasi-steady condition. This con-
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dltion is characterized by n steady upstream advance of the jam's hend 
at a rate governed by the flux of incoming ice floes; an observer moving 
with the head of the jam perceives a steady condition. Over a certain 
distance below the head, lhe jam thickness increases to an equilibrium 
value, f , remaining constant thereafter. Uzuner and Kennedy's analysis 
is probably the most precise formulation of the problem so far and in
troduces the least number o1 assumptions; for this reason, it will be re
viewed here in some detail with a view to comparing it with previous 
theories. 

For an ice jam formed by internal collapse, the normal stress, u,, in 
the flow direction and the shear stress, T1 (equal to the strength), at the 
sides are 

u, = k,u, .................................. . .. . .............. (17) 

T/ = C0 cT1 + C1 . ............... . . . .......• . .................... (18) 

in which k, , c. = dimensionless coefficients; c7, = thickness-averaged 
normal stress in the direction perpendicular to the water surfa .. e = 0.5 
(1 - s1)(1 - p) p1gt with p = porosity of the jam; and C1 = cohesion of 
the jam. The parameters k, and c. were found to be strain rate depen
dent in laboratory tests and this was attributed to cohesion. According 
to Merino (14), cohesion between ice fragments develops when the water 
film surrounding the fragments freezes, thus forming a natural weld. 
This phenomenon is not expected to occur during breakup, as men
tioned earlier; thus it may be assumed C1 "" 0 and k, "" const., c. "" 
con st. 

It can be shown (1) that Uzuner and Kennedy's equation expressing 
the balance of forces within the jam will coincide with that of Pariset, 
et al. , for "wide" channels if 11 is taken equal to c. (1 - p). This coin
cidence might have been expected since the former analysis assumes a 
jam formed by internal collapse which is also the underlying principle 
of the latter for "wide" jams. 

At this point it is of interest to consider further the distinction between 
" narrow" and "wide" channel jams. As indicated earlier, this distinction 
is based on the sign of T ... - T. , which in turn depends on the mag
nitude of T •. Pariset, et al. (17) suggested that T. is "the hydrodynamic 
force of the current against the upstream limit of the cover." On the 
other hand, Uzuner and Kennedy (22) attributed T. to the momentum 
of Ice floes arriving at the head of the jam which Implicitly neglects the 
hydrodynamic force. Evidently, the value ofT. depends on several fac
tors that cannot be easily included in a compact equation. There exists, 
however, an upper limit for T., imposed by the compressive strength 
of the jam: 

k 1p1(1 - s1) gt2 

T.s 
2 

.. ...... .......... ............ .... . ......... (19) 

Since T. must be Jess than T. for " narrow" jams, the following condition 
must be satisfied (recall Eq. 12): 

W(T; + w,) k 1p1(1 - s,) gt 2 

2k.~ < 2 ..... . .............................. <20> 
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sired to account for variations of W with stage, the preceding procedure 
may be modified to carry out the computation as a trial-and-error process. 

Simplified Method.-This is based on direct use of Fig. 7 by first 
drawing an "average" line through the data points. The computation 
steps are then as follows, for any given Q : 

1. Compute ~by Eq. 27 and use the "average" 11·~ line to de termine Tl· 
2. Compute H = 11 WS; this should be close to the average water depth 

and by entering the open-water stage versus R• graph, with H in place 
of R•, the desired jam stage can be determined. Note that this procedure 
assumes that W does not change with stage. It would be an unnecessary 
elaboration to account for chanses of width with stage when using the 
simplified method. 

Examples.-Figs. 9- 11 give the results of nlculations by the preceding 
methods for the following sites: (1) Peace River at the town of Pe;:re 
River (Fig. 9); (2) Smoky River at the town of Watino (Fig. 10); and (3) 
Thames River at the town of Thamesville (Fig. 11). 
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--.-----·--of a jam's underside which has been evaluated on the basis of only one 
set of field data. 

4. The theory does not take into account special constraints that may 
be present such as existence of low flood plains, by-pass channels, pos
sible effects of bridge piers on jamming frequency, etc. The possible ef
fects of such features require assessment by careful inspection of the site 
of intPrest. 

Cleculy, no great confidence can be placed in predictions li..sed on the 
existing theoretical knowledge. At the same time, such predictions may 
be useful in cases where there is little or no reliable information on breakup 
stages from other sources (e.g., gage records, newspaper accounts, vis
ible high ice marks, etc.). 

With these qualifications, let it be assumed that a jam stage-discharge 
curve is to be generated for 3 reach about which the following infor
mation i~o given: channel slope; open-water rating curve (stage versus 
discharge); reach-average flow area and reach-average water surface width 
versus stage. From this information, the relationships R• (reach-average, 
o~n-water flow depth) versus stage and f• versus R• can be derived. 
From considerations outlined in the previous sections, two methods of 
calculation seem to be possible: a detailed method and a simplified 
method. 

Deuiled Method.-After manipulation of the equations stated so far, 
the following procedure is suggested: 

1. Assume a value of t and compute R; from (see Eq. 28) 

R, = t ( 13.~'ws - o.92) ............ .. .... . ............... ... ... (29) 

Use 11 = 1.2 unless there exists evidence favoring a different value. 
2. Compute f,; this may be ctone either by Eq. 5b (alternative 1) or by 

Eqs. 6- 7 (alternative 2). 
3. Determine f• and R• so as to satisfy both Eqs. 2b and 4. This may 

be done conveniently by first preparing a graph of t.!R. versus R. using 
the already known relationship between f• and R• ; since Eq. 2b requires 
that f,/R, = MR., compute f.!R, and enter the graph with this value to 
find R• and compute f• as (f;/R,) R• . 

4. Compute f. and h from Eqs. 1b and 3, respectively (note h = 2R. ), 
and determine Q from 

Q = Wh ~ (1.) g h S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (30) 

5. Enter the open-water stage versus R. graph with h in place of R•, 
and find the stage corresponding to the bottom surface of the jam; add 
0.92t to find the jam stage for the discharge value computed in the pre
vious step. 

6. Repeat for a few other values oft and plot jam stage versus discharge. 

It is noted that this approach assumes that W does not change with 
stage which is a fair approximation for most natural streams. It it is de-
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- ~utti~ = pgft usin~s. t:f.l!! andii!P.and recalHng earher anP 
ysis of the hydraulics of flow under a jam gives, after some algebra 

W < (211S•)(.!.)(t _.!!,!) 
H T. H H ........ ...... . (21) 

[
1.. + s,t (

1 
_A)) .... ...... .... ........ . 

2{. H 2{. 

in which H = overall water depth: 

H = h + S;f . • ..•••.••.••.. . ..•..•.. . . . . . . .... .... .... •.• ....•. (22) 

with h = average flow depth under the jam. According to Pariset, et al. 
(11), the maximum possible value oft/His 1/3 for a narrow jam. Using 
this value, and putting 11 = 1.3, S; = 0.92, f,/2{. = 1/2 (relatively "smooth" 
jam), Eq. 21 shows that a "narrow" jam cannot form when the aspect 
ratio, W /H, exceeds the following limiting value: 

(:) ..... = o; .... ........ ........ .. .. ... .. .... ............... (23) 

Even with a relatively "smooth" jam for which f. is as small as 0.1, Eq. 
23 gives (W /H)...,. '"' 8.5; if f/H had been taken equal to 0.1, this value 
would have been reduced to 4.0. Clearly, "narrow" channel jams should 
be rare occurrences in nature. 

Calculation of Jam Suse.-For reasons explained in the previous sec
tion, the remaining analysis will be confined to "wide" channel jams. 
The overaiJ water depth due to an ice jam, H. is given by Eq. 22 and 
represents the most important dependent parameter of the jam. More
over, the present state of technology is such that only H can be observed 
directly; it is practicaiJy impossible to measure the thickness of a spring 
jam. 

The depth of flow, h, under the jam is 

h = ____,;_._ 

[ 

q ]Z{J ( 4~5) l/2 ..... ....................... .. ......... ... ... (24) 

in which q = Q/W. Recalling Eq. 15 and solving for t gives, after some 
algebra 

- ws { [ (2{.)1/)11(1 - s,) (f) (;:rl]l/2} 
t - 1 + 1 + . . . . . . . (25) 211(1 - s,) s, f. WS 

Multiplying Eq. 25 by s,, adding to Eq. 24 and working out the nu
merical coefficients (assumes, = 0.92), gives 

H 5.75 [ 
1l - ws = 0.63 t!{J t +--;- 1 + 1 + 0.11 ~~-'!/) (D t J .... .. .. .. (26) 
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(;~rl 
in which ~ • --- = y '

413
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . • • • • • • • (27) 

WS WS 

with y, = critical flow depth. Clearly, the dimensionless jam stage, TJ, 
depends primarily on the dimensionless discharge, ~, and on the inter
nal friction of the jam, and secondarily on the friction factors at the flow 
boundaries. The dimensionless parameters of Eq. 26 have been chosen 
for convenience in interpreting the data. 

An interesting feature of Eq. 26 is that TJ does not vanish when Q (and 
thus ~) are zero. This result Is contrary to Intuition and can be explained 
as follows. Firstly, it is noted that atE = 0, the flow depth vanishes but 
the (submerged) jam thickness becomes equal to 11 .5 WS/~. Recalling 
Eq. 15 shows that the jam thickens to withstand two types of force: the 
hydraulic friction and the streamwise component of the jam's own weight. 
When Q-+ 0, the former vanishes but the latter does not since S remains 
constant. Putting T1 = 0 and s1 = 0.92 in Eq. 15 gives again 11 .5 WS/~ 
for the submerged jam thickness. It Is now obvious that this implausible 
result is due to the assumption that the flow through the jam is negli
gible. This assumption is realistic under normal circumstances; however, 
as Q approaches zero, an increasing fraction of Q will flow through the 
voids of the jam and even before Q becom<.>s zero, the jam will ground. 
When this occurs, the jam need not be as th1t.~ as indicated by Eqs. 15 
and 25 because additional frictional resistance becomes available by con
tact with the river bed. 

ColiiiPAAISON WITH CAll! STUOII!S 

Description of Data.- Most of the ice jam case studies utilized herein 
derive from field research programs that have been described in Refs. 1 
and 9. A novelty of this program consists of documenting the "instan
taneous" water level profile along any observed jam as follows: from 
small aircraft or from ground access points, photos are taken of the jam 
stage agaim~t the river banks and used later for identification and survey. 
Examples are shown in Figs. 5- 6. When a jam profile has a section that 
is parallel to the open-water surface, the jam can be assumed to be in 
equilibrium. From cross-sectional measurements and slope surveys, reach
averaged values of H, W, and Scan be determined. Unfortunately, it is 
not possible to determine directly h and t because there is no capability 
at present for measuring the thickness of a spring jam. Estimates of the 
average thickness of the jam in the equilibrium reach are possible only 
through an Indirect analysis, as will be analyzed later. The discharge, 
Q, assigned to each jam Is that which prevailed at the time the jam was 
observed. The actual value of Q responsible for the formation of the jam 
can be higher than the assumed Q but not lower. Thus, what is observed 
is a jam with possibly oversized thickness for the assigned Q. Letting 
H""" and Q""" be the "observed" values of Hand Q, as outlined previ
ously, and H. , Q. be the corresponding values at the time when the 
jam was formed, we have Q. ~ Q""" and H. ~ H""" . The pair H. , Q. 
satisfies the conditions of ice jam formation, i.e., it satisfies Eq. 26, if 
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the true internal friction of a granular ice 'mass. Note that the Thames 
River jams, though only 0.7 m- 0.9 m thick, represent jam thickness to 
sheet ice thickness ratios of more than 3.5. Overall, Table I gives a mea
sure of support to the method of analysis used herein which is based 
on Nezhikhovskiy's (15) resistance data, because it shows that ~ takes 
on consistent values and at the same time is dose to the value of 1.3 
that has been reported earlier by others. 

The parameters{. and {;.'{. that appear In Eq. 26 are seen in Table 1 to 
range from 0.09 to 0.67 and from 0.63 to 1.64, respectively; correspond
ing average values are 0.37 and 1.25. There is no consistent variation of 
{d{. with ~. thus the average value of 1.25 could conveniently be sub
stituted in Eq. 26 considering that 11 is insensitive to {.!' •. At the same 
time, there is a trend for {. to decrease with increasing ~. as an earlier 
analysis concerning Fig. 7 had indicated. This trend is shown in Fig. 8. 
It should be understood at this point that no unique relationship be
tween {.and ~ can be expected because{. should also depend on channel 
bed characteristics. This aspect is probably responsible for the large scat
ter of the data points in fig. 8. 

Table 2 summarizes additional but less comprehensive data for which 
the detailed analysis has nc.t been performed. These data have also been 
used in Fig. 7. 

METHODS cw PAAcncAL APPUCATION 

Before considering methods of applying the preceding results to prac
tical problems, it is advisable to enumerate the limitations of the theory: 

1. The theory assumes a very wide rectangular prismatic channel. Ap
plication to rivers implies that a natural stream may, for the purpose of 
ice jam calculations, be replaced by a rectangular prismatic channel of 
equivalent average dimensions. ,, 

2. The theory applies to floating jams in equilibrium and gives the jam 
stage assuming that a jam has formed, has reached equilibrium, and fully affects 
the location of interest. In reality, one or more of these conditions may not 
be satisfied during a given breakup period. It follows that a theoretically 
derived jam stage-discharge relationship can only provide an upper en
velope of actual events, barring the occurrence of severe grounded jams 
about which no theory Is available. 

3. Theoretical prediction depends partly on the hydraulic resistance 

fo 
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up nor for breakup. Thus, use of this approach cannot be considered 
"satisfactory" but may be viewed as the " least objectionable," for the 
present. 

The procedure of analysis is as follows. For an assumed value of t, 
plot the lower jam boundary (0. 92 t below the water stage) on each river 
cross section and determine reach-averaged values of A, W, V(= Q/A), 
R. (= A/2 W), and thus n. (or/.). Use Eqs. 1- 4 to de termine the re
maining four unknowns, R., R, , and " •, n, (or f•, f,) . Repeat for a few 
additional values oft and plot n, (or /1 ) versus t. The intersection of this 
plot with Eq. 5 (5b) or with Eq. 6 (with 7) which can be evaluated from 
the data already generated , gives the value of t that satisfies all of the 
specified relationships and is, thus, the desired jam thickness. With this 
information, the coefficient •; may be computed from 

~ = 12.5 
5~ ( 1 + G.~;,) ..... ... .... .... ...................... . (28) 

which is a rearranged version of Eq. 15. 
Thirteen case studies, analyzed according to the aforementioned pro

cedure, are summarized in Table 1 where it may be noted that fairly 
wide ranges of stream width, slope, and discharge are represented. The 
coefficient ~ has an average value of about 1.2 and, for most case stud
ies, individual ~·s are close to this average. The lowest ~ (= 0.6) was 
obtained for the jam on the Athabasca River near Pe lican rapids. The 
data for this jam are, however, uncertain because it was documented 
using post-break11p evidence. The highest value of ~ (= 3.5) was ob
tained for the Smoky River near Hunting Creek and does not seem to 
fit the pattern of the other jams. The sheet ice thickness in that case was 
about 0.6 m, i.e., one-half of the estimated jam thickness. It is possible 
that, as a jam approaches the configuration of a single layer of ice noes, 
~ will more and more reflect the effective ice-bank friction rather than 
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the theory is assumed valid. As Q decreases from Q. to Q. , it is rea
sonable to assume further that the thickness of the jam does not change 
but that the flow depth under the jam decreases, as indicated by Eq. 24. 
Thus, the pair H*, Q. will not satisfy Eq. 26; if H' is the value of H 
obtained from Eq. 26 with Q = Q., then H ' s H""" . With plausible 
values of~. f~, f. (Sft later analysis), Eq. 26 can be used as a rough guide 
to evaluate thP. relative error, (Hobo - H ')/H ', inherent in the pair H,.,. , 
Q""". Fortunately, it is found that even if Q. is as la rge as 2Q,.,. , this 
error does not exceed 7%. This is acceptable considering the errors in
herent in field data pertaining to ice jams. 
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Testing of Theory.- Eq. 26 indicates that, according to the theory, the 
dimensiOJ.l.::;s jam stage, 11· should depend on ~ with f,, {., and 11.. as 
parameters. Available data are plotted in the form of 11 versus ~ in Fig. 
7. The data are summarized in Tables 1- 2 which will be analyzed later. 
In Fig. 7, different symbols have been used to describe ice jams deemed 
to have been, respectively, in equilibrium and in evolution. Despite con
siderable scatter, the data points in Fig. 7 show an unquestionable trend 
for 11 to increase with t which qualitatively supports Eq. 26. For a quan
titative test of Eq. 26, 11.. and{,/{. were fixed at 1.2 and 1.25, respectively 
(average values found from a detailed analysis to be analyzed late r), and 
11 was calculated for {. = 0. 1 and 0.5. Comparison of the resulting curves 
with the data points indicates that the theory Is basically sound while 
there seems to be a general trend for {. to decrease with increasing E. 
The latter is plausible because{. should decrease when t/H decreases 
and this can be shown to occur when ~ increases. It is of interest to note 
in Fig. 7 that the data points for evolving jams plot at or below the line 
defined by the points corresponding to equilibrium jams; this gives a 
measure of support to the expectation that the peak stage is attained at 
equilibrium. 

I>£TAILED AAAL YSIS-INOIRECT METHODS 

Detailed analysis of the data available to date is hampered b• a Jack 
of means to measure ice jam thicknesses during breakup. Typi' ,lly, the 
measurable quantities are H, Q, W, S, a few representative • ver cross 
sections, and the relationship of Eq. 4. It is desired to detr mine II, t, 
R1, R• , and n,, " ~ (or f,, {.), i.e., a total of six unknowns. T .e available 
equations are five, i.e., Eqs. 1-4, and the flotation relation, Ec 22. Clearly, 
the problem cannot be solved unless an additional relationship is intro
duced. Parise!, e t at. (17) assumed n1 = "• = n. ([, = f• = {. ). This as
sumption is arbitrary as there is no a priori reason wmy n, should be 
equal to "~ for all jams in all rivers. The writer believe':l that use of Ne
zhikhovskly's data (15), as Interpreted in Eq. 5 (or Eq . .'Sb) or Eq. 6 (with 
Eq. 7), Is prefe rable because these relationships hatve a basis on mea
surement. It is recognized that Nezhikhovskiy's da~a are subject to the 
usual inaccuracies one may expect for field observ .1tions of ice jams; in 
addition, these data have not been duplicated b y other investigators 
(though indirectly corroborated in Refs. 5, 11, ar J 20) neither for freeze-
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MANAGEMENT PERSPECTIVE 

River ice breakup may cause floods or costly delays to 
navigation. Breakup and water levels are a complex combination of 
meteorological conditions and physical characteristics of the site. 
Understanding and eventual control depends very much on using historical 
information which was not obtained to study ice jams. This report is a 
pilot study to establish the information pertinenent to understanding 
the phenomena and to providing useful guidance for planning and 
management. 

This report shows that existing data in gauge records of the 
Water Survey of Canada may be used to obtain useful information which 
may help in forecasts of future flood levels. 

However, before general conclusions can be drawn, other 
similar studies at sites throughout Canada will be useful if not 
necessary to obtain progress. It is notable that if the data gathering 
were to be minimally supplemented that much more could be done with 

future data records. 

T. Milne Dick 
Chief, Hydraulics Divison 

i 
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PERSPECTIVE DE GESTION 

Les d~bacles fluviales peuvent causer des inondat i ons ou 

retarder ind ument la navigation. Les d~bacles et les fluct uations de 

niveau d ' eau proviennent d'un ensemble complexe de condit ions 

m~t~orologiques et de caract~ristiques physiques du l ieu. Leur 
compr~hension et leur contrOle ~ventuel d~pendent ~troitement de donn~es 

historiques qui n'ont pas ~t~ recueillies lors d'~tudes d'embacles. Le 
pr~sent rapport est une ~tude pilate visant ~ ~tablir quelle information 
est pertinente ~ la compr~hension des ph~nom~nes et peut servir ~ 

planifier et ~ g~rer. 
Le pt~sent rapport montre que les mesures de jaugeage des 

Relev~s hydrologiques du Canada peuvent servir ~ obteni r de 
l' i nformation ut i le pour pr~voir la hauteur des inondations futures. 

Or, avant de tirer des conclusions g~n~rales. il serait utile , 

voire n~cessaire, d'effectuer des ~tudes semblables dans divers endro i t s 
du Canada pour f ai re des progr~s. 11 est ~ noter qu' en recuei 11 ant un 
peu plus de donn~es, on pourrait tirer beaucoup plus d'information des 

mesures futures. 

T. Milne Di ck 
Di vision de l 'hydraulique 

i i 
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STUDY OF RIVER ICE BREAKUP USING 

HYDROMETRIC STATION RECORDS 

S. Beltaosl 

ABSTRACT 

The possibility of usi ng hydrometric station records to extract 
information related to ice breakup forecasting is explored. Methods for 
interpretation of the records are outlined and utilized to study 
breakup characteristics of the Nashwaak River at Durham Bridge. N.B . 
The results are then compared with recent insitu observations of ice 
conditions. It is concluded that useful but incomplete information can 
be extracted from existing records and a need for a theoretical 
framework of breakup processes is demons-trated. The value of records 
would be enhanced by collection of additional data such as actual ice 
thickness; one or more discharge measurements during breakup; and wider 
utilization of local observers for descriptions of ice conditions. 

RtsuM£ 
Les auteurs se sont pench!s sur les possibiliti!s d'utiliser les 

relev!s de station hydrom~triQue pour extraire des donn~es li~es <l la 
pr!·1ision du d!glacement . Ils d!crivent leurs m!thodes d'interpr~tation 
des relev~s et ils s'en servent pour ~tudier les caract~ristiQues de la 
d~b~cle de la Nashwaak <l Durhan Bridge (N.-8.}. Les r~sultats sont 
ensuite compar~s <l de r~centes observations sur place des conditions 
glacielles. Ils en concluent qu'une information utile mai s incompl~te 
peut ~tre tir~e des relev~s disponibles et ils d~ontrent qu'il serait 
n!cessai re d • ~ 1 aborer un cadre th~ori que des processus de d~g l acement. 
La valeur des relev~s serait augment~e par la collecte de donn~es 
suppl~entaires conme celles qui ont trait ~ l'!paisseur de la glace, 
une ou plusieurs mesures du d~bit pendant la dislocation et finalement, 
un p1L·5 large recours aux observateurs locaux pour la description des 
conditions glacielles. 

1 Environmental Hydraul ics Section, Hydraulics Division, National Water 
Research Institute, Burlington, Ontario 
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INTRODUCTION 

During the slJmler 1980 meeting of the N.B. SubcoiTITiittee on River 
Ice (formerly: Ad Hoc CoiTITiittee on Ice and Ice Jams), a question arose 
as to whether existing hydrometric station records could be utilized to 
forecast the onset and severity of river ice breakup. To explore this 
possibility a joint (NWRI/WSC*) study was initiated for the hydrometric 
station located on the Nashwaak River at Durham Briuge i n New Brunswick. 
The undertaking of this task was facilitated by the fact that a similar 
study had been initiated by the writer in late 1979 for Ontario rivers, 
in co-operatio~ with the WSC Guelph office. 

Preliminary results of the Nashwaak River study (Beltaos and Lane 
1982) indicated that useful, though incomplete, information can be 
extracted from existing records. This finding prompted the writer to 
extend the study to include factors not previously considered and assess 
the resulting forecast methods using insitu ice observations that have 
since been performed under the auspices of the N.B. SubcoiTITiittee and 
N.B. Environment. The results to date are reported herein. 

RIVER ICE BREAKUP 

When an ice-covered river basin is subjected to mild weather, two 
processes generally begin : increased runoff due to rainfall or snowmelt 
or both; and hedt input to the ice cover. The former process results in 
increased uplift and frictional forces applied on the ice cover; and in 
increased water stage which, in turn reduces the support provided to the 
ice cover by the channel banks and provides increased channel width for 
movement of the cover. Heat input to the ice cover results i n reduced 
dimensions and strength. It follows that during the mild weather spell, 
the forces applied on the ice cover increase while the cover's ability 
to resist these forces decreases. If the mild weather lasts for a 
sufficient time, the ice cover begins to break up which is often 
followed by formation of large ice jams, major ice runs and eventual 
clearance of the ice from the reach of interest. This general 
description of the breakup process includes two extreme cases, i.e., the 
"premature" and "overmature" breakup (Des 1 auriers 1968). Premature 
breakup occurs under conditions of intense runoff with little, if any, 
deterioration of the ice cover. Clearly, this type of event has the 
greatest damage potential, other things being equal. On the other hanc , 
conditions of slow or no runoff with intense ice deterioration lead to 
overmature breaku, . This event is characterized by gradual ice 
disintegration and has minimal potential for damage. 

The f i rst question a forecaster might ask would be how to predict 
whether and when breakup will be initiated. And once initiated, how 

*NWRI = National Water Research Institute 
WSC = Water Survey of Canada 
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5evere it i s likely to be i n terms of magnitude and duration of ice jam 
stages at various locations. 

Concerning breakup initiation, pertinent literature often advocates 
use of the corresponding water 5tage, Hs (= height above an arbitrary 
datum, e.g. gauge height) as a convenient and meaningful index 
(Shulyakovskii, 1963; Gerard, 1979; Beltaos, 1981, 1982). From our 
earlier discussion, it would ap~ear that Hs is indeed a desirable 
parameter because it reflects the ice driving forces as well as the 
water surface width available for ice movement. Moreover, the above 
noted 1 iterature suggests that, in a gi ven reach, HR depends on: the 
thickness of the ice just prior to breakup, hi; tne degree of ice 
strength reduction caused by thermal effects; and the stage during 
freeze up when a stable ice cover forms, Hf· The latter is an ~ ndex of 
the width of the ice cover and, excepting mature breakup events, has to 
be exceeded before contact of the ice with channel boundaries is 
eliminated . As will be discussed later, approximate values of these 
parameters can be extracted from gauge records . As for ice strength, 
there is no di rect information. The best that can be done at present is 
to use a meteorological index intended to describe the effects of 
thermal deterioration. 

With regard to the severity of breakup, one would ideally wish to 
predict the complete stage hydrograph during the breakup period at any 
given location . This appears to be too ambitious a task at pre~ent; it 
is thought more pract ical to limi t the goal of the study to forecas t s of 
the maximum stage during breakup, Hm· This stage can be easi ly 
i dent i fi ed on gauge recorder charts and i s usua 11 y caused by a nearby 
ice jam. Theoretical considerations and field data (Pariset et al, 1966 
Beltaos , 1983) have shown that the maximum stage that can be caused by 
an ice jam occurs when the jam has attained a condition of equilibril.m 
and fully affects the site of i nterest. This equilibrium stage depends 
mai nly on discharge, channel slope and width. During any one breakup 
peri od, ~ may or may not reach the equilibr i um jam st age owi ng to one 
or more of the followi ng reasons. (a) Ice jam located far downstream of 
the gauge site . Even if this jam attains equil i brillll, the gauge site 
wi l l experience a fraction of the j am's effect on stage . (b) Ice j am i s 
located far upstream of t !"le gauge site. The gauge site wi 11 aqain 
experi ence a fraction of the jam ' s effect on stage owing to attenuation 
effects during the jam's release. (c) Unstable jam that releases prior 
to attai ni ng equilibrium. (d) Overbank flooding. Water and ice spread 
out onto the flood plain so that the jam' s potential is diss i pated. 
Thi s case could be viewed as a particular instance of the unstable j am 
case. Cons idering that a major factor contributing to ice jam formation 
is t he original i ce cover itself, it is reasonable to expect that not 
only dischar ge but also competence of this cover may influence the value 
of Hm (see al5o later di scussion) . 

DE SCRIPTION OF DATA 

The mai n data source has been the WSC record of gauge height versus 
time f or the period 1965-81. Supplementary information consis ted of 

.. 
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daily di scharge data (WSC); meteorological data (Atmospher i c Environment 
-"Monthly Records"); channel hydrauli cs in the vicinity of the gauge 
(B.Burrell , N.B. Environment); and recent ice thickness measurement s 
(P.Tang, N.B. Environment). Fr001 these "raw'' data, several parameters 
thought to be characteristic of the i ce regime have been extracted as 
described below. 

Maximum Stable Fr~eze Up Stage (HF) 

A typical but not universal configuration of the daily average 
stage hydrograph near the start of the ice season is sketched in 
Figure 1. The solid line represents the actual stage -tlereas the broken 
line gives the "effective" stage (•stage that would have occ111red had the 
flow been unaffected by ice). At a certain time which may be termed the 
beginning of freeze up, the actual stage starts to rise wh iYe the 
effective stage continues to drop. Eventually, the actual stage attains 
a peak and then declines. This sequence reflects the dynamic nature of 
i ce cover formation in rivers. With the onset of cold weather, frazil 
ice forms and is initially transported freely. The effect of this 
moving ice on the water stage is small. As roore and more frazil is 
produced, it begins to ag~lomerate into slush and pancakes . Eventually, 
the ice transport is impeded somewhere downstream of the gauge (due to 
border ice growth or other constricting feature) and an i ce cover begins 
to propagate upstream. The presence of the ice cover causes a local 
stage increase which eventually begins to be "felt" at the gauge site . 
The gauge height then increases until the time lt'hen the edge of the ice 
cover arrives at the gauge site~ Subsequently the gauge height 
decreases due to decreasing discharge and, therma 1 smoothing of U'te 
underside of the cover. The peak stage (HF) during th i s period is 
considered an important factor influencing the succ eeding br eakup 
because it defines the stage at which the ice cover is formed; the width 
of the cover is approximately equal to the channel width at the stage 
HF . To eliminate brief peaks during which there i s little time for 
freezing, HF is defined as a daily average value. It is recognized 
that this definition of HF only provides an index for t.he width of the 
stable ice cover and could, perhaps be improved by t atking an average 
over a number of days after the peak. While this i s a matter that 
should be investigated in the future, it was considered an unnecessary 
elaboration for the present exploratory study. 

Moreover, it should be kept in mind that the above described freeze 
up process occurs frequently but oot always due to occasional presence 
of compli c ating factors, e.g., severe flow and stage controls; 
incomplete ice cover; v1ery ra~Pid drop in discharge that suppresses 
occurrence of a peak on the stage hydrograph. Because of these and 
possibl y other unforeseen diffi culties, HF should be determined i n 
conj unct ion wi U1 consultat i ons of prevailing weather conditions and (if 
available) local observers' reports* while keepin~ in mind its phys i cal 

* At many gauge sites, local observers are temporarily empl oyed by 
the oper ating agency t.o prov i de brief descriptions of i ce 
condi tions at a specified freqwency. 
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significance as outlined earlier. In the present study, interpretation 
of freeze up stage records presented 1 ittle difficulty except on a few 
occasions where Hf determination was designated •uncertain". 

"Winter" Peaks. 

Occasionally, a brief thaw may occur during the winter period. If 
suc11 a thaw causes sufficient runoff, the gauge record wi 11 show a peak 
which may or may not initiate breakup. In the latter case, the peak 
stage represents a lower limit for the stage required t o initiate 
breakup at that time. The term "winter" peak is used conventionally and 
includes any peak that does not initiate breakup. While such peaks 
usually occur in the winter, there are instances where "winter" peaks 
occur a few days before the spring breakup. 

Stage at Initiation of Breakup (H8 ). 

Usually,when a thaw does lead to breakup of the ice cover, the 
stage begins to rise from its fairly steady winter value and shortly 
after exhibits spikes and peaks that can only be caused by breaking or 
broken ice effects {Fig.2). A probable value of the stage at the 
initiation of breakup, Hg, may be fixed at the first significant 
spike* . Unfortunately, this definition is not always objective or 
meaningful. Only a probable range of Hg can then be determined, by 
considering: (a) the latest time for which it can be confidently 
assumed that there still was continuous ice cover; and (b) the earliest 
time for which broken ice effects became evident on the stage 
hydrograph. Difficulties may be experienced in cases of absence of 
spikes owing to very rapid stage increases caused by intense runoff or 
release of upstrean ice jams; "misleading" spikes caused by discharge 
reductions due to upstream jam formation; or "overmature" breakup 
events where breakup can be initiated during constant or even decreaiing 
stage conditions. 

Because of such complications, Hg determination should utilize 
all supplementary information, e.g ., prevailing weather conditions, 
local observers' reports and prior experience of local ice conr.1tions. 
For the present study no overmature events were encountered, with the 
possible exception of the 1964-65 event which has been designated 
"u'1defi nab 1 e". This circumstance compensated somewhat for the 1 ack of 
local observers• reports that have proved extremely helpful in other 
studies (Beltao£, Unpublished Data). 

* Initiation of breakup is defined herein as the instant when a 
sustained movement of the ice cover begins. Whf~ the cover is set in 
motion, the resistance to flow is reduced and the stage should · tend 
to drop thus producing a spike on the stage hydrograph. Sometimes, 
however, the stage rise may be so steep as to suppress spike 
appearance. Only a slowdown in the rate of rise would then be 
evident. 
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Maximum Breakup Stage {Hm) 

This is the maximum stage reached during the breakup period and its 
determinat i on is straightforward {Fig . 2). 

Effective Stage and Max i mum Ice Effect on Stage (6~) 

The ice effect on stage is the difference between the actual stage 
and the effective stage. The time of maximum ice effect can usually be 
determined by simple inspection (Fig. 2) and does not necessarily 
coincide with the time of ~· 

Daily average discharge values are estimated by WSC based on 
interpolations between discharge measurements as well as on such 
evidence as upstream and tributary flows, runoff and weather conditions, 
etc. Such estimates may involve considerable error. This has 
repercussions on the accuracy of the effective stage which is determined 
by joining daily values plotted at noon of each day. For the Nashwaak 
R. at Durham Bridge, very little confidence can be placed on discharge 
estimates during breakup condi tions (Beltaos and Lane 1982). 

Ice Thickness (hi) 

Ice thickness can be estimated from WSC discharge measurement 
notes. Such notes give the distance from the water surf ace to the 
bottom of the ice which, under free flotation conditions, represents 
about 92% of the total ice thickness. However, thi s assumption may or 
may not be valid depending on whether there is significant bank support 
of the ice or snow cover which may cause the free water surface to rise 
above the top of the ice. The presence of a slush deposit under the 
solid ice may render thickness values completely unreliable because the 
notes would then show the distance from the water surface to the bottom 
of the slush. Another source of error may be (unreported) instances 
when "water surface" has been used nominally, i.e., substituted by a 
more conve~i ent datum such as the top of a deep snow layer. 

Usually, a few ice thickness values will be available during any 
one winter season. These can be plotted versus time and extrapolated to 
the start of the mild weather spell that led to breakup. Where the 
winter season involves highly variable weather conditions, it may be 
preferable to extrapolate using a more complex correlation, e.g . , hi 
versus accumulated degree-days of frost. Such procedures waul d 
generally give fair indications of hi at the time breakup starts but 
ignore thickness reductions that may occur during the pre-breakup period 
(onset of mild weather spell to onset of breakup). This as sumption is 
considered adequat~ for the present in view of (a) the crudenes s of the 
other data involved; and (b) the partial accounting of th is effect by 
introducing a meteorological index of heat input to the ice cover. 

Meteorological Index of Ice Strength 

Few data on ice strength at the time of breakup are availabl e and 
the manner of ice strength reduction by thermal effec ts i s not well 
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understood at present (Frankenstein, 1961; Korzhavin, 1971; Butyagin, 
1972). In general, it is reasonable to expect that ice strength will 
decrease with increasing anounts of heat absorbed by the ice cover but 
there is no consensus on the most appropriate index for the latter. A 
very simple and well known index is the accumulated degree-days of thaw, 
ST (see for example, Williams, 1965; Bilello, 1980). However, ST 
can only be satisfactory in cases where the time of year when breakup 
occurs and the number of •thawing• days do not vary appreciably. 
Otherwise, the important effect of solar radiation will not be 
considered. For example, a sunny day in April would be much more 
effective in weakening the ice than a cloudy day of the same average air 
temperature in January. To fully account for thermal effects on ice 
strength, several parameters are needed in addition to air temperature, 
e.g., short wave radiation, cloudiness, wind speed, water temperature, 
snow cover, ice composition, etc. 

Unfortunately, not all of this information is usually available and 
even if it were, it would be impractical to attempt multiple correla
tions with so many parameters. Shulyakovskii (1963) suggested the use 
of a calculated value of heat input to the ice cover from the surface, 
thus ignoring heat transfer from the water since water temperature i3, 
as a rule, unknown. A similar but somewhat simplified approach was 
suggested by Williams (1965). Bulatov (1972) outlined a method for 
computing ice strength based on theoretical and e·xperimental correl a
t ions with radiation effects. However, Bulatov's paper was too general 
to permit application of his method by others. Ashton's (1983) analysis 
is similar to Bulatov's and shows that the main agent of deterioration 
is the penetrating solar radiation, once the ice has been warmed to o·c. 
Additional radiation absorption causes melting at the grain boundaries 
with a resulting decrease 1n strength. However, Ashton's analysis 
cannot be applied to the data under consideration because information on 
snow cover, albedo and ice structure is lacking. 

Evidently, only empirical indices of ice strength can be employed 
at present. Some of the simplest ones are acc~.~nulated degree-days of 
thaw, hours of sunshine and solar radiation but their simultaneous 
consideration would complicate the analysis. Shulyakovskii's (1963) 
single heat input parameter, }:q, has the advantage of simplicity as well 
as a background of practical usage and was thus utilized by Beltaos and 
Lane (1982). However, there is no theoretical evidence that this 
parameter adequately accounts for the qualitatively different effects on 
ice strength of the various heat components involved. 

ANALYSIS OF DATA 

Table 1 summarizes the data for the Nashwaak R. at Durham Bridge 
(Fig.3 ). Of the 21 freeze up- breakup events that occurred during the 
period of record (1965 -81), one has proved impossible to interpret, 
while six presented serious difficulties. At the time of writing the 
report by Beltaos and Lane (1982), only a few ice thickness values were 
available and thus no attempt was made to consider hi in the analysis. 
Subsequently, additional ice thickness data were made available to the 
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writer by P. Tang of N.B. Environment which enabled determincttion of 
hi for many of the event s under con~ideration. For events _without any 
thickness measurements hi was est1mated via a correlat1on between 
measured values and time from HF· This procedure involves errors as 
large as 30%. Water surface to bottom of ice distances quoted by WSC 
have bee, divided by 0.92 to obtain hi though this is recognized to be 
a first approximation. }:q values quoted by Beltaos and Lane (1982) have 
been revised to account for daily variations of associated heat input 
coefficients but only in a few instances did this result in substantial 
changes. 

Initiation of Breakup. 

Bt:!ltaos and Lane's analysis ( 1982) followed Shulyakovskii ( 1963), 
after some initial verifications of the basic premises. First, HB 
was plotted versus HF where a trend for HB to increase with HF was 
indicated. However, there was considerable scatter suggesting 
additional · effects. Next, the difference (HB - '"~F) was postulated 
to depend on hi and }:q, the total anount of heat input to the ice 
cover per unit surface area. The latter is an accumulation of daily 
heat fluxes (q) during daylight hours until the time of breakup 
initiation; heat transfer from the water is ignored. Calculation of }:q 
involves many simplifying assumptions so that }:q must be viewed as a 
mere index of the true anount of absorbed heat (see Be ltaos and Lane 
1982 for details of the calculation). A plot of (H8 - HF) versus }:q 
indicated the expected trend but exhibited considerable scatter. To 
explore the possible effects of h1, the following . procedure was 
adopted. First, (Hs - HF) was plotted versus hi by noting the 
value of }:q beside each data point. This indicated an increase of 
( Hs - HF) with hi and a decrease with L q. The upper enve 1 ope of 
the data points, assumed representative of the case }:q ,. 0, was then 
described by the straightline (Hs - HF) ,. 2.5 hi*• Next, the 
deviation of any one data point from the upper envelope [= 2.5 hi -
(Hs - HF)] was computed and plotted versus }:q, as shown in Fig. 4. 
Data ranges in Fig. 4 indicate instances where only ranges for Hs 
could be identified; vertical ranges indicate cases where lower and 
upper limits of HB occurred within a short time period so that the 
corresponding }:q's were nearly equal. Data points with arrows denote 
winter peaks or otherwise known limits for H8; such points are 
occasionally of little value (e.g., two uppermost points at }:q = 0) but 
often give useful indications as to how a correlation line should be 
drawn. 

Fig. 4 confirms the anticipated trends but with considerable 
scatter. The latter can be partly attributed to the crudeness of Hs 
determinations (no local observers' reporb) a ·d the empiricism 
introduced in the analysis (lack of a theoretical framework for breakup 
pro:esses). A compensating feature is that even a large error in 
predicting H8 usually translates to acceptable error in forecasting 

* Linear plots of this kind have also been found by the writer at other 
sites but with different numerical coefficients (Beltaos, unpublished 
data). 

-. . 
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the time of Hs because the prcvai 1 ing temporal gradients of stage are 
usually large. 

It may be noticed in Fig. 4 that two data ranges are plotted for 
the 1979 event, designated (1) and (2). The former reflects the 
interpretation given by Beltaos and Lane (1982) and involves serious 
uncertainty; it plots far off the band of the other data. Later on, it 
was discovered (P. Tang, personal communication) that a site visit by 
WSC staff in March 1979 indicated the presence of intact ice cover which 
dictated the following revision. What was originally thought to have 
been breakup initiation was in fact a winter peak whereas breakup was 
initiated later in March. The event designated 1979(2) reflects the new 
·interpretation and plots at a much improved position. This result 
illustrates the importance of local observers' reports. 

Maximum Breakup Stage 

As discussed earlier, flow discharge is a major factor influencing 
Hm. However, discharge data for the Nasnwaak River study are 
uncertain so that the plot of Fig. 5, showing ~· (=Hm - stage at 
zero discharge) versus prevailing discharge is of qualitative value. It 
is noted that some of the data points in Fig. 5 represent conditions of 
maximum ice effect, AHnJ, in instances where the 1 atter did not occur 
at the same time as did ~· Also plotted in Fig. 5 is the theoretical 
relationship between equilibrium jam stage and discharge for comparison 
(Bel taos 1983). The latter is seen to provide a satisfactory upper 
envelope up to a certain discharge, but to consistently overpredict the 
stage beyond this discharge. This is a typical trend, reflecting the 
fact that increasing discharge reduces the probability of equilibrium 
jam formation (Beltaos 1983). For practical purposes, an upper envelope 
of the data points could b~ drawn .and used to forecast potential Hm 
values. Whether and how closely the potential ~ is to be realized in 
a given season depends on the number and stability of ice jams that form 
near the gauge site, as discussed earlier. In turn, such effects are 
controlled by channel and floodplain configuration as well as the 
competence of the ice cover during breakup. The former factor is 
difficult to assess at present because the behaviour of ice jams is 
unknown once the bankfull stage is exceeded (see also Calkins 1983). On 
the other hand, experience suggests that the competence of an ice cover 
should be an important factor influencing ~ and this possibility is 
considered next. 

Since the competence of an ice cover can be defined in terms of its 
strength, thickness and width, it may be of interest to explore Lq, 
hi• and HF (rough index of ice cover width) as possible factors 
influencing Hm· Fig. 6 shows Hm plotted versus HF. The data 
points define an upper envelope that increases with HF· The deviation 
of the observed value of Hm from the corresponding upper envelope 
value is plotted versus Lq in Figure 7. This results in another upper 
envelope that confirms the anticipated trend. It thus appears that HF 
and L q define a potentia 1 or, an upper limit for, ~. Whether and ho•11 
closely this potential will be realized in any one breakup event, 
depends on a number of other factors, e.g . , discharge, local janrning 
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conditions, etc. One lll()uld expect that hi should al so be relevant 
here but, owing to discharge uncertainties, this possibility has not 
been investigated herein, though hi effects on Hn, have been 
discerned elsewhere (Beltaos, Unpublished Data). Moreover, it is noted 
that strictly speaking, Lq should be calculated to the time of f-\n· 
However, the value used in Fig. 7 applies to the time of HB· This was 
thought sufficient given that the present ~tudy was exploratory. 

Frequency of Occurrence of ~ 

A si mple frequency analysis on Hm values was also performed by 
Beltaos and Lane (1982). The fact that, occasionally, there have been 
till() breakup events in the same season was ignored and a 11 events were 
assumed to be independent so as to increase the effective length of 
record . This may or may not be va 1 id but more data are needed to 
c 1 arif y this point. For the present study, it was found that the above 
approach resulted in a frequency curve that differed very 1 itt le from 
the one obtained by use of only the t'ighest breakup stage in any one 
season. 

For convenience of plotting, use has been made of, Hm' = f-\n -
s tage at zero discharge. In this manner, the event Hm' ~ 0 has a 
probability of 1. After performing the frequency analysis, Hm' can be 
plotted versus probabi 1 i ty on various types of charts as a means of 
exploring the mathematical form of the Hm' distribution. Gerard and 
Karpuk (1979} suggested that the log-normal distribution i5 a possible 
candidate and found a linear relationship after plotting their data on 
log-normal probability paper. Figure 8 shows that only i n the range 
0.1 ~ P ~ 0.9 do the present data adhere to a linear relationship. 

Limitations 

Clearly, the results presented so far are site-specific and 
empirical. Therefore, extrapolation to other sites or hydrometeorologi
cal conditions different fran those covered by the years of record is 
not just i fied. Accumulation and comparison of several case studies such 
as the present would fad 1 it ate development of more general forec asting 
methods. 

COMPARISON WITH OBSERVATIONS 

Since 1981, ice conditions in the Nashwaak River near Durham Bridge 
are monitored under the auspices of the N.B. Subco111nittee on River Ice 
and N.B. Environment. The results of the field observations are used in 
this section to assPss the effectiveness of the relationships derived so 
far . 

1981-82 Event 

Ice effects on stage co111nenced on Dec . 26, 1981, and a value of 
2.18 m was chosen for HF on Dec. 28. Breakup was ini ti ated at about 
1100 h on Apr. 1, 1981, with Hs = 2.50 m and f-\n = 3.00 m occurring 
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at 1800 h on Apr. 3. From measurements, hi was estimated as 0.61 m and 
}:q was calcuhted as 5784 J/cm2

• The quantity 2.5 hi - (Hs - HF) 
is 1.21 m and inspection of Fig. 4 indicates that the data point for 
thh event would not fit the trend defined by the historical data . To 
exp , ain this discrepancy, a close examination of the weather records was 
undertaken and revealed a highly atypical sequence of events: A warming 
trend began on Mar. 11 and continue~ unt i 1 Mar. 20. Subsequent 1 y, the 
weather turned cold bot q values rem'ained positive, excepting the dates 
Mar. 22, 27, 28 ana 29. A total of 15 em of snow fell during the period 
Mar. 19-22. A cont inuous .warm trend began on Mar. 30 and 1 ed to 
breakup. Between Mar. 11 and 29. a net of 34.3•c - days of frost was 
accumulated. This sequence of events suggests that sustained thermal 
ice deterioration ~uld have started on Mar. 30 even though the value of 
Iq up to Mar. 29 was 3789 J/cm2 • This illustrates a short~oming of 
Shulyakovskii's }:q calculation. The latter only accounts for heat 
exchange during daylight hours and would thus seriously underestimate 
recovery of ice strength during a cold spell that intervenes between two 
warm ones. If }:q were accumulated from Mar. 30 on, a value of 1995 
J/crrf woJld be obtained. This ~uld improve the plotting position of 
the 1981-82 event in Fig. 4. However, such a correction involves a 
measure of arbitrariness and the writer cannot see how to improve this 
situation without resort to a theoretical model of ice deterioration. 
Though some research has been done in this regard (Bulatov 1972; Ashton 
1983), it has not advanced to the point where it can be applied in 
practice. For the present, it can only be hoped that the forecaster 
would recognize atypical events and make necessary allowances based on 
experience. 

With }:q = 5784, Fig. 7 indicates that the quantity (H,n - 1.22 -
1.18HF) should not exceed -0.68 m which gives ~ < 3.11 m, as was 
the case (Hm = 3.00 m). If }:q were taken as 1995 J/cm2 , Fig. 7 ~uld 
have given Hm < 3.63 m. In cases where reliable discharge data are 
available, a plot such as Fig. 5 could also be used to improve forecasts 
of the potential Hm value. However, this is not possible in the 
present study owing to the serious uncertainties associated with breakup 
discharges. 

1982-83 Events 

Ice effec ts on stage cornnenced on Dec . 13, 1982, while a value of 
2.50 m was chosen for HF on Dec. 19. A mild weather spell in January 
led to breakup with Hs = 2.65 mat 0900 h on Jan. 12 and f\n = 3. 83 m 
at 1500 h on Jan. 12. The values of hi and Lq are estimated" as 0.24 m 
and 375 J/crrf respectively. It follows that 2.5 hi - (H8 - HF) = 
0.45 m and this ~uld plot satisfactorily in Fig. 4. Use of Fig. 7 
gives H,n < 4.24 m, a~ was the case(~= 3.83 ~). 

The peak stage during the January event was caused by a 1 oc al i c e 
jam that did not release but froze in place as cold weather resumed. A 
new HF of 2.55 m occurred on Jan. 16. Breakup was in i tiated at 1000 h 
on Mar. 22 with Hs = 3.30 m, Lq = 3669 J/cm2 and Hm = 3.97 mat 
1800 h on Mar. 22. No ice thickness measurements are available for thi s 
event, hence hi can only be estimated, as follows. If other years' 
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experience is used and the presence of the frozen jam is iqnored, hi 
would be estimated as 0.61 m. On the other hand, the th i ckness of the 
jcn at the time it formed is estimated to have been about 1.2 m, (see 
for example, Beltaos 1983). Calkins (1979) has shown that ice qrowth is 
accelerated in the presence of a porous ice accumulation under the lower 
boundary of a solid ice cover . If, as a first approximation, hi is 
assumed to increase as the square-root of degree-days of frost, then a 
factur of fi7P should be appli~ to the normally expected ice thickness 
(p = porosity). For p = 0.4, this gives hi :: 0.61/10.4 = 0. 96 m. 
With this, the value of 2.5 hi - (Hs - HF) becomes 1.66 m which 
would plo~ s.atisfactori ly in Fig. 4. Use of Fig. 7 gives ~ < 3.83 m. 
The observed ~ was 3.97 m, i.e., 0.14 m higher than woula have been 
thought pc.ssib1e from the historical data. This is very likely due to 
the extremely thick ce cover caused by the freezing of the January jam. 

CONCLUS!ONS 

The present results indicate that useful though incomplete informa
tion can be extracted from existing gauge records. This information can 
be utilized in forecasting the onset and potential severity of breakup, 
subject to the limitations outlined next . 

The present analysis is empirical and site-specific; hence, it 
cannot be extrapolated to other sites or to hydrometeorological 
conditions that are not covered by the years of record. While studies 
similar to the present can be used as an aid to forecasting, it was 
shown that some reliance on experience would be necessary fo.r unusual 
events. The lack of a theoretical framework for breakup processes i s 
considered a major obstacle to eliminating empiricism from pertinent 
forecasting methods. Accumulation and comparison of additional case 
studies would contribute toward this goal. 

As a by-product of this study, several instances were identified 
where moderate increases of the gauge operation effort would greatly 
increase the value of records for breakup-related studies. These 
include measurement of the true ice thickness and, where appli r. able, 
delineation between solid and slush ice layers; wider utilization of 
local observers and increase of reporting frequency dur~ng freezeup and 
breakup; and performing one or more discharge measurements during 
breakup events. 
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I Table 1. Summary of Breakup Characteristics 

I h; (em) 

From Esti-

I 
Season HF HB Hm Measure- mated 

( J~~m2) Remark s 
(m) (m) (m) ments %30% 

I 
1964-65 2.56 >2.20 NA 55 2125 Breakup unde-

finable 
1965-66 1. 40 1.58 2.23 73 5420 

I 
1966-67 1.80 1.71 1. 73 70 5944 
1967-68 2.34 3.25 3.87 43 425 _ .. _ 

3.35 >2.78 NA 52 3748 _ .. _ 
3.35 2. 71 3.40 52 6246 

I 1968-69 2.25 >1 .84 NA 38 0 _ .. _ 
2.25 1.87 1.87 74 4240 HB uncertain 

1969-70 3.44 1.98-5.31 5.31 41 511 Hs uncertain 

I 1969-70 2.29 1.43-1 .80 2.05 37 4782 H8 uncertain 
1970-71 1. 65 >2.07 NA 40 197 

I 
_ .. _ 

1.65 >1.83 NA 64 2119 _ .. _ 1.65 0.90-1.31 NA 64 6819-7359 
1971-72 1.19 >1.34 NA 18 251 

I 
_ .. _ 

1.19 >1.43 NA 50 0 _ .. _ 
1.19 >1.59 NA 60 1370 _ .. _ 
1.19 >1. 74 NA 79 0 _ .. _ 
1.19 1.62-2.19 2.49 79 978-1467 

I 1~72-73 2. 72 >2.79 NA 50 241 _ .. _ 
2.72 >2.16 NA 60 3251 _ .. _ 
2.72 1.91-2.35 2.61 60 5294 

I 1973-74 2.20 >2.22 NA 75 2900 _ .. _ 
2.20 1. 56-2.19 2. 19 76 5353-7162 

1974-75 2.19 >2.15 NA 70 2205 

I 
_ .. _ 

2.19 1.48-1.68 1.68 70 4642-6267 H8 uncertain 
1975-76 2.44 >3.38 NA 59 338 

-"- 2.44 2.19 2.94 73 3933 

I 1976-77 1.89 >2.69 NA 30 0 HF and H8 
uncertain _ .. _ 

1.89 >1.91 NA 70 3897 HF = 2. 29 m 

I _ .. _ 
1.89 1.49-1.53 2.29 72 7442 might be better 

1977-78 1.82 2.15-2.51 2.51 25 21 _ .. _ 2.74 1.42-1.54 1.76 64 8176 HF uncertain 

I 1978-79 1.10 <1.93 2. 57 30 293 
-"- 3.40 >3.26 NA 34 1074 _ .. _ 

3.40 >3.12 NA 61 2650 

I _ .. _ 
3.40 2.07 -2.56 3.20 61 6234-6719 

1979-80 2.25 2.71-3 .01 3.03 55 658 
198C-81 2.41 1.81-2 . 11 2.12 52 736-2542 

I 
I 
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Ice breakup is an important event in the regime of northern rivers mainly 
due to ice jamming and associated problems, e.g., flooding, forces on 
structures and erosion. Breakup is triggered by mild weather and the 
attendant increases in runoff and heat input to the ice. At present, the 
onset of breakup can only be forecast empirically, using site-specific 
historical records. Recent work has produced partial understanding of the 
early phases of breakup (formati on of hinge and transverse cracks, first 
movement of the ice) but more observational data are needed for a complete 
model of breakup initiation. When set in moti on, the ice quickly breaks 
down into small fragments and ice jams begin to form. Subsequent develop
ments are highly disorderly owing to the multitude of factors that are at 
work, e.g., hydrologic, geomorphic, structural. Present understanding of 

ice jam initiation and evo1ution is poor and theoretical jam models have 
to date focused on equil i bri 1611 conditions. Their practi ca 1 uti 1 i ty is 
thus restricted to forecasting potential high water levels that may or may 
not be real i zed during breakup. Progress in this regard requires 
t onsideration of the breakability of the ice cover and its effects on jam 
formation and release. 
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INTRODUCT ION 

Ice breakup is a relatively bri ef but very important event in the regime 

of nort hern rivers. Annual peak stages often occur duri ng breakup , owing 

to format ion of major ice jams. The result i:; frequent flooding with the 

added inconvenience of ice on the flood plains (Fig. 1) . Moving ice during 
breakup can apply large l oads on bridge piers and si mila r structures, or 

cause damaging pi les on river banks and i slands . Sudden releases of ma jor 

1ce jams can result in rapidly rising water levels and extreme water 

speeds with poss i ble consequences to channel erosion. Avo idance of prema

ture breakup i mposes seri ous constraints to hydropower production dur i ng 

the winter. Man-induced changes in the hydrologic regime of a river can 

have signifi cant environmental impact because of consequent changes in the 

ice regime and especia lly in breakup characteri ~ ti cs . 

J am and flooding at mouth of 
Thames R. (On t .) Feb. 1981. 

Toe of a jam in Smoky R. (Alberta) 
Apr . 1976. Note leads in intact 
ice cove r. 

Remnants of j am on fl ood plai n 
of Cred i t R. (Ont. ) Mar. 1980. 

Shear wall on bank of Smoky R. 
(Alberta), fo rmed by release 
of a j am, Apr. 1976. Est'd 
height = 5 m 

Fig. 1. Ill ustrations of ice jams and their effects 
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Despite its impor tance, river ice breakup remains largely intractable from 

the viewpoint of hydraulic engineering. There is littl e guidance, other 

than historical information and experience , with regard to : short-term 

forecasting and warning of the onset and severity of breakup or long-te rm 

forecasting of peak breakup water levels and flood risk assessments ; 

eva lua tion of the impact of river structures; and design criteria to 

prevent or control some of the consequences of breakup . This state of 

affair5 i s part1y due to tne multitude of factors that influence breakup 

and to t he complexities of ice jamming phenomena. At the same time, it 

must oe admitted that the ice regime of rivers has received relatively 

littl e attention even in r egions where ice is present for significant 
portions of the yea r. 

A brief account of existi ng knowledge of breakup is given in this paper 

and an attempt is made to ide ntify gaps that seriously hamper progress. 

DESCRI PTION OF BREAK UP PROCESSES 

When the basin of an ice-covered river is subjected to mild weather, two 

major processes begin: increased runoff due to snowmelt ~r rain, or both; 

and increased heat input to the cover. The former process results in 

increased discharge with consequent increases in the uplift and frictional 

forces applied on the cover. The water stage also inc reases and this 

reduces the contact areas between the ice cover and the channel boundaries 

and provides increased channel width for movement of the ice. Heat input 

to the cover results in reduced dimensions and strength. Thus, mild 

weather causes an increase in the forces that are applied on the cover 

whi l e the latter's ability to resist these forces and remain stationary is 

reduced. Eventually, this process leads to movement and breakup of the 

cover which 1s often followed by large ice jams, major ice runs and 
eventual clearance of the ice. 

The foll owing quotation f rom Sht:1yakovskii (1963) is a good, though 

not universally appl icable, description of the early stages of oreakup. 

"On partiallt freezing rivers the destruction of the ice cover when the 

water stage rises, begins with the formation of cracks and the separa

ti on of the ice from the river banks or from the shore ice. Cracks in 

the ice cove,· form in this case not only along the banks, but also 
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across the river and at various angles to the banks. Th i s is due t 1 t he 

nonuniform thickness and strength of the ice cover and to t he nonuniform 

strength with which it is attached to the banks. As the water discharge 

further i ncreases, the ice cover continues to rise and ice flanges 

form. At the same time the melting of the snow on the ice and of the 

ice cover i tself continues. The strength of the ice dec reases, ma i nly 

due t o the penetration of solar radiation. The ice cover also melt s and 

is washed out owing to the flow of water around it. If the ice on 

tributaries breaks up earlier, the integrity of the ice cover is often 

upset. When the rising water stage reaches a certain limit, correspond

ing to the nature of the river bed on the given stretch, to the 

thickness and state of the ice cover, an ice push occurs." 

Once large ice floes and sheets are set in motion, they quickly break down 

into sma 11 er fragments due to impacts with channel boundaries or other 

floes. Where the downstream movement of the fragments is impeded, jams 

begin to form, sometimes attaining very large dimensions. The water level 

rises to accorrmodate the submerged portion of the jams' thickness and 

large hydraulic resistance of their underside . Continued thermal 

deterioration or increasing discharge may cause ice jams to release a nd 

surge-like phenomena to occur. Such surges may trigger breakup at down

stream locations and, if arrested, new jams may form or join existing 

ones. Wh i 1 e such events are in progress, hydro-therma 1 processes i nten

sify by increasing water temperatures (due to increasing open water 

area ) . Eventually broken or intact ice are so far downstream of a given 

site that their effects on local stage become negligible and breakup can 
be cons idered complete at this location. 

The preceding description implies the possibility of two extreme cases, 

the "prematur~" and "overmature" events (Deslauriers, 1968 ) . Premature 

breakup occur~ under conditions of intense runoff with little thermal ice 

deteriorati on and has the greatest damage potential , other things bf: ing 

equa l . This type of breakup is corrrnon in moderately cold regions (e . g •• 

S. Ontario) where brief "thaws " accompanied by i 11tense rainfalls occur 

often duri ng the winter. The ensuing breakups are brief but violent. I n 

additi on, it is possible that cold weather resumes while ice jams are 

still in place. This may lead to renewed freeze up and rela t ively thick 

ice formation in the sections where the jams had been ; the damage 
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potential of the next breakup is thus enhanced. ~vermatur~ breakup occurs 

under conditions of slow or no runoff with intense thermal ice weakening. 

The 'ice cover disintegrates gradually and jamming is inconsequential. \ 

~ommon type of overmature breakup involves the (relatively ) orderly 

advance of a breakup "front". This is a very short jam that forrr s 

upstream of stationary sheet ice . Thermal and mechanical action causes 
the stat1ona ry ice to develop open leads and cracks near the toe of the 

jam. Deterioration continues until the jam is able to move into the leajs 

where it comes to a temporary halt and the process is repeated. A chara:

teristic of this process is that the jam does not lengthen which impl ies 

that melting is one of the governing factors. 

The downstream motion of wa ter introduces a similar bias in the direct'on 
of breakup advance but this must be understood to apply in a 9eneral end 

"<'verage" sense. Orderl y, downstream progression of breakup is the exCt!p

tion rather than t he rule. Local hydraulic and geomorphic conditio11s, 

tributaries, weather patterns and freeze up conditions often combine to 

eli minate any semblance of order in the progress of breakup. 

Based on the above discussion, the factors that affect breakup can be 

summarized as follows: 

- hydrologic (discharge hydrograph) 

- hydraulic (flow velocities, depths, shear stresses) 
- geomorphic (channel width and plan geometry) 

- meteorological (weather conditions and heat transfer) 
- antecedent condit1ons (freeze up and winter ) . 

Gi ven the l arge number of pertinent factors, it is easy to appreciate t1e 

comp 1 ex i ty a!ld variability of breakup phenomena. Not only does break up 
differ from one site to another but it can change character from year 1 o 

year at the same site . 

INITIATION OF BREAKUP 

A major practical requirement is to forecast the onset of breakup because 

this event usually heralds the period of ice jamming and the attendant 
problems. Breakup initiation is not necessarily an abrupt and well

defined event; often, it is a succession of phases, leading from t he 
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condition of intact and stationary ice cover to t hat of mov i ng or jammed 

ice f ragments. Moreover. i t shoul d be kept in mi nd that t he breakup 

process can be ar r es ted at any time if col d weather resumes and flow 

d: scharge begins t o decrease. A convenient , though not always meani ngful , 

definition of breakup i niti ati on is the t ime when the fir s t sus tained 

movement of the ice cover t akes pl ace. 

Using this defi niti on and confi ni ng discuss i on to nonover mature event s, 

empi r i cal work (Shulyakovsk i i , 1963 ; Beltaos, 1984a) suggests that breakup 

initiation can be roughly forecast in terms of the prevailing water stage, 

Hs · At a given site, this stage depends primarily on HF (= stage at 

formation of a stable ice cover during freeze up) ; hi (= ice thickness) ; 

and competence of the i ce cover. The latter parameter is difficult to 

quantify at present though theoretical work has shown it to be strongly 

dependent on the penetrating solar radiation and crystal structure of the 

ice (Bulatov, 1972; Ashton, 1983) . Empirical, site-specific, correlations 

are useful where good hi storical records are avai 1 able but cannot be 

extrapolated to sites wi th no records. An attempt to generalize empi ri cal 

forecasting techn i ques was presented by Margolin (1980) but this, too, 

requi res historical (and not usual ly available ) information . 

Lack of theoreti cal modt ls of breakup processes is an obstacle to progress 

i n forecast i ng the onset of breakup . In recent years, however, tangible 

advances in our understandi ng of the early stages of breakup have been 

made and are reviewed next , even though they are not sufficiently detailed 

to allow complete description of the problem. 

Formation of longitudinal cracks 

During the wi nter, when the discharge is fairly steady , the ice cover i s, 

for the most part, in a condition of free flotation. If a prismatic 

channel with unifonn flow and ice thickness is assumed for simplicity, 

then the 1 ongi tudi na 1 pressure gradient should be zero. The f low is 

·driven by gravity, much as i n an open channel. An increase fl: discharge 

while the ice cover remains firmly attached to the channel boundaries can 

only occur if a pressure gradient develops. The result i s that an uplift 

pressure is applied on the underside of the cover in addition to that 

requi red to keep the cover f l oating. Structural considerations indi cate 

that the cover may then be considered a plate supported by an elastic 
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foundation whose modulus is equal toy, the unit weight of water (Hetenyi, 

1946). A further simplification can be made by assuming that the pressure 
gradient is small enough to allow a two-dimensional analysis , i.e., to 
view the ice cover not as a plate but as a series of beams of unit width 
that do not interfere with each other. 

Billfalk (1981) considered this problem for the case of an infi nitely widP 
channel, assuming elastic response of the cover; measurements showed good 

agreement with predictions. The solution was extended to finite channel 
widths (Beltaos, 1984b) and the rP.sults are depicted in Figs. 2 and 3 (W = 
beam 1 ength = cover width ; ts • distance of a crack from the respective 
edge ; hi = ice cover thickness ; a; = flexural strength of ice; 6H = 
uplift pressure head). 
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Fig. 2. Location of longitudinal cracks 
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Fig. 3. Dimensionless uplift pressure head required 
to cause longitudinal cracking 
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The parameter A is defined by 

k 
A = (y I 4E i I ) .. ( 1 ) 

with Ei = elastic modulus of ice; and I = moment of inertia per un i t 

cover width= hi3/12 (note 1/A has the dimension of length). The type 

of edge support assumed for the ice cover has a large effect on ts as 
shown in Fig. 2 (ts > 0 for hinged ends; ts = 0 for fixed ends). In 

nature, longitudinal cracks are often observed some distance off the edges 

which suggests hinged end conditions. These cracks are corrmonly called 

"hinge" cracks . Figure 3 indicates that, for .).W < 3, only one central 
hinge crack develops whereas, for .).W > 6, the solution becomes independent 

of· w and coincides with Billfalk's results (1981) for the infinitely wide 

channel case. 

Formation of cracks permits the water tc escape upwards and, with increas

ing stage, to lift and detach the middle portion of the cover (if two 

cracks form). The strips that are attached to the shore become submerged 

but they too may eventually detach owing to thermal effects. 

Formation of transverse cracks 

An ice cover that is no longer restrained by the channel boundaries 

becomes subject to substant1al bending moments both on vertical and 
"horizontal" planes (the quotation marks indicate that this term is used 

with some license - such planes are parallel to the water surface). As 

shown by Bi 11 fa 1 k (1982), steep waves can cause transverse cracks by 

vertical bending while Shulyakovskii (1972) suggested that "horizontal" 

bending could also produce transverse cracks. Though such cracks are 

often observed and mentioned in the literature, (see for example MacKenzie 

River Basin Committee 1981) few attempts have been made to document their 

spacings and patterns. Beltaos (1984b) reported a fairly regular pattern 

observed in a S. Ontario stream (Thames R.) during the 1982 breakup. The 
median spacing was ::.300 m with hi and W .0.35 m and 55 m, respectively. 

During a secondary breakup event in the same river (primary breakup in 

February 1984 and new fee cover formation in March). the median crack 
spacing was •130 m with hi .0.10 m and W .40 m (Fig. 4) . Such spacings 
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are far too large to have been caused by vertical bending (Billfalk 
1982). Beltaos (1984b) considered "horizontal" bendi ng as a possible 
cause but the outcome wa s inconclusive. More data and theory are thus 
needed to el ucidate the causes of transverse cracks . 

. . 

Fig. 4. Transverse cracks in Thames R. (Ontario) 

Other types of fracture 

Michel and Abdelnour (1976 ) presented the results of a laboratory study on 
the initial breakup of a solid ice cover, using a wax-based material to 
simulate the scaled-down ice properties. However, it is difficult to 

decide how applicable their results are to natural streams because (a) a 
rectangular straight flume was used as opposed to the meandering planform 
and outward sloping banks of natural streams; and (b) the failure 
mechanism involved submergence of the leading edge of the cover and subse
quent oscillations which suggests that, if this mechanism occurs in 
nature, it should be limited to the vicinities of leading edges. 

Another cracking pattern that has been observed involves the passage of a 
steep flood wave in a very wide stream (Mackenzie R., Parkinson 1982 ). In 
this case both transverse and longitudinal cracks appeared first, fractur
ing the cover into large sheets with dimensions of the ~rder of hundreds 
of meters. With continued rise of the water 1 eve 1, some of these sheets 

moved until they wedged against the shore. This movement was accompanied 
by widespread breakage and crushing, resulting in formation of floes of 
the order of tens of meters. After these initial movements, the water 
level dropped and the ice remained stationary until "the rising discharge 

reached the point where it could lift the broken ice and carry it 
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downstream•. The initial cracking pattern prior to i ce movement suggests 
three-dimensionality in the shape of t he flood wave. 

Ini tial movement of the ice cover 

We have seen so far some o~ the mechanisms and patterns by which an intact 
ice cover can be fractured into large sheets and floes. Such large sheets 
may or may not be set in n~otion, depending on whether there exists suffi
cient room on the water surface. Using this notion and field observations 
in the Thames R. (S. Ontario), Beltaos (1984b) formulated a dime .. sionless 
criterion for the initial movement of the ice. ;he principal factor 
faci 1 i tati ng the movement was i denti fi ed as the water surface wi dtt1 in 
relation to the dimensions of the sheets that form after the initial 
cracking of the cover. This concept led to some success in generalizing 
forecasts of breakup initiation but it was pointed out that many addi
tional factors remain to be accounted for . 

Limitations 

The preceding discussion focused on phenomena that result from the inter
action among the forces applied on the ice cover by the flow, the cover's 
structural integrity and the boundary constraints imposed by channel 
geometry. Therm~l processes may greatly complicate the pictur\: because 
they interfere with the integrity of the ice in largely unpredictable 
ways, e.g., formation of holes and open leads in the ice, reduction of 
thickness and width by melting, loss of strength and candling. 

SEVERITY OF BREAKUP - ICE JAMS 

Once the initial phase of breakup has been completed and the ice cover has 
been set in motion, subsequent developments become almost chaotic. Moving 
ice sheets impact on channel boundaries or on other sheets and break down 
~nto $mall fragments . Ice jams begin to form and the water lr.vel profile 
becomes highly irregular and unsteady as it is now controlled by the back
w~ter of the jams. With increasing discharge and the~l deterioration, 
some of the jams dislodge, move slowly or in surges and join other jams or 
cause further breakage of sections of ice cover that had remained intact. 
Considering the multitude of factors that are at work, the possible 
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configurations of ice covered-open water sequences, and thence of the 

water level profile, are almost limitless. Despite its disorderly nature, 

this phase of breakup is the most important because it is associated with 

the va~ious problems caused by fee jams. Consequently, a large part of 

this section wi ll be devoted to ice jamming. 

Initiation of ice jams 

In nature, the most common cause of breakup jams is competent, stationary 

ice cover that may be encountered by moving ice fragments. While this 

occurrence alone is often sufficient to cause jams, it can combine with 

morphologic or man-made features to enhance the likelihood of jaming, 

e.g., constrictions, bends, shallows, slope reductions, bridge piers, etc. 

The stability of a floating fee block that has come to rest against a 

transverse obstacle (e.g., fee cover) has been studied extensively. 

Depending on its own characteristics and pressure distribution on its 

wetted boundary , the b 1 ock may or may not submerge under the obs tac 1 e. 
Ashton's simple theory gives good results under most practical situations 

(see Ashton 1978 for details and a review of pertinent studies): 

(2) 

in which Vc = "critical" velocity such that a block of thickness hi 

submerges when the average upstream velocity exceeds Vc; g . = accel era

tion of gravity; Si = specific gravity of fee; and Hu • upstream flow 

depth. If the incoming blocks do not submerge, a jam comprising a single 

1 ayer of b 1 ocks wi 11 be i ni ti a ted. If the blocks submerge, a multi -

1 ayered jam may form, depending on the abi 1 i ty of the flow to transport 

the submerging blocks under the obstacle. Using the well-known "no-spill" 

assumption, Pariset et al (1966) predicted the thickness, t, of this kind 

of jam as: 

(3) 

in which V = average velocity under the jam. A different theory, based on 

energy consi deratf ons. was advanced by Tatf ncl aux (1977) and generally 
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gives larger t's than does Eq. 3. If the flow depth under the obstacle is 
comparable to the size of the submerging blocks, grounding may occur but 
little else is known about this phenomenon (Mathieu and Michel 1967) . 

The above results are principally founded on laboratory tests and impli
citly assume that ice is unbreakable. In nature, however, violent ice 
runs are often seen to arrive at ice cover edges where they eventually 
come to a halt after intense breaking and piling up. It is unlikely that 
the submergence criterion can alone describe such phenomena and thus 
research is needed with simulated breakable covers. 

A jam initiation mechanism that does not require the presence of an 
obstacle is congestion. This occurs when the channel capacity to trans
P"• .. ice fragments is exceeded by the ice discharge ( Frankens tef n and 
Assur, 1972; Calkins and Ashton, 1975; Tatinclaux and Lee, 1978). 
Congestion is not a frequent occurrence during breakup but plays an 
important role during freeze up. 

Evolution and equilibrium 

Once a stable toe (downstream end of a jam} has formed, the jam lengthens 
upstream but it is not clear at present how thickness and length vary with 
time during this transient phase. Under certain circumstances a jam can 
attain a steady state and, if sufficiently long, it may have an equi
librium reach, as sketched in Fig. 5. 

Transit 100 E llibrium Reach Transition 

---a <steaaYl 

tan•So 

Fig. 5. Profile of a jam with an equilibrium reach 
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The equilibrium reach is characterized by constant jam th i ckness and flow 

depth so that the s 1 ope of the water surface is equa 1 to that of the 

channel bed. Moreover, it can be shown that the water depth attains a 

maximum value in the equilibri1.111 reach. Und()!" these conditions, some 

theoretical reasoning has been possible (Pariset et al 1966; Uzuner and 

Kennedy 1976). The jam is considered a granular mass and the internal 

stresses are calculated in tenns of the applied forces . Pariset et al 

(1966) identified two different cases, i . e. 

(i) the "narrow" channel jam in which the internal stresses decrease in 

the downstream direction and the thickness is governed by hydrodynamic 

constraints at the leading edge (Eq. 3); and 

(ii) the "wide" channel jam in which the internal stresses increase in the 

downstream direction, reaching an asymptotic value within a few river 

widths from the leading edge. The equilibri1.111 thickness, t, of the jam is 

j ust sufficient to withstand the applied forces and satisfies the equation 

( 4) 

in which W = channel width; Ti • flow shear stress on jam unders i de; 

wi = strealllltise component of ja11's own weight per unit area = sipgtS; 

S = channel slope; Ci = jam cohesion; ll =dimensionless coefficient that 

depends on the i nterna 1 friction of the jam; and p '"' water density. 

Comparison of Eqs. 3 and 4 has shown that "narrow" jams should not occur 

i n any but very small streams (Beltaos, 1983). 

There are many difficulties in testing Eq. 4 with field data . Often the 

jam thickness cannot be measured owing to access and safety problems; 

assessment of Ti usually requires introduction of assumptions pertaining 

to the composite-resistance flow under the. jam; and frequently flow 

discharge is unknown. Nevertheless, field measurements (Pari set et al, 

1966; Calkins, 1983; Beltaos, 1983) seem to support the "wide" jam theory 

and yield consistent values of about 1.3 for the coefficient ll· For 

breakup jams cohesion seems to have a negligible effect in Eq. 4. 

If the above mentioned assumptions are not made and jam thickness measure

ments are unavailable, as is usually the case with breakup jams, the 

theory can be tested i ndf rectly in tenns of the water depth f n the 
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equilibri um reach, H. This depth can be measured by combini ng photographs 

of jam levels agai nst identifiable features on the r i ver banks wi th 

subsequent hydrometric surveys under open-water condi tions, e.g., see 
Beltaos (1983). Moreover, use of Eq. 4 i n conjunction with hydraulic 
resistance considerations for the flow under the jam results in a 
dimensionless relationship that has the form (Beltaos, 1983): 

( 5 ) 

in which f0 = composite friction factor of the flow under the jam = 0.5 
(fi + fb); fi, fb = ice and bed friction factors, respectively; 
and t • dimensionless discharge :(q2 /gS)1/3/WS with q .. discharge inten
sity. Equation 5 neglects cohesion, as explained earlier. The main 
independent vari able in Eq. 5 is t, so that field data can be plotted in 
the form of n versus t as shown in Fig. 6. The equilibrium jam data 
points define a satisfactory relationship while the non-equilibrium ones 
generally fall below this relationship, as expected. Th i s result provides 
additional (though indirect) support for the theory. It is also noted 
that the graph of Fig. 6 and the foi"Til.llation of Eq. 5 are suitable for 

practical applications where q, W and S are usually given and H is to be 
estimated. The implications of Fig. 6 and an alternative, more detailed, 
method to compute H are discussed by Beltaos (1983). 
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f'ig. 6. Dimensionless depth versus dimensionless 
discharge for breakup jams 
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Release of ice jams 

How, why and when jams release is generally unknown, but it is suspected 

that discharge, toe conditions and thermal effects play a role. Two 

common modes of release that have been observed by the writer are 

described below. 

(;) Jam held by long section of intact ice cover: in this instance, the 

intact ice cover is, at least, tens of river widths long. After formation 

of the jam, open water leads begin to develop in the ice cover, downstream 

of and close to the toe of the jam; occasionally, ice blocks from the jam 

move into these leads. Shortly before release, the water speed in one or 

more leads increases drastically; more fee moves fn from the jam and 

enlarges the lead .as it impacts at its downstream end. Often, the front 

of the lead is seen to advance even in the absence of ice blocks. Release 

of the jam occurs during this time and is preceded by movement of large 

amounts of ice blocks in the leads. Once a jam begins to move, it may 

gain enough momentum so as to completely "clear" the reach of obser

vation or it may be arrested again. In the latter case, new leads begin 

to develop and the jam may keep advancin~ in this manner for several days. 

(ii) Jam held by a short section of intact ice cover: in this case the 

ice sheet holding the jam has dimensions of the order of the river width 

and is lodged against the channel boundaries (e.g., constrictions, bends) 

or other obstacles (e.g., bridge piers). While formation of leads may 

also occur in this case, the sheets often dislodge when increasing stage 

causes them to rise and "clear" the channel boundaries. In the case of 

bridge piers, sheets often break against the piers and move downstream 

followed by the jam. 

A sudden jam release and the ensuing ice run is one of the most spectacu

lar and violent events that occur during breakup. The stage rises very 

rapidly at downstream locations and water velocities far exceed even those 

attained during extreme open-water floods (see Gerard, 1979 for a few 

witness accounts). Sometimes the fee run encounters competent fee cover 

where ft is arrested and a new jam begins to form. In such instances, 

rapid rise of the water levels upstream of the toe can again take place. 
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Such dynamic aspects of breakup are obvf ously very important but have 

received little attention. Work done to date (Mercer and Cooper, 1977; 

Henderson and Gerard, 1981; Jolfffe and Gerard, 1982; Beltaos and 

Krf shnappan, 1982) tentatf vely suggests that, apart from the first few 

minutes of movement, the release can be modelled by ignoring the presence 

of ice. However, modelling ice jam formation due to the arrest of a 

surging ice run is not possible at present. The main difficulty here is 

the lack of knowledge regarding conditions at the toe of the jam. 

Forecasting 

At a given site, the severity of breakup could be quantified by the magni

tude and duration of high water levels and speeds. In turn, these are 

related to the magnitude, number and persistence of nearby jams. Present 

knowledge can only help identify potential jam sites; it cannot predict 

whether, where and when jams will actually form and release. Similarly, 

the equilibrium "wide" jam theory has limited practical utility because it 

can only furnish a potential value for the maximum breakup stage, Hm 
(see for example, Beltaos 1983). Whether and how closely this potential 

will actually be realized is unknown and depends on many factors in 

addition to discharge, e.g., stabnity of jams that actually form and 

proximity to the site of interest; competence of the ice cover and degree 

of thermal deterioration; and possibility of overbank spreading of water 

and fee. While there is little theoretical guidance in this regard, 

empirical evidence suggests that ice thickness, width and strength 

influence the va 1 ue of Hm by limiting the discharge up to which stab 1 e 
jams can form (Beltaos, 1984a, 1984b). An example is shown in Fig. 7 

where a partial dependency of Hm on hi is illustrated. 

Long-term forecasting and flood risk assessments require derivation of the 

peak breakup stage-frequency relationship beca.use the annual flood peak 

often occurs during breakup at relatively low discharge. Use of historical 

data greatly facilitates this task (Gerard and Karpuk, 1979; Beltaos, 

1984a). Where historical information fs unavailable, a limited degree of 

guidance can be obtained from tte equilibrium jam theory. No effort has 

been made yet to develop correlations analogous to those obtained by 

regional analysis on open-water floods; this would enable transposition of 

data from sites with historical records to those without. 
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• F i g. 7 . Effect of i c e th i c k -
ness on maximum brea•.up 
stage, Thames R. at Thalllf!S
ville, Ontario. (Hm = 
water surface elevation ab>ve 
an arbitrary datum. O!ta 
points with strokes indic!te 
tnat ice thickness was es ti
mated - error up to 30,). 

An extensive review of control measures to alleviate breakup effects is 

given by Bolsenga (1968). In general, control methods can be subdivided 
into ice modification and river modifi cation, as outlined below. 

Ice modification 

- Dusting: material of low albedo is spread on the ice surface to prom•>te 
heat transfer. The effectiveness of dusting depends on weather condi
tions. 

- Thermal regime modification: the water temperature is altered to prevent 

formation of or weaken the ice cover at critical areas. 
- Ice breaking: ice breakers or other vessels are used to break the i•:e 

downstream of ice jams or at critical ar~u prior to breakup. Somt!
times, different equipment is used to cut open leads in t~e cover before 
breakup. Ice breaking is usually effective but costly. 

- Explosives: blasting and even bombing have been employed in the past t .> 
remove ice jams but their effectiveness is uncertain. 
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River modification 

This involves permanent measures resulting in alterations of the flow 

pattern and regime of the river, i.e.: 

- channelization, e.g., elimination of morphological features conducive to 

jamming. 

erection .f ice retention or diversion structures, e.g., ice booms, 

dykes and dams. 

Because of the relative underdevel o.pment of the state of the art on 

breakup, the design of control measures depends largely on experience. 

Where feasible, field observations over one or more seasons are considered 

highly advisable. 

PHYSICAL MODELLING 

In many hydrotechnical applications related to breakup, a detailed under

standing of the processes involved is required along with their impact on 

proposed structures and vice-versa. As has already been shown, . present 

capabilities for mathematical prediction are very limited and resort to 

physical modelling is often the only satisfactory alternative. The main 

difficulty in p~ysical modelling is proper scaling down of ice properties 

which precludes the use of freshwater fee. Kotras et al (1977) and-Michel 

(1978) presented comprehensive discussions of scaling requirements and 

procedures. For applications at room temperature, commonly used materials 

are synthetic wax - or plaster of paris - based. Where cold room facili

ties are available, saline ice and doped ice can be used (Timco, 1981; 

Hirayama, 1983). Most of the physical modelling performed to date 

pertains to the interaction of ice with structures and ships. Applica

tions to river ice breakup are few (e.g., see Michel et al, 1973; Michel 

and Abdelnour, 1976) and quantitative extrapolations of model results to 

prototype conditions should not be made without verification. 

SUMMARY 

Ice breakup is an important event in the regime of northern rivers and has 

serious repercussions to many aspects of hydrotechni cal engineering such 
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as flooding, forces on river structures, erosion, hydropower production 

and environmental impact assessments. 

Breakup is tri ggered by mild weather via increased runoff and heat input 

to the ice cover. Forecasting the onset of breakup has largely been an 

empi r i cal endeavour that relies heavily on historical data. Recent work 

has produced partial insight for common occurrences during the early 

stages of breakup, i.e. , uplift pressures and formation of hinge cracks ; 

lifting and detachment of the ice cover; formation of transverse cracks 

and breakdown of the cover into large sheets ; increased water stage and 

movement of ice sheets; subsequent breakdown into sma 1 1 er fragments by 

impacts. However, this sequence is not necessarily a unique one and more 

observational evidence is needed to elucidate other mechanisms that could 

initiate breakup. 

After initiation, the development of breakup becomes almost chaotic owing 

to the 111.1ltitude and unpredictability of the factors that are at work. 

Yet, this phase of breakup is the most important in hydrotechnical 

engineering because of the attendant ice jams and ice runs. The present 

knowledge of ice jam initiation and evolution is meagre : it can help 

identify potential ice jam sites but cannot predict whether, where and 

~hen jams will actually form and release. Lack of understanding with 

regard to the effects of ice breakability is considered a major gap. Only 

if it is assumed that a jam has formed, attained equilibrillll and fully 

affects the site of interest can its stage and thickness be estimated, 

using the granular mass theory. In nature, however, the conditions 

assumed by the theory are not always fulfilled and thus only potent.ial 

high water stages can be estimated. Actual breakup stages depend, in 

addition to the factors considered by the theory, on channel geometry and 

competence of the ice cover. In view of the magnitude of the complexities 

involved, physical modelling is an attractive alternative to mathematical 

modeling but has not yet achieved the same degree of advancement as 

modelling o·~ open-water phenomena . 
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Shoreline Erosion and Restabilization 
in the Southern Indian Lake Reservoir1 

R. W. Newbury and G. K. McCullough 
~pdrunenr of F1sherres dnd Ocedns. Freshwdler lnsurute. 501 Umvemty Crescent. Wmmpeg. M.m. RJT l 6 

Newbury, R. W., and G. K. McCullough. 1984. Shoreline erosion and restabitization in the Southern Indian 
Lake reservoir. Can. j . Fish. Aquat. Sci. 41 : 558-566. 

Prior to a 3-m impoundment in 1976, bedrock comprised 76% of the shoreline of Southern Indian Lake in 
northern Manitoba. This was reduced to only 14% of the shoreline as the water level rose above the wave
washed zone and flooded into the predominantly fine-grained, frozen overburden materials. Twenty 
monitoring sites were surveyed annually to determine rates of permafrost mefting and solifluction and 
shoreline erosion. The sequence of shorefine erosion in permafrost materials was found to be cyclic, 
consisting of melting and undercutting of the backshore zone, massive faulting of the overhanging 
shoreline, and removal of the melting and fractured debris. Rates of shorefine erosion varied widely, 
depending on the exposure of the site to wave action and the composition of the backshore materials. At 
sites in fine-grained frozen silts and clays, representative of over three quarters of the postimpoundment 
shoreline, rates of retreat of up to 12 m·yr-1 were observed. The total volume of shoreline materials 
removed varied from less than 1 to over 23 m3 ·m shoreline length-1·yr- 1

• Clearing of the forested back· 
shore prior to flooding did not affect the erosion rates. The index of erosion based on the hindcast wave 
energy component perpendicular to the shorefine was 0.00035 m3·t·m wave energy_, (0.036 m1 ·Mr1l . 
The minimum period of restabilization of the shoreline based on the volume of backshore materials that 
must be eroded before bedrock conditions are reestablished was estimated to be 35 yr for three quarters of 
the shoreline surrounding the lake. 

Avant Ia retenue et l'~levation de 3m du niveau de l'eau er. 1976, 76 % de Ia ligne de rivage dulac Sud des 
lndiens, dansle nord du Manitoba, ~taient constitu~s par Ia couche rocheuse. Ce pourcentage a diminue 
~ seulement 14% ~ mesure que le niveau de l'eau s'eleva au-dessus de Ia zone balayee par les vagues et 
inonda Ia region formee de materiaux de surcharge congeles. Vingt sites de surveillance ont ete couverts 
annuellement en vue de determiner les taux de fonte et de solifluxion du pergelisol, et d'erosion de Ia 
ligne de rivage. On a constate que Ia succession de cette erosion dans les materiaux du pergelisol etait de 
nature cyclique, comprenant Ia fonte et le sappement de Ia zone d'arriere-rivage, le faillage massif de Ia 
ligne de rivage en surplomb et l'enl~ement des debris degeles et fractures. Les taux d'erosion de Ia ligne 
de rivage accusent de fortes variations, seton le degre d'exposition du site~ l'action des vagues et Ia 
composition des materiaux de l'arriere-rivage. Aux sites d'argiles et de vases~ grains fins congeles, repre
sentant plus des trois quarts de Ia ligne de rivage d'apres retenue des eaux, on a observe des taux de 
retrait atlant jusqu·~ 12m par annee. Le volume total de materiaux enleves de Ia ligne de rivage a varie de 
moins de 1m3 ~ plus de 23m3 par metre de longueur de rivage par annee. Le deboisement de l'arriere· 
rivage avant l 'inondation n'a pas influence les taux d'~rosion. L'indice d'erosion fonde sur Ia composante 
~nergetique des vagues perpendiculaires ~ Ia ligne de rivage, obtenu par modele previsionnel a rebours, 
etait de 0,00035 m1 ·m·t d'energie des vagues-1 (0,036 m1·Mr1l. La periode de restabilisation mini male de Ia 
ligne de rivage, fondee sur le volume de materiaux de l'arriere-rivage qui doit ~tre erode pour que les 
conditions de Ia couche dure soient retablies, a ete estimee a 35 ans pour les trois quarts de Ia ligne de 
rivage entourant le lac. 

Received A.ugust 17, 1982 
A.ccepted january 18, 1984 

T 
he mean water level of Southern Indian Lake (latitude 
~7"N. longitude 99"W) was raised 3m in 1976 to 
facilitate the southward diversion of the Churchill River 
to hydroelectric generating stations located on the lower 

Nelson River in northern Manitoba, Canada. The results of a 
field study of the rates of shoreline erosion in the pennafrost 
materials at selected sites surrounding the lake have been 
reported previously (Newbury et al. 1978; Newbury and 
McCullough 1983). In this paper, the observed rates have been 

1This paper is one or a series on the effects or the Southern Indian 
Lake impoundment and Churchill River diversion. 

Re(u le 17 aotit 1982 
A.cce;>te le 18 janvier 1984 

projected over the entire lake shoreline to obtain an estimate of 
the total weight of mineral materials added to the lake annually 
and to predict d-e total period of shoreline instability. . 

The rate of shoreline erosion in open water bodies is · · 
dependent on the onshore wave energy, the resistance of the 
shoreline materials to the drag forces exerted by the waves and 
rerum ftows, and the configuration of the shoreline .md o ffshore 
zone. On most natural shorelines. erosion rates are low due to 
the development of an offshore bar and shallow foreshore shelf • . 
that acts as a barrier to incoming waves (Bruun 1962; Kondrat· 
jev 1966; Penner and Swedlo 197S). On many of the erosion· 
resistant bedrock shorelines of lakes in the Precambrian Shield. 

Can. J. Fish. Aq&Wt. Sci .. Vol. 4/, 1984 
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I FIG. I . Shoreline erosion monitoring sites on Soulhem Indian Lalte. 

wave erosion has removed overlying deposits, leaving a stable 

•
bedrock contact at the water' s edge. In a newly created 
reservoir, or in an impounded lake where the water level extends 
inland beyond the established shoreline zone, erosion of 
overlying unconsolidated deposits can occur rapidly, as there is 

lao barrier or eroded shelf to dissipate the energy of incoming 
waves. The shoreline changes from its initial preimpoundment 
configuration to a wave-cut bank with growing offshore 

• 
deposits. The erosion continues until an equilibrium profile is 
reestablished or the overburden is removed and the underlying 
bedrock is exposed. The length of time required to establish the 
long-term stable form depends on the erosion rate and the 

•
characteristics of the eroding materials. 

Observations in several reservoirs in the central USSR 
suggest that an erosion index (k,) or "washout coefficient" can 
be derived for different backshore materials expressed as the 

1 volume eroded per unit of onshore wave energy. For silty-clays 
similar to those of the Southern Indian Lake region, Kachugin 
( 1966) suggested an erosion index of 0.0005 m2 • t- 1 of wave 

I 
energy. which is equivalent to 0.051 m3 • MJ -I. This figure was 
derived from observations gathered in new reservoirs south of 
the permafrost region. The previously reponed (Newbury et al. 

I CGII. J. Fish. AqUIU. Sci .• Vol. 41. 1984 

1978) initial erosion index for shorelines at Southern Indian 
Lake in similar but permanently frozen materials was 0.00063 
m2 ·t-•. The longer term index comparable with Kachugin"s 
(1966) estimate was 0 .00035 m2 ·t- 1 or 0.036 m3 • MJ- 1• 

Methods 

Prior to impoundment. 38 cross-sections of the backshore. 
beach, and foreshore zones were surveyed using a theodolite . 
tape, stadia rod, and acoustic sounder at 20 erosion monitoring 
sites surrounding the lake (Fig. 1). The sites were selected to 
represent a variety of erodible backshore materials with both 
high and low exposure to the main body of the lake. In 1974. 
1975, and 1976, wind records were obtained using a type 458 
recorder on a 10-m tower at Missi Falls on the nonheast shore of 
the lake (Atmospheric· Environment Service, Environment 
Canada, unpubl. data) . In 1975, a type 458 and a type U2A 
wind recorder were installed at the Department of Fisheries and 
Oceans camp near the village of South Indian Lake. After 1976, 
the Missi Falls tower was dismantled and only the South Indian 
records were available for wave hindcasting. 

Beginning in 1976, the lst yr of impoundment. annual 
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erosion surveys were conducted at each location. Topographic 
surveys and offshore soundings to a depth of 4 m at the 
preselected sites were plotted on the original cross-sections to 
obtain the annual volume of erosion and sedimentation. 
Low-level aerial photography was used to detennine the 
average rate of shoreline retreat between each cross-section. 
Backshore and beach soil profiles were surveyed by cutting 
through the overlying moss layers to expose the overburden 
surface. Representative overburden samples from each site 
were analyzed for sand, silt, and clay content by standard sieve 
and settling-pipette techniques (McKeague 1976). Ice content 
in frozen materials was determined by weighing bulk samples 
before and after thawing and drying. Depth to permafrost was 
determined by hand-augering in late August or September. 
Offshore deposits were sampled with· an Ekman dredge and a 
7 .S em x 3 m coring rube. 

Wind data recorded over land for the periods between surveys 
were adjusted to overwater speeds in accordance with Richards 
and Philips (1970). The duration of winds was compiled in six 
speed classes from 0-8 to 41-48 km · h- 1 in 8-4S0 directiooal 
sectors. Onshore erosive wave energies were determined for 
each speed class, directional sector. and duration acting upon a 
particular monitoring site in accordance with the modified 
Sverdrup-Munk method of hindcasting the significant wave 
height, H s· For the convenient use of the USCE ( 1966) wave 
hindcasting charts, wind and wave data were compiled in f.p.s. 
units, producing wave energy estimates expressed as foot
pound per unit length of shoreline. For comparison with the 
erosion indices observed in USSR reservoirs by Kachugin 
(1966), the wave energy was converte to metric units: 
tonne-metres per unit length of shoreline. In this paper. the 
erosion index is also given in SI units as rnegajoules per unit 
length of shoreline. Estimates of the portion of the wave energy 
expended on a unit length of shoreline by approaching deep
water waves generated in the adjacent lake basin were based on 
the USCE ( 1966) approximate wave energy relationships for a 
unit length of wave crest, corrected for the angle of approach of 
the wave train in each directional sector: 

pgH 2L 
IE, = ti- cos2 9(rtn 

where IE, = perpendicular component of wave energy 
reaching the shore from each wind direction sector and speed 
class between erosion surveys (foot-pounds). H, = equivalent 
wave height (0.71Hs), a representative single wave having an 
energy equal to the sum of the energies of all waves in the 
spectrum hindcast for the av:rage velocity in each wind speed 
class, directional sector, offshore depth. and offshore fetch 
(feet), L = wavelength (feet), 9 = angle between the midpoint 
of each wind directional sector acting on the shoreline and a line 
perpendicular to the shoreline segment (degrees), t = total 
duration of winds in each speed class and directional sector 
between erosion surveys (seconds), T = wave period (seconds), 
p = density of water (slugs per cubic foot), and g = 
acceleration of gravity (feet per square second). 

The net volume eroded between surveys was divided into the 
incident wave energy to obtain a gross erosion index for each 
site, K, (square metres per tonne), which expresses the erosion 
(cubic metres) per unit of wave energy (tonne-metres) (alterna
tively, cubic metres per megajoule in SI units). A mineral 
erosion index was detennined by subtracting the peat. water. 
and ice content from the volume eroded between surveys. 

The total volume of eroded materials that was contributed to 

each major basin of the lake was estimated for the years 
1976-78. Eroding. noneroding. and newly exposed bedrock 
shorelines were located in a reconnaissance of the entire 
shoreline made by air and boat in 1978. Shoreline materials had 
been mapped before impoundment (Water Resources Branch 
1974). The volume of shoreline materials contributed from 
eroding reaches was estimated using the onshore wave energy 
and mineral erosion index calculated from the rates observed at 
the monitoring sites. 

Results and Discussion 

Representative textures and ice contents of shoreline deposits 
at each monitoring site are given in Table I . The in situ deposits 
at site I are shown in Fig. 2. The average depth to pennafrost at 
theendofthe summer season varied from O.S min thick peats to 
1.4 m in clay-till deposits with less than 5 em of organic ground 
cover. Permafrost was noc encountered in sand and gravel 
deposits. 

Erosion and Deposition Processes 

An example of surveyed profiles showing annual erosion and 
nearshore deposition oi frozen lacustrine clay at a relatively 
high wave energy site is sl.own in Fig. 3 . The erosion of frozen 
fine-grained materials on shorelines surrounding the larger 
basins of the lake was observed to proceed in a repeated 
sequence of melting. slumping. and removal. As the ice pockets 
and lenses melt, the bank materials become oversaturated with 
water and fonn a slurry-like mixture. The partially thawed 
materials How out to fonn a silty-clay beach strewn with 

TABLE 1. Textural and ice content analyses of mineral 
materials at selected shoreline sites. NO. not determined: 
NP. not present. 

Textural analysis of 
parent materials(%) 

Ice content 
Site Sand Silt Clay (% of dry weight) 

I I IS 84 43 
2 0 16 84 NO 
3 I 34 6S NO 
4 0 IS 85 64 
s I 26 73 NO 
6 I 34 6S 64 
7 0 49 Sl NO 
8 19 16 6S NO 
9 I 17 82 NO 

10 35 46 19 NO 
II 10 4S 4S 47 
12 1 19 80 NO 
13 8 39 53 56 
14. 2 36 62 92 
IS 98 0 2 NP 
16' 9 33 58 NO 
17" 4 37 59 43 
18b NO NO NO NP 
19 I 34 6S NO 
20 NO NO NO NO 

•samples analyzed were of backshore lacustrine de· 
posits. To date. erosion at these sites has been predomin· 
antly of former sandy beach materials . 

bPredominantly fine to coarse sand with some silty 
beds. 

-. r -
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fu
anered frozen blocks. In regions of high wave energy the 
wly thawed shoreline materials are completely removed 

uring stonns. Where the backshore is covered by an insulating 
blanket of peat, melting occurs below and slightly above the 

ter surface. In some cases, caverns or melt niches are formed 
tare up to I m in height and extending 3 m into and under the 
zen backshore materials (Fig. 4). Depending on the thickness 

of the overlying materials, the cav:m will deepen until the 
8m>jecting block of shoreline materials splits away from the 
llnain land mass and falls onto the foreshore (Fig. S). The blanket 

of moss and roots overlying the block often remains intact as e·ppage occurs in the active layer. The former ground cover 
pes over the backshore zone and is slowly broken up and 

arried offshore during subsequent storm periods. The form of 
the slumping and eroding shorelines does not change substan-

ly as the backshore moves inland. If bedrock is encounten·1 
, the eroding face, erosion at the water level ceases. In the 

ave-washed zone overlying the bedrock, erosion continues 
until a bedrock backshore zone is exposed up to the maximum 

t ave uprush elevation. 
Observations of the flooded foreshore zone surrounding the 

lake, made by sounding. coring. and diving, indicate thata large 

E
rtion of the eroded materials are deposited within 300 m of the 
orelin.~ . This evidence is supported by sediment budgets 

ased on samples of the water column taken throughout the 

rGII. J. FiJI! . Aquat. Sci .• Vol. 41. 1984 

lake, which indicate that only a few percent of the eroded 
materials are carried into the main water mass in suspension 
(Heclty and McCullough 1984). Deposition of the fine-grained 
materials often occurs before they are completely broken down 
into silt and clay sizes. Beginning at the beach as frozen blocks 
up to O.S m in diameter, the aggregates of fine-grained materials 
are reduced in size as they are abrnded and transported farther 
offshore (Fig. 6) . At site I. for example. clay aggregates up to 
6 mm in diameter were found 20m offshore at a depth of 2 m. At 
60 m offshore and 3m depth, the aggregates were less than 
O.S mm in diameter. At 180m offshore and 4:8 m depth. the 
maximum diameter of the freshly deposited mi.terials was 
0.1 mm. A sediment core at 20m offshore indicated that O.S m 
of deposition had occurred on the previously bare bedrock 
surface in the firstS yr of impoundment. Five S- to 1 0-mm-thick 
bands of grey clay contained in the core were separated by 
thicker layers of darlc brown agglomerates. suggesting that the 
depositional sequence corresponded to the five winters of 
under-ice deposition and six summers of open-water deposition 
that had occurred since the impoundment. 

Erosion and deposition processes observed at two monitoring 
sites (IS and 18) in coarse-grained unfrozen deposits of sands 
and gravels agreed with those reported by Bruun ( 1962) for 
similar unfrozen materials . The rates of erosion were of the 
same magnitude as those of the fine-grained materiaJs. The 
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FIG. 4. Melt nic:be under bank with 6-m boat. 

FIG. 5. Collapsed frozen block of backshore materials. 

rapid deposition of an offshore bar at site 18 suggests that 
ultimately a shoal will be fonned on which incoming wave 
energy will be dissipated, allowing the shoreline to stabilize. 

Erosion Rates 

In Table 2 the total volume of annual erosion and the ratio of 
vo lume eroded to incident wave energy at each of the 20 
monitoring sites surrounding the lake are compiled for 4 yr of 
impoundment. Where bedrock was not encountered. the mean 
of erosion indices for the perennially frozen shorelines was 
generally one half of that reported by Kachugin ( 1966) for 
similar materials in the unfrozen state. Although this suggests 
that pennafrost conditions may retard erosion. there are no data 
supplied with the USSR observations, and the magnitude of the 

~62 

erosion index (or " washout coefficient") may have been based 
on different wave hindcasting techniques. 

There was a wider range of ratios of volume eroded to wave 
energy observed in the 1st yr of impoundment than in the 
following 3 yr. At sheltered sites exposed to low wave energies, 
several open-water seasons were required to destroy pre 
protective moss and root cover at the impounded water's edge. 
At more exposed sites, large volumes of peat were easily 
removed from the flooded foreshore. producing high ratios in 
the 1st yr. Because of variability of early years. K, values were 
calculated using 1978-80 erosion data only . Also excluded 
from the general K, detenninations were erosion values at sites 
after bedrock had been encountered at the eroding face (sites 6 . 
8, 10, and II). Based on the 16 shoreline sites that extend over 
the range of materials and fetches encountered on Southern 

Can. J. Fish. Aquat. Sci . . Vol . 41 . 198-1 
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")G. 6. Laminated clay exposed on the foreshore at a low lake level is shown in the upper photl _,raph. The blocky structure evident in the dark 
~rbands abrades to pebble-shaped aggregates shown in the lower photograph. (The field book is 17S mm x liS mm: the glass ofth~ hand lens 

·~ 17 mm in diameter). 

• fdian Lake. the K ~ value for the higher erosion sites was found 
~ least squares analysis to be 0 .00035 m2 • t- 1 ( r2 = 0. 71, n = 

~2.) (Fig. 7). The 95% confidence interval for the slope of the 
regression relationship was 0 .00028-0.00043 m2·t- 1 (Neter 

·1d Wassennan 1974). The volume of dry mineral material 
oded was calculated using an estimated average water content 

CQ/1. J. Fish. AqtMU. Sci .• Vol. 41 . 1984 

of the perennially frozen silty-clays of 58% dry weight and 
assuming a bulk dry density of 2600kg · m- 3 (Table 3). The 
relationship between eroded mineral volume and incident wave 
energy indicated a mineral erosion index <K~'"> of approxi
mately0.00012 m2 ·C 1 (r2 = 0.69, n = 39) (Fig. 8) with a 95% 
confidence interval of 0 .00009-0.00014 m2 · t- 1. The volume 
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Total voiUJDe of shoreline marcrials eroded vs. wave energy 
relalioosh.ip wilb 9~~ coofidence biDd limics, for lbe 3rd, 4th, aDd 
~lb yr of impouodmellt (1978-80) oo Southern Indian Lake. 

TABLE 2. Total volumes of marcrial eroded annually from monitored 
shoreline sites 011 Southern Indian Lake (m3 ·m shoreline-1). The ratio 
of volume eroded to c:alc:uJaled wave energy is shown in parentheses 
for each period (X IIY m2· t-1). Values for sites 13 and 16. 1979, are 
cumulative for 1978 a.nJ 1979 erosion years. NS. IK)( surveyed. 

Site 1977 1978 1979 1980 

I 23.4 (0 .77) 1~. 7 (0 .48) 10. 1 (0 .61) 1.5.3 (0.66) 
2 1.8 (0. 18) I. 7 (0.16) 1.3 (0 .:!7) 0.8 (0.12) 
3 8.9 (035) 7.5 (0.29) 3.0 (0 .24) 8.4 (O . .SO) 
4 7.0 (0.67) 4 .3 (0.34) 1.3 (O.IS) 2.9 (0 .3S) 
s 0.9 (0 .71) 0 .6 (0 .38) 0 .9 (0 .74) o.s (0 .S6\ 
6 21.0 ( 1.32) 14.4 (0 .90) 1.6 (C. I4) 4.S (0.28) 
7 9.4 (0.48) 4 .4 (0 . 19) 0 .9(0.04) S.1 (0.26) 
8 1.9 (0 .84) 0 .6 (0 .26) 0 .2 (0. 13) 0 .4 (0. 17) 
9 0 .0 (0 .00) 1.2 (0 . 19) 1 .~ (0.38) 3. 1 (1.70) 

10 0 .0 (0 .00) 0 .2 (0.06) 0 . 1 (0.07) o.s (0 .21) 
II 17.4 (0 . .54) 4.3 (0. 11) 0 .7 (0 .03) NS 
12 4 .8 (0 .98) 2. 1 (0.33) 2.6 (0 .S1) NS 
13 1.4 (0.3~) NS 2.0 (0 . 14) NS 
14 2.0 (0.34) 3.S (0 .47) 1.4 (0.27) 3.S (0.66) 
lS 0 .0 (0.00) 0. 1 (0.~6) 0 .2 ( 1.32) O. I (O.SI) 
16 8.6 (0 .94) NS 14.6 (0 .32) NS 
17 2.2 (US) 2.7 (O.SS) 4.2 (0 .42) NS 
18 l.G (0. 16) I.S (0 .16) 6 .3 (0 .40) 4.3 (0 .44) 
19 2. 1 (0 .32) 0 . 1 \0.03) 0 . 1 (O.OS) 0 .2 (0 .08) 
20 1.3 (0.29) 0 .4 (0 . 14) 0 .3 (0 .22) 0.4 (0.20) 

o f the organic layer erodtd at each site (excluding site 18) was 
also correlated witb incident wave energy to obtain an organic 
ero&ion index uf0.00006m2·t- • (r = 0.50, n = 39) with a 
95% COL 'i.dence imr.rval of -0.00006-0.00019m2 ·t- •. The 
low coefficient of detennination and wide confidence interval 
for the organic erosion index is due to the difference in thickness 
of the peat layer between sites. 

There is a greater variation in erosion rates when individual 
cross-S<ctions are compared rather rhan average monitoring site 
values. The standard c:rror of estimate for the p~diction of the 
eroded volume a. a single cross-sectio n ts 2.3 m3· m shore
line -• , giving a 95% confidence anterval of :!:4.6 m3 • m- 1 

(Moroney 1974). The wide confidence interval reflects me high 
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fKi. 8. VoiUJDe of mineral marcrials eroded vs. wave energy with 
~~ coofidcnc:e biDd limics for lbe 3rd, 4th, aDd Sth yr of impoundment 
(1978-80) oo Soulbem lodian Lake. 

variability in shoreline erosion measured at each cross-section. 
The variability at a typical monitoring site (3) is illustrated in 
Fig. 9, where two preimpoundment headlands have been 
rapidly removed by erosion. The high variability of erosion 
rates between individual cross-sections suggests that the predic
tion of eroded volumes using the wave energy index can be 
applieci s<~ccessfully only to estimate average rates over a reach 
of shoreline that is sufficiently long to include cusps and 
headlands as minor features. 

Total Annual Erosion 

In Table 4, estimates of the total dry weight of mineral 
materials eroded in the years 1976, 1977. and 1978 are 

TABU. 3. Volumes of mineral material 
eroded annually from monitored shoreline 
sites oo Southern Indian Lake (m3 • m shore
line- 1). Volumes for sites 13 and 16,1979. 
are cumulative for 1978 and 1979 erosion 
years. Sites IS and 18 are without penna
frost and are IK)( corrected for water content. 
NS, noc surveyed. 

Site 1978 1979 1980 

I S.4 3.0 s.s 
2 o.s o.s 0.2 
3 2.7 1.1 2.7 
4 1.1 o.s 0.8 
s 0.2 0 .4 0. 1 
7 J.S 0 .3 1.9 
9 0 .3 0 .2 0 .7 

12 0 .3 0 .7 NS 
13 NS 0.8 NS 
14 1.1 o.s 1.2 
IS 0.0 0 .2 0 . 1 
16 NS 4.3 NS 
17 0.6 1.8 NS 
18 u 6 .2 ~. 2 

19 0 .0 0.0 0 .0 
20 0 . 1 0 . 1 0. 1 
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T AILE 4. Estimated local dry weight of mineral 
IDIICria1s eroded from !be shorelines of !be major 
basiDs of Soulhem Indian Lake for !be period 
1976-78 (IO'Itg). 

Region 

0 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Wbolelake 

1976 

122 
528 
238 
478 

1594 
207 
190 

3357 

1977 

177 
672 
311 
668 

2099 
275 
273 

4475 

1978 

166 
615 
290 
608 

1916 
229 
247 

4071 

summarized for each basin of the lake. The estinwes are based 
on biodcast wave energies derived from wind records and 
331 generalized shoreline reaches surrounding the lake. The 
average length of reach was 6.4 km. Mineral erosion in
dices of 0.000043 m2 ·C 1 in 1976 during impoundment and 
0 .00012 m2·C1 in 1977 and 1978 at the full impoundment level 
were assumed. The total erosion estimates were not extended 
beyond 1978, as that was the last year in which a survey was 
undertaken to determine the portions of the total shoreline in 
overburden and bedrock materials. 

Period of Shoreline Restabilization 

Estimating the period required to restore the reservoir 
shorelines to their preimpoundment condition is a perplexing 
problem. A study of smaller reservoirs in the region developed 
for local mines and hydroelectric projects found that standing 
and fallen trees in the foreshore zone remained in place for 
periods of at least 40 yr. the age of the oldest reser. oir surveyed 
(R. W. Newbury, G . K . McCullough, S. Mcleod, and R. V. 
Oleson. University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Man. , unpubl. 
data). 

In the firstS yr of impoundment on Southern Indian Lake, 
restabilization bas occurred only on shorelines where bedrock 
underlying the backshore zone was exposed at the water's edge 
by solifluction and erosion. Where bedrock was not encoun
tered, there bas been no change in the melting, slumping, and 
eroding sequence of shoreline migration. The annual erosion 
indices at monitoring sites in fine-grained materials have shown 
no diminishing trend following the I st yr of impoundment. The 
clearing of shorelines up to the impoundment level did not affect 
erosion rates. 

The period of recovery for most of the permafrost shorelines 
depends on when bedrock is encountered by the retreating 
erosion face. Thus, the position of the bedrock surface at the 
water level underlying the backshore zone must be established 
to discover the total volume of ll'aterial to be removed before an 
estimate of the period of restabilization can be determined. 
Exploratory drilling of the backshore zone surrounding the lake 
is a prohibitively large project. Contemporary seismic tech
niques for indirectly determining the depth of the bedrock were 
found to be inaccurate in fine-grained, dense permafrost 
materials. 

Without further bedrock information. only a general estimate II 
of the minimum period of shoreline restabilization can be made. 
if the monitoring sites scattered throughout the lake are lJ 
considered to be a representative sample of all shoreline 
conditions. Eighteen of the monitoring sites occur in fine
grained materials that are representative of three quarters 
(2841 km) of the postimpoundment shoreline. In the initial 4 yr II 
of impoundment, four high wave energy sites have encountered 
bedrock in the retreating backshore. Assuming that the rate of 
bedrock encounters is representative of the early years of I 
restabilization and that the rate will decay geometrically as 1 
bedrock is exposed at more protected sites. 4/ 18 of the 
remaining eroding sh.>reline will strike bedrock every 4 yr until 
the preimpoundment condition is restored. 

Prior to impoundment, 76% of the shoreline was bedrock 
controlled. Following impoundment, bedrock was exposed on 
ooly 14~ of the shoreline. At the recovery rate of the sample 
shorelines, it would take at least 3S yr to restore 90% of the 
tine-grained shorelines to their preimpoundment condition. The 
minimum period of recovery for shorelines in nonpermafrost 
granular deposits (4~ of the flooded shoreline length) is 
approximately 20 yr, based on the erosion rates observed at site 
18 and the volume of deposition required to form a protective 
offshore shoal similar to that proposed by Bruun ( 1962). It is 
apparent that the instability of the Southern Indian Lake 
shoreline environment and the high rates of sediment input to 
the lake waters will continue for several decades. 
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Preface 
Acting on numerous r~uests for guidance and 
procedures for dealing with chronic i~ problems in 
Onwio, the CorutTVation Authorities and Water 
Management Branch initia~ an ice jam program 
in 1980. The prime objective olthe program was to 
p~pare a manual that would include guidelines 
and procedures for monitoring. predicting and 
acting on ice break-up and jamming on rivers in 
Onwio where the history of ice jams is fr~uent 
and well-known. 

The Branch initiated co-operative projects with 
the Grand River, Canaraska Region and Credit 
\'alley Conservauon Authorities for the purposes of 
identifying factors aHecting ice jams and collecting 
other pertinent data such as ice cover. air tempera
ture and streamflow data. In addiuon. speCial 
investigations on specific i~ jam problem areas in 
northern Ontario \uch as the Goulais Rivtr and 
Town Creek in Timmins were carried out. It was 
inttnded that data and information obtained from 
tht~ activi ties \\'Ould be used in the preparation of 
this manual. 

The program also reviewed and documented 
the history of i~ jam problems and remedial 
measures in the Province, including the documenta· 
lion of the causes and extent of the events in 
February. 1981 . 

This manual is the product ol all activities and 
studies that have been undertaken under this program 
since 1980. h is hoped that the information provided 
will be useful in preventing and dealing with the many 
i~ jam related problems that are encountered in the 
Pro\·ince. 

November, 1984 

Juf/4-
M.R.Gamll, Director 

Consemuion Authorities and 
Water Management Branch 
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Introduction 

I ~\'hen ~ivers become jammed with broken, thawing 
tee whtch flows (aster lhan the channel can carry it 
~way. rtooding occurs. Ontario's history o( ice jams 

I
ts well k~o~n: bu~ the f~uency and severity of the 
problem ts mcreasmg. Ice Jams caused ~riow and 
wtdespr('Cld flooc:ijng in Ontario in February. 1981. 
Dover Township and Pon Ho~ are specific 

l
ex.amples of areas that suffered from disasuow 
flooding also in 1979 and 1980. 

There are two ~ts of problems: the first may 
occur during fr~e-up. when ute amount and ty~ 

l of ice forming might im~e the flow of water, 
which then backs up and o\·erflows. The ~ond 
trouble occurs when ice begins to break up in 
Ontario's waterways- not only during the annual 

l spnng thaw. but also during extreme and pro
longed temperature fluctuations earlier in the 
wtnttr. Tht-~ abnormal fluctuations. together with 

I
a recent trend towards significantly colder winters, 
ha\e !'"'<acerbated the problems associated with ICe 
Jams. An increasang number of requests for 
guidance and procedures to d('Cll ""·ith these 

I problems- not only chronic but often now acute 
problems- resulted in an Jce jam Program, 
initiated in 1980 by the Ministry of Natural 
Resources' Conservation Authorities and Water 

I :\lana~ment Branch and the Con~f\'lltion 
Authorities. 

This manual is the result of the program's 

I 
prime ~bj~tive: to_ provide preliminary information 
and gutdehnes whtch can be used to determine the 
pro~r procedures for predicting, preventing, and 
dealing with ice-related flooding. 

I There are a number of factors generally 
common to all ice jam situations, and there are 
many similarities to be found in the conditions 
prevailing just prior to the jams, wherever they may 

l occur. The studies of these factors and conditions. 
based on ex~rience since 1960, have provided 
much of the information for this manual. Other 

I 
up-to-date information sinc.e 1980 has also ~n 
obtained through the Ice Jam Program. 

I 
I 
I 

Each situ:uion and location is. however. differ
ent; each ar('Cl will have a unique combina:.ion of 
variables in its particular equation. Each area mwt, 
therefore, carry out its own data<ollection program. 
which is necessary for determining the cortttt 
method of d('Clling with its own particular problem, 
as well as estimating the relative costs and benefits 
involved. It is ~ntial to understand lhat, without 
this data (some of which can be collected from 
existing records, but much of whic can only be 
determined by a monitoring program), the preven
tion of recurring problems is vinually impossible. 
The only alternatives are attempts to improve the 
situation alter it has occurred. which are wually 
unsatisfactory. 

Section I of this manual outlines briefly the 
historical patterns and changing trends relating to 
ice-jam floods in Ontario. 
Section 2 summarizes the conditions cawing ice-jam 
floods. 
Section3 gives detailed descriptions of the factors 
invol\·ed in fr~ze-ups and the different kinds of tee 
formation that ~nerally lead to problems. 
Section 4 explains the causes of and techniques for 
predicting break-ups. 
Section 5 lists the essential data to be collected 
through monitoring programs. 
Section 6 assesses the success of remedial measures 
lhat have ~ practiced to date. 
Section 7. summarizes the overall principles of ice 
control, and is followed, finally, by references and a 
bibliography (Section 8). 
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Hfstorical Patterns and 
Changing Trends 

Newspapers are lhe main source of historical 
rKords from which lhe frequency oC recurring 
ice-related floods has ~n determined. This source 
has ~n useful in pro\iding flood dates which can 
lhen be compared wilh weather reporu from 
En\ironment Canada for the sa~ periods. In lhis 
way, it has ~n possible to ~tmnine whether lhe 
problems wer-e brought on by a sudden ~ or a 
sudden thaw. 

There was a general decline in lhe frequency of 
ice-related floods in lhe 1950s. This coincided with 
a considerably warmer uend in winters during that 
decade. ~ Figure I . 
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Since lhen. however. lhe warming uend has 
reversed markedly, and lhere is evidence lhat lhis 
uend towards colder winters will continue for some 
time. The winter oi 1979 and lhose since have ~n 
colder than average during lhe months of 
December, january, and February by almost one 
whole degree Olsius (Figure I). During these 
coldest months, however, lhere have also ~n 
occasional and rapid lhaws. which conunued for 
sn-eral days. · 

The data show lhat ice-jam floods ha\'e been 
immediately preceded by rapid changes in "'·ealher 
and by colder than average wmters. Thts uend ts 
expected to contribute to continuing and increas· 
ingly frequent ice-related floods tn lhe next ten 
years. Se'eral improved ice management techmques 
do exist. howe\'er, and this manual indicates how 
lhey may be applied successfully to lhe situauons in 
Ontario. 
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2 
Conditions Causing 
Ice-Jam Floods 

Two Basic Causes 
I~ jams ar~ th~ mull of two basic causn: (i) th~ 
fr~ng up of riv~s. and (ii) th~ bre2k-up of ice 
during sudden and prolonged changes in weath~ 
conditions. In ord~ to predict and pr~m floods. 
an understanding is required of the climatic 
conditions and the hydraulic factors which can 
eith~ assist in forming a prot«tiv~ CO\'~ or which 
can ca~ problems during Lrtae-up and break-up 
periods. 

Velocity 
I~ jams are caused by the accumulation of roo 
much i~. carried by roo much wat~. and in roo 
shon a time. Wh~~~ th~ rare of supply of ic~ and 
war~ together ex~ th~ capacity of th~ river 
chan~! 10 t.ranspon it. a jam is imminenL 

Type of Ice 
Th~ quality of th~ i~ aH«ts its ability to jam. 
Hard. blue ice is far mor~ pron~ to jam than other 
softer forms. such as slush ice or fnzil , which cause 
frtae-up problems. Slush ice in vast quantities is 
produ~ by snow falling and trying 10 Lrtae in 
open water. It has the consistency oC wet couon-
batting; it is e-xtremely difficult ro handle and may 
cause severe restrictions of water flow. Frazil i.s a 
mass of £rozen water panicles which stick to each 
oc.h~ and ~erything they touch (Plate I). Frazil 
~elops when water with no i~ cover becomes 
su~-rooled -that is to say, when it cools to below 
{r~ng (about -0.05C), bur wher~ there is at the 
same time suHiciem air and wat~ movement to: (i) 
pr~ent a solid ice cov~ from forming; and (ii) 
create an ice-panicl~ blizzard. These panicles can 
build up very rapidly indeed. especially on a rocky 
bottom, turning into what is called anchor ice. 
When this happens, the water-arrying capacity of 
the river can be m:luced by 30 per cent within a 
period oC thrtt or four hours. as observed on the 
Niagara River. 

Ukely Sites 
I~ jams are most l iabl~ to occur when there are: 
suddrn reductiom in the warcr n ·lcx·ir" caused by a 
widening or d~pening of th~ river chan~!; 

sudd~n changes in th~ direction of th~ flow; 
constrictions in the river where it narrows. such as 
at bridges and their approaches. 

····OJ .. .. -· 

u 

2.6 

2.7 

Land Development 
Urban d~elopment. land drainag~. and d~fo ·esta· 
lion all accelerat~ the rate ol run-off- a suua tion 
which increases the probabl~ frequenc\' of iet · jar.ls. 

Dom Removal 
~r.~ streams in conservation areas on~ had mill 
ponds. They were formed by dams. which hd ped 
control i~ jams. Today, t.ow~~. many of t:tese 
aids have ~n mnove'd. filled in or ha"~ fai led 
beca~ o{ poor mitial d~sagn. 

Freezing from the Bottom Up 
Where velocities. floW5 , and tempeurures a ·e all 
very low. a stream (such as Town Cr~k in . 
T immins, for example) will tend to frene f ·om 
the bottom up. The channel becomes full of ice. 
and incoming water flowing over iu surface ~es 
rapidly on top. Given a sudden and prolon1 ~d 
thaw. the incre~ ams>unt of water from 1 he 
melnng ice has nowhere to go. and floods. \s the 
water sohens and erodes the ice. JOme of it will 
float and cause jams at constrictions in the ;ver. 
adding funher to the flooding problem. 

Plate I 

\ .. .· 
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1Factors Leading to Flooding 
1During Freeze-up 
I 

I 
.\II riH·r~ 10 Ontario ll'Y to form an ice CO\'er each 
winter, and !his is a good feature, insulating !he 

I water from the air. The ability o( a river to form an 
ice co'"er is dt'pendent on !he climate. however, 
" ·hich may Cluctuate ttr.~tically within a period of 
only a few days, excepc in lh~ more nonherly riven I where 1M climate is more cons~andy cold. 

The~ erratic weather patterns conf~ an 
unden~anding of the measur~ mtuired for manag-

1 
ing ice jams. For example, two solutions ~ in 
the St. Llwrence (International Section) and Nia
gara Rivers appear. at first sight. to be contradic
tory. In the St. Llwrence, where a cover once 

I formed will remain all winter, velocities are 
controlled to make the cover form as quickly as 
posSible. In the :'llizgara. however. where the 
climate and storms on Llke Erie may ca•~ I frequent break-ups. velocities are controlled to 
pre\"ent ice-<:o\·er formation 

A strong, smooth ice cover extending from 

I 
shore to shore is !he most desirable. But it is seldom 
attained becau~. while !he cover is ll')'ing to form. 
a number of factors can influence the process
such as temperature and wind chill. frazil. anchor 

I ice, velocity, and snowfall. The significance of each 
is now examined. 

3.1 Temperature and Wind-chill 
Water temperatures drop more slowly than lh~ of 
the air. In bays and quiet water areas where velocity 
is 0.1 metreS per second (mlsec) or less. a surface 

I 
cover will form first. This is important to bear in 
mind when choosing flood· pre\·entive measurn. as 
the first to freeze is the last to thaw, becau~ of the 
greater thickness of ice. 

I Water is also subjected to progressive chilling as 
it proceeds downstream. Being warmest at the 
source. flowing waters can, lherefore, be ~eral 
degrees '"'ar~ than at t.~e mouth. I With avera~ temperatures of -6C and normal 
winds of 16 kmlhr. river temperatures will drop 
0.3C per day. Wind<hi.l factors. hc wever, can affecl 

I 
lh~ averages m.ilrkedly, whrre lhe water tempera
turt will drop as much as 2C in one day when 
se•ere wind-<:hilling of -30C or more occurs. Th's 
combirution is reached wilh lhe following 

I conditions: 
·18 C air tempera ture and winds of 19 knvhr 
(12 mph) 

I 

I 

-12C a-ir temperature a:ld winds of 32 km/hr 
(20 mph) 
-IOC air temperature and winds of 56 kmlhr 
(35 mph) 

, 

3.2 

3.3 

3.A 

Frazil 
Once the flowing water at the source has dropped 
to about OC. however, wind-<:hill combinations of 
-18C or colder will be sufficient to produce 
super<ooling-and hence frazil. as follows: 

-6C and winds of 28 km. hr ( 17 mph) 
-IOC and winds of 16 km. hr (10 mph) 
-HC and winds of 9 km. hr (5 mph> 

Once super-<:ooling slartS. with th~ winc.l·chill 
combi03tions. the open water area will cn'3te about 
O.o-l cubic metrt'S of ice per square metrl' pt'r <by 
<n • During a 50-day pt"rioc.l of such weather. one 
square mt'tre of Opt'n watl'r would proc.luce two 
cubic metres of ice. 

When an ice cover forms over flowing water. 
howe\·er. its thickness normally reaches 0.5 metres 
and. by insulating the water from the air, reduces 
ice production to only 25 per cent of the amount 
of open water. 

• .'1/umb,..J '" "'"~"th~HJ " (t"f to ptapt'TJ ' " S«t10" 8 o" 
s,tu,d R'''""UJ. 

Anchor Ice 
Anchor ice begins forming on lhe bottom of rivers 
as soon as super<ooling begins. The increa~ 
volume of ice and lhe roughness of its surface rai~ 
lhe wat~r level and impede its now (frictional 
resistance). This decreases !he flow by as much as 
30 per cml in a few hours. which could choke lhe 
river and ca~ severe back-up problems. 

Pancakes 
8oth anchor ice and frazil may, however. come to 
the surface and form 'flocs'. whtch freeze together to 
form a 'pancake'. If lhe velocity u 0.7 m/sec or less. 
the pancakes will continue to grow in width and 
thickness to 100m or more in diameter, and -40 mm 
thick in lhe space of eight hours when lhere are 
wind-chills of -18C (7). Eventually, lhe pancakes 
will come to resl against an island. bridge-opening 
or where the currem may be slow enough for an ice 
cover lO form. More pancakes following may slide 
either under or over the firsl. until they also come 
to a hall and. if lhe speed of the current is low 
enough. they will form the desired ice cover which 
extends rapidly upstream. 

a 
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3.6 Velocity If. on w <>tM hand, thn't is a long series of 
rapids upstrtam, w opm wat~ don not Conn a 
smooth, strong ict cov~ but continuously manufac· 
turn chunky, un~ ict that don not mnain on 
tht swfact. This an ~tt hanging dams which 
causr hu~ wat~-1~1 inCR"aSes. (Platt 2). In tht SL 
u~'l'ma Rivu, for txamplt, tht ict gmmu«l in 
1M Long Sault bpids in tht past cawed tht ~-a~ 
lt\•tl to rist about 15 mttrts, somttimes flooding 
tht main strttt oi Cornwall. This was prior to tht 
building oi tht Pow~ Projtct, which was dnigntd 
to Conn an ict ~ and tliminatt tht ict-fonning 
capability oi tht bpids. 

Tht slopt oi tht riv~ afCtcLS tht vtlocity and tht 
txttnt to ~·hich sub-fl't'tting air mixts with tht 
wa~. In othtr words, tht stttptr tht slopt, tht 
grtat~ w incm~sr in chilling ratt- and. thtrtfort. 
tht quantities oi bazil and anchor ict formtd. 

3.7 Conclusion 
Tht period whm ict is trying to Conn a co\·tr is a 
critical o~. It should bt obsrrved artfully as soon 
as tht wat~ trmptraturt rtachts 2C. and watchtd 
continuously until tht ict txttnds solidly from 

Snowfall 
Falling dirtctl)· or blowing into flowing wat~. 
snow will acctltratt tht wattr's chilling ratt. 
Conning masses oi slush ict, which ttnds to caust 
jamming. 

sho~ to short. Probltms will dtvtlop with st\'trt 
~·ind-chilling conditions and may bt compoundtd 
by htavy snow. It is possiblt to havt st'V~l cyclts 

Also. snow falling on top of a Jay~ of 
insufficitntly thick or strong ict will insulatt it 
&om lht air and may stop funh~ ict growth 
tntirtly. This will prtvtnt tht formation of a strong 
ict cov~. A w~k ict covtr willttnd to brtak tasily 
and ~usr jamming. 

of (~zing and thawing in tht ~·at~shtds south of 
Barrit dut to tht cyclical \-ariations in tht wtathtr. 
Ttchniques for prtdicting- and thtrtfort 
prt\·tnting- ict brtaL:-up and jams dut to thtsc 
cyclical \'ariations in tht ~·tath~ follow in Stction 1. 
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14 
Break-up Factors and 

: Fi'edictive Techniques 
I 

Ice--jam flooding can be' pm·mte'd only by first 

I knowing he;>"". to pre'di~t wh~n break-up is going to 
occur. Pre'dtcu\·~ t«hmques and pmomth~ mea· 
sures can only be' mtplo)·e'd, how~~. if th~ caWft 
of ice- breoak-ups ar~ und~tood fint. 

I As state-d in S«tion 2.2, ic~ jams ~ cawtd by 
the- accumulation of too much ic~. arrie'd by too 
much wattr. in too shon a tin~. But how much is 
too much. and how shon is too short? 

I ldeoally. during th~ on~ of longer days just 
briore the spring tquinox. 1~ snow swts ~hing 
slowly. gradually increasing the walt'r supply to tht 

·~ riv~. The incrtaSe'd flow caWft tht l~elto rist, 
increasing ~elocity: th?~ ponions of the river that 
froze last w11l last th~tr let co,·tr fine. If this ptriod 
continues ovtr a ptriod of 5n'tral w~ks, the main 

11 
I ~hannel . of the. river 0~05, lta,·ing a strip of shore 

ICE> on euhtr stde. wh1ch is also eroding and 
we-akening. Btcaust it was thicker to begin with, 
however. the sllore ice takes longtt to melt. As the 

I river leve-l rists. some of the shore ice will bt-come 
detache-d tach day, moving downsueam. If the 
quantity of ice and water mixture is moderate. there 

I 
will be' no problems. t\·en though the ri,·er mouths 
may still be' frozen. Two or th~ w~ks of such a 
weather pattern is enough time both to ~It some 
of the ice and soften the rest. The slowly increasing 

I flow will not, in th~s way. s':lpply too m':l'h ice and 
water to any consutcte'd S«nons at one u~. 

There have ~n a numm of l'e'Cent break-ups, 
on the- other hand. where the entire proctSS was 

I compres.std into St\'tral days only. Numerous jams 
and floods resulte-d ( 15). The cawes wtre delt'r· 
mine-d by slUdying the following factors during a 

I 
one·w~k period prior to and a on~w~k period 
following the jam. 

t1 Number of Accumulated 1 Degree-days of Melting 
One 'degr~-day of melting' occurs when th~ mean 
of the maxim um and minimum air temptratures is ·1 +lC. In 1981 , an accumulation within a four-day 
ptriod of sixt~n to twenty-three d~-days was 
enough to cause problems in most watersheds. In 
others, twenty-four to thiny-two degr~-days 

I occurre-d within a six-day ptriod, which cawtd 
problems in all Ontario sueams south of a line 
be'tw~n Parry Sound and Ottawa ( 15). The melting 
rate was four to five degr~-days tach day. This rate 

I of thawing contir,•ue'd unabated without any more 
ptriods of sub-zno weather which normally ~ 
'xcur in spring. 

I 

• . 3 

Precipitation Ukely to Cause 
Break-up 
Precipitation gmtr3lly in Ontario was Ins than 25 
mm over the w~k prior to ict jams in February, 
1981 (~ in the Rideau area where it was 'l7 
mm, ~ in lht Moira and Ganaraska ~005. 
wheR u was 5-4 mm). ~pending on how much 
~lting cxcuned bd~ th~ rain, and d~ptnding on 
lht walt'r content of any snow already on the 
ground, th~ effects will vary. Th~ wont combina
tion is ten d~-days or more of m~lting, followe-d 
by 12 mm or m~ of rain i.1 a 21-hour period 
falling on frozen ground or on snow of abov~
avera~ water contenL 

Weather data are pro,ide'd by th~ Stm~mflow 
Forecast Centre, t~ther with a flood ad\·isory, 
followe-d by a flood warning if e\'enu ar~ likely to 
be' worst than describe-d. Wtather forecasting is, 
how~er. ~erally inad~uate for m~ than thr~ 
days, whtch g1ves ' tfl' liule tim~ to pre-pare for 
5n'ert changes in wtatMr. 

Rate of Rise In Water Levels Due 
to Increased Row 
Rate of rist is obtaine-d from the rate of incrtast in 
Oow. This will vary from On~ wat~he'Ci tO anOL~er. 
but tht factors which caUst rising levels are th~ 
same and the results similar. 

Figure 2 
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In lh~ Rid~u system. as an ~mpl~. lhn~ hav~ 
~two rttmt violmt break-ups-in 1980 and 
1981 . On both occasions. lh~ flow had ~ 
ina~ing gradually ov~ 3-6 days to about HO 
cubic m~n P" steond (figu~ 2). following lhis 
gradual incrnw. how~. an ~ ol 2-16 cu. 
m/ ste cxcurmf in only OM day in 1980: and in 
1981. an ina~ of2(H cu. mlste in two days. 

\\'hat must bt- d~mnined is lh~ lownt rat~ of 
i~ in flow that has cawtd br~k·up. This 
figur~ can t~n br used as 1M thrnhold 1~~1 
signalling possibl~ br~k·up. At lhis point. ~ 
rifttts on wat~ ~~~Is should br ~mintd. 

figure 3 
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fi~ 5 shows 1M riftcts ot i~ing flows on 
water ~~~Is for various ri~r widlhs. It is evidmt 
from lh~ cwvn that consuictions trnd to cauw 
lhe greatest change in lt\·~1. 

1"M flow inaeawd in 1981 from HO to 242 cu 
mlste in a sing)~ da)•. As 5ft'Tl in fi~ 5, lh~ 
war~ l~el would risr about 1.15 ~trn at a 
twemy-~ue-wid~ srction. w~~ it would risr 
only 0.40 ~tres at a stetion 100 metres wide. On 
lhe basis of the ina~ in flow to 544 cu. m. ste in 
two days. lhe corresponding risrs would br 2.15 and 
0.74 metres resptttively- probably enough to oust 
a numbrr of probl~rns. 

A OIY·~tre risr is usually sufficimt to pry lhe 
· ., itt coVtt loosr from tM riv~ banks in spring: but it 

·- would hot n«essarily move downstream or br~k 
·.• ..: · ; up. Thit acti~On the ~lcxitin crtattd or 

~~ lOJ:IOITaphy ol ~ riVtt. t~wr with such 
- rnuaints as islands. brnds or ice booms. Such a rat~ 

ol...W would likely cawr lli'Oblmu in nanow 

Based on lh~ 1980 incr~sr in flow to 586 cu. 
mlste in on~ day. and referring to figure 5 again. 
it can br seoen that th~ war~ Jt\·el at a twent~ -m~tr~· 
wi~ stetion would risr 2.53 ~trn: 0.8i m~trn at a 
100-~~ width. In this caw. most olt~ ice in lh~ 
riVtt would tnove f~ly and b~k up also if 
~lcxities w~ high mough. 

u Number of Places where 
Velocities Exceed 1 m/sec 
Prtdicting th~ locations w~ bre:ak·up " 'ill brgin 
~pmds on th~ ~lationship brtw~n ~plh and lh~ 
v~lcxity ~uirtd to cawr br~k-up. Thus the ke)· 
pre\~ntion is knowin~ the highest velocity lhat can 
occur wilhout causing th~ main sh~t ice to break 
up. As shown in fi~ 4(a). th~ limiting \'elocity 
for pre~ntion is about 1.0 m ste, which will occur 
at a deplh of 1.3 metres. As velocities usuall) exceed 
this valu~ downstream or hydraulic control 
stetions- generally narrow, fast "'at~r sections. 
w~irs, or constrictions such as bridge piers- these 
will brgin to br~k up firsr. 

figur~ 4a 
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Wattt approaching a control section. where the 
river is wider and deeptr, normally moves much 

I more slowl)· than the break-up velocity, but 
accelerates as it enters the conuol section. If both 
the depth and width ol a river upstream w~. (or 

I 
eumple, twice that ol the conuol section, this 
cross-sectional area would be four times greattt 
than at the control section. (figure -ib) Therdore, 
the flows can abo be four times greater in volu~ 

I before reaching critical velocity in the approaches. 
There will normally be some bre:tk up at the 
entrance to the control, and the main centre slab of 
ice will tend to float up with the rising water level 

I (C3~ by the constriction, as discussed with 
reference to Figure 3). 1£ the ice is raised one metre 
or more. it will lJ"Y to move downstream. l'nless the 

l
tce cover is retrained b)· an island. an ice boom. a 
pier. or the shores. the downstream edge may move 
into the break-up velocity zone. 

I Figure -lb 
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EFHCTS Of CONTROL SECTION 

I Break-up may alsa begin at the upstream end ol 
an ice co\·er if other combinations of depth and 
\·elocity shown in Figure 4(a) exist. If the depth is 

I 
three metres or less and the velocity reaches 1.5 
m ' sec or more, (or example, the wattr tends to flow 
over the ice co\·er. causing pieces to break orr and 
be forced underneath. Nothing can prevent break-

1 up once this happtns. 
In Figure 5, the depth-to-break-up velocity 

relationship has been converted (or convenience to a 

I 
depth-to-break-up flow relationship (5 ). Based on a 
one-metre-wide section, the break-up flow becomes 
I .3 cu. m, sec. 

I 

Figure 5 
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Figure 6 shows the depth-to-break-up flow 
relationship for a ten-metre-wide section. Shown 
simultaneously is the head-dischar~ relationship 
(or a broad-crested weir control section (as in Figure 
3). Similar relationships are shown for a 20-meue 
width in Figure 7. 

Figure 6 
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Figur~ 7 
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~f~rring to Figur~ 6. the flow cawing 

break·up would ~ 13 cu. m/sec for a 10 m section. 
h would 1ak~ plac~ initially at, or downstream 
from . th~ control S«tion beca~ th~ sam~ d~pth on 
th~ control S«tion would indicat~ a now of 25 cu. 
m 'sec. As flows increa~. howtvtt, th~ velocity at 
the muanc~ to the constriction may risr above the 
break·up val~; so~ ic~ will break off. and th~ itt 
covtt will try to move downstream, assisted by th~ 
rising ltv~ls. As flows contin~ to increase. the~ 
will alwavs ~ some rille of ri~ in ltv~l and some 
now quantity that will ca~ gmeral disintegration 
of lar~ portions of the itt covtt. 

4.5 Partial Break-ups 
and Local Jams 
Rising • .atn lf"·t>ls and inCTt""ciSing vt>locities caust' 
break·up to ~n. Cmt'rally, this process rakes two 
to th~ w~ks. and tht' concmuation of itt and 
watt'r is not suUicimt to caUst' jamming. Howf"'t'r, 
i( II ,• process is comprnstcf into a {n-.· days, a gt'O· 

t'ral disintrgration will takr platt. Bt'tw~n th~ 
two extremes. partial break-ups may occur and 
caust' local jams. 

4.6 

r~ttd a number of times ~{orr thr icr reaches 
tht' rivtt's mouth. Th~ timt' r~uirt'd to complt'1t' 
br~~k·up is extmdt-d and thnt' is lt"U st'H'rt' jam· 
ming in any ont' area . 

A lik~ly area for mcounttting thC'St' problt>ms 
ma)· ~ ~l«tttl ~· following the procttlures in 
S«tion 5.2.3 on On·sitt' Obst'n·ations. 

Summary ot Predicttve 
Techniques 
(a) Problems can ~ exptctttl if thnt' is an 
unintnruptttl thaw of approxamatd~ twrnty 
dt>gr~-days o{ m<'hing during a n•ry short pt'rioo o{ 
aim~- 3 to 5 days . 
(b) Problems arr like-ly in the- f"'t'tll of prt'Cipitation 
o( 12 mm or morr in 2-4 hours. esp«iall~ i{ this 
follows St'\'eral da) s of m~hing. or if tht• ground is 
still frozl'n, or i{ tht' watc-rsht'd has a largt' urban 
al't'3. 
(c) Rising water Jr,·ds and incrt".asing \'donut'S 
caust> break-up- a prdiminal') mdication of possi· 
bit· uoubl~. A rist> o( one mt'tre in 2-4 hours oftt'n 
cau~ break-up. and will ah,·ays cau5t- brt·a~·up 
wht"re vdocities are gTt"cltt'f than 1.0 m st't . 

(d) Tht'TC' is a Spl'( i{ic break·up (low {or t'\'t'l') riH·r. 
wht'rt' lar~ portions o{ tht' kl' CO\'t'f disintt-grau· 
grn<'rally. From limittd in{omlation. it appt~.ars that 
tht' brt"clk·up now is about 60 pt'r ('('Ill of tht· 
JQO.year flood now. •• Out' to \'ariations in in· 
quality and w~thl'f ~ut'nCt"S, this pt·rn·ma!(t' ma~ 
Val')' {rom 50 ro 70 pn ct'nt. 
(e) Partial brrak-ups and lot.'31 jams ma\ <M wr UUl' 

to brokt'n pit'('t'S accumulating in front or. dlltl or 
undt>meath. an ic~ CO\'t'f, causing it to brt-a~ b~ 
bmding. 
({) The worst combination {or bn·ak·up is a sutldt·n 
t~w t"Xtmding O\'t'f four days. " 'ith rain. Tlw 
resuh:ng jams. hown·t'T, will dt•pt·ml on hm,· <·old 
the wintt1' has bt,·n. wht1lwr tht· in· is hard or )Oft. 
thick or thin. In tht' final analysi). it is till' 
st"qUt'l\Ct' o{ Wl~cltlll'r t'\'t'l\l!> that is critil aJ. 

\\'ht'rt'\'tt ic~ pi«es acrumulatl' in front of. 
and or undt'f, an icc- co,·n . a bt'nding {orct' is 
CTt'3tl'll ,,·hich C'dUSt'S it w fail. Dqx-nding on the 
thickness and quality o{ tht' ict'. a j ubstamial locdl 
jam may rnuh without causing a gent·ral disime~ . 
gration o{ the entirt· CO\'l'f, \\'ht.'n this 1·am bn~c~ks. ••Flood [,.,.,.Is btu,.d on,,,. l ·m· IOO vtar floud f lo u· f('" " a //\' 

, :!\ 1 do not , •• ,. 1u 1•ms mto •uo1m1. Th1.s. du,. to •u tams. ''""' 
its pit'Cn mO\·in .. downsu'om to rfit. n .. v, ·a·c<'·covl'·r ·" 1 •· b 11 d d db 1 11 tS "' •"" ,.,.,.u mG)' ,. ,.q wa ,. or t''llUf' ,. ) ' • f'Jtn uu· ,., 
may caU. a n~l~l jam. and t~tyroctSS:may ~ .-· S,ct'~'\.l.Jl . -~ 

"-'- .. _ ~J ~ ~ j_ .;_ ... -~ ~_; ~ ~ .I ·'"""- ~ 
I~ 
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Data Col !ection and 
: iV1cnitoring of Ice Jam Floods 
I 

~fore a cost-~nriit analysis ol tt~l mnsurn 

I 
can~ ma~. cenain daQ ~to~ gathned. Som~ 
information may ~ obtaine-d from Con~rvation 
Authority r«ords; past datn and weathf!r tteords 
can often ~ gathf!m:l through n~spaper fil~ 

I snrches and Em·ironmmt Canada tteords. 
Oftm. how~. such past tteords will noc. in 

them~h·es. pro,·i~ suUicient information for mak-
ing a satisfactory cost-~nriit analysis. and it will ~ 

I n«essary to imple~nt a monitoring program to 
gather information for the future. Th~ most 
imporQnt basic piece ol daQ comn from knowing 
the date the flood began. 

I s... Potential Benefits 
K.e~· ~nefits obnously come from reducing flood 

I damage. The extent of past dama~ is assn~ 
through answering the follo,.·ing questions: 
(a l How many properties were affected. and what 
were their ,·alues? I (b) \\'hat was the cost or a clean-up? 
(c l How long did the problem las!? 

1 
(d ) How frequent have the problems~ 

s_ Determining the Solution 
Efft"Cti\'e mana~ment techniques ''at'Y from onr 

I watershed to another- sometimes ~n within a 
single watershed. In every case. however, the 
information rtquim:l is the same. Before any 
appropriate and rtasOnable solutions an ~ deter· I mined. tht' following tnformauon is required: 

~ .... 1 Weather lnfcmlatton 
The crucial twe>week period for which information 

I is required spans the week pr«eding and the week 
following the date the flood began. 1"\uring th~ 
two weeks: 

I 
(a) What were the maximum, minimum, and daily 
a,·erage temperatures? 
(b) What was the daily pr«ipiQtion? Specify snow 
or rain. and the snow's water tqui,-almL 

I (C) How many degree-days or thaw prec~ and 
followed the jam? 

522 Hydraulic lntotmatton 

I Data on the rate of chan~ of inflow and the 
con~uent changes in water level and velocity are 
particularly important to obtain. In the same 

I 
two-wttk period: 

:~ 

.:,;S-= :.:;1. 

(a) What was thf! variation in thf! flows and levels 
in lhf! vicinity of the jam? A graph of these (acton 
must ~ plocted against time; ttadings must ~ 
takrn at least daily. and prrierably every six houn. 
(b) What was thf! maximum wattr l~·el? This wall 
~ influmced greatly by river bank height. river 
width, and ia quality. 

U.l On-tiN ObMM2tlonl 
Sornr ol w most useful information ol all is 
simple eye-witnns ob~tion of what happened, 

· answering the following questions: 
(a) ~ did w ia in the jam come from? Was 
it, (or example. a local condition. or did ll come 
from several kilometres ups~m? 
(b ) How thick was the ice? 
(c) What lund ol ice was it? Hard and blue. soft 
and white. (razil or slush? 
(d ) Were there any Jar~ lumps. thicker than one 
mettt? These may come from the downstream end 
of fast-water areas; they are important clues for 
detecting the solutions. 
(e) What was the surface \-elocity approaching the 
jam. and how far ups~m was it- 1.0 m S« or 
Ins? (Timing the ice pieces over a known distance 
oi. say, 30 metres is quite adequate). 
(0 Are there any suitable storage locations for ice or 
water. or both. upstream of the jam? 
(g) Observation should ~ repeated at these 
l<X3tions. 
(h) How did the jam dissipate? 

5.3 Summary of Monitoring 
There are two periods when monitoring should ~ 
done: 
(a) Wbm the river is uying to form an ice CO\'er 
(set out in Section 3). 
(b) During the week prior to the flood date and the 
week following-as set out in Section 4.1. 

The answen to questions ~ in Section 5.1. 
(a) to (d), will indicate the ~ne(its to bt deri\'ed 
from any pr~·mtive and remedial t«hniques. 

The cost oi these, however, will depend on the 
solution cho~n. based on the on-site obstr\'ations 
made and answers given to questions in 5.2.1 to 
5.2.3 inclusive. 

It is a specialized task ~l«ting the mana~ment 
plan most likely to succeed in any given situation 
and within any gi\'tn bud~t. Success is dependent 
on accurate in(ormat.ion from a good monitoring 
program. 

~ 



6.1 

6 
Appraisal of Preventive and 
Remedial rVteasures 

Pm.-mtion of ice jams is 1110re tf(ective than any 
rmwdial mQSures lakm after the fact. For asn 
where the cosu of prevmtion outweight the 
brnriiu. or where exuaordirwy weather conditions 
overload the system, remo,-aJ of ice jams is required 
and the mrthods ~ outlined at the md ol this 
section. 
~ ~ two basic rypn of measures (or 

prevmting jams: 
(a) Weakening and breaking the ice cover into 
pieces small mough to flow freely. 
(b) Conuolling the now ol ice and wa~n. 

Weakening and/ or Breaking 
Befono undertaking these activities, it is most 
important to know where the ice will go whm it 
brealu. There needs to be a sale storage area. such 
as a lake, swamp 01 waterfall. Don't just move the 
problem downsueam. This happmed in 1982 on 
the Rideau River. where the Ottawa River normally 
provides mough storage (or iu ice. (Plates 5a and 
5b). In 1982. however, the Ottawa itself was so ice 
covered that .the Rideau's ice had nowhere to go 
and uied to flood back over the (a)Js. 

Plate 5a 

lli*au Falls discharJinl into Ouawa lliwr. 

Scan at the downsueam md (normally the 
mouth), and work upstream so as to pro,·ide safety 
ror workers and space (or the broken ice to move 
into, away from the work ana. 

6.1.1 Dusting 
To make the ice easier to break up into small pieces 
ol one or two rnftl'n in diamrcrr, it ma}· be 
weaktned first by dusting it with a dark substance 
like coal. cinders, or sand. Darker substances 
i~ the ra~r of melting by about 10 mm."day in 
Onwio (11). 

Cost (or OM application; covering one km of a 
50 m wide river. and applied from the air by 
crop-dusting equipment, is estimated at Sl.250 (I i ). 

The rifecu of dusting may. howe\'er. be 
ancelled out by snowfall. in which ca~ it has 10 be 
nopcued. Often. also, there is insufficient tim~ for 
th~ melting process to be compl~ted sufficiently 10 

break the ice up small enough 10 flow (r~l y. 
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I Plate 3b Look1n1 downsunm (rom R1dau f;,all$ ow~r ~~~~ Ou.awa Rivn ic~ Jam. 

61'2 Ice Br8aklng bV Blasting 
Two essential prerequisites for this job are a 
properly trained ~w and enough time. The time 
required for ice blasting is one eight-hour day per 

I 1.6 km of ice cover ( 17). 
To produce the desired result5. the c~ 

Ml'ST be placed U!':DER the ice at the comet 

I 
depth which will depend on the charge weight (18). 
For example: 
Dis.ance brlow Wright ol Diarnttre ol hole 

ice charge aaced 

I 1.2 rnet~n 3.6 kg 2.7 mttft'S 
1.5 ~tin 7.3 kg 5.8 mttft'S 
1.8 ~tin 12.3 kg 8.8 met~n 
~st result5 are obtained by using ten to twenty 

I charges. spaced one hole-diameter apan, detonated 
simultaneously. 

The explosive used in the example cited was 

I 
A~FO (Ammonium Nitrate in Fuel Oil). lt5 low 
detonation ..,·elocity (3.660 mlste) works better than 
higher-speed explosives because it causes a wave· 

I 
action to bend the ice, which is more effective at 
breaking than is a shattering action ( 18). 

Where ~ms are more than 15 metres wide. 
two parallel lines of charges may be necessary in 
order to break the ice into pieces of one to two 
metres in diameter. Generally. the smaller the 
pieces, the more readily the ice will move through 
consuictions. 

Success of blasting is limited by it5 inherent 
dan~. the possible lack of a suitable place to 
store the broken ice. and the fact that it may take 
too long. 

6.1.3 lce-8reoldng by Boat 
Normal ice-breakers press down on the cover to 
break it. and this works well as long a.s the cover is 
floating. A fairly recent experiment used a special 
plow on the from of a tug which forced the ice up 
and broke it by bending. Neither system works too 
well, though. if the ice is thick enough to hit 
bottom- although a regular ice-breaker can at least 
turn around and back through the ice stem fint. 
provided it ha.s twin screws. Then. the propellers 
can 'eat' a channel through the jam. The plow 
variety, however. tends to become a submarine if 
the ice is grounded. 

tf 



Most com~rcial ~Is ~ not satisfactory 
btca~ ~My ~ ~ rMtrn ol dtpth for safe 
opnation, and tvm that is not always sulficinu, for 
the bo'-• riding up on tht ice drivn the sttm down, 
and boats "''ith a two-~ nominal draft may thm 
havt problems in a dtpth ol thr~ mrtre. But small 
armomi tugs spteiall)· dtsigntd for itt-breaking, 
"'·hich have only a ~~ nominal draft. havt 
tftn wtd sucttSS!ull)· in the Niagara Rivtr since 
19&1 (12). 

An apprtciablt cunmt to clear tht itt from the 
work arta is desirable. as is a safe pia~ for tht ice 
tO now intO. of COUrsl'. Thtn all that is mtuirtd 
initially is to ust tht ict·brtaktr to CTtatt a narrow 
channel- or a 'ltad'-wi~ enough for working in 
the ~ptst pan ol the ri\'tr. On~ this is 
tstablishtd. tht boat's wake widens the channel 
quite dficitntly. It is not essential to clear the arta 
completely. pro\·idtd tht" pieces of i~ are not larger 
than two metres in diamettr. 
s~ is o( the essence. readiness is crucial. . 

Ohm thtrt is a period ol only two to four aays m 
which to prevmt disaslt"r. The boat should. 
thtrdo~. ~on-site. ready to opnatt within 24 
hours or Jess. This is achievtd by way ol a ~taintr 
f~ for stand-by periods. plw an operational char~ 
for actual ~. A captain experimctd in ice
brtaking is essential too. 

l~·brtaking by boat will not ~ feasible, 
howt\'tr, whtrt the ri,·er is too shallow, if special 
vessels are not available, and if th~ ~ insufficimt 
ovtrhtad clearances at bridges; it may not be 
feasible either where thtrt is groundtd ice. 

6.1 A Combination ~ Blasting and a..atdng by Boat 
The City ol Ottawa (3) has carritd out an effective 
program for many years, wing the following 
system: 
(a) Cut two slots, tach 0.3 meues wide, parallel to 
each othtr, and gennally parallel to the sho~. 
along the tdges of the norrnally-nowing stetions of 
the rivtr. 
(b) Blast the slab betw~n the slots-tx~pt of 
coursl', near bridges or utility crossings. In thtst 
places. small outboard-motor boats. with st~l
protecttd hulls. provide the ntctssary wave action 
(dtscribtd in Section 6.1.2). 
(C) Timing. again. is crucial htrt. The now has to 
~sufficient to pwh the ice from the Rideau out 
into the Ottawa Rivtr, but not so rapid as to ~t it 
all moving at once. 

Tht disacf\-antage ol this method is that st\'tral 
~Its ol ~paration are mtuirtd. Occasionally 
also. me rate o( change in weather is so fast that 
~ is insulficimt ti~ to dispost ol the ice co,·tr. 

6.1.5 Alr~Uihian Vehicle (20) 
w~ the ice cover is hard. but not mort than 0.7 
rMtrn thick. rapid progress can be rna~ using 
air-cushion \·ehicles "'·hich CTtatt a prnsurt "-'3\'t 
causing tht ice to break by ~ing. 

Tht cOSts. howtvtr, art high; so far only large 
craft exists, with no t\'idm~ ol an~· ~igns ~ing 
made for smalltr vehicles suitablt" for Ontario's 
rivers. Othtr drawbaclts: air-<:ushion \'t>haclt"s cannot 
brtak grounded ice covtrs: tht"ir dfecti\'tness 
dtcrtastS as tht ice becomes softtr: their f~ 
mo,·ement is inhibited by obstacles such as ice 
ridges :md overhead bridges with limited clearance. 
btcau~ they need sloping ramps on tht ri\·tr banks 
to asc:t"nd. circum,·mt tht obstacles. and dtsc:end 
into tht rivtr again. 

6.2 Control 
Controlling the tXctsSi\'t now of ict and Watt"f tO 
~nt flooding is achieved by constructing dams. 
i~ booms. and wein; or by pro\·iding ice-storage 
areas. 

6.2.1 Control Dams 

r1 

Although costly. control dams art" tht ultimatt" 
solution. By controlling tht" ratt" of changt" in lt\'t"l 
through controlling nows. the period of time 0\'tf 

"''hich brtak·up occurs can bt lmgthened. Thus. 
the amount of ice and water mixture can bt 
controlled. 

Control dams in tht" strt::an. rather than in tht" 
htadwattrs, art ustd mainly for controlling ice 
rnovemmt and some of the flow. The mechanism 
mtuired here it to hold most ol the ic~ coming 
from upstream, and rtleast only controlled amounts 
of ice and wattr as and when tht downstream area 
can accommodate them. 

Control dams art" expensh·e but rdiabl~. as 
t\'idmced by tht St. Lawr~nce Seaway and Power 
Project through 2-4 winttrs of operation. ~~t" systt'm 
was designed to forrn an ict co,·~r at ' ·doclllt"S of up 
to 0.7 m ste ovtr most of Lak~ St. Lawrt'nc~. wht>rt' 
tht" nm,· can ~ adjusttd 10 compt"nsatt' for . 
uncooperati\'t weather conditions. Most of thr act' 
then forT!l('d will sta~· on th~ surface rathtr than 
forrning a hanging dam. 
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lnscall~ across a riv~r. ic~ booms muict t~ 
quantity and prolong th~ ~lrase of i« into 
pocmti.al jamming amas. (Pbtr of).~ work bnt 
whm plac~ at right angln to thr direction of thr 
flow. and whr~ vrlocitin a~ tqual to or Ins than 
onr m we - thr low~ thr brttrr. 

kr booms can also acttlrratr thr r2tr of 
itt<ov~ (ormation as wrll as hrlping ~cain it in 
w spring so morr of thr icr will mrlt in placr 
r2thrr than brraking up. 

An ice boom should br drsigntd to float up 
wuh rh~ nsmg watn level,, and to sub~ also, 
so that it don not break i£ thr rorce of thr icr 
bKomn too great (or it to hold. Somr icr will thrn 
pass o~~ it; but. as thr ice load decrrasrs. thr 
boom's buoyanq will ~tum it to the surface and 
into ~(ective action again. 

Plate -l 

lcr boom hol<hn" b;,c.k •anout l)P" ol ac~. 

6.2.3 Wen 
Th~ hrlp to form icr cov~. but are usriul only 
whrR somr (orm oi restraint is provid~. such as 
an icr boom. Without muaint. wrirs arr liable to 
sp&tl thrir mtirr cov~ during break-up. 

6.2A Ice lllandl 
Man·madr or natural, isbnds provi~ something 
(or W i« <mn tO push against ahrr rising lrvrls 
havr mno~ thr mtraint (ormrrly pro,·i~ by thr 
sh~. TMy are not as Oexibl~ in their c:apabiliun 
as ice booms, but have wor~ wrll m some 
inscances. 
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6.2..5 lee St010ge 
Th~ Mi~sing S"·amp on th~ Nouawasaga Rivtt 
and som~ oC w disu~ chann~ls on w Goulais 
Ri\'tt ar~ good ~xampl~ oC ic~ stora~ areas. 
Disw.rd chann~ls (oxbows) ar~ oltm locued on w 
outsid~ ol sharp rivn bmds. As ic~ ttnch to go 
st.raight a~d rathtt than following rivn bmds, ice 
will fill th~ chan~ls. " ·hich thm act as saf~ty 
valv~ for storing a good d~l ol bro~n ia. 

6.2.6 Ice Rem01101 as a ~ Meaaure 
Conslluction tquipmtm em~ u~ as a prt'v~ntive 
measur~ to physically n-mo,·e at l~st som~ ol th~ 
pot~mially probl~m-cawing ice. (for mort' on 
construction t>quipm~nt for ic~ r~mO\etl. ~ ~tion 
6.3.1 following). 

6.3 Remedial Ice Removal 
In some casn, th~ cost of pr~mtiv~ measurt's may 
~too great to warrant th~ ~x~nditure; 1n oth~r 
situations. whtt~ pr~,·~mion works wtll most of the 
tim~. an ex~~aordinal)· ~u~nct oC weathtt ~vents 
may, on occasion. still overload the system and 
caust a jam. following ar~ measur~ that may ~ 
dfectiv~ after th~ jam has already occurred. 

6.3.1 Constr\Jdlon ~ 
Ice can ~ n-moved physically with bulldoz~rs. 

back-han and draglin~. Th~ hav~ all ~n u~ 
succeulully on the Ganaraska. Credit and Saugeen 
RivttS- both in prevmtion ol and n-mo\etl oC 
jams. Th~ are n-lativel)· c~p. but are eHecu,·e 
onl)• in locations whnt' tht ia cannoc aHt'Ct their 
operation and wh~ ~· can actually reach th~ 
jam- which is olten noc possible. \\'hi I~ th~ 
typn ol tquipment rna)· ~ dfectivt on small 
s11~ms and ri,·ers, this is not usually the cast in 
largtt "CltttWays. 

6.3.2 Blos11ng Under a Jam 
This works ~t by swung at tht' downm~am end 
of the '1m and working ups11eam. Placing th~ 
charv _ :nay ~ dang~rous. and th~ r~uiLs will 
de~nd on wh~tht'r th~ li~rated jam has a saC~ 
plaa to go. ld~ally. the jam should~ rdtascd 
slowly- or elst it may rt-suh in anoth~r jam 
downstream. 

Bombing. howiuer sht>lls. or hazookas art' 
subject to th~ samt drawbacks. and ar~ not li l..eh to 
work unlt-ss th~y can ~ detonated und~r tht' 1ce. 

I 

' 
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Prlncip!es of Ice Control 

So me of the pnnciples of tee control may be 
sum manzed as fo llows: 

Ice CO\'er pro tects the water from super-cooling, 
decreases the total volume of ice produced and 
pre\'ents the fo rmat ion of slush ICe from snow in 
the open water. therefore: 
CRE.-\TE ICE CO\' ER AS SOON AS POSSIBLE 
0\'ER .\5 ~ll'CH OF THE RI\'ER Sl: RFACE AS 
POSSIBLE 

Ice cover breaks up because of a rapid rate of 
change an water level anrl due to increases in 
velocity. therefore: 
CO:"TROL ICE ~10\' E:\IE:-.IT BY CO:-.ITROLLINC 
FLOW A:"D HE:"CE VELOCITY 

Ice jams normally last a few days only. therefore: 
BY SLOWING T HE R.-\TE O F RISE IN LE\'ELS. 
.-\:"D HENCE TH E I:>.:CRE.\SE IN VELOCITY. THE 
A:\IOL' :"T OF ICE BROKEN PER l'NIT LENGTH 
O F RJ\' ER C.-\N BE RE Dl:CED. T HERE IS THEN 
LESS ICE A:"D LESS WATER CO~IPETINC FO R 
SPACE 1:--1 THE CONSTRICTED SECTI0:--15 AND. 
THEREfO RE. LESS FLOODING. 

When flows cannot be controlled. 
PRO\'IDE ICE ~10\' E:\IE:>.:T CONTROL SL'CH AS 
ICE BOO~IS O R IC E STOR.-'IGE AREAS. 

Ice jam floods can be costly and dan~rous to 
break. Therefore: 
P RE\' E:-.ITIO:"l OF JA~IS IS ~tORE EFFECTIVE 
THANA:-.IYOFTHE Ct: RES. 

Sol"ing an ice problem in one municipality may 
merel y move It downstream to become someone 
else's problem. Therefore: 
~1AKE St:RE THE JA~ntED ICE CA:-.1 BE 
RELEASED TO A L.\Kf. OR OTH.ER U RGE 
STORACE AREA. 
WHERE\' 'ER POSSIBLE. I(:E BREAKING SHOL'LD 
BEGIN AT THE RI\'ER MOt.:TH AND WORK 
t:PSTREAM. 

7.7 Ice covers break most readily by bending and. once 
broken. the smaller the p iece size the better. 
Therefore: 
WAVE ACTIO:>.: . EITHER BY BOAT OR AIR 
CUSHION VEHICLE. WORKS BEST. 

7.4 As spring approaches and the days get longer. there 
is an increase in water supply. a rise in water levels. 
and an increase in veloci ty. Therefore: 
THE PORTIONS OF THE RI\'ER WHICH FROZE 
0\'ER LAST WILL LOSE THEIR ICE COVER 
FIRST. 
WHEREVER Sl'RHCE VELOCITIES EQt:AL O R 
EXCEED I :WSEC. SO~tE BREAK· l ' P IS T O BE 
EXPECTED. 

7.9 Every watershed has a critical flow whtch will cause 
a maJOr break-up. Based on prelimtnary data. It 
appears that: 
THE CRITIC.-\L FLOW IS ABOt:T 60~ O F THE 
O PE:-.1 WATER 100-YL\R FLOW. WITH \'ARIA· 
TIO!'IS OF BETWEE:-.1 S~ AND 70~ BEING LI KELY 
Dl ' E TO ICE QL'.\LITY ANi:> WEATHER 
SEQu E:"CES. 

20 
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Selected References 

Th~r~ ar~ many papers r~lating to design probl~ms 
and r~arch proj~ts but few m~t th~ criteria for 
this manual, which wa~ that: 
(a) Th~ must ~ rel~vant to th~ climatic conditions 
ol Ontario: 
(b) Th~y mwt hav~ similar topographical condi· 
tions to th~ in Ontario: 
(c) Th~y mwt ha~ di~t application to opera· 
tiona! ic~ probl~ms for u~ by Resourc~ Mana~. 

Rel~ .. -am r~f~rences are arranged by subject. 

8.1 Key to Abbreviations in 
Succeeding Paragraphs 2 to 5 
1.~1 .S .P . 

Ice Management Seminar Proceedings
January 30, 1980- Produced by the Ontario 
Ministry o£ Natural Resources. Southwestern 
Region, London 

W.H.R.R.I . 
Proceedings o£ the Workshop on Hydraulic 
Resistance o£ River Ice- Septembf!r, 1980 
Produced by the National Water Research 
Institute (formerly C.C.I. W .), Burlington. 
Ontario-ed.ited by G. Tsang and S. Beltaos 

N.R.C. 
National Re~ch Council. Canada. 

I.A.H.R. 
International A.s.sociation of Hydraulic 
Research Ice Symposia 
-Iceland. 1970; Hanover, New Hampshire. 
1975; 
-Sweden, 1978; Quebf!c, 1981 

C.C.R.E.L. 
q:>ld Regions Research and Engineering Labora· 
tory, Hanover, New Hampshire 

C.J. o( C.E. 
Canadian Journal o£ Civil Engineers 

A.S.C.E. 
American Society ol Civil Engineers 

t.H.D. - W .M.O. 
Imernational Hydrologic Decad~ combined with 
the World Mtt~rological Association. Banff. 
1972 

82 Case Studies of Chronic 
Problem Rivers in Ontario 

REFERE:-.:CE 
!':l'~lBER 

THAMES Rl\'ER FLOOD- MARCH. 1979. 
l .M.S.P .. 
by B. ~nn~u. LOWER THA~fES \'ALLEY C.A. 
History of major ice·jam related floods in 
1951. 1965. 1968 and 1979 in detail. Comments 
on the ~ of dynamite and an ice-breaking 
tug. Solutions required upsueam o( Chatham. 

MOIRA Rl\'ER- BELLE\'ILLE. l.~t.S .P . 2 
by K. Lathem. Crysla and Lath~m Ltd. 
Chronic problems in Belle ... ille. Large quanti· 
ties of st •~t ice move into Iowa velocity areas 
whae .. t•anging dam .. conditions prevail. i.e .. 
the sup~ly of ice and water is much faster 
than channels can discharge it into the Bay of 
Quinte. Ice storage works consuucted in 
1977-78 for about $2.5 million. Preliminar,· 
results are mostly satisfactory. but evaluation 
is still lacking. 

.. RIDEAl' RIVER .. -OTTAWA 
by W. Frietag. City of Ottawa 
The City of Ottawa undertakes an annual 
ia·breaking program to alleviate flooding on 
the Rideau River at a cost of approximately 
$125.000. 
K~s are cut in the ice at bridges and other 
IOC3lions where blasting is prohibi ted. Broken 
ia is flushed downsueam by increased flows 
from an upsueam r~oir. M~hanical saws, 
dynamite, boats and up to 30 men are 
involved :1nd careful planning is es~ntial. 

:./ 
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and Collapse 
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WI::\'TER REGIME OF RI\"ERS A:-.;D L-\.KES. 4 
CCREL. .-\PRIL. 1971 
~IO~OGR.-\PH Ill-Bla 
by 8. ~lichel- Laval U., St-pt. 1980 
This is the most comprehensive publication 
for understanding ice formation processn in 
their various forms and the behaviour ol riven 
and lakes during freeze-up and break-up. 

RI\"ER ICE HYDRAL'LICS. W.H.R.R.I. 

A discussion of resistance of ice covers, ice 
jams at break-up and ice cover formation. An 
important missing element was cited as ·· tack 
of ice jam thickness measurements". Of 
particular value is Figure .3 on Page 189. 
whach shows the " universal stability diagram·· 
for ICe covers during freeze-up, break-up (jam) 
and break-up (sol id cover). 

ST. L-\\\"RE:-.;CE POWER PROJECT ICE 
~tA:-.;L'AL 6 
O~TARIO HYDR0-1968. U;\;Pt!BLISHED 
DOCDIE:-.:T 
by 0.~1. Foulds 

Design criteria and operating performance are 
compared for a period of about 20 years. In general . 
the O.i n11 sec average velocity for ice cover 
formation has worked well. Some years the ice 
cover was smoother than expected and in a few 
years the opposite. depending on weather 
conditions at the lime of formation. Operating 
instructions are given for recognizing likely 
jamming conditions. 

STt:DIES OF RI\'ER AND LAKE ICE. 
\' olun es 2 . .3 and 4 7 
ONTARIO HYDRO. Unpublished-I.H.D. Data 
Three years of weather and ice data are 
available for the Niagara River between Fort 
Erie and the Falls. Extensive information is 
provided on frazil formation, anchor ice and 
ice volumes, but there are few conclusio ns. 

8.3.2 During Breok-t.~p REFERE:'IICE 
NtrMBER 

"MECHANICS OF ICE JA~IS" I.M.S.P. 8 
by 0.8. Hodgins. j.F. MacLaren Ltd. 
This is a good summary paper ol the state ol 
the an and contains an extensive bibliography 
(57 pages), some of which may be misleading. 
Unresolved problems relate to the strength oi 
unconsolidated ice jams, their thickness and 
roughness. 

"FROIJDE CRITERIO~ FOR ICE BLOCK 
STABILITY" 9 
GLAOOLOGY JOl' RNAL. VOL 13. No. 68. 
197-t by G.D. Ashton- CCREL 
Stability analysis on noating ice blocks are 
well set out here. and it is reallv an extension 
and tmprovement on the work ~f t :zuner and 
Kennedy. 

"RI\'ER ICE JA~IS". THEORY. CASE 
STI' DIES A:"iD APPLICATIO~S-janual")·. 1982 
by S. Beltaos, NATIONAL WATER RESEARCH 
INSTITUTE 
A "State-of-the-an" summary ol what can be done 
to predict flood stages at this time. The lim it.a tions 
are clearly set out and it seems unlikely that these 
will be resolved in the near future. 

" BREAK-t:P AND CONTROL OF RI VER ICE··. 
I.A.H .R. 
by G.P. Williams- N.R.C. 

Good paper for the Ontario scene. Cites the 
importance of variable weather sequences. the 
added problems of northward nowing Streams. 
lnforma1.ion on "dusting" to accelerate break
up. 

" NIAGARA RIVER ICE MANUAL", 
Ontario Hydro, 1964 
by D.M. Foulds, Unpublished. 
Historical summary of ice problems and the 
weather sequences which caused them. Worst 
problems caused by weather variability from 
cold to warm and back again with the 
attendant storms being the most significant .. 
O perating instructions for monitoring ice 
movements in order to recognize major 
problems developing, preventative a nd reme
dial measures . 
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REFERE~CE 8.5 Remedial Measures REFERE~CE 
NUMBER NUMBER 

"NIAGARA RI\'ER ICE CO!\'TROL", 13 "METHODS OF RE:\l0\'1:'\G IC£ JAMS", 
B..STER:'\ SNO\\' CONF!:RENC£. F(bruary 1967. I.M.S.P. 17 
by D.M. Foulds. 
Opmuing ~ptti~nces during som~ horr~nd
ous storms. ic~ r~mo\'al by icr break~rs and by 
manipulation ol riv~ l~vrls and vdocity, 
success of itt boom. 

DY:'\A~fiCS OF ICE FOR~fATION IN THE UPPER 
NIAGARA RI\'ER 14 
I. H. D. - W.M.O .. Banff 1972. 
by R.S. Ard~n and T.E. Wigl~ 
Results of pan of th~ studies r~frrred to in 
ref~~nc~ 7 abov~. Exttll~nt p ictures of frazjJ 
and a good de!aiption of the difficulties in 
itt research. es~cially in relation to trouble
free o~ration of instruments. Recording water 
tem~rature thermomet~ and net radiomet~ 
instrumentS give good estimation ol onset or 
frazil formation and anchor ice. 

"SOL'THERN ONTARIO IC£ jAM STUDIES", 
O.M.N.R .. C.A.W.M.B. 
by D.M. Foulds 

Report on the Ver)' unscasonal break-up of 
South~ Ontario streams il'l Febrt..W)·, 1981. 

u Etrects of Ice Jams on Water 
Levels 

15 

Caution is advised in reading the lit~ture and in 
;rying to apply results from one area to anoth~. 
Th~e is a great variation in effects, de~nding on 
such variables as the slo~ of the wat~ surfatt, the 
st~ness and height of the ri~ banks. the supply 
of ice and the prevailing climate and iu variability. 
For example. W .L Knowles speaks of rises of J to 2 
metres on the Thames. whereas D.M. Foulds at 
Niagara speaks of 20 metres {13). 

"EFFECTS OF R:V.ER ICE ON STAGE", I.M.S.P. 
by W.L. Knowles. j .F. MacLaren Ltd. 
In riv~s with vt:ry mild gradientS, ice 
accumulation as far as 5 to 10 miles 
downstream can have an effect on riv~ stlge 
at a gauging station. Illustrations are pres
ented for Dresden, Thamesville and Chatha m. 

·: Utilization,_~{ £r~umcy data for predicting 
.. ~ 1-in : lOO ym stage levds or delineating the 

,;.~. HIFlOO Yiftl OoodwaY, musnueive Careful 
- -~.. '/ - -.. - l , - ~ 
~~·rn'a]~~ -.~ r· .. ~=- _ ... ~~ : 
~ l t.t::.Ji '(";:--t . f ,~, · ~~,_! t 

'"«' ·~· ..., - - :· ~- ~~;; ·:~· 
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by S.L Denhartog. C.C.R.E.L. 

A good summary pa~ on the appropnate 
times for trying to removt' ice jams. as well as 
tht' possible.' consequences. Methcds for rem~ 
val art' given togeth~ with some costs for 
using machinm·. dusting. itt breakin~. ships 
and blasting. Advantages and disad\'antages 
are discussed. 

" t:SE OF EXPLOSI\'ES 1:'\ RniO\'ING ICE 
jAMS 
CC.R.E.L . M.P. 1021. 19i0 
by G .E. Frankenstein 
Excellent practical informat ion o n how to 
blast ice covers for maximum cracking. 
Optimum depths for and size of charges. 
spet'd of ~plosi\'e (low ) and resulting hole 
sizes. Break-up of about 1.6 km crew dav 
is maximum. 

"BLASTING SHEET ICE A!'\D ICE jA~lS", 

I.M.S.P. 
by D. Mairs. C.I.L., T oronto 

Mt'thods of blasting. advantages of various. 
types or explosi\'es and detonation. pro~r 
handling and saft'ty techniques. 

"AIR Cl'SHIO:'\ \ 'EHICLES" (AC\ 's). I ~I.S P 
by R. Wade, Canadian Coast G uard 
" Rates c;,~ 25 km.'hr break-up of I metre thick 
itt .,.,~e obtained with a 50-tonne vehicle 20 
m long by 10m wide" : i.e .. good for big 
riv~s but not small ones. Current models are 
too large and too ex~nsive to build and 
operate unless they can be used for other 
purposa throughout the year. 

"SPECIFlCATIONS FOR AC\'s". I.M.S.P. 
by D. J o nes 
Good proposal for smaller vehicles. but none 
available or in production . 

" l!SE OF ICE BRL\KI:'\G BOATS". 
E.-\STER:'\ SNO\\' CO:'\FERE:'\CE. 1967 
by D.M. Foulds 
U~ on the Niagara Riv~ and also used in 

· · : th~. !-ow~ Tha'rr.:'?. !or many year!· 
._.,. - t 

- • • :.. •• 'f"." 
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The Southern Indian Lake Impoundment and 
Churchill River Diversion 1 

R. W. Newbury, G. K. McCullough, and R. E. Hecky 
Depdrtmenc or Ftshenes and Oceans. Freshwacer lnsltcuce. 501 Untverstcy Crescenc, Wtnntpeg, Man RJT 1N6 

Newbury, R. W ., G. K. McCullough, and R. E. Hecky. 1984. The Southern Indian Lake impoundment and 
Churchill River d iversion. Can. ). fish . Aquat. Sci. 41: 548-557. 

The 242 OOO-km2 Churchill River basin extends across the northern half of Alberta, Saskatchewan, and 
Manitoba. In 1Q76, hydraulic control strudures were completed to divert 75% of the natural river flow of 
958 m1·s- 1 across the drainage divide separating the Churchill and Nelson river basins m northern 
Manitoba. The diversion flows follow 300 km of tributary valleys southward to the Nelson River channel 
where a 30-yr, 10000 MW hydroelectric scheme is being developed. The diversion was accomplished by 
damming the northern outlet of Southern Indian Lake, a 1977-km2 riverine lake on the Churchill channel 
(latitude S7"N, longitude ~). The dam caused a 3-m impoundment above the historical lake levels, 
which flooded 414 km2 of the backshore zone. Permafrost, or permanently frozen ground, is widespread in 
the uplands surrounding the lake. As bedrock occurred on only 14% of the postimpoundment shoreline, 
severe erosion of the frozen backshore deposits is now underway. A long period of instability is anticipated 
on lake shorelines and in river valleys affected by the altered hydraulic regime. Although the whole-lake 
water exchange time was increased by only 41% by the impoundment, the circulation patterns and 
exchange times in individual basins of the lake were changed dramatically when the Churchill waters were 
diverted at the southern end of the lake. The effeds of the changing regimes on the aquatic habitats and 
fisheries of Southern Indian Lake have been investigated in pre- and post-impoundment studies 
undertaken by the Freshwater Institute of the Department of Fisheries and Oceans. 

Le bassin de Ia riviere Churchill , d'une superficie de 242 000 km2
, traverse Ia moiti~ septentrionale de 

!'Alberta, de Ia Saskatchewan et du Manitoba. En 1976, ~taient terminees les installatio ns de contr61e 
hydraulique pour detourner 75 % du debit naturel de 958 m1 · s- 1 de cette riviere a travers Ia ligne de 
separation des eaux des bassins de Ia riviere Churchill et du fleuve Nelson , dans le nord du Manitoba. 
Les eaux ainsi d~tourn~es suivent 300 km de vallees tributaires vers le sud en direction du chenal du fleuve 
Nelson , ou l' on a mis en c:el.>'re un programme hydroelectrique de 30 ans, d 'une produdion de 10 000 MW. 
La derivation a ete realisee a l'aide d' un barrage bloquant l'emissaire nord du lac Sud des lndiens, un lac 
fluvial du chenal de Ia riviere Churchill (57" de latitude N et 99" de longitude 0 ). Le barrage a cause une 
~l~vation du niveau de l'eau de 3m au-dessus des niveaux historiques dulac, avec inondation de 414 km2 

de Ia zone d'arriere-plage. Le pergelisol , ou terrain gele en permanence, est etendu dans les terres hautes 
entourant le lac. Comme Ia couche rocheuse n'est presente que sur 14% seulement de Ia ligne de rivage 
apres retenue des eaux, il se produit aduellement une importante erosion des depots de l'arriere-plage 
congeles. On s'attend a une longue periode d'instabilite sur les rives du lac et dans les vallees fluviales 
affedees par un regime hydraulique modifie . Bien que le temps d 'echange de l'eau de tout le lac n'ait 
augmente que de 41 % a Ia . uite de Ia retenue, les caraderistiques de Ia circulation et les temps d'echange 
dans les bassms individuels du lac subirent des changements dramatiques quand les eaux de Ia riviere 
Churchill furent detournees a l' extremite sud du lac. Les effets de regimes changeants sur les habitats 
aquatiques et les peches du lac Sud des lndiens ont ete etudies avant et apres Ia retenue des eaux par 
l' lnstitut des eaux douces du Ministere des Peches et des Oceans. 
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S 
outhern Indian Lake lies in a shallow bedrock basin on 
the Churchill River in northern Manitoba (latitude 5r N, 
longitude 990W, Fig. I). In 1976, a darn built across the 
lake outlet raised the lake level 3 m to facilitate the diver

ston of the Churchill River southward to hydrcelectric generat
ing stations on the Nelson River. Prel iminary studies of the 
effects of the impoundment and diversion were previously 
ur.dertaken by the University of Mamtoba (unpubl. data), by 

private consultants (Van Ginkel and Associates, Winnipeg , 
Man., unpubl. data; Underwood-McLellan and Associates. 
Winnipeg, Man. , unpubl. data), and several components of the 
federal-provincial Lake Winnipeg. Churchill and Nelson Riv
ers Study Board (L WCNR 1975). The Freshwater Institute 
(FWI) of the Department of Fisheries and Oceans was the lead 
agency for the fisheries and limnology impact assessment under 
the LWCNR ( 1975). In 1976 , the FWI began a long-term study 
of the Southern Indian Lake impoundment to assess the current 
predtctive capability as expressed in the L WCNR and to 
gen .. rate new predictive capability that would increase quanti-

1This paper ts one of a scnes on the effects of the Southern Indian 
Lake impound men! and Churchill River diverston. 
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l ative precision of future reservoir and diversion assessments. 
Hecky eta!. ( 1984) summarized how well the follow-up studies 

f ave fulfilled these purposes to date. 
A brief summary of the hydroelectric development. geogra

flhY of the Southern Indian Lake region. and changes in the 
hydraulic regime of the Churchill River and Southern Indian 

l .ake is presented in this paper as background to the FWI 
tudies. 

~he Churchill-Nelson Hydroelectric Development 

'"' The steep granitic and gneissic bedrock river channels of the 
Precambrian Shield in central Canada provide many attractive 

l ites for hydroelectric development. Over three quarters of 
:anada 's hydroelectric energy is produced on the Shield in 
~enerating stations with a total installed capacity of 41 000 MW 
(Government of Canada 1980). The Churchill- Nelson generat-

l .g stations are located on the western arm of the Shield in 
orthern Manitoba (Fig . I). The Churchill and Nelson rivers 

gather water from over 1.4 million km2 of the interior plarns of 
western North America before ftowrng northeasterly to Hudson tay through a heavily glacrated trough that lies along the 

, 111()undary of the Churchill and Superior bedrock provinces of the 
Shield. The Nelson River falls from elevation 218m (MSL) at 

111f3ke Wrnnrpeg. dissipating 5406 MW of hydraulic r_wer over 
. 80 km of channel with a mean discharge of 2480 m · s - r. Prior 

• .> diversion the portion of the Churchill River involved in the 

, an. 1. FISh. AqutJI. Sci .. Vol . -l/ . /98-J 

Manitoba development fell 255m between Southern Indian 
Lake and Hudson Bay, dissipating 2102 MW of power over 
460 km of channel with a mean discharge of I 0 I I m3 • s- 1 

(LWCNR 1975) . 
The first generating station on the Nelson River was com

pleted in 1961 to supply power to the isolated International 
Nickel Company mi·:e and refinery at Thompson. Manitoba. In 
1964, federal-provincial studies were initiated to examine the 
feasibility of developing further generating stations on the 
Nelson and Churchill rivers for markets in southern Canada and 
the northern United States with the assistance of a 927-km 
direct-current transmission line sponsored by the Government 
of Canada. In 1966, nine dam sites were identified on the Nelson 
River, including the Jenpeg site below Lake Winnipeg. to 
regulate levels of this 24 400-km2 lake for dependable midwin
ter flows (Fig. 2). Generating stations on the Churchill River 
were not recommended. Instead. several diversion schemes 
were proposed that would combine the Churchill and Nelson 
River systems to increase flows through the Nelson River dams. 
Power demand projections by Manitoba Hydro predicted that 
the Nelson piants with the Churchill diversion would be fully 
developed by the early 1990's. The decision to proceed wirh the 
transmission facilities and full Nelson development \\as an
nounced in 1966 in conjunction with a public campaign to 
stimulate electrical consumption and develop power exportS to 
the United States. 

ln 1976. the mean level of Southern Indian Lake was raised 
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FtG. 2. Churchill and Nelson rivers hydroelectric development. indicating the altered flow regime of the rivers . Dark tone indicates relative 
magnitude of lower Churchill River discharge remaining after diversion. mid·tone indicates portion of Churchill River discharge diverted a, 
Southern Indian Lake; light tone indicates Nelson River discharge . 

3m. diverting 75% of the Churchill River flows southward into 
the lower Nelson River valley (Fig. 2 and 3) . The Jenpeg power 
and regu~ation dam was completed in 1977. and generating 
stations were constructed above and below the second crossing 
of tt-e Hudson Bay railway line at Kettle R:apods ( 1272 MW) and 

'-'<~ 

at Long Spruce Rapids (980 ~1W). A third partially constructed 
Nelson River dam at Limestone Rapids was abandoned in 1979 
because the predicted growth in electrical consumption and 
power exports did not occur. In 1980. the Nelson River 
construction program was suspended indefinitely . 
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I FrG. 3 Lakes and commumues affecred by the Churchill River divers;on. 

~e Southern Indian Lake Region Southern Indian Lake region was covered by ice which ad-

Wfhe Southern Indian Lake region is underlain by the rugged 
·~rock surface of the Precambrian Shield . Innumerable lakes 
and wetlands connected by small meandering streams cover 

l r.oximately one rhird of the land surface. Southern Indian 
I e is composed of several irregularly shaped basins separated 
1 narrow channels and islands . For the FWI studies, the basins 
have been designated as regions 0-7 (Fig. 4). 

(
assive graniric and g. ~issic rocks extend generally through

< the Southern Indian Lake region, with narrow belts of 
L._.ta-volc<:.'lic rocks rich in sulphides on the western ~:hore of 
regions I ::nd 3 Several smal1 outcrops of meta-sedimentary 
rl ks occur along the western shore of region 4 . the southern 
! re of region 6. and at isolated sires in regions I and 2. 
Nuneralized zones associated with pyrrhotite and pyrite mtner
als occur infrequently throughout the lake (Davies et al. 1962; 
l . hlinger 1972). 
,l)uring the most recent period of continental glaciation, the 

CQJI. J. Fish. Aquar. Sci .. Vol . -II , 1984 
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vanced southward from the Keewatin center west of Hudson 
Bay. A thin layer (< 10m) of dense basal tills was deposited in 
isolated pockets of the heavily glaciated bedrock surface 
surrounding the lake. After several periods of re-advance and 
withdrawal . the final retreat from the lake basins occurred 
between 8000 and 10 000 yr ago. During the retreat, c:xtensive 
areas of glacio-fluvial sands and gravels were deposited on the 
uplands surrounding region 5 and tl'le northern half of region 4 . 
The granular deposits form a ribbed and rolling upland of kames 
and eskers. Varved silty clays up to 20m thick fill depressions 
and cover much of the uplands surrounding the basins of !he 
southern two 1hirds of !he lake. The clays were deposired under 
a northern arm uf glacial Lake Agassiz !hat extended down !he 
Churchill valley int,) region 4 . The local relief is grea!er in !he 
southern areas where knolls and ridges of bare bedrock ourcrop 
are separated by poorly drained wetlands thar formed on the flar 
glacio-lacustrine deposits . Forest and Sphagnum moss peat 
deposits up 103 m in depth have accumulared since deglaciation. 

SSl 
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FIG . 4 . Regional divisions of Southern Indian Lake. 

The climate of the region is continental. consisting of long 
cold winters and short cool summers. In winter. severely cold 
waves of polar continental air move southeastward across the 
region. In summer, the weather pattern is characterized by 
frequent cool periods following eastward-moving cyclones. 
The mean annual temperature at the community of South Indian 
Lake is -5°C. Average monthly temperatures VaT) from 
-26.5°C in January to+ l6°C in July . The annual precipitation 
of 430 rnm is generally associated with frontal weather systems. 
One third of the precipitation occurs as snow during the average 
200-d mid-October to late May snow cover period. The average 
accumulated depth of snow is 60 em. The period of ice cover on 
Southern Indian Lake lasts from early November to late May. 

s" 

An ice cover up to 1.5 min thickness develops in areas removec 
from the Churchill River flow that are blown clear of snow. 

The Southern Indian Lake region lies in the wide band of 
boreal forest or taiga that crosses midlatitude :anada. Blad 
spruce (Picea mariana) is the predominant tree species in mos 
areas . It forms pure. closed stands of I 0- to 15~m-tall trees on 
the sloping uplands. and open to sparse stands of stunted 3- to 
6-m-tall trees on the poorl y drained lacustrine deposits . Pun 
stands of tamarack (Lar ix /aricina) occur in most wetl:lnds 
Jackpine (Pinus banksiana) is abundant on the well-drained 
granular deposits in the northern third of the basin. Areas ol 
deciduous species are interspersed in the conifer forests. pan.c 
ularly where recent fires have occurred. Common ; pec1es ar~ 
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I FIG. S. Southern Indian Lake levels. Churchill River flows. and diversion flows from 1972 to 1982. 

aspen (Populus tremuloides). balsam poplar (Populus balsam-

1 ifera ). paper birch (Betula papyrifera). willow (Salix spp.). and 
alder (Alnus spp.). A mixed deciduous-coniferous ecotone 
commonly occurred along the preimpoundment shorelines . 

Permafrost is widespread in all terram types surrounding the 

I lake. with the exception of the glacio-fluvial deposus in the 
northern half of region 4 and region 5. The depth of permafrost 
exceeds I 0 m in upland areas (Brown 1978) but it does not ex 1st 
under the main lake basins or under the narrow valleys of major 

I tributaries because of the thermal mfluence of the water bodies. 
The temperature of the permafrost ranges from -0 2 to 
- 0.8°C. The thickness of the active layer varies from 0.5 to 

1
2m. depending on local terrain conditions . Landforms associ
ated with permafrost conditions that occur in the regions of 
glacio-lacustrine deposits include palsas and collapse scars. 
raised peat plateaux. and black spruce islands in lowland bogs. 

I There is evidence of a major movement of people into the 
region about A. D. 700 who were probably early representatives 
of the present population of Swampy Cree. one of the Algonkian 
tribes that occupy the boreal fo rest zone of the Precambrian 

I Shield. Archaeological investigators of isolated campsites in 
regions 4 and 5 and on the diversion route south of region 6 have 
reported anifacts that date from before 4000 B.C. (LWCNR 
1975). The Danish expedition led by Jens Munck overwintered l in the Churchill estuary in 1619-20. leading the Swampy Cree 
to name the river "Mantawesepe" or the "river of st.rangers" 
(Faries and Watkins 1938). In 1686. fur traders of the Hudson's 

I Bay Company renamed the river the "Churchill" in honor of the 
Duke of Marlborough . a senior officer of the Company. The 
present community of South lndian Lake is located on the 
eastern shore of the narrow channel leading fro • ., region 2 to 

l region 6. Many of the local people moved to Southern Indian 
Lake from the Nelson House Reserve on the Rat River early in 
this century. Previously. the lake had been used only seasonally 

Jt~ pan of the traditional huming and gathering region of the 
-~elson House Band . In 1922. a trading post on the lake was 

established by the Hudson's Bay Company. In 1942. a 
commercial fishery and registered trapline system were organ-

l
.zed. For many years prior to the impoundment . the lake was the 
argest producer of export-grade lake whitefish (Coregonus 
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clupeaformis) in northern Manitoba. with annual catches m 
excess of 1 million pounds (Bodaly et al. 1984b). Following the 
announcement of the Churchill River diversion scheme. the 
600-member community was relocated to the eastern shore of 
the South Indian narrows near a newly constructed airstrip A 
road between the mining town of Leaf Raptds and the now
abandoned construction camp at the diversion channel on the 
south shoreline of region 6 was built in 1974 

The Southern Indian Lake Impoundment 

The 3-m Impoundment of Southern Indian Lake was accom
plished by blocking its main outlet channel at Miss i Falls . in 
region 4, with a rock-fill dam and CQnstructmg a concrete 
spillway on a smaller nearby outlet channel. Water may be 
released into the lower Churchill River during periods of h1gh 
inflow, which would otherwise cause the lake to exceed the 
licensed regulation limit of 258. 17 m (MSU whtle the diversion 
is operating at a licensed maximum capacuy of 850 m3 ·s- 1. 
Minimum releases to the lower Churchill River are 14.:! m3 ·s- 1 

during the open-water season and 4:!.5 m3 · ~- t dunng rhe 
ice-cover period. 

Lake Levels before and after Impoundment 

Lake levels. Churchill River flows. and diversion flows for 
the period 1972-82 ci11ring which the diversion and tmpound
ment occurred are summarized in Fig. 5. The recording of 
open-water lake levels began in 1956 but there are several 
ensuing years in which incomplete records were obtamed . The 
maximum and minimum daily lake levels based on the 1956-76 
period record were 256.08 m (MSL) and 254.3 1 m CMSL) . 
Simulated monthly lake levels based on flow records for the 
1912-67 period using the natural elevation- discharge relaoon
ship at Missi Falls mdicate that the long-term mean level has 
been 254.93 m (MSL) and with maximum and minimum levels 
of 256.79 m (MSL) and 253 .82 m (MSL) CLWCNR 1975). 

The Missi Falls dam and the outlet control structure were built 
during the 1973-76 period. Initially the smaller southern outlet 
channel was blocked to dewater the control structure sue. 

SSJ 
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TABLE 1. Preimpoundment and postimpoundment areas (km2) and volumes (109 m3) of regions of Southern Indian Lak.: (after 
McCullough 1981 ). 

Postimpoundment an:a 
Preimpoundment an:a 
Postimpoundment volume 
Pretmpoundmen: ·tolume 

E 

0 
0 

I 20 
1-
a.. 
w 
a 

30 

40 

0 

92 
77 

0.63 
0. 38 

2 

521 279 
475 223 

5.27 2A5 
3.78 1.70 

200 

Region 

3 

252 
200 

2.J2 
1.74 

4 5 6 

7JI 307 139 
625 211 1 ~0 

9 .6J 1.81 0.81 
7.59 I. OJ O.J 2 

600 

Pre tlood•nq surface ------ 

Req•on I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

-·-·--o- o -

7 Total 

60 2391 
-Ul 1977 
0 35 23.38 
0 . 19 16 ( 4 

800 

Fto. 6. Hypsomet.ric relations of the major basins of Southern Indian Lake. 

TABLE 2. Shoreline lengths and types around Southern Indian Lake reg10ns before and aiter Impoundment tmap 
scale 1:63 360). Postimpoundment estimates are fo r the immediate postllooding condiuon before S1gn11icant 
erosion has occurrtd (LWCNR 1975). 

Region 
Whole 

lake 0 2 3-J 5 6 7 

Preimpoundment 
Shoreline length (km) 3665 155 1067 615 906 3 1J 280 328 
Shoreline type (%) 

Rl Steep outcropping bedrod. 14 II 8 I I 8 0 5 60 
R2 Outcropping bedrock 62 72 80 6J 75 36 J 7 28 
R3 Bedrock with overburden beach 12 8 II 15 !0 17 37 6 
0 I Preglacial sands and _!>ravels J 2 0 6 3 IJ 0 0 
02 Alluvial silty clay 7 6 I 3 J 28 3 5 
OJ Lacustrine silty clay I I 0 I 0 5 8 I 

Postimpoundment 
Shoreline length (km) 3788 19J 1030 51 :! 1037 551 256 208 
Shoreline type (%) 

R Bedrock 14 9 8 13 7 0 5 95 
0 Overburden 86 91 92 87 93 100 95 5 
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I TAIL£ 3. Volumes. Jeplhs, and exchange times of Soulhem Indian Lalte regions before and after impoundment and river 
diversion. Preimpoundment mean elevation of the lake is 255m (MSL), and postimpoundmcnt mean elevauon is 258m 

I 
(MSL). Exchange times for regions are based on lhe net interbasin transfers necessary to balance lhe water bud@e! nf the 
lalte and do not allow for wind-driven circulation (McCullough 1981 ). 

I 
Whole 

lake 0 

v'olume (ltmJ) 
Pre 16.84 0 .38 3.78 

- Post 23.38 0 .63 5.27 
Iii> 39 66 39 

Mean deplh (m) 

I 
Pre 8.5 4.9 8.0 
Post 9 .8 6.8 10. 1 
% 15 39 26 

-
Exchange time (yr) 

Pre 0.51 0 .012 0. 12 
Post 0.72 0.021 0. 17 
% 41 67 42 

I forcing aU of the lake outflow to pass over Missi Falls. Reducing 
the outlet to one channel caused the lake level to rise above the 
~orded high level to 256.52 m (MSL) during the summer 

il high-How period in 1974. In 1975, the outlet capacity was 
I further reduced by coffer dams at Missi Falls, causing the lake 

levels to reach 256.76 m CMSL), again exceeding the recorded 
high levels. The final impoundment of the lake and the 

II beginning of the diversion southward began in June 1976. By 
I October, the lake had reached the licensed operating rang~ of 

257.25-258.17 m (MSL). but diversion Hows were limited to 
.less than 400m3 ·s- • until the following year (Fig. 5). The 
I levels have been maintained near 258 m (MSL) since 1976. 

creating a 3.07-m impoundment above the long-term mean lake 
level. 

- Effects of Aooding on Areas, Volumes, and Shoreline Lengths 

The surface areas and volumes of the Southern Indian Lake 
II regions before and after impoundment were compiled by 
1 McCullough (1981) from various maps and hydrometric sur

veys. The total lake area increased from 19TI to 2391 km2 and 
the total volume increased from 16.84 x 109 to 23.38 x 109 m3• 

I The regional areas and volumes are summarized in Table I. 
Hypsometric distributions of area with depth for regions 1-6 are 
shown in Fig. 6. Although all regions had the same increase in 

I 
lake level, the relative increases in ftooded area and volume 
vary from region to region because of the shapes of the indi
vidual basins. The greatest relative increase in area occurred in 
region 5; the least occurred in region 6. 

I 
Shore and backshore zones surrounding the Jake were 

mapped prior to impoundment in accordance with a classifica
tion system developed for lakes and river channels in th-: 
Churchill and Nelson valleys (Newbury et al. 1973; LWCNR 

11975). The classification and shoreline lengths for regions 0-7 
and rhe whole Jake are summarized in Table 2. Estimates of the 
postimpoundment distribution of bedrock and overburden at the 
shoreline were derived from preimpoundment mapping. lmme· 

I diately after Hooding, bedrock was exposed at the water' s edge 
only where high bedrock outcrops occurred in the preimpound· 
ment state. 

I 
The net length of shoreline increased from 3665 to 3788 km 

(measured at 1:63 360 map scale) following the impoundment. 

CQ/1. J Fislt. AqiMJI. Scr .. Vol. 41. /984 
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Reg ton 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

1.70 1.7-' 7.59 1.04 0.-'2 0 . 19 
2A5 2.42 9.64 1.81 0 .81 0 .35 

44 39 27 74 93 84 

7.6 8.7 12. 1 4 .9 3.5 -'· I 
8.8 9.6 13.0 5.9 5.8 5.8 

16 10 7 20 66 41 

0 .053 0.055 0 .23 1.5 4 .2 0.39 
O.o78 0 .40 1.4 2.8 0 .031 0 .73 

47 730 610 190 -99.3 87 

In regions 0, 3, 4, and 5 the length increased. but in regions I. 2. 
6, and 7 the length decreased. as the highly crenulated shoreline 
and islands were submerged. Raising the lake level above the 
natural wave-washed zone caused a marked change in the type 
of materials at the eroding face of the shoreline. Prior to 
Hooding, 88% of the shoreline was bedrock controlled. Immedi
ately following impoundment. bedrock outcrops occurred on 
only 14% of the shoreline (Table 2). 

Effects of Aooding and Diversion on Water Exchange Times 

Water budgets for the Southern Indian Lake basins for pre· 
and post-impoundment and diversion conditions showed that 

TABLE 4. Lake elevations, areas, mean deplhs. and water renewal 
times of major lakes in lhe lower Churchill River valley before and 
afterChun:hill River diversion. Mean pre· and post-diversion ftows 
of Churchill River are estimated at 1011 and 2S mJ· s- 1• respec· 
lively (LWCNR 1975). 

Elevation (m MSL) 
Pre 
Post 

Annual level ftuctuation (m) 
Pre 
Post 

Atea (ltm2) 

Pre 
Post 

v, 1ume (km3) 

Pre 
Post 

Mean deplh (m) 
Pre 
Post 

Water renewal time (d) 
Pre 
Post 

Partridge 
Breast 
Lake 

245.0 
242.0 

1.0 
2.8 

23.8 
14.5 

0. 151 
0. 107 

6.3 
7.4 

1.7 
4 .8 

Norlhem 
Indian 
Lake 

236.0 
232.8 

1.3 
2.7 

144.7 
87.8 

0.818 
0.415 

5.7 
4.7 

9.0 
16.4 

Fidler 
Lalte 

232.6 
229.0 

1.0 
2.2 

38.8 
9.3 

0 . 115 
0 .034 

3.0 
3.7 

1.3 
1.3 
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TABLE 5. Lake elevations. areas. volumes, mean depths. and water renewal times under mean diversion How conditions of major lakes in the 
Rae River valley amalgamated by impoundment at Notigi Lake (Bodaly et al. 1984a; LWCNR 1975; Underwood-McLellan and Associates. 
Winnipeg, Man .• unpubl. data). NA. data not available. 

Central West 
Karsakawigimak Pemichigamau Mynarski Mynarski Notigi 

lssett Lake Lake Lake Lake Lake Rat Lake Notigi Lake Reservo1r 

Elevation (m MSL) 
Preimpoundrnent 250.6 248.1 247.8 251.1 249.0 247.8 242.0 
Postimpoundment 258.0 258.0 258.0 258.0 258.0 257.9 257.2 
Change 7.4 9.9 10.2 6.9 9.0 10.1 15.2 

Pr~d~v~lopm~nt Postdiv~rsion 

Area (Jun2) 3.7 18.8 19.3 li .S 6.2 78.4 15. 1 584 
Volume (lun3) NA O.o38 0.042 0.291 0.031 0.010 0.080 4.1 
Mean depth (m) NA 2.0 2.2 3.7 2.7 1.7 5.3 7.8 
Water renewal time (d) NA 37 39 136 213 60 30 62 

T .ULE 6. Owlges in tbe power disttibution of tbe Churchill and Nelson rivers following hydroelectric 
development. bued on mean annual flows and average open-water conditions (LWCNR 1975). Post
development distributions are subdivided between energy dissipated at hydraulic sttuctures and energy 
dissipated throughout channels and shorelines in the affected systems. 

Postdiversion power (MW) 

Prediversion Concentrated Spread throughout Change in 
power (MW) at dams system power 

Rae River 2 109° 12 6x 
Bumtwood River 85 0 697 8x 
Lower Churchill River 2702 8 686b 
Lower Nelson River 3969 1730° 3552b 
Southern Indian Lake 0.2 21S J08 x 

Total hydraulic power 6758.2 6815.5d 

•wave power on the Notigi and Nelson River reservoirs was not included. 
bPower remaining in stable lower Churchill or Nelson River channels. 
cDisruptive power on Southern Indian Lake is estimated as the product of average annual wave power 

on tbe lake multiplied by the proportion of shorelines in erodible backshore materials. 
dNet increase in power of 51.3 MW is due to the 3-m impoundment on Southern Indian Lake and the 

net increase in water levels in the system. 

the water exchange time for the whole lake increased from 0.51 
to 0 . 72 yr under average ftow conditions because of the 
increased volume of the lake (Table 3) (McCullough 1981). In 
regions 0. I, 2, 5. and 7 the exchange times were affected by the 
impoundment only. In regions 3 and 4 the exchange times were 
increased 7.3 and 6.1 times, respectively. as the major portion 
of the Churchill River waters no longer flowed through these 
basins. The major portion of the flow of the Churchill River now 
passes through region 6, decreasing the exchange time from 4.2 
to 0.03yr. 

Downstream Effects ot" the CburcbW River Diversion 

Before entering Southern Indian Lake, the Churchill River 
receives water from 242 000 km2 of the western interior of 
Canada. Local tributary streams directly tributary to the lake 
drain an additional 14 000 km2• In combination, the drainage 
areas produce a long-term potential outflow from the lake of 
1010.7 m3·s- 1 (LWCNR 1975). With the diversi'>n operating, 
the mean outflow at Missi Falls was estimated to be 251 m3 • s- 1 

SS6 

(LWCNR 1975), a reduction to 25% of the n3tural condition. 
Approximately 75% of the flow. or 760m3

• s- 1
• is diverted into 

the small Rat River and Burntwood River valleys enroute to the 
lower Nelson River (Fig. 3). 

The effects of the reduced flows on lakes of the lower 
Churchill River valley are summarized in Table 4. Under the 
minimum postdiversion discharge conditions, the lake levels 
are lowered because of the reduced depths of flow at the lake 
outlets. An increased range of lake elevations is anticipated as 
periodic flood ftows are released at Missi Falls. 

Diversion flows to the Nelson River are controlled by a dam 
and gated regulation structure installed at the outle. of Notigi 
Lake in the Rat River valley. The elevation of Notigi Lake was 
raised 15.2 m by storing Rat River discharges over a 3-yr period 
priorto the diversion. By June 1976, the lake was impounded to 
the level of Southern Indian Lake. creating the 584-km~ Notigi 
reservoir in the upper Rat River valley contiguous with Southern 
Indian Lake. The predevelopment morphometric characteristics 
of the upper Rat River valley lakes incorporated in the Not:gi 
reservoir are summarized in Table 5. 
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Effects of Diversion on the Hydraulic Regime of the 
Churchill and Nelson Rivers 

Impoundment and diversion of the Churchill River was a 
sudden and drastic relocation of hydraulic forces in the 
established landscape. The magnitude of the relocation is 
su!TU!larized in Table 6 by comparing the hydraulic power 
(megawatts) expended on the landscape before and after the 
impoundment and diversion under average river How and wave 
conditions. The degree of change or instability brought about by 
impoundment and diversion depends on the landforms encoun
tered by the redirected forces of the new configuration. For 
example, the repositioning of wave energy by Hooding a stable 
bedrock cliff caused no instability because the landform 
encountered before and after the project was unaffected. In 
contrast, flooding into backshore zones composed of frozen 
unconsolidated materials created shorelines that can remain 
unstable for decades. Most of the 21 .5 MW of wave energy of 
Southern Indian Lake is being exj)l:nded in eroding new 
shorelines in the flooded periphery of the lake during the 
open-water season. The eroded materials have increased the 
turbidity of the lake waters dramatically. as shown in the 
satellite images of Southern Indian Lake taken before and after 
impoundment in Fig. 7. Similarly, the 8 times greater power of 
the divened flows has begun to form a new "lower Churchill 
River" in the Rat and Burntwood valleys wherever erodible 
materials form the riverbanks. 

The natural forces redirected by the Churchill River diversion 
scheme are generally too large and too dispersed to be mitigated 
by further construction. As a result. the instabilities created in 
the environment are essentially beyond control. Subsequent 
papers in this issue document the effects of this disruptive power 
and instability on the physical, chemical, and biological 
components of the constantly changing aquatic ecosystems of 
Southern Indian Lake. 
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Effect of Impoundment and Diversion on the Sediment Budget 
and Nearshore Sedimentation of Southern Indian Lake 1 

R. E. Heckv and G. K. McCullough 
I\ estern Reg1on Department or f1>henes and Oceam. 1\'mmpeg. \fan RJT 1'-b 

Hecky, R E .• and G. K. McCullough. 1984. Effect of impoundment and divers1on on the sediment budget 
and nearshnre sedimentation of Southern Indian lake. Can. ). Fish. Aquat Sc1. 41 . 567-578. 

Shoreline erosion added an annual average of 4 x 106 t of mmeral sediment per year to Southern Indian 
lake (postimpoundment area, 2391 km2

) during the first 3 yr of impoundment. Th1s erosion incre3sed 
sedimentary input to the lake by a factor of 20. The lake retained 90% of this eroded material within its 
basin, and 80-90% of the retained material was deposited nearshore. Despite the production of extremely 
fine constituent part1cle s1zes, eroding shorelines generated predominantly large clay aggregates, imtially 
transported offshore as bed load. During bed load transport, abrasion of clay aggregates produced fine 
particles that became suspended. Over 80% of the suspended load is los1 to outflows from the lake because 
the suspended load is primarily fine silt and clay-sized particles, most of which do not settle even under 
winter ice cover. The extensive nearshore clay aggregate deposits are temporary, and net deposition in 
these areas will change to net erosion when input of sediment from eroding shorelines ceases. The effects 
of shoreline erosion on the lake 's sediment regime will persist fo r decades. 

l 'erosion de Ia ligne de rivage, pendant les trois premieres anneesde retenue des eaux, ajouta en mo~enne 
4 x 106 t ·a_, de sediments mine raux dans le lac Sud des lndiens (superficie apres retenue de 2391 km ). les 
apports de sed1ment dans le lac augmenterent, du fait de cette erosion, d 'un facteur de 20. le lac a retenu 
dans son bassin 90% de ce materiel d'erosion, et 80-90% du matenel retenu a ete depose pres du rivage. 
En depit de Ia taille extremement fine des particules produites. !' e rosion de Ia ligne de rivage donna 
naissance en grande part1e a de gros agregats d 'argile . in itialement transportes vers le large comme charge 
de fond. Au cours du transport de cette cha•ge. il se produ1sit, par abrasion des agregats d'argile . de fines 
particules qu1 devinrent en suspens1on. Plus de 80 % de cette charre en suspension d isparait dans les 
emissaires du lac , car les particules sont surtout de Ia vase fine et de l'argile , Ia plupart demeurant en 
suspension meme sous Ia couverture de glace en hiver. les abondants depots d 'agregats d'argile a proxi
mite du rivage sont temporaires et, quand cesseront les app• · rts de sediment des rives soumises a I' erosion, 
Ia deposition nette dars ces zones se transformera en erosion nette. les effets de I' e rosion de Ia ligne de 
rivage sur le regime sedimentaire du lac persisteront pendant plusieurs decennies. 
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n the summer of 1976. Southern Indian Lake (SIL) was 
raised 3 m above its natural mean level initiating extensive 
shoreline erosion (Newl:ll.lry and McCullough 1984). We 
have examined the .• ediment budgets of the lake and its 

constituent basins. before and after impoundment. to determine 
how changes in basin configuration, water flows. shoreline 
typology, and sediment-generating erosional processes affected 
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the natural outflow from SIL (Newbury et al. 1984) Impound
ment increased the surface area of the lake by 21 % to 2391 km1 . 

With flooding, SIL underwent a major change in the nature of 
the land-water contact. Prior to flooding. 80% of the lake's 
perimeter was stable, bedrock-controlled shoreline. but after 
flooding, 86% was unconsolidated overburden that was gener
ally permafrost affected (Newbury et al. 1984). 

I 
concentrations of suspended solids and depositional patterns. 

SIL is a large, shallow. multibasin lake on the Churchill River 
in northern Manitoba, which was impounded as part of the 
Churchill-Nelson rivers hydroelectric development (Newbury 

Before the flooding of SIL, the Churchill River was the main 
source of sedimentary material entering the lake , transporting 2 
x 1Q5 t ·yr- • (termed "external loading") . After flooding. an 
additional 4 x 106 t of rnineral sediment (Newbury and 
McCullough 1984) was added annually to the lake from 
surrounding shorelines (termed " internal loading") . Internal 
loading of materid from flooded areas is a prominent feature of 
new reservoirs, and the distribution of newly added material. 
within and downstream from a new reservoir. will determine the 
nature . degree. and distribuuon of dependent ecological effects. 

I et al. 1984). A dam was built at Missi Falls. the natural outlet of 
SIL (Fig. I}, to raise the lake and effect gravity-flow diversion 
of water from SIL through an excavated channel at South Bay 
(region 6. Fig. I). Diversion into the Nelson River basin began 

l tn June 1976 but did not exceed 400m3 · s -I until August 1977 . 
Since September 1977 the diversion flow has averaged 75% of 

I 
1Th1s paper IS one of a series on the ef!.:cts of the Southern Indian 

Lake impoundment and Churchill R1ver d1version. 

Can. J. Fish. liquor. Sc1.. Vol. 4 /, /984 

I 

Large changes in the intemalloading of sedimentary material 
can be demonstrated both by measurements of shoreline erosion 
(Newbury and McCullough 1984) and by the use of pre- and 
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Ftc. I . Location of ~rosion-monitoring sites referred to in text and lake stations contributing to con
struction of the sediment budgets for regions of SIL. 

post-impoundment and diversion sediment mass balance bud
gets, which use the continuity equation 

(I) I + £ = 0 + D + M 

where I is inflowing sedimentary mass from tributaries (external 
loading), £ is mass input by erosion (internal loading), 0 is 
out.ftowing mass in effluents, D is mass deposited on the lake 
bottom, and M is change in mass stored in the water of the lake . 

SIL poses some complexities for analysis of its sedimentary 
regime. Previous studies of sedimentation in reservoirs have 
focussed largely on retention of externally loaded sediments, 
i.e.£ in equation I is ~sumed to be zero or negligiblf' (Rice and 
Simons 1982; Cyberski 1973). Retention of externally loaded 
sediment can be empirically predicted from data on water 
retention period, flow velocity, and sediment particle-size 
distribution (Churchill 1948). In SIL. internal loading of 
sediments eroded from flooded shorelines overwhelmed exter
nal loading after impoundment. Other reservoir studies have 
emphasized the formation of new , stable banks and shoals and 
their effects on reservoir morphcmetry (e.g. Everdingen 196R); 
however, stable shoal formation is the exception in SIL. 
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Therefore, the major objectives of this study have been to 
determine not only the gross retention of eroded sediment but 
also to provide a first approximation as to where the retained 
material is sedimented. To do this, sediment budgets have been 
constructed for SIL and its individual regions '"' 1975 before 
full impoundment through 1978 after full dive1:.rvn. Invc:suga
tions of nearshore sedimentation and some physical characteris
tics of suspended sediments were conducted over the period 
1977-82 to confirm independently some of the results of the 
sediment budget analyses. 

Methods 

Suspended Solids Measurements 

Filterabl... suspended solids (FSS) are those that are retained 
by a Whatman GFC filter using the method of Stainton et al. 
(1977). The nominal pore size of these filters is I~J.m . Total 
suspended solids (TSSl were operationally defined as those 
recovered by centrifugation using a Sorvall RC2-B centri:uge 
with a GS 3 rotor (angle head accepting 500-ml polyethylene 
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FIG. 2. Effect on absorbance of filterable (h1gh slope line; Ab, = 
0.029W- 0.048. r 2 = 0.94) and nonfilterable (low slope line; Ab, = 
0.0025W + 0.02, r 2 = 0.27) suspended material. where W is the dry 
weight of the sediment. Nominal diameter for filterable solids is 1 v.m. 

bottles) run at 8000 rpm for 2 h at temperatures of 20-28°C. 
This centrifugation should theoretically settle all particles 
greater than 0 .06 ~m nominal diameter. Duplicate water sam
ples. 1-1 .4 L in total volurre. were centrifuged in successive 
350- to 400-mL portions, and the collected pellets were then 
oven-dried at 105°C and weighed. The difference between TSS 
and FSS. determined on paired samples. was considered to be 
nonfilterable suspended solids. 

FSS were found to be hrghly correlated with several light 
measurements. Absorbance measurements at 543 nm (in the 
middle of the visible spectrum) were made on water samples in a 
10-cm cell on a Bausch & Lomb Spectronic 70 spectrophoto
meter before and after filtration and centrifugation. Absorbance 
at 543 nm was strongly correlated with FSS but was weakly 
correlated with nonfilterable suspended sediment concentration 
(F:g. 2). Most importantly, absorbance was 10 times as 

I sensitive to an increase in FSS concentration as it was to an 
equivalent increase in nonfilterable suspended materiaL Kullen
berg (1974) also found that particles > I ~m in diameter are 

I 
much more effective in scattering light than smaller particles. 
The scattering coefficient (S,, based on vert1cal extinction and 
backscattering of incident surface light), the horizontal beam 
attenu:nion coefficient (a), and the logarithm of the inverse of 

I Secchi disk depth were all strongly correlated with FSS (Table 
I). These measurements were routinely made in SIL by Hecky 
(1984) and provided a means of rapidly estimating FSS in the 
field The f also offered the advantages of integrating over a 

I significant portion of the upper water column (1-5m) in the 
case of the scattering coefficient and Secchi disk measurement 
or of yielding detailed profiles of the whole water column in the 
case of the horiz,•ntal beam transmissometer. During the 

I open-water season. measurements with the transmissometer 
indicated that the water column was nearly always uniform in a 
(Hecky et al . 1979). Consequently. S, was used to estimate FSS 

I 
because of the greater number of measurements of S, during 
open-water seasons. Horizontal beam attenuation was used 
during ic~ cover to estimate FSS concentrations. Hecky et al . 

I 
I 

( 1979) reported the estimated FSS concentrations for all SIL 
stations from 1974 through 1978. Observation of concentrations 
was at least monthly duting the ice-free period, June through 
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TABLE I. Lmear regression relauonsh1ps between filrerable sus
pended sediments (FSS) and scattenng coefficient (S,) . honzontal 
beam attenuation coefficient (a ), and Secchi d1sk depth (50) The 
number of samples ( n). correlation coefficient ( r) . and range of FSS 
values mcluded are also given 

Relauon 

FSS = 7.7(5,) • 0.5 
FSS = 0.9(a ) - 0 1 
FSS = 9 80n 1 SO) + 7.6 

n 

18 
16 
27 

r Range ( mg · L- 1) 

0.93 1-30 
0 94 1- 20 
0 89 1-30 

October, but less frequent, 2-3 !Jmes. during the ice-covered 
period. 

Sediment Budgets 

Sediment budgets from SIL were analyzed in two stages. 
Because FSS could be related with greater confidence than TSS 
to available light measurements. FSS budgets were constructed 
in the initial stage. Budgets for FSS were constructed using only 
inflow. outflow. and lake concentration data. These budgets 
have a net flux term (see below) that sums erosional input and 
depositional ourput (£and D . equation 1). In the second stage of 
budget analysis. total sediment budgets were derived from the 
FSS budgets, and the net flux term was separated into its 
erosional and depositional components. 

Budgets for Filterable Solids 

FSS budgets were calculated for the individual regions of the 
lake (Fig. I) except that regions 0 and I and regions 3 and 4 were 
combined and treated as single regions. Budgets were calcu
lated for the period of January 1975 through December 1978. 
The continuity equation 

(2) 11 = 0 - '- S1 + M1. 

where 11 = mass of FSS entering the lake or region from all 
inflows. 01 = mass of FSS leaving the lake or region in all 
outflows, S1 = mass of filterable material entering or leaving 
suspension within the lake or region, and M1 =change in total 
mass of FSS in the lake or region in a given time period (i.e. 
change in storage), was solved for each region on a monthly 
basis for S1. This term. s1• represents the balance between 
measured gains and losses of FSS. Water fluxes and storage 
were from the water budget of McCullough (1981 ). Linear 
interpolation was used between FSS observations. Month-end 
FSS concentrations were multiplied by month-end regional 
volumes to calculate M 1. 

Because Churchill River FSS concentrations were found to 
be discharge related (r = 0 .69, n = 20. flow range 870-
1630 m3 • s- 1 ), a linear regression equation was used to estimate 
FSS concentrations in the inflowing river. Mean FSS concentra
tions for local inflowing streams and rivers were assumed to be 
the mean concentration for the Churchill River, 3 .2 g·m- 3 . The 
Churchill River is 20 times larger than the next largest inflowing 
river and accounts for 90% of total inflows into SIL. The 
assume(! mean concentration in local inflows is likely somewhat 
high for these small inflows; however, even using this estimate. 
sedimentary mass contributed by local inflows is only 5% of the 
Churchill River contribution. FSS concentrations in outflowing 
water from the basins were taken to be those measured at the 
central basin station in regions 4 and 6 . Mean monthly FSS 
concentrations were multiplied by outflow volumes to calculate 
o,. 
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TABLE 2. Aushmg rates (mo- 1
) for vanous basins of SIL durang 

ice-covered (I C) and ace-free (lF) seasons (from McCullough 1981 ) 

Reg1on 

Season 0-1 2 3-.1 6 5 

1975-76 OCl 0.56 1.3 0 .27 0,02 0,07 
1976 (IF) 0.58 1..1 0 . 15 I 3 0 .01 
1976-77 (I C) 0.51 1.2 0 .20 0 8.1 0 03 
1977 ([F) 0.70 1.1 0 .23 I 8 0 05 
1977-78 !I C) 0.~ 1.1 0 .06 2 . .1 0,02 
1978 (IF) 0.54 1.3 0 . 13 2.5 0 . 14 

Total Sediment Budgets 

The calculation of a total sediment budget (equation I) 
required correction of several terms of the FSS budget to 
account for nonfilterable suspended solids. Filtration of sus
pended solids samples throughout the lake and covering a large 
range of concentrations (from 9-47 mg · L -I TSS) removed 
56% of the TSS on average (range 38-89%. so = 15%, n = 
II). This yields a mean weight ratio of 1.8 for TSS:FSS . 
Churchill River TSS was 53% FSS. 

The mean factor of 1.8 for TSS:FSS was applied to the 
quantities /1 and 01 (equation 2) to estimate I and 0 (equation 
I). The quantity of total material entering or leaving suspension 
was calculated as S = 1.851 for negative values of 51 (material 
entering suspension from within the basin: equation 2) and S = 
51 for positive values (material leaving suspension within the 
basin). Negative values for 51 were corrected forthe submicro
metre fraction because filterable material entering suspension 
would be accompanied by submicrometre particles. Positive 
values of 51 were not corrected for a submicrometre fraction. as 
the submicrometre fraction is not likely to sediment within SIL 
even under ice. Six months are required to clear a 10-m 
still-water column of 1-j.l.m particles (Tanner and Jackson 
194'7). Only regions 3-4 and 5 were flushed slowly enough 
(Table 2) for submicrometre particles to settle in substantial 
amounts; and even there. observed sediment profiles. under ice 
cover when turbulence is lowest. were unchanged from mid· 
January through the end of March (see Results below). Values 
of E are from Newbury and McCullough (1984), and the 
depositional flux (D) is calculated as D = S + E. 

Shoreline Erosion and Nearshore Deposits 

Annual surveys to determine rates of shoreline erosion were 
done by Newbury and McCullough (1984). Twenty shoreline 
sites were chosen to represent a range of erodible backshore 
materials with high and low exposures to the lake. The 
developing offshore profiles at these sites were monitored by 
annual depth soundings with a survey rod along profiles 
perpendicular to the shoreline. Additional investigation of the 
proponion of eroded materials that was deposited near to 
eroding shorelines was begun in 1982 by scuba diving. Cores of 
the bottom sediments were taken using 73-mrn-diameter plastic 
tubes along transects perpendicular to the shore at erosion 
monitoring sites I and II (Fig. I). Both sites chosen had been 
preimpoundment sand beaches: hence. newly deposited fine 
mineral and organic sediments were easily discriminated from 
preimpoundment coarse deposits or rocky bottom. Mechanical 
analysts of sand, silt. and clay fractions of shoreline overburden 
samples was reponed by Newbury and McCullough ( 1984). 
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Samples of recently depos1ted nearshore bottom sed1ments 
were also analyzed for sand. s11t. and clay content by standard 
mechanical analysis (McKeague 19761. whicn mcluded drymg. 
pulverizing with a monar and pestle. and dispersmg "'lth 
sodium hexametaphosphate. Duplicate subsamples were mech
anically analyzed without preparatory pulv~>nzauon and d1sper· 
s1on to determine the natural s1ze distnbutloi" of the lit and 
rounded aggregates of clay that formed the edin ent). Sus pen· 
s1ons of wet. unpulvenzed bottom sediment we1e edtmented 
into a suspended pan. and the accumulated "'etght wa) recorded 
u<ing a Cahn RG electrobalance and chan recorder. 

Results 

Shoreline Material 

The inorganic shoreline materials of southern regions of the 
lake are predominantly permafrost-affected glacio-lacustrine 
deposits with greater than 80% clay and 0-5% sand. Discontin
uous, thin deposits of clayey till ( 19-65% clay. I 0-35% sand) 
commonly lie on the bedrock surface under the glaciO-lacustrine 
deposits. The till is most extensive in region 4 and much less 
common in regions 0. I. and 6. Region 5 shorelines are 
predominantly composed of coarse-grained glacio-fluvial and 
pro-glacial deltaic deposits. Sand, silt. and clay content of 
selected samples of shoreline materials were reported by 
Newoury and McCullough (1984). 

Concentrations of Filterable Solids 

The effect of impoundment on the concentrations of FSS 
varied from region to region (Fig. 3). Most of the impoundment 
of SlL was accomplished in 1976 with the rai~ing of the lake 
level by 0.3, 0.8. 0 .7, and 0.3 min June. July. August. and 
September. respectively (Newbury et al. 1984). During 1976. 
the June and early July concentrations in the three southern 
regions I, 2, and 6 were similar to those in 1974 and 1975. 
However. in 1976, t.y the end of July in region 6 and the end of 
August in regions I and 2. FSS concentrations were cle'U'ly 
greater than in the preimpoundment years. In 1977 and 1978 
these three southern regions all had concentrations higher than 
before impoundment, but concentrations of FSS did not 
increase from 1977 to 1978. The exceptionally high values 
observed in October 1976 in regions I and 6 did not recur. ~id
to late-summer and fall concentrations in 1975 were somewhat 
higher than in 1974 because of shoreline eroston due to high 
water levels. However. the range of concentrations observed m 
these southern regions prior to impoundment was small com· 
pared with the postimpoundment changes. 

Prior to impoundment. the two northern regions ~ and 5 had 
similar. low concentrations of FSS. After impoundment. region 
5 did not change significantly. but region 4 showed the marked 
increase in FSS observed in southern basins in August 1976. 
FSS concentrations increased in each subsequent year. espe· 
cially in the June- July period. The relative difference .. a FSS 
between region 4 and the more· southerly basins of SIL was 
substantially reduced after impoundment. 

Under ice cover the FSS concentrations of the rapidly flushed 
southern regions (0-1 . 2. 6, Table 2) declined substanually 
from open-water values. In the more slowly ftu~hed region 4. 
winter reductions were less marked. For example. the winter 
profile of a (the coefficient of horizontal light attenuauonl ir. 
region 2 showed a substantial decline <60't) from October to 
January and a continuing reduction through March !Fig. 4) to 
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I F1G. 3. Concentrations ofFSS at index stations in the various regions 
during the open-water seasons of 1974 (-). 1975 (6). 1976 (C). 
1977 te ). and 1978 <• l. Ploned data are from Hecky et al. (1979). 

I 20% of the October value . In region 4 the upper water column 
became somewhat clearer (30% decline) by January as sedi
ments accumulated at greater depths. However . there was a 

I negligible change from January to March (Fig. 4 ). Ifrhe venical 
water column at the station in region 4 was assumed to be a 
closed system. all the material that was to settle from the water 
column had done so by mid-January. The more rapid decline in I a in region 2 and the continuing decline after January were due 
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FIG. 4 . Depth profiles of a in regions 2 and 4 for October 12. 1977. 
January 13, 1978. and March 23. 1978. from Hecky et al . ( 1979). 

to the more rapid flushing during this winter period as compared 
with region 4 (Table 2). Rapid flushing allowed the southern 
regions to come quickly to a balance between the inputs and 
outputs of sediment. For example, the seasonal concentrations 
during 1977 and 1978 were similar within these regions. In 
contrast. region 4 had not achieved a new steady state. and 
sediment concentrations in all seasons continued to rise through 
1978 (Fig. 3) . 

Sediment Budgets 

Filterable suspended sediment budget 
Impoundment and diversion changed SIL from a basin of 

deposition for FSS (positive Sf) to a basin of expon (negative 
Sf) (Tahle 3). Expon of FSS at outflows increased by a factor of 
4-5 after impoundment and diversion. Substantial changes in 
FSS concentrations. especially in regions I and 6 (Fig. 3) in 
1976, resulted in a large storage term for that year. but much of 
that initial flush of sediment was lost the following winter 
(1977). Subsequent changes in storage ( 1978) have been 
smaller but positive as FSS concentrations in the largest region. 
3-4. have continued to increase. These changes in output and 
storage of FSS occurred because eroded input increased the 
internal loading of FSS . 
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TABLE 3. Calendar year filterable sedtment budgets 
(100kg) for SIL. Mass fluxes are nvenne mput Ur>· 
nvenne output ( 01). I alee suspended sediment storage 
<M1), and the matenal entenng (negauve) or leaving 
Cpos.uve) suspenston from within the !alee (51). 

l r o, M.r s, 

1975 123 60 2 61 
1976 113 201 11 2 -:!00 
1977 147 297 -91 -59 
1978 100 278 21 -199 

Total sediment budget 
The negative s1 values in the filterable suspended sediment 

budget (Table 3) after impoundment do not represent the total 
amount of material actually removed from shorelines because 
eroded material can sediment nearshore and be effectively 
invisible to a budget based on FSS concentrations at centrally 
located stations within a region. Total sediment budgets were 
constructed to allow comparison of suspended sediment fluxes 
with the erosion inputs calculated by Newbury and McCullough 
(1984), as their estimates were based on total sedimentary 
material eroded. Preimpoundment shoreline mapping indicated 
that less than I% of the shore was characterized by significant 
shoreline erosion (Water Resources Branch 1974). From the 
evidence of Landsat satellite imagery (Hecky and McCullough 
1984) and from observations recorded from the first shoreline 
erosion survey in August 1975 (R. W . Newbury. Depcutment of 
Fisheries and Oceans. pers. comm. ). it is apparent that some 
minor shoreline erosion, especially in regions 0-1. 2. and 6 ( £ 

> 0 in Table 4), occurred when the lake level was temporarily 
raised above its historic high level by preliminary construction 
work in the summer of 1975 . Annual erosion surveys begun in 
August 1975 documented greatly increased extent and rate of 
erosion after impoundment (Newbury and McCullough 1984). 
Seasonal total sediment budgets incorporating the eroded 
influxes (£) from shorelines are given in Table 4 . E was 
subdivided seasonally by assuming that shoreline erosion that is 
wind energy dependent (Newbury and McCullough 1984) did 
not occur under ice cover (i.e. E = 0 .0). Also in Table 4 are 
estimates of seasonal depositional fluxes for each region . 
Region 3-4 had the largest erosional and depositional fluxes 
because of its long, actively eroding shorelines and long 
fetches. Even when the depositional flux is expressed per unit 
area (Table 5), this largest region had the highest sedimentation 
rates after impoundment. 

Total sediment export at outflows from SIL increased after 
impoundment (4-5 times) but not nearly in proportion to the 
increase in sediment input (I + E), as the lake retained at least 
90% of the eroded input (Table 6). After impoundment, E and D 
were highly seasonal (Table 4), as shoreline erosion occurred by 
wave action during the open-water period. The relative losses of 
suspended solids to outflow and deposition are best compared 
during the ice-covered period, when generation of suspended 
solids from shoreline erosion ceases. The relative losses were , 
in part, a function of water flushing (Fig. 5). All the regions. 
except 3-4, follow a common trend before and after impound
ment. including region 6 , which changed from a very slow 
flushing rate to a very high rate. Above a flushing rate of 
0.5 · mo -• the ratio of loss by outflow to total loss was nearly 
constant at 0 .8. The aberrant behaviOr of region 3-4 may mean 

sn 

TABLE 4 . Auxes in seasonal toul sediment budgets r I 0° kg) for tee· 
free (IF) (June 1-0ct. 31 l and tee-covered (ICl r I Nov.-31 Mayl 
penods for tndivtdual basms of SIL dunng years of observatton. Mass 
fluxes are nverine input (1), erosional input ( £ ), nvenne cutput r 0). 
mass entenng tnegauve) or leavmg (postttve) sus pens ton wtthm reg ton 
(5 ), and S ..- £ = depositional flux r 0 ) Quantttattve esttmates of E 
are from :-lewbury and ~cCullough r 19841 Esttmatcs of E are not 
available for the open-water penod of 1975. but values ior £ v..:re 
observed to be negligtble in regtons :!. 3-~. and 5 

Region and season 

Region 0-1 
1975 (lF) 
1975-76 CIC) 
1976 (IF} 
1976-77 (IC) 
1977 (IF) 
1977-78 ([C) 
1978 (lF) 

Region 2 
1975 (lF) 
1975-76 (IC) 
1976 (IF) 
1976-77 (I C) 
1977 (IF} 
1977-78 (IC) 
1978 ( lF) 

Region 3-4 
1975 (IF) 
1975-76 (IC) 
1976 (IF) 
1976-77 (IC) 
1977 (IF} 
1977-78 (IC) 
1978 (IF) 

Region 6 
1975 (IF} 
1975-76 (IC) 
1976 (IF) 
1976-77 (I C) 
1977 (IF) 
1977-78 (IC) 
1978 (IF) 

Region 5 
1975 (IF) 
1975-76 (IC) 
1976 (IF) 
1976-77 (IC) 
1977 (IF) 
1977-78 (IC) 
1978 (IF) 

132 
80 

112 
132 
180 
90 
84 

180 
108 
352 
220 
308 
106 
324 

142 
104 
18~ 

210 
240 

54 
132 

0.6 
0.2 

72 
62 

156 
142 
204 

2.8 
1.6 
6.2 
2.2 
2.8 
1.6 
5.0 

E 0 

>0 180 
0 108 

650 352 
0 218 

849 308 
0 106 

781 322 

>0 140 
0 102 

238 256 
0 208 

311 238 
0 110 

290 352 

0 54 
0 68 

:!072 92 
0 :!8:! 

2767 17~ 

0 46 
2524 130 

>0 0.8 
0 0.8 

190 104 
0 72 

273 168 
0 110 

247 238 

0 1.0 
0 0.8 

207 OA 
0 0.8 

275 1.4 
0 0.6 

2:!9 ~. 8 

s 

-100 
8 

-46-l 
50 

-1~8 

II 
14 
16 
27 
19 
17 

-6:! 

21 
33 

-1:!8 
7 

38 
-I:! 
-~6 

- 0.2 
1.1 

-68 
7 

-12 
9 

--l:! 

0.5 
0.8 

-1.0 
3 

-0.4 
0.6 
1.8 

D 

>0 
8 

186 
50 

701 
~ 

~59 

II 
I~ 

~5~ 

:!7 
330 
I/ 

~ I 

33 
19-W 

7 
:!805 
-1::: 

2498 

>0 
:!.:! 

1~2 

7 
:!61 

9 
::!05 

0.5 
0.8 

206 

275 
o.o 

2:!7 

that this large region was not unifonnly mixed by the end of the 
open-water season. as was assumed in the budget. 

If 0 is assumed :o bear the s~rne r.:lation ro total losses ( 0 -
D) during the open-water season as duri11g the ice-covered 
season, then offshore sedimentation (loss of material from 
suspension) can be estimated for the open-water season. Using 
the approximation 0 1(0 + D ) = 0 .8 (or D = 0 25(0l after 
rearranging tenns) for suspended solids losses in rapidly ftu~hed 
basins observed during ice cover. offshore sedimentauon or' 
suspended material (D 0 ) during open water can be e~umated 

as D 0 = 0 .25( 0 ) in regions 0- 1, 1 and 6. Tht~ off
shore sedimentation of material transported in suspension wa~ 
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I TABLE 5. Re21ona1 sedimentation rates (g · m- 2 • mo _,) for SlL dur-
mg ace-free (IF) and ace-covered (!C) periods detenmned by divading 
the deposaaonal flux (D) by water area of the region. 

I Region 

Season 0-1 2 3-4 6 5 

I 1975 (IF) >0 10 5 I >0 0.5 
1975-76 (!C) 2. 1 9 5.7 Z.6 0.5 
1976 (IF) 64 200 428 188 159 

I 
1976-77 (I C) 12 15 1.0 7.2 1.4 
1977 (IF) 196 262 565 376 179 
1977- 78 (!C) 0.9 10 - • 9.3 0.3 
1978 (IF) 150 181 503 295 148 

I 'Negative value of D rate not calculated. 

between 6 and 25% of total sedimentation. D (Table 7). during 

I the open-water period. On average. 87% of D occurred 
nearshore in these rapidly flushed regions. Even higher propor
tions of nearshore deposition were likely occurring in region 5. 
where eroded mineral material was overwhelmingly s::_nd and 

I where new stable beaches and offshore shoals were forming. 
The proportion of nearshore deposition may have been lower in 
region 3-4, which had higher mean fetch (Table 8) and more 

I 
energetic shoreline conditions. Movement of material off 
shorelines and concurrent abrasion of eroding clay materials 
may have been more rapid under these high-energy conditions. 

Nearshore sedimentary deposits 

I Between July 1977 and September 1980. 13 m3 · m shore
line_, was eroded from the sand deposits at site 18 (Fig. 6). In 
the same period. II m3 · m-•. or 85'7c of the erodeG volume. was 

I 
deposited at the edge of the nearshore shoal. The eroding bank 
consists of a 12-m height of fine to coarse sand and silty sand 
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TABLE 6. Com~arison of natural riverine sedt· 
ment loading ( 10 kg) (/), erosive inputs (£ ). and 
export (0) from SlL. Percentage of eroded mput 
retained (R) ts calculated assuming the fraction of 
I retained 10 each year is the same as in 1975 

Aux 

£ 0 R 

1975 246 >0 120 100 
1976 226 3357 402 91 
1977 294 4475 594 90 
1978 200 4071 556 89 

beds overlain by 1- to 2-m-thick clay and silty clay beds. Mtlst 
of the fine materials were brought into suspensiOn and carri :d 
farther offshore. The eroding sand was deposited in accordan:e 
with a model originally proposed by Bruun (1962). T1e 
deposited sand created a new offshore profile parallel to the 
preimpoundment profile but separated by a thickness of new 
deposits similar to the change in mean lake level. 

At erosion monitoring stte I in South Bay. in thick glacio
lacustrine clay, 50 000 kg of mineral sediments was eroded pt·r 
metre of shoreline between August 1975 and August 1982. Ovc r 
the same period approximately 37 000 kg of mineral sedimen:~. 
75% of the weight eroded from the banks, was depostted withut 
300m of the water's edge at depths of 2-7m. Profiles of tht· 
bank surveyed in 1975 and 1982 are superimposed in Fig. 7. 

At erosion-monitoring site II and region ~ - measurements 
indicated that nearshore deposits comprismg such a high 
proportion of the eroded material were diminished after bedrock 
was encountered on the eroding ~horeline . Between September 
1975 and July 1982. 17 000 kg of mineral sediments per metre 
of shoreline was excavated and a new bedrock shorehne was 
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FtG. 7. Shoreline cross-section at site 1. where a fine-grained . laminated clay bank is bemg eroded. 

anained. However. only 3300 kg. less than 20% of the eroded 
material. remained as deposits in the nearshore zone in 1982. 
Approximately 90% of these newly deposited sediments was 
igneous sand washed out of till depostts in the eroded banks. A 
few millimetres of loose clay coated cobbles and boulders m a 

wide zone beyond 90 m offshore in 3- to 5-m water depth. ~lost 
of the material eroded at site I I had been carried beyond this 
cobble zone . 

In the summer of 1983. nearshore botto m sediments were 
measured at an additional 28 sites. Initial inspection of this data 
indicates that while high deposition rates . such as at sne I. are 
common. there is a wide range in the fraction of e roding bank 
material that is deposited in the nearshore zone. 
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TABLE 7. Offshore deposition (D0 = 0.25(0 )) and total 
deposition (D) ( 106 kg) and proportion of offshore to total 
sedimentation during open-water seasons for regions 0-1. 
2. and 6 after impoundment. 

Regton Season Do D Do:D 

0-1 1976 44 186 0 .24 
1977 39 601 0.06 
1978 ~ 459 0.09 

2 1976 32 254 0. 13 
1977 30 330 0.09 
1978 44 228 0. 19 

6 1976 13 122 0. 11 
1977 21 261 0.08 
1978 30 205 O. l j 

TABLE 8. Regional mean fetches (kmJ per· 
pendicular to shorelines in open areas (fetches 
> 1 km) (F0 ) of the regions and for the whole 
region (including fetches < 1 km) ( F 7). Also 
6iven are maximum fetches witnm each 
region ( Fm .. l · 

Region Fo Fr F m.u 

0-1 3.7 ::! . ~ I ~ 

2 3.4 2.3 10 
3-~ 8.6 6.4 35 
6 3.7 3. 1 I I 
5 5. 1 2.5 ~0 
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Visual inspection of beach (fig . 6 in Newbury and McCul
lough 1984) and nearshore bottom materials showed that clay 
fragments are rolled in the surf to form rounded. pebble-like 
aggregates. These continue to abrade to smaller sizes as they are 
carried offshore as bed load. A series of clay aggregates from 
samples of the bottom sediments at 20, 60, and 180m from the 
water's edge is shown in Fig. 8. The aggregates are deposited in 
a mat:ri.x of very fine sediment that has been removed by gentle 
swirling and decantation from the samples illustrated. The 
sample at 20 m offshore has a mean diameter of the clay 
aggregates of 70 11m. whereas the mean particle diameter of the 
material after dispersion is 6 ~J.m . Similarly. the aggre~ates 
farther offshore are smaller than nearshore. but they are still 
much larger than their constituent grains (Fig. 9 ). 

Discussion 

Erosion. transportation. and deposition are the primary 
processes affecting the concentration and distribution of sedi
ments in a lake. The predominance of any one of these processes 
in space or time is largely determined by the distribution of 
mechanical energy within the lake and the nature of the 
l:>nd-water interface. This energy distribution is 1 ''lllifested in 
water circulation and turbulence (Hakanson 1977; Sly 1978). 
Zones of sediment erosion. transport. and accumulation occur 
in all lakes of substantial size, and the distribution of these zones 
reftects the av '1ble energy at the sediment-water interface on 
a lake's bottom. Hakanson ( 1977) . although recognizing the 
complexities of energy distribution within the lake. found that 
two factors, effective fetch and water depth. determined to a 
large extent the distribution of sediments within the lakes he 
examined. Sly ( 1978) similarly emphasizes these factors. 
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Effective fetch at any site sets a physical limit to the transfer of 
energy from wind to waves. and water depth dissipates the 
energy before it is transferred to the bottom. 

The impoundment of SlL altered the morphometry o f the 
lake's regtons in a relatively minor way compared with many 
new reservoirs. Although the areal increases were on the order 
of 10-50% (Newbury et al . 1984) for the different regions. 
much of the increase in area occurred along bays and inlets . The 
open-water fetches were negligibly changed by impoundment. 
The mean depth of the lake increased by 15% (Newbury et al. 
1984). so there was more water through which to dissipate the 
wave energy. Diversion did markedly increase the ftushing rate 
of region 6 (Table 1 ). reducing the time available for sedimenta
tion of suspended particles. but flushing rates decl ined or were 
relatively unchanged in all other regions . The changes in depth 
and Hushing rate could have led to an increase in the are:lS o f 
sediment accumulation. making SIL a better sediment trap after 
impoundment. as has occurred in many other reservoirs (Baxter 
and Glaude 1980). However. impoundment changed the nature 
of the land-water interface around the lake. After impound
ment. wave energy could l>e expended in excavating the highly 
erodible overburden instead of being dispersed on resistant 
bedrock shorelines. lmemal loading by erosion grossly altered 
the t ~servoir's sedimem input (Table 4 ). but there were 
relati.,.cl) minor changes in the processes affecting transpMt and 
deposition of sediment within the reservoirs . 

Erosion 

Before impoundment, 80% of the shoreline of SIL v. a~ 

characterized by wave-washed bedrock and sand or pebble 
beaches. Relatively unstable shoreline forms had persisted over 
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I the 7000-yr life span of the lake only in sheltered positions 
or where glacio-lacustnne depos1ts frontmg the shore were 
unusually extens1ve . as in a few areas m region 6 (Newbury and 

I McCullough 1984). Outlet constriction due •o the constrUction 
of the Missi Falls control slr\Jcture m the summers of 1974 and 
1975 caused unusually high lake levels. Shoreline profiles and 
observations from the summer of 1975 indicate that the I maximum water level ovenopped established beaches in regions 
of low to moderate fetch but did not reach tops of beaches in 
regions of high fetch. Although some erosion did occur under 

I high water levels in 1975 prior to full impoundment. it was 
j limited to the southern regions of the lake. and even there it was 

rrunor compared with changes following full impoundment. 
Using 1975 as a base year in the sediment budget analysis 

~ nonetheless underestimates the change from the natural condi-
11 tion in regions I. 2, and 6 . 

With full impoundment in the summer of 1976 the lake level 
was raised above established beaches and bedrock outcrops into I the unconsolidated overburden that comprised 86% of the new 
shoreline. High rates of shoreline erosion occurred in all regions 
of moderate to high fetch. Shoreline rates of erosion were found 

I to be largely energy dependent (Newbury and McCullough 
1984). Negligible material was removed from shorelines in 
protected bays with low fetches ( < I km). Rather, new shoreline 
profiles in such areas were the product of permafrost melting 

I and subsequent slumping. The erosion estimates of Newbury 
and McCullough { 1984) and E in Table 4 specifically exclude 
these areas. Maximum eroded input occurred in reg1on 3-4 
(Table 4), which has the largest mean fetches and extensive I actively receding shorelines. 

Although numerous studies have found cohesive clays to be 
less erodible than sands under flowing water conditions {e .g. 

I Hjulstrom 1939; Terwindt et al. 1968), in SIL, unfrozen sand 
banks and clay banks with permafrost eroded at similar rates 
under similar energy regimes. The excavation process on SIL 
shorelines produced clay aggregates of a wide size range. 

I Subaerial exposure of undercut collapsing clay blocks produced 
a highly fractured appearance in the laminated clay. The 
fracture lines may have followed planes of dehydration created 
by permafrost and surface drying. On disturbance, these blocks I crumbled along fracture planes into chunks of a variety of sizes. 
Fractionation of the blocks was funher assisted by preferential 
erosion of the silty laminae {fig. 6 m Newbury and McCullough 

1
1984). Clay aggregates could also have been detached from 
submerged clay layers under turbulent pressure variations 
(Terwindt et al. 1968) caused by breaking waves. Although 
some suspended material entered the lake directly as a slurry 

I where permafrost melting was widespread. the great bulk of 
material entered as aggregates of various sizes. 

Transport 

I Upon submersion of eroded shoreline material. bed load 
transport initially predominated. Sorting of the blocky aggre
gates excavated from shorelines began as smaller sized blocks 

I were transported to greater depths than large blocks. Transport 
along the bottom caused rounding of the blocks to typical beach 
pebble shapes {Fig. 8). Because the clay aggregates were easily 
abraded. they were worn smaller each time they were entrained J and continually moved to lower energy regimes farther offshore. 

Deposition 

J It was estimated that 90% of eroded material was deposited 
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within SIL by analysis of the suspended sediment budgets for 
the first 3 yr of Impoundment. Of this deposited matenal . 
70-80%, depending on the reg10n, was deposned nearshore. 
The observed ponion of nearshore accumulation off an eroding 
sand shoreline (site 18) was 85%. Similarly. at an energetic clay 
shoreline {site I) with a maximum fetch of II km, 75% of 
eroded material was deposited within 300m of the shoreline. 
The agreement of observed and expectrrl depos1t1on at these 
sites supports the general conclusions of the sediment budget. 
The exceptional situation at sue II . where most of the eroded 
material was removed from the nearshore zone. may be typ1cal 
of the ultimate fate of all the nearshore deposits after the 
shoreline has stabilized on bedrock. and there is no supply of 
new sediment. At site II the high wave energy from a 22-km 
fetch had partly reexposed the bedrock foreshore by 1979. 

Nearshore deposition rates were initially rapid off eroding 
clay shorelines (up to IOcm· yr-1 at site 1). Rapid nearshore 
deposition is frequently observed in new reservoirs (e.g. 
Everdingen 1968) where sediments are resistant to abras10n and 
these deposits persist through time. However. in SIL these 
nearshore clay deposits will be unstable in the long term. 
Entrainment of clay aggregates leads to particle abrasion, 
particle size reduction, and particle movement farther offshore. 
At site 1 even the largest aggregates observed at offshore sites 
were substantially smaller than those that could be moved by 
waves generated by winds whose high strengths are not 
infrequent (Table 9). Deposits at site I have accumulated 
nearshore because rates of sediment input have greatly exceeded 
rates of offshore transport. When new stable shorelines occur. 
sediment input will decrease {Newbury and McCullough 1984) 
and the nearshore deposits will eventually be removed by storm 
waves. 

The comparative stability of sand and clay beaches is evident 
in the cross-sections of the deposits . At the sand site (Fig. 6) 
where well-soned proglacial sands were eroding, a discrete 
sand wedge accumulated. The surface of the new deposit was 
parallel to, but 3m higher than, the preimpoundment offshore 
profile. In contrast. the new deposit off the clay shoreline was 
thickest at 2m water depth and diminished slowly over several 
hundred metres (Fig. 7) as aggregate sizes diminished and the 
total mass of material loss to suspended transport increased. At 
site 11 where bedrock had been exposed by shoreline erosion. 
only 20% of the eroded volume remamed nearshore and of th1s. 
over 90% was igneous sand, which Nilllikely be a stable deposit 
at this site. Any clay sediments that may have been deposited 
immediately after impoundment had been transported farther 
offshore by 1982. 

If it were assumed that the whole eroded mineral volume 
entered the lake as bed load and that the 20-30% annual loss to 
suspended sediment transport. suggested by the sediment 
budget analysis, was generated by abrasion of bed load, a mean 
annual erosion constant of 0.25·yr- 1 might be applied to the 
nearshore clay deposits in SIL. A logarithmic time decay model 
applied to erosion of these nearshore clay deposits, like that 
appli~d by Newbury and McCullough ( 1984) for stabilization of 
bank erosion, would estimate that 10 yr would be required for 
90% removal of these clay deposits to offshore waters and 
outflow. However. significant net erosion of these deposits 
would not occur until the input of material from shorelines 
decreased subsuntially. Consequently. the high turbidities in 
SIL CHeeky 1984) caused by impoundment will continue for 
significant lengths of time after shoreline excavation ceases. 
Newbury and McCullough ( 1984) estimated that 35 yr may be 
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TABLE 9. Comparison of maximum grain diameter observed along a 
ne~hore depth profile at site I and the stze of particle that could be 
entrained by a strong wind (sustained wind of 45 km · h -•. 0. 9-m wave 
with 3.8-s period: for method see Komar and Miller 1973). Wind 
s peeds >45 km ·h- I were sustained for an average of 30 h in each 
open-water season from 1977 to 1979 . 

Max. gram Max. grain 
Otstance offshore Depth diameter observed diameter entratned 

(m) lmJ (mml (mm) 

20 2 6 30 
60 3 0 .5 9 

180 -l.8 0 .1 2 

required for 90% of the fine-grained shorelines to return to their 
preimpoundrnent condition. Erosion of unstable nearshore 
deposits may require an additional decade before suspended 
sediment concentrations return to preimpoundment levels and 
the Churchill River is once again the major sediment source for 
SlL. 

Uncertainty is attached to our estimates for subaqueous 
erosion of nearshore clay deposits. Rates of abrasion for any 
panicular site must be related to eroding panicle size and shape, 
hydrodynamic energy. and perhaps sand content of the deposits 
before a better model can be developed. Future research on this 
process should emphasize the generation of suspended sediment 
from abrading clay aggregates. 

[mpact 

Cin.ly basins whose postimpoundment shorelines were largely 
bedrock (region 7 of Newbury et al . 1984) or sand (region 5) 
suffered little effect on their suspended sediment budgets and 
offshore suspended sediment concentrations (Hecky 1984: 
Patalas and Sal lei 1984). The immediate effects of bank erosion 
are most dramatic nearshore where high turbidities and high net 
sedimentation rates occur. This deposition is unstable and is 
occurring in areas that before impoundment had bedrock, 
cobble, gravel, and sand bottoms. Substantial changes in the 
utilization of these areas by biological communities have 
occurred (Fudge ?<td Bodaly 1984; D. Rosenberg, Department 
of Fisheries and Oceans, pers. comm.). In the long term. these 
deposits will be removed; but. in the process of removal. the 
offshore effects of suspended sediments on light transmission 
(Hecky 1984) and planktonic communities (Hecky and Guild
ford 1984; Patalas and Saiki 1984) will persist even after 
shorelines have stabilized. As the nearshore deposits are 
eroded, most of the suspended sediment will be removed at the 
outflow in the rapidly flushed regions 0-1 , 2, and 6. Ever. :n the 
Large and slowlv flushed region 3-4, loss at outflow can still 
predominate because much of the suspended materia: is fine 
grained (< I J.Lm nominal diameter) . Although in this region 
material may be removed from shorelines and nearshore 
deposits more rapidly than from the other regions because of its 
greater fetches, its loss ra • .: of suspended material is lower 
because of its slow flushing rate. The return of region 3-4 to a 
preimpoundment state with respect to suspended sediment con
centration may be as slow as tht: basins that have smaller fetches 
and lower wave energies. 
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Environmental Impact Prediction and Assessment: 
the Southern Indian lake Experience 1 

R. E. Hecky, R. W. Newbury, R. A. Bodaly, K. Patalas, and D. M . Rosenberg 
Departmenc or Frshefles and Oceans. Fre>hwater lnswute. 50 I Unrversl/y Crescent Wrnnrpeg, Man RJT 21v6 

Hecky, R. E., R. W. Newbury, R. A. Bodaly, K. Patalas, and D. M . Rosenberg. 1984. Environmentalampact 
prediction and assessment: the Southern Indian Lake experience. Can. ). Fish. Aquat. Sc1. 41 : 
no-732. 

The impoundment of Southern Indian Lake (SIL) and diversion from the lake of the Churchill River in 
northern Manitoba, Canada, were the subjects of two independent environmental impact statements. 
Subsequently, a case study measured change in the limnological and biological characteristics of the lake 
after development. Comparison of pre- and post-impoundment observations allows an a.ssessment of the 
predictive capability that was applied to the lake by the preimpact statements. Predictions related to the 
physical environment, e.g. increased shoreline erosion, littoral sedimentation, higher turbadity, and 
decreased light penetration and visibility, were qualitatively correct ; however, an unpredicted decrease in 
water temperature also occurred. ln-:reased phosphorus availability and light limitation of primary 
production were also correctly forecas•ed in it qualitative manner. These aspects will be quantitatively 
predictable in futurt! reservoirs because of studies at SIL and elsewhere. Biological responses above the 
primary trophic level were mostly not predicted or predicted incorrectly. Unpredicted changes that were 
especially significant to the fishery were rapid declines in the quantity and quality of whitefish (Coregonus 
clupeaformis) catch, increases in mercury concentrations in fish, and the need for extensive compensation 
programs to keep the fishery economically viable. Testable hypotheses to explain all unpredicted events 
have been formulated but require expenmental verification. The paradigm of reservoir ecosystem 
development that is present in the literature requires reformulation if future environmental impact 
analyses of reservoirs are to be improved. 

La retenue des eaux du lac Sud des lndiens et a derivation de Ia riviere Churchill , dans le Manitoba 
septentrional (Canada). ont ete l'objet de deux evaluations environnementales. Dans une etude de cas 
subsequente, les changements de caracteristiques limnologiques et biologiques du lac apres Ia mantee 
des eaux ont ete mesures. Une comparaison des observations d'avant et d'apres retenue permet d 'evaluer 
Ia capacite previsionnelle, qui a ete appliquee au lac~ I' aide des evaluations environnementales d'avant Ia 
retenue. Les predictions touchant l'environnement physique, p . ex. erosion accrue de Ia ligne de rivage. 
sedimentation du littoral, turbidite plus forte et penetration de Ia lumiere et visibilite reduites, ont ete 
qualitativement exactes; cependant, il s'est produit une diminution non predite de Ia temperature de 
l 'eau. Une plus grande accessibilite du phosphore et Ia limitation par Ia lumiere de Ia production pnma~re 
ont ete egalement correctement predites de maniere qualitative. Grace aux etudes menees au lac Sud des 
lndiens et ai lleurs, il sera possible de predire ces aspects quantitativement dans de futurs reservoirs. Les 
reactions biologiques au-del~ du niveau trophique primaire ont ete pour Ia plupart non predites. ou 
encore predites incorrectement. Parmi des changements non predits. et particulierement importants pour 
Ia peche, on note de rapides declins de Ia quantile et de Ia qualite des prises de grand coregone <Coregonus 
clupeaformis). des augmentations d~ concentration de mercure dans les poissons et le besoin de pro
grammes compensatoires intensifs afin de maintenir Ia rentabilite de Ia peche. Nous avons formule des 
hypotheses verifiables pour expliquer tous les evenements non predits, mais ces hypotheses devront 
etre verifiees experim ntalement. II faudra formuler de nouveau le paradigme de devel,.,ppement des 
ecosystP.mes des reservoirs contenu dans les travaux publies. si I' on veut ameliorer les analyses d'eva' .a
tion env~ronnementale des reservoirs. 
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A ny major industrial or resource development today wilt 
l ikely be required to undergo an environmental impact 
assessment, i.e. consideration and evaluation before 
development of probable effects, either by law. regu

lation or public demand. Impact assessments have become so 
ubiquitous and bureaucratized that it is easy to forget that they 
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1Tius paper is one of a senes on the effects of the Southern lnd1an 
Lake impoundment and Churchill River divemon. 

are recent phenomena. Public awareness of environmental 
problems grew rapidly through the 1960's (Parlour and Schat
zow 1978; Beanlands and Duinker 1983). and many govern
ments responded by institutionalizing envi ronmental 1mpact 
assessments in the early 197U's. Although envaronmc:ntal 
tmpact assessments are now commonplace. strong masgavmgs 
have been registered about thear purpose. structure. conduct. 
utility, and effectiveness (e.g. Schtndler 1976: Rosenberg et al. 
1981 ; Bean lands and Duinker 1983 ). Thts is as true of reservoar 
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I FtG. I. T1me frame of Churchill R1ver Development. Sources: I. Dems and Challies (1916). 2. Ramsay 1 1947) and Godfrey ( 1957): 3. Lake 
Winnipeg and Manuoba Board ( 1958). 4. Nelson R1ver Programmmg Board ( 1967); 5. Gibb. Underwood-McLellan and Associates Lid ( 1968): 
6. University of Manitoba (unpubl. manuscr.); 7 . Underwood-McLellan and Associates Ltd . ( 1970<1); 8, Lake Winnipeg . Churchill and Nelson 

I Rivers Study Board (1975); 9 . Freshwater Institute Studies (In this 1ssue). Arrow marks s1gmng of Nonhem Flood Agreement. wh1ch has a 
mechan1sm for handling compensation cla1ms. 

I 
developments as of other developments (Rosenberg et al. 1981) 
even though man's experience with reservolfS began wtth the 
earliest organized civilizations (Wittfogel 1957). 

The· long associauon between man and reservolfS might lead 

I 
one to think that all the effects of reservoir formation would be 
well known. This opinion has been ~ently expressed through 
statements such as "it seems unlikely that subsequent impound-
ments in the temperate regions will give rise to any large-scale 

I surprises" (Baxter 1977. p. 277). Others such as Efford ( 1975. 
p. 197) have stressed the opposite view that "Our ability to 
measure the impact of hydro-dams on biological systems is not 
well developed." This apparent divergence of opinion IS I understandable when the paucity of postimpact environmental 
data for reservoirs is considered (Geen 1974). In a review of 
environmental impact assessment (Rosenberg et al . 1981 ). 
postdevelopment monitoring and analysis were identified as the I most frequent deficiencies of the six necessary components of 
an "ideal" scientific impact assessment. The scientific method 
requires both the posing of testable hypotheses (environmental 

I prediction) and hypothesis testing (postdevelopment analysis). 
Any evaluation of the utility of environmental impact assess
me:'IIS must consider the predictive capability of environmental 
science and consequently the comparison of prediction and I results . The objective of this paper is to examine these two 
aspects of environmental impact assessment using the impound
ment of Southern Indian Lake (SIL) and accompanying diverl sion of the Churchill River as an example. 

Historical Background 

I Federal water power surveys in the early 1900's ( I , Fig. 1) 
identified the hydroelectric potential of the Churchill River in 
northern Manitoba. Canada. Extensive provincial surveys 
beginning in the 1940's (2, Fig. I) confirmed this potential. 

I and hydroelectric feasibility studies commenced. By the mid-
1950's (3, Fig. 1) the possibility for diversion of the Churchill 
River ftow into the Nelson basin had been discovered. In the 
1960's feasibility studies by Manitob Hydro (4 and 5, Fig. I) J indicated that a high-level impoundment of SIL (i.e. increasing 
its level by I 0 m to 265 m ASL) and diversion of water from the 
Churchill River into the Nelson River would optimize electric 

I 
generation benefits relative to all other possible system con
figurations (Dickson 1975). There was public resistance to this 
scheme primarily because the feasibility studies had not 
considered the effect of such a development on the existing and 

I future utilization of natural resources in northern Manitoba. As 
often happens m such developments, natural resource impacts 
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were addressed late in the planning process (6. Fig I) . In 
response to public concern. Manitoba Hydro retained a consult
ing engineering firm to assess the impact of various diversion 
configurations on natural resource utilization (Underwood
McLellan and Associates Ltd. 1970a) . This was the first 
published predevelopment impact assessment (7 . Fig. I). 
Subsequently, Manitoba Hydro opted for a low-level impound
ment and diversion scheme that would Hood SIL by 3m to a 
maximum elevation of 258m ASL. Continuing public concern 
about the effects of this option led to the establishment of a 
second predeve lopment assessment (8. Fig. 1 ). a Federal
Provincial study to examine the environmental effects of a 
low-level impoundment (Lake Winnipeg. Churchill and Nelson 
Rivers Study Bo ard 1975) . llus study proceeded concurrently 
with construction of the development. The Freshwater Instttute 
of the Department of Fisheries and Oceans subsequently 
conducted a progr3m of research on SIL. which continued after 
impoundment and diversion (9 . Fig. I). These fo llow-up studies 
can be used to assess the predictions made by the preimpound
ment impact analyses. 

Strategy 

In this paper the impoundment of SIL and the diversion of the 
Churchill River is treated ar a large-scale experiment conducted 
to test hypotheses made by predevelopment impact assess
ments, in order to evaluate the predictive capab1lity of sc1enufic 
theory being applied to new reservoirs during the early 1970's 
when the SlL assessments were done. We will then discuss how 
the theory might be modified based on the SIL experiment to 
achieve better predictability, especially 1n a quantitative sense. 
in futu.::e reservoir developments. In so domg, we will enumer
ate several new· or revised hypotheses generated by considera
tion of the SIL experiment and suggest how they might be 
tested. 

Methods 

Sources of Predictions 

The Underwood-McLellan and Associates Ltd. (U-M) study 
(1970a) and the Lake Winnipeg, Churchill and Nelson Rivers 
(LWCNR) study ( 1975) each had different terms of reference. 
purposes. and time frames for assessing systems with ~lightly 
different project configurations. To understand how we dc!nved 
testable predictions from these studies. it IS necessary to briefty 
review the objectives and methodologies of ea::h. 
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The U -M studv 
It had ·· ... the overall objective ... to determine the costs and 

benefits of various schemes of diversion of the Churchill River" 
(Underwood-McLellan and Associates Ltd. 1970a. p. 8). The 
study was primarily an office study based on natural resource 
information already available. Virtually no new data were 
collected from the study area. Consequently, predictions were 
based on experiences in other reservoirs as derived from the 
scientific literature. The study (Underwood-McLellan and 
Associates Ltd. 19' )b) did not have a defined operating regime 
for any of the various diversion configurauons considered. but it 
specifically gave predictions for a high-level diversion from SIL 
(maximum elevation 265m ASL) and a low-level diversion 
(maximum elevation 256m ASL) with several possible ranges 
of drawdown. The minimum range of drawdown considered 
was 1.5 m. In the configuration eventually developed (Newbury 
et a!. 1984 and below), the maximum elevation has not 
exceeded 258m. Th( annual drawdown is less than 2m, which 
is similar to the preimpoundment annual range of water levels. 
Consequently, predictions from U-M based on drawdown 
effects have been eliminated from our analysis. We consider 
that if the U-M study had specifically made predictions for a 
258-m elevation it would have interpolated between the severi·ty 
of its expected effects at 256 and 265m. 

The L WCNR study 
This study began after Manitoba Hydro had fixed the 

configuration, operating regime, and timing of construction. 
Churchill River water was to be diverted at up to 875m3 · s _, 
from SIL into the Nelson River basin. Diversion would be by 
gravity How, and the lake was not to be raised above 259 m 
ASL. Drawdown on SlL was to be similar to the natural range of 
water level fluctuation . Construction of control works and 
the diversion channel proceeded contemporaneously with the 
study. The objective of the study was. therefore. limited to 
making" ... recommendations for enhancing the overall benefits 
with due consideration for the protection of the environment" 
(LWCNR 1975, p. 61 ). Specifically, the terms of reference 
directed that the study " ... must be adapted to provide reliable 
data on present natural conditions and the anticipated and actual 
conditions arising from the operation of the controls as designed 
and constructed" (L WCNR 1975, p. 61). Field studies were 
conducted on SIL in 1972 and 1973; thus, predictions were 
based on a large amount of descriptive data. The natural state of 
SIL and predicted changes were summarized in Hecky and 
Ayles (1974 ). 

Source of Results 

An emphatic recommendation of the L WCNR study was that 
a long-term ecological monitoring and research program be 
conducted to establish the impact of the development. Sub
sequently, the Freshwater Institute initiated a case study of the 
SIL reservoir; studies funded by the Depanment of Fisheries 
and Oceans began in 1974 and have continued to the present. 
The operational regime for SIL over the period of postimpound
ment studies has differed only slightly from that considered by 
the LWCNR study, i.e . although elevation of the lake has 
not exceeded 258m ASL. diversion flows have exceeded 
875 m3 · s _ , from time to time during hydraulic capacity studies 
of the diversion channel undertaken by Manitoba Hydro 
(Newbury et a!. 1984). The results of this case study are 
publish«! as a series of 17 papers in this issue of the Canadian 
Journal of Fisheries and Aquatic Sciences. The major results of 
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these studies are briefly reviewed here to characterize the natural 
state and to establish observed changes that occurred with 
impoundment and diversiOn. 

Summary of Impacts 

During the sun mer of 1976 the level of SIL v. :ts ra1sed to 3m 
above its long-term mean elevation. The lake was impounded 
by a control dam on the natural outlet at :'vtissi Falls f Fig. 2 l 
causing the water of the Churchill River to flow by gravity mto 
the Nelson River basin via an excavated channel at So uth Ba~ 
(region 6. Fig. 2) . Since September 1977. the diverted How 
from the Churchill River has averaged 75% of the river's 
long-term mean How of 1011 m3 • s- 1 out of SIL (Newbury et aJ . 
1984). Impoundment increased the area of the lake by 21 % to 
2391 km2. Preimpoundment assessment of the multibasin lake 
recognized eight regions defined by channel constrictions (Fig. 
2; Newbury et a!. 1984). These regions. in their natural state. 
differed in their Hushing rates and water chemistry (Cleugh 
1974), primary productivity (Hecky and Guildford 1984). 
biological communities (Hecky 1975; Patalas and Saiki 1984; 
Wiens and Rosenberg 1984), and commercial fishing effort 
(Bodaly eta!. 1984b). The impounded lake also had regional 
differences in extent o. Hooded area. change in mean depth. and 
nature of Hooded banks (Newbury eta!. 1984). The quantitative 
effects of impoundment on selected limnological variables in 
four major regions of the lake are summarized in Table I . 

Physical Changes 

After impoundment. SIL was deeper and cooler. and these 
effects were apparent in all major regions (Table I). Hecky 
(1984) concluded that the greater mean depth of all the regions 
in the unstratified lake had the effect of diluting incoming heat. 
Increased back-scattering of solar irradiance in regions of the 
lake with higher suspended sediments added to the general 
cooling effect as we1!. In regions north of the diversion point 
(regions 4 and 5 in Table 1), decreased riverine heat input in the 
spring delayed ice-out (Hecky 1984 ). Delayed ice-out reduced 
the length of the heating season and lowered the maximum 
temperatures achieved relative to the regions upstream of 
diversion. Patalas and Saiki (1984) found that the temperature 
decreases in the upper 5 m (2-3°C) were even greater than the 
declines in whole water mass temperatures given in Table I. 
Region 6 (South Bay) . which before impoundment was a warm. 
shallow, isolated bay off the main axis of Churchill Riv(r How. 
was cooled by the introduction of relatively cool diverted water 
from the deeper region to the north (Hecky 198-l). The 
postdiversion Hushing rate for this bay was too rapid to allow 
significant warming of the diverted water. 

The postimpoundment water surface intersected glacial and 
organic deposits on 86% of the new shoreline (Newbury et a!. 
1984). Onshore waves initiated substantia.! erosion on all 
shorelines exposed to more ·J,an I km of offshore fetch 
(Newbury and McCullough 19!14). In regions I. 4. and 6. 
the predominant backshore material was permafrost-affected. 
glacio-lacustrine clays and fine-grained tills . The shoreline 
erosion introduced large volumes of these materials to the lake 
(Table I ). As much as 80% of this eroded material was initially 
deposited nearshore (Hecky and McCullough 1984). The 
remainder went into suspension and significantly increased the 
offshore sediment concentrations by 2-5 times (Table I). In 
region 5. the shoreline was composed of sandy eskers. kames. 
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I FIG. 2. Southern lndian Lake locarion map. Numerals are asstgned 10 regions as defined in Newbury 
el a! . (1984). 

l
and organic deposits. Most of the sediment was deposited 
nearshore. and there was less effect on offshore sediment 
concentrations. In general. increased sediment concenr.rations 
offshore reduced Secchi disk transparency and light pener.ra-

l tion. The mean water column light intensity, i (Table 1). was 
further reduced because of the greater mean depths of these 
well-mixed regions (Hecky 1984). After impoundment. SIL 
was, on average, a darker, less transparent lake than before. 

IBiological Changes 

Primary productivity after impoundment either was increase<: Jin the relatively well-illuminated regions of the lake. e;g. region 
5 (Table 1), or was unchanged in reg ions where I declined 
below 5 .0mE·m- 2 ·d- 1 (Hecky and Guildford 1984). In the 

llatter regions , postimpoundment light limitation replaced pre
impoundment phosphorus limitation with no significant change 
in integral production. Seasonal mean chlorophyll concentra
tions rose in all regions of the lake in response to less light and 

lmore nutrients from shorelines. Phosphorus deficiency was 
relieved in all regions of the lake except in small, shallow bays 

1 
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where i remained high enough to cause utilization of all 
available nutrients (Hecky and Guildford 1984: Planas and 
Hecky 1984). Such bays had significantly increased integral 
primary production. 

The zooplanlcton and zoobenthic corrununities responded 
in opposite ways to impoundment. Zooplankton biomasses 
decreased by 30-40% in the major regions of the lake. 
Cladocerans and small cyclopoid cope pod species accounted for 
most of the declines in biomass (Patalas and Saiki 1984). 
Calanoid copepods were less affected, with some larger species 
actually being more abundant and more widespread after 
impoundment. Mysis r~licra increased from being very rare to 
being common. Patalas and Saiki (1984) attributed these 
changes in the zooplankton community to a combination of 
lower temperatures and reduced predation because of poorer 
transparency. The density of zoobenthos generally increased in 
SIL. and no significant changes in community composition 
occurred (Wiens and Rosenberg 1934). The magnitude of 
regional responses in zoobenthos (Table I) could be expl:~ined 
in terms of nutrient and organic inputs from flooded shorelines. 
phytoplankton primary production. and concenr.rations of sus-
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TAStE I . Comparison of morphometric . hydrologic, limnological. and biological factors for four SIL regiOns before and after 
impoundment lnundauon ratio (Wiens and Rosenberg 1984) is the proportion of Hooded land to posumpoundment water area. 
Mean depth and Hushing rate are from Newbury et al. (1984). Temperature change is based on mean water mass temperature at 
maximum heat content (Hecky 1984). Seasonal mean suspended se_diment concentrations were calculated by Wiens and Rosenberg 
(1984) from data o.: Hecky et al . (1979) for years 1974 and 1977. I is the mean water column light intensuy during the day for 2 yr 
before and 2 yr after impoundment (Hecky and Guildlord 1984). Secchi values are from Hecky ( 1984). Erosive inputs are the 
means for the first three postimpoundment years; erosive inputs were negligtble before impoundment fHecky and :'vlcCullough 
1984). Primary production and chlorophyll data are from Hecky and Guildford ( 1984). Zooplankton btomass esumates compare 
the postimpoundment mean with 1972 (Patalas and Salki 1984). and zoobemhos density compares 1977 w11h 1972 (Wiens and 
Rosenberg_l984). Underlined pam of data were considered not stgnificantly different statisucally by the authors. Suspended 
sediment,/. Secchi disk. primary production. chlorophyll. and zoobenthos density values for region 6 are for the western subregiOn 
(Hecky 1984), which accounts for 62% of the area and 72% of the volume of region 6. All other parameters are calculated for the 
whole region. 

Pre Post 

Inundation ratio 0 0.09 
Mean depth (m) 8.0 10. 1 
Flushing time (yr) 0. 12 0. 17 
Temperature change (0C) 0 -0.8 
Suspended sediment (mg · L -•) 3.2 8.1 
i (mE· m- 2· rnin- 1) 6.2 4.0 
Secchi di.sk (m) 1.4 0.9 
Erosive input (g· m- 2·yr - 1) ""0 1390 
Primary production (mg · m- 2·d- 1) 530 460 
Chlorophyll (mg·m-3) 4.6 5.0 
Zooplankton biomass (mg · m - 3) 905 707 
Zoobenthos density (no. · m - 2) 6200 5500 

pended sediments. In some areas. high suspended sediment 
concentrations apparently negated the increased input of organic 
substrate. Crawford and Rosenberg (1984) showed that one 
major source of organic substrate, black spruce (Picea mariana) 
needles, was quickly colonized and broken down mainly by 
chironomids. This study suggested that such Hooded vegetation 
would be rapidly utilized. Within 3 yr after impoundment there 
was evidence that the zoobenthic densities were returning to 
preimpoundment levels in some regions (Wiens and Rosenberg 
1984). 

Fisheries 

The catch per unit effort (CUE) of whitefish (Coregonus 
clupeaformis) on the traditio nal fishing grounds declined after 
impoundment (Bodaly et al. 1984b). This decline caused a 
redistribution of commercial fishing effort from re~ion 4 to 
region 5 in order to exploit lower quality (darker color. higher 
Triaenophorus crassus cyst counts) stocks that were formerly 
avoided. The lower CUE was attributed to redistribution of 
whitefish stocks , which mcy have been due to reduced visibility 
either affecting feeding success. which in tum caused move
ment to more favorable conditions, or affecting schooling 
behavior (Bodaly et al. 1984b). Total whi .fish catch was 
maintained for 5 yr after Hooding by increased total fishing 
effort, but then, effort slowed and total catch declined. Patalas 
and Saiki ( 1984) noted that the increases in My sis and other 
large calanoid copepod abundances concurred with the apparent 
decline in whitefish abundance. suggesting reduced whitefish 
predation on food resources. Reduced predation by adult 
whitefish may also have contributed to the general increase in 
zoobenthos as well. In situ experimental incubations showed 
that high sedimentation of silts and clays negatively affected 
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Region 

4 5 6 

Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post 

0 0. 16 0 0.3 1 0 0 .08 
12. 1 13.0 4.9 5.9 3.5 5.8 
0.23 1.4 1.5 2.8 4.2 0,03 
0 -1.3 0 - 1.4 0 -1.3 
1.2 6.3 1.7 4.1 3.0 11.0 

10.0 4 .9 15.9 9 .8 13.9 5.5 
2.9 1.3 3.0 2.3 1.6 0.7 
0 3312 0 770 =-0 1700 

570 560 400 720 :!20 290 
2.9 ~.0 :! .~ ~- ~ 1.9 3.6 

930 625 1855 957 1~86 933 
3800 8300 2800 6 100 1000 1500 

whitefish egg survival (Fudge and Bodaly 198-+). cre:Hing 
concern for the long-tenn abundance of whitefish in SIL'. 

Impoundment produced a very strong year-class of northern 
pike (Esox lucius) in 1977. the 1st yr of high spring water level. 
but young pike were much less abundant in subsequent years 
(Bodaly and Lesack 1984). Adult pike showed no effect of 
impoundment on growth. mortality, or condition. The lack of 
response in adult pike populations was attributed to the low 
degree of Hooding in the chosen study area on SIL (Bodaly and 
Lesack 1984). Mercury concentrations in muscle increased in 
all commercial fish species after flooding (Bod at y et al. 198-+a l. 
Northern pike and walleye (Sti:ostedion vitreum \'itreum) 
exceeded the Canadian marketing limits for mercury concentra
tion in flesh and in some cases exceeded the marketing limit for 
export . These increases in fish mercury concentration also 
threatened an important domestic food source. 

Compensation 

The Northern Flood Agreement. among the federal and 
provincial governments. Manitoba Hydro. and five Indian 
reserves affected by the Churchill-Nelson River hydro develop
ment, was signed in 1977 (Fig. I). and it included a mechanism 
for arbitration of compensation claims. The South Indian L. .. ,e 
community was not sig natory to this agreement and may not be 
covered by it. However. as the local economy was quite 
dependent on the fishery. a series of annual compensation 
packages were negotiated between Manitoba Hydro and the 
South Indian Lake Fishermen· s Association over the period 
1978-82. These compensation plans differed in size and intent 
from year to year and ranged in total value from apprmimately 
S40000 to 5600000. They included. at various times. provi
sions for bonus payments paid on a per pound basis. replac.:ment 
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I 
of lost or damaged nets and motors. fish grade sorters . 
assistance for fishing nearby lakes unaffected by flooding. and 

I payments to mdiv1dual fishermen based on histone production. 
ln early 1983. a final settlement of S2.5 million was agreed 
upon. wh1ch would compensate for all present and future 

I 
damages to the fishery. Wagner ( 198-l) found that the postim
poundment commerc1al fishery would not be economically 
v1able without the compensatio n payments that were bemg 
made for value losses artributed to the impoundment. and he 

I concluded that fishermen were undercompensated because the 
extra effort required to recover a marketable catch was not 
recognized as an increased cost. 

I ResuJts and Discussion 

Reservoir Theory 

I The paradigm 
The U-M study surveyed the reservoir literature to establish a 

general catalogue of responses by aquatic ecosystems to 
impoundment. The literature available at the time demonstrated 

I that many new reservoir ecosystems had a similar developmen
tal sequence. Although the majority of reports was based on 
Russian experience (summarized in column 1 of Table 2). the 

I 
developmental sequence was reinforced by the smaller number 
of experiences from the tropics and North America. and similar 
characterizations can be found in numerous reviews (e.g. Frey 
1967. Lowe-McConnell 1973; Baxter 1977). We will refer to 

I the developmental sequence in column I of Table 2 as the 
"reservoir paradigm... A scientific paradigm. sensu Kuhn 
(1970). is a widely accepted model or pattern for a phenom-
enon. the correctness of which is not seriously questioned by 

l practicmg scientists beyond minor modifications in articulation. 
The reservoir paradigm makes the general prediction of an 
initial trophic upsurge during which all biotic communities have 

l
higher standing crops and productivities. Much of the experi
ence on which the paradigm was based was biased towards 
valley reservoirs where new bodies of water were created from 
initially riverine conditions. 

I The U-M studv 
SIL was alr~ady a lake that would undergo marginal flooding. 

J
o the U-M study modified the existing paradigm (Table 2. 
olumn 2). It was tt:cognized that shoreline erosion would be the 

major physical impact. Erosion was a ::oncem in SIL because of 
long. open fetches available for wind-generated waves to form. 

Jwhich would dissipate on the widespread. erodible. fine-grained 
. lacio-lacustrinc deposits in the permafrost-affected backshore. 

Appreciation of the potential for erosion. in rum, modified 
expected littoral productivity in the vicinity of actively eroding 

thorelines and led to a prediction of decreased zoobenthic 
roductivity in offshore areas because of increased sedimenta

tion (Table 2. column 2). Positive trophic responses leading to 

~
. creased food availability for fish were only expected in 
rotected nearshore areas of low erosion. so only the littoral 
welling pike (of the commercially important fish species) 

were predicted to increase in productivity after impoundment. 
lfipawning problems were predicted for the most important 
1=ommercially fished species. whitefish and walleye. and these 

problems were projected to lead to falli r .; production for these 
species after impoundment with a slow return to preimpound

Lent levels as new spawning habitat evolved. The prediction of 
iJnly marginal increases in fish production after impoundment 
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resulted from an mtegratlon of food cham effects and spawning 
effects and was a s1gmficant departure from the paradigm. 

The LWCNR study 
A year of field study and a more defined operating regime 

allowed refinement of some of the U-M study predictic ns. 
elimmation of others. and generation of one s1gmficant new 
prediction concemmg decline 1n C L'E m the commerc1al fishery 
(Table 2. column 3). Predicuons about thermal stratification and 
deoxygenauon were more definitive. The prediction that shore
line erosion would be substantial was modified by stating that 
most of the eroded material would be deposited nearstore. 
Offshore turbidity increases were expected to reduce drasti•:ally 
light availability to phytoplankton and nullify the effect of 
nutrient increases on algal growth after impoundment. C<mse
quently, it was predicted that offshore primary production over 
most of the lake would not mcrease after Impoundment. The 
L WCNR suggested that offshore effects on zoo benthos v·ould 
not be as nt.gative as was anticipated in the U-M study; 
however, no specific prediction on benthic productivity in the 
immediate, postirnpoundment period was offered because of 
uncertamty concemmg the interaction among nutrients. sedi
mentation. and zoobenthos. Most of the predictions conce ming 
fish ecology made by U-M were adopted by LWCNR. In the 
commercial fishery no increase in production was expc cted. 
and a decline in the CUE was predicted by L WC:"'R f••r the 
immediate postimpoundment period because of stock tlove
ments in response to the changed environmental regime The 
L WCNR study had clearly abandoned the reservoir paradi ~mas 
not applicable to SIL (Table 2. cf. columns I and 3). 

Comparison of Predictions and Observations 

Although many 'of the predicuons that were made and th; 1t can 
be presently assessed were qualitatively correct (Tab e 2. 
column 4). some predictions were wrong (Table 2. colurr n 5). 
For example. pike spawning success became poor after being 
very successful in the lst yr after impoundment. Also. gt Jwth 
and survival of pike were not detectably enhanced by impc und
ment. It had been feared that lake whitefish required sh< llow 
water over rocky bottoms for spawning and would not find such 
suitable substratum immediately after impoundment . but they 
continued to spawn on their original snes at greater depth: . 

A number of significant and totally unpredicted imi acts 
occurred lTable 2. column 6). The decline in whitefish merkel 
quality contributed to the economic decline of the SIL comtner
cial fishery (Wagner 1984). The contamination of fish by 
mercury threatened a major domestic food source and the 
marketability of the piscivorous walleye and pike. 0 her 
oversights by both LWCNR and U-M included significant 
changes in zooplankton and zoobenthic standing crops anj a 
general cooling of the impounded lake. · 

The correct predictions of U-M and LWCNR were !lig,lly 
modified from the reservoir paradigm. The U-~ study had 
cecided that the gene. al trophic upsurge expected from the 
reservoir paradigm would be limited to a few components of t 'le 
food chain and/ or to restricted portions of the reservoir and it 
anticipated only marginal increases in fish productio n. Tile 
L WCNR study predicted that there would be no increase in tt e 
production of important commercial stocks. and it forecasted a 
decline in CUE in the fishery. The U-M "office" study was 
nearly as effective in its predictions of aquatiC impacts as th.: 
L WCNR srudy was after a year of field studies on SlL. The year 
of field studies allowed the L WCNR study to beuer define some 
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~ TAI'LE 2. Comparison of preimpoundmcnc prcdu.:cion~ w11h po~umpoundmcnc ob~crvauon~ . Prcd1c11on~ were made wi1h increasing familiarity with the ~y~ccm frnm lcfl In nghc. rc~crv01r 

paradigm. through Undcrwoou·McLcllan ( U·M). co the Lake Wmnipcg. Churchill and Ncbnn R1vcr~ Scudy (LWCNR). Observation~ are grouped as co whelhcr I hey were C11rrcccly predicted. 
incorrf.:lly predicted, l'lr unpredicled. Page number~ in parenlhese~ fo1 individual cnlric~ refer 10 lhc rcfcrem:e ul the lop of the column. Predictions and ob~crvalum~ arc 1dcnulied w11h rcum· 
bcrs and leucr~. e .g. IJ, co facilitate comparbon down und aero~~ the tahle 

PrcdlliiUil> 

U·M Ob~rvalion~ 

The rc~rvoar pat~~dagm (Undcrwood-Mcl..dlan ~nJ I..WCNK 
(USSR, Rzosb 1966) As>OCaalc> Lut IIJ70bl (Hed.y and Ayle> 1974) Comrclly prcdac1cd lncom:clly prrdaclrd Unprrda~lrd 

I. Phy>~cal raclnr• 
( Ia) Thennal Slruliticauun may ( Ia) Thermal olratalicauun muy I Ia) No themml >lraullcauun ( t Ia No thermal >trahfication (I u I Me on lake 1em1xra1ure• and 

•ppur appear (p 16) clkcky l')ll4) •urfuce wa1cr temperature• 
( I b) O.:oxygrna1ion may occur (I b) Dcuxygenuhnn an >hullnw ( I b) Dcoxygenutum only an (I b) No >~gmlicanl deoxygena· dccrca...,d (llecky IIJ114, 

in hypoh.llnion bay> with utcn>~vc fluudmg unnacdtale vacamly 11f laon an Sll. (8udaly cl al f'•t:•la> and Sal~a IIJK41 
flooded >ual• (p IIJ) IIJII4c) 

(I c) lnlcn>ave •hurchnc cru>1un ( I c) Excen.ave >hurehne ermaon ( I c) Shoreline ero>1on cxlensivc 
and ancrcali.Cd turbadaly wall ancrcasc ~damcntataun (Newbury and tvkCullough 
(p. 112. 85) rate>, c•pccaaHy nu.r>horc. IIJII4) 

and 1urb1d11y w1ll oncrea~ Near>hurc ~oedamcnlllion 
(p 191 ralc• lugh (llccky and 

McCulluugh 1984) 
Thrbadal y incrc~.cd 
(llecky I'Jil4) 

II Nucnenl faclur> 
t 2al lncrca.cd nulnenh. due tu (2a) lncrca.cd nulncnl> due 1u ( 2a) lncrra~al nulnenl> due ,.i (2al Phu•phalc conccnlrallun> 

kachang frum flooded >ml> leachan~: from llt><Micd >lllh acllve >hurchnc cm•aun and anuca.cd (C Ancma, un· 
(p 1!4) decay uf vegctullun (p Ill) publ data), phmphoru• 

dclacrcncy an algae clmunalcd 
(llcckyandGualdfurall984) 
Spruce needle• arc sagnafi· 
cunl car bun anpul and arc 
rapadly degraded by bcnlhlllo 
(C'rawlurd and Ru~oenbcr11 
I':IH4) 

Ill Al11ae 

(3a) lnnially h1gher phylo· (3a) lhgher orr~hurc pnmary ()a) Nu mcrea>e 111 off>hurr (3:.) Nt.l .agnaltcant ancrca~ an 
plan~ton pmductivuy pruducuun fur hr>l ' S yr pnmary pruducuun over pnmary lmkluctavaly an tur· 

(p tl-11 mmluf lal.c; pmhably lu-.cr bad rcgn>n> uf lilkc Rcg1un> 

~ 
pnmary pruducuun nc•r· walh hagh rr•n•parcncy 

" 
>hmc 111 CAilii>Cd area> uf >huwcd ancrca.cd prudu• • 

..... hagh wand felch (fl I 'II In 111111 tllccky and Gualdford ., JliUICl'ICd urea> Wllh lugh IIJK-11 
;:; lrdn>paaent•y, fli<M.hll' tl\111 ,.. 

"'til m..:rt.:a'c an )hun term 
).. .., 

IV Zuupl•n~hlll " !a 

~ 
(-Ia) Uccrc•-c an number uf Nu >pcraht' prcdaruun> Nu )hun t.:rm prctht...IHUl) 14•1 Nullcdanc an nuanhcr ul 

>pcliC> ~JlCt..IC) 

2: 
(4b) llagher baoma'""'· Hht Dcdanc an numhcn and 

C>pcl'IJIIy 111 Cru>lacea luum•'• uf Jlluplunl.lun 
... ll'dldld> dlld s.l~a 191!41 
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TAHI ~ 2 ( Conduclt't/) 

The rc~rv01r paradegm 
!USSR. RLU>ka 1966) 

(Sa) E~ten>tvc development 10 
nc.mhure areas, c>pccially 
cherunouud> 

(Sbl U>u•lly mr rea>cd beumas> 
10 prufundJI 10 hr>t few 
yecn 

(6a) lleghcr gruwth rate> 10i11ally 
bc•·au:.c uf abundant fond 

(6b) Some >pawmng p;oblcms 
may uccur 

(7a) SagmlicJnlly 10crca:.cd 
li>h yecld> 

-

Predll'IIUII> 

U·M 
(Undcrwmd·Md.cllan and 

A>>OCI31C> Lid I'J7Ub) 

(Sa) Exten>tvc devclopmcm 10 
protected tluoded •reJ> 

(Sbl Dccrca..: ncur erodmg 
; horchnc> und olhh.ne 
(p M3. 11S) 

(6a) Forage h>h do " ell 10 pru· 
tectcd fluodcd urcJ> lp II)) 
and pike hUbiiJt IOCICJ~d 
(p. IU.llll 

(6b) Reduced spawrung >ucce» 
of whllcll>h and walleye 
(p 1!7) 

(7a) Murg10al increa>e> en h>h 
produ,·uon IOIIIJIIy 

- -- t 

LWCNR 
(llcc~y and Ayle> I'J74) 

v Zoobcmho> 

Nu >hnn · tcnn t>redecllun> 

VI F1>h 

(6a) Increase 10 pe~e produwun 
(bccau>e of mcrcu:.cd 
>pawn10g habllut , growth, 
and >urvev~ll but no shun · 
ttme 10c reasc 10 commcr· 
ceally empun•nl >Jl<:Cie>. 
1 c wheteli>h and walleye 

(llh) Spawmng prublem> m•y 
occur fur walleye and while· 
h>h 10 >hun tcml (p I'J), U> 
olll ;pa>< nmg gruund> 
wuuld he drowned and 
>UbJClt 10 >CdemeniJIIUII 

VII Conuncrcral l~>hery 

(7a) Nu >hun·term 10crcu>e 10 
pmducuvuy (p 2 I . 22) 

(7b) Dc:chnc 10 CUE en cnnuncr· 
cea) h>hery 10 >hun term 
bc:cau>C of >tod moveme nt> 
(p 21.221 

- ; .. -
Cumcctly prcdectcd 

(Sa) Extensevc development of 
clurunumid populallnn> in 
flooded vegctateon (0. M 
Ru:.cnbcrg Mnd A P Wicn>. 
unpubl data) 

(7a) No >hon ·tenn encreases en 
li>h yeeld 

(7b) CUE of cummercial fishery 
declined (l)odaly et al 
191!-lb) 

- - - - -

Obscrvauuns 

Incorrectly predicted 

(6a) Poor pike: spawmng, no 
encrc:asc: 10 survival or 
grow1h of pike: (Bodaly and 
Lesack 1984) 

(6b) Whitcllsh 5pawning on old 
grounds, but there: may be 
problem• of egg survival 
(Fudge and Boduly 1984) 

Unprcdtctcd 

(Shl lncrc.e;c 10 profund•l 
bcnthn> unmcdeutcly fol· 
luwmg unpuundrncnt and 
WIIIIIIUIII!l tll prC>CIII 
(Ween> and ltmcnbcrg I'JM4 
and unpuhl ) 

(7c ) (}uahty uf whnch>h catch 
dec lined ( Uodaly ct al 
1'.11!4b) 

(7()) lncrc.e:.cd mercury concen· 
tratum> 10 lt>h threatened 
uw~c11ng of predatury 
>JlCCie> and pu>e> hcu,lth 
ha/Jrd tu domc>IIC con· 
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Metres 

FtG 3 Cross-secuon oi an erodmg shoreline on Southern lndtan Llke that was cleared of umber before ftoodtng. ~atenal remo,ed m 
succeedtng years is mdicated by broken hne on bank cross-secuon. :'\llatenal deposued nearshore t) mdtcated by broken hne under the ne"' "'.l!er 
level. Note that the shoreline zone cleared of timber was eroded away wtthm 1 yr of flooding . 

of the U-M predictions and to modify significantly a few others 
although much of this improvement resulted from having better 
defined project configuration. The most important contribution 
of the L WCNR study, a requirement of its terms of reference, 
was to d:fine baseline conditions so that subsequent impacts 
could be evaluated. 

The utility of both assessments, however, was marginal for 
two principal reasons. First, there were a number of highly 
significant impacts that were not predicted. Second. even 
correct predictions were usually qualitative , i.e . either they 
were not based on direct numerical estimates or they were 
quantified incorrectly. This second aspect is sigmficant because 
decisions for major resource development are generally based 
on quantitative benefit/cost data. A qualitative statement alone. 
even if correct. o ften cannot directly enter such benefit/cost 
analyses. We will now review the attempts at quantification 
made in predevelopment studies m order to suggest how Im
provements might be made in the future. 

Quantification of Predictions 

The U-M study 
The reservotr paradigm supplied to the U-M study a series of 

qualitative predictio ns about new reservoirs, but it did not offer 
a set of quantitative relationships for estimating changes m 
ecosystem parameters. However. quantification of resource 
impact was forced upon the U -M study by its terms of reference. 
which required the monetary assessment of costs and benefits of 
vanous diversion and impoundment options . The impacts 
idenufied by U-M were scaled against depth o f floodmg or 
extent of drawdown depending on which was recogmzed as 
causing the impact. For example. nutrient and organic loading 
from flooded terram to the new reservoir was assumed to 
incre~ m propon10n to the depth of flooding . In tum. pnmary 
production was assumed to be nutrient dependent and would 
thus increase with nutrient loading. This scalar approach to 
impact assessment was directly analogous to the linear program
ming model used by hydraulic engineers to optimize the choice 
of hydraulic structures where hydraulic head. flow. and usable 
or "live" storage determine power benefits. The creation of a 
numerical scale for the impact on biological systems allowed 
the generation of a similarly scaled, quantitative estimate of 
impact on the fishel] resource based on the current market value 
of the resource. The assessment had to be stated in 'monetary 
terms to integrate it with the power benefits of various proJeCt 
configurations. 

The U-M scalar approach to impact prediction allowed 
quantitative predictions to be made. but they were not denved 
from confirmed relauonshtps in the reservoir literature. This 
approach created art idealized SIL lake-reservoir about which 
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predictions could be made. Unfonunately. the idealized reser
voir was an illusion. and it led to erroneous conclusions . For 
example, consider this ~tatement offered without substantiation: 
"Fish populations in an artificial rmpoundment wrll be srgmfi
C3Jltly affected if water levels are increased more than I 0 feet 
and if drawdown exceeds five feet" ( Underwood-McLellan and 
Associates Ltd. 1970c. p . 73). By implication. an impoundment 
created within this configuration would not have significant 
effects on fish populations. In fact. SIL was impounded and 
operated within a 10-ft (3. 1 m) elevation change and a 3-ft 
(0. 9 m) drawdowr, but there have been stgnificant effects on 
fish populatior.s (Table 2). What went wrong? 

On SIL. a significant change in the lake occurred a~ soon a~ 
the natural range of lake levels was exceeded. Shoreline ero~10n 
of the prevrously stable . forested backshore began rncroductng 
large quantities of organ ic debns. clay. and sand tnto the lake. 
Suspended sediment concentrations increased dramatically as 
did sedimentation. particularly m the lake's !moral zone off 
eroding shorelines . At exposed shorelines with hrgh "'a"'e 
energies. erosion raptdly cut into banks and removed matenal 
well beyond the iniuaJ water comact (Fig. 3). At protected 
shoreline sttes. the rates of shorel ine recessiOn were lo"' er. but 
materials were still added in excess of the rmtial zone of floodtnl! 
as permafrost-affected banks melted and settling of the back~ 
shore zone occurred. 

Erosion proceeds at any grven water level unul a bedrock 
surface is contacted (Newbury and McCullough 1984): there
fore . impoundment levels htgher than 3m would have p.-oduced 
only mmor modificauons to the longevity and extent of 
shoreline restabilizauon. The U-M srudy usmg a scalar approach 
underestimated the effect that shoreline erosion would have on 
the whole lake at low levels of floodtng Con~equentl~ . the 
study erred in accepttng an apparently mmor change tn lake 
level as insignificant for fisheries because tmpacts on SIL dtd 
not increase in a linear manner with depth of flooding·. Rather. 
the ecosystem endured a discrete change with the first "'ater 
level increase over the natural range at whrch shorelines hat 
become stable over several thousand years. 

After the decision was made to proceed with the lo'A<-Ievel 
flooding, the , &oneous scalar an:-lysis was mamfesu:d by an 
extensive timber cleanng program for soon-to-be-flooded 
forested treas in various pans of the lake. The western half ot 
South Bay (region 6. Fig. 2) was cleared to the 259-m !850 ttl 
ASL elevation ( l m above regulated water le\ell at a co)t o f 
several million dollar s. The folly of tht~ cleanng program. 
either for aesthetic purposes or to retard debrt) gener:lltOn. t) 
obvious from Fig. 3. Over most of South Ba~. the cleared wne 
was entirely eroded in the lst yr of Impoundment. and the 
present lakeshore in western South Bay is actvancmg rnland a~ J 
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- steep verucal face draped w1th hang1ng terrestrial debris and 
nnged with fallen trees (Newbury and McCullough 1984). The 

I 
only effective clearing done on SIL was on bedrock shorelines 
and on protected shorelines without pennafrost. 

The L WCNR study 
There was no need in this study for quanmatlve prediction of 

( resource impact as input to evaluating proJeCt alternatives 
because construction of the d1version was completed nearly 
Simultaneously wnh the study (Fig. I). The only quantitative 

I prediction in the L WCNR study concerned the long-tenn (i.e. 
after shoreline stabilization) effects of river diversion on the 
productivity of the northern reg1ons of SlL. Using nutrient 
loading theory available at the time (Vollenweider 1968), 

I L WCNR ( 1975) forecasted a 30% decline in primary production 
and fish production in those regions because a large proportion 
of a crucial nutrient, phosphorus. supplied by the Churchill 
River would be diverted with the river. The scientists involved 

I with the study recognized the lack of quantitative theory for 
relating Hooding and erosion to water quality and biology. and it 
was this lack that prompted the continued study of SIL and 

I 
research into processes linking flooded terrain with water 
quality and biological communities. 

Deficiencies of the Paradigm 

I Success in prediction IS the only val1d criterion for choosmg 
between scientific paradigms or theories. By this standard. the 
existing reservoir paradigm was unsatisfactory for SlL because 

I many expectations from the paradigm were qualitatively IOCor
rect or. if correct. they were not quantifiable. In the SIL 
reservOir. only the zoobenthos densities and nutnent release 
behaved, after flooding. as expected from the paradigm. The 

I U-M study and L WCNR study made extens1ve modifications of 
the paradigm (Table 2). The fundamental modification of these 
studies was to recognize that the nature of the land to be flooded 
could detennine the ecosystem response of the reservOLr. In I SlL, highly erodible pennafrost-affected glacio-lacustrine and 
fine-grained ulls were the predominant backshore material. and 
in regions wnh this material. high turbidity and high sedimenta-

1 
tion rates occurred and modified the generally expected ecosys
tem response But both studies and the paradigm overlooked a 
second important aspect. the dynam1c heat balance of the lake 
reservo1r that led to a general cooling of the lake after 

I impoundment. Both of these aspects were unappreciated 10 the 
reservOir paradigm because th.: paradigm was based pnmarily 
on in-reservoir biological studies of relatively deep rivenne 
Impoundments. In such Impoundments. changes 10 depth are I generally large. leading to thennal stratification and a wanning 
of the surface-mixed layer. and wind fetches are often lim1ted so 
that erosion rates are relatively low even if erodible shoreline 

I 
matenal is present. Reservoir studies that contributed to the 
paradigm emphasized in-reservoir biological responses to im
poundment rather than transfer processes (heat input, erosion. 
leaching), so the paradigm did not include an appreciation of the 

I effect of different kinds of thennal structure. vegetation. and 
soils on water quality and ecosystem productivity. Consequent
ly. the experience and knowledge gained from existing reser-
voirs was not easily transferable to a new reservoir Situation. II Successful use of the existing reservoir paradigm requires 
finding a well-studied. analogous reservo1r that has a s1milar 
climatic regime, morphometry. terrain. extent of flooding. 

llbiological community. etc. In fact. choosing an analogue is 
difficult given the nonrandom distribution of critical factors . 
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Proponents and opponents of various water development 
schemes can choose reservOirs that they feel match the proposed 
situation but that may have evolved qu1te differently after 
impoundment A reservoir frequently mentioned by proponents 
as an analogue to SlL at the time of the preimpoundment 
assessments was Reindeer Lake in northern Saskatchewan. Th1s 
naturally large lake was impounded in 1942. The latitude. 
increase m water level. surface area. operating reg1me. climate. 
bedrock geology. and preimpoundment fishery were all sim1lar 
to those of SlL. but Reindeer Lake suffered only margmal 
effects on its fishery after impoundment (Atton 1975). The 
critical difference between SlL and Remdeer Lake was the 
distribution of erodible. fine-grained shorelines in their basins. 
ln SlL. extensive bank erosion has aitered the sedimentation 
regime and water quality of the lake. Similar deposits were 
extremely sparse at Reindeer Lake and erosion was minimal. 
Thus, even if agreement can be reached that only one charac
teristic of the proposed analogues is different. without a predic
tive ~nodel for the effect of that characteristic, antagonists can 
still disagree on what effect that one difference will have on the 
('verall development of the new reservoir. 

A New Paradigm 

A new paradigm is required for future reservoir 1mpact 
studies. The act of prediction assumes that the future . in some 
way. already exists in the present (Schumacher 1973) and that it 
only needs to be seen. For objective prediction making. the 
future must be observ:~ble by everyone and not just special 
"seers." For reservoirs, the observable facets before impound
ment include reservoir surface area and geological characteris
tics of land to be flooded. proposed water depth. proposed 
operational regimes. meteorological conditions. river flows . 
b•ological communiues. resource utilization. and resource 
valuation. Although quantitative prediction can only be gener
ated for parameters that can be related to such tbservable 
quantities before impoundment (see Nielson 1967). the number 
of quantitative relationships established between preimpound
ment parameters and postimpoundment water quality and 
b1ological responses remains smaii. The reservoir modeling 
attempts of Ostrofsky and Duthie (1978). deBro1SS1a et al. 
(1981), and Grimard and Jones ( 1982) are examples of 
input-output models (Vollenweider 1975) that are spectfically 
des1gned for new reservOirs and that relate water quality effects 
to measurable preimpoundment parameters. These modeb have 
focussed on reservoir primary productivity and 1ts presumed 
dependence on phosphorus as they attempt to predict the 
internal loading of phosphorus from flooded terra1n. These 
models require transfer coefficients. for the input of phosphonJs 
per unit of flooded area. !Pat are analogous to phosphorus export 
coefficients for watersheds (Dillon and Kirchner 1975). The 
validity of these reservoir models that predict 10ternalloading of 
phosphorus remains largely undetennined. Gnmard and Jones 
( 1982) pointed out that there were insufficient data on phos
phorus in any new reservoir to allow a definitive test of their 
model. Although these modeling efforts are still in their 
infancy. they represent the best avenue for improving our 
predictive capability concerning nutrients in new reservoirs. 

The new paradigm requires transfer coefficients applicable to 
observable preimpoundment parameters to model the fluxes of 
mass and energy into a new reservoir. In SIL. 10ternal loading 
of sediments from eroding shorelines had effects throughout the 
ecosystem and was a focus for our studies. The emp1rical rela
tion between energy and erosion developed by :--lewbury and 
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McCullough (1984) allows eroded volumes te> be predicred in 
new reservoirs based on preimpoundment shoreline mapping 
and meteorological records. The 5edimentologicai fate of the 
eroded inorganic matenal , panicuJarly its high retention near
shore, may also be predictable if the behavior of this material 
during transport. described by Heclcy and McCullough (1984). 
can be shown to appl} to other reservoirs. In C'>ncert. these 
studies demonstrate how suspended sediment concentrations 
might be predicted. ln addition. Heclcy ( 1984) found that light 
extinction in SlL was a linear function of suspended sediments. 
and Heclcy and Guild ford (1984) showed that algal populations 
in SlL became light-limited as the mean water column light 
intensity fell below 5 mE·m-2 ·min- 1. The effects of these 
physical changes in the environment on the primary trophic 
level were qualitatively predicted by the L WCNR study, and 
they are now amenable to quantitative analysis. 

Predictability of Higher Trophic Level Effects 

The qualitative responses of the biological commumhes 
above the primary trophic level in SlL to reservoir fonnation 
were, in general, poorly predicted by the reservoir paradigm. 
U-M. and LWCNR. ln fact. the number of completely 
unpredicted significant responses tended to increase with 
trophic level. The reservoir paradigm has the general expecta
tion of an increase in production and biomass at all trophic 
levels; but in SlL. whole communities as well as constituent 
species responded differently to the new physical. chem1cal. 
and biological regime. For example. algal productivity was 
largely unchanged (Heclcy and Guildford 1984). profunda! 
zoobenthos abundance increased (Wiens and Rosenberg 198~). 
and zooplankton abundance decreased (Patalas and Sal lei 198~) 
after impoundment. Patalas and Sal lei (1984) offered several 
examples of densities of individual zooplankton species increas
ing or declining with 1mpoundment and diversion. Perhaps the 
most difficult response of all to predict was that of the fish 
community, which can be sensitive. not only to changes in 
abundance of prey species and thereby. ecosystem energy flow. 
but also to direct physical effects on behavior. feeding success. 
and spawning habitat. The major biological responses in SIL 
unpredicted by both U-M and L WCNR studies were ( I) the 
increase in zoobenthos densities, (2) the decrease 10 zooplank
ton biomass, (3) the increase in mercury concentrations in fish 
ftesh. and (4) the decline in market quality of the whitefish 
catch. Does present ecological theory imply that these biologi
cal responses are likely to remain "unpredictable" (sensu R1gler 
1982). or are there testable hypotheses to explain the1r occur
rence in SIL? 

The responses in the zoobenthos and zooplankt'>n communi
ties involved primarily increased or decreased abundances of 
the species extant before impoundment. i.e. there were no major 
shifts in the communities due to extinction or immigration. 
Rigler ( 1982) argued persuasively that long-term responses of 
individual species may well be "unpredictable" at present or 
forever because under current ecological and evoll·•ionary 
theory species are expected to change through time. out he 
maintained that nonevolving state variables such as biomass of 
zooplankton or zoobenthos are subject to at least empincal 
prediction. The observed increase in profunda! zoobenthos in 
SlL, although typical of many new reservoirs (Table 2. column 
1). was not expected by the U-M or LWCNR studies . The U-M 
study ha1 forecasted a decline in zoobenthic b1omass because of 
increased sedimentation rates, while the L WCNR study had 
foregone a specific prediction because of uncertainty over the 
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significance of increased sedimentation to the zoobenthos. 
Wiens and Rosenberg ( 1984) concluded that the pattern of 
responses in SlL was dependent on the balance between organic 
loading and inorganic sedimentation. These factors and the 
zoobenthos response are susceptible to experimental manipula
tion in mesocosms (Grice and Reeve 1982). as well as to 
confirmation in new reservoirs. and therefore their hypothesis is 
testable. The observed decline in zooplankton standing crop~ 
was not predicted but likely could have been. 10 pnnc1ple. 1f the 
lowered mean water temperatures as well as postimpoundment 
turbidity levels had been quantitatively predicted <Patalas and 
Sallci 1984). These hypotheses concermng the zooplankton 
decline are also testable. Improved predictability for zooben
thos and zooplankton abundance in new reservoirs requires ( I l 
accurate forecasts of energy budgets and internal loading and 
conc;entrations of orga..,ic material and sediment and (2) 
quantification of the relationships between these environmental 
factors and these communities. 

In the clear light of hindsight. 11 is possible to state that the 
problems that the fishery encountered in quality (Bodaly et al. 
1984b) and in mercury contamination (Bodal}' et al. 1984a) 
should have been considered by the preimpoundment assess
ment; but they were not considered because they were not part 
of the existing paradigm (Table 2). The rap1d change in white
fish quality in SIL is explained by a shtft in exploitation to lower 
quality stocks already in the lake at impoundment ( Bodaly et al. 
1984b). The presence of lower quality stocks in SIL was 
historically known. and certa10 reg10ns of the lake were avoided 
to ensure that the catch was of high quality . The L WCNR ~tudy 
predicted stock mo\cments and lower CUE. so 11 could have 
identified a potential quality problem if 11 had cons1dered the 
histone fishing patterns on the lake. Such a prediction would not 
have been quantitative. but 1t would have been a useful warning. 
Dispersal of lake whitefish may explain the reduced CUE and 
quality change after ftood1ng. but causes for the d1spersal are 
still unknown. Reduced underwater light intenslly and VISibility 
were probably the most significant environmental changes 10 
SIL (Hecky 198~) . yet data on critical light levels for feeding. 
schooling. and other aspects of fish behaviOr are poorly l.nown 
or unknown for the whitefish (Bodaly et al. 198~b). Better 
predictability for h1gher trophic levels. particularly the fish 
community. will require much more knowledge of spec1es 
biology than is presently ava1lable . 

The federal government inspection program for mercury 1n 
commercial fish shipments did not beg10 until 1970. but by the 
time of the L WCNR study in 1972 there wa~ a growmg 
appreciation that fishenes not associated wtth industnal pollu
tion occasionally did have high mercury concentrations . In v1ew 
of the severe effect mercury contam10ation can have on 
domestic consumption and commercial marketab1hty ( Bodaly 
et al . 1984a). concern about the effect of Impoundment on the 
natural mercury cycle could have been identified. Hoo,a,ever. no 
more than a warning could have been g1ven in the L WC:-.IR 
( 1975) study. as the first hypothesis associating fish mercury 
contamination and impoundments did not appear unti I later 
(Abernathy and Cumbie 1977). In fact. SIL was the first 
reservoir where an increase in mercury concentrations in fish 
after impoundment was obser.·,•d. not JUSt inferred. We are 
currently testing the hypothesis (Bodaly et al. 198~al that 
flooding caused the increase in mercury concentrations 10 tis!l at 
SIL in mesocosm expenments us1ng a rad101~otope of inorgamc 
mercury to iollow liS transformatiOn to methylmercury and 
accumulation 1n fish. 
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I Elevated mercury levels in predatory spec1es and reduced 
whitefish marketability are quality issues for the commercial 

I fishery. and as such, they are somewhat distinct from productiv
ity issues. Both U-M and L WCNR studies considered produc
tiVIty tssues in great detatl. but they underemphasized quality 
concerns. In terms of economic impact in the short term. the 

I quality issues proved to be more damagmg (Wagner 1984) than 
declines m productivity. although concerns for productivity 
may be well-founded m the long term. Both of these issues have 

I 
led to monetary compensation programs for fisheries losses or 
cla1ms for compensauon. the need for which was not predicted 
by pre1mpoundrnent assessments. Institution of compensation 
has been retrospective and contentious, and lack of a compre-

1 hensive compensation scheme so far has penalized the SlL 
fishermen more than the developer (Wagner 1984). It would 
have been preferable to recognize before the event that 
compensanon for fisheries losses would be necessary. and the 

I principles of compensation agreed upon before the reservoir 
was developed. Future assessments must recognize the possibil
ity of compensation by continuing preimpoundment baseline 

I 
~~<ties that emphasize resource production, quality . and utiliza
tion into me postdevelopment period to document change in the 
resource and ilS utilization. 

I Conclusion 

Pre- and post-impoundment studies will allow testing of 

I predictions and make the environmental impact assessment 
procedure scientific and self-improving (Rosenberg et al . 
1981 ). Unfortunately. we concur with Beanlands and Duinker 
( 1983. p . 23) that "Until now. environmental assessment has 

I largely been a pre-development activity." Perhaps the major 
lesson from SIL is that this current approach to assessment is 
incomplete and unacceptable. The number o f unexpected and 
poorly quantified impacts at SlL indicates that significant I improvement remains to be made in the impact assessment of 
new reservoirs and river diversions . Prediction making must not 
become an end in itself because" ... predictions are easily made; 

I it is accuracy in a prediction which is difficult" (Neilson 1967. 
p. 166). ?redevelopment predictions alone are not adequate to 
protect the habttat or the resource users . Such predicuons should 
be recognized as planning aids that require testing in the 

I postdevelopment period to establish their veracuy and complete 
the environmental assessment process. 
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SHORELINE EROSION AND RESTABILIZAIION IN A PERMAFROST-AFFECTED tMPOL~DMEST 
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In 1976, an BSO m3/ s river divers ion was constructed through 300 r~ of permafrost
affected landscape in northern Manitoba. The diversion was accomplished by rais
ing the level of a 1,977 km2 riverine lake on the Churchill River (Southern Indian 
Lake) until the water spilled across a ~errestrial drainage divide into a series 
of small valleys tributary to the Nelson River. Over 400 km2 of permafrost
affected backshore area surrounding the lake were flooded. The oean annual temp
erature in the Southern Indian Lake region is -S°C. Three repeated phases of shore
line erosion in permafrost materials were observed; melting and undercutting of the 
backshore zone , massive faulting of the overhanging shoreline, and removal of the 
melting and slumping debris. At erosion monitoring sites in fine-grained frozen 
silts and clays, representative of over three-quarters of the postimpoundment shore
line, rates of retreat of up to 12 o /yr were illeasured. The index of erosion based 
on the wave energy impinging on the shoreline was 0.0003S m2 / conne. After S years 
of erosion, restabilizacion of the shoreline has occurred only where bedrock has 
been encountered on the recreating backshore. Clearing of the forested backshore 
prior to flooding did not affect the erosion races. The rapidly eroding shore
lines have increased the suspended sediment concentration in Southern Indian Lake 
water and have triggered degradation of the commercial fishery. 

INTRODUCTION 

Southern Indian Lake lies in shallow irregular 
Precambrian bedrock depressions on the Churchill 
River in northern Manitoba ( latitude 57°N, long
itude 99°W) ( Figure 1) . The climate of the region 
is continental , with long cold winters and short, 
cool summers. Average mean oonthly temperatures 
vary from -26. S°C in January to +160C in July. 

FIGURE I The 2,391 km2 Sout hern Indian Lake re
servoir is located on the Precambrian Shield in the 
discontinuous permafrost zone of central Canada. 
The lake lies on the northern boundary of the 
glacio-lacustrine deposits of Lake Agassiz. 

The mean annual temperature is - S°C. One third of 
the annual precipitation of 430 mm occurs as snow-
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fall during the average 200-day mid-October t o lace 
May snow cover period . The average accumulated 
depth of snow is 60 em. Black spruce (Picea 
mariana (Mill . ) B.S. P.), j ackpine (Pinus banksiana 

Lamb. ) , and tamarack (Larix laric~DuRoi~ 
Koch) are the principal tree species of the boreal 
forest chat covers the upland surrounding the lake. 
A layer o f decaying mosses and lichens varying in 
thickness from a few em to 5 m has accumulated 
since the final glacial retreat from the region 
7 , 000 co 9,000 BP. During the deglaciation period, 
eskers, kames, and other preglacial landforms were 
deposited on the bedrock surface in the no rthe rn 
third of the region surrounding the lake. The 
deposits form a rolling upland with a local relief 
seldom exceeding 20 m. The uplands in the sout~ern 
two-thirds of the basin lay within the area covered 
by glacial Lake Agassiz, a large preglacial lake 
that extended southward t o the northern United 
States. Deposits of laminated siltv c lays up to 
20 m thick occur throughout the region. [n the 
southern region, the upland relief is greater and 
~ore abrupt, with exposed knolls and ridges o f bed
rock separated by poorly drained wet lands . 

Permafrost i s widespread in all terrain types 
surrounding the lake with the exception of the pro
glacial deposits in the northern region. The 
depth of the active layer varies from O.S co 2 m, 
depending upon local t opography and the chi~kness 
of peat deposits. The temperature of the perma
frost ranges from -0.20 to - 0.8°C. Landforms 
associated with permafrost such as palsas, collapse 
scars, and peat plateaus occur frequently in the 
southern glacio-lacustrine region. Although the 
pe~frost exceeds 10 m in depth in the upland 
areas (Brown 1973), it does no t exist under the 
lake o r under the narro~ valleys o f ma jor tribu
taries. 



In 1966, a prograo of hydroelectric development 
began in northern ~nitoba to supply electrical 
ener gy to southern Manitoba and the central United 
Stat es. A 927 km direct-current transmission line 
was construc;ed from southern Manitoba to hydro
electric dams at Kettle Rapids (1,272 ttw capacity) 
and long Spruce Rapids (980 HW capac i ty) on the 
lower ~elson River, 200 km southeast of Southern 
Indian La~. Rather than ~xtending the trans
mission line to potential dam sites on the Chur
chill River, a license was granted to Manitoba 
Hydro to divert 850 m3f s (about 85%) of the Chur
chill River waters southwards across a drainage 
divide, through a long series of saall channels 
and lake basins in the Rat and Bumtwood River 
val leys tributary to the Nelson River above the 
power daiDS. In June 1976, a daa was coapleted 
across th~ natural outlet of Southern Indian Lake 
at H.issi Falls, and the mean ilak_-e level was raised 
3 m to divert the flow across the drainage divide 
at the southern end of the basin (Figure 2). The 
area of the lake was increa~ed froa 1,977 to 2,391 
~. Flooding extended beyond the sub-lake thawed 
zone into the permafrost-affected upland. 
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FIGURE 2 Southern Indian lake is a series of bed
rock-controlled, riverine basins on the Churchill 
River. The basins have been numbered to facili
tate limnological studies. Erosion monitoring sta
tions in granular deposits and fine-arained perma
frost materials are located at 20 sit•~ of varying 
exposure throughout the lake. 

Preimp04ftdment studies o f the effects of flood
ir.g on shoreline stability predicted qualitatively 
that erosion and solifluction of the shoreline 
materials would occur (Underwood-Mclellan 1970, 
lake Winnipeg C~urchill Nelson Rivers Study Bodrd 
1975). Quantitative es timates of the rates and 
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extent o f shoreline erosion were not made , as 
analogous conditions had not occurred or had not 
been reported for such a large impoundments in 
permafrost. 

~THODS 

The study reported in this paper began in 1975, 
year prior to the impoundment. Erosion monitor

ing sites were selected and surveyed at 20 locat
ions having different exposures to wave conditions . 
The rates of erosion in the initial year of impound
ment and the relative resistance to erosion o f the 
permafrost materials have been previously reported 
(Newbury et al. 1978). The resistance to eros ion 
was based on an index of erosion reported by 
Kachugin (1966) as a "washout coefficient, Ke," 
which expressed the volume of backshore material 
eroded per unit of wave energy dissipated on the 
shoreline. ltachugin's units of the washout co
efficient of a2ftonne are derived from the ·IUOtient 
of cubic meters of eroded materials per meter of 
shoreline lenath divided by the perpendicular com
ponent of the wave energy acting on the backshore 
expressed as tonne-meters per meter of shoreline 
length (m3/ m)/(tonne-m/m). Eroded volumes have 
been surveyed annually since impoundment at erosion 
monitoring sites. Wave energies have been hindcast 
from wind speeds and directions recor ded at 2 sites 
adjacent to the lake (Figure 2) using the modified 
Sverdrup-Hunk procedure (U.S. Army Coastal Engineer
ing Research Center 1966). 

The lake was divided into eight sub-basins 
(Figure 2), for which the contribution of shoreline 
materials to the lake after impoundment was estimat
ed. The washout coefficients determined from the 
monitoring sites were combined with the hindcast 
wave energies acting on 331 reaches of shoreline t o 
detP.rmine the total erosion in each ~· sin. The 
actively eroding shoreline reaches were mapped by 
aerial and boat reconnaissance of the whole lake in 
1976 and 1978. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Erosion Processes 

Representative textures and ice contents of 
shoreline deposits at t he monitoring sites are 
given in Table I . An example of surveyed prof iles 
showing annual erosion and nearshor e deposition o f 
lacustrine cla y at a relatively high wave energy 
site is shown in Figure 3. The eros ion of frozen 
fine-grained materials on shorelines surrounding 
the larger basi.ns of the lake was observed t o pro
ceed in a r epeated sequence o f melting, slumping 
and removal phases. In the i nitial phase, melting 
occurs below and slightly above the water surface . 
In the second phase , the partia· l y thawed materials 
flow out t o form a silt y-clay beach st rewn with 
scattered frozen blocks. In some cases, caverns o r 
melt niches are formed ct.at are up to I m in height 
and extend up to 3 m into and unde r the frozen 
ba:kshore materials (Figure 4 ) . In chis situation, 
the overly ing cantilevered block splits away from 
the main land mass and fall s onto t he fo r esho r e 
(Figure 5) . In the final phase , wave erosion re-
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TABLE 1 Texture and l ee Content of Mineral Mater
ials at Shoreline Monitoring Sites . (Dashes in
di cate samples were not a nal ysed .) 

Site 

1 
2 
3 

4 
5 
6 

7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 

13 
14a 
IS 

16a 
17a 
tab 

19 
20 

Textura l analys i s o f 
12arent ~~~aterials (%2 

Sand Silt Clay 

I 15 84 
0 16 84 
1 34 65 

0 15 85 
1 26 73 
1 34 65 

0 49 51 
19 16 65 

1 17 82 

35 46 19 
10 45 45 

1 19 80 

8 39 53 
2 36 62 

98 0 2 

9 33 58 
4 37 59 

34 65 

Ice 
content 
(% of dry 
weight) 

43 

64 

64 

47 

56 
92 

43 

--------------------·------------------
aSamples analyzed were of backshore lacustrine 
depos its . To date, erosion at these sites has been 
predominantly of former sandy beach mater ials. 

bPredominantly fine to coarse sand with some silty 
beds. 
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moves the tallen debris and the warm lake wate r is 
agai n brought in cont act with frozen backshore 
materi~ls . In the silty-clay glacio-lacus trine 
materials, the form of the slumping and eroding 
shorelines does not change substantially as the 
backshore ret reats inland. If bedrock or coa r se 
granular ~~~aterials are encountered at the eroding 
face , the inland movement at the water level ceases 
but erosion o f the backshore continues until a wave
washed bedrock zone or a stable beach is establ i shed. 

At non-permafrost sites in coarse granular de
posits (Sites 15 and 18) , erosion and deposition 
processes agreed with those reported by Bruun 
(1962) for similar ~~~aterials . 

Erosion Rates at Monitoring Sites 

The total volu.e of annual erosion and the wash
out coefficient, Ke• at each of t he 20 monitoring 
s ites surrounding the lake are summarized for 4 
years of impoundment in Table 2. Where bedrock was 
not encountered, the -an washout coefficie1. for 
the permafr ost materials was generally one- half of 
that reported by Kachugin (1966) for similar mat
er ials in the unfrozen s t ate. Although t his 
suggests that permafrost conditions may retard 
erosion, no data are supplied with the Sovie t ~nion 

obse rvations , and the ~~~agnitude of the washout co
efficient may have been based on a different method 
o f determining an index of the wave energy . 

There uas a wider range of Ke values obser ved 
during the first year of impoundment than in the 
following 3 years. At sheltered sit es exposed to 
low wave energies, several open water seasons were 
required t o destroy the protective moss and root 
cover at the water' s edge. At exposed sites, large 
volumes of peat were quickly removed from the flood 
ed foreshore, pr oducing high Ke values in the firs t 
year . Because of t he variability of early years, 
gener al Ke values were calculated using 1978-1980 
data only. Also excluded from the general Ke deter
minat ions were values at sites after bedrock had 
been encountered at the eroding face (Sites 6 , 8 , 
10 , and 11). Based on the 16 sho reline sites which 
extend ove r the r ange of materials and fetches en
countered on Southern Ind1an Lake, the general Ke 
value found by linear regression was 0.00035 m2 / 
t onne ( r2 • 0.71, n • 42 , Figure 6). 

-- A&.Cl.., ..... - SIPT. - . SIPT. ..,, KI'T. en. OC7 - OCT .,. • SIPT. t9l9 
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FIGU RE 3 A typical cons ecutive annual sequence of e roding shoreline prof iles 
at Si t e 1 (Figure 2) . Slumped mater ial from the initial 1975- 76 per iod was 
r emoved i n t he followi ng year . 
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FIGURE 6 The linear relat i onship between eroded 
materials and wave energy for the 1978- 1980 per i od 
on Southe r n Indian LakE is similar t o that proposed 
by Kachugin ( 1966) fo r res ervoirs in the Soviet 
~nion. The scattered data points and wide con
fidence l imits ( 95~ ) at high eros ion and high en
( t gy sites sugges t that the relationship may be 
curvilinear. 

Sediment Contributed by Shorel ine Erosion 

The t o tal dry we ight of oineral oater ials eroded 
: n the years 1976 , 1977 , and 1978 for each basin 
excluding the limited exposur e shorelines of region 
7 of the lake, is summarized in Table 3. Estimates 
were not extended beyond 1978, as t hat was t he last 
) Ear in which n r econnaissance survey was under
taken co det ermine the portions of t he t otal shore
line in overburden and bedrock materials . Post
i mpoundment bank erosion dramat ically increased 
t he turbidity of t he lake (Hecky and McCullough 
1983). The l ong-term pceimpoundment sediment in
put to t he whole lake, estimated from Churchill 
River inflows, is 200 x 106 kg/yr. The sediment 
i nput from eroding sho relines following impound
ment exceeds 4,000 x 106 kg/yr . 

Time Required for Shoreline Restabilizat ion 

In t he first 5 years of i mpoundment on Southern 
Indian Lake , r estabil izat ion i n perm3frost-affected 
f i ne-gra i ned materials has occurred only on shore
l i nes where bedrock underly ing the backshore zone 
was exposed a t the water's edge. Where bedrock was 
not encounte red, there has been no change in the 
melt ing, slumping and eroding sequence of shoreline 
migration. The annua l erosion indices at monitor
ing o;i ct:s i n fine-grained materials have shown no 
dimin i shing trend followi ng the f irst year of im
poundment (Table 2). The clearing of shorelines 
up co ~he impoundment level did not affect erosion 
rat es. 

Because sub-sur face exp l o ration of the bedrock 
t opography surrounding t~e lak~ is proh ibitively 
expensive, t he time r equired fo r shor eline re-
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TABLE 3 Es timated Total Dry We ighta of ~incral 
tiaterials Eroded From the Shor eline s o f the !iajor 
Basins of Southern Indian l ake for the Pe r iod 1976-
1978 (106 kg) b 

Region 1976 197i 1976 

0 122 177 166 

528 672 615 

2 238 311 290 

3 478 668 608 

4 1594 2099 1916 

5 207 275 229 

6 190 273 24 7 

Whole Lake 3357 4475 40 71 

----
aThe volume o f dry mineral material eroded wa s cal 
cul ated using an average water content of the per
ennially f rozen silty- clays of 58% d r y weight and 
a ssumi ng a bulk dry density o f 2600 kg/ m3. 

bAfter Hecky and ~cCullough (1983) . 

s tabilization can be estimated only f rom the f re 
quency o f occurrence o f bedrock at the monito r ing 
sites scattered throughout the lake. Eigh t een of 
the monitoring si t es occur in fine- grained ma t e rials 
wnich are representative o f over three quarte rs 
(2,841 km) of t he postimpoundmenc shoreline. In 
the initial 4 years o f impoundment, bed rock was 
encountered in t he retrea t ing backsho r e of t he 4 
most exposed monito ring sites. Assuming chat t he 
bedrock distribut ion is s imilar at less exposed 
sites,the rate o f bedrock encounters should de
c rease, because more time will be requi red co re
move the over burden . If the ra t e deca ys geo
metrically , 4/ 18 of the remaining erod ing shore
line will s trike bedrock eve r y 4 years until the 
preimpoundment condition i s r estored . 

Prior to impoundment, 76% of the sho reline was 
bedrock contro lled. Foll owing i mpoundment , bed
rock was exposed on only 14% of the shoreline. Be
cause t he wave ener gy distr ibution on the l ake and 
the bedrock t opography were not changed by the 
impoundment , the same propo r tion o f sho rel i ne wil l 
ultimately be bedrock controlled. At t he assumed 
geometric recovery rate of the sample sh~relines , 
it would take 35 years t o res co re 90% of the f ine
grained permafrost shorelines t o their pr eimpound
ment ~ondition. Although t his i s an a pproximate 
~stimate, it is likely that the instabi ::y o f the 
Southern Indian Lake shore l ine wil l not ~hange for 
several decades. The dischar ge o f bank sedimen t 
into the lake will cont i nue t o disrupt che fisher v 
resources upon which the l ocal residents are depend
ent (Bodaly e t al. 1983a,b). 



Fo r over 20 years , t he late R. J . E. Brown of 
the National Research Council o f Canada undertfJOk 
pe rmafrost research in Manitoba and throughout 
northern Canada. In 1978, following the Yhird 
Internat ional Conference on Permafrost , he conduct
ed a memorable t our of t he Freshwater Institute 
proj ect on Southern Indian ta~e. which focused 
international attention on ha~ards of extensive 
flooding in permaf rost terrain. The research staff 
of the Southern Indian take project wish to acknow
ledge his support, encourage.ent, and significant 
contribution to the unders tanding of permafrost 
p~.eno111ena. 
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WiLDLIF~ OAT~ iSSUE3 iN THE ROUil~G DF E~ERG Y CO~~IOC~S 

Cept. Fe~e~dble ~ esour c es . Ma : don~lo CcliPge, ~cG 1 ll 

Unt,@rslt y . St~-linr.e-de-t-ellevuP., Quebec. n9 X JCO 

J, Roger B1de r , Dept. R@newable Resources, M~cdonald Co ll ege, McGill 
Un1vers1tt, Ste-Anne- de - Bellevue, Quebec. ~9X 1C0 

•••••••• Ecolog•e btoph vstQue, 'Jice-pr~stdel'lce En vtro n;-: ement. 
Hydro-Oueoec, ~es ~trtums , 9 70 boul . de ~•tsonneuve, Mc~tr~ al . 

Guebec. H2L 458 

li1v1d T. E<ro~~o~l'l, Dept. Ren e~~o~able Reso urces , :1c1CdC'n~ld College?, McGtll 
Untversttv, Ste-An n e- d e- ~ellev ue. Oueo~c . Hil !CO 

in t he c i! s t , ~>l i o i 1 • = w"; ! il r c e 1 • 1 ~ " or <:a b v 'J t : : 1 t 1 e s .. t ~ r 
selec :.tt1g r outes ior e r. erg v t.-a n : :c r·. L:l<::t i !t i l?~. Tt-1 : c'ttt'. u .e .,~~ :h~r . .:,? -.1 

dr~3ttcal! v durt ~ ~ tne l ~~ t : ) ~e1r; ,.,o :h! :ut :~~= hili bes r. t~ iQcu s ll 

SOPCII! ; w:~~ n t;h soctC'ec onc~tc v~!~ es :n ~c•rtd:r s e l ect l~~ s tu d 1ec. Ir e 
ob J!!Ctt •' e c:.• t~>:s ov ar ne"' o~oe-r 1~ to ?tsc: ·;,; s se ! ec : ed Cilt?- r " i.H !.' tl ;spec t; 
of the ~ ti d! it!! 1Si ~ E tr routine e- r c r 9 ' cc r r1: ~r s, 7~E • t r~ t se :t:cn ct t ~ ~ 

piper w1 l ! ClSC J'S se iectaa 1~pa c~; creit~~ on ~· i~l 1 i~ t v !.' n~ · ? ~ c orrt~crs 

in d t ~ e r o ! ~ c f t::: r r 1 t: IJ r : ! r. ~ ": ~ :' 1 "~ .: r 1 '"\ :, : •: c,. , •. r 1 t 1 t:• :: • i;, ':? ': '= -~ c · 1 ': ::' ~, ~ o · 
t !- ! 0 <l p 1: r w I i 1 a ::: ':,. .. :~ E :: r :: >oil l d i 1 .. ~ :. ~ ~ : t : S •J ~ ~ r r C ·.: t " '!- ; : i : C _. 1 n 9 t ,j .J I C S : 

crtt:~ai ~;.~1tat. •€• :;e:1~: . : J<;; ,f "' llo l t t !! tv ~~~~-:oil ;., c.r<:>:l's l'l t c. nd 
e ~ pe:-:;;c nt.;.l v S j'=SCI'"JOtlo !! ilC~rc;.c""e; . iroe thtr :j S~ C t ton 0~ the C'<lO~r wt ! . 
foc~ s Cl'l th '!- d:if1c u ! ttes ~~ 9i:n er 1n~ Drooer data to m3• !! pr~o t :tt ~ ~; 

con c ~· n;n ? w :i ~ 1 1 ;e ~nd th ~ role o= *'"'~e~e~: ;1'1 ra ~ te s~ ; e :t:~n ~"1 rlg ~ ~

of-wi Y :;.nte n ~ ~c? . ~tn i ;i~ . c:-clu!J an ; ~t il be ·o-~ulc't~o ccn cer ntn g t~f 

1111po •t-ir:e ci :. ~ : .; i;= ~ ts: -. =s : n :-ei;u : n : ·:. oth~ .- btC! <l i'llf S IC~ i cc-nst r -:ot cS 11'1 
selecting ~c ~ t e s ;~,.. energ, ~a r• ; d:· ;. 

INTRC;LiC T I 01< 

En~rgv ard tran ~o~rt~t 1~r ccr r tdors h.;ove aif ected ~~ l~ lt f e stnce th~ 
ear l v ~ e t t I e ·'· en t a : 1\o r t: n - Am e r 1 c a -i ,., c ., e t. 1": 1 s :or t c c : l ·.- w 1 I d ! : r e 1 :; s \.: e s h ;n e 
n~t pl aved an t,~~rt~n~ r~le tn t~ e ~ipnntnQ cf trPse • ac:lzttes. M3t t h1essen 
( !9o4 1 gtv;: s ,; q·. p j ecr o•FH 'l' t~- e r- -; :p trn ~ ~~. e ~oroc;c..-•.= c ttor• or th ,; r 1rst 
ma t n tranr:~ c. n t :1 --! .. t~! ... C:d.i !l:,e; ; 1 -~ ~ -:. o ,., '·'' '= d ~ r.'l ~ :l' .:.;. t:,e Cl';•alc ' ;' i ~9~ 

p a 1 a t :J .. . ! t;: 1 1 T ~ 1 r. :::. ,. r 1 ·=: r ; · . '1 f t:· t': .-; ~ ~ : '" : -: : : ~ c: : u tj 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ &: • it : t 11; .' "::; t I : 

0 • t .. , e- s ~ ~ t ·- ~ ! .; ~ ' : ... · •; ; ..: '! : ,., : r: t: 1 F: .. ; ·. " - ·. :- ~ · -: 1 o e- .; c· ""'~ :- ~! c . .:. ;. ". ~ s :; •J ._ ~ i: 
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J 1 i ; 1 cu. ~ t ; or ::. ,.. .:. .·,3 1 n r ~ 3.;.: .... , : . 7 r e : ! r : :: ... , ; :: r: ' : ~ -. -: ~;: • e rt:: 1 t "t; ! 1 ~ ~r ~: 1..1,. e 
"'..1 c; - : t - ~ ~. c l 'J: 1 ~ ~ :. r. '· r, c- ~ E , '= • 1 ~ -: ~ !"'' c o : : ~ ·; , ;. , t c ~ e; ~ • , : ~, -: ~- J f - .. ;:. v ' ~:: W s : 
~ ~ ., 1 • o l ; r c = ~ e :. • ~:: ~ r : !"', : - a ! ~ o .-. • ""':l • ~ 1 ~ : • 7 ~ :. ~ -:-- .: : r c "'-! : :: :" .; : ,., : l j 1 1 t 2 4 -3 i 

;. - r c e 1 •• ·2 -:~ • e r : a 1 • t E r e r. t : . ~ • • ~ r 1 o -..1 s :; e :::! t: 1 e . c ·~ : ! : •: ~ ~ !! , ~ : e : c r ::! 1 ~ '= 1 o l 1 - E :; 

rr, j t r •.rs ., ;i ·J itt ~ ~~~t~ .: C..t~e n G tt'~tra r1 l1 ·; t~t!-!· .a ., ~ r , ~ttt ~ r :n: i e,~: j ; 
~~~~ ta nc ~ iro~ on e rwut e ~~~ ~ Ct l O~ ~tuQ y tO ~"o;ne'. 

The ~DJ ect1 v ~ J • thl~ a v ~ r v 1!!~ p a ; !! r ; ! t~ d1s:~;; ;~ii~tec Cjt~

r e iiled ~s~ects o t tn e Wlld t lt~ lSiue 1n t ne ; e i ect: ~~ oi ene r o ; corr100rs an j 
~ i t1~ a t e J i th e r~u t1nq go the ~0~! the~s• l• ~i . T ~~ ~1SC U 5S iC ~ wt i i iQ~r!i5 

t il !! rc i low,ng 1ssues: l• reoer cus ; : .~ns ~· >- C.J; on wllo i : f: ar:d a rn ,r. a l 
cc~mu~ 1 tte s , concepts. ~~tn ~ac i og 1 ~s a~o ~~; rc acn~~ u i~ d tJ conauct tn! 
~ 1.dl 1~~ ~n diVSI!E 1n ro ute se!ec t l~n. ~~ t ~e rcie o• ~ J n Jge w ~~t. ~ n ~ iln~i iv 

J' tn e 1~port~n c t o f w1l o! : i e I S ~ ~ es : n the i~ l 2c t1 o r ::!i :cr·t ~ ; r; a ~ J r ou :es 
fo r e r: @r gv tr Jnsport a t : ~~ . 

: .a · 
a~tm a i s dtr ec: iv tnr o~~n c: i1 15 1~n ; ~r 1 r~ t rect:, tn r o u~ n n a~ :t~t 

~OC 1i1ca t 1Cn. A pr 1or1 c nt ~ould ~ L otct t h ~ t t ne ~r e; t es t ~~~• ::; on ~1l n ! : ie 

wcu :d r esul t ira~ l arg~ sca l e n ~b;tlt ~aatr : cit;J n ! es J eCIJ ; . . tn J3 ~ ~n t c n 

1 ~v ol v e tne clear1ng ot ~G~ s t n rcug~ t n& iore; ~ac en.tron~!~~. Fro~ a d ~ta 

po1 nt of v1ew 1t 1; ea~1~r to coi ! ect ~ r~ ~ t1t; J: it ~ ~ ~ b t t i t l~t i t ~ ~n 1: . ~ 

an1mal dat a tnere iora tt hos oee n ~or ? c : ~~c n t ~ ini i •Z2 t~e ~1!d!: f~ ti s ue 
fro:n the hat;ltat st:;. ndp o tnt. Otr~ ::t r e o ~r c .. : :; c n ; :J" ~"'"' ~l s •Jn tn ~ ,j~ h er 

nanc ~re •ore d1ff1cult t~ f orecast o~ t tr ~ 1 ~ a v e o ee ~ snowr :J be ~umer~~; :n 
r e t rospecti • e st u d 1 ~s and th~ ; gr ee t er ~;r J't5 ore n: ed ed t o ~J· J :c ilect • ~~ 

th e proper d~ t a to maie i~l t d ~ reo JC t lcn:. Tn e iolio ~ t n g ~ r~ i s~ l ~: t t ~n cf 
demonst r ated 1mp acts wntc~ iho ~ tre ~~ ;; ~C4it i Ji c~cos:n~ t~! s ~ 1tabl ! o~t~ 

base fo r th~ l ~pict a~sess~ent o• ~G~s e n ~lll l . i e. 

Dense aggregrat 1c~ s ~' o" 1ma ls or ~ t g r it t , ~ occu i a t1 : ~ s :an ~~ 

e :: tremeJy vu l nerable t o StUlC 'J S iJ'E!iE S ojue t O tr:i~tiC or Str •J::: t .. re;. ~· i ~ tr 

! 19711 reported h tgh mortal1tv of r e 1ndr ~r ( ~~ ~g ~ !~~ ~~C~~~ ~ ~ : ; ., r eo::! ! en j 
r a 11 r oads , e sa e c 1 ~ 1 h 1 n w 1 n t ,u . A 1 1 en i n d ~~ c C ·.d l 'J u ~ '1 ( l 17 o : ,.., d .: IJ g i • s 1 ~ ~ 
~! 11974 > respect1vcl ; reoorteo ~ ea v . - n tte-t:O : l ed ~a~· ! Q~2~ 9 ~~ !~! 

~1[91~ !~~~~~ mort:1l 1tv on M1ch1g ~ n an j Fenns ~ l v anra ~~ ~ n• :O y;, wh t le Gr! · ter 
1 1 9 7 4 l es tl rut e d t t, e h 1 g h w a v 111 o o s e 1 ~ L ~ ~ ~ L ~ ~ ~ • t , : .11 t 1 ~-:: -:· J ~ ' c en ~ o • th e 

adJacent population 1n a Quebec per• . ~ i v t s • li ~vl r ~oor~ed D ~ the n lg ,wa y
related mortality of ~ed t u rn -sl z e d m a mm a i ~ 1 ~ TE :a; . ~ass 1~ e r o a1 ~ 1!ls o i 
amph1b1ans on wet warm spr 1nq or earlv f a ll e •en 1ng s a r e d1~i1: ui t t o c~cum e~t 

1n the llterat l!re (, an Gelder !q 7::: Mocr e nS-4: Carpen ter d 'l :1 vo:l :: ! i 1=f5 ! i . 
but occasiona lly inecdo:al :nfor mat1on ca n De re ve:i l t ng. ~ or : ~ stan:::e ~~ ~ ~ r 

<unpub. da tal has obo: ened a ~111 o t 5•)0 . e~poro f .... oqs ~~~ '2~ £~ £ ~ ~:! ! ) ·J •.rtn·; d 

3-hour m1grat1on 
sou ther n O:..ebec. 

... 

on 1 k ~ oi farm ra! d i~ !i ~ 2 1 t t u ~ r: v~- ~:o e r~ i: ~lu ~ 1n 
I n s ~ : t: erland, sc~~ maunta1n r ead~ ar e te Prcr1r1lv c i a ied 
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ti)Q I , ~=~-.eri:r-e ::riJCtJre; : :.• ~ :; .os ~-' '"ers. c u .11JuC~.:l'5 ~r~o:J ~r r.::•J ,1 0 .,;res c;n 
, nf ! tc t ~u~ r eci•~.j l~5~~s ~o ~i'O ~c~ vl ~tl~ ~ ~ ~ ~ n o'i'rs c n ; ; 7;: &lo~~o~l ~ n c 

1 :1cn 177 .::~: ~:~u t cl ~ 'J :;:.rn .. e :i l; i e; ? o 'i' l t:r '"'(l Ut ·; i er;.:n ! :;:r:.: 3c.:ltt ~i ~ ~ 

•''-: ~ !i~• rte .:: ,:;;:: i:or ;noeil ~"a r.c ..: "lc aum 1<;7; ; 0-i i i " ll!! P67: Str;odud ~"d 
Nor r t!i !~oil, 

~tgnts-oi-wa:: s tr uct ures are somett~es used to ~ dvanta gl!! 0 I 

• il aitfe. 3ridgas, towers and poles ar~ o;t5n usea by w:ld : tfe far nesttng 
stte£ 1oridg~s and McConnon 198 1: Gt ! ~er and Wtl!!ne 197i: St~hlecrer and Grtese 
1979: Prevost ~£ !t 1979 : . Some ~tgnw~y 1nterchan1e uverp~sses ~a~e b~en 
shewn to harbo~r denstttes of ~ocac ~u .:: ~ s i~~~~gi~ ~Q~~~~ w~tch were se vera l 
to1~ ntgher t han tnose ;ound tn ac ; ac5nt •;rtc ui tur~ l are~s l ~oucet !~ ~~ 

1974 1. ~atlroad ana htghway FO ~ s c~n b• canductv~ to waterf owl nest tn g 
(.'a:;rnaes and C.ssei 1960; Getttng ar'ld Cassel 1:, 71: F-age and Cao:se!l 19711. 

Changes :n the st~ucture cf a nt~ al commun1t1e~ follo~:ng t ~ ~ 

ceve l opmant or m a tntan anc~ ~f ~ G~s ha ~ e teen d1 scu5sed 10 ~c ~e st uates. 
t auc~: . no Bt d~r ! l~S : i sno ... ed t oat ~~~: i~re~t sc~ctes except ~mohlotao s 

r ell u C~:l tn~tr scti n tv •n a t1 ewl y aevelooed f;Q;.J ana ?ra,,we l! <'<'10 B1der : 19311 
reporteo t~~ sam~ phencm e ~ cn fa lia~:~g a de 1 ol: 3tJon e\ oer1~ent tn a RO~. ~s 

t he eirl t stages oi ~eqetat1on devel oc 1 n oow er l tne ~O~ s. 01oneer s mal l ~a~m~l 

co~munltl eS develop l;d ams an d Gels 1;81: sc~relbEr ~~ !l li761. As the brush 
ccmnuntty develops, ~1rd s~ec1es rtthn~~s 1n,reases 1n RO~s IBramole an o 
f< t rnes 1984; Chos~o ano Ga t es 1-YS:; :':e y ~r o;. and Provost 19Gl • . 

The 
:r.u l d ruul t 
acttvttt fo r 
stud! e; have 
nerr1an 19 79: 
•nd G.oles and 
iO ecolog1cal 
preo ators. 

1n ~ reased prc~ucti J tt y ~nd high er a vaJl.;otllty of orevs 1n ~0~s 

in q~eater preaat1on 1ntens1t~. Ladtoc 11960> report ed n1;her 
ma~~altan ana r eo: tl: on oreoat ~r s 10 powerl•ne RuW s. Severa l 

reported great er ar'l tmal acttvlty at the forest edge ~ ~egner ard 
ilot.:cet 19 75; Citde r l:foE l . ROio:s constlbte l~n g double eco~ones 

Ly~el 119ia i rave ~nc~n th~t :~1 s concentra:e: nests, productng 
:rap ~h~re ~ggs 1no v o;~g~ are E ·t re ~ e ly vulo era: i ~ to 

Co~plete :soiatton ~i ~opulatto n s bv tn~ t~cl~ n t attcr oi a RO~ h ~s 

neo~er oeen dP%onstrated. Doucet ~i ~! <I o:<ai • , Lamothe an1 llupuf < 1:Y82 l ~ nd 

wtlley ~nd Ma'!Cn \ 196( 1 neve all repcrteo de~r crossing ooweri1oe ~O~ s tn 
wtn t tr. Doucet .:nd 5r·:>wn : 1923 1 , Adams .ond GoJts <1991 1 Sc nr etber ana Gra ves 
(19771 an~ Schr ieber ~~ !i i 197t l ob5er ved s~all ~ a m ~als crosstng ROWs 1~ 

winter and SU!511er. However, Jcv al ~i !l t 198 .~1 and Doucet ~ ! ~! i 19911 have 
respect11ely s~cwn that unoer g1 ven coodlttcns, moose and deer crossings were 
reducea H. ROWs du.rtng wlnte!"'. Oxley !~ ~! 11974 > nave 51. own that whtte
:ooted ~i ce <c!~9e~~S~i !~~~eE~~ ~ ~n~ chtpmunks ( I~el!~ ~;~t!~~~~ fat led ~o 
cross a 90 m ~~~e r oa~~at. F1nal ly , Doucet ~no Brown <19 8 31 f~ und ~arked 

dt ff er i nces tn hire < ~!Q~~ ~~!Ci£!~~!, ac ti vity, our1"9 ~ pop u la t:on peal, tn 
the adJac~nt wood; ~n eacn s1de oi ~ ~ 0 ~ wtde ~OW. 

.. , . 7 'Eft± • 
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Dtsp~rsa l o ' p l ants and an1mals ~ave b~en fac1!1t ~:ed oy PJW; . Huev 
( 1941 1 was one oi the f1rst to re~~r t su e ~ a range ext~n;;on fo ~ po~ ~ ft goJers 
1 !~9~Q~~! ' !n Artzona. Get: ~~ ~! ! 1973 1 s howeo t ~r t f 1e ld vo l ~; '~t~C9!~~ 
g§~~ ~i! ~~~t£~ !1 usea roadways as d1s~ersal route;. The ~ ~~sene~ of ftf ! rl 
voles 1n c l eared RCWs 1n forested areas and the cresence of 1rassland birc 
spectes <Chas ~ o and Gate~, 19931 1nd 1cate t~at a n t~als have t~! pct.e~ttal to 
disperse 1n ROWs. Thts potentta i for dtscersal crtngs uc two i•cortant 
po 1nts. One, the btogeographical concept cf saltitorial dtsJ~rsi ~ from one 
hab1tot patch to an other could well be a pne~o~enon takt nq o l ace tn a ~leared 
ROW. The second po1nt was dtscussec by Schrteber !! !l <197ol and ts related 
to the spread of dtseasts by ant~a i s such as r~~tnts expandtnq t~e!r ranQe 
through dispersal tn established transport ana en~rg v ROWs. 

The last group of tm~acts are those t hat are lon9 ter~ed ~r 

result1ng 1nd1rectly from the 1~olantat 1 o~ Jf a ROw. T~e N~wio~no~an1 

ratlroad wa~ completed at the turn of tne centu r , a~ d 1t ran tnrcugn t he 
~1grat1on route of the •atn cartoou n erd. riun ters autc l l y ad ! u ~te~ t~ hunt 
th e car 1bou as the y crossed t h e ~OW and 0 1 1;~ 5 t~1s sc~e~ ~ h;~ !arqe l v 
contrtbuted to the demi Se of tne a0 )00 :at tbO~ h!•d ( 6erQer ~ ~ l i~:o, C~~r 

and ~oos~ dec ltnes 1n Ouetec tn t ne 60 s ha\ e De~n cc rrelatej :o 9 x ce;s1 ~ e 

n u nt1~g 1n areas .n~re ac c e~s ~as f~c 1 1 1:~t ed by t ~ e de ,elcc~ ~n t of new 
nt gh w~ y s (8t~er ind P1mlott IQ 7- t . Tne iorecas::ng or !on g-ter ~ a"j / or 
tndtrectlv l "1uced chang~s t n w ;! o l 1 ~e poc u iat1on s 1s an ts;ue ~h:;~ deser ve; 
ser1ous cons1derat1~n s 1n rout~ ~ no c orr 1jor 't anntng . 

CONCEPTS, C~IiE~IA AND APPROACHES 

W1ld l 1~e spec1es nee1 a nab1t~t mos atc wh1ch e nables t~e~ ~~ fee d, 
breed, ratse young and rest. It 1s recogn;!ed howe ver that some hab1t a~ 

components are more Important th~n otners 1n t1 me and sp ac e . Tn1 s has 
fac1l1tated th e adopt1cn of t he :on:ept ~f cr 1t1c a i na~1ta t t n rou~ ~ sel ect t ~n 

s tudtes. Cr1t1cal hab1tat rema1ns an t!l-deitned conceot: I t n~ s b~en 

var1 cus l y tnter pr~ted as hibttat wn tcn : 1• nar :~u rs a n1gh dt ; e~stt i ~f l1fe 
forms l e . g. ma r shl~nds l, :> fulf1 l !s a spec1~1c s~aso n al ~ eed for a g 1ven 
;~ ~cies l e. g . wtnt~r yaros f or whtt ~-tat!ed oeero. :.> orov1des a tr~gtle 

~nd/or l 1~ 1ted refuge to a rare or en jangere1 spectes, a" d 41 f ul ft !l s so~e 

1 n t~rmed1ary tunctton 1n the b tolJgy of a ;1•~n SP?C t es i e.q. ~tg r~~ton ra ut~s 

~· ca r1b~u :. 

Oeso~te soce sn ortco~tn g ;, t,e concept of crtt t c al ha~1tat re~.1ns 
~a l1d but 1t neeas cl~ r l i l c a t iC" and ref1 n ~~~nt. 7h ~ c~~tral or oble ~ 15 t he 
t~ c t that 1t IS d1fia cu lt t o recogn1:e cr 1t1 c al . h~blt~t w1t ~ out pr op er 
1 nfo r ~ ~t1 on . Hjb l t it eval aatton a~ d • ~ p~ed r~~ults ha ~ e Dee , iaggtn; 3t 
s c a l es aoo ropr t Ate for p ! ~n ~ e r s. in ~ ~ ~ os or oduc ed bv ~~ ~ ~ ior ~ ~ a~~~~ w!~ e 

o ite~ .n3deQ uat e plan"1 ~9 tools becau3e oi Jeer resolut i on. 1~ :~ a t ~ o~ e ra ~~ 

or tn cozpl ~te w1idl1ie ~~i~r~at1o~ . rn : s ~,; o~ ~on strat~d ~ ~ r 1~? t~e re : ~ n t 

• · 

I 
I 
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routt ng of htgh volt~gt trans~lSston ltnes tn Quebec wnere several e xtsttng 
~ter yards failed to appear on the AROA ~aps for ungulate potenttal. Yet, 1n 
sc~e areas~ the ARDA ana lySI S rema1 ns the b~st overall ~•oped Informat ion 
a1at l at l t. T~t ne~t s~tp IS to see v tnfcr~~tton fro~ the regtona l level: a 
s ' ow process un der the best Cl fC u~stances, espectally if 1t requ1res 
a0~1t1onal fteld iurveys. lh~re are e ffo rts underway which snould IMprove 
t nl S Sit uation. For ln~tance the Canadt~ n co-~lttee on Ecological Land 
Classtftcatton ~as a wtldltfe wcr kt ng group whtch 1s develootng approprtate 
•ethodologtes and for•at for habttat ••pptng iTa ylor 1~79), Hounsell an~ 

Rtsley (1 9821 have developed a habttat c l assiftc1t1on syste• to predt~t the 
t if ects of powerline ~OWs on wtldltfe. In Quebec, the ~1n1stry o~ Letsure, 
Ftsh and Ga~e has been concerned about wtldltfe htbitat and 1t 1s strtvtng to 
gtve le~al status and protectton to deftned and tdenttfltd crtttcal habttats 
<Sarraztn 1Y831. "•suits of these efforts should t~prov@ the plann1n9 process 
in relation to •ildl1fe habitats because planners wtil have access to 
organtzed 1nfor~at1on and gutdtlines !e.g. maos , l~wS) concerntng vaiued 
wtldllft hab1tat . However it ao~tars that planners will ~e left wtth C@rtatn 
dec1s1ons concern1r.7 pr1or1ty cr1t1cai habttat! tn confltct1ng sttui~lo~s. 

In the •a;or1ty of plann1ng stu~tes, t~e wt l d l tfe analysts ts often 
lt otttd to • f e~ so-ca l led soctoeconomtca lly tmportant or key s~ectes . TM t s 
~pp r ~~ch ratses two tmportant ccncerns. The ft rs t cne ts that k ~ y soec1es 
~e3 n s d ; ffere~t thtngs to dtff~rent peopl~. For tnstance tt could ce an 
enoang~red spec 1es cr a spectes that o l avs ~ domt nant role ~~ tMe e~o lu t t on o• 
th e structure c f the antmai c~~munttv . The r e IS no reason wh y ~o iv es, 

bei~ers. rob1ns or bullf rogs c ~nnat ~ualtfy und~r g tv en ~trcu~stances. But 
the quest t on rematn! as to wno anc "nat c rtter ;~ should dec1de wh t ch are the 
kty ! p ec t~s 1n a gi ven route selecti on ~tudf. The second concern 1s tnat the 
soundnt!S of determtntng a prtort th at s ~~~ soectes are mer~ ~ mportant than 
oth~rs :n the ~cosvste~ IS a nt ghly quest1 onab le oracttce, whatever th• sc ~l ~ 

of ~alues useo. Elton 1 1 ~~;1 ~onstdereo arctac copeoods a s ~ev tndus~ry 

ant ~i l s ind F i a~-a Cli63 1 and P~tne 1 1~66 ) de ft ned ~~y stone predators. 
alt~oug~ these stu~t es sugges t eo ~hat s c ~ e s oec tes ar e do~tnant tn s hap1ng t he 
~t ruct u re oi ~n!~ e ! ccm~unttt~s. 1~ qe ner ai few ec olog1cal studies have 
~up p ort e1 th~ ~oncep t that s om e or ga n t ~~ s 3rt more t •p ortant tnan othtri ~~ 

ecos y ste~s. !noeed the ho l 1st tc a poro 3t ~ ~ wb r ated b y most ~co!agtsts •a ~ es 

sucn dtsti ~C tto~~ of t~por t a nc e ~1 g hl • du~ 1 ~us. 

~y certntt:~~=. FO~s are narrow strt ps and th ts has prcmoted the 
btltef tnat s&te-spec>ft~ 1mo~cts were a~ lttt l e c onsec uence ! w1th a few 
e ~ cept t c n s: e .g . PlPEltne sc · 11 rts ~ s and cartbou ~ gratton otsruot! on t n the 
northJ. Thus the pla~ntng proc?ss ~~t~r ccr~ t dErs t Ma t on1 v a s ~a1 1 fracttcn 
:;i.; g t .. :n t, .o~ : tat Ce . ?. lt. <~rst .• r ·:cc: t, aee•· ·; ardJ ts l ost when btsect~d ova 
ROW ar l t ~d t ~J s t an; ~ 3is ca" r e & o ~at~ O Y ~ Sldt t~~ dtstu r b ~ d :one. Al tn ougn 
t " 1 !: ., r• a 1 ' s 1 :; c a n "' 1 t h s t a r• d r <> q l • i .; t 1 ·• f a n c c l' b I • .: s c r u ~ 1 r. \ 
or o j ~ t: t s • s ,n d 4 1 1 r, .: r P. ~. ~ r, t. a I : o ; : t:- s : c' . ! C! 1 n ~ .... ~ i :• 1 ·~ r u r 
:· ~so •.t r ~ f- d ~ ~ ~., :.· i E- t ~. ,. '.J L: 9 r, d • :· !? c ~ Q •· 1 :-. : l ' e : t r e: D e r c \. c: s 1 :;; , s 

1n S U C C~SSt ·•e 

J ~:>oeri:l ::e t~ e 

s ·Jch -JS t~ -::se 
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#~ 

!· 
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~,e ; ~t ~ :c~ c ~ ~t tin te ~ pci ; ed t c 
Oo?fl :-r l tlC .' S; t t .: an •'Sil"c:e :-. t ·.a :t or 

~~~~ttP~! : ~ie are::ts so ~ et 1c ~; 1~ ~Dir k or f'es~r · t 3 ~ ) ::3 ~ - :!C i'~?ss are;; 
j r f! pr ot.:.:t e d C•• l ~qao sti t us. We: c rt~n ::lt ~:ch ':l:e a~~· : eut:! or.~tlne tJ 
.. t:d~.::- ness c>r.d e.n .. cce~tatde- C'l'tlnl':tcr. of p:-:'::t~::-re ;:; c~at wh;r::, I! unspo:l~d 

Ci ~aaer~ tenoe"tl~s. ir ~~ subs: ~lC ~ to ~n~ cor .: ~ c : trat ; ~~:! wal~~r~es~ 

: ~ ou ld ~ e~• 1n free oi larg~ Stile lnt~r\erttc~s. 1 t r~llows tnat t~e rout1;1; 
~• a RO~ through i UCh • n area ~n~e~ t~e a~su~~t1on that oni v a s~all ir ac tton 
oi ~ he un•t 1s l os t snuuid ~e oopjs~d for t"o r~~;Jn;. ~1rs~, ~~ oestroys th ~ 
1er. concect ~; a pr1st 1ne ar~i, 1r n~t ~r lG ernes s t tseif. Th! s~cond reasr:n 
1~ rei~ted to losses bv sma tl 1ncr ~~ent. li a RO~ tin c~ r o~t~d thro~gn a 
~1lder n ess •rea under th~ a~s~~pt1cn that ~ni v ~ s~3ii rractt' n o; habtt•t 1: 
t. •J••cl')ed , tn~ sa ;:. e •ssve~ptlo r. Cc!n be car r 1ed out to succeSSI ''" r ou:e prott:l t; a i s 
Jn tMe s~~e or ~1;rer1nt w&l~~r~ess arei an a t" ~ S a; : w1 id ~r ~ ~s; ~r~~s ClJ i 1 
~~ ~ncroached and Jt:C~ a rdt :ed. 

It 1s u~re~ttsttt to att~~pt tu Je v el~p i =~~~ l~ te und~'it~~~:" g of iil 
~cos~ste~s or ar.1~ai co~~un1t1es 1n or~•r to r~u~ ~ an e~~'~¥ t'in sport !tn•ir 
• r\ ~ 1 i 1 l t t ~. r o u g t• ttc '!' r u r d i or t or ~ !» t t! j e ,' '.l r :::,.. ... e r. t. ~ c w ~ • e r , 1 " c r ~ ~ r t c 
ca~s1der the w1!dl1 f e liS~~ . it :s 1 mp ~ritl• t! t o ha~i ~c l ~•~t i ~ r ~&lml ~ ~r t 

u ~ d~r ~tand1ng of th e ~coloq1cal r@ l atlon :~IJS - ~1 c h vc r tous ~ 1 : a l1ie s c~~~~s 

m~1n t a1r. w1 t h e~c h e t her 3nd w1th tn e : r haDttat . 7o o r~d1ct tne rep~rcuss1o r s 

of RO Ws on ~1ial1 i e a c hotc e us~al;v ~ai t o 0 :1 ~ade oe tween ; j es: ·i:l t!~ e 

approach and a ~ e K per tm~ntal app roach. i~ e Oe5~rtot:~~ ac ~r ~~ cn 1s c;te~ 

sp~culat1ve ana fatls to v1elo the Jata r~~utrea to d i t er~lne t ~ ~ 

repercussions concerntng r eprcduct ton, i s&dl n g . o e ~ ~ v t; ~ -. p r ~~~~1or, 

dispersal and ult1~ate f~te of ~1l0l1ie pop~litton~ ~nder ccns!d~rat t on. On 
th~ oth~r hand, the u~e of e ~ pertmenta tton and sc1ent1f&c ~ e :~ o ds hJs b~~n 

slow and it t1 mes 1 ntoncl~s1ve 1n prcduc1ng . ~;cr~~c;~n h€ ! pful to p ! )nn~r;. 

Let us e s a~tne t hi S ~ea ~ ness 1" r e lat 1on to wh1te-t~1!eo ~ ee r . i ' hot so~ct~s · 

1n ~any ~OW plann1~g stud1es 1n t he n~rthe~;t. Th~ ~ 1l dltii i1:~r~~ ~r i (1 d l l ! 
1979; O~sa•nn 1~7l i ~d Hos l~y 1956 1 s uqg~;t; th~ cre1t1~ n oi • o r~st tliarl ~ 1S 

t o ~reduCe p10no:er veqwtcl'ti ·jll ar•d pro v tde •H ·lter brOW!;? tO r j'?Er. cr:?ll< b ie .;•• J 

~yrnes <1974 . li6~J obser ved tncr~~s~s 1n cee~ br~wse ~~ c~~~ r: :na ~ 0~; :r 
Penn s y lvan1~. TMe se r~su ! ts, ~l thoug~ u s~ iul ~~ ro ~ t e s e iett1c n 1r :;~ ~ · ~ i n ~e 

at i arge, be~ o~e ot du b ious 11iue 1~ nor t ~ ~ r ~ J eo:r .aros ~~! re Cl~~ r ts ~~ 

crlt tc al. A i1v H ve ~ r stud y 1Do~te t ~~ i! I;S I · 1~ suc h i virl s,Jwed t ha· 
deer •~re less ac t 1ve 1n a :v ~ wtde pc~er !;nt ~ QR t~an t " the a i;~cen~ ~crest 

1n the ~1nter and the ~u thor s suggestaa t hat Qe~r va r as s h ~ ulo ~ e i w ~tdea by 
energ y transportat1ur. ROWs. However, ~ rece~t stuo~ i O~uc e : «r~ ~rown 196J • 
cond uc ted in the: same yard s howe,j tr.at t eer spent ~ons1Jera t :.: t 111:1 browstng 
111 the ROW diJrl f' Q w1nter. Tt1us after 10 yec!:'s o~ resea'ch ~h: resul ts ~re 

still inconclust~e contern1n~ th& trade-oii betw~~n tn ~ loss o f ~ o~c:· an d t ~~ 

g a 1 n i n i o o d p r c d u t t 1 on 1 n r e 1 at 1 on t o 1\0 W s ~ n n j c· the r n o € e r \ -3 r c s . i ·. e 
magn1tude of thts t raoe-oi ' 1s a lso 11 ~ ~ :~ to ch ang& io r ea:n y ~ro ~90?nja ~ g 

u ~ on wtnter se v ~r l t) ana ~nr. u al po~ u latiD P Je. t!s ~~ l~t, a varc. r~1s o~!: 

spectes scenir lo shows th ~t th2re c r ~ c a ses " n ~rc: to~~i u: t :~s ~:;ed on 

.. 
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:: ei-: -:t1or. 

o; c "'~ :'"'ct. ( l : r. ~ :: : i t r vi - t r '?it m ~ ' t : ~ •.· ·J t e s j u r : n l ~ "l a ~ ... : 1 1 tr·l r: d r .. t •:t p. ~: t 
o s ~ '=' ~~ :t r 1 •t :t c.:; _. ,.~:o;~ o ~rc.. : cct. &e:-:-.; a.,.j : .ar.c ~· Ull"•Er •1'7-J:: : ~r4 : E: 

:i~• '1~~itoi-O th ~ •.I S': O• ; 11 eo:O l!.: i} l ·:ei Ce' I'" S ., E ·:" t tr~ t ·J ti"l<: biO~O~I: i . C:l ·-:l ~ :;n~ ; 1t: :> r 

1 ~p~c t it ~di •S. ;rt ~ j ~pr~~:~ ~t} l ~ nEed tJ v S ~ SO~~ ~ ~ · ·~:n g • cr l ~ g;c a i 

p r or::!! is e s : u -: ., i s E u t r .:1<:, 1 c ~ t 1 o I" • .::; , . n ;.1 t ,. ; ~ r. t : : c ~ 1 n q ~ : a nEg o t ; i : ; e 
.: w r r e r. c " . i r. ; ~ r. r: r ~ 1 , ; t :. CJ ' ~: et :"' ... t1 o : ~ a.~· 1 "'a ~ -: o .~. l?i • ~. l ~ 1 eo s ~ ,. e o ' f t 1 c u . t ~ J 

; 1 o <: r • 1 9 B 1 1 i.. ,; o H1 o 1 1 ~ 2 ) : a ;-o 'l C·.:: '.1 ·: <: 1. « n d ~! .j e, · 1 :, .:. .: 1 ,_. s ; ,., ·? -: ~ n d t r , n:. e r:: : : 
ai a t •ch~1q~e ~ ~c ant~ai iCt 1•lt• •s a ~ 0rr ~~c~ ra .~ sn.:~~, tn e sn ~r t-t~r~ 

ei ' ~'t s oi c l ~a·eo pc~~r ! tne ;o~s on ter r e s t ria l a ~1~ al t o~mun1t1e~ ~u t t n ~ 

:c-r.g t~r111 eHects r e r-:11;; l.trg,.i ~ ~.·r.l,~wi". 

~- roc. l i l"• 'i 

re;'E ~ rch en :'"~pre:E!:'It:C.t l ~ ~ 

c.:r.:!,.n s r~? ! ate~ t :J w t!Jl~t e 

= ~ ~ ~Cw s ~ n c :~• ~ ut cc~ e wc ~ i c :r c r ~E ase t~e eir 1c: e , c , ' ' t he p! a nn1 ~ ? 

pror:: es~. ' ~the ~ ; ~ t~ ~ ~~~r1:::b :1 : t , c~ c cn~~c~:rg ~ a nv iirg~E sca l e 
t r eat~~n t-contrc . 1t u ~1~s 1i •ec ~ ; n 1: ~c. tt see ~ : tn a t a cotent t~ l sol ut : o~ to 
thlS d 1 ;'1c uit ~ :: t c 1np l ~ • e nt i i~~ r~pres~ntat11 e ian ~ -t ern ~t~dt~s ana ~ c 

est4~l 1 ~h monlt cr.-g ior c. n ~ ~J ~r ol tvo1 ~a ! p roJ ~c ts . ~ e arl~no s 1r.d Dutn ~ ~r 

! ~ 2: .. Till : a f:' p ..- .;; ~ c h w ~ ~.; 1 d ~ •! n t u .: I i , ~ en e r a t e 3 c a t ~ b as ;:: • ~- o If ;j h 1 c h to •ll ,ci 1· e 
or~c. c t&ons and s u~ ;est m&t t ga ttons. 

t s tc c • ea~e e ~ ~ertt~ent a i rea ches c i 
~ r ~ ~ sp.:~rtat&cn RGw: ior the ; pec t? tc 
10ddl:fo?, f~;s e :;-etla l !:'ECt :or. :; 
o? : per : r:, fir. ts 

"'''"' ' ac y of 

anc c ~~ld c~rtr:~~t ~ 

~r~d : ct;jn ~ for c crrt~u r 

~ ur ;cse of ;nvestlg~tt ng r eoerc ~ ss&cns en 
c c u! d be s u0~1tted ~:> tr ea tment-con tr ~l 

t0 cc cl o g & c~ i sc1enc e jnd t~orov~ th~ 

.J 1 a:•n 1 r. ~. 

Fesults af l on ?-ter • ~ t u J : es Qa v t u ~ n o~ t to ~e t ~ e naces~~ r ) 

; nf~rm~ t ton far e r ; : c; ~~t p i ~n~t ~ g !~ r~l~tton to wtl dltfe and ROWs. Hew lo ng 
i nt L; o t~ o;e s tuG : es bets~ d:if1cuit questt on ~o ans;jer t ut :n or d~r co 
JOto . n ad~ouat~ aat a to mo. ~ ~r~d:ct1ons ~os:l~l~ c once~n1n~ w1ld l : te 
pcpuiat& a ns ana r ~ l ated ~r cr:: eiiE! , st u~, so~ctf tcot! J "& s noui3 ccn std~r ~~r 

1nstanca the c yc l1 ca i na ture of se ~ ~ r~l wildlife oooulat1ons o~d ~OW 

~a: n tenance c yc l es . 

C~TA ~EOw !P. EMENTS 

There ar~ sever al t v~ es cf d~ta reo u tred t n order to tntegrate 
w1 l dl : ~e 1ssu•s 1n ~~ e route se i ec ~to" croces;. T ~a soer::litc t ypes or 1a t a 
er~: 1l th e se rei~ted to tmo ac t~ or ~jn s t~~l n t: ~s; oc1 ~te d to routtn~ anc = u~ 

1~p i i ~ tat1o n 1 and ~ ~ tno;e dat a re ou:r eo t~ determtne the e ffects oi RQ~ 

ma 1 ~t e n ance a ct1v1:: e~ an " t!ci t fe !e . g. ttm 1n~ ci w o r ~, t vp es of m ~ C~ i n e rv. 

i a~ cu r f Qrc~. ph t tac:ces, '1re, etc. J . !h e ~cpraac h ha; been that oas a!&n? 

----------=----··· .. 

,~, •.. . .. 
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j ~ t • Will pro ~ 11e iu ff: c1ent tcolog1 ca i u~dvrs~dndtng t~ c~r~~t t~e 
i Q r~ulatlon of ~red 1 ct1ons. Aithoug~ th1s sound; log1cal, ~n e 'ro~ i~ ~ l1 ~s 1~ 
t~ e fact th it th 2 e~ ~ress1 on base i 1n2 data li ~~ch :o ~ vag ~ e ~~ :t~e. spa:e 
ind s~ ope. Tn e Interpretation of th 1; CJncept by e nv1 ronmen~a s~~: : a ! 1;ts ~~ 
a perm 1t procure~ent sy ~ t e~ has been to cc i :ect 1 ~~~i mu ~ of ~ata t: s~ t 1sfv 
t he gu1dtl1nes. Manv of these da t a c o!l ect1ons ~ere of l:'1~ ed us~ tn 
successive rout e se l ect1 on studies matnl y because ver y f ew of t~@~e stu1!1es 
1ncluded systematic long-term mon i tor1n9 l iean lands ~nd Duin~~r !9a3 J . fn 
idd1t1o~. vert few of these anal yses c onc ern~d t h ~~sel v ~s with i n~ ~ ··ect 
Impacts. Consequently there IS a pauctt r c r ~ovd reores~~tat: v ~ stultes 
wh:ch could ser ve as bac kbone 1n new route s~lecti Qr st udi es. The O)St
constructlon mon1tor1ng often presents a n o ~ -e , oanst v e a~d cracttca l ~av of 
produc1ng be f ore and after t ype data <Bean i a~cs ana o~1nk er !923 >. Certa1nly 
th1s approach should prov1de pertinent ~1ldli f e datJ in1 c~~ cl~s1ons 
~pol1cable t~ future rout1ngs of l i near ener~ 1 f~c1 li t1~s. 

As st~t~d earl1er , 
through r1gorous e :-: :J erl ,:~er.t~l st ud1 e~ on sp ;,;: 1~ 1 C .n! .: !l ;~ proo : ~ms rel~tt ·j to 
~D~ i ~pl~ntat 1 on cr ma1 n tenance. 3uch s:uote~ . ~ s1~g s c1 ent1 f t: ~et~cd;, 
would ccns1der top1cs l1 k ~ h ab: t~t ~ a n ag!•e n t, ~~ ge ~·,~c t, ci ~~t ar.j ~n1~ai 
co~mun1ties . ~ n1m a i actl vtt y , pr~d at1~n. c~~~et:t 1o~, dl s ~ ?r ~ ~! a n~ sa'~tv 
~a~ards, 1n crder to de ve l op tne n ec •ss ~ · v ~~:l to n • ~e or~~~=~~o~; 
ccncer~1nQ I mpacts o• RC~s on w1 lc : l;e. ~~fo•t3 :~ : ~ 1t ~ : ~~c c:cn ~a · ~ 
p r o d u c <F .j u s e + u l p r e l 1 m 1 n ,; r )" r <? s 1. : t s c ·~ - : e • ., 1 .-, -; ~ r. : .r· 1 ! ~ c t : ' : t ' ; C • 1 s ~ o ~ ,, ~ 
G H e s i ~ 8:: : Bra :1: "' e 1 ! c. n d £q :J e r 1 9 S 1 : ~· c '-' c ~ t ~ ; ~ l I 9 6 1 • :.. e d : ., .J : ; ·= .) 1 , !: u t 
r~3earch ~ust oe co nt1n ued t o Jeterm: n ~ ~ ~ ~ t· u2 ~~~~ct ~ ~s ~:: ~' R O~ s cr 
wtldllfe. Ftna liy, at sora· pc: n t i n u .·'?, r ;.>:e a r~ .·· wll! :. ,,., t ·: ~7d :- c:s; ~":~ 
co mpt e ~ ~roble~ of 1nd1rect ;mo~cts. 

Most w1ldl1fe ~anaq ement v e n~ u re~ t o d~t~ 1n en er g ~ transpcrti~l~n 
~O~ s were directed at hab1 ~a~ ~~d : i z cat1~n3 , I t 1s J u ~~! d•a::~g nc~ 
~~nage~ent e ffo rts g€t the go ane-ad desp1~e ii ~~ra nt ia~~ ~t J?ta c~ ~ cern1~~ 
th@ wtldlti e ISsue. Th @ ro y t;ng oi ~ J~ s cre a tes ~ s o?:lo -t!~c~rJ ! tr a d a-~fi 
wh@re some spe~t@S b9ne f1 t ~nt l e otn e- r 5 a re st r e sse~ ~~d ~~ ~ ~5 5 we u- d9rst3nd 
the magnitude oi thi s trade-o f i, tt rem a 1ns e ~ ~re • e i1 ~ : '; 1 : u !t t~ ~~~e 
en :i gnted m.;anagemt?r.t de- c ts1ons C t''•Ce r ;o~:-:g .qld l:fe. i:: er@ :s c oi'l S lt:: e~il! •! e 
;e-rer~l and some~h ~ t t ec hn1cai 1n io r rn ~t1 ;n 01 thE ~ an 1~ement ~· F Q~ ; for f1;n 
~nd w1ld l1f e le. i . lePdv and Adam~ :sa~: ~ al ~ 1n ~ ~ ~; 1 ~7;, and M~ v 9r s ind 
Pr ovost l~El l. Altno~~h t hese r e-~orts inJ sever al o :~ ers ar~ mare conc~r~ed 
wtth n o~ ltat "gr ooming " than hab1:a t ~a nage~ ~ nt t~ ev 1~J1~ ate t hat a t t1m eE , 
ana through iiOSltl.-t! .~a!'l.aqe'llent .j ects l ons. a c ertH ~ co11oah!hlzt ·; c a ., •lE 

;, c t, 1 eve d iJ@ t "e en :.. 1 l d l 1 • e r ~ o ~ 1 ; 1 t e s and t n c r G 'J t 1 n g o; it C W s . C e r t a : n l ; • ;- o 
~~ t e, there 15 ~\iliic! ~ ~"Gwle~~E on s o~E ; p ecii:~ ~ :! d il •? c on c~ r ~3 w ~;:~ 
c an t. ~: 1 n t e 1:1 r at ,: o 1 :-: t he ;; i ~ ,.., r. 1 r. g L· roc-?~ s 1 n !: • :.; 1::- t :) a o d ·· e s: : :l 1 ~ :: ~ ,~ t ~ 1 c 
,.. 1 l .:: : 1 f P. l ~ s u o? ;; i r ,, r 1:1 J t. e t n .; 1 "'p c\ c t a • a s I) •"' ~ t 1 ,, e s o '" 5 ;; 1 b l )' : ~ ~ r :: ' ~ ~ " ~ f <.~ ~ " 
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public concerns as much as wh1te-ta1led deer. These ungulates congregate 1n 
trad1t1on• ! wlntir f aros ~ ~~ c~ r epresent cr1t1ca l hab it at for the sur v tv~ l o f 
t ne deer populat1cns. Jnd er t hes~ ctrcu~s tancEs, one w~uld cons 1der yard s tc 
be maJor co1stra t nt s to cor 't a~ r rout 1ng. Ho~e v ~r a oe er 1arj can be b~o ~ en 

1ntc t~o ~aJor ~om~ on e ~t s ~h ie~ ar~ co ver and f ood: and w h tl~ th e c l ear 1ng of 
coni f e r ous c ov er t o r out e ar Energ y fac 1 l1t v s Mc u l a no t be con s :aer~j, 

dec 1duous stano s or. ~ h e other har.o can or esent a vtab l e alternative urder 
;pecdt c CHc umst anc e s . Te'd boo ks on yard 111anager.~ent <e .g . i>asman n :971 • 
suggest t o reJu ve nate cl1ma x dec1o uou s stands to produce d e~r browse, thus t ne 
rout tng or energy tra nsporta t ion RO~s 1n s ucn matu re d ec1duou s stan ds w1tr. 1n ~ 

deer , arc appears ;eas1~l e. On ce t h~ s conc e pt IS acce~ted 1t oec omes pos:1 ol e 
t o f ormulate Ob J eCtl~ely an ~ 1nteqr!te the jeta1ls of a ~anaqe~ent p ~ an 1nt c ~ 

pr o Ject (e.g . c l ear ln g-b ~ -small-b loc ~ s r ot • t1on1 . A succes s ~ul case nas ~ een 

rtportea <La~ot n e and Oupu~ !98: l 1n Qu ebec, wher~ a twt n 735 ~V ltn e was 
routeo through an ac t tve deer ward. By l ocatt ng t he e l e v at ed towers t n 
c l eart ngs pract1 ced 1n d ectduous and 1111 ~ ea stands an~ ra1s 1ng t he cono ~ctors 

t o spare contferaus stands, the t~ss of cover ~~s m1n1m1~ ed ~ ~d deer were 
pr ovtded wt th quant 1t1 es of Dr ow se fro m th~ s la s h c' th e or 1g t nal c l ~ ar ; ng 

whtc h ~as carr • ed ou t tn t he wtn t er ~ nd bro wse prod uc e d ~v tne r ew gr owth t n 
success iv e ye ars. Qv era i , lt I S o:ss1ble t hat th e ~rJ J e ct ma\ hav e bere f tt e~ 

deer. Un f or tunatel y t~ e l ong te rm , 0~1 t o r1 ng Jl t h1s oro J e~ t WdS no t g e a r~c 

co det er mtne th e CO \ er-br o~se trade- oi ; and 1t r ! ma tn s d1ff1cult t J d~ter m:n~ 
the ! fi ect e f t he m at n tena ~ ce s: red ~ le en or ow! e orcd uct1on a~d a v at l~b tlJt v. 

It IS most 1 ~o ort3nt to e ~ chas ::~ t~ a t we can onl v proce~d on a ca3e 
br ~ase basts and tnat al l deer var~s are not s yst emat1c a l l v su1 t~ d fer t h ~ 

rou t1n~ of an energ ; t r anso cr t a t1o n F G~. in ~jd1t1 ~ n, the r cut 1n g o~ a ~0~ tn 
a deer var d e l;~ na te s tn e wt ld~rn e s 5 c harac t ertstlcs wh1: h ~r e some t1 mes 
a tt acned to such ~ab1tat s. F1 ~ a ! l y on a comoarat: \ e scale , de~r ar e certa 1nlv 
mu ch oe tter o'f to have a l1n ear e - ergv tra nso ort factllt \ ent ro ac h tn e 1r 
)' a r d ; t h d n a ., o u s 1 - g ·: e .- e : J o men t • 7 h : s ~ 1 :-: d o f •.: M o: c e ! s no t u 5 •H 1 I v I ~ ft to 
o~ 1 ld !1 tErs an d / or o i a.1 .1ers alene . 

he b 1 t ~ t -, c.~. a g e ~· e n ~ s .- ·: 1 • -: :• o . :: e ~ on " 1 a e r ~ j t ~ e c ur~ - a 1 I i '"r t r e 
.. ~ ,.tC JS cr::i~ "'· S : ·nt ~i:J ... ,. orese r : · ·~ r ~o~ t!jj : • '? ocouldt l o ~ :;. i h o::' m~nage,~n ~ 

o~ ~ 0~-: ror w! ! ol : · e , s ~ :-, .to l e ,· ~ ; ; ~e- ,·-: e " er~ a "'l o ~"":> v o s t 

eHec~ ;o~ e, 

c;O J eCtl•~<.: 1 

.• a o : ~ : ::. ,, • n a~ '! .n P - t rr. 11 5 : tl t> c :t r r ; ~ ~ ~ ;: c or d 1 r, 9 t ~ a 

..J t~' '"rw 1 se tl1e t.o••e c ~s :~.i;: ,.. .-;gun t ! :> w!: ll - !nt E,t t oned 

1'1 e t> e 
SE t o f 
~ O: bl ~ dt 

"qrcomtr•g ' . Fro"' .a t jc;l!i e oo1 n~ o : · 1!!1~ . itn "? .; r en ~r ·; v tr:~nspor~<i CIO:'I 

iacl l : t:E s p r '?s ~~ ~ : n re~ a1f i e r en t set: of ~r o,i f ~ i whic h :~re t hos e asscc:~t2~ 
w 1 t :"1 : 1 ) J 1 a r !". 1 r, g , :: J ·: t: r. "' ~ r ~ ... ~ 1 :· -. a ::> ::! • : ; c o e r :t t 1 on .a n c ,., a 1 , t e n ~ r. c '! • i h e 
p l~~n1ng p ~ a~e ne t on!~ a Ft er~:nc ~ t ~e ro ~ : e t u t It I S ~ i so r es ~on stb l e t c r 

t~ e i orTu :i tl ~ :'l c f ~ u1 ~e l1ne ~ i ~~ ~ er , s o r ~ ; e r enc'?s f e r t he c on s~ruct1 1 ~ and 
c;p~r.att c, ~ h a s es. 7 ~~; co~~~~ ; ca t ton ;s P:s~ ~ t · ~l oe t ~e'!n t ~e ; e pn a s e s 1f 
,ana J e ~ t ; t 15 t ~ ~ ~ i vcc ess i u,, i: ~ c e : l 1 nn 1 r~. constr uct tc1 ~ ~~oper a t i on 

ar e t£rr 1e0 o~ ~ ~ ; a ; ff~rent ~ a E ~ c : e s c · d1 •1s1ons w: t ht n in ac enc v . 
~c~•~ ~~c ~t lon c;r s a:~~ ~ n s s tar t o ~r ~ "~ tnE ~ ~r5t r 0c :1 on ~ ~ as ? a~ ~ oit e , 'e: o ~e 

t ·JPI(li,- t e 0 1' 1 "9 ~~ ~ .;.p e- r' tlt·, _,,:;: .- --: ~ ·. sr:-':"1 : ;. ;:-!'1:: e • 

.: 
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..j r:: . :, : -: .· s ·II ~ •j..: con~ ~ • , ! ... ~ : · , ~ r r,: r... ~ • ., ~ .:- n; : ~ , s t r 'J-: ~ 1 on . 
~ ~ c::>ct : : '" ., L' e : a i.a~ ~ .• u-. .;.~emi? n t .:: ·:1:1 .. '' c ~ t ~ ., i? .jl:c;:; . on: .: un ·:~rn 101 g ch! 
~ : ~· .. ~ t: c n "· u .n r: 1 , , t r i 1 c:o r. ~ e :. r ~ n C..:. • n c,. :1 : r. ~ : e . ar e ·; a , ~ r ~ l i . ! : t ~ ~ ~ t he 
:1 ,. ,:. ~ C· n ~ .- •. . i - ~ ~ , ci n r, l r, g c- ,, ~ ; -= 3 r. ~ u ~ ~ c : .... : . .; e-" t i '? "'~ 1 r. : ! n o ,, c ~ : s ~ e c t s ,:: f 
, ·· "' ··: ~ r ·~ ~er, j ,, : !y : :• r:-l .:·t l!l :i •: ~• :J . . 'e :. .J ,. tf'g ~ ' :...: t-: ;~ l~c~ 1 ~n ;t udv. 
: n£: -?DC :'" ·~~C. !t 

.. ~;~r~nr ~ ~ i.; r 
"e 'l '.ll r -=s t1r.:2 

;\ (n.. }-1 t' O! ·. itt 
l .~• PC" t.~•· t 

.~.nnt : n a r.c a 

~~q ~: ts:t P.;. 

•~.IS ~ r ~ fT! 3!f't 

:j;, '? ' t hi? 
;: ·. ~r i? c el y 

t-:rms d 
51':1~le . 

;tco~dl ,, ;~ia c ~- ~p a r mcn:t~r 1ng pr~~rams ~u s: O! o~: ~~ plac~: suc h p r~gr!•S 

t:Lld ~e 1:1t 2~rat~d ar t ~ e L -~ r& ll ~0~ a~s;i?ct;cn ~r og r~ c . F1naliY 
cc~mun1cat: on s mu st be ass ur e~ o~trie2n t ne mast~r ~ l J n r ~spJ~s: bti lt y leveii 
,;,,.,d tht: ~ 1 el:i m;,.1r.t enan ce l ec.&i:. : r ~.; ld t~wnc:: a~ ~ Il ls ! a~te r :~age ar~ as eiSY 
to f1 n j as bul i~ozer oper~t o rs. 

~O~ E OF WI~DL!FE ~AlA 14 C~fiRIOGR SEL~CT!GU 

The route se lectiOn or o: ess ~~s~ c: ~ s •~ er w1l:il:f~ w1tn1n .;n .;rray 
oi ot ~ .:r b1oph ys1cal con;trd lnts .;!en~ w 1t~ soc :3 l v al ~ e=. ccst: and techn:~ al 
c on stra1nts. Th~ ~~pGrtan~e ~i w1 idl 1i~ tn s~cn ~ult iOLS C : J l t~ar{ ;pcr~Jcnes 

, ~s be~n ~~ aracter1zed 0 1 a ro ll:r codster 3oo r~ ~c ~ ~nere wtl r.l:f i? 1ssues 
oiai~O a very Ol f ferent r ole 1 ~ . 3r a o ~s s t ~ J IE S. F~rPJJ S ~~~ re~son for ~hl S 

as tn ~ ~1ll1ngn~ss of tnec puol1c t c a~ancc 1 c~e1r r;~~ts c r 1n t ~r~st ~ ~ 

~1l1 i 1f~ ~ ~cno~nfe l c ana rlend ee !;~a,. When th~,., 1s a co~;ia c t w1tn ct ~ er 

ISS ~ es l ~.g. fo restrf . .;qr 1cu ltu r e • t n a r ou te se:~c~1on stujv, oiten or ~ c3 n 
e1oect w1l dlti ~ 1Ss u e~ to ola, a secc n c~r v r J:~ und er a lac• oi ; ~ 1t~ l ; e~ 

p u ~l~c Interest. On the o ther ~an~, s.: verJ J )u:llc qro~os ar e o't2" most 
e~ger to ad~ ~e tght tc ~th~ r 1ss ~ ~s s ~ cn IS agr1c ~ !ture. ;:restrv a~d 

r e ~ ' e,; t 1 on . F ~,. h a p s iJ n e r eo s o 1, ; ·:J ,. t n e so? 1 s ~ u e :. q a ; ;; 1 n q '" o ;:~ o? n t :; n: d..: r 1 .., g a 
stud y 1s the fact thdt the y lend thems~i.es to a ao~nja oie ~re~1ct:ons ~ ~ Q 

f a r~cast. For e sa mo l ~. 1t 15 ~as1er to d eter ~1n e tn at : 00 ha versus o00 na c: 
agri cul tural land w1 l l be lost ceoena1ng 0:1 tne outcom~ oi a rcu te ~ .::e ct:on 

stud y where two a lt ernatt ves art cons1oered. Wtldl1ie ;ssues ar e usu~!ly ..,Gt 
~s clearl y presented an d perhap:. ~h~ lacr of adeo uate data. ~t :1 m~~. can 
contribute to th e uit1mate uem1~e of ~1l :l1i~ co ncerns 1n tne corr1dcr a ~o 

r oute seiect1on proc~ss. Th ~re !re very io<w we ll 1nf~r~eo ~01ce s wh1 ~h spea k 
ior w1ldl1fe 1n !'Cu te select1 on st~~~es a~ d u nle~s a soec1es or hab:tat IS 
legally protected, the le v ~! O! c Jns t ra 1nt c f th~ ~t1di1te ISS Je 13 gr e atl y 
reduced. If the 1:nporta:1 ce oi w ll~:lf ~ 1ssues IS to oe estabJ:c;hej frc .~ so.:1al 
values ana nat1onal heratage points ar v1e~, t n 1s can on!. b~ a:n1~ ~ ec througn 
oetter knowledge of th e: tmpacts of RO~s on wtldl1fe com~un:t1 es. 

CONCLUSION 

W1ldl1fe populatt ons can be af f ected 1n min• ~a ys ov l1n2ar energ y 
transport , acallt 1es. Th e se 11npacts c an be s hort- or i o ng- t~r ned . j1re•ct or 
1nd1rect, tr1v1al or of great s1gn1f1cance . An e;sent1al compc r. ent of t~e 

plann1ng and 1mpact assessment proces~es 1s to ma~e p~ej 1ct 1or. s. Unle ss ~ou 
have a def1n1 t e 1dea of: l l which pcpul attcns ar e pr e se n t and a~ ~hat t1me ct 
the year tney are most vuln er able to hab1:at mo o1 fl :at1on. a ~~ :1 wn1~n 

ecological processes l e , g. pr edat1onl wt ll be affe:t e o bv a R J ~, 1~ D2C:Jmes 

• 
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cc~~ un lt. e~ reora~~n t; ~ r~~E~t l~ ta r E =t !n t ~ ! s ct ~ ~ ~li lc c o ~ ~un;~ v . 
o u " 1 ~ "' :i t r, ~ t : t.""~ .~ t? : ;, e : i ~ s ,., 1 ~ l ~ t r E i 1 ~ w n 1 ! e : t ~. '= , ; "" 1 i I c. e j : = :o C " a ., ~ a g ~ o 
the ~ r ~'Je-cr.f or es: r. t-=.; c. . ~Jr • .:: ··~· ~c .... : ,.. '? ~ ~ ~ ""~ d t i ; t.: ~ i: to ~r ~~t: r: ; ,... ~:'1 
e ~ 1 !.: e '' c t:- e .. ~ J ! ,: b 1 ~ • ·= : 1 -: t 1 .; 1 c r ;- ; ;: c. r c ,., • ~ ::. ~. • : t 1 1:? i f'J : ; tt d ; : . n ~.: .'j ~ o 
pr0~1Je the arcper Gita t a · ~ ~e i~Cura~ e ored1 t t1on s c onca·n;~g hi l dtt f ~ 
rcute a~lECtl~ ~ . 

recuco:> 
11Jpro'~ 

b l iiCt~; 

c our 5 ~< 

.:; e 5 ear c n c Gr. ;;: E :- r, • n q r, c.:; 1 t ,; t ;~ .; n 3 q a or e 11 t 1'1 !? ~ t 2 t1 ! t ,. n!? r; S G w c;; c o '.1 I :J 
conc;;t r ~l n ts ;ro~ the;; rJu te s~ : sc t1cn o~oc ess ~" ~ t: t ~ e sa ~ e : ; 1a 
th ~ i c t e O t wlldlti~ pou~ l~tlc~ s ~cc u a ~ 1~g nacttat s wr acn t ecQ rn ~ 
b: en~rc_;.,. t ra nsoor t it ne-!r •<~ c tltue;;. T"e •all ure tc· 3jopt tn1s 

oi actton w1i l result 1n ~ ilj te of stagna t 1cn wnEre ~:a ch routt 
se l ec tt c·n 
wil l be 

"Ill prccuca var t ous qL s nt! :: ; e; of descr1pL"e wtid l l re .:LHn ... hl~h. 
of I ! rft 1 t ~ d L. 5 ~ t" t n e r ;.w t ~ s "' l e '= t 1 •J ; . ~· ,.. C· c ;, c;; s ~ n c t ,:. man c. g e :r. en t 

r '1 e r o l ~<> of «~I 1 d l : t e 1 s s ues 1 r, c c r r 1 do r s!! l e c t 1 o ."1 ... 1 l i be e ,., t, ~ ·1 :_ 2 'J 

<r·a ::;tq;l:iled t h ' ;:)v ·~r, mor e :nt e r. s :. !? r es'! c. r : i, t n th~t so ec.• t : r t:lt:: ::Jt 
.. d d! ;n? t.:o i ogy. O:. e tt er o•e r 3l i E.al vot:on ~ r · u ·'! 3i:'Ding of ~o : :o ! ;• e t-< .oo1t~t 
ie.g . trr o uq ~ 1 mp r c .~~ r~so lu t1~n 1n r!!mo~!! sen;1 n; J w;Jj e n ,ol~ ol a ~n er s t o 
r e c .:J j ' • 1 : e ~ r c c: i !.' :r. s '" c. r ! ' 1r1 t ~. i? : o ,. ,. 1 do r cl n c r c• ·.t t E s e l E' c t 1 c;,., ;:~ • c c e s s . T I' ;:> 

mat ur :1g o; t h e acote c cnslc er~ t;o " s c~n en!. ta ~ t? p l ace tf ~Ianners ~? ~ a 
w 1l~ l 1; i spec1o l1 sts mat ntiln an ooe" d1~lcg u e to e n3 ure ~ r eal1 st;c a nd 
ravor.;c; i e :n:: l usl·: :> cf wllo l 1 i e :ssue; t r. the ro -.~ te s e l !!c ttcn pr.:;cess. lro t h e 
l ong r un , th1 s w: ll ma~e tne rou t e se l ect1cn .:Jrocess Pi!Sier, ~ore ccntl l ct 
i ree ana ~ ore eff1 c: e~t. 
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ICE CONTROL MEASURES ON THE ST. LAWRENCE RIVER 

Introduction 

Within the 160 mile reach of the lower St. Lawrence 

River between Montreal and Quebec City (see Fig. 1) flooding 

of low lying areas and damage to shore property used to always 

be hazards associated with winter. The primary reason for 

such flooding lay in the fact that the ice still had a firm 

grip on the river at the time of the spring freshet. Flooding 

also occurred during the early and mid-winter months due to 

ice jams caused by shoving and telescoping of the ice cover 

before final consolidation. Marks on buildings along the 

Montreal waterfront attest to the heights to which the most 

disastrous of these floods reached; the worst being that of 

1886 when Notre Dame Street virtually became a river. The 

municipalities around and downstream shared with Montreal the 

distress associated with the annual spring run-off and ice 

break-up in the St . Lawrence. It is recorded, for example, 

that 50 people lost their lives during the spring flood of 

1865, and that in the Sorel-Berthierville region miles of 

low-lying areas were innundated. 

From earliest times, a particularly vexatious pro

blem has been the formation of an ice bridge at Cap Rouge, 

some f ive miles west of Quebec City. Here, at the site of 

the impressive Quebec Bridge, the St. Lawrence is about 175 

fee~ deep, but its width is reduced to less than half a mile. 

Under conditions of extremely cold weather and a heavy run 

of drift and sheet ice, this narrow passage was often spanned 

by a bridge of ice during slack water at high tide . If this 

bridge was not dislodged by the following ebb tide, a solid 

barrier would form and generally remain in place until spring. 

Not only did this lead to considerable flooding upstream, but 

when the bridge finally let go, the effects in Quebec Harbour 

were often disastrous. The break-up of the Cap Rouge ice 

bridge on May 9 , 1874 is reported to have resulted in water

front damage, including sunken ships, to the extent of one 

million dollars. 

• .• 2 
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The first organized attempt at ice control was made 

in 1906 when two federal government icebreakers made their 

presence felt on the St. Lawrence. In the early spring of t~ at 

year the brand new Lady Grey* and Montcalm, working together , 

successful ly broke up the ice bridge at Cap Rouge before flood 

dangers developed. Although this was a modest beginn~ng, it 

was literally a "breakthrough". The Lady Grey is shown at work 

in Fig. 2. 

! t soon became evident that the formation of an ice 

bridge could be pre\·ented by continual icebreaker patrol 

throughout the winter, and with this barrier removed, it was 

a relatively easy matter to maintain an open channel as far 

upstream as Trois-Rivi~res. With the addition to the ice

breaker fleet of the Saurel in 1929 and the N.B. McLean a year 
later, it was generally possible to open a channel to Montreal 

in time to proviQ, an escape route for the heavy run of ice 

and freshet waters in the spring. There still remained, how

ever, the problem of early and mid-winter floods . It was not 

until the acquisition of more powerful and modern icebreakers 

in the early 1950's and the inauguration of continuous ice

breaking operations thro1.1gh the winter that the situation \olas 

controlled and the incidence of flooding drastically reduced. 

Due to this flood prevention program, improved icebreaking 

techniques, and recently instal led control works, the disasters 

of former years are now all but forgotten. Although we must 

accept the fact that we are as yet unable to prevent th~ 

f o rmat ion o f ice jams, they are now removed by the icebreakers 

long before there is danger of flooding. As a matter of 

interest, the maximum level at Montreal last winter occurred 

on Februa~J 5, when an ice jam at Montreal East raised the 

water level to about 13 feet above normal for a short period, 

as compared with levels 25 feet above normal which frequent ly 

occurred i n the past . 

* The Lady Grey s ank dramati cally after a collision while 
assisting the Quebec ferry in 1955. 

. .• 3 
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Problem Areas 

As already mentioned, a major problem area is the 

Quebec Narrows section at Cap Rouge. The tidal range at Quebec 

is in the order of twenty feet and effective i=ebreaking oper

ations can only be carried out on the ebb tide which flushes 

the broken ice downstream. These operations may have to be 

curtailed or even suspended under conditions of poor visibility. 

During critical periods of winter, at least one icebreaker is 

on standby at Quebec to prevent the formation of jams. The 

winter of 1967-68 is illustrative of the very serious condi

tions which can arise in this section. During the extremely 

cold weather in the first two weeks of January 1968, the ice 

bridged over in the Quebec Narrows and with continuing extreme 

temperatures a very severe ice jam quickly formed upriver as 

far as Trois-Rivieres. It took the combined efforts of nine 

Coast Guard icebreakers (including the three "heavies") about 

three weeks to finally clear the channel to Montreal. The 

conditions which faced the icebreakers are well . illustrated 

in Fig. 3. 

Between Quebec and Trois-Rivieres tidal action and 

icebreaker patrol generally keep the channel open throughout 

the winter. From Trois-Rivieres to Montreal, however, the 

situation is much more complex, and in this reach there are 

two key areas for controlling the ice problem - the Lake 

St. Peter-Lanoraie Section and the LaPrairie Basin. 

Ice Cover Formation - Trois-Rivieres to Montreal 

The ice cover in the St. Lawrence River from Trois

Rivieres to the foot of the Lachine Rapids develops in much 

the same way every year. With the advent of cold weather, 

water temperature~adually falls to the freezing point, drift 

ice begins to appear over the surface, and sheet ice forms in 

the bays and in areas of slack water. This newly formed ice 

tends to break off under the action of wind and waves and 

together with a mixture of "frazil" and slush, drifts do1,o~n-

••• 4 
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stream into Lake St. Peter where the average current velocity 

is less than 1.5 feet per second, and at times of strong 

northeasterly winds there may be no surface movement at all. 

Thi s condition allows border ice to form and bridge across 

the narrow outlet of the lake . The mass of drifting ice 

accumulates against the bridye and a cover soon forms. This 

usually happens toward the end of December. Thereafter, the 

ice cover packs upstream to Montreal at a rate dependent on 

the meteorological conditions and in a manner governed by t he 
hydraulic characteristics of the river. 

~he mechanics of ice cover growth by packing are 

not yet fully understood. In the past, the process was based 

on simple current velocity criteria, with the limiting velo

city for advance of the cover by packing being taken as 2.25 

feet per second. It is now generally accepted that progres

sion of an ice cover is related to the Froude number, the 

value of which determines whether ice floes \'lill pack against 

the leading edge of the advancing cover, or be drawn under it. 

The actual value of this number for a particular section is 
probably dependent on various factors, including the hydraulic 

conditions and the characteristics of the ice at the section. 

From observations made by Kivisildl, it appears that the 

average critical Froude number is about: 

F = V/ (gD)~ = 0 . 08 

where v = velocity of the current at the section 

D = mean depth of water at the section 
-g = acceleration due to gravity 

According to Kivisild, when the Froude number is 

less than 0.08, ice accumulates against the edge of the cover 

and the pack grows upstream, becoming more massive as the 

Froude number approaches the critical value. At higher Froude 

numbers ice is drawn under the cover and is deposited on the 

underside to form a "hanging dam" at sections where the shear 

stress against the cover is below a certain value. This process 

••• 5 
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creates a backwater effect upstream and makes hydraulic condi

tions favourable for ice to accumulate against the cover, thus 

allowing the pack to continue its growth upstream. This is 

the manner in which the ice cover advances from Lake St. Peter 

to Montreal. A typical ice cover formation is illustrated in 

Figs. 4 and 5. If the weather remains very cold the ice cover 

will be relatively strong. A period of mild weather, however, 

can weaken the cover sufficiently that it cannot withstand the 

thrust on it. At this point the cover may buckle or telescope 

and compress to form a heavy ice jam, with subsequent s h arp 

increases in upstream water levels. Serious jamming frequently 

occurs in the narrows at the head of Lake St. Peter,in the 

Lanoraie section and in Montreal Harbour. 

A key factor governing the ice problem at Montreal 

and downstream is the continuous generation of ice throughout 

the winter in the seven mile open water reach of the Lachine 

Rapids and lower end of Lake St. Louis. The vast quantities 

of ice generated in this section continue to flow downstream 

until the increase in water levels in upper Montreal Harbour 

caused by the advancing ice cover is sufficient to reduce 

current velocities and permit an ice cover to form in LaPrairie 

Basin up to the foot of the rapids. Thereafter, with continuing 

cold weather, the cover in the basin consolidates and the bulk 

of the ice generated in the rapids area is stored under it. 

This marks the end of a critical stage in the winter's opera

tions and normally there is little further trouble. A typical 

ice cover in Montreal Harbour during ·~e fifties is shown in 

Fig. 6. 

In Lake St. Peter a ~urther complication arises 

after the channel has been opened by the icebreakers in early 

winter. The lake is some 8 milP.s wide and 20 miles long with 

an average depth of about 10 feet. The Ship Channel, which 

passes through the middle of the lake,is 800 feet wide and 

dredged to a depth of 35 feet. The problem here is that from 

time to time large pieces of the cover break off through the 

action of wind and the waves of passing ships. These large 

masses move into the shipping lane and effec·..:ively block it . 
• • • 6 
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One of the most troublesome areas is the northeast section of 

the lake, and an example of what can happen is illustrated in 

Fig. 7. 

Icebreaking and Winter Navigation 

Until a few years ago icebreaking between Montreal 

and Quebec City was traditionally carried out only for flood 

control, and the maintenance of an ice-free track for ferry 

crossings at Quebec, Trois-Rivi~res and Sorel. Officially no 

direct assistance was given to ships navi~ating in this reach 

of the river except in emergencies. During the last decade, 

however, there has been a growing trend of ships taking advan

tage of these icebreaking operations to reach Montreal in the 

winter months. The closed season, i.e. the time between last 

departures and first arrivals at Montreal has been progres

sively shortened from about five months at the beginning of 

the century until today the port is virtually open to year

round navigation. Most of the ships sailing to Montreal in 

winter have specially reinforced hulls to combat ice condi

tions in the Gulf and the St. Lawrence River. Fig. 8 shows 

the trend and growth in the number of vessels sailing to 

Montreal during the winter months, January through March. 

Although the major role of the icebreakers in this 

reach of the St. Lawrence is still flood control, they have 

now taken on the additional responsibility of maintaining 

an open channel in support of the developing winter traffic 

through the area. The annual cost of icebreaking between 

Quebec and Montreal is at present about $750,000 with the 

following ships of the Coast Guard fleet usually assigned 

to these operations: 
.: 

N.M. Rogers 13,000 Horsepow · r 

N.B. McLean 6,500 Horsepower 

Montcalm 4,000 Horsepower 

Ernest Lapointe 2,000 Horsepower 

... 7 
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An important factor in icebreaking operations is 

the width of channel opened. The aim is to open a lane wide 

enough to permit safe navigation and adequate ice evacuation. 

This policy leads to less ice being produced in the system, 

and the slightly higher velocities in the restricted channel 
favour better ice evacuation. Fig. 9 shows an historic repre

sentation ofthe ice cover formation and icebreaking operations 

between Quebec and Montreal for the winter of 1967-68. The 

influence of these operations on water levels in Montreal 

Harbour is further illustrated in Fig. 10. 

At times bad weather can reduce visibility and ser

iously hinder the work of maintaining an open channel. The 

Ministry of '.1'ransport, recognizing the need to get the most 

effective use of its icebreaking fleet, is actively evaluating 

and experimenting with a number of accurate vessel location 

systems which would allow the icebreakers to work under con

ditions of extremely poor visibility. One Radar Positioning 

System now under extensive testing on the Norman McLeod Rogers 

has indicated that an accuracy of about 1 meter can be 

obtained in vessel location. When this equipment has been 

fully proved and becomes operational, downtime due to poor 

visibility should be practically zero. 

Ice Control Structures 

To enhance its ice control program to meet the dual 

challenge of reducing the danger of flooding and of assisting 

winter navigation, the Ministry has also installed a numLer 

of additional features in this reach of the river. 

The construction of EXPO '67 involved the narrowing 

of St . Lawrence River channels in the Montreal area, resulting 

in ~ potential danger of more severe jams from a run of ice 
out of LaPrairie Basin, and hence possible flooding of not 

only EXPO itself, but of the low lying areas along the Montreal 

waterfront. To minimize this danger, ,a permanent ice control 

structure was constructed across the river at the lower end 

of the basin. The location and details of tr~ structure are 

••• 8 
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shmvn in Figs. 11, 12 and 13. Built in 1964-65 at a cost of 

$18,000,000, the LaPrairie Basin ice control structure was 

taken over by Transport in October of 1966 and came into full 

operation during the subsequent winter. 

The structure, which is essentially an elaborate 

system of floating stoplogs set between piers, was designed 

to help form a stable ice cover on the basin earlier than 

would normally be the case. Once formed, this cover provides 

a large storage area for the ice continually generated in the 

Lachine Rapids section upstream. Thus, the large volume of 

ice which normally flows out of the basin in early winter is 

arrested and prevented from causing severe ice jams and con

sequent flooding in the Montreal area. 

Successful operation of the control structure is 

dependent upon an increase in water level at the structure 

due to backwater effects of the ice cover advancing upstream 

into Montreal Harbour. Development of recommended operating 

procedures was based on extensive model studies. The two 

main factors investigated were the water levels at which the 

stoplogs should be placed to promote an ice cover, and the 

capacity of LaPrairie Basin to store ice under the cover thus 

formed. It was established from the model tests that if oper

ated u~der certain stage discharge relationships created by 

ice jams downstream, the structure would initiate an ice cover 

on the basin. The operation is illustrated schematically in 

Fig. 14. 

One method of estimating th~ volume of ice formed 

from a given area of water exposed to the cooling action of 

air is by establishing the rate of heat loss as the water 

is cooled to the freezing point and applying the rate found 

to later exposures. MacLachlin2 determined this rate to be 

about 95 British Thermal Units transferred per day per square 

foot per degree difference between air and water temperatures, 

and went on to establish the equation: 

••• 9 



V = 95.T.A 
144 X 57.4 

where v = Vol. of 

- 9 -

(Simplified to V = ~) 

ice formed per day in cu . ft. 

T = Av. Diff. between air and water temp. 
in °F. 

A = Area of open water in ft. 2 

This relationship was used to establish for various 

mean temperatures the cumulative production of ice in the open 
reach of the Lachine Rapids and Lake St. Louis, the area of 
which was taken to be 270 x 106 square feet. The storage cap
acity of the basin related to water elevation and rate of ice 
production in the Lachine Rapids-, as obtained from model tests, 
is shown in the composite diagram in Fig. 15. 

Because of the success icebreakers have had in recent 

years in maintaining an open channel, the high water conditions 
necessary for operation of the structure as described no longer 

occur, and usually the ice covers only about two-thirds of the 
width of the basin. Experimental work is now in hand to improve 
the efficiency of the ice retention capacity of the structure 

by converting some stoplogs to booms and floating them down
stream. Tests are also being made with a boom made out of large 

diameter nylon rope. 

Another feature of the Ministry's ice control program 
is the installation of a system of floating ice booms. Estab

lished initially on an experimental basis, the ice booms are 
now considered to be an integral part of the control works of 

the Ship Channel. The booms, which are constructed in 500 feet 
sections, consist of ~.c. fir timbers 14 inches by 22 inches 
in section and 30 feet long, linked together with 2 inch dia
meter galvanized steel cable. A typical arrangement is illus
trated in Fig . 16. 

The booms in the Ship Channel have been designed and 
located to: 

(a) Form a stable ice cover outside the shipping 

lanes as early as possible, thereby closing 

large areas of ice producing open water. 
0 •• 10 
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Control the movement of this ice cover during 

its formation and retain it throughout the 

winter. 

Minimize erosion of the ice field caused by 

waves from passing ships and thus reduce the 

number of floes breaking off into the channel, 

presenting a hazard to shipping and creating 

serious ice jams. 

The first booms were installed in Lake St. Peter five 

winters ago in the location shown on Fig. 17. This installation 

consists of four booms, each 2,000 feet in length. In the light 

of experience gained during the first two winters certain design 

modifications have been carried out to strengthen the booms and 

improve their performance. This installation has proved to be 

extremely efficient in preventing the ice cover from breaking 

up and has considerably eased the workload of the icebreakers 

in this area. 

In conjunction with these booms artificial islands 

were created in Lake St. Peter to assist in control of ice. 

These islands (see Fig. 17), constructed of glacial till from 

dredging operations and topped with rock, measure 40 feet by 

40 feet at the top {8 feet above low water datum), and were 

completed in 1968. 

Ice booms have also been installed at two other loca

tions, viz at Lavaltrie, near the lower end of the Vercheres 

Islands and at Ile St. Ours, a little further downstream (see 

Fig. 17). This is the second winter of operation for the 

Lavaltrie boom which has been very successful in controlling 

the ice in the channel north of the Vercheres Islands. The 
boom at St. Ours was installed this winter and its performance 

is bein~ carefully observed. 

Ice Studies 
Complementary to, and in conjunction with the ice 

control measures described, an extensive program of research 

and development is continuing into all aspects of ice problems 

.•. 11 
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related to the St. Lawrence River. The work includes aerial 

photography, collection of data, field measurements, labora

tory analyses, hydraulic model studies and icebreaker desi gn. 
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HlTRODuCTIO~ 

Le fleuve Saint-Laurent, une des grandes arteres co~erciales 

de !'Amerique du Nord, est affronte a un probleme serieux auquel sont liees 

de graves incidences economiques et que l'on a longtecps cru insurmonta

bles, c'est-a-dire la presence de glace durant plusieurs mois et a des 
degres divers. 

En janvier 1966, le Ministere des transports~ par l'entre~ise 

de sa division du Chenal maritime du Saint-Laurent~ entreprit un vaste 

programme de controle des glaces, dans le but principal d'eliminer les 

inondations et par la meme occasion promouvoir la navigation d'hiver sur 

le Saint-Laurent jusqu'a ~~ntreal, tout en gardant la priorite absolue sur 

les fonctions de recherches et de sauvetag~. 

Le premier geste pose dans ce sens fut de mettre sur pied une 

section qui se specialiserait dans ce domaine et dont les responsabilites 

majeures seraient les suivantes: 

I - Les operations de degla~age 

Diriger et coordonner les operations de degla~age 

entre Nontreal et Notre-Dame de Portneuf. 

II - Les ouvrages de retenue das glaces 

a) Gerer et administrer le R~gulateur des glaces 

du Bassin de Laprairie qui entrait en operation 
I 

a l'hiver 1965-66 

b) Planifier !'installation de nouveaux ouvrages 

de retenue des glaces, en diriger les operations 

et en assurer l'entretien. 

III - Les recherches et etudes de glace 

Planifier et coordonner les travaux d'etudes et de 

recherches sur la gla~e. 
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Nous allons tenter d'~~pliquer ici en quoi consist~ chacune 

des responsabilites precitees. 

Secteur 

Objectifs 

Origine 

I - Les operations de deglacage 

Montreal a Notre-Dame de Portneuf 

Voie maritime du Saint-Laurent (ouverture printaniere -

Entree de la Voie maritime, Port de Montreal, au Lac 

St-Fran~ois) 

1 E1iminer 1es inondations 

2 Promouvoir 1a navigation d'hiver 

Les operations de degla~age sur 1~ Saint-Laurent en 

amont de Trois-Rivieres debuterent en 1928 alors qu'une inondation parti

cu1ierement desastreuse a ~rontrea1 amena le Gouvernement federal a implanter 

des methodes pour 1e contro1e des inondations. Des brise-glace furent as

signes pour ouvrir un chenal en partant de Trois-Rivieres et en remontant 

1e f1euve durant le mois de fevrier. Le but etait d'arriver a ~IDntreal 
avant la debacle printanicre, ouvrant ainsi une voie d'echappement au sur
plus d'eau. 

Laisse a lui-meme, 1e fleuve avait tendance a elever son niveau 

jusqu'au point d'inondc~ les basses terres riveraines de certaines regions. 

Ceci se produisait des la formation de glace et du mouvement des gla~~ns a 
la surface de l'eau et se poursuivait durant tous les mois d'hiver de ~~me 

qu'au moment de la crue printaniere. 
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Lorsque viennent les tewperatures froides de l'hiver, 

generalement dans les premiers jours de deceQbre, la glace co~ence 

a se former dans les baies et les petites rivieres qui se jettent 

dans le fleuve. Cette glace nouvellement formee tend a se briser sous 

!'action du vent et des vagues et derive ensuite dans le regime du 

fleuve. Avec la baisse constante des~emperatures d'air, elle s'e

paissit graduellement et c'est ainsi que se forcent les gla~ons. 

L'amorce du premier champ de glace complet sur le fleuve 
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se faisait lorsque les gla~ons atteignaient la sortie du Lac St-Pierre, 

qui, l cause de son retrecissement en forme d'entonnoir, provoquait 

!'arret de ceux-ci lorsqu'ils arrivaient en quantite suffisante. 

L'entassement combine a l'effet du froid resultait en la fusion de 

taus ces gla~ons. Il se formait alors ce que l'on appelle un pont de 

glace i partir duquel le champ se forcait en progressant vers l'amont. 

Ajoute a l'effet de l'entonnoir duLac St-Pierre, il faut 

souligner la faible velocite du courant. Dans le port de Montreal, les 

vitesses vari~nt generalement entre trois et sept noeuds; dans 1a 

region de Sorel elles sont d'environ deux noeuds tandis que sur 1~ Lac 

St-Pierre elles sont d'un noeud ou mains et parfois, avec l'effet de 

vents provenant de l'est e t du nord-est, le courant de surface peut 

s'arreter totalement et meme remonter. 

Lorsque le champ de glace etait completement forme sur la 

partie avale du Lac St-Pierre et que le mouve~nt des gla~ons derivant 

a la surface etait arrete, il. progressait vers l'amont jusqu'a ce que 

le lac soit completement couvert et puis continuait de progresser 

jusqu'a ce que le fleuve en entier soit couvert ju~qu'a Montreal. Lars 

d'un hiver normal ce processus prenait environ dix jours mais dans des 

conditions rigoureuses il pouvait etre complete en quatre jours ou mains. 

L'effet que produisait ce chaop de glace en eau peu profonde 

est qu'il reduisait la surface d'ecouleoent par laquelle le meme volu~e 
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d'eau devait se frayer un chemin et. que l e niveau normal du fleuve en 

hiver tcndait a et.re plus eleve qu'cn ete. 
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En outre, ce champ de glace n'etait pas d'une epaisseur regu

liere puisque la glace flottanto pouvait etre transportee sous la sur-

f~e glacee par le coura~t puis a son tour voir son mouvement arrete et 

ainsi s'~mpiler sous le champ de glace jusqu'a former une sorte de 

barrage. De y~us, le mouvement de la glace a cause de la pression de la 

glace elle-meme ou i &~use du vent ou du courant provoquait un empile-

ment de glace qui pouvait s1 e~ever jusqu'a vingt pieds ou mece plus 

au-dessus de la surface glacee. ce~ ~ccumulations de glace etaient 

aggravees par la neige epaisse qui, mela .. gee a la glace, agissait tel un 

ciment, et par le frasil, consistant en de mi~lions de lamelles cris

tallisees, qui se forme dans les nappes d'eau peu profonde, oii le cour

rant est trop rapide pour permettre la formation de glace solide. Ce 

frasil etant entraine par le courant aide a la fusion des gla~ons entre eux. 

La combinaison de ces deux phenomenes produit cette situation 

que la surface permettant l'ecoulement de l'eau est si restreinte que le 

niveau du fleuve peut s'elever tres rapideQent et ainsi sortir de son 

lit, s'il est laisse a lui-meme, causant ainsi de desastreuses inondations . 

Endroits menaces d'inondation 

Les endroi ts en amont. du Lac St-Pierre qui sont particuliere

ment susceptibles d'etre inondes sont le port de ~fontreal, Repentigny, 

Lanora.ie et les rivieres se jetant dans le Lac St-Pierre. Avant que ne 

soit entrepris le controle des .inondations par la cethode du degla~age, 

il y a une longue liste d'inondations survenues dens ces localites . 

Principe d'operation pour enrayer les inondations employe jadis 

Le mode d'operation de degla~age eQploye jadis etait que les 

brise-glace commence~ a decouper un chcnal en remontant le fleuve jusqu'a 

Hontreal aussitot que le champ de glace etait forme et suffisarmnent ancre 

aux rives et haut-fond pour que le degla~age ou mouvement des navires ne 

r 
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puisse degagc r l a couche de gla ce couvr .:tnt le Lac St-Pierre et a insi 

permettre la formation d'un embacle a s a sortie. Lc but de cctte oetnode 

etait de creer et maint cni r un chenal dans le centre du fleuve qui per

mettrait !'evacuation des norceaux de glace vers l'aval sans bloquer et 

former des embicles qui arreteraient l'ecoulement de l'eau. 

Principe d'operation employe aujourd'hui 

Aujourd'hui, les operations de degla~age en plus de tenter d'eli

miner les ioondations ont pour objectif la promotion de la navigation d'hiver. 

Avec la construction de plusieurs ouvrages de retenue des glaces, 

le mode d'operation a ete ~eliore mime si fondamentalement il est demeure 

le meme. Ainsi, la saison operationnelle commence habituellement a la 

mi-decembre et se termine a la mi-avril. En moyenne, trois brise-glace 

sont assignes a la region. 

Le port d'attache de ces navires est Trois-Rivieres, a cause de 

sa proximite en aval du Lac St-Pierre. Toutes les patrouilles quotidiennes 

et operations de degla~age pour la saison sont effectuees de ce port et 

dictees par les rigueurs du climat et les conditions de glace dans la 

voie navigable. 

Le principe d'operation en cas d'embicle est de briser 

l'amoncellement de glace par l'aval, de fa~on a ce que les morceaux de 

glace puissent etre evacues par le courant au fur et a mesure qu'ils sont 

detaches. Des brise-glace qui attaqueraient l'embicle par sa partie amant 

seraient completement inefficaces et ne serviraient qu'a empiler davantage 

la glace. Il est a noter que de forts vents a contre-courant pendant 

une longue periode de temps peuvent entraver serieusement !'evacuation 

de la glace cassee et meme parfois faire remonter cette glace. Dans ces 

conditions le travail des brise-glace devient extremement hardu. Encore 

la, la construction d'ouvrages de retenue des glaces et des ameliorations 

apportees au chenal navigable ont granden~nt aide a diminuer ces 

inconvenicnts. 
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La procedure normale ~ployee pour ~riser un embaclc est 

que le plus puissant des brise-glace en operation brise l'amoncel le

ment de glace tandis que les de~~ autres, a l'arriere, degagent les 

voies moins congestionnees, brisent les trop grands morceaux et main

tiennent un deblaiement rapide. Quand !'evacuation de la glace en 

aval de l'embicle ne pose aucun probleme, une autre methode tres 

efficace est souvent e:ployee: deux brise-glace situes parallelecent, 

un de chaque cote du chenal, travaillent sfmultanement, attaquant l'em

bicle tout a tour et degageant ainsi la glace qu'il y a entre eux. 

Plusieurs fois durant la saison, et quand les conditions 

le permettent, un brise-glace est envoye dans le port de Montreal 

pour y degager certains bassins ou quais, aussi des entailles sont 

ordinair~ent effectuees au milieu de l'hiver ou tot a~ printeops 

dans le champ de glace de l'entree de la Voie maritime du Saint-Laurent 

pour en faciliter l'ouverture eventuelle. Cette ouverture printaniere 

est effectuee par les plus legers des brise-glace des que les condi

tions meteorologiques le permettent et que la situation en aval est 

favorable. 

Effectifs 

Les brise-glace qui travaillent aux operations de degla~age 

font partie de la Garde cotiere canadi enne, un service exploite par 

le ttinistere federal des transports, qui defraie toutes les depenses 

encourues par les travaux de degla~age. L'on estime le cout annuel 

des operations de degla;age 1 environ $850,000. 

Les brise-glace ~ui sont assignes au secteur de Montreal 

a Notre-Dame de Portncuf sont genera leoent choisis parmi ceux qui 

apparatssent dans le tableau s~ivant. 
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II - Les ouvrages de retenue des glaces 

Object,ifs 

Les ouvrages de r etenue des glaces que la section Controle 

des glaces operent et entretiennent sur le fleuve Saint-Laurent furent 

construits dans le but d'atteindre les objectifs suivants: 

1) Former un champ de glace beaucoup plus t5t que ne le 

ferait normalement la nature. 

2) Retenir ce champ de glace durant toute la saison 

d'hiver malgre les vents 1 contre-courant, les vagues 

de meme que les vagues creees par les navires. 

J) Diminuer la superficie des regions a l'eau libre 

reduisant par le fait meme la production continuelle de 

nouvelle glace. 

4) Arreter la glace flottante sous un couvert de glace 

forme, afin de l'empecher de penetrer dans le regime 

du fleuve. 

5) Accelerer les vitesses du courant dans le chenal navi

gable, facilitant ainsi une evacuation rapide de la 

glace flottante et apportant une aide considerable aux 

operations de degla~age. 

Ces ouvrages de retenue des glaces peuvent se diviser en 

trois categories: 

A) Structures permanentes 

1. Le Regulateur des glaces. 

B) Estacades flottantes 

1. Estacades du Lac St-Pierre 

2. Estacade de Lavaltrie 

3. Estacade de l'Ile St-Ours 

C) Iles artificielles 

1. ~es iles artificielles du Lac St-Pierre 

[ 

[ 

I 
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B-1) Les estacades flottantes du Lac St-Pierre 

La section Centrale des glaces, ayant ete chargee de la 

planification pour !'installation de nouveaux ouvrages de retenue des 

glaces, fit construire en 1967 a titre experimental des estacades 

flottantes sur le Lac St-Pierre. 

Des etudes antecede~tes avaient demontre ·que le champ de glace 

qui se formait du cote nord du Lac St-Pierre etait tres instable. De 

forts vents, les vagues causees par les navires, une baisse rapide des 

temperatures pouvaient arracher de grandes battures de glace provenant 

de ce champ et ensuite celles-ci,derivant dans le chenal,venaient bloquer 

la sortie du Lac St-Pierre et ainsi causer de graves embacles. 

Emplacement 

Les estacades sent situees sur le Lac St-Pierre, a environ 

1,000 pieds, au nord du cbenal maritime du Saint-Laurent, entre l'ancrage 

de Yamachicbe et la courbe numero 3. 

Description 

La longueur totale des estacades (distance en ligne droite, 

entre les deux extremites) est d'environ 8,000 pieds, s'echelonnant en 

tron~ons de 2,000 pi~ds cbacun. Elles sont constituees de poutres de 

bois flottantes attachees par des chaines a des cables d'acier enfouis 

dans le fond du lac. 

One estacade flottante est composee de sections d£ 500 pieds 

de longueur comprenant chacune 13 poutres de bois espacees de 6 pieds 

l'une de l'autre. Un cable d'acier galvanise de 2 pouces de diametre 

d 1 unC 1~~oU~UT ~~ ~0Q pieds, COUrt a quatre piedS en deSSOUS de CeS 

poutres auxquelles 11 est r~lie par de~ chaines de 4 pieds de longueur . 

En tout les estacades compor~~nt 20 de ces sections reliees les unes 

aux autres au moyen de plaques de rac~~~d. Chacune de ces plaques est 
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a son tour reliee a une ancre de oodele special, pesant environ 

6 tonnes; ces ancres sent enfouias sous le lit du fleuve a 400 pieds 

de ~istance l'une de !'autre. Las extremites de l'estacade sent assu

jetties a des ancres plus lourdes, du t}~e jumele. A chaque plaque de 

raccord, des bouees cylindriques sont attachees aux estacades pour 

en assq.~er la flottabill.te et pour neutraliser le poids de la plaque 

de raccord et du cible· d' ancrage . · ··· -· ---- ···- --

Clulque anctQ de ·type- ·"'3..;.1 .. '· ·pour · usage · dans la glaise et 

dans la matiere inconsistante est mise en place avec precision et 

soumise au prealable a des tractions afin d'assurer un contact fe~e 

avec le lit du fleuve. Dans la :atiere tres molle, il peut etre 

necessaire de placer deux ancres ensei:~ble. La longueur du cable 

d'ancrage est determinee par la prof ondeur de l'eau. On a trouve que 

pour une profondeur de 40 pieds la longueur optimale etait d'environ 

_ 500 pieds; ~ur -les .. estacades dU-Lac Saint-Pierre ou la profondeur 

· varie entre 10 et 15 pi eds, un cable de 250 pieds parait approprie. 

Modifications 

Ayant ete installees a titre exper~ental en 1967, plusieurs 

modifiCations furent apportees da?uis . Du materiel plus solide et 

resistant a ete substitue a des pieces vulnerables, ce qui en plus 

d'en augmenter l'efficacite a redait considerablement le cout d'entretien. 

Resultats obtenus 

L~s resultats obtenus sont pour le moins fantasti ques comme 

le demontrent les figures 16 et 17. }~intenant le champ de glace du 

cote nord du Lac Saint-Pierre peut etre oaintenu en place durant tout 

l'hiver, reduisant le risque d'e=~acle et contribuant par la mcme 

occasion a la diminution de temps que doivent passer les brise-glace a~~ 

operations de degla~age. 
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B-2) L'Estacade de Lavaltrie 

A la suite des succes recportes par les estacades flottantes 

du lac Saint-Pierre, une autre region, soit le chenal de Repentigny ou 

"Chenal du Nord", qui s'etend entre Lavaltrie et l'Ile Ste-Therese, a 

fait l'objet d'etudes en vue de !'installation d'une estacade flottante. 

11 etait depuis longtemps reconnu que cette surface d'environ 

200 millions de pieds carres etait une grande productrice de nouvelle 

glace (1,200 pi.cu./sec. a -20° F ) qui derivait vers le Lac St-Pierre 

pour venir le congestionner. Aussi lorsqu'un champ de glace reussissait 

finalement a se former dans cette region, souvent tard dans l'hiver, 

il etait frequemment arrache par gros morceaux qui allaient ensuite 

causer des embaclcs en aval. 

La section Controle des glaces fit done construire, en 1969, 

une estacade qui allait former un champ de glace dans cette region d~s 

le debut de l 1hiver et le maintenir en place jusqu'a la debacle 

printaniere. 

Cette estacade entra en operation des le debut de l'hivcr 

1969-70 . 

Emplacement 

L'estacade est situee sur le fleuve St-Laurent, environ 

2 milles en amont de Lavaltrie, sur une ligne perpenJiculaire au 

"chenal du nord" et s'etendant entre l'extremite amont de l'Ile 

}~usseau et le deblai a l'extremite aval de l'Ile Bouchard. 

La profondeur de l'eau a cet endroit varie generalcment 

entre 12 pieds et 30 pieds et les vitesses de courant sont de 

2.5 pieds par seconde . Le lit du fleuve se compose generalement d'ar

gile grise de grande plasticite avec quelques bandes etroites de 

sable vaseux. 



Description 

L'estacade flottante de Lavaltrie est du meme type que 

celles installees sur le Lac St-Pierre. Le fleuve. a cet endroit. 

etant d'environ s.ooo pieds de large. il fut decide de limiter la 

longueur de l'estacade a 3.200 pieds en prenant pour acquis que le 

champ de glace se formerait naturellement sur les sections 

laissees ouvertes entre les extremites de l'estacade et le rivage. 

Resultats obtenus 

Encore ici les resultats sont fantastiques. Le champ de 

glace. qui auparavant etait tres lent a se former dans ce chenal, est 

en place maintenant des le debut de l'hiver pour y demeurer jusqu'a 

la debacle printaniere. Les figures 20. 21 et 22 illustrent bien le 

travail effectue par cette estacade. 
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B-3) L'Es tacade de l'Ile St-Ours 

Afin de completer l'axcellent travail effectue par l'esta

cade de Lavaltrie sur le •chenal du Nord• une autre estacade du m~iile 

type fut construite et installee en 1971 en vue d'arreter la pro

duction de nouv_~lle glace (1,200 pi. cu./ sec. a -20° i"S] sur le sectc\!r 

compris entre l'extremite aval de l'Ile St-Ours et l'estacade de 

Lavaltrie. La surface affectee par l'estacade serait d'environ 

180 millions de pieds carres. 

Emplacement 

L'estacade est situee sur le fleuve St-Laurent environ 

1 mille 1/2 en amont de Lanoraie sur une ligne perpendiculaire au 

"Chenal du Nord" et s'etend entre l'extremite aval de l'Ile St-Ours 

et l'extremite aval d'une batture au nord du "Chenal du Nord". 

La profondeur de l'eau a cet endroit varie generalement 

entre 4 pieds et 30 pieds et les vitesses de courant sont de 2.5 pieds 

par seconde. Le lit du fleuve se compose generalement d'argile grise 

de grande plasticite avec quelques bandes etroites de sable vaseux. 

Description 

L'estacade flottante de l ' Ile St-Ours est du meme type 

que celles installees sur le Lac St-Pierre et a Lavaltrie. Le fleuve 

a cet endroit a une largeur de 4,600 pieds. Une estacade de 3,200 

pieds de longueur fut choisie , c'est-a-dire 8 sections de 500 pieds 

chacune. 

Resultats obtenus 

.· 

On ne peut que repeter ce qui a ete dit pour les estacades du meme 

type installees sur le Lac St-Pierre e~ a Lsvaltrie, l'estacade de 
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l'Ile St- Ours a fait sa part valable sur le t~tal des e fforts 

entrepris pour controler la glace, et justifie cer tainement !'ope

ration annuelle de cette estacade. Les figures 20, 21 et 22 ne 

peuvent que prouver les succes remportes par ce genre d'installation. 

Malgre tout, !'addition d'une section supplementaire du 

cSte nord cfe I'estacade · serait so·ubaitab!e puisque cet.te surface ··' 

ouverf:e· a presente des .difficultes a g-eler lors ·de la deuxieme annee . 

d'operation~ 
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C) Les iles artificiell~s du Lac St-Pi~rre 

Les 4 iles artificielles du Lac St-Pierre furent construites 

3 titre experimental a 1'automn~ d~ 1967 et 1968, dans le but 

d'etudier 1es possibilites d'ec?lois de tel1es structures pour con

tro1er la glace sur le fleuve St-Laurent . 

Elles furent integrees a 1'etud~ entreprise pour trouver 

des moyens de retenir le champ de glace du cote nord du Lac St-Pierre. 

Elles ont done ete disposees de fa;on a completer le travail des 

estacades flottantes. 

Emplacement 

Les iles sont situees sur 1e cote nord du chenal maritime 

du St-Laurent. Trois de ces iles soot a environ 1,700 pieds de la 

bande nord du chenal navigable. L'autre sur laque1le fut construit 

un phare servant d'aide a 1a navigation a ete construite a seulement 

500 pieds de cette bande. L'ile 1a plus en aval (ile t·~o 4) est a 
environ 6 milles 1/2 de Pointe ~u Lac . L'ile suivante (ile No 1) 

est a 1,500 pieds en amont et 1'au~re, qui suit (ile No 2), est 

a un autre 4,500 pieds en amont. L'ile qui sert d'aide a 1a naviga

tion (!le No 3) est situee en face de l'ancrage de Yamachiche. 

Description 

~~j i1es furent construites a partir de materiel drague 

dans 1e chenal maritime du St-Laurent et furent par 1a suite recou

v~rtes avec de la pierre de carriere. 

Les iles 1,2 et 4 ont una elevation de 19 pi . (IGLD) et 

leur surface superieure est de 34 ?i. x 34 pi. tandis que leur 

.surface ~nfericure est de 140 p!. x lL~ pi. 

• 



L'!le 3 a une elevation de 25 pi. (IGLD). Sa surface 

superieure est de 24 pi . x 24 pi. et sa surf ace inferieure est 

de 244 pi. x 244 pi. 

Resultats obtenus 

L'on peut maintenant affiruer hors de tout doute que les 

iles artificielles ont grandeoent contribue, en co~pagnie des 

estacades flottantes, a 1a formation et la retenue du champ de 

22 

glace du cote nord du Lac St-Pierre. Les figures 16 (avant 1a cons

truction) et 17 (apres la construction) nous prouvent que les objectifs 

vises par la construction de ces iles sont maintenant atteints. . I 

r 1 
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SURFACE WATER QUALITY 

1: 

MANAGEMENT PROPOSAL 

Surfaee Water Quality Objectives 

D. A. Williamson 
Environmental Offieer 
Water Standards and Studies Section 
Environmental Management Diviaion 
Department of Environment and Workpl~: e 

Safety and Health 

Water Standards and Studies Report 83-2 
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SUMMARY 

The surface waters of Hani toba are used for numerous purposes including 

domestic consumption, industrial uses and agricultural purposes such as 

irrigation and livestcclt watering . In addition, many surface waters are 

used for recreational pursuits such as swimming , water skiing, boating and 

the enjoyment of pleasant scenery . Host waters are also inhabited by fish 

life, amphibians (frogs), reptiles (turtles), aquatic insects and algae . 

Large forms of wildlife, small furbearing mammals, wat c fowl and some b i rds 

of prey rely upon surface water s for drinking purposes , habitat and sources 

of food supplies. 

The quality of surface water has the potent ial to become degraded through 

many other uses such as the disposal of industrial and muni cipal effluents, 

development of hydroelectrical generating sites and land use practices such 

as agriculture and forestry. 

In order to achieve harmony between the various uses, surface water quality 

objectives were developed which detine minimum levels of quality for e ac h of 

the uses that requi res protection . The objectives , when not e xceeded, will 

pr:otect an organ ism, a community of organisms, a pr escr:ibed water; us e , or a 

designated multiple purpose wate r use with an adequate degree o f safety . 

Specific object i ves have been develo ped for: ove r eighty substances . 

These ot!Jecti ves affect all Manitobans , s i nce if t hey are unde C' pr otec tive, 

surface wa ter quality may become degC'aded, or if they are over protective, 

an unnecessary burden may be imposed on taxpayers a nd industry in o r der t o 

pay for: additional waste treatmenc facilities . 
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Su~face water quality objectives are pr imarily used by &overnment agenci es , 

such as the Environmental Management Division and the Clean Environment 

Commission, in order to assist in developing effluent discharge restrictions 

for industrial and municipal waste discharges . In addition, other 

government agencies may use the objectives to control land use practicas 

that may have effects on water quality, such as cottage development. 

The objectives are also used by the Environmental Management Division, in 

combination with envir"nmental monitodng programs, to determine if 

pollution control measures are successful in preventin& water pollution . 

For example, the objectives may be used to determine if the waste t reatment 

provided by a mun i cipal sewage lagoon is successful in preventing water 

pollution of a fish spawning stream. 

The object ives are also used by other government agencies to determine if 

certain waters are suitable f o r uses such as irrigation. 

If the objectives are exceeded, there is no direct legal recourse to the 

sourc e of the pollution . However, the Environmental Management Di vi s i on may 

conduct the necessary studies in order to determine the cause of the 

pollution. Should the cause be waste effluents , Clean Environment 

Commiss i on Orders may be reviewed and revised in order t o prov ide the 

necessary protect i on . 

Occasionally, water quality parameteC's may exceed these obj ectives due to 

natural conditions. In these cases, the objectives do not apply . It is the 

intent that these objectives are applicable to conditions in the water that 

are caused by man ' s activities . However, if a certain parameter exceeds the 

object ives due to natural condit i ons, it would be unwi se to fuL"ther inc r ease 

that pal."amete l." by man- made act iviti L ~ . 
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It is important to realize that scientific information is limited on all the 

possible effects of a pollutant in the environment . New information, 

however, is continually being reported . Thus, the object i ves must be 

revised periodically in order to include the most recent sc ientif ic 

knowledge . Based upon the available information, these objectives are 

designed to afford adequate protection without an unreasonable amount of 

over protection or under protection. 

Thousands of substances could potentially pollute Manitoba's surface 

wat ers . These include, for example, agricultural chemicals , or hazardous 

goods that may be transported tht"ough Hani toba . Objectives have not been 

developed for all possible substances that could affect wate t" quali ty . 

However, give n reasonable information that such substances are present, 

objectives will be developed using the best available scientific information. 

Because specific numerical objectives cannot reasonably be developed for 

every possible chemical, physical or biolog ical parameter, general 

statements concerning environmental quality are also used to protect wate r 

quality. These requirements, although wri tten in general terms, are 

nevertheless water quality objectives . For example, these may be used to 

establis h effluent limits even though there may be no specific numerical 

objectives applicable in the receivin& water . General statements have been 

developed for colour, odour, taste, turbidity, deposits, fl oating mate rial s , 

flow, litter, nutr. i ents, oil and grease and toxic substances. 

Ideally, obj ec tives should be maintained at all times . It is however, 

generally accepted t.hat to require objective rna in t e nance at all times is 

unreasonable . Thus, a specific low flow level has been chosen below wh ich 

the objectives do not have to be met . This flow, f or large s treu.ms and 

rive r s , is the lowest flow which, on a statistical basis, would occur for a 

seven corsecuti ve day period once every ten years . For small i ntermi tt.ent 
3 

st r eams this minimum flow is 0 . 003m /s. The objectives should be 

maintained at all times in lakes . 
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Mixin~; zones at"e at"eas adjacent, 

stream or lake may not meet all 
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for example, to a discharge, where the 

the water quality objectives . This is 

allowed for pt"actical reasons, since for most contaminants, it would be 

unreasonable to exp~ct the objectives to be met at the end of the discharge 

piP,e. Mixing zones are therefot"e recognized as areas subject to a loss of 

value, but nevertheless, certain guidelines should be followed to ensut"e 

that the loss is kept as small as possible. These include, for example, 

ensuring that the entire width of rivers at"e not completely influenced by a 

discharge in such a manner that fish movement is prohibited or that bathing 

at"eas are not included in mixing zones. 

Certain pt"istine gaters suppot"t impot"tant majot" uses, such as t"ect"eation on 

sut"face watet"s within Provincial Parks . These waters may be given a "High 

Quality" designation . It is the intent that discharges Ot" othet" activities 

that may affect the watet" quality of these areas should be very strictly 

controlled. Thus, development within "High Quality" surface watet" at"eas 

wi 11 likely be more costly that in oth.er areas of the Province, since all 

available measut"es should be used to contt"ol envit"onmental distut"bances . 

Some pt"istine watet"s of the Province may be pt"eset"ved in thair natut"al state 

for the futut"e. These watet"s will be given an "Exceptional Value" 

designation . Development of any type that may affect watet" quality should 

be discout"aged ft"om these areas. 

Objectives have been developed for each of the general sut"face wate r use s 

within Manitoba that requit"es protecti o n . These at"e designated as classes 

and include domestic consumption, aquatic life and wildlife, industrial 

consumption, agt"icultut"al consumption, recreation and other uses . Whet"e 

possible, these genet"al classes are further divided into categories to 

provide protection, fot" example, to the diffet"ent type s of r e ct"eation . 
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CLASS 1: DOMESTIC CONSUMPTION will ensure the protection of waters that are 

suitable for human consumption after treatment . Since all surface 

waters of Han1toba are susceptible to uncontrolled microbiological 

contamination, for example, by wildlife, minimum treatment 

consisting o f disinfection is required for all surface waters prior 

to consumption. Objectives are included for substances that may 

have harmfJUl health effects, such as pesticides, toxic metals and 

radioactive materials and for substances that may present a nuisance 

to the consumer, such as excessive hardness and iron. 

CLASS 2: AQUATIC LIFE AND WILDLIFE will ensure the protection of waters 

that are suitable for aquatic life such as fish, amphibians (frogs), 

reptiles (turtles) and other forms of life including aquatic insects 

and a · gae. By ensuring protection of the aquatic communities, 

protec.tion is indirectly offered to those forms of wildlife that 

rely upon surface waters for habitat and for food supplies . These 

include ducks, geese, furbearing manunals such as the muskrat and 

bird!; of 

prov ided 

purposes . 

prey such as the eagle and osprey. Protection is also 

to those animals that use these waters for drinking 

Obj e ctives are included for numerous parameters including dissolved 

oxygen, toxic metals and pesticides. The presence of dissolved 

oxy-gen in water is essential for aquatic life, and the type of 

aquatic community is dependent to a large extent on the amount of 

dissolved oxygen present . Toxic metals, such as zinc and cadmium, 

in small concentrations, can have harmful effects on growth and 

reproduction, and in large concentrations, can be lethal. Others, 

such as mercury and PCB's, e\~n though present in small quantities, 

can slowly bio-accumulat~ in the tissue of organi. sms, until higher 

harmful l e vels are reached. 
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Some metals, such as cadmium, are more or less t oxic dependin& upon 

the hardness of the water. For this reason, a mathemati cal equation 

is used to establish an objective based upon the relationship 

between toxicity and hardness . 

The existence and composition of an aquatic conanunity also depends 

upon temperature characteristics. An excessive increase in 

temperature can be harmful by interferin& with fish spawnin& cycles, 

caus ins chanses 

tolerant species 

in srowth and respiration, 

to replace heat sensitive 

and causin& more heat 

ones . Heat related 

winter fish kills can occur when a heated discharse is suddenly 

stopped. Fish that have been attracted to a heated area are 

suddenly exposed to the cold ambient temperature . 

Developin& site- specific temperature objectives is complicated and 

time consuming . Therefore, a method is included by which 

temperature objectives will be developed for spec ific discharges. 

CLASS 2: AQUATIC LIFE AND WILDLIFE is subdivided into two categories in 

order to provide specific protection to different general groups of aquatic 

life in Manitoba . 

CATEGORY A: COLD WATER AQUATIC LIFE, COOL WATER AQUATIC LIFE AND 

WILDLIFE will provide protection to all types of aquat ic 

life inhabiting the surface waters of Manitoba, including 

the r•otection of wildl i fe . 

CATEGORY B: COOL WATER AQUATIC LIFE AND WILDLIFE will provide 

protection to cool water aquatic li f e such a s walle ye, 

sau&er and pike , including the pro tec ti on of wi ldl ife . 

This cat e&ory, however, will no t provide adequ a te 

protection t o col d wat er aquati c l ife such as t r out and 

whitefi sh . 
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CLASS 3: INDUSTRIAL CONSUMPTION will ensu~e the p~otection of wate~s that 

a~e used fa~ indust~ial pu~poses . However, objectives will not be 

developed at p~esent due to the la~ge numbe~ of present and 

potential indust~ial users, each with different quality ~equirements 

fa~ water. 

CLASS • : AGRICULTURAL CONSUMPTION will provide protection to waters used by 

the ma~ket garden and farming industry for irrigation and livestock 

watering purposes . Objectives are included fo~ parameters, such as 

sodium , that will protect various textured soils . Other objectives, 

such as boron, will protect sensitive plants. In addition, others, 

for example, fecal coliform bacteria are included that are intended 

to p~otect humans following consumption of ~aw vege tables irrigated 

with waters of this class . 

This class is subdivided into four categories in order to provide protection 

to three different general irrigation practices plus to provide protection 

for livestock watering . 

CATEGORY A: IRRIGATION wi ll provide protection to waters that are 

used by the greenhouse industry where such wate~ is t he 

only source of moisture for the greenhouse plants . 

CATEGORY B: IRRIGATION will provide protection to waters that are 

used to irr i gate fi eld crops, where such water is used t o 

supplement natural rainfall . 

CATEGORY C: I RRIGATION will provide protection to waters that are 

used to irrigate field crops, where s uch water is used to 

supplement natural rainfall. These waters, however, may 

damage certain soi 1 types if used f or long :~eriods of I 
time. 

I 
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CATEGORY 0 : LIVESTOCK will provide protect ion to waters that are 

used by livestock . 

CLASS S: RECREATION will ensure that surface waters may be safely us ed for 

swimming and boating purposes and also may provide for the enjoyment 

of pleasant scenery . These waters provide outdoor recreational 

opportunities for both Manitoba residents and for t ourists . 

This class is further subdivided into two categories in order to provide 

protection to the different types of water related recreation depending upon 

the extent of contact with the water . 

CATEGORY A: PRIMARY RECREATION will en$ure the protection of 

waters that may be used for purposes such as swimmin~ and 

water skiing, where contact with the water is an 

important aspect of the activity . 

CATEGORY 8 : SECONDARY RECREATION will ensure the protec tion of 

waters that may be used for purposes s uch as fishing and 

boating, where contact with the water is only incidental 

to t he activity. 

Man i toba' s surface wate rs may be used fo r other purposes t hat do not require 

protec tion through the establishment of obj ectives . These inc lude , f or 

example, the disposal of was tes or the generat ion of hydroelectri cal powe~ . 

Because of social or economic reasons , certain water s may be used only for 

these uses . Such waters may be given a CLA.SS 6 : OTHER USES classif i cation . 
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PREAMBLE 

In 1976, the Environmental Management Division prepared a proposal outlining 

a system of surface water quality objectives and watershed classifications 

for the Province of Manitoba that would form the basis of a surface water 

quality management program. This proposal was critic ally reviewed by the 

Clean Environment Co11111ission through public hearings held in 1977, under 

Section 13 . 1 of the Clean Environment Act . It was subsequently implemented 

with several revisions resulting from the public hearings . 

Volume 1, Surface Water 

objectives which reflect 

Quality Objectives, herein, contains r evised 

current scientific knowledge and whi ch del i neate 

numerous changes in the water use classes and categories in order to bet ter 

reflect the surface water use within Manitoba . Specific problem areas 

encountered in the original objectives have been further defined . 

Volume 2, Watershed Classifications, under separate cover, contains a 

revised procedure for the application of surface water quality objectives . 

The surface water quality objectives wi l l be a ppended for each of the 

nineteen watersheds within Manitoba as they become available. Th is document 

al so contains a procedure for utilizing the surface wate r quality 

objectives , on an interim bas is fo r wate rsheds t hat have not bee n class ifi ed . 

The attached documents have been prepared by the Water Standards and Studies 

Section of the Environmental Management Division and have been reviewed by 

the Water Pollution Control Saction of the Environmental Manageme nt 

Division, the Manitoba Departme nts of Agriculture, Muni ci pal Affairs , 

Health, Urban Affairs, Economi c Development and Touri sm, Enerey and Mi nes 

and the Pc. r ks, Wildlife , Resource Al location, Fisheries and Water Resource s 

Branc hes of the Manitoba Department of Natural Resources . 
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON THE SURFACE WATER QUALITY OBJECTIVES OR 
WATERSHED CLASSIFICATIONS, PLEASE CONTACT: 

D. A. WILLIAMSON 
ENVIRONMENTAL OFFICER 
WATER STANDARDS AND STUDIES SECTION 
ENVIRO!IKE!ITAL MANAGEMENT DIVISION 
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT AND WORKPLACE 

SAFETY AND HEALl'H 
BOX 7, BLDG . 2, 139 TUXEDO AVENUE 
WINNIPEG, MANITOBA 
R3N OH6 
(204) 944-7030 
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1 . INTRODUCTION 

There are 

domestic, 

many diverse uses 

industrial and 
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of surface waters within Manitoba, such as 

asri cultural consumption, propasation and 

maintenance of aquatic life, wildlife, waterfowl, shorebirds and furbearins 

animals and recreation. These often require waters of differins physical , 

chemical and biolosical quality. These uses, plus others such as the 

disposal of wastes, seneration of hydroelectric power, removal of excess 

precipitation , hydraulic alterations to natural watercourses and land use 

practises compete for the quality resources of provincial surface waters. 

The acceptability of water is directly related to the needs of the user . 

Water containins a certain combination of constituents may be suitable for 

one use but may be totally unsuitable for another use . 

The Environmental Manasement Division is strivin& to maintain, enhance and 

protect the chemical, physical and biolosical intesrity of all surface 

waters within the Province of Manitoba. Achievement of this soal will 

ensure that the present and potential surface water uses are maintained in 

concordance with the social and . economic development of the Province. To 

this end, surface water quality objectives were formulated which define 

minimum levels of quality required for the various uses. Provincial waters 

des isnated "Hi&h Quality" will be afforded sreater protection and waters 

desisnated "Exceptional Value" will be maintained in their natural or 

non-desraued state . 

If the objectives are under protective, surface water quality may become 

desraded, or if they are over protective, an unrtecessary burden may be 

imposed on taxpayers and industry in order to pay for additional waste 

treatment facilities. These objectives, therefore, impact all Manitobans, 

since they may affect lhe operation of industries, municipalities and 

certain aspects of asriculture . 



Figure 1: Pisew Falls, located on the Grass River, is one of Manitoba's many 
picturesque water-related sites. 
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Surface ~~ter quality objectives are designated concentl"ations of 

constituents that, when not exceeded, will protect an organism, a community 

of organisms, a prescribed water use, or a designated multiple pul."pose watel." 

use with an adequate degree of safety. 

Where water quality characteristics could not be defined in scientifically 

defensible quantitative terms , general narrative statements were developed 

that reflected the necessary and desirable quality . 

1.1 APPLICATION OF SURFACE WATER QUALITY OBJECTIVES 

Surface water quality objectives are used as a management tool suited to 

protecting surface water quality . The objectives are used in conjunct ion 

with ambient monitoring data: 

(a) to develop effluent discharge l imitations for the protection of 

specific uses, through determining the capability of a receivi ng water 

course to assimilate waste contaminants. The assimilative capacity is 

usually the difference between objective levels and ambient levels, 

where the ambient levels are lower, 

(b) to develop rational policies to guide those agencies having legislative 

authority, in co-operation with the Environmental Management Division, 

for projects involving resource apportionment, such as hydrological 

alterations and land use practises that may contribute to water quality 

deterioration . Such projects include, but are not limited to : 

(i) water flow augmentation, 

( ii) lake level regulation, 

(iii) water flow regulation, 

(iv) inter-basin water transfer, 

( V) extraction and apportionment 

municipal and industrial purposes, 

(vi) construction activities, 

of water for agriculture, 

(vii) resource harvesting or extraction operations (timber harvest , 

wild rice harvest, mineral exploration, minin~. etc.), 

(viii) apportionment of c r own, municipal, or pl"ivate l ands for 

recreational or other purposes thl."ough lease , sale, 

subdivision, etc . 
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( c ) to develop best management practises to control non-point or diffuse 

sources of pollution, 

(d) to assess the effectiveness of pollution control measures in protecting 

beneficial uses, and 

(e) to identify if the ambient water can sustain specific uses . 

Paramount among the above applications, is the utilization of the objectives 

for consideration by the Clean Enviro11111ent Commission, in order to develop 

effluent discharge limitations necess ary to make discharges compatible with 

specific surface water uses . The water quality objectives should not be 

construed as permitting any waste amenable to treatment or control to be 

discharged in any surface waters without treacment or control that could 

reasonably be expected . 

If the water quality objectives are not met , there is no di rect legal 

implication to the source of the contamination . Such a situation however, 

would indicate that administrative action is required to determine the cau ~ e 

and if remedial action is required . For example, remedial action may 

involve the review and revision of Clean Environment Commission orders, if 

point source discharges are the causative agents . 

Utilization of surface water quality objectives is but one integral facet of 

surface water quality protection . Water quality objectives are used in 

conjunction with other provincial and federal guidelines and regulations on 

quantities, rates and concentrations of chemical, physical, biological and 

other constituents to which dischargers are subject . 

1.2 NATURAL CHARACTERISTICS OUTSIDE THE OBJECTIVES 

Waters may have, on occasion, natural characteristics ou , side the objectives 

in which case the objectives do not apply . The objectives contained herein 

apply to man- induced alterations . Withdrawal and subsequent discharge of 

such waters without alteration of the physical , chemical or b i olo~i c al 

characteristics into the same or similiar water body wilJ not constitute 

violation of these objectives . The reduction in water quantity f ollowi ng 
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withdrawal but prior to discharge however, should not cause exceedences of 

the general or specific surface water quality objectives such that other 

riparian uses may be adversely affected. 

It should be noted that where the assimilative capacity is utilized by 

inferior natural quality, further deterioration by the introduction of 

contaminants should not be allowed, unless such additions will not 

jeopardise any beneficial use as shown through site specif i c investigations . 

1.3 LIMITATIONS AND INTERPRETATION OF SURFACE WATER QUALITY OBJECTIVES 

The surface water quality objectives contained herein are based upon current 

scientific knowledge. Thus, they must be reviewed and revised regularly to 

ensure that they reflect . new information on criteria and limitations and 

that existing or potential uses are accurately identified . 

There is a great deal of uncertainty of specific cause effect relationships 

between all concentrations of contaminants and all environmental variables. 

In addition, information is s carce on the antagonistic, synergistic and 

additive effects of combinations of contaminants . 

The objectives necessary to protect aquatic life, for example, were adopted 

from criteria that were developed ut i lizing an array of data from organisms, 

both plant and animal, occupying 

adopted after the application of 

various trophic levels. Others were 

safety factors to a 1 imi ted data base . 

These objectives then, are designed to protect most aquatic organisms most 

of the time, but not necessarily all organisms all of the time . 

Similarly, water used for domestic consumption which contains substances at 

concentrations less than the maximum acceptable objectives should he 

suitable for lifelong consumption . These objectives were developed in 

consideration of other exposure routes, such as dietary intake. 

These objectives are designed to afford ad~quate protec ti on, without an 

unrear.onable amount c f over protection or under protect ion . Hence, adve c- se 

effects may be di s cernible should exceedences of t he objectives be prolonged. 

---
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The objectives are expressed in terms of total concentrations of 

constituents in whole unf i ltered water, except where otherwise specified and 

as maximum acceptable concentrations. Maximum acceptable concentrations 

should be construed to mean instantaneous maximum (or minimum) concentrations 

not to be exceeded at any time in any place . It should be noted that certa i n 

objectives are below the present technical detection capabili t ies of analyt

ical instruments . Th~s is justifiable, however, since these objectives are 

useful in calculatin& waste load limitations. 

1.4 HIGH QUALITY WATERS 

Waters desi&nated as "High Quality" should have biolo&ical, chemical and 

physical quality better than the established objectives . Such waters should 

support a hi&h quality beneficial use . The desi&nation "Hi&h Quality" will 

be used in conjunction with the respective beneficial use class or cate&ory 

that is determined to be of high quality . Waters suitable for inclusion are 

as follows : 

(a) waters that flow throu&h or that are bounded by Provincial or National 

Parks, 

(b) waters within relatively undisturbed watersheds, 

(c) waters possessio& outstandin& quality characteristics, 

(d) waters that support a diverse or unique flora and fauna which are 

sensitive to man- induced water qual i ty alterations . 

Measurable or calculable degradation should not occur as a result of human 

activity, that will jeopardize the designated h i gh quality use unless : 

(a) the proposed new, additional or increased discharge or discharges of 

pollutants is justified, 

(b) such proposed dischar&es will not preclude any use presently possible 

in such waters and downstream from such waters, and will not result in 

e~ceedences of the water quality objectives, and 
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(c) any project or development which will result in new, additional or 

increased discharses of pollutants into such waters should be required 

to utilize the best available combination of treatment, land disposal, 

re-use and discharse technolosies to control such wastes, including the 

use of best manasement practises to curb soil erosion. 

1.5 EXCEPTIONAL VALUE WATERS 

Any water whose quality is better than the established objectives and whose 

value as a resource for the support of a combination of aquatic life and 

wildlife and recreational uses is such that the waters are of exceptional 

recreational and ecolosical value will be siven an "Exceptional Value" 

desi&nation . Waters suitable for inclusion are as follows: 

(a) wild and scenic rivers or lakes, 

(b) waters or watersheds providins habitat for rare or endan&ered flora and 

fauna, 

(c) waters considered sensitive such that irreversible harm will result 

followins human impact, 

(d) waters whose exceptional quality and value BS a future resource 

precludes the assi&nment of present uses . 

The above waters will be given a sin&le "Exceptional Value" desisnation . 

This desi&nation will be used to replace all other possible beneficial use 

desisnations . Water courses desisnated as such should not receive any 

alterations that result in measurable, calculable or perceived wate r quality 

desradation or desradation of other values deemed exceptional . 

1 . 6 DEVELOPMENT OF SPECIFIC SURFACE WATER QUALITY OBJECTIVES 

The list of specific water quality obje~ tives does not include all possible 

substances that could affect water quality . Technology howeve r , exists f or 

the. development of analytical procedures and for water quality objectives 

for all possible contaminants. 
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For example, over 600 substances are resistered by Asriculture Canada as 

active ingredients within pest control products . These products are used 

for various purposes includins wood preservatives, insecticides, herbicides, 

funsicides, materials preservatives, plant srowth resulators , etc . , and are 

available for use in Manitoba . In addition, thousands of other substances 

are recosnized by the Environmental Manasement Division as hazardous soods, 

and are subject to manufacture , use, storase or transport within Manitoba. 

These products therefore, have the potential to contaminate surface waters . 

Analytical techniques and objectives will be developed given reasonable 

information that such substances are present . 

For substances not listed, the seneral requirement from Section 1. 7 that 

these should not be present in concentrations or combinations that injure, 

be toxic to, or produce adverse physiolosical or behavioral responses in 

humans, aquatic, semi-aquatic and terrestrial life should apply. 

Specific numerical water quality objectives will be developed utilizin~ the 

best available scientific information . Objectives will be developed as 

follows for the protection of aquatic life: 

1 . Objectives will be developed utilizins the minimum data base concept 

published by the United States Environmental Protection Agency in the 

Federal Register, Vol. 45, No. 231, Friday, November 28, 1980 , or 

subsequent similiar methods. 

2. In those cases where it has been determined that there is insufficient 

available data to establish a safe concentration for a pollutant, the 

safe concentration value should be determined by applyin~ the 

appropriate application factor to the 96 hr Lc50 value . The 96 hr 

is defined as that concentration of a toxic material or 

materials which kills fifty percent of bioassay tes t oreanisms in 

ninety- six hours. If an experimentally derived application factor does 

not exist for a pollutant, the followint values should be used in t he 

determination of safe concentration values: 
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(a) concentrations should not exceed 0.2 of the lowest chronic dose 

lev~l at which subtle and deleterious effects were noted, 

(b) concentrations of pollutants that are non- persistent or have 

non-cumulative effects should not exceed 0.05 of the 96 hr Lc
50

, 

(c) concentrations of pollutants that are persisteut or have 

accumulative effects should not exceed 0 .01 of the 96 hr Lc
50

, 

(d) concentrations of pollutants with known synersistic or 

antasonistic effects with pollutants in the effluent or receivins 

water will be established on a case-by-case basis utilizin& the 

best available scientific data. 

Objectives for other uses will be developed utilidns the best available 

scientific information on exposure- response data, i nsestion rates, risk 

extrapolation techniques, exposure from sources other than surface water, 

and appropriate application factors dependent upon the quantity and quality 

of data . 

1.7 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

Because specific numerical objectives cannot reasonably be developed for 

every possible chemical, 

seneral statements are 

physical or biolosical parameter . t he following 

also used to protect water quality . These 

statements, althoush written in general terms, are nevertheless water 

quality objectives . For example, these may be used to establish effluent 

limits even though there may be no specific numerical objectives applicable 

in the receiving water. 

All waters of the Province of Manitoba should be free of constituents 

attributable to sewase, industrial, asricultural and other land use 

pr11.ctices, or other man- induced point or non- point source discharses such 

that the following general objectives are met as minimum conditions at all 

times and in all placeG: 
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Parameter, Substance, or Condition 

Colour, odour, taste, turbidity 

Deposits 

Floatin& materials 

Flow 

Litter 

Nutrients 

Objectives 

Free from materials that produce 
colour, odour, taste, turbidity 
or other conditions in such a 
desree as to be objectionable or 
to impair any beneficial use . 

None that 
formation 
otherwise 
deposits . 

will cause the 
of putrescent or 

objectionable sludse 

Free from floatin& debris, oil, 
scum, and other floatin& 
materials in sufficient amounts 
to be unsishtly or deleterious. 

Water quantities (flows and lake 
levels) should not be altered to 
a desree which will cause 
exceedences of the seneral or 
specific surface water quality 
objectives such that beneficial 
uses may be adversely affected. 

Free from materials such as 
sarbage, rubbish, trash, cans, 
bottles, or any unwanted or 
discarded solid material. 

Nitrosen, phosphorus, carbon and 
contributin& trace elements 
should be limited to the extent 
necessary to prevent the 
nuic:ance growth and reproduction 
of aquatic rooted , attached and 
floatin& plants, fungi or 
bacteria or to otherwise render 
the water unsuitable for other 
beneficial uses . 

For general guidance, unless it 
can be demonstrated that total 
phosphorus is not a limiting 
factor, considering the 
morphological, physical, 
chemical or other 
cn~racteristics of the water 
body, total phosphorus should 
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Oil and grease 

Tozic substances 

1 . 8 MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM FLOWS AND LEVELS 

not exceed 0.025 mg/L i n any 
reservoir, lake, p~nd, or in a 
tributary at the point where it 
enters such bodies of water . Ir: 
addition, total phosphoru~ 
should not exceed 0. OS mg/L ira 
any stream except thosl! 
identified in the immediatel:r 
preceding statement. It shoul•i 
be noted that maintenance o: 
such concentrations may not 
guarantee that eutrophicatiol 
problems will not develop. 

Free from oil and greas~ 
residues "''hich causes a visible 
film or sheen upon the waters or 
any discolouration of the 
surface of adjoining shorelines 
or causes a sludge or emulsion 
to be deposited beneath the 
surface of the water or upon the 
adjoining shorelines . 

Free from substances in 
concentrations or in 
combinations that injure, be 
toxic to, or produce adverse 
physiological or behavioral 
responses in humans, aquatic, 
semi-aquatic and terrestria l 
life . 

Ideally, objectives should be maintained at all times . It is however, 

generally accepted that to require objective maintenance at all times is 

unreasonabl e. Thus, specifi c low flow levels have been chosen below which 

the objectives do not have to be met. 

1 .8.1 RIVERS AND STREAKS 

The specific numerical water quality objectives should apply at all t imes 

except during per i ods when flows are less than the average minimum seven day 

flow which occurs once in ten years CQ7_10>. Should the average minimum 
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seven day flow with a recurrence interval of once in teo years be 
3 O. OOJm /s or less, then the criteria from the followin& Sec tion 1 . 8 . 2 , 

INTERMITTENT STREAMS should apply . In cases where the stream flow is highly 

re&ulated it may not be possible to calculate the average minimum seven day 

flow with a recurrence interval of once in ten years . In such instances the 

specific numerical objectives should apply for all periods above the minimum 

daily discharse for the period of record after the stream flow was altered. 

The specific numerical objectives should, however, apply at all times if the 

beneficial uses are supported because of poolins of water durins periods of 

low natural flows . The seneral requirements ~rom the precedins Section 1 . 7 

should apply at all times resardless of the amount of flow . Minimum and 

maximum stream flow criteria may be developed on a site specific basis 

should fluctuatins stream flows influence water quality such that beneficial 

uses will be _jeopardized . 

1. 8 . 2 INTERMITTENT STREAMS 

Intermittent streams and natural or man-made drainase channels receive water 

from precipitation from small watersheds (usually less than 1 km
2 in 

area), and from sround water sources, hence usually flow durins short 

periods . Such streams however, are an intesral part of the surface water 

resources of the Province of Manitoba . The specific numerical water quality 

objectives should apply to all such streams when the flow is 0.00Jm3 /s or 

greater . When the intermittent stream does not contain this flow, the 

objectives to be maintained should be those pertaioins to the water body to 

which the intermittent stream is tributary. The specific numerical 

objectives should however, apply at all times if the beneficial uses are 

supported because of poolins du~ing periods of low natural flows . The 

seneral requirements from the precedins Section 1. 7 should apply at all 

times r egardless of the amount of flow. Minimum and maximum stream flow 

criteria may ·be developed on a site specific basis should fluctuatins stream 

flows influence water quality such that beneficial uses will be jeopardized . ' 



- - - - ·- - - - -

Figure 2: This tributary to the Shell 
River flows for only a short period 
of time each year, thus, is 
considered an intermittent stream. 

- - - - - - - - -

Figure 3: Water for domestic consumption 
should be safe. palatable and aesthetically 
pleas in~. 

-

..... 
\..) 
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1.8.3 LAKES. BAYS AND IMPOUNDMENTS 

The surface water qull!1i ty objectives should apply at all times to lakes, 

bays and impoundments. Site specific water quality manasement strategies 

may be developed, delineatins maximum and minimum levels, when natural or 

man-made lake level fluctuations cause water quality deterioration such that 

beneficial uses are jeopardized. 

1 . 9 MIXING ZONES 

Mi:l:ing zones are areas adjacent to a discharge or to an activity that may 

affect water quality where a receiving water may not meet all the water 

quality objectives. This is allowed for practical reasons, since for most 

contaminants, it would be unreasonable to expect the objectives to be met at 

the end of the discharge pipe. Wastes and water are given an area to mix 

such that the water quality objectives are met at the boundaries of the 

mixing zone . Mixing zones are recognized as areas subject to loss of value, 

however they should not be construed as a subst Hute for waste discharge 

treatment . 

Mixing zones should be 

thorough knowledge of 

determined on a case- by-ease basis utilizing a 

local conditions. Normally, geometric size 

constraints will not be assigned due to the complex nature of the mixing 

properties of liquids. The following guidelines should apply to mixing 

zones where applicable : 

(a) the mixing zone should be as small as practicable and sh~uld not be of 

such size or shape as to cause or contribute to the impairment of water 

uses, 

(b) the mixing zone should contain not more than 25~ of the cross-sectional 

area/volume of flow at any transect in the receiving water during all 

flow regimes when the specific water quality objectives are applicable, 

(c) the mixing zone should be designed to allow an adequate zone of passage 

for the movement or drift of all stages of aquatic life, 
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(d) mixins zones should not interfere with the migratory routes, natur.-al 

movements , survival, reproduction, srowth or increase the vulnerability 

to predation of any representative aquatic species, 

(e) mixins zones should not i nterfere with spawning and nursery areas, 

(f) when two or more mixing zones are in close proximity, they should be so 

defined that a continuous passa&eway for aquatic life is available, 

(g) in lakes and other surface impoundments, the volume of mixins zones 

should not exceed 107. of the volume of that portion of the receiving 

waters available for mixing, 

(h) mixing zones should not cause an irreversible organi sm response, 

(i) mixins zones should not intersect the mouths' of rivers, 

(j) the 96 hr Lc
50 

for indigenous fish species should not be exceeded at 

any point in the mixing zones, 

(k) mixing zones should not contaminate natural sediments so as to cause or 

contribute to exceedences of the water quality objectives outside the 

mixing zone, 

(1) mixing zones should not intersect domestic water supply intakes or 

bathing areas, 

(m) the general requirements from the precedin~ Section 1.7 should apply at 

all points within the mixing zones . 

2 . BENEFICIAL USES 

The following sections are separated into classes that represent general 

surface water uses within Manitoba . These i nclude domestic consumption , 

aquatic life and wildlife, industrial consumption, a~ricultur.-a1 consumption . 

recreation and other uses. Where possible, these general classes are 

further divided into categories to provide protection, for example, to the 

different types of recreation. 

2 . 1 CLASS 1 : DOMESTIC CONSUMPTION 

This class will ensure the protection of waters that are suitable for human 

consumption, culinary or food processing purposes , and o t he r hous ehold 

purposes after treatment in order that the treated wate r.- will not exceed t he 
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maximum acceptable concentt"ations of the "Guidelines for Canadian Dt"inlting 

Watet" Quality," 1978, published by Health and Welfare Canada, and any 

revisions , amendments or supplements, thereto . 

The specific requit"ements listed hereunder are a combination of maximum 

acceptable concentt"ations and objective concentrations as set forth in the 

above mentioned guidelines and guidelines utilized by the Province of 

Manitoba. Inherent in these requirements is the necessity to disinfect all 

raw surface water supplies as minimum treatment prior to consumption, since 

all surface waters of Manitoba are susceptible to uncontrolled 

microbiological contamination , for ezample, by wildlife. 

Some surface waters of the Province of Manitoba normally exceed several of 

these requirements due to natural or background occurences . Partial, 

complete or a combination of conventional and unit processes then become 

necessary in order to produce potable water ft"om such raw water:- supplies. 

Specific requirements will not be developed for every possible combination 

of ezisting or available treatment processes . 

Rather, it is the intent that man- induced water quality alterations not 

cause an unacceptable increased risk to public health or an unacceptable 

increased treatment cost to the water user or supplier . The following 

mazimum acceptable objectives should be used , on a site specific basis, to 

assist in determining when increased health risks or increased treatment 

costs may be expected, in conjunction with information concernir.~ : 

(a) the chemical, physical or biological quality of the proposed discharge 

or alteration being considered, 

(b) ambient or background surface water quality , 

(c) design of downstream water treatment facilities, 

(d) other pertinent information . 

2.1.1 SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS 

2 . 1 .1.1 RECOMMENDED LIMITS FOR PHYSICAL CHARACTERI STICS 
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Parameter 

Colour 
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Maximum Acceptable 

15 True Colour Units 

Odour Inoffensive 

pH 6.5 - 8 . 5 pH Units 

Taste Inoffensive 

Turbidity 5 Nephelometric Turbidity Units 

2.1.1 . 2 RECOMMENDED LIMITS FOR CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES RELATED TO HEALTH 

1 
Substance 

Inor&anic 

Antimony 

Arsenic 

Barium 

Boron 

Cadmium 

Chromium 

Cyanide (Free) 

Fluoride 

Lead 

Mercury 

Nitrate (as N)2 

Nitrite (as N)2 

Selenium 

Maximum Acceptable 

0.0002 mg/L 

0 . 05 mg/L 

1.0 mg/L 

5 .0 mg/L 

0.005 mg/L 

0 .05 mr,/L 

0 . 2 mg/L 

1.5 mg/L 

0.05 mg/L 

0 . 001 mg/L 

10 .0 mg/1 

1.0 mg/L 

0 . 01 mr,/L 
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Silver 

Sodium 

Sulphate 

Uranium 

Organic 

Nitrilotriacetic Acid (NTA) 

Pesticides (Total) 3 

1 . 1 4 Trihalomethanes (Tota potent1a ) 

0 . 05 mg/L 

400. mg/L 

500 . mg/L 

0 . 02 mg/L 

0.05 

0 . 1 

0 . 35 mg/L 

1. Unless otherwise stated the limits refer to the sum of all forms 
present . 

2. Where both nitrate and nitrite are present, the total nitrate, 
plus nitrite- nitrogen should not exceed 10 mg/L. 

3 . For maximum acceptable concentrations of individual pesticides see 
Section 2 . 1.1. 3. 

4 . Comprise chLoroform, bromodichloromethane, chlorodibromomethane 
and bromoform. 

2.1.1.3 RECOMMENDED LIMITS FOR PESTICIDES 

Pesticide 1 
Maximum Acceptable 

Aldrin and Dieldrin 0 . 0007 mg/L 

Carbaryl 0 . 07 mg/L 

Chlordane (Total Isomers) 0 . 007 mg/L 
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DDT (Total Isomers) 0 . 03 :;/L 

Diazinon 0. 014 :;/L 

Endrin 0 .OOC2 :;/L 

Heptachlor and Heptachlor Epoxide 0.003 -:;/L 

Lindane 

Methoxychlor 

Methyl Parathion 

Parathion 

Toxaphene 

2, 4-D 

2, 4, 5 - TP 

Total Pesticides2 

0 . 004 :;/L 

0 . 1 :;/L 

0 . 007 :;/L 

0.03~ ~/L 

0.005 :;/L 

0.1 :;/L 

0 . 01 :;/L 

0.1 :;/L 

1 . The limits for each pesticide refer t: ~e sum of all forms 
present . 

2. The "Total Pesticides" limit applies to io:;::;r in which more than 
one of the above pesticides is present, :· -nich case, the sum of 
their concentrations should not exceed o.: ~ L. 

2 .1 . 1.4 RECOMMENDED LIMITS FOR SUBSTANCES RELAT~t ~ -sTHETIC AND OTHER 

CONSIDERATIONS 

Contaminant Maximum Ac: ~~- · le 

Chloride 250. ~ . 

Copper 1.0 1!:: . . 

Hardness (as CaC0
3

) 200 . '!'.:: 

Hydrogen Sulfide (as H2S) 1.. .0: . 
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Iron 0 . 3 mg/L 

Manganese 0 . 05 mg/L 

Pheno ls 0 . 002 mg/L 

Total Dissolved Solids 500. mg/L 

Zinc 5 . 0 mg/L 

2. 1 . 1. 5 RECOMMENDED LIMITS FOR RADIONUCT.IDES 

Radionuclides Maximum Acceptable 

Cesium - 137 50 Bq/L 

Iodine - 131 10 Bq/L 

Radium - 226 1 Bq/L 

Strontium - 90 10 Bq/L 

Tritium 40000 Bq/L 

Where two or more radionuclides affecting the same organ or tissue are found 
to be present, the followin~ relationship, based on the International 
Commission on Radiological Protection publication 26, should be satisfied : 

+ + 

Where c1 , c2 , ci are the observed concentrations, and c1 , c 2 , ci 
are the maximum acceptable concentrations for each contributing radionuclide. 
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2 . 1 . 1 . 6 RECOMMENDED LIMITS FOR ~ICROBIOLOGTCAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Indicator Orsanism 

Fecal coliform bacteria 

Total colifo~ bacteria 

Maximum Acceptable 

90 percentile : 10 organisms/100mL 

90 percentile : 100 organisms/100mL 

·1 2 . 2 CLASS 2 : AQUATIC LIFE AND WILDLIFE 

I 
I 
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2 . 2 . 1 CATEGORY A: COLD WATER AQUATIC LIFE, COOL WATER AQUATIC LIFE AND 

WILDLIFE 

This category will ensure the passage, mai ntenance 3nd propagation of fish 

species including the family Salmonidae (char, trout, whitefish, grayling) 

and additional flora and fauna which 3re ind i genous to a cold water 

habitat. This catego~y will also ensure the pass3ge, maintenance 3nd 

propagation of fish species and additional flora and fauna which are 

i ndigenous to a cool water habitat (mooneye, goldeye, pike, perch, walleye , 

sauger). Additional flora and fauna includes other aquatic organisms but 

not limited to bacteria, fungi, algae, aquatic insects, other aquatic 

invertebrates, reptiles, amphibians and fishes . 

By ensuring protection of the aquatic communit i es , protection is indirectly 

offered to those forms of wildlife that rely upon surface waters for habitat 

and for food supplies . 

This category will therefore ensure the protect i on of streams, lakes, 

marshes, swamps, lowlands , etc . whi ch are satisfactory as habitat for 

aquatic and semi-aquat i c wild animals, such as waterfowl, shorebirds, 

furbearing mammals and other water oriented wildlife including the nece ssary 

aquatic organisms in their f ood chain . Protection of waters suitable for 

watering wild an imal s will be provi ded . 
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Objectives are included for numerous parameters includin& dissolved oxysen, 

toxic metals and pesticides. The presence of dissolved oxysen in water is 

essential for aquatic life, and the type of aquatic community is dependent 

to a larse extent on the amount of dissolved oxysen present. Toxic metals , 

such as zinc and cadmium, in small concentrations, can have harmful effects 

on growth and reproduction, and in large concentrations, can be lethal. 

Others, such as mercury and PCB's, even thoush present in small quantities, 

can slowly bio-accumulate in the tissue of organisms, until hi&her harmful 

levels are reached. 

Some metals, such as cadmium, are more or less toxic depend in& upon the 

hardness of the water . For this reason, a mathematical equation is used to 

establish an objective based upon the relationship between toxicity and 

hardness. 

The existence and composition of an aquatic community also depends upon 

temperature characteristics. An excessive increase in temperature can be 

harmful by interferin& with fish spawnin& cycles, causing changes in srowth 

and respiration, and causing more beat tolerant species to replace heat 

sensitive ones. Heat related winter fish kills can occur when a heated 

discharge is suddenly stopped . Fish that have been attracted to a heated 

area are suddenly exposed to the cold ambient temperature . 

Developing site-specific temperature objectives is complicated and time 

consuming . Therefore, a method is included by which temperature objectives 

will be developed for specific discharges. 

2.2.1 . 1 SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS 

Parameter 

Ammonia (un-ionized, NH3) 

Maximum Acceptable 
Concentration 

0 . 02* mg/L 

*the percent un-ionized ammonia can be 
calculated for any temperature and pH by using 

Reference 

EPA (1976) 
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the followin& fo~ula taken from Thurston, 
R.V., et al, 1974. Aqueous ammonia equilibrium 
calculations. Technical report number 74-1, 
Fisheries Bioassay Laboratory, 
Montana State University, 
Bozeman, Montana, 18 pa&es . 

f ._ ___ ....:..1 ______ X 100 
(pKa - pH) 

10 +1 
where: 
f • the percent of the total ammonia in the 

un-ionized state, 

p~a (dissociation constant for ammonia) • 

0.0901821 + 2729.92 
T 

T = temperature in de&rees Kelvin 
(273.16• Kelvin a o• Celsius) 

Arsenic (Total> 0 .05 m&IL Environment Canada <l'H9) 

Cadmium (total) e<l.OS (ln (hardness))-8 . 53) EPA (1980) 

where hardness is expressed 
in m&IL as CaC03 
(eg) 50 mg/L CaC03 ; 0.012 ~&IL 
100 m&IL CaC03 ; 0.025 ~g/L 
200 m&IL Caco3 ~ 0.051 ~&IL 

Chlordane 0.0043 ~g/L EPA (1980) 

Chlorine 0 .002 m&IL EPA (1976) 
(total residual) 

Chromium 0.29 ~g/L EPA (1980) 
(Total hexavalent) 

Copper (total) 5 . 6 ~g/L EPA (1980) 

Cyanide, Free 3.5 ~&/L EPA (1980) 
(sum of HCN and CN-, 
expressed as CN) 

DDT and metabolites 

Dieldrin 

Dissolved oxygen 

0.0010 ~g/L 

0.0019 ~r;/L 

601. saturation 
(instantaneous minimum) 

EPA (1980) 

EPA (1980) 

Davis (1975) 

J 
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Figure 4: These various species of algae form an important 
link in the food chain of higher organisms, such as fish. 
However, given the necessary enriched conditi~ns, algae may 
proliferate until nuisance conditions are reached. 

Figere 5: Manitoba's surface 
fish suet as this pearl dace. 
walleye, rely upon these pl~s 
of food supply. 

wate~s abound with species of 
Larger forage fish, such as 

many other s pecies as a source 
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Endosulfan 0 . 056 pg/L 

Endrin 0 .0023 pg/L 

Heptachlor 0.0038 pg/L 

Hexachlorobutadiene 0 .1 pg/L 
(HCBD) 

Hydrogen Sulphide 0.002 mg/L 
(H2S) 

Iron (Total) 1 . 0 a&IL 

Lead (Total) e<2 . 35 (1n (hardness))- 9.48) 

Lindane 

where hardness is expressed 
in mg/L as CaC03 
(eg)SO m&IL CaC03; 0.75 ~g/L 
100 mg/L CaC03 - 3.8 pg/L 
200 mg/L CaC03 : 20 . 0 ~g/L 

0.080 ~g/L 

Mercury (1:otal) 0 . 00057 pg/L 

Nickel (Total) e<0 . 76 (ln(hardness))+ 1.06) 

where hardness is expressed in 
m&IL as CaC03 
(e&)50 m&IL Caco3 a 56 ~g/L 
100 mg/L CaC03 a 96 ~g/L 
200 mg/L CaC03 a 160 ~g/L 

Non-filterable residue 25 mg/L 

pH 6 . 5 - 9 . 0 pH units 

Phenols 1. 0 aa&IL 

Phthalic acid esters 
(i) Dibutylpbthalate 4 . 0 ~g/L 

(DBP) 

(i i) Di-(2-ethylhexyl) o. 6 aagll. 
phthalate (DEHP) 

(iii) Other phthalates 0 . 2 ~g/L 

Polychlorinated biphenyls 0. 014 'l't;IL 

EPA (1980) 

EPA (1980) 

EPA (1980) 

Environment Canada 
(1983) 

EPA (1976) 

EPA (1976) 

EPA (1980) 

EPA (1980) 

EPA (1980) 

EPA (1980 ) 

Alabaster & Lloyd ( 1982 ) 

Alabaster & Lloyd (1982) 

EPA (1976) 

Environment Canada 
(1983) 

Environment C• nada 
(1983) 

Environment Canada 
(1983) 

EPA (1980 ) 
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Selenium (Total selenite) 35 p&IL EPA (1980) 

Silver (Total) 

Temperature 

0 . 1 p&IL Environment Canada 
(1979) 

Site specific objectives will 
be developed considerins the 
followins : 

1. Theraal additions should be such 
that theraal stratification and 
subsequent turnover dates are 
not altered froa those existins 
prior to the addition of heat 
froa artificial orisin . 

2. One limit which consists of a maximum 
weekly averase temperature that: 
(a) In the warmer months is determined 

EPA (1976) 

by addins to the physiolosical opt imum 
temperature (usually for srowth) a factor 
calculated as one- third of the difference 
between the ultimate upper incipient lethal 
temperature and the optimum temperature for 
the most sensitive important species (and 
appropr i ate life stases) that normally is 
found at that location and time, 

(b) in the colder months is an 
elevated temperature that would still 
ensure that important species would 
survive if the temperature suddenly 
dropped to the normal ambient tem
perature, or 

(c) durin& reproduction seasons meets 
specific site requirements for success
ful misration. spawnins. ess incubat i on. 
and other revroductive functions of 
important species. or 

(d) at a specific site is found necessary 
to preserve normal species diversity 
or prevent undesirable srowths of 
nuisance orsanisms . 

3 . A second limit which is the time
dependent maximum temperatu~e for 
short exposures . 

. ' 
'· 
~ 
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Figure 6: Amphibians, such as this leopard frog, rely 
upon surface waters for habitat and for sources of food 
supplies. 

: '" '": ·.- . .. 

- ... _.,__, 
- .. ... -

Figure 7: Canada geese are often seen in association with 
Manitoba's lakes and marshes. 



Toxaphene 

Zinc (Total) 
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4. Maximum limits may be specified for 
incremental temperature fluctuations 
necessary to protect aquatic life 
from sudden temperature chanses . 

0 . 013 li&IL 

47 li&IL 

2 . 2 . 2 CATEGORY 8: COOL WATER AQUATIC LIFE AND WILDLIFE 

EPA (1980) 

EPA (1980) 

This catesory will ensure the passase, maintenance and propasation of fish 

species and additional flora and fauna which are indisenous to a cool water 

habitat (mooneye, soldeye, pike, perch, walleye, sauser) . This catesory 

also includes other aquatic orsanisms but not limited to bacteria, funsi, 

alsae, aquatic insects, other aquatic invertebrates, reptiles, amphibians 

and fishes that are indisenous to a cool water habitat . 

This catesory will also ensure the protection of streams, lakes, marshes, 

swamps, lowlands, etc. which are satisfactory as habitat for aquatic and 

semi-aquatic wild animals, such as waterfowl, shorebirds, furbearins mammals 

and other water oriented wildlife includins the necessary aquatic orsanisms 

in their food chain. 

animals is provided . 

Protection of waters suitable for waterins wild 

2 .2.2.1 SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS 

All parameters and limitations from Section 2. 2 . 1.1 should apply except as 
follows : 

Parameter 

Chlorine 
(Total residual) 

Dissolved oxysen 

Maximum Acceptable Concentration 

0 .01 ms/L 

47~ saturation (instantaneous 
minimum) 

Reference 

EPA (1976) 

Davis (1975) 
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2 . 3 CLASS 3 : INDUSTRIAL CONSUMPTION 

~his class will ensure the protection of all waters which are or may be used 

as a: source of supply for industrial processes or coolin& water, or any 

other indus ~~ial or commercial purposes and for which quality control is or 

may be necessary . 

Dischar&es or alterations to ~'- 6 rs classified as CLASS 3: INDUSTRIAL 

CONSUMPTION, should not be permitt~d such that downstream present or 

potential industrial users will incur unacceptable additional treatment 

costs . 

2 . 3 . 1 SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS 

Selective limits will be imposed for any specific water as required . 
Objectives will not be formulated at present due to the lar&e number of 
present and potential industrial water users, each with varyin& requirements 
for quality control of water. 

2 . 4 CLASS 4: AGRICULTURAL CONSUMPTION 

2.4 . 1 CATEGORY A: IRRIGATION (Sole Source of Water) 

This cate&ory will ensure the lon& term protection of fine, medium and 

coarse textured soils from the accumulation of substances that may be 

harmful or cause a reduction in fertility; will ensure the protection of 

sensitive, semi-tolerant and tolerant species of plants ; and will ensure the 

protect i on of humans from the harmful effects caused by the accumulation of 

substances on 

consumption . 

marketable produce that may 

This cate&ory will provide 

not be processed 

protection for 

prior to 

intensive 

horticultural crop production, where irri&ation is used as the only source 

of water . 
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Figure 8: The La Salle River is used as a source of 
irrigation water for vegetable crops. 

Figure 9: Many streams , such as the Shell River, a re use d 
for watering livestock. It is however , considered 
environmentally unacceptable to allow livestock direc t 
access to the ~ver. 
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Objectives aC'e included for paC'ameteC's such as sodium, that will pC'otect 

various textuC'ed soils. Other objectives, such as boron, will protect I 
sensitive plants. In addition, others, for example, fecal coliform bacteC'ia 

I are included that are intended to protect humans following consumption of 

raw vegetables irrigated with water of this class. 
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2 . 4 . 1.1 SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS 

Parameter 

Aluminum (Total) 

Arsenic (Total) 

Beryllium (Total) 

Boron (Total) 

Cadmium (Total) 

Chloride (Soluble) 

Chromium (Total) 

Cobalt (Total) 

Conductivity 

Copper (Total) 

Fecal coliform 
bacteria 

Maximum Acceptable Concentration Reference 

5 . 0 mg/L NAS/NAE (1973) 

0 . 1 mg/L Environment Canada 
(1979) 

0 . 1 mg/L NAS/NAE (1973) 

0.5 mg/L Best professional, 
judgement (Manitoba 
Agriculture) 

0.01 mg/L Environment Canada 
(1979) 

68 mg/L Best professional 
judgement (Manitoba 
Agriculture) 

0.1 mg/L Environment Canada 
(1979) 

0.05 mg/L NAS/NAE (1973) 

1000 pS/cm Best professional 
judgement (Manitoba 
AgricultuC'e) 

0.2 mg/L Environment Canada 
(19 79) 

(a) geometric mean: 1000 organisms NAS/NAE {1973)· 
/100 mL (b) individual maximum: 
2000 organisms/100 mL 
(sufficient samples should be 
collected in order to permit 
valid interpretation). 



Filterable residue 

Fluoride (Total) 

Iron (total) 

Lead (Total) 

Lithium (Total) 

Manganese (Total) 

Molybdenum (Total) 

Nickel (Total) 

pH 

Radionuclides 

Selenium (Total) 

Sodium 
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Should contact with the irrigation 
water by field staff be probable, 
the fecal coliform bacteria 
characteristics from the following 
Section 2 . 5, CLASS 5: RECREATION, 
CAT~CORY A: PRIMARY RECREATION 
should apply . 

700 ms/t. 

1.0 mg/L 

3 .0 mg/L 

5.0 mg/L 

5 . 0 m&IL 

2 . 5 mg/L 

0 . 2 mg/L 

0 . 01 mg/L 

0.2 mg/L 

6.0- 8 . 5 pH units 

The limits from the preceding 
Section 2 .1.1.5, RECOMM~NDED 
LIMITS FOR RADlONUCLIDES 
should apply. 

0.02 mg/L 

(a) 20 t •&IL 

(b) 4 . 0 Sodium Adsorption Ratio 
(SAR) 

Best professional 
judgement (Manitoba 
Agriculture) 

NAS/NAE (1973) 

Best professional 
judgement (Manitoba 
Agriculture) 

NAS/NA.E (1973) 

Environment Canada 
(1979) 

NAS/NAE (19 73) 

NAS/NAE (1973) 

NAS/NAE (1973) 

Environment Canada 
(1979) 

Best professional 
judgement (Manitoba 
Agriculture) 

Health and Welfare 
Canada (19 78) 

Environment Canada 
(1979) 

Best professional 
judgemefit (Manitoba 
A&riculture } 

NAS/NAE (19 73} 
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Sulfates 

Vanadium (Total) 

Zinc (Total) 
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. 043 Na+ 

SAR = 

expressed in ms/L 

0 . 1 . ms/L 

2 . 0 mg/L 

Best professional 
judsement (Manitoba 
Asriculture) 

NAS/NAE (1973) 

NAS/NAK (1973) 

2 . 4.2 CATEGORY B: IRRIGATION {Supplemental Source of Water) 

This catesory will ensure the long term protection of fine , medium and 

coarse textured soils from the accumulation of substances that may be 

harmful or cause a reduction in fertility; will ensure the protection of 

sensitive, semi-tolerant and tolerant species of plants; and will ensure the 

protection of humans from harmful effects caused by the accumulation of 

subvtances on marketable produce that may not be processed prior to 

consumption . This category will provide protection for field crop 

production where irrigation water is used to supplement natural 

:~ precipitation. This category may be applicable only durin& the irrigation 
;. 

.I 

season. 

2 . 4 . 2.1 SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS 

The maximum acceptable concentrations for parameters listed in the prec eding 
Section 2 . 4 . 2 . 1 should apply wi th the following exceptions : 

Parameter Maximum Acceptable Concentration 

Boron {Total ) 1 .0 ms/L 

Chloride (Soluble) 150 mg/L 

Reference 

Best profess i onal 
judgement (Manitoba 
Asl'iculture) 

Best professional 
judsement (Manitoba 
Asr i culture > 
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Conductivity 1,500 loiS / em 

Filterable residue 1,050 mg/L 

pH 5 . 0-9.0 pH units 

Sodium 6 . 0 Sodium Adsorption Ratio (SAR) 

.043 Na+ 

expressed in mg/L 

2 . 4 . 3 CATEGORY C: IRRIGATION (Qualified Use of Water) 

Best profes sional 
judgement (Manitoba 
Agriculture) 

Best profess ional 
judgement (Manitoba 
Agriculture) 

Best professional 
judgement (Manitoba 
Agriculture) 

NAS/NAE (1973) 

This category will ensure the long term protection of coarse soils, 

protection up to twenty years of medium to f i ne textured soils, and short 

term protection of fine textured soils from the accumul ation of substances 

that may be harmful or cause a reduction in f ertility; will ensure the 

protection of sensitive , semi - tolerant and tolerant species of plants ; and 

will ensure the protection of humans from harmful effects caused by the 

accumulation of substances on marketable produce that may not be processed 

prior to consumption . This c ategory will prov i de protect i on for permanent 

irrigation installat i ons on coarse so ils and f or temporary irrigat ion 

installations on medium to fine soils where irrigation water is used lo 

supplement natural precipitation . 

during the irrigation season . 

2.4.3 . 1 SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS 

Thi s category may be appl i cable only 

The maximum acceptable concentrat ions for parame t er s li sted in the preced i ng 
Section 2.4 . 2 . 1 should apply wi th t he following except ions : 

.. 
•. r 
~ ·. 

.·. 
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Parameter 

Aluminum (Total) 

Arseni c (Total) 

Beryllium <Total) 

Boron (Total) 

Chromium (Total) 

Cobalt (Total) 

Conductivity 

Copper (Total) 

Filterable residue 

Fluoride (Total) 

Iron (Total) 

Lead (Total) 

Mansanese (Total) 

Nickel (Total) 

Selenium (Total) 

Sodium 

Vanadium (Total> 

Zi nc (Total ) 
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Maximum Acceptable Concentration 

20.0 ms/L 

2 . 0 ms/L 

o. 5 ms/L 

2 . 0 ms/L 

1 . 0 msiL 

5 . 0 JlliiL 

2000 ..,slcm 

5 . 0 ms / L 

1400 ms/L 

15.0 l'!l&IL 

20 . 0 m&IL 

10 .0 ms/L 

10 . 0 ms/L 

2.0 ms/L 

o.o5 msll. 

8.0 Sodium Adsorption Ratio (SAR) 

.043 Na+ 

expressed in ms/L 

1. o ms/L 

10 . 0 mg/ L 

Reference 

NAS/ NAE (19 73) 

NAS/NAE (1973) 

NAS/NAE (1973) 

NAS/NAE (1973) 

NAS/NAE (1973) 

NAS/NAE (1973) 

Best professional 
judsement (Manitoba 
Asriculture) 

Environment Canada 
(1979) 

Best professional 
judsement (Manitoba 
Asr i culture) 

NAS/NAE ( t 973) 

NAS/ .. AE (1973) 

Environment Canada 
(1979) 

NAS/NAE (1973) 

Env i ronment Canada 
(1979 ) 

Environment Canada 
(1979 ) 

NAS/ NAE (1973) 

NAS/ NAE (19 73) 

NAS / NAE (19 73 ) 
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2 . 4 . 4 CATEGORY D: LIVESTOCK 

This catego~y will ensu~e the p~otection of all classes and ages of 

livestock and poult~y f~om inhibito~y effects following wate~ consumption . 

Adjustment p~oblems, such as mild and tempo~a~y dia~rhea, may result when 

the livestock a~e i nt~oduced to the wate~ . but should not affect thei~ 

health or performance . Disinfection may be ~equired fo~ waters heavily 

contaminated with wastes of fecal origin in order to provide a suitable 

supply for ingestion by monogastric animals (poultry, swine, horses) . 

2 . 4 . 4.1 SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS 

Parameter 

Alkalinity (Total, 
as CaC03)1 

Aluminum (Total) 

A~senic (Total) 

Boron <Total) 

Cadmium (Total) 

Ch~omium (Total) 

Cobalt (Total> 

Conductivity 

Copper (Total) 

Di ssolved oxygen 

Fi lterabl e ~esidue 

Fluo~ i Qe (Total) 

Lead (Total ) 

Maximum Accept able Concentration 

1000 mg/L 

5 .0 mg/L 

0 . 5 mg/L 

5 .0 mg/L 

0 .02 111g/ L 

1.0 mg/L 

1 . 0 mg/L 

4300 liS/em 

1 . 0 mg/L 

maintain aerobic cond i tions 

3000 mg/L 

2.0 mg/L 

0 . 5 m&I L 

Reference 

Man i toba Agriculture 

NAS/NAE (1973) 

Environment Canada 
(1979) 

NAS/NAE (1973) 

Envi~onment Canada 
(1979) 

Environment Canada 
(1979) 

NAS/ NAE (1973) 

Manitoba Agriculture 

Environment Canada 
(19 79) 

NAS/NAE (1973) 

NAS/NAE (1973) 

NAS/NAE (1973 ) 

Envi~onmen t Canada 
(19 79) 
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Mercury (Total) 

Nickel (Total) 

Nitrate - Nitrite 
(N03 - N02) 

pH 

Radionuclides 

Selenium (Total) 

Toxic algae 

Vanadium (Total) 

Zinc (Total) 
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0.003 mg/L 

5 . 0 mg/L 

10 . 0 mg/L 

5. 5-9 . 0 pH units 

The limits from the preceding 
Section 2.1 .1.5, RECOMMENDED 
LIMITS FOR RADIONUCLIDES, 
should apply . 

0 . 05 mg/L 

1000 mg/L 

Waters bearing heavy growths 
of blue green algae should be 
avoided. 

0 .1 mg/L 

50.0 mg/L 

Environment Canada 
(1979) 

Environment Canada 
(1979) 

Best professional 
jud&ement (Manitoba 
Agriculture) 

Manitoba Agriculture 

Health and Welfare 
Canada (1978) 

Environment Canada 
(1979) 

Manitoba Agriculture 

Manitoba Agriculture 

NAS/NAE (1973) 

Environment Canada 
(1979) 

1 . Alkalinity (Total, as CaC03) plus Sulfate <so4 > should not 
exceed 1000 mg/L (Best professional judgement, Manitoba 
Agriculture) . 

2.5 CLASS 5: RECREATION 

Surface waters provide outdoor recreatio~al opportunbties for both Manitoba 

residents and tourists . This class will ensure that such waters may be 

safely used for swimming and boating purposes and also m11.y provide for the 

enjoyment of pleasant scenery. 

2 . 5 . 1 CATEGORY A: PRIMARY RECREATION 

This category will ensure the protection of waters Wlhic ro are s uitable for 

primary recreational uses where the human body ma:t cameo in direct contac t 
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with the water, to the point that water may be ingested accidently or wate r 

may contact certain sensitive organs such as the eyes, ears and nose . 

Examples could include wading and dabbling, swi mmi ng, diving, water skiing, 

surfing and intimate contact with water directly associated with shoreline 

act i vities. Due to climatic conditions i n Manitoba, primary recreat i on is 

usually restricted to the period from May 1 to September 30 of the same year . 

2 . 5.1 . 1 SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS 

Parameter Maximum Acceptable Concentration 

Clarity (Secchi 
disc visibility) 

Dissolved oxygen 

Fecal coliform 
bacteria 

pH 

Turbidity 

1 . 2 meters (minimum) 

maintain aeroLic 
conditions 

(a) geometric mean: 200 organ i sms 
1100 mL (b) individual maximum: 
400 organisms/100 mL (sufficient 
samples should be collected in 
order to permit valid interpre
tation) 

6.5-8 . 5 pH units 

50 Jackson Turbidity Units 

2 . 5 . 2 CATEGORY 8 : SECONDARY RECREATION 

Reference 

Health and Welfare 
Canada (1983) 

Best professional 
judgement 
<Environmental 
Management Division) 

Health and Welfare 
Canada (1983) 

Health and Welfare 
Canada (1983) 

Health and Welfare 
Canada (1983) 

This category wi ll provide protection to waters which are suitable for 

boating, fishing and other water related activities other than immersion 

recreation, including navigation and aesthetic enjoyment of scenery . This 

category includes activities in which water use is inc i dental , ac cidental or 

sensory, and i ncludes fishing, boating , camping, hunt i ng and hiking. 
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Figure 10: Manitoba's surface waters provide an 
aesthetically pleasing setting for the enjoyment of 
secondary recreational pursuits, such as angling. 

Figure 11: The assimilative capacity of streams, such as the 
Winnipeg River, is used to dispose of liquid waste effluents. 
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2 . 5 . 2.1 SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS 

Parameter 

Dissolved 
oxysen 

Fecal coliform 
bacteria 

Navisational 
hazards 

Temperature 

Maximum Acceptable Concentration 

maintain aerobic conditions 

(a) seometric mean : 1000 orsanisms 
/100 mL (b) individual mazimum: 
2000 orsanisms/100 mL (sufficient 
samples should be collected in 
order to perait valid inter
pretation). 

There should be no unmarked sub
mersent or emersent obstructions 
that pose a threat to navisation . 

There should be no temperature 
chanses that interfere with the 
natural freezins patterns or dates 
that pose a threat to navigation. 

2.6 CLASS 6 : OTHER USES 

Reference 

EPA (1976) 

Best professional 
judsement (Environ
mental Manasement 
Division) 

Best professional 
judgement (Environ
mental Manasement 
Division) 

Best professional 
judgement (Environ
mental Management 
Division) 

The uses to be protected in this class may be under other jurisdictions and 

in other areas to which the waters of the Province are tributary and may 

include any or all of the uses listed in the precedin! categories, plus any 

other possible beneficial uses . The Environmental Management Division, 

therefore, reserves the right to designate any objective necessary for the 

protection of this class, consistent with legal limitations. 

The Environmental Management Division is also cognizant of the fact lhat 

other uses of streams, rivers or lakes may also include the removal of 

excess precipitation, production of hydroelectric power or disposal of 

wastes . These are beneficial uses, however , they do not require protection 

through the designation of objectives . These uses, hc~ever may be chosen on 

the basis of social or economic conditions to take precedence over the other 

preceding designated beneficial uses . 

I' ',,_ 
.. 
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Red River Floodway 
City of Winnipeg Dykes 

FLOOD 
COnTROL 

Portage Diversion 
Shellmouth Reservoir 
Fairford River 
Assin iboine River Dykes 



Minister 

Flood 
Control 
Manitoba lies in a gigantic drainage system which extends 
east to Ontario, west to Alberta and south to the headwaters 
of the Mississippi River. This huge area is drained by several 
major rivers including the Winnipeg, Red, Assiniboine and the 
Saskatchewan which all flow through Manitoba into lake 
Winnipeg. The Lake Manitoba-Lake Winnipegosis systern also 
drains into Lake Winnipeg through the Dauphin River. In the 
spring, runoff from melting snow frequently causes flooding 
of the land bordering these r ivers and tributaries. Flooding in 
the mildly sloping Red River Val!ey exemplifies this type of 
problem. When the Red River overflows i ts banks a large area 
is subject to flooding. In 1950 the floodwaters extended over 
15 miles in w idth, flooding an area of approximately 500 
square miles. 

Floods have been a tremendous economic burden to 
Manitobans. It is estimated that the average annual flood 
damage in Manitoba was $14 mill ion before the major flood 
control works were built. 

The Water Resources Division of the Manitoba Department 
of Mines, Resources and Environmental Management has 
overall responsibility for major flood control works and for 
the co-ordination of flood fighting activities in the Province. 
This is done on the basis of flood forecasting which allows 
the Division to evaluate the possibility of spring flooding. 
The total amount of rain and snow is measured and, in the 
spring, information is gathered about runoff conditions on a 
number of streams and rivers including the tributaries of the 
Red and Assiniboine rivers. This information is analyzed and 
estimates of peak river flows are determined. Action taken in 
operating permanent flood control works and evaluation of 
the need for emergency measures depends on these forecasts. 
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Red River 
Floodway 
The fi rst th i ng that comes to mind 
when we think o f f lood control in 
Manitoba, is the Red River Floodway 
This is Mani toba's largest flood pro
tection project. It is also the most 
costly, and it provides the most ob
vious benefit by protecting Winnipeg 
from damaging f loods. As over 80 
per cent of the water that passes 
through Winnipeg during the spring 
runoff comes from the Red River, 
control of this river is the key to 
Winnipeg flood protection. 

There were alternatives to building 
the Floodway. The Red River could 
have been deepened through the 
City; or a reservoir could have been 

!97-J Flood- Water IS a:vr!rted from tn!: 

::?ed Rtver at the f tooa.·,a-,. tme r st.•:.:::tt.:r<J . 
St. fvcroert. aypassmg Wtnmoeg. 

Floodway outlet to Red Rtver at Lockport 
durmg 1974 flood conditions. 



bu ilt south of Winnipeg to hold ex· 
cess spring runoff, for slow release 
during the summer. These were not 
pract ical alternatives, however, as 
dredging the channel would have 
cost twice as much as a floodway . 
and a dam built south of Winnipeg 
creating a flood storage reservoir, 
would result in heavy flooding to 
farmland during flood conditions. 

The Red River Floodway allows ali 
the water in the Red River to flow 
through Winnipeg during normal 
summer, fall and winter months. 
But in the spring, when the discharge 
is greater than 30,000 cubic feet per 
second (cfs) , the water flow divides 

·. 

between the Red A iver and the 
Floodway. 

The amount of water diverted i nto 
the Floodway is regulated by a con· 
trol structure. Th.is structure main 
tains the Red River's natural level 
upstream of the Floodway but 
allows up to 60,000 cfs of flood 
water to enter the Floodway and 
bypass the City of Winnipeg. 

The project was completed in 1968 
at a total cost of $62.7 million which 
was shared between the Province of 
Manitoba and the Federal Govern· 
ment. 
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Shell mouth 
Reservoir 
The Shellmouth Reservoir was de
signed to f ill a need for the control 
of the Assiniboine River and its 
tributaries. The dam controls·the 
Assiniboine River which used to 
flood, on average, once every ten 
years causing damage to a great deal 
of res idential, agricultural and indus
trial property . Protection is provided 
to rural areas along t he Assiniboine 
Valley and to urban centres such as 
Brandon. In addition, the reservoir 
stores water wh1ch , ur.der naturai 
conditions, would raise flood levels 
in Winnipeg. 

Several sites for flood control reser
voirs were studied on the Assiniboine 

The reservo1r stretches back 35 miles from 

ch1s dam . Sonng runoff 1s stored andre· 

leusen slowly chrouoho.:Jt the year 

Gat(:,/ ou t/PI conrlw t conrro1s nu rmal 
nver flow 

Tn(' concrete sp,l/way, provides for flows 

111 excess ol reservOir caoac11y 

----------.-
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River and its tributaries. It was found 
more effective to build a dam on the 
River rather than try to control the 
tributaries. 

The dam which was bu ilt at the june· 
t ion of the Shell and Assin iboine 
r ivers is 70 feet high and 4 ,200 feet 
long. The reservoir stret~hes up· 
stream for 35 miles, extending into 
the Province of Saskatchewan. At 
full supply level , a storage capacity 
of 390,000 acre-feet is provided of 
wh ich 225,000 acre-feet are allocated 
for the storage of flood waters. 

The structure is equipped with a 
gated conduit which controls the 

.· 

...... :· ... 

amount of water released through 
out the year. These releases make it 
possible to maintain a minimum flow 
of 300 cfs. at Brandon as compared 
to the recorded natural minimum 
flow on the Assiniboine River of 
7 cfs. This ensures that users along 
the Assiniboine River, particularly 
in urban centres such as Brandon 
and Portage Ia Prairie, will have more 
dependable supplies of water. 

This Federal-Provincial project was 
completed in 1972. The total share
able cost of $10.8 m illion was 
divided equally between the two 
governments. 
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Portage 
Diversion 
F loading of the Ass in iboi ne River 
between Winnipeg and Portage Ia 
Prairie can be extremely severe as 
the surrounding land slopes away 
from the A iver. This unusual land 
formation results in widespread 
flooding and makes it difficult for 
water to drain back into the River 
following a flood crest. The water 
eventually drains back through other 
drainage systems but, in the process. 
delays crop planting for weeks. 

To alleviate this situation and to 
reduce flooding in Winnipeg, a 
channel known as the Portage Diver
sion was constructed from Portage Ia 
Prairie due north t o Lake Manitoba. 

Concrete drop scrucwres control eros1on 

as me 0 1v1!rs•on Cnannel droos net ."J/11!1· 

DortJO·~ '·' PrJ i rlt! .m:t LJ<!' ,:~amton:J 

Oar1 m lorf'ground vernlltS control o ' 

rJV!"' levels Gates 1n nJo<gruum! oermli 

OllerSJon o .' me Assmmomc Rtvcr 1n io 

L.1~ e Manllooa 

s 
t 



Diversion of water into the channel 
is accomplished by two control struc
tures: a dam and spillway on the 
Assiniboine River, and a gated struc
ture at the inlet to the diversion 
channel. 

The control structure on the River 
creates an impoundment controlled 
at a summer water level 869 feet 
above mean sea level, by operation 
of the bascule spillway gates. Normal 
flows are released through a conduit 
in the structure. Whenever flood con
d)tions exist downstream of Portage 
Ia ?rairie or at Winnipeg the diver
sion inlet control structure is opened 
to permit d ischarge of the f lood 

waters to Lake Manitoba. The diver
sior. can carry up to 25,000 cfs. 

The Portage D iversion is primarily a 
flood control project, however, the 
impoundment reservoir , with water 
levels higher than the natural r iver 
stages, could be used as an essential 
component of a system for del ivery 
of water supp lies to south central 
Man itoba. 

The Federal Government contributed 
$9.3 m i llion of the $20.5 m illion 
total cost of the project, which was 
completed in 1970. 
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fairford River 
Control 
Under natural condit ions Lake 
Manitoba water levels have f luctu 
ated greatly f rom year to year. 
Levels, measured in feet above mean 
sea level, have varied from a low of 
809.3 in 1942 to a high of 816.3 in 
1955. These extremes have had 
disastrous effects on farm land and 
recreat ion property in the immediate 
vicinity of the Lake. 

When Lake Manitoba was low, 
cottage owners complained of un
attractive beaches and farm1.rs com
plained because there was not enough 
water with in reasonable distance for 
their r ·Htle. But when the water level 
was high large tracts of land were 
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Tne Falflord R1ver contra ilS ar rne ourler 
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f looded, with meadows and pasture 
land reverting to marsh. This created 
a considerable loss to farr ers. Cot· 
tage owners were flooded out and 
t rappers and fishermen also suffered 
losses. 

A f £er publ ic hearings and engineering 
investigations, the Lakes Winnipeg 
and Manitoba Board recommended 
that Lake Manitoba be maintained 
between elevations 811 and 813, by 
controll ing the outflow from Lake 
Mani toba at Fairford. 

A contro l structure was already in 
operat ion but it and the outlet 
channel from Lake Manitoba were 

too small for regulation purposes. 
Additional discharge capacity was 
obtained by building a new structure 
and digging a new channel one and 
one-half miles long wi th a base vary 
ing in width between 200 and 300 
feet . The project was cnmpleted in 
1961 at a cost of approximately 
$600,000 which was shared by the 
Federal and Provincial governments. 
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Dykes 
Following the disastrous 1950 F load, 
the Greater Winnipeg Dyking Board 
was formed on July 10, 1950, by 
agreement between the Federal and 
Provincial governments. The Board 
established a permanent system of 
dykes. The Federal Government con
tributed 75 per cent of the total cost 
of $4.6 million. The remainder was 
shared between the Provincial and 
Municipal governments. 

The d•.'kes were built along both sides 
o f the Red River and the Assiniboine 
River to an elevat ion two feet above 
t he 1948 Flood and four feet below 
the 1950 peak level. In most cases 
the dykes were designed as pa\·ed 

roadways throughout the city. In 
addition, 31 purr.ping stations were 
bui lt. During floods these are used i f 
necessary, to pump storm water into 
the r ivers. The dyk ing system is now 
a vi tal and integral part of the f lood 
control works protect ing Winnipeg. 

Between Winnipeg and Portage Ia 
Prair ie the Federal Government has 
spent approximately S2.0 million 
constructing many mi les of dykes 
along the A ssiniboine River. Desp ite 
this, extensive f looding cont inued 
until the Portage D iversion was com
pleted in 1970. Further upstream in 
Brandon, 14 m;les of dykes were 
bu il t after the 1955 Flood . 
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Large areas in the Red River Valley 
are subject to periodic flooding but, 
for economical and physical reasons, 
it is not possible to provide complete 
protection by dykmg along the Red 
River. Instead, protection has been 
provided, under a program f inanced 
by the Federal and Provincial govern 
ments, by construction of ring dykes 
around the communities of Emerson, 
Letellier, Dominion City, St. Jean 
Baptiste, Morris, Rosenort and St. 
Adolphe. Total cost of the program 
completed in 1972 was $2.7 million. 
Brunkild had been protected pre
viously by dyking constructed by the 
Province. 

There is an inherent risk to residents 
within a dyk ing system because dykes 
could fail or be overtopped under 
severe flood conditions. Legislation 
has been passed which authorizes the 
evacuation of dyked areas. if neces
sary. for reasons of heal th or safety 
of the residents. 
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Project Statistics 

SHELLMOUTH DAM 

Height 
Length 
Storage Capacity 
Reservoir Length 

FAIR FORD 

Length 
Stop Log Bays 
Discharge Capacity 
Regulation Range 

PORTAGE DIVERSI ON 

Diversion 

Length 
Capacity 
Inlet Gates 

Control Dam 

Height 
Length 
Gates 
Reservoir Storage 

RED RIVER FLOODWAY 

Length 
Average Depth 
Base Width 
Design Capacity 
Control Gates 

70 feet 
4,200 feet 

390,000 acre feet 
35 miles 

237 feet 
11 

10,000 cfs 
810.87-812.87 

18 miles 
25,000 cfs 
4- 14.5' X 40' 

35 feet 
1,400 feet 

2 - 13' X 75' 
14,600 acre feet 

29.4 miles 
30 feet 

380 - 540 feet 
60,000 cfs 
2 - 34.8 X 11 2.5 
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Morris, Manitoba during 1974 
flooding, illustrates necessity 
of dyking systems. 
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This report, prepared for the Ministry of Energy for Ontario, Is published as a public 
service for the information of the public. The Ministry does not, however, warrant the 
accuracy of Its contents and cannot guarantee or assume any liability for the 
effectiveness or economic benefits of the devices and processes described in the 
report. The list of suppliers are those known to the Ministry at time of printing. 

The assistance of Ontario Hydro in supplying much of the research and data 
contained herein, is acknowledged and appreciated. 
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COVER: This is one of the many 
small dams now in use in Ontario that 
could be considered suitable for 
micro-hydro power. 
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This is an artist's conception of one of the earliest methods of 
obtaining water power. with its origins going back to Roman 
times. Completely mechanical, the principle has changed little 
over the centuries. 
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MINISTER'S MESSAGE 
With the pnce of energy climbing, there is a growing Interest 
throughout much of the world 1n micro-hydro systems - the 
generation of ~lectncal power from small rivers, streams and 
waterfalls - to serve homes, farms, shops and even small 
communities of up to 25 homes. 

Ontario has thousands of small sites where water power can 
be used to do just that. 

Where env~ronmental and community concerns can be met, 
such pro1ec ts can be a useful supplemental source of energy 
for the province. 

The Ontario Ministry of Energy plans to install demonstration 
micro-hydro generating stations at various sites throughout 
Ontano, to assess the technology currently available and to 
provide visible examples as a guide to others. 

Water power, after all, was the original "fuel" for Ontario's 
electncity system. Even now, with oil, coal and nuclear power 
being used, it st1ll provides about 36per cent of the province's 
electrical power. 

And it will continue to play an important role in Ontario's 
energy future. It is an indigenous and renewable energy 
source that ca~ be tapped by proven technology. Further
more, in many cases water power is environmentally benign 
and can replace the burning of fossil fuels for electrical 
generat1on. 

Wh1le Ontario's untapped hydraulic potential. even i f fully 
developed, 1s not sufficient to meet more than a portion of our 
grow1ng electrical demand, the energy contnbut1on from 
both large and small s1tes IS welcome. 

(ii) 

Th1s booklet sets out the steps to follow 1n devolopmg very 
small s1 tes. 

And while it is a practical " how-to" guide, c.pplicable to 
installing almost any micro-hydro system, it is also a guide to 
where such projects are feasible. 

The booklet shows how to evaluate the power potent1al of a 
particular site and how to determine residential and farm 
power requirements. To be attractive, a potential site should 
be capable of meeting both peak and average energy 
requirements. 

It also includes information about typica l m1cro-hydro 
components and power site layouts. Some details about 
alternative equ1pment and systems are also presented, along 
with general cost information and comments on the effects 
of various siting factors. Environmental cons1derat1ons are 
also discussed, and there is a summary of the governmental 
approval process. 

It is important to remember, however, that th is booklet is 
general in nature and does not provide deta11s of des1gn, 
costs, and installation. Such information IS ava1lable from 
other sources, some of which are listed in the bibliography, or 
from an appropriate hydroelectnc equipment supplier or 
engmeering consultant. 

I wish the very best to all who invest their money, t1me. and 
effort in installing and operating a successful m1cro-hydro 
un1t. 

Yours smcerely, 

~~w~ 
Han. Robert Welch, 
Minister of Energy 
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WI-IAT IS A MICRO-HYDRO SYSTEM? 

Throughout th1s booklet. the term m1cro·hydro refers to an 
1nstalla t1on w1th a capac1ty of tOO kW or less. 

The term system 1mphes all of the components reqlured to 
convert the potential energy m a stream mto electncal energy 
at the users locat1on 

1nstallat10ns w1 th a capac1 ty of tOO kW to tO MW ( 10.000 kW) 
are referred to as j mall hydro Wh1le much of the mformat1on 
10 thiS booklet 1s also applicable to small hydro. I ese larger 
installations are more complex than m1cro·hydro systems. 

Installa tions beyond 10 MW are known as medium and large 
hydraulic plants. Th1s booklet is not useful for plannmg such 
installations. They requ~re teams of specialists for feasibil ity 
studies and for engineering and planning. 

No two hydroelectric developments are exactly alike. Each 
involves a unique set of considerations in design and 
construction. The heart of a micro-hydro system is the gen· 
erating eqUipment - the turbine, generator. and control 
mechanisms - all of which are generally housed together. 

To deliver water to the turbir.e. a dam to divert the stream flow 
and a p1peline - also known as a penstock - are typically 
reqUired. 

Depending on the si te. other requirements may include a 
canal or fo,ebay: trashracks to filter debris and prevent it 
from being drawn into the turbine at the pipel ine entrance, 
and a pipet me gate or valve. A tailrace. or waterway back to 
the stream. must be provided if the powerhouse is not s itu· 
a ted to permit discharge directly into the stream. The micro
hydro system must also include electrical lines to deliver the 
power to its destination. 

Figure 1 illustrates a typical micro-hydro installation. 

:: H£A0WAT(II 

I . ... .. 

. 
~ r ; • 

The type of micro-hydro plant best su1ted to a g1ven s1te w1ll 
depend upon many fac tors. mcluding the head - vert1cal 
diStance through which the wa ter falls - the ava1table flow 
of water, and the general topography of the area. 

A concentrated·fall hydroelectnc development. (F1gure 1). IS 
one m which the powerhouse 1s located near the dam. thus 
requirmg a min1mum length of p1pehne In such mstallat1ons. 
which are common for iow-head developments. the power· 
house may be located at one end of the dam or d~rectly down· 
stream from it. 

In a divided-fall development, (Figure 2). the powerhouse 1s 
loacted a considerable distance from the dam. and water IS 
delivered through a pipeline or canal. Wi th favourable 
topography this type of development can make it poss1ble to 
realize a high head despite a low dam. 

., .·, ::· .~ ~.: J:,:·.;.t~: : : ·--<_.,'T~ 
Figure 1 ·., r' . . _ ·~··· "· ~ ~·;_-;it: ";-..., 

Components of a Typical Micro-Hydro Plant with Concentrated FaiL .'~j~. ..;- , _.; 
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CONSIDERATIONS FOR A MICRO-HYDRO SYSTEM 
Seven factors must be addressed in dec1ding 1f m1cro-hydro 
would work at a specific s1 te. · 

1. Hydro-Sue Potential 
2. Power ReQuirements 
3. Env1ronmental Impact and Approvals 
4 Equ1pment Opt1ons 
5. Alternative Layouts 
6. Costs 
7 Econom1cs 

Following are suggestions for assessing each of the 
seven: 

1. Hydro-Site Potential 
To determine the hydraulic potential of the water flowing 
in your stream, you must know both the water's flow rate 
and the head through which it can be made to fall. 

The flow rate is the quantity of water moving past a point 
in a given time. The head is the vertical height from the 
t\eadwater in the case of a dam. Where no dam exists, the 
head is the vertical height from the level where the water 
enters the intake pipe to the level where the water leaves 
the turbine housing. 

Appendix 2 gives a detailed account of determining flow 
rate and head. 

The technology for harnessing hydroelectric energy is 
more than 100 years old. In basic terms, the amount of 
energy that can be generated in a powerplant at a given 
site depends upon the following three factors: 

Flow (a) - the quantity of water available 

Head (H) - the vertical distance through which the water 
falls 

Efficiency (e) - the ability of the powerplant to utilize the 
available head and flow. Normally, powerplant efficiency 
is about 70 per cent to 90 per cent. 

The capacity of the powerplant In kilowatts (P), In Imperial 
units, may be expressed as: 

P = a x H x e 
709 

where: 
a = the usable flow rate of water through the turbine in 

cubic feet per minute. 
NOTE: Work the equation first with mean annual 
flow, then with minimum flow to learn the site's 
true potential. 

H = The available head, In feet 

e = the overall powerplant efficiency 

709 = a derived constant 

The graph presented in Figure 3 can also be used to deter
mine the power output of a micro-hydro system. This type 
of graph is called a nomograph. It is designed so that a 
straightedge, positioned at the figures corresponding to 
the head and flow of the potential site, allows reading the 
power output available in the middle column. In the 
example shown, a flow of 400 cubic feet per minute and a 
net head of 35 feet gives an estimated output of 10 kW. 
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NOTE: In metric units, the capacity may be expressed as: 

P:axHx e 
102 

where: 
a = the usable flow rate of water through the turbine, in 

litres per second 

H = The availaLie head, in metres 

e = the overall powerplant efficiency 

102 = a derived constant 
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CONSIDERATIONS FOR A MICRO-HYDRO SYSTEM 

2. Power Requirements 
Early '" any assessment.power needs and the charactenstics 
of those needs should be carefully eKamined Th•s entails 
lwo separate but related determ•nat•ons: 

• ENERGY. The Iota I number of k• lowatt hours (kWh) used 1n 

a g1v<..1 penod of t1me- a month or a year 

e PEAK POWER CONSUMPTION: The maKimum amount ol 
electric•ty wh1ch w1ll be needed at any one moment 

Accuracy is essential. Inaccurate estimations w111 result '" 
too eKpens1ve a system or one that does not meet the power 
needs. 

It the eKISt ing power supply is from a utility company, refer to 
past billings to determine total consumption. 

rr- - ·--·- -··· - --- ._..------- ...... -:--- ~,__.....,_ . ..,._ . 

.. 
i 

; .. 
L 

TABLE 1 
Typical Household Appliance Loads 

. ~ .:·. ·~: . =.;i:· .?:_r ·!,· 
APPLIANCE ~ -. J ~ ~ · · ; :--, .... ~·~:, .. ..... ~ • 

Air Condit'- . ·~ •! ·.-: · -~,•.:, • · · 
Blender · · · ,: , • ' :· ;--f:.ri' j ' ,. , 
Car Block Heater • :J ·~ 1 ~-. . • 
ClOCk · · ·: . ! • ... ,~: p~;· ', . .., 
Clothes Dryer .'-' • w ~• • !, !~ ' .': "::· • 

CoH" Maker • ·• ;, • .: •:> • 
Electric Blanket. ... :,.;., .. :~ ;:·~;, · ;.t .... : 
Electric Heating · ... ·· • :~ · .:~ 
EKhausl Fan (kite/len) • . ~ , . 
Freezer(chest 1511') · • . :.: .• ~ •• • 
Hair Dryer (hand-held) · • 
Hot Plate(1 burner) :: · •. ; . 
Iron · •• '· ' .. i't:?:= 
Ughts - each 60 watt .. ·: ._. •. ,:..~ ~:~ 

. -uch100watt ··· :j.:·;. '·· 
. - each • tt fiUOteSCent , ••. 

Mixer : ·· · -;,: ·,,:! ·!""• j '~.;!~ ·~ ,;. 
Portable Electric. Heat~~/· • . ~:· ·~ · 
Radio - tube type .. •· . ~ ·· •·• 

-solid state-- ·' .J.·,l •" • · · 
Ranpe (top only-:-., 4,~1 ~~f. , '· 
Range & Oven . .., ...... : 
Refrigerator- standard 1• It•.· • " ·• ~I: . 

· · ·~· froatfree14 !~;;;:: ··' ~· 
Sewing Machine ... f " :'!.~~~··; ·:'' ·; 
Ste~eo -tube type :• "' · ~.~ .. ~ -~· ·: • : 

· · -solid state " -. ',..,~•·.:-:- · • 
I ~· ; ; : . , './ :~)=:~~·:: • 

SHOP TOOLS: •. • . ..• • . . . 
- 11• Inch Drill (1/16 hp) .-: .-. . , 
- Skill Saw (1 hp) •· · ; · •. • 
-Table Saw (1 hp) · • 
- Lathe (1/2 ho) · · ' 

250 
1,000 
1,000 

460 
Toaster •· · 
TV - black & VJhlte 

-colour 
Washing Macnine (15 loads/monthl 

1,150 
250 
350 
700 

Water Heater - 30 gal · · 
- 40 gal · · ;, · · - · ' 
-50 gal ' 

1,200 
2.000 
3,000 

Water Pump (112 hpl : 
Vacuum Cleaner 

:.: .... :,·.::.···: · .. 

Note: Household consumption usually varies over a year. It is 
wise to study at least one complete year's bills. 

For another way to estimate energy requirements, see 
Table 1. which lists the energy us~ by typical household 
appliances. 

To estimate your monthly energy requirements. s-::1ect all the 
appliances you use and add the corresponding numbers from 
the energy required column. To estimate peak power require· 
ment, add the ligures from the power column lor all 
appliances that could conceivably be used simultaneously. 

To determine if a micro-hydro facility can supply all the 
electrical power needed at a price you are willing to pay, you 
must measure boch total energy consumption and peak 

460 
750 

. " -: 

' .,i' l ' • •• f 

• ·I 

1 
6 

• 
1 
5 

30 
44 

; 8 
107 
17l 
286 
20 
8 

;.· 

.. 

power consumption because a situation may arise in which 
the system could meet one need but not the other. 

In most micro-hydro systems- as with larger systems- the 
peak requirement is more likely to ca•1se problems than the 
total requirement. 

Any hydroelectric system - micro or macro - that has to 
serve an occasional peak load will be less efficient and more 
costly to Install and run than a system serving a more uniform 
demand for energy. 
So, when .tnalysing a proposed micro-hydro system, ask 
yourself If you can make some adjustments in the way, or 
pattern, in which you use electrici ty. Can you change your 
peak consumption to fit the system you are planning? 

.. 



CONSIDERATIONS FOR A MICRO-HYDRO SYSTEM 

Explore th1s possibility before deciding that you must 
prov1de for a h1gh peak consumption. 

A typical pattern of peak load and the resulting average load 
IS Illustrated'" F1gure 4. 

Figure 4 
A generalized residential pa«em of power demand 
illustratlr1g the difference between peak and 
average power demand. 
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3. Environmental Impact and 
Approvals 
The approval process cannot begin until an environmental 
impact review has been made of a proposed micro-hydro 
system. A district office of the Ministry of Natural Resources 
will provide more details, but some of the major areas of 
concern are: 

• The ef!ect of pending on fish and other aquatic life. 
• Interference with fish movements, especially the migration 

of pickerel, suckers, and salmonids. 
• Mak1ng sure fish can't be sucked or dragged through the 

turbine. 
• Phys1cal and chemical consequences of changing the 

stream's flow. 
• Maintenance of adequate stream flow downstream from 

the project. 

If the initial assessment shows unacceptable environmental 
impact, it may be possible to change the plan or take steps 

4 

that will allow the prOJACt to proceed For example, 1f 
mterrupl!on of ftsh m1grat1on IS a problem, prov1s1on could be 
made for a f1shway. 

A d istnct office of the Min1stry of Naturdl Resources. a 
reg1onal off1ce of the Mm1stry of the Env~ronment. and 
off1C1als o f the local mun1c1pahty and/or conservation 
authonty should be contacted while the protect 1s stlll1n the 
des1gn stage They w111 be able to prov1de gu1dance lor the 
assessment, and outline what 1S requ~red for then approval. 

For ass1stance '" contactmg the appropnate offiCials call the 
Ministry of Energy, Electnc Power Sect1on at (416) 965·9603. 
or wnte to them at 56Wellesl<!y St. W., To. onto, Ont. M7A 287 . 

Most of the approvals required can be handled by a district 
office of the Ministry of Natural Resources. The dlstnct 
manager and his staff can also help with a general assess
ment of the proposed site If called In at an early stage. For a 
complete list of district offices, turn to Appendix 6 on page 22. 

The followmg out line of the required applications and 
approvals and o f the federal and prov1ncial leg1s1a11on 
Involved may appear daunting. But many of the approvals 
can be obtained concurrently. In this connection, a good 
working relationship with the staff at a distnct office of the 
Min1stry of Natural Resources will be mvaluable Wtth thetr 
ass1stance the approval process w111 be much smoother 

The first step IS to determine whether the water course 
proposed for development IS considered to be navtgable. In 
general, a stream is considered to be nav1gable if, at average 
flow, it is suitable for commercial or recreational boat mg. In 
most cases, the district Ministry office will be able to advise 
whether a particu lar stream is considered navigable. 

The following legislation may apply: 

The Navigable Waters Protection Act 
A hydroelectric project on a navigable watercourse requires 
the approval of the federal Department of Transport to ensure 
that the project will not interfere with navigation. An 
application form for approval under Sect ion 5 of The 
Navigable Waters Protection Act (R.S.C. 1970) may be 
obtained from Transport Canada. II must be submi tted to the 
Chief, Navigable Waters Protection Act, Programs Division, 
Canadian Coast Guard, Transport Canada, 6th floor, Tower A, 
Place de Ville, Ottawa, K1A ON7. 

The Beds of Navigable Waters Act 
and The Public lands Act 
If a stream is considered to be unnavigable, the bed belongs 
to the owner, or owners, of the banks of the stream. 
However, under The Beds of Navigable Waters Act (R.S.O. 
1970 c. 41) the beds of all navigable waters belong to the 
Crown unless expressly granted in the original letters patent. 

If the Crown owns the bed of the stream, the water may not be 
used to generate electricity without a Water Power Lease 
under Sections 4 and 4a of The Public Lands Act (R.S.O. 2970 
c. 380). Such a lease currently costs approximately $2.50 per 
average kilowatt output per year ($3.50 per average horse· 
power per year) and may be obtained by applying to the local 
district office of the Ministry of Natural Resources. There is 
no charge for installations of less than 100 hp, or approxi· 
mately 75 kilowatts. 
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CONSIDERATIONS FOR A MICRO-HYDRO SYSTEM 

The Lakes and Rivers Improvement Act 
If the pro1ect w1ll requ~re e1ther cons truct1on o f a new dam or 
mate11al a1terat10n of an ex1s11ng dam - regardless o f 
whether the landowner owns the bed o f the stream or 1f 11 IS 
nav1gable - the pro1ect must be approved by the Mm1stry o f 
Natural Resources. under The Lakes and Rivers lmprov• 
ment Act (A.S.O 1970. c 233) 

If a new dam 1s requ1red . the owner must l~rst apply. under 
Sect1on 10. lo a distr~ct off ice of the Mmistry o f Natural 
Resources lor approval of the location o f the dam. If the 
1ocat1on IS approved. or 1! the on ly requi rement is a1terat1on of 
an ex1stmg dam, a separate application n'tust then be made 
to the d1str~ct office o f the Min1stry of Natural Resources lor 
approval of the deta1led plans and specifications lor a new 
dam (Section 10) or lor a modified dam (Section 12). 

The Min1ster of Natural Resources may requ ire that a fishway 
be installed around any new dam. II the Minister intends to 
refuse to approve a new dam. or modifications to an existing 
one, he must g1ve the applicant 15 days' notice of his 
intention (Section 8a). At the applicant's request. the Minister 
will appomt someone to hold a public inquiry regarding the 
proposed undertaking and report back to him. 

The Min1ster will then consiogr tho ·eoort and decide v • ther 
to approve the appl ication (Sect ion 8b). The Mimster's 
dec1s1on may be appealed to the Lieutenant Governor-In· 
Council (the Cabinet) (Section 8c). 

The Canada Fisheries Act 
New dams. modifications to existing dams and the mtake to 
the turbine are also subject to The Canada Fisheries Act 
(R.S.C. 1970, Chapter F-14). 

A project may be proh;bited if it will result in harmful altera
tion, d isruption, or destruction of fish habitat unless special 
permission is granted by the federal Minister of Fisheries 
!Section 31). 11the project is permitted, that M inister may still 
require that a lishway be installed around any dam or other 
obstruction. He may also requi re that a mmimum flow of 
water be maintained over the dam (Section 20). The Minister 
may also require a fishguard to be installed on the turbine's 
water intake or similar measures designed to protect the f ish 
(Section 28). 

In Ontario. thiS Act is administered by the Ministry of Nalural 
Resources. The requirements of the Act may be considered in 
conjunclion wilh the review under The Lakes and Rivers 
Improvement Act. 

Conservation Authority Approval 
If the proposed site lies within the boundaries of a 
conservation authority. its review of the project normally 
proceeds in parallel with the MNR's under The Lakes and 
Rivers Improvement Act. 

Documents submitted to a district Ministry office w ill be 
forwarded to the conservation al :hority involved at your 
request. However. separate approval may be required. so the 
applicant should approach the authority early in the approval 
process. A conservation authority's main concern is usually 
the effect the project would have on flooding. 

The Ontario Water Resources Act 
Another Ministry of Environment approval is required if a 
project requires a dam and will use more than 1.1 cubic feet of 
water per minute (10,000 gallons per day). A water-taking 
permit under Section 37 of The Ontario Water Resources Act 
(R.S.O. 1970. Chapter 332) may be obtained by applying to the 
Chief, Water Rescurces Assessment, at a regional office of 
the Ministry of the Environment. The district office of the 
Ministry of Natural Resources will be able to direct you to the 
proper M inistry of the Environment regional office. 

The Power Corporation Act -
Electrical Safety Code 
Installation o f the generator. a,d o ther relaled equ1pment. ~~ 
sub1ec t to lhe Elec:r~cal Safety Code, a set of regulat•om 
adminiStered by Ontar~o Hydro under The Power Corporatiou 
Act (R.S.O. 1970, Chapter 354). As w1th most msta llauons. thll 
electr~cal par t o f a hy<. tuloc genera tmg stat1on must bo~ 
approved by an electr~cal mspector before use. 

A municipality may requ11e perm1t applicat ions for parts c•f 
the prOJect. 01scuss your plans wllh the proper offic1a1s ear y 
m the approval process to determine the reqUirements. 

Figure 5 illustrates steps to follow in the approval proces! . 

---- -r---::---- ---~---

FJvureS :' 
Micro. Hydro Development : .. : 
- Summary of APP!QVals. · .; · 

'
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4. Equipment Options 
Turbines 
The mechanical energy developed by the turbine is converted 
into electricity by a generator similar to the one in your car. 
The eleCtriCity can be either direct current (DC) or alternating 
current (AC). Since most household appliances run on AC -
110 volts, 60 cycles - it will be the most practical type of 
electric1ty to produce. 

If you intend to be completely independent of Ontario 
Hydro's power grid, a synchronous generator which pro
duces a steady and dependable SO-cycle current should be 
used. 

Nor:h American AC systems operate at a frequency of 60 
cycles per second and any variation from that will affect the 
accuracy of clocks, turntables and other appliances. In order 
to generate power at this frequency, the speed of the 
synchronous generator must be constant. A governor is used 
to control water flow which determines the turbine's speed. A 
governor is a device that regulates turbine speed through 
water flow in synchronous generators. Available from 
numerous sources, they are reliable and accurate, but they 
do mean more cost and main1enance. 

The·classic approach to hydroelectric development may be 
described as follows: 

Water is held back by a dam. which provides a steady water 
flow mto tile turbine as power is produced. As power is 
consumed, a governor-actuated feedback system regulates 
the amount of power produced in order to maintain a balance. 

Because power demands must be met immediately by the 
generator, all components must be able to meet peak, rather 
than average, output. Such an installation requires a big 
enough turbine and generator, and enough water, to handle 
peak loads. This is a problem that plagues all utilities. Peak· 
load capacity, plus a little margin, costs far more than 
average-load capacity. In addition, the cost of sophisticated 
governing equipment and flow-rate control mechanisms may 
render a scheme unattractive. 

One way of simplifying the problem is to provide constant 
generation at a level equivalent to the peak demand. Such 
generating units usually dump excess energy as heat which 
can sometimes be used for supplementary space heating or 
water heating. 

When the demand begins to approach the system's capacity, 
such non·essential uses are automatically cut off so critical 
needs may be met. No throttling gates or valves etre required 
to limit the flow of water during low-demand periods. This 
technique is attractive where there is an abundant supply of 
water, because of the relative simplicity of the control 
mechanisms fequired. 

Another option is to generate direct current and either use it 
as is or convert it to AC, when needed, by means of an 
"inverter" of a " Gemini converter" Inverters are relatively 
expensive, power is lost in the conversion process, and 
some of them are limited in their ability to handle the kind of 
surge demand that occurs whim many common appliances 
start up. The Gemini converter must be connected to an 
electrical utility. 

A DC-to-AC system has several advantages, especially in 
very small systems (less than 5 kW). The excess power 
generated by a DC system can be stored in batteries, thereby 
exten'ding the system's peak capacity. DC generators are not 
speed-sens.tive and no go11ernor is needed. So, a small DC 
system will usually cost les:; and serve b£1ter than a 
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comparable AC system because a small AC un1t often cannot 
meet peak needs. 

Battery storage systems generally work better 1n hydraulic 
un1ts than in wind-power units because the hydraulic 
generator is nearly always putting some power back 1nto the 
battenes. ThiS means that a " deep·discharge" cond1t1on. 
common w1th wind systems, 1s very rare. 

Deep discharge is a common cause of battery ta1lure The 
storage component limits the size of a DC system, as bat· 
teries become unwieldy and very costly in systems over 6 kW 

For those seeking the lowest cost, the conversion of DC to 
AC could be eliminated and 12-volt DC lights and appliances 
would be used. 

There are two main types of tlydraulic turbines: impulse and 
reaction. 

NollaD Tampella tuDula< tuft)lne: HMd 
ran~ up to20 m; dtscnatge range up to 
60 ,, 

lmp~lse Turbines 
Impulse turbines have generally been used for very high 
heads, although modern, efficient units exist for low-head 
applications, down to about 20 feet. 

Advantages of impulse turbines include high reliability and 
low maintenance cost because of their mechanical simpli· 
city and a minimum number of parts exposed to wear. 
Impulse turbine efficiencies often exceed 90 per cent. 

Impulse turbines use a high-velocity stream of water that 
strikes buckets mounted around the rim of a rotatmg turbine 
wheel, or runner, which in turn is attached to and rotates an 
electric generator. 

' 0 
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CONSIDERATIONS FOR A MICRO-HYDRO SYSTEM 
The cross flow turbine is a modern adaptation of the impulse 
turbine and is used In the head range from 6 to 600 feet. This 
type of turbine utilizes a movable guide vane at its inlet and 
mamtams turbine efficrencies of up to 85 per cent over a wide 
ranqe of flows. The physical size of crossflow turbines i.s 
hmrted by desrgn constrarnts. The largest runner has a 4-foot 
diameter. 

Reaction Turbines 
React ion turbines, while doing the same job as impulse 
turbines. utilize a different principle. They use pressure as 
well as velocity to rotate the runner. The runner is submerged 
in water during operation and power is developed by water 
flowing over the blades, rather than striking individual 
buckets. 

By using a gradually enlarging draft or discharge tube 
between the turbine's runner discharge and the tailwater, 
reaction turbines take advantage of the total head available 
to the tailwater level, whereas impulse turbines utilize only 
the head that is available to the centre of the runner. This 
enhances the value of reaction turbines in low-head ins lalla· 
lions where it may be critical to develop the total head. 

Reaction turbines are widely used in large hydraulic plants, 
and several manufacturers produce small turbines of this 
type. 

Two types of reaction turbines exist, commonly known as 
'"Francis"' and " propeller:· 

Francis turbines generally operate under higher heads than 
propeller turbines, although they are in use at some low-head 
installations. A Francis turbine has a runner with fixed 
blades. Water enters the turbine in a radial direction, with 
respect to the shaft, and is discharged axially. 

···.· 
. . "li0118bTampella Fr~~~elaturblne: Head : 
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The principal components include the runner, a water-supply 
casing, wicket gates to control the quantity of water 
admitted, and a draft tube to return the water to the river. The 
wicket gate assembly, in conjunction with a governor, also 
regulates unit load and speed and shuts down the unit. The 
regulating system can be actuated either hydraulically or 
electrically. 

Propeller turbines are generally used for lower heads than 
Francis turbines. The normal range is from 10 to 120 feet, 
Typically, a propeller turbine has a vertical shall, a spiral 
casing and wicket gates to distribute flow, a draft tube, and 
f:xed runner blades. 

The blades of some propeller turbines are adjustable. and 
when this is the case the turbine is called a Kaplan turbine. 
The propeller turbine has good efficiency at an optimum flow 
point, but its efficiency drops off rapidly at higher and lower 
flows. 

The Kaplan turbine has a relatively high efficrency over a 
wide range of flows. 

Another variation of the propeller turbine is the axial-flow 
turbine. Generally, these units have either a honzontal or a 
slightly inclined shaft, and they may have either fi xed or 
adjustable runner blades. 

Three types of turbines fall into this category. These are the 
rim-type, in which the generator is on the periphery of the 
turbine runner, the tube-type, in which the generator is 
located outside the water passage. and the bulb-type. in 
which the generator is housed in a bulb submerged within the 
water passage. 

Water Wheels 
Water wheels are the traditional means of obtaining useful 
energy from falling water. Their advantages over turbines 
include their relatively simple construction, their low :=ost if 
home-built, and their relative insensitivity to ; :uiairons in 
flow. 

In addition, debris in the water that can clog a turbine or i ts 
protective trashrack can normally pass by a water wheel. 
Unfortunately water wheels are much less efficient than 
turbines, and icing can be a problem. Details of water wheels 
are given in several of the references in the bibliography. 

5. Alternative Layouts 
As mentioned earlier, there are two basic types of develop
ment: concentrated-fall and divided· fall. 

The first is more common with low-head development, but 
generally requires a dam to impound and divert water to the 
turbine. Since the dam required is often as high as the head 
being developed, it can be very expensive. However, the 
length of the pipeline required is generally short, resulting in 
small head losses and lower costs. Dams must also be 
designed and operated to pass flood flows, which can also 
add to the cost. 
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CONSIDERATIONS FOR A MICRO-HYDRO SYSTEM 
Environmental considerations may also be a significant 
factor In such developments. A dam may restrict fish 
movement and Impoundment may alter natural flow 
patterns. particularly if a pond Is used to store water for peak 
power generation. 

With divided-fall installations, development may be practical 
w1th only minimal damming and impoundment, and '"some 
instances with no dam at all. Therefore, dam cost may be 
greatly reduced , but pipeline costs will increase 
significantly. 

Major civil structures must, of course, be properly founded 
and designed. Hiring an experienced engineering consultant 
is advisable. 

Power lines are a further consideration and they too may add 
to the cost of the system. If the micro-hydro unit Is some 
distance from the demand, power lines are obviously 
required. 

Bear In mind that the greater the distance, the heavier the 
wires rj'quired if unreasonable power losses are to be 
avoided. This is especially true of DC systems which require 
very large conductors to avoid excessive losses. Ani ncrease 
in line voltage also reduces power loss. This should be 
considered if the line wi ll be much more than 200 feet in 
length. 

6. Estimating the Costs 
The cost of a micro-hydro system depends on a number qf 
factors. They Include topography, availability of suitable 
equipment, and the ability of the individual as a do-it
yourseller. In general, the cost will range upwards from $500 
per kilowatt. This low cost implies a do-it-yourself job at a 
favourable site with an existing dam or cne requiring no dam 
at all. 

Here are some general guidelines: 

Topography usually dictates the type and extent of work 
required. Also, at higher heads, lower flows are required to 
produce equivalent output; this Influences the cost because 
lower flows permit the use of smaller water passages. So, for 
an installation with a relatively high head, equipment and all 
structures - including intake, pipeline, headrace, and 
tailrace - can be smaller than those needed for lower head 
installation of equal output. 

Under even the best conditions, construction costs at a 
concentrated-fall site where a dam does not have to be built 
are usually about equal to generating equipment costs. 

Additional construction such as a dam, a lengthy penstock, 
and head race and tailrace excavations add to both initial and 
operating costs. 

The distance from the powerhouse to the load can also add to 
the cost. The greater the distance, the larger the conductor 
must be, or the higher the transmission voltage required. 

The price of new generating equipment ranges upwards from 
$500 per kilowatt. The cost per kilowatt is usually higher lor 
smaller-capacity and tor lower-head developments. 

New equipment costs may range as high as $5,000 per 
kilowatt for low-head, small-capacity installations. 

Used equipment is considerably less expensive than new 
equipment, but will usually require more maintenance and 
have a shorter useful life. 
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Finally, by doing it yourself. you can save a great deal 10 

construction and equipment installatiOn. 

7. Evaluating the Economics 
Before you can dec1de 11 a micro-hydro system w111 be 
economical. you have to determme exactly how much 11 w111 
cost to 1nstall. The calculation must take mto account the 
cost of the turbine and generator as well as any p1pe, cable, 
buildings, dam, c1vil engineenng work, perm1ts. legal work -
and so on - that Will be required. You should also cons1der 
the other available sources ol electric power and determme: 
their costs. 

An important consideration which might influence the 
economics of a micro-hydro system is the other uses that can 
be made of the water resource, such as lire suppression and 
irrigation. There is often very little extra cost involved 10 

developing these uses along with a hydro system. 

A characteristic of many renewable energy resources is that, 
wh1le their " front-end" costs are high, their life-cycle costs 
may be competitive with conventional energy sources. Micro
hydro, for example, is fairly expensive to install, but, except 
tor small maintenance costs, the system should prov1de 
" free" energy lor 20 years or long'er. The econom1c analySIS 
of any micro-hydro project should take the life-cycle costs 
into account. 

Proximity to existing Ontario Hydro power lines must also be 
taken into consideration. 

Ontario Hydro currently extends its lines based on m1n1mum 
density requirements to justify the capital expenditure and 
future operating expenses. For example, lor a year.-round 
residence, Ontario Hydro will extend its line approx1mately 
1,200 feet along a township road at no charge. 

II further line is needed, the customer can either contract 
with Ontario Hydro to supply up to an addit1onal 1200 feet at 
an annual charge of approximately $0.40 per loot or pay the 
cost of the line, which might be approximately $4.50 per loot. 

It would be advisable to contact the local Ontario Hydro 
office to lind out the costs of extending the line to your site. 
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CONSIDERATIONS FOR A MICRO-HYDRO SYSTEM 
So. the further one IS from an existing power line, the more 
attractive the micro·hydro option becomes, all else be.ng 
equal. 
II you have easy access to conventional power. and you have 
no other uses lor the available water. it may be difficult to 
just1fy a m1cro-hydro unet on economic grounds. There are a 
great many factors that w1ll affect your analysis. Here are 
some Questions likely to arise: 

• Should your calculations be based on the life of the mtcro
hydro unit, which may be 20 years or more, or on some 
shorter period? 

One realistic way to analyse your electric power options is to 
calculate the to!al cost of each option over a certain period of 
time and then compute the costs in current dollars. The fol
lowing example shows how an installation might be 
evaluated. 

The figures presented below reflect t!'oe cost of each option in 
current dollars, commonly known as present worth (PW). The 
actual numbers reflect the investment needed today. to cover 
the total cost over the 15-year period. lt may be helpful to view 
the differences calculated as " profit" or " loss" resulting 
from having selected the micro-hydro option over the utility 
supply option. 

The sample computat1ons use a 10% interest rate (the rate 
at which you could alternatively invest your money). A 
summary only is presented below: details of the computation 
are given in Appendix 2. 

Example 

• The hydro system is a 6 kW, DC-to-AC battery storage unit. 
• The total cost of the system is $10,000. 
• The $10.000 is borrowed at 12%. 
• Total maintenance is $1,358 ($50 per year with 8 per cent 

annual cost increases). 
• The location where the power is to be used is near existing 

power lines c1nd no charge will be made to connect the 
power lines. 

• Utility power average cost for 1000 kilowatt hours per 
month is 4.6 cents per kilowatt hour and increases by 10 per 
cent per year. 

• Average monthly consumption is 1000 kilowatt hours. 
• The economic study period is 15 years 
• The value of the micro-hydro unit at the end of the 15-year 

period is $2.000 (20 per cent of purchase price). 
• No tax deductions or credits are used. 

To Determine the Present Worth of the 
Micro·Hydro Plant Option 
Step 1 - The installation cost assumed is $10,000. The total 
cost of the loan at 12 per cent interest is $22.005.30. and, 
assuming a repayment plan with eQual annual payments of 
$1,467,03. the present worth of the loan is $12,274.06. 

Step 2 - To this must be added the present worth of the 
annual charges. In this example, only maintenance is 
involved: however. such charges could include taxes. the 
cost of back-up power, and so on. In this example, the present 
worth of< nnual maintenance costs is $661.66. 

Step 3- Deduct the present worth of the salvage value of the 
plant, which is $478.80. 

• Are you laced with additional costs to obtain service from 
the power company? 

• How long do you expect to remain at this residence and wi ll 
the micro-hydro system have market value when you want 
to sell? 

• How much of the installation and maintenance work can 
you do yourself? 

• Is there a possibility of installing a unit larger than your 
needs and selling the surplus power back to the power 
company? 

Step 4 - The result is the present worth of the micro-hydro 
plant: $12,456.92. 

To Determine the Present Worth of the 
Utility Line Supply Option 
Step 1 -The cost of purchasing the reQuired energy for each 
of the 15 years (1,000 kWh/month x 12 months x $0.046/kWh 
lor the first year, and escalated by 10 per cent per year for 
subseQuent years) is $17,561.00. 

Step 2 - Total the present worth of each yearly value to 
determine the present worth of the utility line supply. This 
value is $8,280.00. 

To Determine Which is the More 
Attractive Option 
Subtract the present worth of the utility line supply from the 
present worth of the micro-hydro plant. A positive number 
indicates that the utility line supply is the more economically 
attractive option whereas a negative number indicates that 
the micro-hydro plant is more attractive. 

In this example, the difference is $4,176.92, indicating that 
the micro-hydro option will be somewhat more expensive 
over the 15-year period. assuming all of the conditions men
tioned above. A change in any of the assumptions can signi
ficantly affect the ecomonics one way or the other. 

11. lor instance, the household was one mile from the existing 
power line. and assuming the person was planning to pay lor 
the cost of the line beyond the extension allowance given by 
Ontario Hydro, the cost of utili!}' power would increase by 
approximately $18,500. Working through the above calcu· 
lations, and adding this to the cost of line supply, the dif· 
terence in present worth between the twC'I options would be 
-$18,530.03. the micro·hydro system would be the more 
economically attractive option in this case. 

The example shows that micro-hydro ''In be a viable option: 
the economics depend heavily on individual conditions. 
There is also the Question of how highly you value indepen· 
dence from traditil.. .1at energy sources. For some, economic 
conditions permi tting, the option of unplugging from the 
power grid may be worth a small additional cost. 



SAMPLE· ECONOMIC ANALYSES 

Purchase of Surplus Power by the 
Power Company 
Ontario Hydro is in the process of determining what price it 
would pay to buy power from customers who generate elec
treclty and would like to sell it to the utility. This would Include 
not on ly micro-hydro sites but also large industnal 
cogeneration operat1ons with potential loads of more than 
5000 kW. 

A set of interim rates has been developed reflecting the cost 
savings to Ontario Hydro of such purchases. The rates have 
been based on the assumption that the seller would contract 
to deliver a firm amount of capacity with a guaranteed 
minimum availability during system peak periods. However. 
" at will" energy can also be sold. Here, excess energy is sold 
on an " as available" basis. The maximum output and/or the 
timing of delivery may vary for " at will" energy sales. 
Accordingly, the purchase price would be lower than for the 
guaranteed availability option. 

CONCLUSION 

The cost of the spec1al metering equ1pment necessary and 
the addit1onal adminiStrative expense md1cates that 111s not 
econom1c to provide for the guaranteed ava1lab1hty op11on 
unless 50-tOO kWof power are produced. The .. ai·WIII .. sale ol 
energy IS possible for even the smallest producers ol pONt~r . 

The appropriate rate could be obtamed from the local Onta~10 
Hydro office. 
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Edited by Carol H. Stoner 
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33 E. Minor St. 
Emmaus, Pa. 18049 
$3.95 (U.S.) 

Deals with a variety of renewable energy systems. Includes 
sections on water power; measuring head and flow; 
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dams; water wheels and turbines and the VITA hydraulic ram . 
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Appendix 1 
Page 17 
Glossary 

Appendix 2 
Paget7 
Determinrng Flow and Head and estimating efficiency. 

Appendix 3 
Page 22 
A sample computation analysis for economic analysis. 

Appendix 4 
Page23 
Cautions and suggestions for do-it-yourselfers. 

APPENDIX 1 
Glossary 

ASYNCHRONOUS GENERATOR: 
Similar to the synchronous generator except that It must be 
hooked up to an independent power grid to produce usable 
power . (See GENERATOR and SYNCHRONOUS 
GENERATOR). 

AXIAL FLOW TURBINE: 
A reaction turbine through which the direction of flow is 
primarily parallel to the turbine shaft. 

CAVITATION: . 
A phenomenon associated with liquids in motion past solid 
surfaces in which vapor bubbles form in areas of low 
pressure and then collapse suddenly in areas of higher 
pressure. resulting in shock waves which can damage solid 
surfaces. 

CROSSFLOW TURBINE: 
A drum-shaped hydroelectric turbine with vanes around its 
circumference which permit the water to enter from one side, 
cross through the hollow centre, and exit from the other side. 

FOREBAY; 
See HEADRACE 

FRANCIS TURBINE: 
A mechanical device used to convert revolving mechanical 
energy into electrical energy. (See ASYNCHRONOUS 
GENERATORS and SYNCHRONOUS GENERATORS). 

GOVERNOR: 
A mechanical or ~lectronic device for automatically control· 
ling the speed of the turbine by regulating the supply of 
water. 

HEAD POND: 
The pond immediately upstream from the hydro plant from 
which additional flow may be taken for peak generation and 
which can refill during periods of lower electrical demand. 

HEADRACE: 
A channel through which water passes to reach the hydro 
plant intake. 

KAPLAN TURBINE: 
A propeller turbine on which the pitch of the blades is 
adjustable to allow efficient use of the available water. 

Appendlx5 
Page24 
Manufacturers. 

Appendix& 
Page 28 
List of Ministry of Natural Resources district offices. 

NOTE: Appendices 2. 4 and 5 are adapted from: 
National Center for Appropriate Technology, 1979. 
·'Micro-Hydro Power, Reviewing an Old Concept:' 
DOEJET/01752·1:60 pp. 

MICRQ.HYDRO SYSTEM: 
A hydroelectric installation with a capacity of 100 kW or less, 
including all components required to convert the potential 
energy in a stream or river to electrical energy at the user's 
location. 

PEL TON WHEEL: 
A type of impulse turbine with buckets mounted on the rim of 
the wheel which are struck by a hit,.Helocity jet of water to 
rotate the wheel. 

PENSTOCK: 
A pipeline used for carrying water to a water wheel. 

RUNNER: 
The rotating element of the turbine which converts hydraulic 
energy into mechanical energy. 

SLUICE: 
An artificial channel or passage for water with a gate or valve 
at its head to regulate flow. 

SPILLWAY: 
A passageway or channel to carry off excess water around a 
dam. 

SYNCHRONOUS GENERATOR: 
A machine which converts rotating mechanical energy into 
usable AC electrical power independent of a power grid. (See 
GENERATOR and ASYNCHRONOUS GENERATOR). 

TAILRACE: 
A channel through which the water flows out of a hydro plant. 

TRASH RACKS: 
A screen on the hydro plant intake that blocks debris from 
entering the turbine. 

TURBINE: 
A mechanical device used to convert the potential energy of 
falling water into electrical energy. 

WICKET GATE: 
Flow control gates located in a circle around a turbine and 
normally controlled by a governor. 
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX2 

Flow and Head Efficiency 
Flow is the quanttty of water available, and it is rarely 
constant. Nlost rivers, e·ten when they have large reservoirs, 
are subject to periods of drought as well as periods of heavy 
rain and resultant flood flows. These natural characteristics 
are a major cons ideration when selecting hydroelectric 
equipment, and are as important as is the available head. 
Heavy rain, which causes flood runoff, may result in the head 
at a site being reduced to almost nothing. Conversely, 
periods of drought may reduce the water supply to unac· 
ceptable levels. 

Because of the great variability in natural stream-flows, a 
hydrologic record going back as far as possible is desirable 
as a basis for analysing the potential energy output of a site. 
However, if no stream-flow records exist for a particular site, 
then an estimate of flow can be made using one of the 
methods described. 

Low flow is critical to power plant capacity. Measurements of 
stream.flow should be made during the summer when high 
rates of evaporation reduce stream-flow to a minimum. 
Storm runoff should be avoided by taking measurements 
seven days alter a storm. 

How to Determine Flow 
Stream-flow records are maintained lor many Ontario rivers. 
Although the actual stream gauging stations are operated by 
various agencies, a complete record is maintained by the 
Inland Waters Branch of Environment Canada in Guelph. 
Your local library may have their publication, " Reference 
Index: Hydrometric Map Supplement". Your district office of 
the Ministry of Natural Resources may be able to provide you 
with useful stream-flow figures. 

Although records of 15 to 20 years are desirable, many 
existing gauging stations have not been operating that long. 
Nevertheless, any stream-flow record at or near a proposed 
h~droelectric development provides a more accurate esti· 
mate of flows than either of the techniques described below. 
However, if no stream-flow gauging data are available, then 
one of the following methods, applied during the low-flow 
period, should provide a reasonable estimate of the flow 
available for hydroelectric development. 

Flow Measurement 
In order to adequately assess the minimum continuous 
power output to be expected from your hydro unit, the 
minimum quar.Uty of water that will pass through the system 
must be determined. So, it is important to know both the 
minimum flow rate of your stream and what portion of this 
flow can be used for power generation. 

The percentage of the minimum flow that may be temporarily 
diverted lor power generation is defined during the 
government approval process. 

Measurement of Flow In a Stream 

Area-Velocity Method 
To estimate the flow In a" ungauged stream the following 
procedure may be used. First, both the cross-sectional area 
of the stream and the velocity of flow in the stream must be 
determined. 

To measure the cross-sectional area of the stream the 
following procedure (Figure A) may be used. 

Step 1 - Select an easily measured section of the stream 
with latrly untform depth and wtdth. 

Step 2 - Measure the width of the stream. 

Step 3 - Measure and record the depth at equal antervals 
across the channel. 

Step 4 - Compute the average depth by adding the 
measurements taken in Step 3 and dividing by the number of 
measurements taken. 

Step 5 - Calculate the cross-sectional area by multiplying 
the average depth by width. 

NOTE: If all measurements are in feet. the cross-sectional 
area will be in square feet. 

To determine the stream-flow velocity, use the same uniform 
section of the stream and follow the steps outlined below: 

Step 1 - Insert stakes at two points along the stream and 
measure the distance between them: 25 feet is a reasonable 
distance. 

Step 2 - One person should drop a float (a bottle partially 
filled with stones or an orange, make good floats) in the 
centre of the stream opposite the upstream potnt and a 
second person should carefully time \ he seconds required lor 
the float to pass the down:~tream point. Repeat several times 
to obtain an average time. 

Step 3- Compute the stream surface velocity by dividing the 
distance established in Step 1 by the period of ltme 
measured in Step 2. 

Note: If the distance established is in feet and the time period 
is in minutes, the computed velocity will be in feet per minute. 

Step 4- The average velocity of flow throughout the stream 
section is less than the centre-line surface velocity because 
of friction losses due to channel roughness. To allow for this, 
the stream surface velocity computed in Step 3 should be 
multiplied by 0.8 to determine the average stream velocity. 

Now, to calulate the stream-flow, multiply the average cross· 
sectional area, determined above, by the average velocity of 
flow. In mathematical terms this is: 

a= AV 
where: 

a = flow 
A = cross-sectional area of the stream 
V = average velocity of flow 

Once again, it should be noted that these measurements of 
flow are best taken during the dry season, since the flow 
during this season may imit the capacity of the proposed 
hydroelectric installation. Furthermore, government 
approval may not be possible for a power plant that utilizes 
the entire flow, even during low-flow periods, and this may 
further reduce the capacity that may be installed. 
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Example 

. ~ .. : 
:.:r-·· 

..· : 

To determine the cross-sectional area (A) of a stream, 
multiply the channel width (w) -in this example, 10 feet- by 
the average depth (d) of the stream. The calculations to 
determine the average depth are below:: 

(d)= dl +d2+d3+d4+d5 
5 

= 1.2 + 2.5 + ~.3 + 2.2 + 0.8 = 2 feet 

A = wxd 

= 10 X 2 

= 20 square feet 

To determine the average velocity of stream-flow: 

Say the distance marked off is 25 feet, and it takes 12 
seconds, or 0.2 minutes, for the float to travel this distance, 
then: 

With: 

Surface velocity expressed as V5 

Average velocity expressed as V 

fpm = feet per minute 

0.8 as a variable factor based on the resistance to the water's 
flow caused by the characteristics of the stream bed and 
shoreline. By multiplying It by the surface velocity (Vs) you 
will arrive at the average velocity (V). 

(Vs) = distance(feet) = 25 = 125fpm = V = 125x0.8 

time (minutes) 0.2 = 100 

To determine stream-flow: 

0 =Ax V 

: 20 X 100 

= 2,000 cubic feet per minute 

Weir Method 
This is an alternative method for determining stream· flow. It 
is accurate and can be used to measure the flow rate of any 
stream. It is particularly advantageous for flow measure
ments in shaltow streams where a weighted float would havr, 
difficulty floating freely. However. it is also a more compli· 
cated technique lor measuring flow. 
Essentially, a temporary dam structure is built across the 
stream perpendiculat to the flow. with a rectangular notch or 
spillway of controlled proportions in the centre section. This 
notch has to be large enough to take the maximum flow of the 
stream during the period of measurement, so make some 
rough estimate of the stream-flow prior to building the weir. 
The notch width should be at least three times its height and 
the lower edge should be perfectly level. The lower edge and 
the vertical sides of the notch should be bevelled with the 
sharp edge upstream. The whole structure can best be built 
out of timber with all edges and the bottom sealed with clay, 
earth, and sandbags to prevent leakage. A typical weir is 
illustrated in Figure B . 

In order to measure ttte flow of water over the weir, you have 
to set up a simple depth gauge. This is done by driving a stake 
in the stream bed at least five feet upstream from the weir. 
until a pre-set mark on the stake is precisely level with the 
bottom edge of the notch. The depth of water on this stake. 
above the pre-set mark, will indicate the flow rate of water 
over the weir. Refer to a :·weir table" in order to determine this 
flow rate. 

A typical weir table is included at the end of this appendix. 

To use the table, determine the depth of water in inches over 
the pre-set stake mark. Find the flow rate in cubic feet per 
minute per inch of notch width in \he table. Multiply this 
volume flow rate by the width, in inches, of your weir notch. 
This will give you the stream-flow rate in cubic feet per 
minute . 

For example: 
Suppose your weir has a notch width of 30 inches. The depth 
of the water on the stake above the pre-set mark is 6.25 
Inches. On the weir table, read opposite 6.25 inches to the 
flow rate of 6.28 cubic feet per minute per inch of notch width. 
The flow rate of the total stream is then 6.28 cubic feet per 
minute x 30 inches or 188.4 cubic feet per minute . 

When you have the weir in place. you can take readings at 
your convenience. If you are going to use the weir for an 
extended period of time, it is important to frequently check 
the watertightness of the sides and bottom . 

Head 
The head, once again, is the vertical distance the water falls 
at the site. The greater the distance, or head, the more 
potential power there is. 

15 
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The gross head is the difference between the water levels 
both upstream and downstream, and is fairly easy to 
measure. 
The net head of the power plant is equal to the gross head 
minus head losses due to friction and other disturbances in 
water passage to and from the turbine. 

Keeping these head losses to a minimum will enhance 
potent1al power plant output. As a rule of thumb, 1f upstream 
and downstream water levels are relatively constant, net 
head should be assumed as equal to gross head minus 5 per 
cent for conduit head loss. If water levels vary a great deal, 
more detailed studies are required to determine the net or 
effective head. 

How to Measure Head 
Any good surveyor can be hired to determine the head. Ask 
him, or her, for the vertical distance between the water 
source, or proposed intake location, and the proposed 
location of the power plant. 

If you. know how to use standard surveying equipment such 
as a transit or a surveyor's level and levelling rod, borrow or 
rent what you need and get a friend to help do your own 
measurements. 

Another do-it-yourself technique requires a carpenter's level, 
some sort of stand to raise the level a lew feet off the ground, 
and a tape measure. The method is described below and 

illustrated in Figure C. 

Step 1 - Set the level on the stand; make sure 1t is l~vel and 
that its upper edge is either at the same elevat ion as the 
water source or a known vertical distance above the water 
surface. 
Step 2- Sight along the upper edge of the level to a spot on a 
nearby tree, rock or building that is farther down the hill and 
can be reached for measunng. Note thiS prec1se spot on the 
object and mark it (Point A in the diagram). 
Step 3- Move your level and stand down the h1ll stope and 
set it up again so the upper edge of the level is below Point A 

. '. 
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Measuring HEAD 

WEIR TABLE 
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Cubic feet pet minute 
pet Inch of notdl wldttl 

' .. 
"1 0.40 

. . 1.25 • • •• : : . 0.55 
· 1.5 •• •• • 0.74 
1.75 • .,_ ~ 0.93 

•. , . . 2 • • . ' 1:.. • • 1.14 · .. :,. ': 2.25 ~ : ··. ·.';"'"::.'. ~~··l;; ... • ~ 1.38 · .. ' . 
. .; "~ -:. ... ·· ·~ 2.5 , .•. .. ~ . . ·-~· ,~-.,~ \ .... ~ 1.58 ·: ~ 
·' ' . .• 2.75 .... • . .... , • • ..:.. ~ .. t 1 83 
• . • . . :; 3 ; ;:.. ·~-~-~·-'·.·:r,~ ... ~ .. '2.011" • ,, • • • . . 

.. ; :. ~ .• ··3.25 t· ' ,._::.,e~ ~~,·-~·(·:·{:~ 2~ . .. ·"!·:.· .· 
.. :-. ··.:r .. · ... 3,5 ·: ;;:·:·:·~~ ...... -':'~~ .. ~-- 283 . ,:. . • 

' • " ' • • : .. : 3.75 (., • L., .... ~ .... ~ l";"';; j.;,'.t' ,•l ::; ie2 .. ~ • • ; 
~. . . : -~ -..: .. ' 4 . .. ··':~. ;r ... ·~~)~•:_?:-~? 3.22 - ~ ~ . .: ... : · ~ .. .... :: ~ :.:: ;,::\ -r~:~r-~ · · ~ 

4.75 ·. ' 4.111 
• :. . 5 · ·:: :.~ . ... ; -~ ; . . . : . ... 4.50 

5.25 . . .... • • ,, 4.114 
• ~ . • 5.5 ... ;·, · .• ·• 5.111 

. . · 5.75 .•. # ••• i~_.: ~.:· · • .:. ' 5.54 
.. II . 5.90 

11.25 • . . ~ \ 11.28 . 
11.5 •• • ·: • ·;.. ~,. •. 11.115 
11.75 .... . 7.05 
7 7.44 
7.25 • •. . • 7.114 
7.S :.'- ~ 
7.75 . • ~· 8.1111 
II I. : · .· ~ ., .· , -'~ !-...-,_l , , 9.10 . 
11.25 · • •· ·· • • ~· !i: '1'-...- • • II 52 

.... '· 8..5 .~ .. :.·,..: : . ::. ~l" .. i)lf: ""', ... ... . ·• . .. . . 
• ,. •!,. #* ~ o • ~'·• r• • • '• 

' ' ... . . # , 8.75 · ... !o...('. ' "' " .,.. ... 't&U' ·; '.·· 10.40 . ... -~: ... . . . ' . g • • , . • • 10 811 • • . 
·: · .. gjs . . . . .... ~'· ~~!J"· ·~: .. 11:31 ' . •· :· • 

• >· 115 • .... ·, 1 • • • • ~ ·.~ ·... 11 n 
9:75 • , . ~~- . . . . 12:33 

10 .. . .. 12.71 
10.25 13.19 
10.5 13.117 
10.75 14.18 
11 14.87 
11.25 15.18 
11.5 15.117 
11.75 111.20 
12 17.28 

.: ~, J:r.: 
- · 1, .. : 0 : •• 

' ' 

Depth on at•ke (lnc:hesl 
Cubic fMt pet minute 
pet lncll of notch '"ldtll 

12.25 11.26 
1~ 1~n 
12.75 18.32 
13 18.87 
13.25 19.42 
13.5 . - 19.97 
13.75 . 20.52 

· 14 ., :. 21 .09 
14.25 . : .. •. 21.115 
14.5 : •. -~ • 22.22 

.14.75 :.. ~;:"! ..... .-:·!-t'" • ;. • .. 22.70 
'. 15 ~ ; ·· . .. ~ - • - .. . • :' 23.38 
15.25 .. ,. : \ . 23.97 
15.5 . ' • 24.56 
15.75 25.16 
111 25.76 
111.25 26.36 
111.5 26.97 
111.75 •. ' 27.58 
17 28.20 
17.25 Z8.82 
17.5 • 29.45 
17.75 30.08 
18 30.70 
18.25 31.34 
111.5 . 31.98 
18.75 .. 32.68 

, 111 ~- -~~""! • • •• 33.29 
.. 111.25 ~ ·~ ·~ ' . • . ' 33.94 

• 19 5 • " h • . • • • : : 34 60 
. 19:75 .•.. , • . . • ,· • • • 35:27 
20 · : • · 35.94 

~:- :· ... 1-- ·.• ... ~:~ 
20.75 . 37.96 
21 38.65 
21.25. 39.34 
21.5 4004 
21.75 40.73 
22 41 43 
22.25 4?. 13 
22.5 4284 
22.75 43.56 
23 . 44.28 
23.25 45.00 
23.5 45.71 
23.75 411.42 
24 47.18 
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on the first obtect. as in the drawing. Mark this point B and 
measure and record the vertical distance from A to B. Now 
sight along the upper edge of the level in the opposite 
direct ion to another object that is farther down the hill. 

Step 4 - Repeat th1s procedure until you end up at the same 
elevat1on as the proposed power plant site. 

Step 5 - If more than one set-up was requ.red. add all the 
vertical diStances A· B. II your first set-up was above the water 
surface. subtract the vertical distance between the water 
surface and the upper edge of the level from the sum of the 
vertical distances. 

You now have the total head. 

Efficiency 
Power-plant efficiency will vary according to the efficiency of 
the component parts. Typical efficiencies of major 
components in a micro-hydro system are listed below. More 
precise ligures are generally available from the m<.nu· 
lacturers. It is worth noting that turbines are much more 
efficient than water wheels. 

By multiplying the efficiencies of the various compcnents in 
the system, the overall efficiency can be estimated 

Typical Efficiency Ranges for 
Micro-Hydro Equipment 
Component 
(% ) 

Ellicien.:y Range 

Water Wheels 

Turbines 

Generators 

Speed-Increasers 

Inverters 
Gemini Converters 
Batteries 

- Undershot 
-Breast 
- Poncelet 
-Overshot 
-Reaction 
-Impulse 
-Crossflow 
-Synchronous 
-Induction 
- Direct Current 
-GearBox 
-Belt Drive 

25·45 
35-65 
40-60 
60·75 
8().90 
80-95 
60-85 
9().95 
95-98 
9().98 
90·95 
80·90 
85-95 
85-95 
7().8() 
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Economic Analysis 

Assumptions: 
1. The micro-hydro system has a 6 kW capacity and is a DC· 

to-AC battery storage system. 

2. The cost of the micro-hydro system is $10,000 (This cost is 
realistic lor a system usjng new e<ilUipment but requiring 
little new construction). 

3. The hydro plant is financed by a 15-year 12 per cent loan. 
4. Total maintenance cost is $1 .358 over 15 years ($50 per 

year with 8 per cent annual cost increase). 

Step1 
Present Worth of the Micro-Hydro Plant 
Installation cost is $10,000 and the loan at 12 per cent 
interest lor 15 years requires equal annual payments of: 

A = $10,000 X (F/P. 12%, 15) X (A/P, 12%, 15) 

: $10,000 X 5.474 X 0.0268 

= $1,467.03 

Comparison of a 6 kW micro-hydro installation aga nst utility 
power line supply. 

5. The location the power is to be used is near ex is· ing power 
lines and no additional costs are required to connect to 
the utility lines. 

6. Average monthly consumption is 1000 kilowatt hours. 

7. Utility power average costs start at 4.6 cents pEr kilowatt 
hour and increase by 10 per cent annually. 

8. The hydro unit is worth $2,000 (20 per ce1 1t of the 
purchase price) at the end of the 15-year period. 

9. No tax deduction or credits are used. 

F/P and A/P are taken from standard compound interest 
tables. To determine the annual payments for l.uger or 
smaller loans just substitute the actual loan lor the $10,000 
used in the example, providing that interest and oe·iod are 
12% and 15 years respectively. Otherwise interes tables 
should be used to determine the correct factors. 

1. Present worth (PW) of loan repayment at 10 per cent rate of return (rate at which funds could alternatively be invested; is as 
follows: 

,.-~ -
' 
i. . 

.•· 

' 

! 
lr . .. . 

-~: ~:·· !~ 
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Step2 
Present worth of annual maintenance charges is as follows: 

.. ~ : .. 

Step3 

_ , .. --... -- - ..... .. 
!"" .... . ..... \ ... ::• - ~ ~ ·, .. .. 

r ·• 

. . .. ... · . FeciOf 
(P/F." 10°1., (n) 

At10 PerCent 

PW 

f 
I 
l 
I 
; 

j 
·' 1 

! 
l . . 

- -~ 

Present worth of salvage value of plant 2,000 X (P/F, 10%, 15) = 2,000 X 0.2394 = $478.80. 

Step4 
Present worth of hydro plant = 12274.06 + 661.66- 478.80 = $12,456.92. 

StepS 
Present worth of purchase of energy from utility 

~ 
r:·· 
.. 

I 1
'-'· 
r <:·~~ ~ 
' i . 

Step& 
Subtracting the present worth of line supply from micro
hydro supply = $12,456.92-$8,280.00 = $4,176.92 

In this example, the micr~nydro option would be somewhat 
more expensive over a 15-year period, assuming all of the 
conditions mentioned beforehand. A change in any of the 
assumptions can significantly affect the economics one way 
or the other. For example, if the location is one mile from an 
existing power line, an additional charge of approximately 
$18.500 (4, 10C feet over extension allowance x $4.50 per foot) 
would be required before power could be obtained from the 
utility. 

This added loan of $18,500 at 12% for 15 years requires equal 
annual payments of 

A = 18,500 X 5.474 X .0268 = $2,714.00. 

18 
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The present worth of the loan repayment is calculated in the 
same manner as shown previously and equals $22.706.95. 

Adding this to the cost of line supply, above. the present 
worth of the utility supply would be: 
$8,280.00 + $22,706.95 = $30,986.95. 

Now, subtracting the present worth of line supply from m1cro· 
hydro supply: 
$12,456.92- $30,986.95 =- $18,530.03. 

Clearly. with the inclusion of the additional charge in th1s 
exampls, the micro-hydro option is the more attractive one. 

A similar technique can be used for an economic comparison 
of any two energy supply alternatives. 
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APPENDIX4 
Cautions and Suggestions 
The followmg fist is presented to make installation easier 
and help you avo1d future troubles. 

In the final des1gn stage. be sure to: 

1. Consider your stream bed loading conditions. Silt and 
rocks coming down the stream. particularly during 
periods of h1gh runoff, can cause intake clogging or even 
destruction of the intake pipes. 

2. Size the pipe so that it is capable of handling the volume 
flow rate that you require. Any responsible pipe supplier 
can provide the correct size lor the expected flow 
condit1ons. 

3. Route the pipeline. from intake to the turbine, so that it 
contains the minimum number of bends. Do not use 
elbows of 45 degrees (or greater) in the pipeline. 
Otherwise. there will be too much strain on the pipe and 
excess1ve friction losses. 

4. Keep a downhill slope in the pipe at alltimes(exceptlor the 
initial siphon intake, if used) to avoid air locks and silt deposit. 

5. Do not let the water velocity in PVC pipe get much above 
5 feet per second. Above this line velocity other design 
consideralions come into play that the do-it·yourseller is 
not usually prepared to deal with. 

6. Size the pipe in order to maintain about 5 feet per second 
line velocity to avoid excessive ice build-up in the pipe. II 
the l ine velocity is much less than this and the system is to 
be installed in an area where winters are severe. consider 
insulating or burying the pipe. 

7. Consider installing a water by-pass above the turbine in 
case the water is needed lor lire control. 

8. Locate the DC turbine and generator adjacent to the point 
of use. This is important In order to keep electrical 
transmission lines as short as possible so that the line 
losses are kept to a minimum. 

APPENDIX 5 
I Manufacturers and Suppliers 
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Canadian 
Robert Lee 
Waterwheel Erectors Ltd. 
P.O. Box 246 
Weiland. Ontario 
L3B 5P4 
(416) 735-512, 

Claude Aleire 
Dominion Bridge Sulzer Inc. 
555 Notre Dame St. 
Lachine. Quebec 
H8S 2B1 
(514)634-3551 

Mike Wilson 
Barber Hydraulic Turbine 
Barber Point, P.O. Box 340 
Port Colborne. Ontario 
L3K5W1 
(416)834-9303 

9. Plan to install the system in warmer weather, or at least 
not under freezing conditions if at all possible. 

When obtaining your equipment. take these lactors into 
account: 

1. Deal with a reputable supplier. There is some poor 
equipment around. Buyer beware! 

2. Expect delays in getting quotes and deliveries from 
equipment suppliers, since none of them is currently very 
big and are usually quite busy. 

3. Obtain pipe with a suitable pressure rating; don't buy 
seconds. 

4. Obtain a good trash control syst~m lor the intake. A 
screen mesh should be used that has openings smaller 
than the minimum nozzle diameter that leads into the 
turbine. This way, the only solid particles that can come 
down tne pipe will be small enough to pass through the 
nozzle without clogging it. 

During installation: 

1. Be sure to follow the manufacturer's or supplier's instruc· 
lions and suggestions. 

2. Watch lor rocks, and place them carefully when burying 
PVC pipe. 

3. Use gate valves wherever valving is necessary. Other 
kinds of valving allow the water to be turned off too 
quickly, causing potentially dangerous water hammer or 
" banging pipes" effects. 

4. Use standard house wiring procedures with the electrical 
hook-up. Go to your local bookstore and pick up an 
appropriate do-it-yourself book or hire a local electrician. 

Once the system is operational, whe" you have to close 
valves, be sure to do so slowly. Closing a valve too quickly 
can cause a shock wave (a high pressure wave) that can 
damage the pipe. 

F. W. E. Stapenhorst 
285 Labrosse Ave. 
Point Claire. Quebt>c 
H9R 1A3 
(514) 695-8230 

Alvin Beeler 
L & S Pov.er Company Ltd. 
Box 90 
Whitney, Ontario 
KOJ 2MO 
(705) 637-5534 

J . S. McAulay 
Allis-chalmers 
3625 Duflerin Street 
Downsview. Ontario 
M3K 1Z2 
(416) 789-5337 
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Manufacturers and Suppliers 
B. Tnpp 
Highlands Energy S~ stems Ltd 
R R. 15 
Orangeville. Ontario 
L9W 2Z2 
(519) 941-5041 

Dependable Turbine Ltd. 
1244 Boundary Road 
Vancouver. B.C. 
V5K 4T6 
(604) 461-3121 

Small Hydro Electrics Canada Ltd. 
Box 54 
Silverton. B.C. 
VOG 2BO 
(604) 358-2406 

A. Nicholl 
Solace Energy Centre Inc. 
2425 Main Street 
Vancouver. B.C. 
V5T 3E1 
(604) 879-5258 

David Buchanan 
Ingersoll-Rand Canada 
255 Lesmill Road 
Toronto. Ontario 
M3B 2V1 
(416) 445-4470 

Leroy Somer Canada Ltd. 
337 Deslauriers 
Ville St. Laurent 
Quebec 
H4N 1W5 
(514) 378-0151 

Hayward Tyler 
1 Vulcan Street 
Rexdale. Ontario 
M9W 1L3 
(416) 243-1400 

Dave de Montmorency 
Galt Energy Systems Ltd. 
57 Victoria Avenue 
P.O. Box 1354 
Cambridge. Ontario 
N1R 3BO 
(519) 653-2531 

International 

Independent Power Developers 
Route 3. Box 285 
Sandpoint. Idaho 
83864 

The James Leffel Company 
Springfield. Ohio 
45501 

Gilbert. Gilkes & Gordon Ltd. 
Westmoreland. England 
LA9 7B7 
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Small Hydro Electnc Systems 
P.O. Box 124 
Custer. Washmgton 
98240 

Ossberger Turbinenfabnk 
Weissenberg 
Pastfach 425 
Bayern. West Germany 

Barata Metal Works & Engineering PT 
Mgagel (109) 
Surabaya, Indonesia 

Jyoti Ltd. 
Industrial Area 
P.O. Chemical Industries 
R.C. Dull Road 
Baroda 390 003, India 

Westward Mouldings Ltd. 
Greenhill Works 
Delaware Road 
Gunnislake. Cornwall. England 

Campbell Water Wheel Company 
420 South 42nd Street 
Philadelphia. Pennsylvania 
19104 

Maschinenfabrik Kossler GMBH 
A-3151 St. Pollen 
St. Georgen. Austria 

Karlstads Mekaniska Weskstad 
Fack S-681 01 
Kristinehamn. Sweden 

Elektro GMBH 
St. Gallerstrasse 27 
Winterthur. Switzerland 8400 

Canyon Industries 
5346 Mosquito Lake Road 
Deming. Washington 
98244 

Briau S.A. 
BP43 
37009 Tours Cedex. France 

Northern Water Power Co. 
P.O. Box 49 
Harrisville. New Hampshire 
03450 

Land & Leisure Services 
Priority Land 
St. Thomas. Launceston 
Cornwall. England 

Alaska Wind and Power 
P.O. BoxG 
Chigiak. Alaska 
99567 

Pumps. Pipes and Power 
Kingston Village 
Austin. Nevada 
89310 
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APPENDICES 

Manufacturers and Suppliers 
Bell Hydroelectnc 
3 Leatherslockmg Street 
Cooperstown. New York 
13326 

BalaJu Yuantra Shala •PI Ltd 
BalaJu. Katmandu. Nepal 

Ma1ne HydroeiP.ctnc Development Groups 
Goose R1ver. Ma1ne 

Miscellaneous Equipment Suppliers 
Tom Adair 
Westburn Electric Supply 
R R 41 
Kearney. Ontano 
POA 1MO 
Zenith 48240 

Douglas Fleming 
Reliance Electric Ltd 
678 Enc Street 
Stratford. Ontano 
(519)27 1-3630 

H. M Barnett 
Canadian General Electric 
1900 Eglinton Avenue East 
Scarborough. Ontario 
M1L2M1 
(4161751-3220 

Westinghouse Canada Inc. 
55 Goldthorne 
Toronto. Ontario 
(4161445-0550 

., . 
,.. .... 

An Ontario manufactured mlcr~hydro unil 
Source· ' · ~:-:-: -· ' 
Sit etch Courtesy of Galt Energy Systems..:. t;;ambndge, Ont. . . , .. · .. 

James Smith 
Canbar Products Ltd. 
Waterloo. Ontario 
N2J 4A7 
(5191886-2880 

Wmdworks 
Box 329. Route 3 
Mukwonago. Wisconsm 
53149 

L1ma Electric Company Inc. 
200 East Chapman Road 
Box 918 
Lima. Ohio 
45802 

Woodward Governor Company 
5001 N 2nd Street 
Rockford, Illinois 
61101 

Natural Power. Inc. 
New Boston. New Hampshire 
03070 

... ... . .. ~ . 
.. . .;. 

I 
' i 

I 
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIX& Ministry of Natural Resources 
District Office Address Telephone District Office Address Telephone 

Algonqurn Park Box 219 (705) 637-2780 Gogama Box 129 (705) 894-2000 
Whrtney, Ontarro Gogama. Ontarro 
KOJ 2MO POM 1WO 

Atrkokan 108 Saturn Avenue (807) 597-6971 Hearst Box670 
Atrkokan, Ontario 

(705) 362-4346 
631 Front Street 

POT 1CO Hearst. Ontario 

Aylmer 353 Talbot Street West (519) 773-9241 
POL 1NO 

Aylmer, Ontario Huronia Midhurst, Ontario (705) 728-2900 ~ N5H258 LOL 1XO 

Bancroft Box SOO (613) 332-3940 Ignace 
Bancroft, Ontario 

Box448 (807) 934-2233 

KOL 1CO 
Ignace, Ontario 
POT ITO 

Blind River Box190 (705) 356-2234 Kapuskasmg 6 Government Road 
62 Queen Street 

(705) 335-0191 

Blind River, Ontario 
Kapuskasing, Ontarro 
P5N2W4 

POR 180 

Bracebridge Box 1138 (705) 645-5244 
Kirkla.nd Lake Box 129 (705) 642-3222 

Brace bridge, Ontarro 
Swastika, Ontario 

POB ICO 
POK ITO 

Brockville 101 Water Street West (613) 342-8524 
Ken ora Box5080 (807) -l68-984 1 

Brockville, Ontario 
808 Robertson Street 

K6V5Y8 
Kenora, Ontario 
P9N 3X9 

Cambridge Box 2186 (519) 658·9355 Lanark 
Cambridge, Ontario 

Box239 (6 13) 259-2942 

N3C2W1 
Lanark, Ontario 
KOG 1KO 

Chatham Box 1168 (519) 354-7340 
435 Grand Avenue West 

Lindsay 32.2 Kent Street West (705) 324-6121 

Chatham, Ontario 
Lindsay, Ontario 

N7M 5L8 
K9V4T7 

Chapleau 34 Birch Street (705) 864-1710 Maple Maple, Ontario (416) 832-2761 

Chapleau, Ontario LOJ lEO 

POM 1KO 
Minden Minden, Ontario (705) 286-1521 

Cochrane Box 730 (705) 272-4365 KOM 2KO 

2 Third Avenue 
Cochrane, Ontario Moosonee Box 190 (705) 336-2987 

POL 1CO Moosonee, Ontario 
POL IYO 

Cornwall Box 1759 (613) 933-1774 
113 Amelia Street Napa nee 1 Richmond Blvd. (613) 354-2173 

Cornwall, Ontario Napanee, Ontario 

K6H 5V7 K7R3S3 

Dryden Ontario Government Bldg. (807) 223·3341 Niagara Box-1070 (416) 892·2656 

Box3000 Hwy. 20 

Dryden, Ontario Fonthill, Ontario 

P8N 383 LOS l EO 

Espanola Box 1340 (705) 869-1330 Nipigon Box970 (807) 887-2120 

148 Fleming Street Nipigon, Ontario 

Espanola, Ontario POT2JO 

POP 1CO 
North Bay Box 3070 (705) 474-5550 

Fort Francrs 922 Scott Street (807) 274-5337 North Bay, Ontarro 

Fort Frances, Ontario P1B8K7 

P9A 1J4 Ottawa Ramsayville, Ontarro (613) 822-2525 

Gerald ton Box640 (807) 854·1 030 
KOA2YO 

Geraldton, Ontario 
POT 1MO 
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I APPENDICES 

I District Office Address Telephon(; District Office Address Telephone 

Owen Sound 611 Ninth Avenue East (519) 376-3860 Sudbury Box 3500, Stn. A. (705) 522-7823 

I 
Owen Sound, Ontario Sudbury, Ontario 
N4K 3E4 P3A4S2 

Parry Sound 4 Miller Street (705) 746·2401 Temagami Box 38 (705) 569·3622 

I 
Parry Sound. Ontario Temagami. Ontario 
P2A 158 POH 2HO 

Pembroke Box 220 (613) 732·3661 Terrace Bay Box280 (807) 825·3205 
Riverside Drive Terrace Bay, Ontario 

I Pembroke, Ontario POT2WO 
K8A6X4 

Thunder Bay Box5000 (807) 475·1501 
Red Lake Box 323 (807) 727·2531 Thunder Bay 'F', Ontario 

I Hwy. 105 P7C5G6 
Red Lake, Ontario 
POV 2MO Timmins 896 Riverside Drive (705) 267·7951 

Timmins, Ontario 

I Sault Ste. Marie Box 130 (705) 949-1231 P4N3W2 
69 Church Street 
Sault Ste. Marie. Ontario Tweed Metcalfe ~treet (613) 478-2330 
P6A5L5 Tweed, Ontario 

I 
KOK3JO 

Simcoe 645 Norfolk Street North (519) 426·7650 
Simcoe. Ontario Wawa Box 1160 (705) 856·2396 
N3Y 3R2 Wawa, Ontario 

POS 1KO 

I Sioux l ookout Box 309 (807) 737·1140 
Sioux lookout, Ontario Wing ham A.A. •5 (519) 357·3131 
POV2TO Wingham, Ontario 

NOG2WO 

I Regional Office Address Telephone Regional Office Address Telephone 

Algonquin Brendale Square (705) 789-9611 Northeastern 17 4 Douglas Street West (705) 673-1111 

I Regional Office P.O. Box 9000 Regional Office Sudbury, Ontario 
Huntsville, Ontario P3E 1G1 
POA 1KO 

Southwestern 1106 Dearness Drive (519) 681·5350 

I Central 10670 Yonge Street North (416)884·9203 Regional Office London, Ontario 
Regional Office Richmond Hill, Ontario N6E 1N9 

L4C3C9 
Northwestern 808 Robertson Street (807) 468-3111 

I 
Eastern Provincial Government (613) 258·3413 Regional Office Box 5160 
Regional Office Building Kenora, Ontario 

Concession Road P9N 3X7 
Kemptville, Ontario 

I 
KOG 1JO Leslie M. Frost Dorset. Onta.rio (705) 766-2451 

Natural r=QA 1EO 
Northern 140 Fourth Avenue (705) 272-4287 Resources 
Regional Office P.O. Box 3000 Centre 

I 
Cochrane, Ontario 
POL 1CO Aviation and P.O. Box 310 (705) 942·1800 

Fire 55 Church Street 
North Cent rill Ontario Government (807) 475-1261 Management Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario 
Regional Off•ce Building Centre P6A5L8 

I 435 James Street South 
P.O. Box 5000 
Thunder Bay 'F', Ontario 
P7C5G1 

I 
I Copies available ... (at $2.00. prepayment requested) . .. from ttie 

Ontario Government Bookstore, 880 Bay St., Toronto for personal 
shoppin~. Out-of-town customers write to Publications Services 
Section, th Floor, 880 Bay St., Toronto, Ontario M7A 1 N8. Telephone 

I 965-6015. Toll free long distance 1.8Q0.268-7540, in Northwestern 
Ontario 0-Zeni th 67200. 




